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IPerks 07 Referenoe.

Xo inquire into and report on the existing conditions of laboult

in industrial undertakings and plantatioi^ in British India, on the health,

efficiency and standard of living of the workers, and on the relations

between employers and employed, and to make recommendations.”

NotK.—“ InduBtrial undertaking ** for the purpose of the Commission is interpreted

as in Artieie t of the Washington Hours Convention, which is as follows :

—

“ For the purpose of this Convention, the term ‘ industrial undertaking * includes

particularly :

—

** (a) Mines, quarries, and other works for the extraction of minerals from the

earth.

(6) Industries in which articles are manufactured, altered, cleaned, repaired,

ornamented, finished, adapted for sale, broken up or demolished, or in

which materials are transformed ; including shipbuilding and the genera-
tion, transformation and transmission of eiootricity or motive power of

any kind.

“ (c) Construction, reconstruction, maintenance, repair, alteration, or demolition
of any building, railway, tramway, liarbour, dock, pier, canal, inland
waterway, road, tunnel, bridge, via<iuci, sewer, dnUn, well, telegraphio

or telephonic installation, electrical undertaking, gaswork, waterwork or

other work of construction, as well as the preparation for or laying the
fouiulatiouH of any such work or structure.

“ (d) Transport of passengers or goods by road, rail, sea, or inland waterway,
including the handling of goods at docks, quays, wharves or warehouses,
but exoiuditig transport by hand.

The competent authority in each country shall define the line of division which se-

parates industry from commerce and agriculture.

MISRCL
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liTST OF SUBJEOfgt.

t Becroitment

( 1 ) Origin ofLabour.

(i) Extent of migration.

(ii) Causes of particular stroanm of migration.

(iii) Changes in recent years.

(
2

)
Co7itaet with milages.

(i) Extent and frequency of return.

(ii) Extent of permanent labour force.

(
3

)
Methods of recruitment.

(i) Existing methods.

(ii) Possible improvement.

(iii) Public employment agencies.

() Desirability of establishing.

() Possibility of practical schemes.

(4)
Extent and effects of disturbance offamily life.

(5) Recruihnent of sea/men.

(i) Existing practice.

(ii) Effect of changes introduced in Calcutta.

(iii) Suggestions for improvement.

(
6

)
Recruitmentfor Assam.

(i) Need of retention of control.

(ii) Administration of present system.

(iii) Composition and working of Assam Labour Board.
(iv) Defects of existing Act and system.
(v) Possible substitutes.

( 7 ) Unemployment.

(i) Extent and character.

(ii) Extent to which caused by —
(u) Retrenchment or dismissals.

(6) Voluntary retirement.

(c) Other causes.

(iii) Possible methods of alleviating and remedying distress.
(iv) Unemployment Insurance.
(v) Application of International Conventions relating to un-

employment.

(8 ) Labotir “ turnover.’**

(i) Average duration of emplojrment.
(ii) Extent of casual employment.
(iii) Absenteeism.

{a) Extent, character and causes.

(6) Seasonal or otherwise.
(c) Time and wages lost.

(
9

) Apprentices Act, 1860 .

Value of.
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(10) Ihimk of orgmisaiion^ adminietrative and departmental.

(11) Sdeetion of managing staff.

(12) Recruitment and training of supervising staff, superior and ifift-

ordinate.

(i) Methods in force,

(ii) Facilities for training and promotion of workmen.

(13) Relations between staff and rank and file.

(i) Relations generally.

(ii) Value and defects of system of employing jobbers.

(iii) Works Committees : their constitution, extent and achieTe*

ments.

(iv) Works Councils and Industrial Councils.

(14) Timekeeping, piecework, contract and attendance registers.

(i) How and by whom kept and checked.

(ii) How and by whom wages actually paid to workers.

(16)

Contractors as intermediaries.

(i) Extent and character of work given on contract.

(ii) Extent of sub-contracting.

(iii) Control exercised over working conditions.

(iv) Effects,

m. Haaaing.

(16) Extent to which housing is provided.

(i) By employers.

(ii) By Government or other public agency.

(iii) By private landlords.

(iv) By workers themselves.

(17) Facilitiesfor acquisition of landfor workers' hawses.

(18) Nature of accommodation provided in each doss.

(i) In relation to workers* demands.
(ii) In relation to best type from health point of view.

(iii) Provision made for lighting, conservancy and water supply.

(19) Utilisation by workers of accommodation available.

(20) Rent-rates in variotss classes.

(21) Special problems arising in connection with various classes of
housing.

e.g. Subletting

;

Occupation of employers’ houses by tenants in other employ

;

Eviction.

(22) Moral effect on worker ofindustrial housing conditions. Improve-
nunis tried and suggested.

V9. BMdth.
(2S) Chneral health conditions ofworkers.

(i) Fignree of mortality.

(ii) Birth rate and infant rnortality.

Methods of registratios.
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(iii) Working conditions

—

() at work places
;

() at home.

(iv) Dietary.

(v) Physique.

(vi) Effects of disturbance of sex ratio in industrial cities.

(vii) Relation between housing and mortality.

(24) Extent of medicalfacilities pramded,

(i) By employers.

(ii) By Government.

(iii) By other agencies.

(iv) Provision for women doctors, trained midwives or dais.

(25) Extent to which medical facilities are 'Utilised,

(i) Generally.

(ii) By women.

(26) Sanitary arrangements, (a) at work places, (b) at home.

(i) Latrines.

(ii) Drinking water.

(iii) Bathing and washing.

(27) Extent and nature of official supervision,

(i) Work of Boards of Health in special areas.

(ii) Inspection of plantations.

(iii) In mill and other industarial areas.

(28) Suitability of existing Factories and Mines Ads and Rules

(i) Control of temperature in factories.

(ii) Control of humidification in cotton mills.

() Nature of action taken by Local Governments.

() Results.

(29) Disease,

(i) Prevalence of industrial diseases.

(ii) Prevalence of cholera, malaria, hookworm and other tropical

diseases.

(30) Sick'ness insurance,

(i) Suitability of International Labour Convention.

(ii) Possibility of introducing other systems.

(iii) How to meet difficulties arising from non-acceptability of

Western medicine, paucity of medical men, migration of

labour, finance.

* (31) Maternity benefits,

(i) Extent and working of existing schemes (including allow*

ahees given before and after childbirth).

(ii) History of central and provincial Bills.

(iii) Possibility of legislation.
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WiBiii (other than Hiiltli and Bomiiif» imt includmg HliiealiDA).

(82) Eostmt of aodfaire work,

(i) By employers.

(ii) By other agencies.

(83) of Welfare Ojfkers and loorkers.

(34) Nature of other Welfare acHvitiee^ (a) by employers (b) by other

agencies,

(i) Provision for refreshments, shelters and crAches.

(ii) Provision for physical culture, recreation and amusements.
(iii) Other activities.

(36)

Results achieved,

(36) Provision of editcatiofuzl facilities by employers ~

(i) For adult workers.

(ii) For half-time workers.

(iii) For workers’ children.

(iv) Extent to which used.

(37) Desirability and possibility of provision for old age and pretnature

retirement.

(38) Co-operation.

(39) Possibility and desirability of a Statutory Miners' Welfare Fund,

VI. Education.

(40) Facilities for gctuoal education in industrial areox^.

(i) Of children not in <unployment.

(ii) Of children eTiij)loye(l in factories.

(iii) Of adults.

(41) Facilities for industrial and vocational training,

(42) Effect of education on standard of living and industrial efficiency

of workers.

VII. Safety.

(43) Existing regulations in fa^'torics, mines, railways and docks.

(44) Incidence of accidents in fackrries, mines, railways and docks.

(45) Causes.

(46) Accident prevention (including “ Safety First ” propaganda).

(47) Accidents in mn-regulated establishments.

(48) First-aid and medical relief.

(49) Stringency of inspection and enforcement of regulations.

(i) In industry generally.

(ii) In seasonal industries.

(60) Effect upon safety of hours, health, light and working (xmdUions

generally.

Vin. Worlonen’s CompeiiBatioii.

(61) Workmens Compensation Act,

(i) Extent of use.

(ii) Comparison with extent of possible claims.



(iii) Effects on industry,

(iv) Availability and use of insurance facilities and value froin

workers^ point of view.

(v) Desirability of compulsory insurance by employers.

(62) Desirability of extending Act to ot?ier occupations.

Possibility of providing against insolvency of employers who
might be so covered.

(63) Suitability of provisions relating to—
(i) Scales of compensation.

(ii) Conditions governing grant of compensation.

(iii) Industrial diseases.

(iv) Machinery of administration.

(v) Other matters,

(64) Desiralnlity of legislation on lines of Employers^ Liability Aetf

1880.

DC. Hours.

A. Factories.

(66)

Hours worked per week and per day.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on call.

(66) Days worked per tveek.

(67) Effect of 60 hours restridion--

(i) On workers.

(ii) On industry.

(68) Effect of daily limit.

(69) Possibility of reduction in maxima.

(60) Intervals.

(i) Existing practice

—

(a) In relation to fatigue.

(b) In relation to workers’ meal times.

(ii) Suitability of the law.

(iii) Suitability of hours during which factory is working.

(iv) Number of holidays given.

(61) Day of rest.

(i) Existing practice.

(ii) Suitability of the law.

(62) Exempting provisions and the use made of them.

B-HiiiM.

(63) Hours worked per day and per week.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and konw
daring which worker is on call.
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(64) Daift wtrbed per nmk.

(65) Effect of restrietion of hours.

(i) On workers.

(ii) On industry.

(66) Possibility of reducing maxima.

(67) Suitability of the law rdating to shifts.

(68) Possibility of introducing an effective daily limitation.

(69) Intervals.

(i) In relation to fatigue.

(ii) In relation to workers’ meal times.

(iii) Number of holidays given.

(70) Day of rest.

(71) Adequacy of existing provisions.

(72) Exempting provisions and use made of them.

C. Raflways.

(73) Hours worked per week and per day.

(i) Normal, i.e. a.s determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which work<‘r is on call.

(74) Days worked per week.

(76)

Extent of application of International Labour Conventions relating

to—
(i) Hours.

(ii) Rest days.

(76) Intervals.

(i) In relation to fatigue.

(ii) In relation to workers’ meal times.

(iii) Number of holidays given.

(77) Possibility ofregulation.

D. Other Establishments.

() Plantations.

() Docks.

(c) Other industrial establislunents.

(78) Hours worked per week and per day.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on caU.

, (79) Days worked per week.

(80) Desirability of regulation.
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X. Special Qoestioiis relating to Women, Young Adnlte anA CBiUdfia.

A. Faetories.

(81 ) Effect of 1922 Act on employment,

(82) Admission ofinfants tofactories.

(83) Suitability of regulations for womens work.

(84 ) Suitability of regulations affecting children,

(i) Hours and intervals.

(ii) Minimum and maximum ages.

(85) Double employmeM of children (i.e. in more than one estcblishment

in same day).

(86) Work and training of young adults.

Facilities for ap])renticeship.

(87) Extent of blind alley ” employment (i.e. extent to which children

are dismissed on reaching full age).

(88) Comparative merits of double and single shift systems as affecting

health of womcn^ adults and children.

(89) Work of women and children in factories not subject to Act.

(i) Use by local (Tovernments of se(‘tion 2 (3) (6).

(ii) Advisability of extended application.

B. Mines.

(90) Effeci of Act of im,
Suita]>ility of certification provisions.

(91) Exclusion of women.

(i) Suitability of regulations.

(ii) Probable eifect on industry.

(iii) Economic effect on work**r.s.

(iv) Speed of withdrawal.

C. Other Establishments.

(92 ) Needfor regulation,

ZI. Special Questions relating to Seamen and Workers in Inland Naviga*

tion,

(93) flours ofwork.

(94) Rations and accommodation, articles of agreement, &c,

(95) Imlian Merchant Shipping Act,

(i) Existing provisions.

(ii) Need of revision.

xn. Wages.

(96) Prevailing rates of wages (time and piece) and average earnings.

(i) In industry,

(ii) In surrounding agricultural areas.

(iii) Difference between money wages and money value of all

earnings.
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(97) Movements in recerU years.

(i) Increases and decreases,

(ii) Reasons for variation.

(iii) Relation to prices and cost of living (pre-war and post-war).

(iv) Relation to profits.

(98) Amounts sent to viJlayes.

(99) Pajpnent in kind and allied problems.

(100) Eoctent and effect of payment through contractors^ sub contractors

or headmen.

(101) Method offixing wages.

(i) By negotiated agreements.

(ii) Other means,

(102) Basis of paymentfor overtime and Sunday work.

(103) Extent of standardisation.

(104) Effect of wage-changes on labour supply.

(105) Minimum wages.

Advisability and possibility of statutory establishment.

(106) Deductions.

(i) Extent of lining.

(ii) Other deductions,

(iii) Utilisation of lines.

(iv) Desirability of legi.slation.

(107) Periods of wage-payment (day, week or month).

(i) Periods for which wages paid.

(ii) Periods elapsing before payment.
(iii) Desirability of legislation

—

(a) to regulate periods ;

(b) to prevent delay in payment.
(iv) Treatment of unclaimed wages.

(108) Indebtedness.

(i) In village.

(ii) In industrial area.

(109) Bonus and profit sharing scheyneji.

(i) Nature and effect of schemes which are or have been in

operation.

(ii) Basis of schemes, whether production or profits.

(110) Annual or other leave. *

(i) Extent to which taken by workers.

(ii) Extent to which countenanced and/or assisted by employers.

(iii) Extent of consequential loss to worker of back-lying wages.

(111) DesirabiUty ofFair Wages Clause in public contracts.

Zm. Industrial EfBdeiuu^ oi Workm.
(112) Comparative changes in efficieney of Indian workers in recent

yean.
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(113) Comparative efficiency of Indian andforeign wofkefB*

(114) Extent to which comparisons are affected by—
(i) Migration of workers.

(ii) Use of machinery.

(iii) Comparative efficiency of plant.

(iv) Comparative efficiency of management.
(v) Physique.

(vi) Health.

(vii) Education.

(viii) Standards of living.

(ix) Climate.

(116)

Effect on 'production of—
(i) Changes in working hours.

(ii) Changes in other working conditions.

(iii) Exi)enditure on health and sanitation.

(iv) Housing.

(v) Alterations in methods of remuneration.

(vi) Movements in wage levels.

(vii) Legislative enactments.

(viii) Dietary.

(ix) Alcohol and drugs.

(x) Industrial fatigue.

(116) Possible methods of securing increased efficiency

»

Xn. Trade Combinations.

(117) Eortent of organisation of—
(i) Employers.

(ii) Employed.

(118) Effect of organisations on—
(i) Industry.

(ii) Conditions of workers generally.

(119) Nature of Trade Union activities.

(i) Mutual aid benefit schemes : unemployment : Bicknees

old age : strike pay*

(ii) Other activities.

(120) Individual Trade Unions.

(i) History.

(ii) Attitude of workers and extent of their control.

(iii) Attitude of employers and relations wiHi them.

(121) Trcde Unions Act, 1926.

(i) Extent to which utilised.

(ii) Effects.

(in) Eossible amendments.
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(122) Miscdianeous questions regarding Trade Unions.

(i) Methods of negotiation between employers and employed.

(ii) Results of attempts at co-operation between employers and
employed to increase efBciency of production.

(iii) Position of employees in State industrial concerns in relation

to general Trade Union movement.

XV. Industrial Disputes.

(123) Extent of strikes and lock-ovts.

(i) Causes.

(ii) Duration and character.

(iii) Nature and method.s of settlement.

(iv) Loss to industry and workers.

(124) Conciliation and arbitration macMnery.

(i) Results of previous investigations.

(ii) Part played by official or non-official conciliators in settling

disputes.

(iii) Use (if any) made of Employers’ and Workmen’s Disputes

Act, 1800.

(iv) Joint standing machinery for regiilation of relations between

employers and workjwople.

(v) Opportunity afforded to workj)eople of making representa-

tions.

(vi) Applicability to Indian conditions of Industrial Court,

Trade Boards^ Joint Industrial Councils.

(126)

Trades DispiUes Act.

(126) Attitude of Government—
(i) Towards trade combinations.

(ii) In connection with industrial disputes.

XVI. Law o! Mastw and Servant.

(127) Effect of repeal of Workmen's Breach of Contract Act.

(128) Types of contract commonly in use.

(129) Extent to which (i) Civil, (ii) Criminal law is avaUable and
usedfor enforcement.

(130) Madras Planters Labour Act, 1903.

(131) Ooorg Labour Act.

(132) Employers' and Workmen’s Disputes Act : Is it used ?

XVXL Administration.

(133) Central and Provincial L^islatures.

Action and attitude on labour questions.

(134) International Labour Organisation.

(i) Ratification of Conventions and action taken.

(ii) Its effect on legislation, &c.

(135) Sedations httween Central and Local Governments.



(136) Administrative authorities in various Oovernmmts.

Work of special labour offices or officers.

(137) Effect of differences in law or administration in Indian Steves

and British India.

(138) Acgimintanre of worlyeople mth factory legislation.

(139) Factory inspection.

(i) Adequacy of staff.

• (ii) IJniforrnity of adiuinistration in different l^rovinces.

(iii) Rigour and efficiency of administration.

(iv) Prosexjutions and their result.

(140) Mines inspection.

(i) Adequacy of staff.

(ii) Rigour and efficiency of administration.

(iii) Prosecutions and their result.

(141) Railways {State and Co^npany).

Administration of questions affecting personmd.

(142) Pla7itations, docks and other industrial establishments.

Extent and nature of inspection.

XVin. Intelligence.

(143) Existing statistics.

(i) Extent and use.

(ii) Method of collection.

(iii) Degree of accuracy.

(144) Possibility of improvement in statistics.

(146) Nature of special investigations conducted.

(i) Cost of living enquiries.

(ii) Results achieved.

(146) Future developments necessary.

26,664~-GIP6
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.
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,
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tam.

15 Mr. C. J. Smith .

.
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patam.
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i^cipal, Medical Colley,
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^ 82—88
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23 Sadyan

24

25

Suppiah
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Men workers of the
> Madura Mills.

*

•• 61—62, G.-642.

26 Muuiandi

27 Mr. J. P. Rodri-
guez
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'Mr. Sankaranaraina
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Mr. Kandaawanii
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35

30

Mr. F. A. Krishna-
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Rev. F, Ramaseshan

1 Representatives of the
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1

Christian Council.

101—104 108—116,
G.4232.

37

38

39

Mr. S. P. Y. Suren-
'

dranath Voetreli-

Arya

Mr. Koppaswamy
Mndaliar

Mr. Kanagasabai
Mndaliar

Representing the Madras
Electric Tramway and
Supply Corporation
Employees* Union.

104—107 117—122,
G.4290.
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40 Mr, C. Gopal Menon

41 Mr. P. Kaghavan
Nair

42 Dr. Ahmad Mukh-
tar, M.A., Ph.D.

43 Miss M. Azariah .

.

44 Mrs. Cousins

46 Mrs. Bhagirathi Sri

Ram

46 Mr. V. M. Rama-
swamy Mudaliar.

47 Mr. T. M. Parthas-
matty Mudaliar

48 Mr. T. Muthuswamy
Pillai.

49 Mr. R, Ketari
Muthu Chetty

60 Mr. M. S. Kotis-

I08--111 123-~131,
G.4866.

111-^121 131—140,
G.-1454.

121—124

140—145,
G.-1648.

124—128

128—131

51 Mr. Sivashanmugam
Pillai

}

Representatives of the
Southern India Cham-
ber of Commerce,
Madras.

I^ofessor of Economics,
Anamalai University,
Chidambaram.

District Secretary, Y. W.
C. A., Madras.

Women social workers,
Madras.

Representatives of the
Kerosene Oil Workers*
Union, Madras.

Representative of the
Madras Port Trust and
Harbour Workers’ Union,
Messrs. Richardson
Cruddas & Co.’s Workers’
Union and the Western
India Match Factory
W’^orkers’ Union, Madras.

Patron, the Chingleput 131—132 162—165,

District Labour Guild, G.-1776.

Kodambakam.

146-157,
G.-1692.

157—162,
G.-1727.

52 Mr. Hargreaves Manager, Carnatic Mill,

Madras.

53 Mr. W. E. Bentley Manager, Buckingham
Mill, Madras.

54 Dr. G. P. Eaghaviah Medical Officer, Carnatic

MiU.

55 Miss M. Sage, M.A. Joint Principal, The Buc-
kingham and Carnatic

School, Madras

56 Mr, K. 0. Anthoni.. Secretary, The BuckiM-
ham & Carnatic Mills

Workpeople Welfare Com-
mittee.

132--154 166—190,
G,-1820.
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57 Mr. V. Subramani
Aiyar

58 Sir Fairless Barber i

59 Mr. H. L. Pinohes .

.

eO Mr. C. R. T. Con-
greve

61 Lt.-Gol. C. H. Brock

62 Mr. F. £. James .

.

Manager, Choolai Mills,

Madras.

Representatives of the United
I Planters’ Association of

^ Southern India.

191—192,
G.-2138.

154L-_]04 193>~218,

G..2U9.

63 Mr. B. Shiva Bao .

.

64 Mr. Ramanujulu
Naidu

65 Mr. Selvapathy
Chetty

66 Mr. A. G. Leach,
I.C.S.

Ropresentat ivos of the
Madras Labour Union.

Secretary to the Govern-
ment of Madras, Labour
and Lublic Works Depart-
ment.

164- -187, 218 -- 241,

187—203 G.-2438.

Mr. Shiva
llao’s Memo.

67 Mr. J. Gray, O.B.E.,
I.C.S.

68a Mr. S. A. Cartledgo

68b M. R. Ry. M. Krish-
naswami Ayyar
Avargal (not ex-

amined orally)

69 Capt. N. R. Ubhaya,
J.M.S.

70 Mr. W. E. Smith,
M.A.,I.E.8.

Commissioner of Labour, 37—55
Madras.

Chief Inspector of Factories, 60 I 242 >• 280,
Madras. G.-2660.

Offg. Chief Inspector of 60—08
Factories, Madras.

Director of Public Health,
Madras.

Offg. Director of Public 74—75 260—282,
Instruction, Madras. G.-3071.

Mr. W. M. Browning

72 Mr. C. E. Wood,
M.L.C.

73 Mr. F. O. Luker .

.

Burma Shell Oil
Storage and Dis-
tributing Co. of

! India, Ltd.
of Messrs. Parry
& Co., Ltd.

of Messrs. Addi-
son & Co., Ltd,

up.
ills

203—211 283—296,
G.-3088.
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74 Mr. Muhammad
Ubaidullah .

Representative of the
Buckingham & Carnatic
Mills Employees Union,
Madras (with other
representatives).

211—224 296—301.
G.-3223.

75 Col. R. MoCftrrison,

C.I.E.; I.M.8.

Director, Nutritional Re-
search, Pasteur Institute,

Coonoor.

226—238 302—307,
G.-3305.

76 Lousia WOman worker. Nonesuch
Tea Estate, Coonoor.

•* 308—300,
G.-3342.

77 Jebakanti Do. -

.

309, G..3347.

78 Lazarud Mistri, Nonesuch Tea
Estate, Coonoor.

•• .309—310,
0.-3348.

79 Palaniappan Pruuer, Do. • • 310, G. -3353.

80 Angappan Worker, Do. . .. 310—311,
G.-3357.

81 Lt.-Col. L. L. Porter,

O.B.E.,V.D.
Managing Director, None-
such Tea Estates Co.,

Coonoor.
311—317,

82 Lt. Commander L.
G. Elkiiigton,

H.N. (retd.)

Manager, Ibex
Estate, Coonoor,

Lodge 1 G.-3360.

83 Mr. L. A. Hawke .

.

Manager, Singara Tea
Estate, (Coonoor.

317—322,
G.-3445.

84 Kayappan Mistri, Do. 322, G.-3614.

86 Mr. E. Holden Manager, Kaleoswar Mills,

Coimbatore,
•• 323—327,

G.-3516.

86 Valliammal Woman worker, Coimba-
tore Spg. & Wvg. Mills.

•• 327, G.-3579.

87 Rangammal Do. •• 327, G.-3680.

88 Luthmari Do. .. •• 327—328,
G..3681.

89

90,

Gnanaprakasam .

.

Mr.W. E. Winter .

.

Man worker. Do.

Managing Director. *] jS 'i>

• • 328, G.-3584.

91

92

Mr. J. P. Cheshire .

.

Mr. P. Howard

Mill Manager.

WoA'Ving Manager.^ml
238—239 328—832,

G..3686.

93 Xhangamani Woman worker, Pacha-
malai Estate (Anamalai
Hills).

• • 333—834,
0.-3638.
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94 Chinuammal Woman worker, Pachamalai
Estate (Anamalai HiUs).

«

334^36,
G.-3648.

95 Chinnatliambi Mistri, Do. •• 335-~337,
G..3655.

96 Savari Mutthu < Worker, Do. . . 337, G.-3673.

97 Maranney .. Do. •• •• 337—338,
G.-3676.

98 Mr. J. E. Sampson Manager, Pachamalai
Estate, Valparai,

(Anamalai 1 fills).

*• 338—361,
G.-3680.

99 Mr. J. H. Ireland

Jones

100 Mr. W. H. Martin .

.

101

102

103

Mr. J. E. Sampson

Mr. E. Johnson

Mr.A.W.E.MUls ..

> Uoprescntaiives
Anamalai
Association.

of the
Plaiiters’

•• 361—373,
G..3869.

104 t)r, J. E. Measham

105 Mr. G. B. Beade .

.

106 Chinnammal Woman worker, Thay-
mudi Estate (Anamalai
Hills).

374—376,
G..4128.

107 Palani Ammal Do. •• •• 376—^76,
0,-4136.

108 Chengamalan Worker, Do. •• •• 376—377,
G,-4142.

109 Chinnaswami Do. •• •• 377—378,
G.-4162and380,
G..4166.

no Pattakaran Mistri, Do. •• 378—380,
G..4160,

111

112

Mr. F. L. Schwinde

Mr, Eric Johnson .

.

Manager, Do.

Group Manager, Mudis
Group of Estates.

380—384,
0.-4167.

113*

114

115

*

Sir Fairless Barber

Mr. J. C. Blaekham

Mx. A. Foote

General Manager

Group Manager

Manager J

1

Lower
Paralai^

- Estate

1

(Anama-
lai Hills).

884—396,
G.-4216.
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lie Mr. N. S. EamaR'
wamy Ayyangar

President, Labour Union,
Coimbatore.

239-~25r> 397—414,
G..4353.

117 Mr. E. F. Thomas .

.

Collector and District

Magistrate, Coimbatore.

•• 414—421,
0.-4536.

118 P. Audiah Naidu .

.

Late Tahsildar of Parlaki*

modi (Madras).

255—256 ....

119 Mr. E. G. Powell .. President, The Cordite
Factory Labour Union,
Aruvankadu, Nilgiris,

South India.

256—260

120 Mr. A. C. Wood-
house, I.O.S.

Collector of Nellore 260—262 a • » •

121 Mr. A. G. Green .

.

Superintendent, Govern-
ment Press, Madras.

262—269
I

• • mm

12^2 M. K. Ry. Diwan
Bahadur A. Appa-
durai PiUai Avar-
gal, M.A.

Director of Industries,

Madras.
270—271 • see

123 Rev, A, Anderson .

.

Gunupiir, Madras 271—272 • a • •

124 Cochin Chamber of

Commerce
Cochin . . .

.

272—273 ....

125 Rev. H. Staecker .

.

tleypore, Vizagapatam . 273—274 ....

126 Mr. G. G. Armstrong,
O.B.E., M,C., V.IX,
M. Inst. T.

Chairman. "Madras Port
Trust.

274—278 ....

127 The Madras l/nited

Spinning andWea>
ving Mills Co.,

Ltd.

Madras 278—281

i

128 Mr. H. M. Hood,
I,C.S.

Registrar of Co-operative
Societies, Madras. •

281—283
! • •

120 The Madras Alumi>
nium Labour
Union

Madras 283 -287 ....

130 Rao Sahib V. Kri-

ahna Menon
Secretary, Malabar Dis-

trict Co-operative Bank,
Ltd., Calicut.

287—288 « • • «

131 Mr. C. Basudev,
B.L.

President of the Madras
Government Press I.<aboar

Union.

288—295

132 Mr. C. Sundarsana
Rajn

Eti Koppaka, Vizagapa-
tam Distt.

295—296 ....
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133 Mr. Eajaiah D.
Paul, M.A.

Deputy Collector on special

duty as Forest Panchayat
Officer, Madras.

297—306 ....

134 Miss M uliyil Oanaki Representing the W^omen’s
Educational League,

Calicut.

306—307

136 Mr. R. Suryanara-

yana
Member, Servants of India

Society, Calicut.

308—32J ....

136 Mr. J. A. Saldaiiha,

M.L.C.

Belmoral, Kankanadi,
South Kanara.

321—822 ....

137 Prof. N. G. iiatiga,

B. Litt. (Oxon)

Pachaiyappa’fl College,

Madras.

322—328 ....

138 P. W. 1). Workers*
Union

Madras 328—334 ....

189 The Corporation
Workshop Labour
Union

Madras 334—335

140 Mr. Nadirshaw
Cowasjee Wadia

Manager, the Now Cotton
Gin & Press Factory,

Tiriippur, Distt. Coimba-
tore.

335-337

141 Mr. George S. Isaar,

B.A., L/r.

English Assistant, Voorg-
hees College, Vellore, and
the Secretary & Treasurer,

the Adult & Mass Educa-
tion Society, Vellore,

North Arcot.

337—339

142 Mr. 11. Subapathi
Mudaliar

President, The Madras
Printers’ Labour Union.

339 ....

IL—COORG.

143 Kati Chattu Worker, Halleri Coffee

Estate, Santhaghurry,

(Meroara), Coorg.

•• 422, G..46I4.

144 Chikka Mataliga
(with his wHe)

Workers, Do. •• 423—424,
G.-4619.

145 Muddathappa Worker, Do.
0

424, G.-4628.

146 Girria Mistri, Do. 424—426,
G.-4632.

147
[

Mr. J. H. Sprott .

.

Manager of the Hallori A
Santaghurry Coffee

Estate, Coorg.

425—431,
Q.-4639.
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Part 1
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pages.

Part II

(Oral evidence)

pages and Nos. of

the first questions

of the series.

148 Mr. J. S. H. Morgan

149

160

Mr. P. J, Tipping .

.

Ool. H. Murland .

.

Representatives of

Coorg Planters*

ciation, Mereara.

the

Asso-

341—343 431—486,
G,-4736.

161 Mr. J. H. Sprott ,

.

162 Mr. A. B. Chengappa
M.L.C.

Planter, Coorg 343—345 437—441, Qtf
4797.

163 Rao Bahadur K.
Subbayya

Do. 361—:163 442—444,
G..4863.

164 Honee Jen Kurumba Woman worker, Pollibetta

Coffee Plantations.

•• 445—446,O..4901.

165 Bhimla, (Lambani
caste)

Worker, Do. *• 446, Q.-4908.

166 Ramdu, Do Mistri, Do. •• 446—447,
G.-4911.

157 Mr. H. B, M.
Babingt-on

Manager, Do. •• •• 447—449,
G..4920.

158 Mr. A. B. Madapa Owner, Heroor Coffee,

Plantations, Sidapur,

Coorg.

• • 449—462,
G..4967.

169 Subu (Konkani) .

.

Woman worker, Kasbur
Coffee Estate, Coorg.

•• 463, G.-6008.

160 Sibi Konkani Do. Do. •• •• 463, G.-&009.

161 Jaori (Balgai) Do. Do. •• •* 464, G..6014.

162 Mr, N. K. Ganapaiah Manager, Do. •• •• 464—467,
G.-6020.

163

164

¥

166

Mr, Q, W. Priestly,

I.C.S.

Major F, R. Thorn-
ton, I.M.S,

Eao Bahadur K,
Chengappa

Commissioner 1

Civil Surgeon

|

District Magistrate j

Repre-
senta-

tives

of the

Coorg
Ad-

minis-

tratior

340—341 46a-466,
G.-5087,

166 Mr. P. R. Thim-
niayya Punja,
M.L.C.

Planter, Coorg .

.

• 346—361
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llie evidence (written or oral or both) of the following witneeses belonging to thla

Presidency is printed in Volnmo 'VIII, Parte I (written) and II (0rtkl)>lUilway8.

voL vin VoL vin
Port 1 Partn

Seria Name. Designation and/or (Written (Oral evidence)
No. address of witness. evidence) pages and Nos. of

pages. the first questions
of the series.

1 Mr. A. Gopal 1
Workers in the Golden Rook 488—100.

2 Mr. B, Joseph Workshops of the South
> Indian Railway Cora-

K.-4937.

3 Mr. Mutu Krishnan
j

pany.

4 Mr. S. Ramaswami J

5 Mr. F. B. Wathen .

.

Agent

0 Mr. 0. 0. Fink Chief Auditor &
Accountant.

7 Mr. H. T). Sinclair Chief Transpor-
tation Super-
intendent and
Traffic Manager. The Madras

and South-
1—358 401—621,

K..4043.
8 Mr. R. T). Thompson Chief Mechani- >- em

cal Engineer. Mahratta
Railway

9 Mr. J, A. Cruick- Chief Medical
1

shank Officer.

10 Mr. G. Charlton Deputy Agent.

11 Mr. W.K. Marsh .. Press Superin-

t<endent.

12 Mr. N. Grayson Architect.

13 Mr. Syed Madhar .

.

14 Mr. A. S. Fernandez

15 Mr. S. M. Siindra-

ohari

16 Mr. K. Veerasami .

.

Representatives of the 649—664 622—636,

1

Madras and Southern
> Mahratta Railway Em-

K.-62e2.

Mr. Thoman17 ployeos’ Union. V,

IS Mr. G. Krishnamurti

19 Mr. Laksbminara-
yana

20 Mr.P.R.K.Sanna
p



VoL vm voivni
Part I Part II

Serial Name. Designation and/or (Written (Oral evidence)
No. address of witness. evidence) pages and Nos. of

pages. the first questions
of the series.

21 Mr. P. Bothera .

.

Agent.

22 Mr. A. H. Smyth .

,

Chief 'Prans-

portation Sup-
erintendent.

23 Mr. H. A. Reid .

.

Deputy Chief

Meehan ioal

Engineer. The South 1—358 637- .560,

Imliari K.-6446.
24 Dr. C. E. R. Norman Chief Medical Railway

Officer.

25 Mr. A. Srinivasa Assistant
lyor. Auditor.

26 Mr. P. Oovindaraj Assistant

I

Secretary to

the Agent. j

27 Mr. T. V. K. Naidu
1 Representatives

1
^utb‘ Indian

of the 564—569 660—561.
28 Mr. B. Mohan Railway 582—588 K..-673({.

Swama. V i^abour Union, Tri-

1
ohinopoly.

29 Mr. Mudalamuthu
Mudaliar J

30 Mr. S. V. Aiyar President, M. S. M. Rly. 669—582
Non-Workshop Employ-
ees* Union, Madras.

31 Mr. Ernest Kirk .

.

-

1

32 Mr. A. Ekambaram
R^resentatives
South Indian

of the 588—690 505—571,
33 Mr. P. S. Krishna- Railway K.-6S19.

swamy Iyer V Labour Union, Coim-
batore.

34 Mr. A. Sundra-
mnrthy

35 Mr. B.R.Birmamu-
thano

36 Dr. R. V. N. Nayadu A'^r-President, South Indian 590—601
Railway Employees*
Central Association,

Dhanushkodi. "

37 Lieut.*Ck>l. H. A. J.

Gidney, M.L.A.
I.M.S. (Retd)

Dn behalf of the Anglo-
Kudian and Domiciled
European Railway Em-

602—^18 • • .

.

ployees.
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Beisiguatioii and/or
address of witness.

VoL VIII
Part I

(Written
evidence)
pages.

Of the Madras') Kepresenta- 618—634
and Southern I tives of the
Mahrattaj Anglo>In>
Railway.

j
dian Em-

!

ployees of
> the Madras
A Southern

Of the South
Ma^arotta

Indian Railway

South In-

dian Rail-

.
way.

Of the South
Indian Railway

44 Mr. S. Quruswami Assistant Secretary, All- 634—652
India Railwaymen's Fede-
ration, Borhampore.

Vol. VIII
PartU

(Oral evidence)
pages and Nos.

of the first questions
of the series.

671-^78,
K.-6891.

579--^92,
K..5995.

jmB€Ii«^064-.l0-341--431IPS



Minutes uf Evidence taken before the Royal Commission
on Labour in India.

MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

Eighty-Fourth Meeting.

ViZAGAPATAM.

Wednesday, 26th February 1930.

Present :

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. {Presiding).

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., LC.S. Mr. N. M. Josm, M.L.A.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A. Dr. (Miss) Lazarus {Lady Assessor).

Mr. A. Dibdin {Joint Secretary).

Mr. T. C. AUSTIN, 1.0.8., District Magistrate, Ganjam.

G>1. Sir Alexander Murray : What has been your experience as an offi-

cer, and as regards labour, both before and after your connection with the
Assam Labour Board ?—I had no experience as regards labour before I joined

the Board, because 1 was in Travancore for 2h years and in Bangalore for 2 or 3

years.

G-2. When you were in the Travancore area were you connected with the

recniiting to Ceylon ?—No.

G-3. Since you have left the Assam Labour Board where have you been
stationed ?—Ganjam, where I have been since July last year.

G-4. In your memorandum you make a reference to the fact that coolies

benefit by going to Assam. What do you actually mean by that ?—They
benefit both financially and by the wider outlook they obtain. They get more
independent and more sophisticated. Most of the coolies who go from this

district are from Jungli tribes, and are very simple people. They go to Assam,
get into contact with other people, and get a wider knowledge of the world.

G-5. Why docs a labourer here seek to leave the district and go elsewhere ?

Is it due to economic pressure or to special circumstances in his own country,

or is it due to the attractions of Assam as painted by the recruiters who come
down here ?—^A good deal of it is due to the picture? painted by the recruiters,

but it is mainly due to economic factors.

MURCL B
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G-6. Sir George Paddison in his memorandum states that wages given in

different districts vary a great deal, and that in the agency tracts of Ganjam
and Visiz the average for an ordinary unskilled labourer is only about 2 annas

a day. Is that the case ?—Generally. Wages are going up to a certain

extent.

G-7. .This was written in 1926. He goes on to say that it is difficult to get

at what the actual wages are in view of perquisites and other things, and
he makes the statement :

“ Without vouching for the absolute accuracy of the

figures it may be taken that an ordinary labourer gets between 5 and 6 annas,

p oughmen between 6 and 7 annas, and those engaged in reaping and harvest-

ing about 7 annas Would you like to express any opinion as to that ?—Is

that dealing with the agency tracts ?

G-8. That is Madras generally. What would you say are the wages in the

agency tracts ?—Recentl}^ there has been a I). P. W. Division opened in the

agency, and they have been engaging the coolies on higher vrages than Govern-

ment used to do. In Ganjam there is a system called vetfi ” labour. The
people pay no assessments, in return for which they must be prepared to do
work for Government, such as road work. The general system is to pay a

certain sum either per house or per village. It works out at 2 or 3 annas a
head.

G-9. The vetti system applies to Government work. Is not here another

system adopted as far as private employment is concerned, called the “ goti

system ?—I do not know anything about that.

G-10. Sir George Paddison says the only way of escaping from the forms

of servitude such os the vetti, the goti and other systems, is emigration. Do
you think that this tied system of labour induces any flow of em’gration ?

—

To a certain extent the word “ servitude ” applies more to the treatment by
the headmen of the villages to their own people than it does to Government.
If a certain length of road is given to a certain village, the villagers make a kind

of gala of it
;
they enjoy it. But they have a lot of work to do for their head-

men which is more in the nature of servitude.

G-11. Does the attraction of steady employment all the year round,

instead of more or less casual employment, weigh with the workers in going to

Assam or Burma I—Probably. Thousands go n a famine year.

G-r2 That would show that economic reasons do weigh considerably ?

—

There is no doubt about that at all.

G-13. Sir George Paddison also makes a reference about the benefits that

could be obtained if there was improved water supply, sanitation, housing and
other things of that description. I think he is speaking of Madras itself, but
do you think the people who come back from the tea gardens return with any
improved ideas as regards standards of living or standards of comfort ?—

I

cannot say 1 have noticed it.

G-14. In your memorandum you say “ I can think of nothing than the
present system of recruitment. What do you mean by that ?—I mean that
the coolie should be recruited by somebody who knows the conditions in the
garden to which the coolie is going.
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6-16. Would you like to express an opinion as to the relative merits of

sardari recruiting as against any other form of recruiting ?—I think the sardari

is the best system, but sardari recruitment cannot be of any use in opening up
new districts.

6-16. What do you suggest should be done in that connection ?—^The

employer should be allowed to engage recruiters who are men of substance, or

respectable men—preferably men who have some knowledge of the gardens.

6-17. You can get local agents, men of substance, who would know the

conditions obtaining locally
; but would you attach importance to the necessity

for having, in the case of those recruiters, also knowledge of the conditions in

the gardens in order that he might give a fair statement of the position ?--I

think it is very important.

6-18. For how long were you attached to the Assam Labour Board ?

—

I Avas Chairman from 1924 to 1928.

6-19. Did you follow up the labour after it got to the gardens ?—Yes.

I very often Avept to Assam and stayed on the gardens, and the managers showed
me hoAV their labour was treated.

G-20. But that Avas not part of the administration ?—No.

0-21. You did that because you wanted to have a correct understanding

of the position in the tea gardens ?—So that, when I went to the recruiting

countries, I could state that I had been up to Assam and could tell the people

of the conditions there.

0-22. One of the objections taken to the present system is that it is too

costly. The Indian Tea Association also want more freedom in recruitment.

It has been suggested that the recruiting operations of the sardars are hampered
by the restrictions which have been placed on them in the Avay of propaganda
and in other directions ?- I think that is true. The Madras Government will

not let any planter go outside the depots without a permit. The Bihar Govern-
ment are very strict in interpreting the word assist They think “ assist

”

goes much further than other people think it does. A missionary who suggest*

ed to his congregation that they should go to Assam was held to assist

G-23. As a result of your four years’ experience, what would you suggest

in connection with assistance and propaganda ?—I think it should be very

much more liberally interplreted, as long as there is nothing underhand

;

and that can easily be found out by the local agent.

G-24. What is your view with regard to voluntary emigration -If a man
wants to go I do not see why he should be stopped. If a man come.s in, and is

willing to go, and brings his wife and family, there seems no objection. I do not
see why the local agent himself should not recruit and send him up in that case.

6-25. It has been suggested that the Assam Labour Board should be

abolished. Mr. King suggests that the Tea Districts Labour Association is

too much of a monopoly, and that they have got into their own hands prac-

tically all the recruitment to Assam and also to the Dooars ?—That is true.

6-26. When you were Chairman of the Assam Labour Board did you have
applications from other agencies to be allowed to recruit alongside of, if not in

B2
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competition with, the Tea Districts Labour Association ? Can you recall any
instances where you turned down applications ?—I have a general impression

that we did turn down such applications.

G-27. For what reason ?—Because we thought that the Tea Districts

Labour Association was the best recruiting agency and that it was better it

should be in their hands than in the hands of an agent working by himself.

G-28. Mr. King also took objection to the Assam Labour Board. He said

it was too large, and that there was too much of the planter or tea industry

element on it ?— I agree with that.

G-29. You have suggested that there should be representatives from the

recruiting districts on the Board. What is your actual suggestion in that con-

nection ?—I have not worked it out. It would probably make it too unwieldy

to have one representative from each district.

G-30. It has been suggested that labour ought to be represented ?—

I

looked upon myself as representing labour on the Board as far as possible.

I cannot imagine a labourer on the Board. I do not think anybody could be

found with sufficient experience.

G-31. Mr. King objected to the local agent serving two masters
;
that is

to say, the local agent represents the Tea District Labour Association and also

the interests of the Assam Labour Board, and the Government as far as regis-

tration is concerned. What is your opinion about that ?—I have always

found it work all right, but it might depend on the personality of the local agent.

G-32. Mr. King was prepared to accept the suggestion that the Assam
Labour Board might be abolished, but he said that they would have to entrust

the registration of the coolies to a staff of registering officers under the Central

Government, with a Controller of Supervisers. What is your opinion on that

proposal ?—I should not like it very much. I would rather have something

hke the Board continued. This would be an entirely Government affair.

G-33. He makes provision for the Tea Districts Labour Association or

other organization continuing the actual recruiting and forwarding. He merely

thinks that the functions of the organization he proposes should be the registra-

tion. In other words, that the registration should be taken out of the hands of

local agents and put into the hands of a Government organization. What is

yom* view on that proposal ?—I should not like it. It 'would make it too

impersonal. I would like something in the nature of the Assam Labour Board,
which is representative of all the different interests, but a smaller body. I do
not see the objection to the present system whereby the local agent serves two
masters.

G'34. The main objection to the present system is the expense of recruit*

ing. Do you think that the pooling of the recruiting expenses would help to

reduce the expenses in any way ? Would it help to reduce the competition
between tea gardens ?—I doubt if that will ever be done away with.

G-35. Did you, as Chairman, Assam Labour Board, attempt to contro
the amount Aat was paid to the recruiting sardar when he arrived in the dis-

trict, or the bonus that was paid to him when he landed on the garden ?—It did
not come within my province at all. I did notice the differenced.
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G-36. Can you make a suggestion as to how the expenses of recruitment

can be reduced ?—I can only suggest that it is a matter in which the industry

should combine and agree.

G-37, Have you any views on the question as to how soon a tea garden
labourer can become suitable as a sardar ?—I think a year at least, but I have
found cases in which men have been sent down after three days.

G-38. We have had it suggested that a lot of these men who come back so

very quickly as sardar

s

are in collusion with other recruiting sardar

s

;
that the

bonus which is paid in respect of a man when he gets to the garden is consider-

able, and that it pays the recruiter and somebody else to enter into collusion to

be recruited for several gardens. Did you come in contact with that at all ?

—

I remember one or two cases like that.

G-39. If it were made a standing order that people should not come back
as sardars inside of a year, would that help to do away with the abuse ? Cer-

tainly.

G-4(). You said, as one of the reasons for supporting the sardari system,

that the labourer when he gets to the garden works alongside his sardar^ and
therefore the sardar cannot paint the picture of the conditions too rosy ?—That
is not my statement, but I quite agree with it.

G-41 . As to the merits of short-term as against long-term recruitment, have

you any opinion to express ?•—I think it is a matter for the industry.

G-42, It has been suggested that many labourers going to tea gardens do
not know that the Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act (Act XIII of 3859) has

been repealed, and still think that there is an agreement in existence. Does
your experience bear that out I have not made enquiries about that.

G-43. It would be interesting if you w'ould find out whether the average

coolie going up to Assam knows anything about the matter. It has also been

suggested that if a tea garden labourer had the right of free repatriation at the

end of a particular period it w^ould help to make recruiting easier ?—1 agree with

that.

G-44. What is your view as to the period within which a labourer might

w ish to be repatriated I think three years would be a suitable period,

G-45. Have you any views on the question of employment agencies ?

—

I do not like them. 1 think they w'ould be too impersonal.

G-46. Can you express any view , as the result of your experience here,

about the freedom that is given to labour to go to Burma, and the restrictions

which are placed upon labour to go to Assam ?—Burma labour is entirely free.

There are no restrictions.

G-47. Are the conditions in Burma any more favourable than they are in

Assam ?—They are scarcely comparable. Only men go to Burma. They go

for the season and come back after a year or in less than a year.

G-48. You do not think that a comparison can usefully be drawn ?—No.

G-49. Mr. Chw : You suggest that greater elasticity is needed in legisla-

tion. In ivhat direction, apart from the suggestion you made about allowing
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the local agents more liberty, would you suggest greater elasticity ? I men-

tioned just now about the missionaries helping people, giving assistance, and so

on.

6-50. When it comes to legislation, what change would you suggest ?

Would you give the local Government power to license recruiters who had no

previous experience of the gardens ?—I would give the District Magistrate

power-

G-51. To license persons whom he thought suitable ?— Yes a person who

is suggested by the manager. The manager gives him a good chit, and if he has

got a good reputation in the district I would allow the District Magistrate to

license him.

G-52. Prima facie it would seem that, on the whole, it would be safer to

work wdth recruiters known to the district authorities, rather than wdth persons

who are not under control and w’ho come from Assam ?—Yes, but they have

come from the district originally.

G-53. We are told that the licensing of recruiters who do not come from

Assam would open the door to grave abuses ?—Yes, if it were done without pro-

per care.

G-54. Men in the district over whom the district authorities have a certain

measure of control could be more easily controlled than men w^ho simply come
from Assam, collect the coolies, and disappear ?— A sardar, you mean ?

G-55. Yea 1—Yes, that is the present system.

G-56. Do you agree that on the whole men in the district can be effectively

controlled ?—I agree, as long as he is put up for a certificate by the District

Magistrate to start with. He would make enquiries in order to make sure that

he is a proper person.

G-57. The recruitment for the Dooars is entirely uncontrolled. Are there

any abuses or difficulties in connection with that system ?—I have not come
across any since I have been here. When I was on the Board there was an
occasional complaint about the Dooari recruitment.

G-58. How would you explain the fact that the Dooars have always seemed
to be able to get along without control, when most authorities have agreed that

control is necessary in the case of Assam ?—The Dooars being so much nearer,

people can get back quicker. That is the main reason.

G-59. You do not think the fact that there have never been penal con-
tracts in the Dooars has anything to do with it ? -Possibly.

6-60. You would agree that the ideal to be aimed at is a system of free

recruiting to Assam ?—Yes.
G-61 . Do you think it is possible now to take any steps in that direc-

tion? - Only by making more elasticity in the recruiting methods.

6-62. It would not be feasible to allow relaxation of control in the case of
those who go for a very short term ?—No. I would not relax for one and not
for the other.
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G-63, Suppose the system suggested to you, of having the right of repatria-

tion after three years, was introduced how would you enforce that in Assam
itself ? We were satisfied that in an occasional garden the labourers were not

entirely free to leave the garden. Would not there be a danger of a man being

kept on after three years ?—Yes, unless it was checked by the local magis-

trate. If there were a register kept of the coolies as they came up, and the

local magistrate checked the register when he inspected the garden (he inspects

the garden once every year from the health point of view) then he could see

if people had been there for more than three years, and he could ask them
whether they had been given the choice of returning or not.

G-64. Supposing every one of them had this right of repatriation after

three years, would it be exercised even by those who had gone with every inten-

tion of settling down in Assam ?—I doubt it.

G-65. You do not think they would take the opportunity of a free holiday?

—

Not if they had taken their families up, and collected their cattle, and so on.

I know of cases where people have gone up, and have left nobody in their own
country, sc that there is no desire to come back.

G-6(). We have had memoranda which complain to us of various scandals

in connection with free recruiting, of wives absconding from husbands they did

not like. I suppose that that is an inevitable concomitant of all emigration?

—

There seems to be a certain amount, but it is generally discovered.

G-67. JIow do you account for the fact that emigrants are willing to go

from these and other districts, without any great assistance, to places like

Burma and Calcutta, while apparently special machinery is necessary in order

to induce them to go to Assam ? Is that due to the existence of Act VI ?

—

I think it is partly due to the abuses of the past. Assam had a bad name for

a long and still has a bad name in certain parts of the districts. People

say that when their sons go to Assam they do not expect to see them again.

G-68, Do you think that is a question entirely of past history ?—I do not

think it is justified now\

G-69. Has emigration had any noticeable effect in pushing up wages in

your district ?—I cannot say.

G-70. Mr. Joshi : With regard to this vetti system, if the people are not

willing to work how are they made to work ?—They are willing to work.

G-71. But suppose there are some people who are not willing to work
what do you do ?—I have not come across any such cases.

f

G-72. In every day life we find people who are not willing to discharge

their obligations. How do you put pressure upon these people ?—Some of

them hold land and have certain posts. I suppose they would be deprived of

those, but I cannot say, as I have not come across any cases.

6-73. Is pressure put upon them by the headman ?—The headman is

supposed to produce the men.

6-74. Ho yon not think there will be some cases of people refusio^ to do
the work ?—Cwtainly.
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6-76. There must be somebody putting on pressure ?— believe there are

enough.to do the work without counting in'the recalcitrant people.

6-76. Is there any limit to the extent of the work that is put upon these

people ?—It is laid down generally as ‘‘ 6overnment work

6-77. How many days in a year ?—When they are called upon they are

supposed to come out. It does not amount to much in the end. It does not

interfere with their harvest, for instance.

6-78. It all depends upon the individual officer ? One officer may take 10

days* work, and another officer may take a month's work ?—I do not think there

is an unlimited amount of work to be done. There are no rules.

6-79. What other kind of work is taken from themj?—Civil works, build-

ings and roads, thatching bungalows and porterage.

6-80. And digging of tanks and canals ?—No.

6-81. Is there any register kept of the work done by these people ?—Yes.

The sub-collector pays these people personally.

6-82. How much do they earn ?—It depends on the amount of work they

do.

6-83. This vetti work is not all free ?—The road work is paid for.

6-84. At what rate are they paid ?—I cannot say offhand.

6-86. Does the Government fix the rate ?—It works out to 2 or 3 annas a
man in the end. I think the rate is fixed by the sub-divisional officer.

6-86, What are the rates obtaining in your areas ? Will you find out and
let us know. ' I want the rates for vetti labour in the agency ?— Yes.

6-87. I have estimated that it costs about Rs. 150 to recruit a coolie.

That means Rs. 12-8 per month. If that money was allocated to increasing the

wages in Assam, would not that be a sufficient inducement to labour to go to

Assam free ?

Sir Alexander Murray : There would be the transit expenses, but taking
off a certain amount for expenses of transit there would still remain a margin.

If that margin went towards increasing the wages, would it make recruitment

more attractive ?—One cannot say until the experiment is tried.

6.-88. Mr, Joshi : With regard to repatriation, suppose you gave to
each person sent to Assam a return ticket in his pocket, so that if he finds the
conditions are not good he may return. If he finds he is getting good wages
he will stop there

;
if he does not he may return. The total expenditure would

not come to as high as Rs, 150 per person. Would that induce people to go
there ?—I think they arc told they can come back. I do not think a planter
would keep a coolie who did not like the conditions.

6-89. Under the present law the planter does not give the coolie a return
ticket ?-~-No, but as a matter of fact it is scarcely business to keep a man who
is Unwilling to work and who is dissatisfied with the conditions.

6-90. But the present difficulty is that when the coolie finds he does not
like the conditions he has not the means to return ?—^You would give him the
ticket in his hand ?
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G-91. Yes ? The whole labour force might walk off one day then.

6-92. Why should they, when in their own district the wages are 2 annas

a day and in Assam they are 6 annas a day. Why should they walk off

They might not like the climate.

^
G-93. For a good reason they might walk off, but not otherwise. Would

my suggestion enable free recruiting being introduced ?—I do not think it would

work.

6-94. When a .wdar is sent back to his village, his wife is kept back in

many cases as a sort of surety for the man’s return. Suppose a rule were made
that if a sardar chooses to take his wife she must be sent with him : would that

work a great hardship on the planter ?—I do not think so.

G-95. When the present Act is abolished, and a new Act for recruitment

only is enacted, what will there remain for regulating the inspection of planta-

tions ?- -There is nothing about that in the present Act.

G-96. The Recruitment Bill proposed by the Government of India does not

provide for any inspection ?—The Act itself does not either.

G-97. The Act provides for a certain kind of inspection, of unhealthy

gardens for instance. Do you think that some kind of legislation for regular

inspection is necessary ?—1 think there should be regular inspection, but I do

not know that legislation is necessary.

G-98. There is a Factories Act ])rovidi3ig for a certain kind of inspection.

In the case of plantations the conditions will not be the same, but should not

there be some law providing for inspection and other matters, such as water

supply, and s\ich things ?—I think the planters have discovered that it is up to

them to provide those things. Otherwise they will not get the coolies.

G-99. Laws are generally necessary for those people who take advantage

of the reputation of the good planters. If there is a definite law then the bad

planters will have to keep their conditions up to the standard of that law ?—
I do not see any harm in it.

G-IOO. As regards labour representation on the Board, you say that the

Chairman, or an officer of the Government, represents labour. Would there be

any objection to a man from the labour movement in Madras being appointed

on the Board as labour representative ? I see the difficulty that at present you

have not got a man who knows the conditions either in Assam or in the recruit-

ing area
;
but* at the same time when you get a district magistrate here, newly

transferred from the South of Madras to Vizagapatam, he too may not know

the conditions. He learns. All officers of Government learn these things after

they are appointed. If you got a good man from Madras in the labour move-

ment, and he is appointed, he will learn the conditions here and in the recruit-

ing area, and, if he is a conscientious man, he will go to Assam to see the condi-

tions. Have you*any objection to such a proposal ?—Not if he is willing to learn

the conditions in both parts.

6-101 . Mr. Ahmed : Is there any objection to a public recruiting agency ?

I think it would be too impersonal. You want the personal element in dealing

with these people, a local agent who can talk the language. You do not want

anything too official.
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G-102. But are not the people already familiar with the conditions, having

been employed on the gardens for generation after generation ?—The Madras

people are certainly not familiar with Assam.

6-103. Is not the present system whereby the sardars get conunissaon by

taking the coolies to the gardens, a vicious system ?—It is an expensive system.

6-104. Is it not to the advantage of the swrdar to paint the conditions as

being very attractiye ? - Yes, but the sardar has to give a true picture, because

he will be found out otherwise.

G-105. But he paints a very bad picture according to some of the memo-

randa we have here ?—Some sardars do, but I do not think the majority do.

6-106. It is to the advantage of a sardar to paint the conditions good

because then he gets recruits ?—Yes, they are sent down for that purpose,

6-107. Since that is so would it not be better to get rid of that system,

and get a popular system of recruiting coolies ?—No. I think this system is the

best.

G-108. But you yourself admit that it is to the advantage of some sardars

to make misrepresentations, because they get commission. Would' you not

like to get rid of that system ?—1 do not agree.

6-109. Why ?—I think the bad sardars are in a minority. There are a

certain number who misrepresent the facts, but they will be found out in course

of time, and they will be punished.

6-110. If there is a system which makes it to the interest of people to make
misrepresentations, would you not like to get rid of that system ?—I still think

the present system is the best.

6-1 11. Is it not one of the reasons of migration to Assam that the debtors see

no other way of getting rid of their debts than simply run away to Assam ?—
It may be a reason in some cases.

6-112. Family quarrels also may be another reason ?—Yes, may be.

6-113. There are also some culprits who leave the country and go to

Assam in order to avoid punishment. Is that not also another reason for

migration to Assam ?—Yes, that may be another reason in some cases.

6-114. Does not the sardar often misrepresent the state of things in

Assam and induce the people to go there ?—He might do that sometimes.

6-115. Why then should this vicious systfim not be abolished and a

Public Recruitment Agency be established in its place ?—I do not think it

would be feasible.

G-1 16. In spite of all these defects you would stick to the present system ?

—

Y'es.

G-1 17. In the case of the short-term coolies who go to Assam for 6, 9, or

12 months the employer repatriates them at the expense of the garden after

the period of engagement is over. Are you in favour of a system under which
all coolies will have the right of repatriation at the garden’s expense after one
or two years ?— I think they ought to be given the right of repatriation after

a certain period.
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0-118. They may be given the right even after one year ?—Yea.

0-119. It haa been stated by several witnesses that the coolies who go and
WOTk in Assam do not get enough for them to live upon and therefore get into
debt. They cannot save enough money to pay their return fares even if they
want to return home. Have you any idea of the extent of indebtedness of the
people who go to Assam and work there ?—From what I have seen of Assam
a lot of people save a lot of money.

sardars ?—Not only the sardars but many others also.
The sardur only starts as a coolie.

...
Many people come back here after working in Assam but do not

like to return to the gardens and stay here. Have you any figures to show the
percentage of people who stay away like this ?—I cannot

; Captain Steele
probably could.

G-122. Do you think that the wages in Assam,—As. band As, 8—are
sufficient for the labourers and their families ?—They seem to live on it. They
get fuel free, rice at concession rates, free medical attendance and things like
that.

tT-123. What is the cost of living of a family consisting of a man, his wife
and two children ?—I have no idea.

0-124. Do you think that As. 6 a day for a man is sufficient ?—I do not
know.

0-125. Have you any provision to bring back people who have been taken
to Assam under misrepresentation and false promises ?—If they have been
taken under misrepresentation, certainly yes. Only last week I sent for two
boys who had gone up without the permission of the guardians. Captain Steele
wrote to the Manager of the garden to send them back. The law provides for
that.

^

0-126. Some of these culprits and men of bad living who are convicted
here and bound over to keep the peace escape to i\ssam. Do you take any
Steps to bring them back ?—Yes, if they are traced

;
but it is sometimes very

difficult to trace them
;
they go under false names.

G-127. Do you keep full information about these people ?—The Police
do that.

^ '

0-128. Is it not in the interests of the coolies that the particulars of each
and every coolie who goes there vshould be maintained in order that he can be
traced if necessary ?—The local agent keeps a register of all coolies sent for
each garden. I think this question of persons of bad livelihood arose when
I was Chairman of the Assam Labour Board and the Police arranged to send
them back.

0-129. Miss Lazarus : In your memorandum you say that greater atten -

tion needs to be paid to medical needs. Can you suggest any improvements ?

—

I have seen some hospitals which are not housed in pucca buildings. There
should be better buildings and more of equipment.

G-130. Is there any provision there for maternity benefit for women
labourers ?—On most gardens I think they give maternity leave both before
and after child-birth.
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6-131. Do they make any distinction between women who actually work

and those who do not in the matter of giving maternity benefits ?— should

imagine they make no distinction whatever ;
they give the benefit to all women

on the estate.

6-132. Some of the men leave their women behind them in the earlier

stages of their pregnancy and go to Assam. Could not some arrangement be

made by which the man may make some allotment to his wife which will be

helpful to her during her confinement ?—It would have to be a matter of

arrangement with each garden. But I see no reason why the man should not

send the money by money order.

6-133. But do they send the money ?—I do not think they do, at any

rate not to the extent to which they send from Burma.

6-134. To what extent is there a disturbance of family life on account of

migration to Assam ?—There is a certain amount, but not a great deal. The
gardens encourage as far as possible family groups : they discourage single men
and women migrating to Assam.

6-135. Is there any provision for the control of morality with regard to

single men and women who migrate to Assam ?—None whatever.

6-136. Is there any sort of 'panchayat to control the moral and social aspect

of the coolies who live in Assam '{—None that I know of. In matters like

that the coolies look to the manager of the garden for advice.

6-137. Do you know of many cases in which the managers have given such

advice ?—None have come to my notice.

6-138. You say that the coolies have benefited by going to Assam ?

I did not say, morally, but I would say, physically.

6-139. Have you heard of cases of husbands returning diseased and com-
municating their disease to their wives ?—No.

Miss Lazarus : I have met some cases like that.

6-140. Suppose a family migrates to Assam and the man dies there leaving

his wife and two children. Do you know of any provision to help them under the

circumstances ? It depends on the manager. It is a personal matter really for

tjie manager to look into and make some arrangement.

6-141. Has any such case come to your notice when you were Chairman
of the Assam Labour Board ?—I do hot remember the matter ever cropped

up.

6-142. I say this because such cases of disturbance of family life have
come to my notice ?—I think the manager is always ready to do as much as he
can under such circumstances.

6-143. Have you any suggestion to make to put an end to misrepresentation

by the sardar ?—The only thing is if a sardar is caught he will be punished.

There is provision for that in the Act. He will not be sent down as a sardar

agaim *

6-144. How many years do you think a coolie should be on a garden be-

fore he should be allowed to come down as a sardar ?—I think he should be

there at least for one year.
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6-146. Is it not better if he is allowed to go as a sardar only after three

years ?—I think one year will do to give him a good idea of the conditions of

life and work in Assam. If he is there for 3 years he will of course have a much
better idea.

6-146. Are there any women recruiters ?—Yes.

6-147. Are there any women who interview the new women recruits before

they go to Assam ?—None that I know of. 1 do not think it is necessary. The
Local Agent sees to it all right.

G-148. Do you think that a certificate from the police as to the name and
place from which the recruit is coming is sufficient for identification, especially

in view of the fact that several people have the same name and come from the

same place. Do you think that a photograph attached to a passport would be

of help I—It is not a feasible proposition to do that for every coolie.

G-149. Would not that do away with the difficulty of tracing the men if

they are wanted ?—There are very few who need to be traced. Very rarely

do we fail to trace them. I cannot remember more than half a dozen cases like

that.

G-15(). Is child labour allow ed under the vetti system ?—There are no rules

prohibiting child labour under the veUi system. I have not seen children work.

G-151. 1 have seen children work on the roads ?—They are there with

their parents, I think.

G-152, Would it not be a good thing if we had on the Assam Labour
Board representatives from the recruiting areas such as missionaries and
social w orkers who know" the people w"ell ?—The difficulty is for men to have
experience both of the recruiting areas and the plantations. It would be a very

good thing if we had men of that experience on the Board.

G-153. Have you come across cases of kidnapping of both sexes ?— Cases

do occur oc(;asionally and the fulprit'^ are punished under the Indian Penal

Code.

G-154. Sir Alexander Murray ; In answer to Dr. Lazarus you said that

anyone connected with recruitment to Assam should have a knowledge of the

conditions in Assam as well as of the local recruiting areas. Which do you
think is more important for a local agent ?—It is difficult to say.

G-156. Suppose there is a local recruiter who commands the confidence

of the District Magistrate but on the other hand has no knowledge of the condi-

tions in Assam. Would he be in any w"ay a better recruiter than a sardar sent

down by a garden w"ho has a good know"ledge of the conditions in Assam but who
does not command the confidence of the District Magistrate to the same extent

as the local recruiter does ?—I think it is important that the recruit should be

told about the conditions in Assam. On the other hand if the sardar is not con-

trolled he is liable to misrepresent things. He has got a temptation to do that.

It is well that the local recruiter should have some knowledge of the conditions,

in Assam as well. It is rather difficult to say which is more necessary. For
satisfactory recruiting both should go together.
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G-156. Mr. Joslii put to you the idea of sending each recruit to Assam
with a return ticket in his pocket so that if he was dissatisfied with the conditions

in Assam he might return home without any difficulty. I understand that

in the case of recruits to the tea gardens in Southern India the railway fare of

the recruit is treated as an advance to be recovered from him. But in Assam

that is not the case. If a man had a return ticket in his pocket and was under

no obligation either to work on the garden or return the money would it not

put a premium on free rides to Assam by people who have no intention of going

there for work ?—I think it would be objectionable from the employer’s point

of view.

(The witness withdrew.)

SBIMAN SREE VIKBAMA DEO VABMA MAHASAYA of Vizagapatam.

6-157. Sir Alexander Murray : Will you tell us what your connection

with labour has been ?—I am the uncle of the present Maharaja of Jeypore.

G-158. Do you yourself own land, or do you come in contact with labour

in any way ?—I have got a village near Madugula. For the most pai-t Hive

in Jeypore and as such I know something about emigration of labour to Assam

and Rangoon. I am a family member of the Maharaja of Jeypore.

6-159. You are really representing the point of view of zamindars like the

Maharaja of Jeypore ?—Yes.

6-160. We have been told that there are three systems of labour in this

part of the country, namely, khambari system, vetti system and goti system.

Will you tell us what the vetti system actually is ?—Formerly the people of the

village were given some lands for their use in return for which they had to serve

the zamindar, the Rajah or the Maharaja of the estate.

6-161. Do they pay rent for the lands ?—Yes, a nominal rent.

6-162. What wages do the zamindars pay to these people in return for

the services ?— Generally nothing.

6-163. Can you tell us about the goti system ?—The goties can be employed

by any inhabitant of the Agency. If I want a goti I will have to pay him an
advance according to his requirements, and he and his family will then come
to my house. He will be provided with a house and will be paid in kind for

the services he would render. If he wants to leave the service he should

return the advance taken.

6-164. Do you charge any interest on the advance ?—No.

6-165. Suppose you give a man, say, Rs. 50, and there is no interest

charged. How do you measure the extent of the services rendered by the man
and his family in order that it may be set off against the Rs, 50 advance ?

—

He cannot leave the service unless he pays back the Rs. 50.

6-166. Is the position then that unless the* man is able to pay Rs. 60-

be and his family are bound to you for all time ?—If he wants to leave my
isiervice he should seek another master from whom he can get that Rs. 50

;

be can pay that money and go to some other master.
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G-167. Can you tell ub what the khambari system means ?—Khambari

means a servant. It is the same as the goti system. Generally, the khimbafies

are not paid any advance.

G-168. There was an Agricultural Commission which went round the

country a year or two ago. Did you meet that Commission at all ?—No.

G-169. They recommended that freedom of movement ought to be given

as soon as possible to all agricultural and other workers. Do you feel that the

labour that work under these systems have got complete freedom of move-

ment ?—Yes
;
there is no restriction placed on them.

G-170. Then why do you object to the Agency labour going to Madras
tea gardens, or to the Burma rice fields, or to the Assam tea gardens ?

—

I

object to the people from Jeypore Agency going to the Assam tea plan-

tations because they arc duped by the sardars who come to recruit them.

These labourers being very illiterate and simple are carried away by the alluring

promises held out by the recruiters. These sardms tell them that if they go

to Assam they can wear lace turbans
;
in the case of women labour they tell

them that they can get gold bangles and so on. If one goes the others follow

him like sheep.

G-171. Are you speaking of Sowras in particular?—Yes, and Porjas,

G-172. Thousands of them go every year to Assam. Do you suggest

that they ought not to be allowed to go to AKSsam ?—Yes.

G.-173. You have said that these people are simple and ignorant. Do
you not think it will do them a lot of good if they go and see what is happening

in some other part of the world ?—If they go with the idea of learning some-

thing new I would not have any objection. But I am told by people who
have returned from Assam -and I fully believe what they have told me

—

that these })eople go and die due to heavy work and after their death their flesh

and bones are used as manure.

G-174. We have seen the conditions ourselves and we have seen the

particular types of labour to which you refer. Supposing the sardars do not

come to recruit and tell these people about the conditions in Assam, how will

these people who are simple and ignorant ever know what to do in order to

improve their conditions ?—They may know where to go.

G-175. How are they to know where they can go in order to improve

their living conditions unless the sardars or somebody else come and tell them
about the conditions obtaining elsewhere ?—If the sardars speak the truth

then it will be a different thing, but the fact is that they do not speak the

truth.

G-176. You yourself have never been to Assam ?—No,

G-177. And you cannot therefore say whether the conditions in Assam
as represented by the are true or not ?—I have no personal knowledge,

because I have not visited Assam.

G-178. You will agree that a sardar or somebody el e is quite entitled to

come to these goties and others and say to them “ If you go to Assam you will

get better wages and better terms than what you are getting here have

no objection if the things are truly stated.
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G-179. If the things axe truly stated you would agree that there is no

objection to people coming and telling these labourers that there are better

conditions elsewhere ?—Yes.

G-180. Do many of these labourers go to Burma ?—Not many from

Jeypore Agency.

G-181. Why ?—Because they can live in Jeypore, quite comfortably.

There were many famines in Jeypore, and I can assure the Commission that

not a single soul died of hunger and starvation. I do not say that our people

are taking table rice, but there is no doubt that they can get decent fo^.

I think they are satisfied with what they get; at least formerly they used to be

satisfied.

G-182. All of us were satisfied with simple things formerly, but you would

agree, do you not, that some raising of the standard of living is necessary for all

people ?—Yes, but the difficulty is that they arc not educated people. What
is the use of these people going to Assam and dying there ? There are many
lands lying vacant.

G-183. Are there lands lying vacant in Jeypore consequent on these

people going to Assam ?—Yes, there are hundreds of acres of land lying vacant.

G-184. I am not referring to the uncultivated areas. Ai*e there areas

that have been cultivated and are lying fallow now due to these people going

away to other places ?—Yes.

G-185. Do these goties get employment all the year round Yes.

G-186. We can understand their services being used at the seed time and

at the harvesting time ; but what do they do during the remaining period ?

—

They will bring fuel from the forest to their masters
; they will be engaged on

grazing the cattle and on doing some household work.

G-187. Mr, Chw : You were saying that the labourer is not as contented as

he used to be ?—1 think he is contented even now. He is a quiet and harmless

man, but the thing is he is told by these sardars that he could get more money
outside.

G-188. Do you not think it would be a good thing if he got more money ?

—

If he gets more money and becomes rich and comes back to Jeypore, then

that would be quite a good thing. But that is not what happens. People

are going and dying there, vacating their motherland,

G-189. If you gave them m^ore wages in Jeypore then they would not
want to go outside ?—At present they are getting more wages than what they
used to get formerly

;
they were getting As. 2 to As. 3 before, whereas now they

get As. 4 . Perhaps in time to come they may get As. 6. The Jeypore samas-
than is also paying As. 4 now.

G-190. That is a good thing, is it not ? Yes. The Jeypore samasthan has
increased the daily wages to As, 4, and this was due to the kindness of the
it^aharaja. The present Dewan is an I. C. S. officer and a good administrator,

and looks after the welfare of the people.
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G-191. If you increase the wages further, they would not want to go to

Assam ?—The sardars tell these people that by going to Assam they can earn

Rs. 2 a day, and I do not think you would expect the Jeypore sarmsthan or the

P. W. D. to pay Rs. 2 wages here.

G-192. There is a lot of men who have come back from Assam ?—There
are very few who have come back.

G-193. They do not want to come back \—They cannot come back, I

think.

G-194. Sir Alexander Murray, Some of them have come back, have they
not ?—I think they are very very few.

G-195. What do those who have come back say ?—They say that they
had to work all the day in deep water, and they had great difficulties.

G-196. In spite of their saying this more men are going to Assam ?—Yes.

They must have told other people as well, but I cannot say why people still

go to Assam.

G-197. Mr, Clow : Suppose people are taken to Assam and the employer
gives the return fare after three years, would you like that system ?—There is

no objection to that, but as a member of the family of the Maharaja of Jeypore

I would object to that also, because if the people were to leave their land and go
it would affect the income of the samasthan,

G-198. If you pay a high wage at Jeypore they would not w^ant to go

elsewhere ?—What wages do you want us to give ? If they come to Vizaga-

patam they can get As. 8, but why should we pay As. 8 in Jeypore which is

their own home ; it is much cheaper for them to liv’^e at Jeypore than else-

where.

G-199. Why do you think so many are emigrating ?—As I have already

said, the conditions that exist in Assam are overstated to them ; they emigrate

to Assam without knowing the exact conditions of labour there and the exact

wages they would get.

G-200. Those who come back are better clothed than those who do not

go ?—No.

G-20L You do not agree with Mr. Naidu, late tahsildar of Parlakimedi,

who in his memorandum says :
“ The Savara in the Agency tracts is very

rude and uncivilized and has only pieces of cloth for his loins and for his head.

The Assam returned Savara wears pants, coats, etc.”?—No, I do not agree.

Two years ago I saw some people who came back from Assam, and they were

in a miserable condition.

G-202. Did you see the condition of any who returned recently ?—No ;

I do not know what the present day conditions are, because I saw the people

only two years ago.

G-203. In the last three years the figures we have show that 8,000 came
back to this local agency ?—I do not know what the exact figures are.

G-204. Sir Alexander Murray : As Mr. Clow pointed out, we have figures

from Government and other sources which show that 8,000 people came back

MURCL o
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here in the past three years in order to take more men up to Assam. You
must have seen some thousands of these moving about. Did they not appear

to be more contented than others ?—Unfortunately I did not see them.

G-205. Mr, Clow : When you say in your memorandum :
‘‘ Certainly

this is nothing short of modern slavery, legalized by modern Acts to enrich the

Assam plantations with human manure from the agency tracts,’’ what do you
exactly mean by that ?—As I said, I was told that if y)eople died in Assam
their flesh and bones are used as manure ; I was told this and I believed it.

G-206. I think we can assure you that that is not true ?—It may be un-

true. I was told, and I believed it to be true.

G-207. Mr, Joshi : If you say that the sardar^ make misrepresenta-

tions and induce people to go to Assam, why you and the Maharaja of Jeypore
do not start counter propaganda ?—That, in my opinion, is due to the passive-

ness of we Hindus. If a counter propaganda is started, I am sure that people

will not go to Assam.

G-208. Whenever you find any case of misrepresentation, do you write

to the District Magistrate and say that this should not be done ?—We have had
several meetings at which we have passed many resolutions. These resolu-

tions have been sent to the Government of India, the Assam Government
and the Bengal Government.

G-209. I am not talking of resolutions. If you find a sardar misrepre-

senting a case, >vhy do you not report it to the District Magistrate ? Did you
report any such cases ?—No, I did not.

G-210. Why?—Because these things are well known to the authori-

ties.

G-211. Sir Alexander Murray :—If you meet a sardar guilty of misre-

presentation, why do you not bring it to the notice of Mr. Bracken or some other

oflBcer who can make an enquiry and cancel the licence of the sardar, thus

preventing him from recruiting under misrepresentation ? Have you ever

taken steps to do that ?—No.

G-212. Do you not think it would be a good thing to do that ?—No doubt
it would be a good thing, but the sardars come here without our knowledge.

6-213. Surely hundreds of sardars come every year for the purpose of

recruiting men for Assam. But the point is, if you find a sardar or anybody
else guilty of misrepresentation and imposing upon the simple, illiterate

cultivators, why do you not go to Mr. Bracken or to any other officer who is

in charge of the district and point out the misrepresentation to him, so that

he can immediately cancel the licence of the sardar ? I take it that if you
fibnd any case of misrepresentation in future you will immediately bring it to

the notice o^ the officer concerned ?—As I said, I arranged for a number of

meetings at which resolutions were passed. I also got a resolution passed in

the Madras Legislative Council in regard to this matter, through our repre-

sentatives in the Council. In spite of all this the Government did not
take any action. I therefore thought that there would be no use in troubling

the local officers as they would not be able to take any action.
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G-214. If you had come to us and said i^^hat a^ty officer had refused to enquire

into cases of misrepresentation brought to his notice, we might have been able

to do something, but then you cannot point to a single case where you have
gone to the officer with a case of misrepresentation ?—No. I thought there

would be no use in troubling him.

6-215. Mr, Ahmed: I take it that you know of many cases where the

sardars have come from Assam and have told many things which are not true ?

—Yes.

G-216. They tell people that they can earn Rs. 2 a day in Assam, which
is not true at all ?—Quite.

G-217. You have said that only a very few return back from Assam.
Is it not a fact that the reason why a great majority of them do not comeback
is that they do not get sufficient money to defray their travelling expenses ?

—

That is possible. I am told that many people die of difficulties.

G-218. In view of that you think it would be better for them to live in Jey«

pore where they can be better off rather than go to Assam ?—^Yes.

G-219. Your present Diwan is an educated man, I take it ?—Yes
;
he is

anM.A,, B.Sc., I.C.S.

G-220. What is his name ?—^Mr. V. Ramakrishna Choudhry.

G-221 . Does he know that you are giving evidence before the Commission ?

—Yes
; I have also given him a copy of my memorandum.

G-222. Does he agree with what you say in your memorandum?—Yes,

G-223. You do not think that it is in any way advantageous to the people

of JejqDore to go to Assam, and that only on account of misrepresentation

by the sardars they go there ?—Yes.

G-224. Do you not think that a public employment agency is a better

method for recruitment than recruitment by sardars who misrepresent things ?

—I think so.

G-225. How do you say that flesh and bones of people who die in Assam
are used as manure ?—I was told so and I believed it.

G-226. Miss Lazarm : In what way is the goti system better than emigra-

tion to Assam ?—In my opinion, Assam labour is compulsory labour. People

go to Burma, earn money and come back
;
that is entirely a different matter.

When there are so many vacant lands available in their own home, why should,

these people go to the tea plantations in Assam ?—If they stay here the lands,

I think, can be improved.

G-227. Sir Alexander Murray : Why do so many people go to Assam in

preference to the goti system ?

—

Goti system is no doubt a little hard, but there

is not much difficulty under this system. People are fed, clothed and housed.

But the sardars and others tell these people that if they go to Assam they can

get more money, they can wear lace turban and so on.

G-228. Under the go'i system the man is not as free as he is under the

Assam labour system ;
under this latter system he is allowed to go and come

back whenever he chooses ?—Under the goti system, if a man wants to leave

his master he can do so after getting money from another master.

c2
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6-229. Supposing he cannot get another master and has no money in

hand, what has he to do ?—He must serve his master till he is in a position

to repay the advance ; he is not bound to serve legally but only morally.

These people are so simple and honest that they will not leave the service of

their master unless they return the money back.

6-230. Miss Lazarus : Are there cases of persons under the goii system

having been set free ?—No.

6-231. Sir Alexander Murray : How many cases of actual deception

by the sardars have you seen ?—I cannot say.

6-232. Miss Lazarus : Has the Maharaja or his Diwan warned the la-

bourers against the deception of the sardars by carrying on anti-recruiting pro-

paganda ?—I do not know.

6-233. Is the Maharaja making his territory more habitable ?—He is

lying his best to do that
;
he is going to construct a railway line of his own.

6-234. Would that make Jeypore more attractive than Assam ?—Cer-

tainly. What doubt is there ?

6-235. I would like to know whether, in your opinion, this statement which
appears in one of the memoranda submitted to the Commission is true : “It
is notorious that the lower classes are given no encouragement by the upper
classes and no opportunity for economic or social advancement and for a very

good reason—the ;5amindars and other higher castes find it considerably to

their interests to exploit the slave mentality of the lower and labouring classes’’?

—That is not the system in Jeypore. I do not know whether that system
prevails in other zamindaries or not.

6-236. You state in your memorandum that two contractors have brought
down labour from Cuttack, Sambulpur and other places to the Rayagada
section of the railway. Is it cheaper to get labour from these places than to

recruit in Jeypore ?—No ; these contractors are paying the labour more.

The coolies recruited are mostly kachies.

6-237. Is it because that the kachies are more hard working than the

Agency labour that they have been recruited ?—No doubt the kachies are more
hard working than the Agency labour, but the reason for recruiting them is due
to the scarcity of local labour.

6-238. Do these contractors try to compete with the Assam Labour
Association in recruiting ?—No.

6-239. Sir Alexander Murray : If these contractors are offering good
wages why do not the labourers go to the contractors to work instead of going
away to Assam and not coming back ?—These contractors are working near
Rayagada, and people are taken from Malkanagiri. * They cannot get people
from Nawrangpur to this place because there is no railway communication.

6-240. Miss Lazarus : Is it not because the labour is emigrating to Assam?
-•No.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Captain F. B. STEELE and Mr. L. S. DRIVER* local agents of the Tea Dutricii

Labour Association.

6*241. Sir Alexander Murray, Captain Steele, what is your experience

in connection with the tea industry ?—(Captain Steele ) : I joined the Tea
Districts Labour Association in October 1923. Before that I was in the

Army. I was for three years in the Ceded Districts and three years in Ganjam
as local agent of the Association.

0*242. Mr. Driver, what is your experience of the industry ?

—

(Mf,

Driver) : I have been 20 years in this Association. I was 12 years in Ganjam
4 years in this Agency, and for some time in Sambalpur, Cuttack and Ranchi.

G-243. The statement that you have submitted refers to Ganjam only,

is that so ?

—

(Captain Steele) : Yes, it refers to Ganjam only.

G-244. You have given certain figures regarding the number of sardars

sent down by the gardens in Assam and the number of recruits you send up
every year. Do tliose figures include Cachar and Sylhet also ?—They include

Cachar and Sylhet also, but exclude the Dooars.

0-245. You say that 5,299 mrdars came down in 1926-27, 3,202 in 1927*

28 and 2,439 in 1928-29. How many of these returned to the gardens ?

—

The number of sardars who returned to the gardens was 2,843 in 1926-27,

1,807 in 1927-28 and 1,418 in 1928-29.

G-246. That shows that during the three years about 11,000 sardars

have come dowui and about 6,000 have returned taking with them 8,992

recruits ?—Yes.

G-247. That seems to be rather above the average as regards the number
of sardars who return and the number of recruits taken with them ?—^Yes.

G-248. What became of the other sardars who did not return ?—They are

still in the district.

G-249. Are you sure that they themselves have not been recruited and
sent back ?—I am certain about that.

G-250. Could they not have been recruited as ordinary labourers ?

—

very small percentage of them might have been—about 5 per cent.

G-251. Have you had any experience of men who have been recruited

here going to Assam, coming back very soon and then being recruited here to

another garden, going to Assam and coming again—in other words a sort of

professional recruit ?—I have had no experience of such persons. I cannot

tell of any case to my knowledge.

G-252. What do you think is a reasonable time for a man to work on a garden

before he comes down as a sardar ?—One to two years will be a * reasonable

time. At any rate it should not be under one year.

6-263. Do you think that it is enough for a Soma oranybody else to remain

for one year on a garden to learn the conditions of life and work there %

—
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Gr264. It was the intention of Government that as far as possible the

garden sardars should be labourers themselves. Is it for that reason that you

suggest that the labourer should work for one year before he comes out as a

sardar ?—Not necessarily that. He should familiarize himself with the con-

ditions of life and work there on the garden.

G'255. Have you had cases of sardars misrepresenting the conditions in

Assam in order to induce people to migrate ?—There is no doubt that the sardars

do that. But that does not mean that the people who migrate do so under a

misapprehension. When the recruits come to the local agent everything is

set right.

G-256. In actual practice you say that any coolie who goes to Assam
knows what and where he is going to ?—Yes.

G-257. He knows the conditions of life,work and wages and so on ?—Yes*

The sardar comes down with a “ question sheet ** on which the conditions of

life and wages on the garden are written.

G-258. What do you give him as an advance ?—The advance varies*

So far as the S(m)ras are concerned I give them Rs. 20 as first advance. That
applies to Khonds also. For Indian States I give Rs. 25 and for the rest I

give Rs. 16 as first advance. They go out and look about for coolies and come
in and report. If I am satisfied with their report that they have actually

arranged for coolies I then give them further advances which in the case of the

plains does not exceed Rs. 10.

G-259. In your memorandum you give us statistics of family groups,

single males and single females who have emigrated through your Agency
for the past three years. What do you do to discourage single males going

up ?—During 1926-27 the majority of gardens stopped taking Sowra single

males
;
they required family groups only, hence the low percentage of single

males for the past three years.

G-260. Take single females. What ste])s do you take to see that a
woman is not a minor and that she has got the consent of the parent or guardian

to emigrate to Assam ?—We have a full-time doctor who cliecks the ages of

these people. • The age limit is 14 for boys and 16 for girls
;

within those ages

they arc considered to be minors.

G.-261. How long do you detain your recruits here ?—In the case of

Agency single females I detain them seven days ; in the case of the plains,

3 days. I send out a peon to the headman of the village to verify the state- •

ment made by the recruit. The headman of the village in turn gets hold of the
relations of the coolie and finds out whether the girl has gone with the consent
of the guardian or not.

G-262. Do you send a written communication to the headman ?—Yes.

6-263. Do you get a written reply ?—Yes.

. 6-264. Are the headmen always in a position to read and write ?—Not
all of them. Some of them are not,

G-266. You consider it is not possible that the peon or the messenger
ahould be in collusion with the recruiter ?—The recruiter is kept with me and
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the peon is sent to the village direct. The recruiter does not know whether a
certain peon will be sent out or not.

6-266. You think that the safeguards you take are sufficient ?—I do,
especially in view of the detention of 7 days which really gives some time to the
relations to come in and claim the females. I have had cases of relations
coming in and claiming females.

6-267. Could you give us an idea of the number of cases ?~Last year 144
single females were brought in, 127 were sent up and 17 were returned. 105
minor children were brought in, 90 were sent up and 15 were returned. In con-
nection with those 15 returned 5 sardars were prosecuted and in the case of
the females returned three sardars were prosecuted. Their licences were can-
celled except in one case where there was a difference of opinion as to the age
of a minor between our medical officer and the medical officer of 6overnment.

6-268. Do you examine medically all your recruits here ?—I have a full-

time doctor who examines their physical fitness.

6-269. What is the percentage of rejections ?—The total rejections last

year for medical and other reasons were 9 per cent. It was 7 per cent, for 1927-
28 and 8 per cent, for 1926-27.

G-270. Have you any experience of short term coolies {—We have just

started short term recruiting. Till now I have sent about 30 coolies for one
year.

6-271, Have you any idea of the indebtedness of the people who come to
you and ask to be sent to Assam i Do you pay off their debts in all cases ?

—

We do, but not in all cases. We verify their del)ts and if we find them to be
genuine, we pay them off. My average ligures in this connection are Rs. 8-10-0

last year, Rs. 10-6-0 for 1927-28, and Ks. 8-1-0 for 1926-27. Our maximum
debt has been Rs. 40.

G-272. Does it represent the average debt of the people you sent ?—This

is the average debt of people I reemit in tlanjam, audisnmstly confined to the

Khonds. They have this Oond system of tnarriage under which the bridegroom

pays something to the bride who is betrothed to him. If the bride happens
to go to Assam as a memlxT of her family group and if the bridegroom camiot

accompany her the bride luis to return the money given to her. This happens
after the betrothal and before the marriage. They also have provision for

divorce. Even then some money has to be returned. It is such debts that

we pay.

6-273. Do you pav the debts incurred under the Khambari system ?

—

No.

6-274. What was that Rs, 40 that you paid !—That was the cost of two
buffaloes.

6-275. At any rate when you pass on anybody up to Assam you try as

far as possible to pay off his debts ?—We do.

6-276. We have heard it suggested that many people run away to Assam
in order to escape their liability for debts. What has been your experience

in that connection 1—1 have had no such experience.
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G-277. Do you think that some people run away to Assam to escape

criminal liability ?—I can hardly see how that can be done.

G-278. Have you many cases of false names given to you ?—That invari-

ably happens with the Sowras, It is very characteristic with them ;
they have

two or three names
;
they give one of them.

G-279. Can you trace them if necessary ?—It is very difficult ;
we can

succeed with the help of the village headman.

G-280. Have you ever been asked to trace anyone and failed to get at

him ?—No, as a rule we have been able to trace them.

G-281. Do these people who go to Assam know full well that they are not

bound under any agreement and that Act XIII has been repealed ?—They
know that full well. I tell them clearly that they go under no contract what-

ever. I personally tell them that they are at liberty to return whenever they

like paying their own fares back.

G-282. Do you find that there is any clash of interest between your

responsibility to the Tea Districts Labour Association as local agent in charge

of recruitment and that to the District Magistrate as a registering officer under

Act VI ? On the one hand you may wish to send up somebody and on the

other hand you may have to keep him back ?—I do not send up anybody unless

the requirements of the Act are fulfilled. I should like that the Tea Districts

Labour Association be allowed to do propaganda and to assist men to migrate

to Assam.

G-283. Have you found any difficulties as regards assisting
’’ sardars

to recruit ?—We are not permitted to do that under the Act. With the

Somras for instance the sardars should be allowed to obtain the assistance

of their relations or friends in the district in recruiting operatives. We should

also be permitted to send up voluntarily reported coolies.

G-284. Do you find many cases of men voluntarily offering to be sent ?

—We had a few cases. We asked them to get in touch with a sardar.

G-286. Do you write to the garden to send down a sardar in order to

recruit those voluntary coolies ?—We do that if we have no sardar in the

district. Generally the sardar in the district recruits these coolies.

G-286. What is it that makes the people migrate to Assam ? Is it the
pressure on the soil or is it the attractive picture painted by the sardars ?

—

Undoubtedly it is due to the pressure on the soil. They work here only for

part of the year whereas in Assam they can work all the year round. Another
reason is : the lower castes want to be free from the caste restrictions. The
lower caste people when they return from Assam have an entirely different

outlook. He is interested in his social welfare and his outlook on life and
society has undergone a tremendous change.

G-287. When he comes back to his family after a stay in Assam his
bearing and outlook act as a stimulus to others to migrate ?—^Undoubtedly
it does.

G-288. We have had it stated to us by a gentleman connected with Jeypore
this mormng that the coolies are enticed by misrepresentation to Assam and
that if the tnith were told to them they would not go to Assam
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(Mr, Driver). We have two local agencies in Koraput. Every coolie is

thoroughly acquainted with the conditions in Assam before he is forwarded.
They question him personally and satisfy themselves that he knows the
conditions there.

6-289. We have some statistics regarding Koraput. The number of

mrdars sent down to that place was 2,635 in 1928-29
;
of these, 1,344 returned

taking with them 4,158 souls. What is this due to ?—The amount of money
^at they can earn in Koraput is not even half of what they can earn in Assam;
it is only one third. That is w’hy recruiting in Koraput has been so success-

ful.

6-290. The picture has not been overdrawn ? If it has been overdrawn
why did not the people \Cho have returned from Assam stay aivay here ?

They might easily have absconded as 50 per cent, of the Sov)ras have done.

—

We could not have traced them. Though we can file a civil suit for the recovery
of advances only in very rare cases do we ever do that. {Captain Steele.)

I have not had even one such case in my time. I have been always against

that being done.

6-291. Mr. Chv' : You said you had experience of the Ceded Districts.

Was there any substantial recruitment for Assam from there ?—There was.
In 1924-25 1 sent up 1(>,(K)0 people. I w^as in charge of four districts, but now
we have closed all of them except Cuddappah. For one thing the labour did
not suit us and on account of some political trouble lots of them returned.

Managers are not consigning sardars to those districts.

6-292, You reemit for the Dooars also?—Yes, so far as Northern 6anjam
is concerned,

6-293, Is it the same class of men who go to the Dooars that go to Assam
also ?~Yes.

6-294. Do men coming back from Assam wish to be sent to the Dooars ?

—Occasionally this happens.

6-295. Do you discourage men changing the Province in that way ?—Cer-
tainly. If I discover a Dooars man coming up tome I send him to Mr. Casey
who recruits for the Dooars. He has a separate establishment for it.

6-296. But suppose the man wants to go to the Dooars ?—If he wants
to go we send him up and adjust the expenses betvreen ourselves.

^

6-297. Is there any preference for the Dooars as against Assam ?--So
far as I am concerned I have noticed a preference for Assam.

6-298. W^hy is that ?—I cannot say why. The men can earn more in the
Dooars but in Assam they get many perqmsites and ultimately they are better
off there than in the Dooars.

6-299, Are these people whom you recruit sent to any particular part of

Assam or are they spread over Assam ?—They are spread over Assam,

6-300. They are not concentrated ?—^No,

6-301, Did I understand you to say to the Chairman that you never paid
the Khmnbari debts which the man owes to his ^amindar ?—I have not paid
any Khambari debts. I have paid only the ordinary debts.
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G-302* Why did you not pay it ?—I have had no instfimces of that kind.

I do not mean to say that we do not pay it. I have not paid it till now.

6-303. No man who has got a Khambari debt has come forward ? No,
it is very difficult to get a Khawhari man.

G-304. We were told by one of the witnesses this morning that one of the
reasons why people go to Assam is to escape this bondage ?—^As I have explained
in my memorandum the Khawhari system is nothing but slavery. Besides

before we paid the debts we would have to verify whether the man was working
for so and so and how much he owed him and so on. The Khawhari zamindar
would refuse to accept payment of debts and release the man.

G-305. Why should he refuse to accept payment ? Is it not a recognized
thing that if a man wishes to pay off his debt and be free he can do so?—It is

an extraordinary thing but these people do not like the Khawbaris to mig-
rate.

G-306. It is natural, it is not extraordinary ?—Yes.

G-307. One of the memoranda presented to us by a missionary working
at Gunupur Taluk states :

—

Probably the worst is the unauthorized trade in coolies for the tea

gardens. As stated above sardars sometimes employ others,

to assist them, and such helpers after a while start business

themselves without the authorization of the Tea Districts

Labour Association depots and manage to get the coolies duly

accepted through the help of one or other of the clerks in the

depots. I have personally had to dismiss a mission worker who
had become guilty of such an offence.’'

Have you had any experience of such things i—No.

G-308. Are there sufficient safeguards to prevent such things occurring ?

—Yes, I think so.

G-309. What would be the effect on recruiting if all those recruited for

Assam were given the right of repatriation after three years ?—I think

it would denude Assam of its labour force. (Mr, Driver) : I do not believe it.

If you gave the option of accepting the mopey or returning home you would
find that half the people who had gone there with the intention of settling down
would take the money and settle there.

6-310. We are told that one factor which militates against recruitment for

Assam is the common belief that once a man goes to Assam he cannot come
back ?

—

(Captain Steele), It might have been the case before, but the belief

is dying out especially after the introduction of short-term recruitments.

G-311. Have you any suggestion to make for reducing the cost of recruit-

ment ?—If we are permitted to ‘‘ assist ” the sardar by propaganda and other
^ means be will be able to get more recruits and the cost per recruit will auto-

matically go down. Of the sardars consigned last year only 27 per cent, were
successful and the remaining 73 per cent, were unsuccessful ; they did not
recruit even a single man.
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G-312. I suppose a good many of that 73 per cent, came down without
any intention of recruiting at all ?—If we take Somas into consideration
it is likely.

6-313. Does the sardar usually travel with the men he recruits 1—^No,

not necessarily. The recruits are sent up through forwarding agencies. We
have peons who escort them from point to point till they reach the garden.
It sometimes happens that the coolie refuses to go unless the sardar goes with
him. In such cases the sardar accompanies the coolie.

G-314. I suppose a good many sardars sent down from the gardens fail

to report to you ?—They all report unless they are the “ name-cut people.

The sardars sent on recruiting licence report to me.

Q-315. Even if they do not intend to recruit ?—(Mr. Driver). It is to

their interest to come and report to us because we give them bus fares to their

village and Khoraki till they get to their village.

6-316. Do you notice any increase in the number of men presenting

themselves voluntarily ?

—

(Captain Steele). Recently there has been an
increase.

6-317. Suppose you were given the power of forwarding them, do you
think there would be a substantial increase in the number of men presenting

themselves voluntarily ?—Yes, I do.

6-318. Is it possible that unknown to you the sardars pay the Kkambari
debts ?—Small debts are paid off by the sardars. For instance, a sardar

getting a first advance of Rs. 25 may pay a debt of Rs. 5. The Khamhari
debts generally run into hundreds of rupees.

6-319. You do not think that the Khambari coolies are going to Assam
at present ?—No.

6-320. There has been an allegation that the coolies are persuaded with
the help of intoxicating drinks ?—Not at all.

6-321. Mr.Joshi: In your memorandum you have given certain rates

of wages. In the non-harvesting season it is As. 6 to As. 8 for males in the dis-

trict and in the non-plucking season it is As. 6 to As. 8 in Assam. What
is the inducement for the labourer to go to Assam ?—Work is not available in

the district all through the year whereas it is available in Assam. Moreover
there are other perquisites in Assam such as free housing and so on. The man
gets a clothing outfit and an advance of Rs. 10—^Rs. 5 here and Rs. 5 on the
garden.

6-322. You have described the vetti system. Suppose a man refuses to

do work for Government under the vetti system what will the Government
do ?-—He cannot very well refuse. He will be forced to do it.

6-323. How is he forced ? Is he beaten ?—The Bissoyis see to it that the
men go to work. There are other ways of turning them out for work without,
beating them. The Bissoyi is the headman of the village and he has various
ways of influencing the men.

6-324. Is this Bissoyi a Government oflScer ?—He is paid a certain amount
of allowance by Government.
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0>325. In his memorandum Beverend Stacker says : Besides

these there is a good number of those in Assam who have been there for m<se
than four years, who would like to return but are hitherto not allowed.”

How can this happen ?—I cannot tell you either. For instance, an old man
wanted his son back and he petitioned my sub-agent at Parlakimedi. I had
the son repatriated.

G-326. He goes on to say :
“ Sometimes this policy seems to be follow-

ed, that the husband is kept back when the woman and children go on

leave, or the woman is kept back, when the husband returns thereby trying

to compel the party on leave to return. ” ? I would not say they are actually

kept back. Every coolie who is sent up cannot hope to retmn as a sardar.

Any man is at liberty to leave Assam whenever he likes. He is under no
indenture whatever. He can pay his expense and come back.

6-327. You do not pay the expenses of the woman who comes down with

the sardar ?

—

{Mr. Driver) ; It is in his own interests that he leaves the woman
and children in the garden. In connection with his recruiting work he might
have to walk 100 or 150 miles and it will be a great handicap to him if he has to

drag a woman and two children always with him. I have had many women
sardars coming to me and telling me :

“ My children are unfit to walk. I

cannot do any more recruiting. Send me back to Assam.”

6-328. Do they ever send the sardar with his family down here to recruit ?—
(Captain Steele) : I have had many sardars come down with their wives.

6-329. Mr. Ahmed

:

You give the sardar a first advance and a second

advance ; he gets some money for the recruits he sends. He is given free

passage to and fro. These are the things which you give him in order to induce

him to recruit. On the other hand as a sort of security you keep his wife and
family behind in the gardens when he comes down recruiting ?—It is not at all

as a security. {Mr. Driver) ; 30 per cent, of them come down with their

wives.

6-330. But I see that in 1926-27, 86 per cent, of them were males and 14
per cent, of them females. In 1927 it was 87 per cent, and 13 per cent, and in

1928-29 it was 83 per cent, and 17 per cent., respectively. In the majority
of cases they leave the women and children in Assam as a security ? {Captain
Steele)

:

No, it is not as a security.

6-331. You advance money ? Yes, that advance is not recovered.

6-332. A large number of these sardars do not return to the gardens and
the gardens lose a lot of money. Do you not think that a public employment
agency can be established to do this work ?—No, I do not agree with that at,

aU. It will be purely a financial interest. {Mr. Driver)

:

For the matter of
that we ourselves fulfil the duties of a public employment agency to a large
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G>333. If the money that is now wasted on. the sardars is saved it can

be utilized to better the condition of the workers on the guden. Then natu*

rally people will go to the public employment agencies if they think that the

conditions in Assam are to their liking. What objection can you have to a
system of that kind ?

—

{Captain Steele) ; We want the right type of men
suitable for our work. A public employment agency may not select the kind

of men we want for our work. We want men of strong physique accustomed

to agricultural work. We do not want non-agricultural people.

G-334. If a public employment agency satisfies all these conditions

have you any objection ?—I do not think they will be able to meet the needs

of the gardens. What is required is men with knowledge and experience of

handling labour.

G-335. You have no objection ?—Personally I have objection. The Act
should be modified, and the sardar ought to get the assistance of his friends and
relations in a district and the local agent ought to be able to go out and do
propaganda work and be able to send up any coolie.

G-336. Sir Alexander Murray : Do many of the sardars who come back
take their wives and families with them w'hen they return ?—Yes.

G-337. Mr. Ahmd : 40 per cent, of them do not return and they run away
with your money ?—Yes.

G-338. These sardars who come for recruiting misrepresent things, do they

not ? For instance, we were told this morning by one of the witnesses that

these sardars tell the men that by going to Assam they can earn Rs. 2 a day,

which is not a fact ?—I do not think the sardars tell people that they can earn

Bs. 2 a day in Assam.

G-339. There is much trouble in the sardari system of recruitment and it is

a bad reputed system. ^Miy should you not agree to the popular system of

recruitment, that is to say, recruitment through a public employment agency ?

—I do not think that will meet the needs of tea garden labour at all.

G-340. The centres of recruitment are in Madras and in the Central Pro-
vinces. We find from one of the reports that certain Indian princes are tAlnng

serious objection to recruitment within their territory ?

Sir Alexander Murray : You have no knowledge of that ?—No.

G-341. Mr. Ahmed : In any case it is evident that the sardari system is

not very popular, and as such I put it to you again whether it would be better

to get your labour through a public employment agency which will be for the
benefit of both the workers and the employers ?—I do not think that we can
do awray with the sardari system.

G'342. Miss Laaarus : Have you foimd any sardars mi8rq>re8enting

ocmditions ?—No.

G-343. Does the sa/rdat get a bonus in proportion to the number of recruits

he secures ?—I believe so. I caxmot give you any figures, because the bonus is

paid on the garden.
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6-344. Because he gets a bonus in proportion to the number of recruits he

secures it gives him a greater inducement to recruit more ?—So far as the bonus

on the garden is concerned, yes.

6-346. You have recently started the system of short-term recruitment.

Do you find that the proportion of women is less under this system than

under the old system ?—I have only sent up 30 coolies so far. We started

this system only 2 months before. I have not got here the exact number of

women who vrent with those 30 coolies but there were some in the batch.

6-346. 6enerally speaking, can you say whether the proportion of women
is more or less ?—It is a bit below.

6-347. With regard to single women that are recruited, what kind of pro-

tection have they in your lines ?—We have separate accommodation for single

women.

6-348. Is there any sort of panchayat representing heads of different com-

munities who see to their social and moral relationships ?—So far as the rec-

ruiting districts are concerned, we have none.

6-349. Do you think it to be necessary ?—Vfehnyechowkidars on the lines.

The detention of a single female, in the case of the Agencies, is 7 days and 3 days

in the case of other tracts. Each morning these people come before me and if

they have any complaints to make they can always make them to me. Per-

sonally I have had no trouble in that respect.

6-360. In tracing a certain number of these recruits from their original

villages back to their destination some could not be correctly traced back.

Do you think it would help if a photograph were taken of every coolie that was

recruited ?—I am afraid not, because we will have thousands of photographs

and it will be practically impossible to trace them even in that case.

6-351. Would it not be worth a trial ?—I do not think the cost would
justify it.

6-352. The people that you recruit are chiefly of the agricultural

types ?—Yes, we want agriculturists for our gardens.

6-353. Do you think this is affecting the local agriculture ?—It tends to put
up the price of the local market.

6-354. In one of the memoranda we are told that the labour left behind is

not sufficient to carry on because they are taken away chiefly during the agri-

cultural season ?—I think we still leave a sufficient number. So far as the

Agency tracts are concerned, it is a matter of opinion ; some of the district offi-

cials maintain that we arc denuding the tracts while others maintain that there

are fttr more people than the soil can support.

6-355. Any one working in the garden can choose to come back whenever
he wishes, can he ?—Yes, he can if he pays his way back.

, 6-366. You, said that if one wants to come back as a sardar he has to get
round his manager. Is iteasy for him or for her to get round the manager ?

—

As a rule, yes. It may interest you to know the figures of sardars who came
dpwn last year. Of the mrdars sent, roughly 150 were on the garden for 6
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months, 400 were from 7 to 12 months, 600 from 1 to 2 years, 440 fsom 2 to 3
years, 300 from 3 to 6 years and 690 for 6 years and above.

6-357. You say in your memorandum that the Sowra after a speU on a tea
garden returns not only physically improved but also in his bearing and social

status ?—^Yes.

G-358. What about the family disturbance ?—We want their families to
go with them, but the Sowras go alone in the first instance with a view to coming
back as mrdars to recruit their wives.

G-359. Could I have the proportion of mrdars that come back with their

wives and families ?—I have not got that figure here. I can get that later on.

6-360. I want to know whether it disturbs their family relationship ?

—

From the figures given in my memorandum you will see that the family groups

predominate.

G-361. You think that the Assam Labour Board is superfluous ?—

I

do.

G-362. The President of the Board tells us that he feels that he is the re-

presentative of the labourers on the Board. If the Board is removed, who will

represent the labourers ? In what way does he represent the labour ?—

I

cannot see that he represents the labour in any way.

G-363. I mean their interests ? (Mr. Driver ) : W'e do, and not the

Board.

6-364. You do with an interest in the plantations. You want the labour-

ers for your own pecuniary gain ?—Naturally.

6-365. Sir Alexander Murray : W'hat Miss Lazarus means is this. The
ez-Chairman of the Labour Board who appeared before us this rooming told us

that the constitution of the Board is such that excepting the Chairman the

other members represent chiefly the tea planting interests. He considered,

therefore, that his particular duty was to see that the interests of the labourers

were protected ?

—

(Captain Steele) : If the Assam Labour Board can point

out any case in which they have championed the cause of labour I would be very

grateful to hear of it. I think we champion the cause of labour more than they

do.

6-366. Miss Lazarus : There is the other side too, the side of the labour-

er ?—I think that the control of the District Magistrate will meet all that is

necessary from that point of view. If the labour did not like Assam they

would not go to it.

6-367. You have said that the lower classes emigrate to escape the diffi-

culties put in their way by the high castes. You say :
" the labour which emi-

grates is of the lower classes ” and that the caste question and the status of the

untouchable in the Madias Presidency has a particular bearing on migration.

You also say that the higher castes find it considerably to their interests to

exploit the slave mentality of the lower and labouring classes. Which part of

the Presidency have you been referring to ?-—Mostly in the Sowra .^ency

tracts, and also to some extent in the southern portions of the Ganjam district.
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6-368. Do you find that the relationship between the lower and the higher

castes in the Sowra districts to be the same as in the ceded districts or is it more
relaxed in the case of the former ?—It is more pronounced if anything in the
ceded districts.

G-369. You mean it is more relaxed in the Sowra districts ?—Yes.

6-370. Sir Alexander Murray : Do you do any recruiting specially of

the criminal tribes ?

—

{Mr. Driver)

:

I have sent a certain number of Konda-
doras from this district, who are a criminal tribe. {Captain Steele)

:

Occa-

sionally we get some of them going to the gardens. {Mr. Driver) : As a matter

of fact, I was offered by a Deputy Superintendent of Police and a former Collec-

tor of Yiragapatam to try to get a large number of these£mtdadoras sent to the

tea gardens, but the gardens would not have them.

6-371. Why ?—Because they said that they were afraid to have hundreds

of these Kondadoras on one or two estates.

6-372. Are they agriculturists ?—Yes, but they are rowdies like the

Moplahs.

6-373. We have particulars of the number of coolies who emigrated from

Visagapatam and Bimlipatam to Bangoon. Take, for instance, the last year

1928-29. There were 24,438 who went from Vizagapatam to Bangoon and

2,199 from Bimlipatam. These people go to Bangoon without any special

recruiting, do they not ?

—

{Captain Steele)

:

As far as I know, Kanganiea

come across and take them in big batches.
^

6-374. Can you speak from personal knowledge ?—Yes, I have seen these

Kanganies accompanying these people. I have given you figures of the number
of those shipped from the three ports in the 6anjam district.

6-376. Your figures come to only 20,000 from the three ports whereas from

Vizagapatam alone 24,000 went last year ?—I have no information as to the

number who went from Vizagapatam.

6-376. Can you give us from your experience any idea as to the relative

merits of the system of recruitment for Assam and Bangoon ? How is it that

such a large number go to Bangoon while you have such difficulty in recruiting

for Assam 1

—

{Mr. Driver) : In Bangoon it is all seasonal work. These people go

for 6—9 months chiefly for rice cutting season. The fare to Bangoon is also very

cheap. They earn Be. 1 to Rs. 1-8-0 a day for that short period. The ma-
jority of the labourers who go are single males.

6-377. It has been put to us repeatedly as to why it should be necessary

for the tea gardens in Assam to maintain such an elaborate organization to rec-

ruit labour from all corners of India, while the labour from the same area go to

Bangoon without any special form of recruitment ? {Captain Steele)

:

—^As Mr.

Driver pointed out, the work is only seasonal, and the labour that go are single

males. (Jfr. Driver)

:

A labourer who goes to the rice fields at l^ngoon can
earn Be. 1-8-0 a day, while on the tea plantation he cannot

:
you can seldom find

persons on the tea plantations in Assam working for over 6 hours a day and their

average earning for such a short period as 6 months cannot come to Rs. 1-8-0 a
day.
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Q-378. Mr. Joshi : So the difierence is in the rate of wages paid ?—It

does not pay us to take labour to Assam for 6 months in a year, because the

time that you require them in Assam is not the time when they will go from their

district. {Captain Steele) ; If we wanted only single males, we can get them
in large numbers.

6-379, Sir Alexander Murray : Do you mean to say that the time when
these people are required in Burma fits in with their seasons ; that is to say, these

people have their own seed time and harvesting time which do not clash with

the season at Rangoon ?

—

{Captain Steele) : A part of it overlaps, but it is the

surplus population that goes to Rangoon.

6-380. Do you have any recruitment for the Southern India tea gardens

from these parts ?

—

{Mr. Driver) : None at all. A few years ago they tried it,

but it did not pay.

6-381. Do you know the practice that is prevalent there ? As I understand

it, when a labourer is recruited for South Indian gardens, the advance money
that is given to him is treated as a regular advance and is recovered from
his wages ?—I believe it is so. Practically all their labour is recruited round
about, and they are not required to meet recruiting expenses to any extent that

we have to here. I do not know w hat our actual recruiting expenses come to,

but I think on an average it comes to Rs. 15(» to land a coolie from these areas in

Assam.

(The witneases withdrew.)

Mr. 0. T. H. BRACKEN, District Magistrate and Agent to the Governor,

Vizagapatam.

G-382. Sir Alexander Mxerray : Have you had much experience of the

recruitment either for Assam or for Rangoon ? Can you tell us anything

about the relative attractions of the two places to the people ?—Yes. I have
served in Godavari from which there is very gieat migration. I have also served

in Ganjam, and now 1 am serving in Vizagapatam, wdiich are also centres of

emigration.

G-383. Could you explain what are the special attractions of Burma to the

cultivator from here and what are the attractions of Assam, if there are any ?

—

As regards Burma, a man can go over there and keep his land hero going with

the aid of his family. For the short period that he goes he earns a very

high wage. It is all seasonal work there.
^

G-384. Who comes and recruits these peoj)le ? Do they go voluntarily

or are they recruited by mistris ?—They go voluntarily. This has been going

on for a very long time, and it has become so to say an established business.

One member of a family goes w^hile the otliers keep the bits of land going on.

6-385. From the figures you have given us we find that in 1926-27 there

were 27,286 people who w^ent from Vizagapatam alone to Rangoon, in 1927-23

there were 27,396 and in 1928-29 there were 24,438. From Bimlipatam the

number of people who went to Rangoon in 1927-28 was 1,697 and in 1928-29 it

MUBOL n
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was 2,199. In addition to these there are many who go from Gopalpur, Baruva,

Kalingapatam and Cocanada ?—Yes. The figures for Gocanada, I think, would
probably be round about 30,000.

6-386. That is so far as Burma is concerned, but what is it that takes them
to Assam ?—It depends to a considerable extent on the different tribes who go,

their methods of life and so on. Take, for instance, the Somm. The amount of

forest country available for their shifting cultivation is very limited. In the

case of these people I made some enquiries when I was Collector and Agent in

Ganjam. There is a definite economic pressure, and there is not enough land.

6“387. In one of the memoranda we have received it is stated :
‘‘ The

good results obtained with regard to the Sowra migration during the year 1926-

27 were due almost entirely to +hc action of Government during that and the

previous year in enforcing their forest protection policy . . . The new policy was
regarded as interference and roused considerable resentment, and the Sowra
was forced to seek a means of subsistence and migrated to tea which presented

itself as a solution of his difficulties.’^ Can you tell us what is the change of

policy referred to here ?—Reserving various forest tracts and prohibiting this

shifting cultivation.

G-388. This refers to the Sowras who are the principal people who emi-

grate from Ganjam ?—Yes.

G-389. Can you tell us about the conditions in Jeypore ?— There the condi-

tions are very different. There it is mostly open country and very fertile

country ;
there is good rainfall and there is enough land to go round. In fact,

the country is crying out for more cultivators.

G-390. According to the figures that have been given to us by the Indian
Tea Association we find that in the year 1928-29 there were over 4,500 souls sent

up to Assam from Koraput, which I understand is practically in Jeypore.

What is the attraction that takes these people to Assam, thus preventing them
from staying on their land ?—To my mind there are two or three causes to that.

The villagers are very conservative and they would not let in other villagers as

a rule
;
there are separate villages, and they will not encourage emigrants. If

the pressure of the population in a village gets too great, there is an economic
inducement to go. But I think that is rather a minor cause. The second cause,

I think, is the goti system.

G-391. We have been told that there are three different systems, and I am
not quite sure that we have really caught their implications. Will you, in the
first place, explain what is the vetti system ? That is purely a Government
system ?—It is Government and the Estate as well. According to the tenure
of land in Jeypore, and in the other Agencies too, some people hold their land
on condition of doing a certain amount of work without any payment. But
in recent years the Maharaja of Jeypore has issued an edict that they are to
be p^d annas 4.

G-392. What has Government done ?—Government also pay annas 4 for
doing the work.

G-393. To all male and female adults ?—Yes.
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6-394. Do they employ children too ?—They work in families. In this

district all the Government works are done on definite estimates, and we try to

employ piece-workers as far as possible, and families turn up and work.

6-395. We asked your colleague from Ganjam, Mr. Austin, if he would be
good enough to tell us when the rates were last revised for the vetti system and
how often they have been revised. Could you please send us a note for the
Vizagapatam area ?—This annas 4 rate vras introduced by the Estate, I

should think, 10 years ago.

6-396. Does that mean that every man gets annas 4 ?—Yes.

6-397. How much is a woman paid ?—Annas 2 or 2| annas I think.

6-398. And the children ?—As. 2 or something of that kind. Each village

is called upon to furnish so many people for 10 days at a time as a rule, and
they send out so many men from that village and they are supposed to be paid

annas 4 a day for those 10 days.

6-399. Have yoxi reasons to believe that they are paid ?—It is my constant

endeavour to try and see that they are paid.

6-400. Do they work longer than 10 days ?—Not generally.

6-401. How’ often in a year will they be called ?—They may be called

either for Government w’ork or for State work, and it depends upon the proxi-

mity of the village. Some villages are called out more often than other remote
villages from which it is not easy to get hold of people.

6-402. Will you explain wdiat the goti system is ?—Under the goti system

the average sum that a man borrows is Rs. 30 which is principally for marriage,

and he engages to work for the landowner to work that off. Not always but

quite frequently he executes a pronote for Rs. 30 or w’hatever the sum is, and he
works for his landlord, receiving certain customary fees every year. The usual

thing is he gets 12 measures of paddy which has an estimal^d value of Rs. 24,

and after harvesting he gets another donation of paddy estimated at Rs. 5

;

one cloth a year estimated at Re. 1 and miscellaneous items estimated at

Rs. 5.

6-403. All that is in kind ?—Yes.

6-404. Is there any cash paid at all ?—Very rarely. It is not customary

;

the custom is to give it in kind.

6-405. Do they ever repay the advance '^—In theory they are supposed to

work off in about 5 years.

6-406. Is it your experience that the landowner keeps the man even after

5 years ?—Yes, in some cases. There are all sorts of ways in getting the man
round. The man may borrow 1 or 2 Rs. occasionally, or if the man does not

turn up to work the landlord may fine him annas 2. Somehow or other he

keeps the debt going indefinitely.

6-407. Do they add interest ?—No, that is not the practice.

6-408, In your memorandum you have given us an extract from the

District Gazetteer, May I know what is the date of the Gazetteer ?—^It was
written by Sir George Paddison about 20 years ago.

]>2
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6-409. He says :
“ The rate of interest on loans extorted by these Sondis

is 100 per cent. ’’ ?—If you take the value of the labour that the man puts in, I

think it will work out to several 100 per cent.

6-410. The return given in kind by the man against the cash advance that

he receives for his marriage works out to more than 100 per cent ?—Yes, if you

take the value of the work to be annas 4 a day.

6-411. What about the Jchmnbari system ?—That is more applicable in the

plains. It is a similar system to the goti system.

6-412. Do you think that these syst:ms have an influence in causing the

people in the Agencies to go away to Assam or Rangoon or somewhere

else ?—Practically to Assam or to the Dooars ; they do not go to Rangoon.

6-413. Why ?—Because the conditions in Assam are more similar to what
they are used to : Assam is also a hilly country. There is also no organization

for taking them to Burma. If there was some organization, I fancy that a lot

of them would eventually go to Burma. They are very simple people and they

do not know how to go to Burma.

6-414. Do you find that they are imposed upon to any extent by the sardars

who recruit on behalf of the Assam tea gardens I think they definitely know
what they are in for, and what they are going to earn. They very well know
that they cannot earn Rs. 2 a day, and the local agents explain to them the

conditions fully before they are sent.

6-415. You say in your memorandum :
“ Care is taken that, as far as

possible, undesirable persons should not act as sardan. When any matter

against a sardar comes to light, steps are taken to have his licence cancelled ;

but, as already stated, offences are the exception.” Have you got any figures

to show how often the licences had to be cancelled in recent years for

offences ?—I think I have given that in my note.

6-416. Yes, you say : Tli, Act has worked satisfactorily and there have

been very few complaints of illegalities. There were two cases of kidnapping

by sardars in 1926-27 ; in 1927-28 no offences w^re reported ;
and in 1928-29,

one only.” Do you think that tle^ system in force is such as to prevent illegal

offences?—I think the IockI agents try to work the thing honestly, because

they know that if illegal practices cojne in recruiting would be stopped. J think

they generally do their best to j)revent any illegalities. If they are doubtful

about any case they send it on to me for examination and decision. 1 have had
several cases like that. In some cases I have allowed the persons to go and in

some cases I have not allow(‘d them. When I examine these people they seem
to know exactly what they are going in for in Assam ;

I have taken the trouble

to find it out. When I tell them that they are not going to get Rs. 2 a day or

anything like that, they say : “We know what wh will be getting ;
we will

get As. 6 or something like that.”

^ 6-417. The Linlithgow Commission recommended that as soon as possible

free movement of labour should be encouraged all over India. 1 think I gather
from your statement that recruitment in the Agency should continue to be most
strictly controlled. You think that it would be a mistake to have free recruit-

ing when you have such simple and unsophisticated people ?—I think they
would be imposed upon.
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6-418. Do you hold any strong views as to the relative merits of sardari

recruiting, that is, recruiting from the gardens, as against an open system of

recruiting under which some person of good character recommended by the

magistrate should be allowed to recruit on the spot as a local agent ?— would
not like to have a lot of independent sardars working unless they were under the

control of some central body which will be a distinct check on them. It is

rather difficult to tell the character of these sardars. Some of them are of bad
character, and I have to cancel the licence occasionally. For instance, the other

day we traced a sardar who was a known criminal with a lot of previous convic-

tions, and I cancelled his licence straight away. He was a registered member of

a criminal tribe.

G'419. We were trying to find out something about the criminal tribes.

We understand that the Tea Districts Labour Association do not encourage

the recruitment to Assam of that particular class whereas we understood that

the police and the local magistrate are encouraged to get them in to Assam?

—

There are quite a number of Dorns who go to Assam. Mr. Driver was referring

to Kondadoras who live more in the plains. Quite a number of Dorns have gone

to Assam. I had a case only the other day of a man who had committed an

offence some 3 or 4 years ago and had run away to Assam. He was eventually

traced and brought before me. He had a good certificate from the manager.

The case w^as one of petty theft. He appeared before me and said :
“ I want

to go back to Assam.'" I said :
‘‘ Very well and sentenced him to imprisou-

raent till the rising of the court.

G‘420. Do you think they are a suitable type to be sent up to Assam ^

—

Some of these Dorns are good w'orkers. Tlnn' are outcastes in the Agency ;

you can call them under-dogs
;
they are like ])ariahs. and they have rather

bad times in some cases. They are definitely a criminal tribe and given to

thieving and dacoity.

(i-421. Will you give us the benefit of your long experience ? Do you

find that as a residt of going to Assj^m and coming back as sardars or otherwise

there is a definite raising in the standard of \vhat you call these under-dogs ?

—

I think so. I think a gc»od (h^al of their thieving activities are due to tlie bad

time they get in the Agency. When they go ui) to tlie gilrrdens they are well

treated. Many of thorn have become very sel^-r('^pc(•nug and have been testi-

fied by the managers to be of good character.

G-422. To your knowledge many of them come back a.s sardars i—Some
of them come back as sardars, but I cannot givt‘ you any exact figures.

6-423. Mr, Clow : You have heard Captain Steele’s evidence ?—Yes.

G-424. Was he correct in stating that the goti system is confined to mar-

riage debts ?—The most common way of contracting debts is for marriages,

G-425. It is also applied to this form of agricultural servitude ?—They

become agricultural serfs by borrowing money in connection with marriages.

G-426. Captain Steele seemed to be under the impression, or at any rate he

gave me the impression, that the goti debt was merely the debt due to the bride

or to the bride’s parents ?—That is the bride price.
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G-427. But it covers both kinds of deibt ?—It is all in connection with

marriages. The customs in different tribes are different. For instance, the

marriage custom of Khonds is different from that of Porjas. But the money
is most probably borrowed in connection with marriages either to get married

or to compensate the husband.

6-428. It is money due to a zamindar and not to the bride’s parents ?—He
borrows from the landowner to pay this price.

G-429. Is there any distinction between what you call the goti system and
what Captain Steele calied the hlimnhari system ?—There is not any great differ-

ence between the tw’o. One term is used more in the plains while the other

is used in the Agency.

G-430. Do.you know, in actual practioe, if those who are bound by these

bonds to landlords are actually recruited for Assam ?—I cannot tell you of de-

finite cases, because they do not come to my knowledge. But I know that

sometimes they get so fed up with the things that they go away. There is a

point when things become so intolerable that they cannot stick to it any longer.

Although they are very conservative and do not want to go away, yet seeing

that the conditions in their own village are not good enough they think that on
the whole it would be better for them to go away.

G-431. Has emigration to Assam or elsewhere had a visible effect in raising

the rate of agricultural wages ?—I do not think so. but it has had this effect

that people have learned that in other parts better wages can be earned. Of
course, the road works done by the Public Works Department are on piece-

work and the workers easily earn As, 8 a day.

6-432. Are not the complaints made by some zamindars that recruit-

ment to Assam and other areas should be stopped due to the fact that wages

in agricultural areas are rising in consequence thereof ?—Yes, undoubtedly.

That applies still more in South India where I had long experience in my early

days both in Tinnevelley and Tanjore. The landowners of Tiimevelley wanted
to stop all emigration to Ceylon, because the Ceylon emigration definitely raised

the wages.

G-433. The same effect, if it has not already arrived, might be anticipated

here ?—Yes.

G-434. You do not think it has already had an effect ?—^Not on any large

scale as to definitely affect, but it has that tendency I would say.

G-435. {iir Alexander Murrag : The evidence tendered by the uncle of the

Maharaja of Jcypore seemed to indicate that families were leaving uncultivated

lands in order to go to Assam, and that there was a restriction put on the trans-

fer of land from the present cultivator to somebody. Could you enlighten us on
that point There is an Act called the Land Transfer and Interest Act which
applies to the Agency only. No member of a hill tribe can transfer his land to a
member of the non-hill tribe without the permission of the Agent. That is the
positipn in regard to that.

G-436. You indicated to us that gjome of them wanted to go away to Assam.
Do they go as a family, leaving the land vacant, or do they dispose of their

land ?—Probably some members of the family carry on the cultivation, but it is
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undoubtedly true that there is a lot of cultivable land which ought to be culti-

vated, and in my opinion there is undoubtedly a shortage of labour in the

Agency.

G-437. Mr. Clow : With regard to emigration to Burma, how does the

man get his fare to Burma ?—More or less it is a family business. One member
of the family comes back and he probably lends to another member of the

family.

G-438. Do contractors take any part in this affair ?—I do not think so,

because it is an established family business.

G-439. Have you seen the two jute mills in this district ?—Yes, I have

seen them.

G-440. Do they recruit their labour entirely locally ?—Practically locally,

except skilled labour like titters.

G-441. Are they more or less permanent, or do they still retain agricul-

tural interests ?—Nearly all of them retain agricultural interests to some

extent.

G'442. Mr. Joshi : Why do these /SWms shift their cultivation ? What
is the object ?—Their method oi cultivation is to cut down, say, 2 or 3 acres of

forest, burn the wood and then grow crops. They grow crops mostly on the

slopes of hills, and they go right to the top. They cultivate for 3 years and the

land becomes unfertile and they go on to another bit if they like to do cultiva-

tion.

G-443. Do you think that people go to Burma without any special recruit-

ment and do not go to Assam, because the wages in Burma are comparatively

higher than those in A.ssam ?—Yes.

G-444, The wages really have an t^ffect in the case of Burma in securing

labour, vrhile in the case of Assam there is the difficulty in getting labour ?—The
Burma terms of course are much more attractive and tit in with their habits ;

the wages are much better undoubtedly.

G-445. Sir Alexander Murraif : The i)eople who go to Burma are mostly

from the plains ; th(‘ Sowras do not go to Burma.

G-446. Mr. Joshi : Those people who go to Burma may go to Assam if

they find the same attractive conditions in Assam The plains people find it

much easier to go to Burma.

G-447. With regard to the vetii system T want to get details. You said

that at a time Government take work from th(' people wdio are under this system

for 10 days. How many times in a year will these people be called in ?—That
is rather a difficult thing to say. It depends upon the proximity of the village

from the place of work. If a village is nearer to the place the people of that

village will be called up more frequently than the people of the village which is

farther to the place.

G-448. Who fixes all these ;
is there anyone who controls it ?—The State

arranges, as a rule.

Gb449. Does the State mean the British Government ?—No. It means the

Maharaja of Jeypore. By the way, I might explain that Mr. Mahasaya was
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not representing the views of the Maharaja of Jeypore ; he was representing his

own personal views.

6-460. Is he a ruling prince ?—No ; but the land is held from him on
condition of labour.

G-461. He is a zamindar ?— Yes. In order to assist in the development

of the country he has been arranging for the supply of labour to Government
to some extent.

6-462. I want to know whether the Government take this labour throu^
the zamindar or whether they get it direct ?—It is generally arranged through

the State.

Gr-453. What do you mean vhen you say ‘it is arranged through the

State * ?—The State officials send messages to the villages and tell them that

it is their turn to supply labour.

G-464. When he is not a ruling prince what kind of authority has he to

order these people to supply labour ?—These people recognize their liability

to do bis work. I do not say they like it.

6-455. Do you as a District Magistrate consider that these ignorant

people should not be made to work under the wi’ong impression that they are

bound to obey the Maharaja’s servants ?—There is no question of their being

bound to obey the Maharaja’s servants, but the condition of their land tenure is

that they should do this work.

G-456. Do the civil courts recognize the debts incurred by a man under the

gati system ?—Very often it is only a question of custom, but if there is a regular

pronote then the landlord can r(‘eover his money through the court.
•

G-457. Suppose a landlord has taken a pronote from a man 50 years agO'

and the son of the debtor is still paying his debt*^ according to the goti system.

Suppose the landlord goes to the court for recovering the debt, will the court

recognize the debt ? 1 think in that case statutory limitations would come in

the way.

G-458. Are these pronotes renewed iiom time to time ? -They sometimes
renew them, I suppcjse.

G-459. Sit' Alexfindcr Murray

:

Does the court in recognizing the debt
take into consideration the value of the services rendered by the man ?—That
is a question that I am just now^ taking up to see whethei these bonds arc not
contrary to public policy.

G-460. M). Joslti . Do cases under this system go to courts ?—Not very
often. As a nde these peojile are very honest, and they recognize their liabili-

ties. 1 know that in quite a number oi cases there is no document whatever.

G-461. Mr. Claw : Have you ever heard of a single case ?—There have
been a few cases.

G-4G2. Sir Alexandei Murray : How does the court assess the value of
Ae service given in kind towards the payment ?—That is a question that I am
just now taking up. It has never been really raised so far. I have just issued
a circular to the court to see whether the question of the service will not infringe
the prov vsions of the Act limiting the interest at 24 per cent.
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0-463. There is an Act in Madras a|)plied to the Agency that limits the rats

of interest to 24*per cent, per annum. I think that would stop a good deal of

the debts ?—I think it probably will ; that is my hope.

0-464. Mr, Joshi : Who fixes the rates to be paid to these labour-

ers ?—It is fixed at As. 4.

G-466. If it is to be changed, who has got the authority to change itj?

—

Has the District Magistrate the authority ?—I suppose the District Magisliate

in his capacity as Agent to the Governor can advise the Maharaja to raise the

rate for vetti labour.

6-466. Do you think that this system amounts to a forced labour

system ?—Of course, in some cases it is inconvenient to the people, but on the

other hand they do recognize that this is a condition on which they hold their

land.

G-467. I quite admit that people recognize that, but I want to know
whether in your judgment, after having seen the working of this system, it is

a forced labour system ?—It is rather difficult to define forced labour. I

think I have explained the position fully. They are bound, according to the

system of land tenure, to provide labour when called upon to do so.

G-468. Sir Alexander Murray : Though there is no obligation to pay any-

thing, they are paid now As. 4 a day ?—It is due to the generosity of the

Maharaja that they are paid As, 4.

G-4f59. Mr. Joshi : W^ho pays this As. 4 ?— If it is Public Works Depart-

ment work the contractors arc supposed to pay the labour.

Q-Ali). Sir Alcxandeii' Murray \ You told us that when Government

want soiiK'thing to be done in the Public Works Department they apply to the

Maharaja who makes the necessary arrangements for the supply of labour.

When it conies to a question of payment to these labourers do you pay through

the IVIaharaja ?—No
; it is paid direct by the contractors to the coolies.

G~471. Without the intervention of the Maharaja ?- -Yes.

G-172. Mr. Joshi : Suppose the man refuses to work, how is he made to

work ?—The village headman is responsible to see that the men turn out for

work.

G-473. I want to know whether the men use physical force ; otherwise in

what way can they compel them t-o work i— 1 have never seen it used. I think

it is not inconceivable.

G-474. Mr, Ahmed : Have there been any cases of assault of men forced

to work for As. 4 a day ?— I do not think there have been any.

G-475. Is it not open to them to go elsewhere if they get higher wages?

—

They do not get more than As. 4 from anyone else. Others pay less.

G-476, Therefore it is not the fault of the zamindar or the Public Works

Department ?—I would say definitely they are better off than they Vere

10 years ago when the new rates were introduced,

6-477. In piece-work they can earn much more if they work hard ?—Yes.

G-478. Do they as a matter of fact earn more ?—They like turning up
for work late in the morning and going away very early in the evening. They
do not earn very much. They can certainly earn As. 8 and even more.
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6*479. Is ther« any tenancy law in <iiis Province governing the relations
ibetween landlord and tenant ?—We have the Estates Land Act.

6-480. Is there any law under which this sort of servitude known as the
system is allowed ?—It is an hninemorial custom but it is not recognised

by law. It could not be enforced in a court.

6-481. Sir Alexander Mnrray : Is there any difference between the land-
lord and tenant law applicable to the Presidency and that applicable to the
Agency ?—The same Act applies to both.

6-482. Mr, Ahmed : Is there any legal basis for the goti and the khambari
systems or are they merely immemorial customs ?—They take the form of a
pronote which can be enforced in a court. That is the basis of it at any rate in

some cases. They do occasionally sue on it.

6-483. It is an understanding between the people and they stick to it ?

—

Yes, they are a very honest people as a rule.

, 6-484. Do they get any educational facilities from Government ?—Yes,
*6overnment are opening schools constantly.

G-485. What percentage of them are literate ?—Only a very small per
cent, among the hill tribes, certainly not more than 10 per cent, at most.
They do not take to education readily.

G-486. They are kept in that condition by Government and the zamindars ?

—Government are doing everything to encourage education among them.
We have an Agency District Board looking after education of which I am presi-

dent. The number of schools is increasing every year.

G-487. Sir Alexander Murray: We had one of the representatives of

the Tea Districts Labour Association this morning and asked him what he
did in the case o single women recruits and others who, he thouglit, might
have been kidnapped from the villages. He said that he detained them for a
certain number of days— in the case of single women it was 7^ days—and sent

a peon to the village with a letter to the village headman with a view to as-

certaining the family antecedents of the recruits. In your experience have
you found the average headman to be literate enough to receive and reply to

letters ? - Very few of them are literate, I am very doubtful of it.

G-488. As a District Magistrate has it ever occurred to you to find out the
actual machinery which they put into operation in cases of that kind ?—In
cases of doubt I have made a practice of sending for the recruit myself and
examining him personally.

G-489. Mr. Ahmed: You leferred to a case where a man who was
prosecuted escaped to Assam

; he was brought back by the Police and on his

giving an undertaking to go to Assam you sentenced him to imprisonment
till the rising of the Court ?—The man said he was earning his honest liveli-

hood in Assam and begged to be allowed to go there. I thought there was no
use of standing in his way and sentenced him to imprisonment till the rising of
the court and gave him a chance to go to Assam and earn an honest livelihood.

6-490. If he had said that he would not go to Assam would you have
.sentenced him to three months’ imprisonment ?—No.
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Q-491. What would you have done 1—I would not have done anything.

Even now I do not know where he has gone* Probably he may be here.

G-492. Do the Courts help the people in this way to migrate to Assam ?

—

Certainly not. He was perfectly free to go or not as he chose. What I did

was just to give him a chance to earn an honest livelihood.

6-493. You say that the sardar does not entice the people. How do you
know that he does not ?—I do not think I committed myself to the statement
that the sardar does not entice the people. I said I had no experience of the

sardar doing it.

6-494. Is not a sardar interested in getting more and more recruits ?

—

I believe the estate pays him for the recruits he takes with him.

6-495. Does he not get something from the recruits themselves ?—I doubt
whether he does

; I do not think so.

6-496. When he comes down to recruit does he not generally leave his

family in Assam and come alone ?—Sometimes he comes down with his wife

and family. But the majority of them come down alone leaving their families

in Assam.

6-497. All this is done in the interests of the tea garden. Instead of this

vicious system of sardari recruiting why should not a Public Recruiting Agency
be established T do not know whether the State should become a recruiter

of labour.

6-498. The Labour Department may appoint a recognized recruiting

oflSioer ?—The Agency people would not go to a recruiting bureau unless some-
body went to their villages and told them clearly of the conditions in Assam.

6-499. You want that somebody should go and misrepresent the condi-

tions in Assam to the people of the Agency so that they might be induced fb
go there ?—No, certainly not. The responsible agents of the Tea Districts

Labour Association who carry on the business of recruiting for the tea gardens
do not misrepresent the conditions in Assam.

G-5()0. But we have had many witnesses before us who said that the
sardari system was a vicious and costly system and had led to a great deal of

corruption ?—The sardari system like any other system would be liable to
abuse if it was not strictly controlled.

6-501. 1 hey say that 40 per cent, of the sardars do not return and thereby
cause a heavy loss to the gardens which send them down i—Yes, there is a
loss of 40 per cent, of sardars,

6-502. Can they recover the amount advanced to the sardars ?—They
can recover the amount through courts, but they never do it.

6-503. What is the reason i— I do not know.

6-504. Mtss Lazarus : Do you agree that the kkarnbari and vefti systems
are contributing factors for emigration ?—I think the goti system is one of the
contributing factors.

6-506, What about the veiti system 1—I do not think that affects the
question.

6-606. Do you have any cases where the employer of a goti who has gone
away to Assam has brought a case in court for the recovery of the goti debt ?—I have never actually seen a case.
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G-607. If a man who is under the vetti system wants to go to Assajxiy

what does he do ? Is he bound to repay to Government anything before he

can go ?—No. The Government do not make any advance to him. He is

only paid a daily wage of As. 4.

G-508. Does he or his family forfeit the land ?—No.

G-609. If the whole family migrates to Assam ?—^He may lose his land.

G-610. What is the period of absence that makes him liable to lose his

land ?—In practice, somebody else would occupy it if the whole family would

want to go.

G-611. Do you know of any case where a man has forfeited his land on

account of permanent emigration ?—I cannot say that I do know of any case,

but the practice, I think, is for the rest of the village to divide the land amongst

themselves if one family go away permanently.

G-612. Has no family come back after a lapse of, say, about 6 years to

claim the land ?— Cases of that nature have come up.

G-513. Is it difficult for them to get back their land ?—It is not easy.

If a man is in possession naturally he would not like to give it up.

G-514. What do they do then ?—We have cases in court about that.

The witness,—I want to make my position clear, if I might, with regard

to the recruitment of labour from the Agency. I do think there is a

definite shortage of labour both for Public Works and for bringing this esctra-

ordinarily fertile country under cultivation. Until the country is betto

cultivated, we can never tackle the malarial problem. In that respect,! think

I should say that I am against the labour being taken away from the Agency.

But, on the other hand, from the point of view of the actual labourers, this

emigration does raise the standard of li\dng and is an ultimate means of

escape against some forms of oppression.

There is one other point, and that is with regard to the Criminal Tribes

Act. Under that Act the registered members are put under definite restrictions ;

they have got to report themselves to the police on certain days at certain

hours, and occasionally in the middle of the night. I suppose there is a

distinct inducement to them to go to Assam.

(4-515. Sir Ale^xamler Mnrray: Do you encourage them to go; or do

you find that they disappear ?—They disappear very often.

G-51fi. Much to your satisfaction ?—Yes, if they are bad criminals I will

only oe too glad to get rid of them. I think there is no doubt that the

Criminal Tribes Act has some effect on emigration. The three factors which

contribute to emigration are, economic pressure, various forms of oppression

of the goti system, and the Criminal Tribes Act.

G-517. Practically all the recruitment done in these parts is done through

the Tea Districts Labour Association, which appears to have a monopoly.

Have you ever had applications from other outside agencies for appointing

local agents, and if so, did you turn them down ?—I have never bad any

application.

(The witness withdrew.)
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MADRAS PRESmENOY.

Eighty-Fifth Bleetiiig.

ViZAOAPATAM.

Thursday, 27th February 1930.

Present :

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. {Presiding).

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S. Mr. N. M. Josm, M.L.A.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A. Dr. Miss Lazarus {Lady Assessor).

Mr. A. Dibdin {Joint Secretary).

ABDUR RAHMAN, a storeman at the Vizagapatam Harbour Works, ezamined

on board the Dredger Vizagapatam.

G-517(i. I belong to Chittagong. I came here two months ago. I came via

Calcutta. The shipping master sent the pass to the serang and the serang gave

it to me. I earn Rs. 35 a month. I draw my pay on the 15th of every mouth.

My work is to mix paints and to look after the lights in the dredger. I come at

6 in the morning, work till 9 and go for meals ; I come back at 10 and work till

1 when I get again 1 hour’s rest ; 1 return at 2 and work till 4-30 p.m. I have

left my family behind. I have my wife, my mother and two brothers. I

sleep on the dredger.

(The witness withdrew.)

NOOR MUHAMMAD, a khalasi working at the Vizagapatam Harbour Wodrs.

G-5176. 1 belong to Chittagong. Three of us came together from Chitta-

gong to Calcutta, and from Calcutta to here we. came with a railway pass.

I am a deck khalasi. I came only yesterday. My salary is Rs. 28 per month.

I was working as a khalasi in one of the British India Steam Navigation Co.’s

ships. I was getting Rs. 22 there. I gave nothing to the serang. The serang

and I lived together and belonged to the same ^^llage.

(The witness withdrew.)

ABDUL NABL a tindal working at the Vizagapatam Harbour Works.

G-617C. I come from Chittagong. I came here 1J years ago as a winchman.

I have been a tindal for the last two months. The serang gave me the pass,

and I came. I was getting Rs. 35 before, and I am getting Rs. 38 now. I

did not give anything to the serang. 1 came in the morning at 6 and will work
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till 3 p. M. I get JO minutes offnow and again fox meald, etc. We have a com-

mon mess for 30 of us, and 2 cooks prepare our food. Each of us give Rs. 16

to the sermg who provides us with food. We do not get anything from the

Works for food. I have left my family in my country. I have a wife and 2

children. I was working in a number of vessels belonging to the British India

Steam Navigation Co, and also the Peninsular and Oriental Co. I was a deck

seaman and w^as getting Rs. 25 a month. After paying my mess charges of

Rs. 15, I send the balance to my family. I did not give any bakshis to the

serang of the British India Steam Navigation Co. or the Peninsular and

Oriental Co.

(The witness withdrew.)

KAKI GUBRAFPA, a coolie working at the Vizagapatam Harbour Works.

G-517cZ. I am employed by contractor Rambabu. We have 5 boats belong-

ing to the contractor, and 1 6 of us work together. We unload the coal from the

boats and load it onto the dredger. We are paid Rs. 10 a day. I came to-day

at 8 o’clock. Some days I come at 6 in the morning. Generally we finish our

work at 4 in the evening, but sometimes we stay till 5 o’clock. We may start

work at any time. It does not matter what time we come. If the dredger

works regularly, we get Rs. 300 a month
;
that is, Rs. 18-12-0 for each man. We

do not work on Sundays because the dredger does not work on Sundays. Some-

times we do not also work on Saturdays and festival days. I am a Reddi by

caste, and am a cultivator. I live in Pillakodipalayam, which is 4 miles from

here. All the 16 who work in my batch belong to the same place. We
can choose a mistri amongst ourselves, but we have not chosen any. We
do not know what the contractor gets. I did not pay anytliing to the contract-

or for getting me the job, nor did I pay anything to anybody. The contract-

or gives us fruits or anything for any festival. My wife and children live with

me in Pillakodipalayam. I go home every night. I have some land which is

1>eing looked after by my father and his 4 brothers. I do not know what
cess they pay. We are a joint family. I have 10 buffaloes and no cows.

(The witness withdrew.)

SUKANNA UEXANNA, a coolie working at the Vizagapatam Harbour Worka.

G-517e. I work with Kaki Gurrappa, and live in Pillakodipalayam. I have

a wife and 4 children of whom 2 are boys. The youngest is 2 months old and
the eldest 6 years. 1 go to my home every night. I have 6 acres of land, 20

buffaloes, one bullock cart and two bulls. We sell ghee. I have 6 brothers

•who look after the land. I earn As. 10 a day. None of us have gone to

school. Our children also do not go to school. There is a school which is far

away from where I live. We pay an annual cess of Rs. 60 to the harbour

authorities. We are a joint family.

(The witness withdrew.)
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FAZUL RAHKAN, an dlman W(»&ing lU; flie Viaifapatam Bartwnr WoOa,

6-517/. I have been here for the last 7 months. I belong to Neokali. The
Sahib gave the pass to the serang, a,nd the gave it tome. learnRs. 30

a month. I was a fireman but now I am an oilman. I work two shifts of 4
hours each, the interval between the shifts being 8 hours. I have 3 children

of 1 5 and 7 years. I pay Rs. 12 for my meals here, and keep Rs. 4 for other

expenses, like soda water during hot weather. I send the balance Rs. 14 to my
home by money order. I have no land at home. I have worked on the

British India Steam Navigation Co. and Peninsular anij Oriental ships. I left

my job because I waited for 6 months to get a post but could not get one.

(The witness withdrew.)

ANNAFATHRAKIMSXA, a woman coal carrier, working at the Vizagapatam

Harbour Works examined on the coal stage.

G-5]7g'. Iam employed by contractor Rainbabu. I am a widow, and have
two children. One of ray daughters i.« working with me here ; the other is 7

years old and is at home. There is no one to look after iny 7 years’ old daughter

at home. 1 got As. 6 a day. and my daughter also gets the same amount. Our
mistri is Baralajmswami. The contractor pays the ndstri in a lumpsum and
the mistri distributes it to us all. 1 earn Rs. 11-4-0 a month. I come from
Malka{)ur, which is 3 miles from here. I am a shoe-maker by caste. My
daughter who works with me is below 12 years of age.

(The witness withdrew.)

APPALLAH, a woman coal carrier, working at the Vizagapatam Harbour

Works.

G-517A. I am a Golla by caste. I come from Malkapur, which is 3 miles

from here. I am a mistri. We work in a squad of 32. My husband is also a
mistri and is working in our squad. I get As. 9 a day, while my husband gets

As. 10 a day. A few minutes back somebody came to vaccinate us, and seeing

him some who were working in our squad have run away.

(The witness withdrew.)

Hr. W. C. ASH', Engineer-in-Chid, Harbour Works, Vizagapatam ; Hr. C. J.

Smith, Hechanical Superintendent: Hajor F. J. Anderson, Principal,

Hedical College, Vizagapatam and Chief Hedical Officer ; Hr. P. A. H.

Welchman, Office Supointendent ; Dr. K. Satyanarayana, Hedical Officer.

G-518. SirA Icxander Murray ; What is your experience in connection with

dock work 1—I was employed on dock work by the Admiralty at Portsmouth

before I came out here. I came out here in 1909 with the Port Commissioners.

I was with them when they started the Port extensions in Calcutta before the

War. These were continued after the War. King George’s Dock was added

from 1920 to 1928. I was in charge. In 1928, just as the new Docks were

completed there, I was transferred here for three years in connection with the

harbour.
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6-619. I understand that the work on the harbour has been going on from

1926 and that it is expected to be finished in 1932 ?—Yes.

6.-520. Do you look upon your labour force as permanent or temporary ?

—Everybody on the job is temporary. Nobody has any security of tenure at

all. Nobody has any guarantee that he will be kept in employment after the

construction period is over.

6**621. I understand there are two types of labour on the works, depart-

mental labour and contract labour. The departmental labour is engaged chiefly

on the dredging and reclamation work ?—Yes. There are 1,448 departmental

workers, and the contract labour amounts to about 1,500, making 3,000 workers

employed.

G-622. Do you exercise any control over your contract labour ? Do you

see that the contractor pays fair wages, or that he provides suitable housing

accommodation for his workers ?—No.

6-523. Outside of the dock area you have no interest in what wages are

paid to the contractor’s labour ?—No. The only control is an indirect control

;

that is to say, we pay certain rates which react on the rates which the con-

tractor must pay for his labour.

6-524. So far as the employment by the contractor of women and children

is concerned, you do not concern yourself in any way ?—We do not.

6-525. Do you ever feel justified in saying that no children should be

employed in particular jobs ?—Ever since I have been out here I have been in

charge of Avorks on which children have been employed. It would raise a

very big question for me to take up such an attitude. I do not know to what

extent the Government of India would back up such a change of policy. It

would react on the rates. I might have to pay more rates. 1 am not ceitain

as to whether the Government of India would support me in such a step.

6-526. On any of the public works on which you have been engaged have

you ever had occasion to differ from the policy of a contractor ? flave you
ever had to say to him that he ought not to employ so many women and child-

ren ?—No.

6-527. Have you ever had to say to any contractor ‘‘You arc not paying

sufficient wages ” ?—^No.

6-628. Do you think it is possible to introduce what is called a “ fair wages
clause ” into contracts for j)ubiic works ?—1 see difficulties in the way of doing

so. I have not given the matter very great thought except within the last

few days. I can see no means of settling the matter except by the interven-

tion of the local Government. It would be no use my putting fair wage clauses

into my contracts if everybody else round about could pay what wages they
pleased.

6-529. A moment ago you told us that the rate you pay to your depart-
mental workers reacted on the contractor’s rates. If it were said, in con-
nection with any contract connected with public works, that certain rates
ought to be paid, that might react on public opinion and on public rates ?—

-
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Yes^ but that is rather extending the scope of the enquiry. I say that my de*

partmental rates affect the contract rates on my work ; but it is a much linger

thing to say that my rates on a job will affect the whole of the rates in the

district.

G-630. You say that the rate at which you are working on the whole job

is conditioned by the speed at which your dredger can do the work ; in other

words, you could put more men on to the job if you wanted to, and finish the
job quicker, but you have to keep in view the speed at which the dredger can
complete what is required of it, and therefore you are working accordingly ?

—Yes.

G-531. Where do your workers come from ?—The villages within 4 or 6
miles of the harbour supply 420 people. The floating staff, other than that

on the big dredger, are largely recruited from among the fishermen and boatmen
on the coast. They account for several hundreds. All the lascars on the

Vizagapatam come from Chittagong or that district. They are recruited

from Calcutta, and are mostly from the Eastern Bengal side. The remainder

come in from time to time from these villages at distances of from 20 to 30

miles.

6-532. You have not found it necessary to provide dwellings for your
labour, except a few house.s in Waltair, which are for the superior staff ?—There

are a few huts of a temporary nature, which are very intermittently occupied.

When I came here 18 months ago I condemned them, and a good number have
since been demolished. For the rest of the construction period I should like

to carry on as we are, but in the event of our having to house labour I propose

to house them on a site on the eastern side of the harbour.

G-533. When the time comes you are going to house your dock labour on
the reclaimed land ?—Yes.

G-534. Within easy reach of the dock ?—Yes. The only ground which
the harbour had available was at a considerable distance. The experiment

of housing certain grades was not by any means very successful, and I think

it is a wise policy to wait now until we have more suitable ground, which has

to be reclaimed, before embarking on any further scheme of building operations

for quarters.

G-535. Have you made up your mind where you propose to house the dock

labour eventually ?—Yes. (The witness indicated the spot on a map.)

G-536. Do you think that is the best place from the health point of view ?

—

I asked the Malaria Advisory Committee, which sits in this place, to discuss this

point and to give me advice, and they said It is at least as healthy as it

possibly can be until there is proper control in the town area The only

healthier site we can get is on the far side of the harbour.

6-537. We understood that that is very malarious ?—It was, but we have

put in an anti-malarial drain at the cost of half a lakh, which has completely

altered the conditions on that site. Beclamation will be begun this year, and
after that the site will be available for quarters*

6-538. How ’will the people get to and from the town and market ?—^That

is the trouble. They would have to go backwards and forwards across the

ferry. I shaU have to take opinions at the time and see what sit ethOy pzdSer.

M14BCL B
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G-639. We understand that the people on board the Vizagapatam
”

sleep on board ship. Is that because of the lack of housing accommodation

or because they like it ?—They like to stay there.

6-640. In asking them about their wages, they told us nothing about this

Rs. 10 allowance which you say they get. They said they knew nothing about

it ?—It is paid in the wage. Probably they do not themselves differentiate

between the wage and the allowance.

6-541 . Who pays them ?—Mr. Smith, the mechanical superintendent, is

always present when the staff are paid. They are paid by the pay clerk.

G-542. Do you pay the sardar for a batch of men, or do you pay the men
individually ?— -Every man is paid individually.

6-543. We were told that the men paid so much for their food to the

sardar and that he undertook to supply it to them. We wondered whether

you paid the sardar for a batch of men, or whether you paid the men their

wages into their own hands (Mr. Smith) : The wages are inclusive of the

Rs. 10 allowance. They all mess together, and they usually nominate the .

safdar to look after their mess. They pay so much to him, and he feeds them
for the month. Take a man on Rs. 28 ;

that would be made up of wages

Rs. 18, plus the allowance of Rs. 10.

6-544. You talk of a bonus of about 10%. What is this bonus, and how
is it arrived at ?

—

(Mr, Ash)

:

Every fortnight a task figure for the dredger

is fixed by me personally. I say to the men ‘‘ You have got to do so many
lakhs of cubic feet of material dredged and deposited before you are eligible

for bonus For every thousand cubic feet that they do in excess of that

they are paid Rs, 2. Each man according to his grade gets a certain number
of shares varying from 60 downwards. Then this Rs. 2 per thousand cubic

feet (which may come to several thousand rupees) is divided up in the ratio

of the shares held.

6-646. What does that actually add to the pay of the lascars ?—They
benefit to the extent, on the average, of about 10 % of their pay.

6-646. In talking to them this morning they did not tell us that they got
an

3
rthing over and above their pay ?—I can give you every guarantee that they

do get it.

6-647. Is it paid to the labourer himself ?—Yes, it is paid to him
individually.

6-548. You speak of a provident fund. Evidently it is a non-contributory
provident fund. Have you started it ?—It has been in operation since the
first.

6-549. There are only 23 subscribers. Why are there so few ?—For one
thing it is necessary to certify that they will serve for three years on the work,
and one cannot certify that in every case. Further it is optional.

6-550. There does not seem to be much attraction to a man to subscribe*
Yon do not contribute anything^ except interest ?—We do not contribute
cent per cent.
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Q-561. Have you thought of doing so ?—It is a matter for the Govern-
ment of India.

G-662. You say that the basis is Es. 20 per mensem. On the Bengal-
Nagpur Eailway we find it is as low as Ks. 16. Why should you have it up
to Rs. 20 ?—It has been the rule ever since I have been here.

G-563. Do you ever give anything in the nature of a gratuity ? There
are no leaving gratuities.

G-654. You look upon your workers as temporary workers ?—^Yes.

Under the Government of India rules, a man has to serve 15 years before he

is eligible for a gratuity, and that would not apply here.

G-656. How many women have you on the job ?—^About 360.

G-556. I see you pay your women from 3 to 4 annas a day. We learn that

some of the contractors’ women, loading coal, get 6 annas ?—They work longer

hours.

G-567. What are the hours of your women workers ?—From 7-30 to 12 and

from 1-30 to 5.

G-558. How long do the women loading coal work ?—They usually come
on at day-break, about 6 o’clock, and work hard till 12, and then again from
2 to 6 o’clock. There is another circumstance. Many of the contractors

have to take them on for intermittent work, and they have to pay a little more*

G-559. It surprised us to find that you were only paying from 3 to 4 annas
to yourwomen whereas the contractors vrcre paying 6 annas to their women ?

—

These rates are mostly distributed among the family. You generally take on
a man and his wife and children.

G-560. Can yoii tell us anything about the working of the Workmen’s
Compensation Act ?—As far as I can gather, we do not legally come under the
Workmen’s Compensation Act. The crew^ of the “ Vizagapatam ” do not come
under it because they are not on a ‘‘ registered ” ship.

6-561. Have you seen the latest notifications from the Government of

India in that connection ?—I have seen no recent ones.

G-662. It has been suggested to us that there was a recent notification

which covered loading and unloading on board all ships. That would cover
the coolies, but whethe^r it would cover the people employed on the ship I do not
know. You are not a railway

;
you are not a dock, because you are not a dock

in being yet
;
your vessels are not ships because they are not registered ships.

As I read the information which we have in front of us, the coal-loading coolies

and other people who load the dredger, would come under the Workmen’s
Compensation Act, the dredger being a ship, but the people working on the ship

would not. Would you have any objection to the law being made applicable

to all the ty^s of workers ?—^No ;
on the contrary when a case comes up to

which the Act might apply, but do^ not, we use discretion as to what recom-
mendation we send up to the Railway Board about it.

G-663. In that connection I notice in your memorandum the figures of 60
or 70 major accidents and over 2,(j|^ minor accidents. In how many of these

cases did you think it advisable to write up and recommend that they should

£2
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get some compensation ?—Only one compensation has been paid since 1 have

been here, and another one is under recommendation now.

G-664. All these accidents would not come under the Workmen’s Com-
pensation Act ?—I must refer that question to Major Anderson.

6-566. While the men are ofi work ill, as the result of these major or

minor accidents, do you go on paying their wages ?—In most cases, I thmk.

{Major Anderson)

:

If they are injured on duty on account not of their

own carelessness.

6-666. You differentiate between what is due to a man’s own carelessness

and what is due to the carelessness of somebody else ?—Yes.

6-567. Have you seen the figures I have just mentioned, Major Anderson ?

—

Yes. One reason for the large figure of minor accidents is that if a workman
scratches his finger he comes along to have iodine put on, and that is put down
as an accident— the same as small bruises and cuts.

6-568. What weighs with you in deciding whether you will do a job

departmentally or whether you will do it by contract ?

—

(Mr, Ash)

:

The cost

at which it can be executed, and the reliability of the contractor. If a contractor

is a reliable man, with a good control of labour, and if the class of work is

such that it can conveniently be put out to contract, in 9 cases out of 10 it is

preferable to put it out to contract.

6-569. Under the heading of ‘‘ Workmen ” in the dredging division you
show that your male coolies get 7 to 8 annas. Under the heading of “ Work-
men ” in the works division you show that your male coolies get from 4 to 8

annas ?—That is a clerical error. It should be from 7 to 8 annas.

6-570. Do you start them at from 7 to 8 annas ?—^Yes.

6-671. Do any of them rise beyond 8 annas ?—Not as coolies, but if any
of them should qualify for other work, then they go into higher grades on
monthly pay.

6-572. Reverting to the question of the provident fund, I see it says :

“No employee whose salary is less than Rs. 15 per mensem is allowed to

subscribe to the fund. An employee whose emoluments are more than Rs. 16

but less than Rs. 20 is allowed the Option of subscribing ”, The State Pro-

vident Fund Rule makes that provision ?

—

(Mr, Wdehmn) : There are two
distinct funds. There is the General Provident Fund and the Railway
Provident Fund.

6-673. Mr. Clow : The schedule supplied to us showing the incidence of

sickness relates not merely to employees, but is based on the number of all

persons attending the dispensary ?

—

(Major Anderson) : Yes.

6-674. You cannot say how many men-days are lost through sickness on
the total staff in the year ?—^No.

6-676. I notice that the figures rise every year. Is that due to the in*

creasing popularity of the dispensary, or is it due to the increasing unhealthi*
liess of conditions ?—^It is due to the increasing popularity of the dispensary.
The conditions are better now than they wfte a few years ago.
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G-676. Mf. Joshi : How many people do you employ on the dredger t

~(Mr. Aih)

:

80 or 90.

Q-677. Can you tell me the difference between a dredger and a factory

as regards the necessity of having some regulation of the work ?—Of the class

of work, do you mean ?

G-678. Everything. There is an Act applying to a factory, because factory

work is considered to be somewhat dangerous and requires regulation. A
factory is defined as any place where some machinery is used, and where 20

people are employed in any process of manufacturing. In your case there is

no actual manufacturing. There is transference of material. You may call

it manufacturing or not. But as regards danger, accidents or exhaustion, is

not a dredger the same as a factory ? There is machinery there, and there is a

number of people working ?—I should think that the chance of accident is far

greater in the average factory than with the class of machinery on a dredger,

G-579. Sir Alexander Murray : Factory covers manufacturing process

and in the Factories Act manufacturing process covers pumping or filtering

water. A dredger pumps water. Therefore, according to the definition of

“ manufacturing ”, if it were fixed on dry land a dredger would be a factory

;

but because it happens to be in the water it is not a factory ?—Is a pumping
station a factory ?

G-580. Yes ?—I did not know that.

Mr. Joshi : What is necessary, according to the definition, is that there

should be power used for a })articular object at a particular place, and so many
persons employed. Why should not a dredger be regarded as a floating

factory ? Why should not the regulations be applied not only to a dredger

but to a ship in inland waters ?—A ship when it goes to sea ceases to be within

a country, but so long as it is in a harbour or in an inland waterway, in my
judgment it should be regarded as a factory—a floating factory, it is true.

G-581. Sir Alexander Murray : For the purposes of the Workmen’s Com-
pensation Act and for the purposes of the Factories Act, do you see any reason-

able difference that would justify us in not including a dredger as a factory ?

—There is far less danger to life and limb on a dredger, because such a large

proportion of the machinery is protected. The impeller of the pump is not

free in the open air like the wheels of a lathe
;
but I do not see any reason at the

moment why the same set of rules should not apply. 1 agree with you to that

extent. I agree that if a man is injured on our dredger, for instance, he

should get the same benefit under the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

G-582, Mr. Joshi : I am thinking not only of compensation, but of

other regulations as well ?—I should have to consider them one by odte before

I could give a full answer to your question.

G-583. As regards housing and leave, I find there is a distinction made
between three classes of workers. There is provision made for the superior

staff
;
less provision mad6 for the subordinate staff, and no povision made for

the coolies. Is the sympathy of the Railway Board in proportion to the people

being superior, subordinate and workers ?—I am afraid you must ask iflie

Railway Board.
^
That is a matter of policy.
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0*584. Mr. Ahmed

:

You bave said that a considerable number of your
coolies come from villages 4 or 5 miles away. That means two long journeys,

backwards and forward, in addition to which the women coolies have to pre*

pare the food for their husbands and children afterthey have returnedfrom their

work. Therefore is not the neoeasity of providing accommodation for these

p^ple far greater than it is in the case of the superior staff ?—I think it is very

difficult to compare the necessities of the two.

G-685, This morning we saw two boys in the workshops who appeared
to be 10 years old. Do you employ children under 12 years in your works 1

—^No, we do not.

G-686. One of them said he was getting annas 5 a day ?

—

(Mr, Smith)

:

Some boys are employed outside the works division and they get annas 6 a day.

They do not come under the Factories Act- They ply bellows and perhaps

carry their own coal but they do not do any heavy manual work.

G-587. You have men working here who have come from Chittagong ?
' —Yes.

G-588. One of them said this morning that he got Rs. 28 a month ?—He
belongs to the trimmer class, the lowest of the ratings. Besides Rs. 28 he

gets a bonus of Rs. 2-8-0 or Rs. 3 for four weeks. That brings his total wages

to Rs. 31. All the rest get more than this. We give them all free coal and
free water supply.

G-589. Out of this Rs. 28—I do not want to take the bonus into consi-

deration because the man did not say he was getting it this morning—he

spends Rs. 12 for his food in the mess, Rs. 5 for water and tea on the shore and
has only Rs. 11 left ?—^We give him free water and free coal and he need not

spend anjrthing for water,

G-590. Out of this Rs. 11 if he spends Rs. 4 or 5 for clothing he has only

Rs. 7 left. Will Rs. 7 be enough to maintain his wife and two children ?—

I

do not think Rs, 6 a month is necessary for clothing. If he has got expensive

habits it is a matter for himself. I think Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 a year is quite enough.

G-591. It would cost Rs. 5 for a pair of trousers and a coat. How can
you say that Rs. 6 is enough for one year ? Can he get on with one coat and
trousers all the year round ?—(Mr, Ash)

:

All thlat I can say is that the

wages we give compare favourably with the wages given to similar class of

men on the Indian merchant ships on the Indian coast.

6-692. Because these lascars are available at these low wages you appoint
them ?—They come to us because the terms are attractive to them. Our
wages are based on the law of supply and demand.

G-593. Then do you not want to pay fair wages ? Did you not say to

th6 Chairman that fair wage is a living Wage ?—No, I did not say anything
like that. I only pointed out the difficulties of applying a fair wage clause.

G-5^. These men come from Chittagong. They pay their own expenses
from Chitt^oi^'to Howrah and you only pay them from Howrah to Viza-
gapatam ?—Yes.

G-696. Their service begins only after reaching this glace ?—Yes.
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G-596. You do not give them any allowances to meet their food and other
expenses during the journey ?—No.

6-597. When he is repatriated do you pay|[him his travelling expenses?
—He gets a free pass back to Howrah.

6-598. These men and women coolies who come from distances of 4 or

5 miles every day earn only annas 6 a day ?—Yes.

6-599. Can a man getting annas 6 a day maintain himself and his family
on that amount ?—He does not maintain himself on that alone. He has got

his fields where he works part of the year and gets an additional income.

G-60(). W hy does he not work all the year round on your works ? Is it

because he gets less here than what he gets by working on his fields ? Have
you any figures to show the relative incomes ?—No, I have no figures.

6-601. What is the cost of living of a man with his wife and two children ?

—I do not know.

G-602. It must be much more than annas 6 or whatever he gets here

;

otheiwise why should the man bring his wife and children to work here ?

—I have no information.

G-603. Miss Lazarus: You propose to provide coolie lines later on.

Will the coolies construct their own houses or will you construct them for them ?

—I have it in view to try the experiment of giving them plots of ground and
letting them construct their own houses on the model of the fishermen

village near the hospital here. 1 notice that Professor Geddes coimnends this

system in his report.

G-604. W^hat about drainage ?—Conservancy, sanitation and water
supply would be in our charge.

G-605. Is there any provision made for schools for the labourers’ children ?

—I do not think it is the function of the Port Authorities to provide schools.

It is quite different on a railway. It is surely the function of the Municipality

to provide schools.

G-606. Is that area under the Municipality ?—No. They have asked to

have that included within municipal jurisdiction.

G-607. Do you extend your medical facilities to labour under the control

of the contractors ?—Yes.

G-608. Do you grant medical certificates to those people also ?—Yes, we
grant medical certificates to everybody.

G-609. Do the contractors pay their men while they are sick ?—I doubt
if they do. If the coolies are injured on duty we pay them for days of absence,

but we do not pay them for ordinary sickness.

6-610. You give certain figures regarding malaria. Do they include the

wives and children of labourers ?

—

{Dr. SrUyanarayana): Yes,

6-611. At what age do you employ boy or girl coolies ?

—

{Mr. Ash);. The
age limit is 12 for boys employed outside the works section. In the case of the

factory the doctor gives a certificate regarding age. We have no age limit fox

contactor’s coolies.
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6-dl2. Who allots the work for the boys and girls ?—Their own sardars

in the coolie gangs.

G-613. With regard to the women and children employed by you who sees

to it that they get the work which is suitable to them ?—The work is allotted

by the sardar^ the maistri as he is called in this District.

G-614. Is there any officer to see that these women and children are not

given work in excess of their capacity ?—We do not exercise any control in the

case of contractor’s labour. It is a matter for the contractor entirely.

G-615. I refer to people employed by you directly ?—This note will give

you an idea of the distribution of work among the labourers. [A note handed
in to Dr. (Miss) Lazarus.]

G-616. Are these women and children given smaller baskets to carry ?

—

No, but they carry smaller loads.

6-617. What are the various bodies concerned in this anti-malarial

work ?—The Bengal Nagpur Railway, the Municipality and the District Board.

The Municipality do nothing at all. They have a great number of wells many
of which are not in use. They are not filled in. They should be.

G-618. Sir Alexander Murray : I see from your chart that Kancharipalen

is the most malario\is area. Are you taking steps to eliminate malaria as far as

possible right through every month of the year 'i—(Major Anderson) : Steps

are being taken in that direction. 'We do a little work and the Bengal Nagpur
Railway sanitary staff do a little.

G-619. It is so far away from the dock ?—We have left that oxit for the

moment. When the railway work starts on the new line round the oil depot

a portion of that area will be taken under our control.

G-620. The next bad area according to your chart is Malkapuram. With
the exception of these particularly bad areas can you say that you have
reduced malaria to a minimum ?—We have reduced it considerably. The
number of malarial patients has come down greatly.

G-621. So that you may congratulate yourself on having reduced the

incidence of malaria to as low as it can be ?—We have reduced it to a very
reasonable limit.

G-622, It was stated that the Municipality was not co-operating with
you in this anti-malarial work. How can you carry on effective work if you have
a Municipality by your side which does not co-operate with you in your anti-

malarial measures ?—We have an advisory committee for this anti-malarial

work. There is a proposal that the Bengal Nagpur Railway, the Municipality,

the District Board and the Harbour should contribute towards the appoint-
ment of a full-time malariologist who would take over the existing staff under
his control. Then there will be effective supervision and rapid elimination of
ffialaria. We are awaiting the sanction of the Government of India.

6-623. Are the other authorities agreed ?—Yes, more or less. They are
jkll represented on the committee.
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G-624. You have sanitary staff under one of the assistant engineers. Bo
you find it a suitable allocation of work. We have heard differences of opinion

as to the advisability of having the sanitary staff under the engineering depart*

ment or the medical department ?—^We haxe it here under the Construction

Engineer so that he may put up the necessary temporary works as the work
proceeds from place to place.

G-625. For your purposes you think it better to have it under the engineer-

ing department ?—It is quite satisfactory. It was at first under the Medical

Officer of the Harbour, but for departmental reasons it was thought advisable

to transfer it to the Engineer. This arrangement appears to be working quite

well.

G-626. Miss Lazarus : You give some statistics regarding “ diseases

of women and labour and peurperium ”
;
do they relate to the women labourers

or the wives of the clerical staff ?

—

{Dr. Satyanarayana) : They relate to the

wives of the clerical staff
;
they do not include the labourers.

G-627. Why is the creche not in use now ?—The women prefer to put

their children in their homes under the care of their own relations. For senti-

mental reasons they do not like to bring their children out here.

G-628. How is it at the beginning it was popular and later on it has not

come to be used so much ?—It was attractive to the women in the first year of

its existence but later on they did not take to it.

G-629. May it be due to the fact that the creche was not moved with the

works as they progressed from place to place so that it may be very near the

works for women to come and go easily, but was left in its original place far

away from the works ?

—

{Mr. Ash)

:

The nature of the works has changed a

good deal since the time when the creche was started. In the early phase it

was dangerous to take the children with them and the mothers were glad to

leave them in the crdche. But now that phase has passed and the working
place is not dangerous at all.

G-630. Sir Alexander Murray : W’ith regard to leave rules you say

:

leave admissible to temporary subordinates is granted “ provided that the

grant of leave involves no expense to Government Does this apply to every-

body noted against rule 1 ?—Yes, to everybody noted against that rule.

6-631, All the rules contained in Annexure II to your memorandum are^

qualified by this proviso ?—Yes, there is no provision to pay a substitute in

addition to the leave salary of the person going on leave.

6-632. You say : As the proviso imder Supplementary Rule 285

quoted above puts the superior dredging staff to a considerable loss, it has

been proposed to the Railway Board to waive the same in their case only.

Sanction is awaited.” What is the loss to which you refer ?—I can only pay
the man going on leave the difference between his salary and the salary of hia

substitute. It is more easy to provide a substitute among the numerous low-

paid staff than among the superior staff. We do not keep stand-by people in

great numbers.

6-633. You have actually applied to the Railway Board fox amending
that rule ?—^We sent that up six months ago ; we have not had a reply.
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G-634. Take the question of provident fund. You work under the Bail-

way Board and why have you not been brought imder the State Bailway
Provident Fund scheme which will enable you to include workers drawing
down to Bs. 15 a month ?—(ilfn Wdchman) : The State Bailway Provident
Fund scheme applies only to permanent men on the railways. Our employees
here are not permanent. {Mr. Ash)

:

All our workers are holding tem-
porary posts as would naturally be the case on construction works.

G-636. Why have you not a contributory provident fund 1—We cmmot
take any action at all ; it is the Government that has to do this.

G-636. You have applied to the Government to modify certain leave

rules. Why have you not applied to Government to have a contributory

provident ^nd and include all persons under that scheme ? We applied and
they did not agree to it.

Mr. Joshi

:

How can they do a thing for temporary men which they do
not do for even permanent men ?

The witness {Mr. Welchman)

:

With regard to casual leave we have to

follow the Madras Government rules. With regard to privilege and medical

leave for long periods we come under the Fundamental Rules.

Sir Alexander Murray : This is a question to be enquired into.

(The witnesses withdrew and the Commission adjourned to Madras.)
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KABBAS FBBSmEirCY.

Eiglitsr«80Tenth Meeting.

Madura.

Friday, 28th February 1930.

Present :

«»

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart. {Presiding).

Mr. John Cliff. Lieut.-Colonel A. J. H. Russell,

C.B.E., I.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

Miss B. M. LE PoER Power. Mr. B. Shiva Rao, M.A., Assistara

Commissioner.

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S., Joint Secretary.

SUBBAMMAL, woman worker, EANDALLAMHAL, woman worker, MU-
THAMMAL, woman worker, KALIABIMAL, woman worker, and two

other women workers of the Madura Mills.

G.-637. Sir Victor Sassoon : You need not be afraid of telling us every-

thing. There is nobody here except ourselves ?—Our pa)Tnent is not sufficient.

(Subbammal) ; I am 28 years old. I am a widow ; I have no children. I

make Rs. 3-4-0 or Rs. 3-8-0 a week ; that is without commission ; we do not

get commission. (Kandallammal) : I am married and have two children,

one aged 6 and one 8. I get ]the same wages as Subbammal. My children are

ill. My husband is a peon in the Court and he earns Rs. 14 a month. (Muth-

ammal) ; I am a widow, and I have a son 8 years old. (Kalliammal) : I am
married and have a daughter aged 16. My husband is also working here. He
earns Rs. 15 a month

;
he is in the bundling department.

6-638. Miss Power ; How did you get your job here ?—Pour of us have
been here from our childhood. I came here several times and at last the

Manager kept me. I wanted work. I did not pay anything for my job. There

are tickets for admission ; if we lose our ticket we have to pay As. 4 and get

another one. We do not pay anything when we come. I have never heard

of any one having paid anything. Within the last 18 months to' two years

the Manager has not allowed us to bring our children into the mills. When a

woman who is working in the mill w^ts to nurse her baby the head clerk of

the department gives her a chit to go out. We are allowed to go out at 9

o’clock in the morning and 3 o’clock in the afternoon. We have never been
reused. We are given half an hour or 15 minutes. By the time I have given

the child a good feed and come back the man here says “ why have you been

so long over it ? ” We all nurse our children under the tiws on the road.

Senne one from the house brings the children to the place. At meal time some
of us have to run to our homes and swallow our food and come back lest we
diould be late, but if the houses are too far away when they come in the morn-
ing the women bring a little rice with them ; they keep the food in the dyeing
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room, but they eat it anywhere. While we are eating our food we are often

driven away by the watchmen because the European officer must not see us
eating all over the place. There is no shed in which to eat. About a thousand
people, men and women, eat here. All of us feed inside. We have no
dining shed. When we give birth to a child we have no leave with pay. When
we are going to have a baby we are stopped from working at the sixth month
and we can start working again when the baby is three months’ old. The
mistri stops us. When the mistri sees that the women are obviously pregnant

he stops them.. We have to sell our property to live ; we pawn our vessels.

The interest charged is a quarter anna per rupee per week. We do not leave

our babies in the Swedish Mission creche. None of us 6 women have small

children. We should very much like to have a creche at which the women
could leave their children and visit them frequently. If we have no one in the

house to look after our baby we pay Rs. 2 to a woman to look after the baby
while we work here. W^hen we come back to work after having a child we do
not pay anjrthing to the headman to get a job, but they keep us hanging about

the mill for a month. We do not pay anything to get the job. If we spoil

the work we are suspended for a week and sometimes for a month. Even if

we are ill and do not produce as much as we do normally we are punished

through the head mistri, but apparently the extent of the punishment is

decided by the management. It is all piece-work. "When we are sick we
ask the permission of the head writer to go to the dispensary. If the head
writer permits us to go to the dispensary then we go to the dispensary. If the

head clerk says you had better go home ” we go back home. The medicines

do not seem to be effective. The English Doctor never sees us. We do not

know that there is an English Doctor. The Doctor does not come to our

houses. One of us pays Rs. 3-4-0 rent, another Rs. 4, another Rs. 4-8-0,

another Rs. 3, and another Rs. 2-8-0. I have a mother, a sister and a brother

and I pay Rs. 3-12-0. We never represent our grievances to anybody. The
head mistri and head writer come to examine our production and if it has
gone down below a certain amount we are sent out. We never go ta the

Manager.

G-639. You have men rnistris over you
; does the mistri show favouritisifi

to certain women or give them easier work or is there any unpleasantness with
the foreman at all ?—We do not feel that he makes any distinction between
one and the other. In case our production goes down he punishes us.

G-610. Is his treatment of you quite decent ?—Except when production
goes down.

G-641. Is there anything you want to say to us ?—We want a cr^he and
h^her wages. When we are given holidays we are not paid ; we are not even
given wages for Sundays. When we are sick we are not paid. If I take one
day’s leave and then happen to stay away the next day, on the third day when
I come back there is no work for me. When we are sick we do not go to the
mill Doctor

;
we take anything we can. We have to go into the mill and come

out of the mill at the same time as the men and it is very hard to get in with
the -crowd. We are fined one or two annas if wc are a little late. Sometimes
we are fined As. 3 to As. 4.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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SAOTAH* gumAH» VTBAHVAB, MUIIIAIIDI* toot o^e woxkm in the

Sadyan : 1 am a side boy. I sometimes look after one side and some-
times two. I get Rs. 11-2-0, and IJ to 1| annas per day. ^

Supjmh : I work in the blow room. I look after the cotton feeder

machine. I get Rs. 16-5-0. I do not get any commission.

Vyrahvan : I look after the machine in the roving room. I get Rs. 16-5-0.

I work As. 4 when I work very hard, otherwise I get As. 3 to As. 3|.

Muniandi : I am a doffer and I am a half-timer. I get Rs. 5-10-0 and I

get half an anna a week commission.

G-642. Mr. Cliff

:

Have you been ill and stayed off work for a period ?—
(Vyrahvan). Yes, all three of us have been ill and stayed away. If a man
falls ill while at work and tells the 7nistri and says “ I want somebody to work
for me so that I may go and see the doctor the mistri says “ who is to look

after your work ? If you really feel ill you had better go home.” We have

all been to the mill doctor. If we are ill and have taken leave then wages

are deducted for the actual number of days^ absence ; but if we have not taken

leave we lose two days’ wages for one day’s absence, and when we return to

work, we are not certain of being reinstated. If we report ourselves ill at

6*30, by the time the leave is sanctioned it is about 10 o’clock in the morning
;

we have to wait till about 7 o’clock. The Doctor comes from 8 to 11 o’clock,

but the mistries do not let us go to the Doctor. The Doctor never certifies

that we are ill ; he merely gives us medicine. Men are only paid when they are

ill in compensation cases, when there is an accident. We do not get any pay-

ment while we are ill if there has not been an accident. If we stay at hotne

one morning and do not send word but come to work the next morning we lose

two days’ wages for being absent one day. Sometimes when w^e are ill we
just send word by some one else and the mistri says “ why cannot the man
come himself and report that he is sick ? ” We are never able to go to the

Manager. The procedure is this : a man must go to the mistri. The mistri

takes him to the head mistri who abuses him and uses bad language. Then
the head mistri takes the man to the head of the department who fines him
As. 8 or suspends him for a w'eek. The man can never go to the Manager
direct.

6-643. Mr. Cliff

:

If the mistri abuses you why do you not insist on
going to the Manager’s office ?—The head mistri will take a man off his job if

he does that.

6-644. Do you not want a Trade Union ?—We all want a Trade Union.
a

G-646. Do you know what a Trade Union is ? Yes, we know what a Trade

Union is.

' G-646. Why have you not got a Trade Union to-day ?—If there were

uni'ty amongst us we should be able to establish a Union. But if we put for-

ward anybody to organize us and speak for us, he is at once dismissed. When
we had the big strike in 1921 lAiey removed all the men who were pnmament
in the Trade IJnion. (Muniandi)

:

I have been working here a year and a half
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I have never been to achool ; I did not go to school because 1 cpuld not a^oxd
to go. I did not work anywhere else before I came to this mill. I have not

got a half-timer’s ticket with me. I work 6 hours, from 6-30 to 12-80 o’clock.

Half-timers work from 6-30 to 12-30 and then go away. I clean the machine
and then go home at 12-30 and I do nothing in the afternoon. I work 6 honia

and do not get a break during that time for meals. In the course of Hie morn-
ing I sometimes go to the lavatory

;
that will take me 10 to 16 minutes. If I

take longer than that the beats me. (Vyrahvan). If we are protuinent

in representing grievances the mistn takes the names of people attending Trade
Union meetings.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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MADRAS FBE8IDENCX.

Eighty-Eighth Meeting.

Madura.

Saturday, 1st March 1930.

Present ;

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart. (Presiding).

Mr. John Cliff. Lieut.-Colonel A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.^

I.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

Mis.s B. M. LE PoER Power. Mr. B. Shiva Kao, M.A., Assistant Com-
missioner.

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S., Joint Secretary.

MB. J. F. RODRIGUEZ, MR. SANKARANABAINA PILLAI, MB. EANDA
SWAHI PILLAI, representing the Tnticorin'Labour Union.

G-647. Sir Victor Sassoon : What are your positions in the Union ?—(Mr.

Rodriguez) I am the editor of a paper at Tuticorin and I am a member of

the executive committee of the Union. (Mr. S. Pillai). I am Secretary to

the committee. (Mr. K. Pillai) I am President of the committee.

G-648. What kind of labour are members of your Union ?—(Mr. Rodri-
guez). It is mill labour.

G-649. How many members have you ?—In all there are about 3,000
workers, of whom about ICX) have been enrolled as members of the Union.

G-650. Your total membership is 100 ?—Yes.

G-651. How many members have you in Madura ?—I cannot say. The
Union has only been formed recently, a month ago.

G-652. Are you a labour Union which is purely concerned with improving
the conditions of labour 1—^Yes.’

G-653. Or are you a Union which has also political aspirations ?—^We have
no political aspirations ?

6-664. You say in your memorandum that you consider that wages are
extremely low ?—Yes.

G-666. Do you think they are much lower than the surrounding wages ?

—That I cannot say.

G-666. You say that most of the members of your Union wiA their mem-
bership to remain confidential ?—Yes. They are not only afraid of the emplo-
yers knowing but also of the police knowing.

G-657. Have you approached the employers ?—We passed certain resolu-

tions at our conference and sent them to the employers.
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Gr668. Are you a registered Union ?—^We are about to be registered*

G-669. You have not approached the employers with a view to being

recognized by them ?—We o^y sent the resolutions. I do not think they will

receive us.

6-660. Are you going to ask them to do so ?—^Yes.

6-661. Why do you say it is scandalous thatmen and women stould work
on the same machine in the card room ?—It is not advisable. I do not think

wife and husband work on the same machine.

6-662. It is not a usual thing to have women on carding machines ?—
No.

6-663. You say you want the mills to provide housing ?—Yes.

6-664. Do you think it is the duty of the employer to provide housing ?

—

Yes.

6-666. Or do you think it is the duty of the Municipality ?—It is better

if the employers will take that responsibility. In case the employers do not

do it the municipality must do it.

6-666. Are any of you three gentlemen mill workers ?—No.

6-667. If you were a worker do you think you would prefer to live in a

house belonging to your employers or not belonging to your employer if the

rent were the same ?—It is better that the municipality should provide

housing.

6-668. If the municipality provided housing, you would not be so much
under the thumb of the employer .? —No.

6-669. Why do you say it is scandalous that a man and woman should

work on the same machine?—There are reasons for thinking scandalous things

are going on. I cannot prove that, but I know it for certain. The men and
wpmen tell me that. I wrote a petition to Mr. Harvey about that and he
made enquiries about it. I do not know what was the result of the enqui-

ries.

6-670. Did the women ask the management that they should not work
on the, same machine as the men ?—No.

6-671. You were the first people to ask for that ?—Yes.

6-672. Mr. Cliff: Are you all three residents of Tuticorin ?—Yes.

6-673. How did you become interested in organizing the people ?—I am
a journalist. I have sympathy towards labour and I want to see their
grievances redressed and their miserable condition improved.

6-674. Have you had any meetings of work people employed at the mill ?

—

Yes, very large meetings.

6-676. Do you get both men and women at the meetings ?—Generally
men at the meetings.

6-676. What do the work-people themselves say at these meetings ?

They ^ve told me their wj^es are very low, that they are not provided with
anything that is suitable to them and they say that as far as their children are
ck)ncemed it is a pitiable condition.
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—

YtB, about 26

per oeat.

Q-678. Are the work-people employed at the mill resident at Tutioorin ?

—

No, most of them are not resident but live three or four miles away ;
they come

from the adjoining villages.

G-679. You say they want higher w^es and better conditions in the

null ?—Yes.

G-680. Is there anything else they want ?—When we go there at noon it is

pitiable to see the way in which they eat their meals* We passed a resolu-

tion on this subject and sent it to Mr. Harvey.

Q-681. Do you say the people are afraid to join the Union ?—^Yes.

G-682. Why are they afraid ?—Because of the pressure of the policeman

as well as the mistries and employers. Once when the proprietor understood

that certain labourers had attended a meeting he warned them that they

should not attend the meetings. I remember that a meeting of millworkers

was to be heldvwhen the mill closed at 5-30, but the proprietors closed the

windows and doors of the mill and told all the labourers that they should not

attend the meeting. The mistries are always working for the favour of the

employers and are anxious to do what they think will please their masters.

G-683. What do you mean by ‘‘ pressure of the police ”?—Very often they

call at the labourers’ houses, put umiecessary questions to them, tell them they

should not have anything to do with the labour Union and frighten them.

Some of the labourers have told me that the employers themselves have said

that if they joined the Labour Union they would be dismissed,

G-684. Do you say the police call at the houses of the work-people ?

—

Yes, and tell them not to join the Labour Union.

G-685. Sir Victor Sassoon : Are you sure of that ?—Yes, 1 am sure of

it but I cannot prove it.

G-686. Mr, Cliff : How do you know that The labourers themselves

have told me ;
the people who were frightened by the j^lice told me. A

man told me that a policeman was worrying him and pressing him not to join

the Ijabour Union. I told him to be steady and not to listen to the policeman.

G-687. Are there many such cases I—Ten or twelve cases,

G-688, Is this with regard to more than one policeman ?—Yes, because

the Police Department itself has taken up this position,

Q-689. So there are more than one policeman ?—Different policemen,

0-690, Have you or your colleagues, as an executive committee, com-

plained to any one about the police visiting people ?—^No, I have not because

1 hive not got any proof.

G-6^L Have you discussed this at your meetings and decided to send

these allegations to any one ?—No, we did not pass any resolution to that

effect in our executive meetings. We discussed what steps should be taken

wWi to this and we have come to the condusion^t we diould ap;^n;>acb

the {N^jyioe authorities and ask ^lem not to iaietfeie with the labourm

Mitfidb w
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6-692. Have you approached any one yet ?—No, not $o fan:
;
only la»t

week we discussed this subject.

6-693. Miss Pmm : Who employs the workers when they come to work
in the first instance ?—They go through the timekeeper.

G-694. Are they selected by one of the European oflBcers or are th<}y select-

ed by the mistries ?—Most of them are selected by the mistrm,

G-695. Do they have to pay the mistries anything for the job ?—It is not'

exactly bribing, but once a year or something like that they give*, presents

;

I think there is some secret understanding about it. Some of the labourers

told me they give money to the mistries.

G-696. Did they tell you how much ?—No.

G-697. Are you certain that the women are not allowed to nurse their

babies even if they go outside the compound ?—That is so.

G-698. How long has that rule been in force ?—Since the mill came into

existence, 30 or 40 years. >

6-699. We visited a mill yesterday where the babies were not allowed inside

the compound, but there was a system by which women were given passes

twice a day from the head writer to go outside the compound in order to feed

their children. Is this not done at this mill ?—There is no such system in

Tuticorin,

G-700. You say in this place they are not even allowed to nurse the chil-

dren ?—No. The babies are not even brought to the mill. It is a pitiable

condition
;
the babies cry and weep all day.

6-701. Does your demand that women should be supervised by women
come from tlie women themselves ?—Certainly. The women labourers prefer

it.

6-702. Do they complain a])out th(‘,ir treaiment ?—Yes. It is better to

have women mistries,

6-703. But do they openly complain that the men mistries abuse them ?

—

Not openly, but when thty put forward their grievances they tell you it is better

that they should have women mistries because these men {mistries) worry them.

G-704. Do the women and the men do the s.ame kind of work in any de-

partment Yes.

6-705. In such cases are the men and women paid the same rates ?—No.

G-7(K). Do they pay tlie women a lower rate than the men even though they
are on the same work ?—Yes.

6-707. Is that piece-rate or time-rate?—It is time-rate; there are no
piece-rates.

6-708. CoV, Russell : The housing condition of practically the whole

'

population of Tuticorin is pretty bad, is it not ?—Not all.

6-709. Do you think the mill workers are worse housed because
they luirve to come ^ or 5 miles from their own villages.
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Tuticorin ?—Yes. The housing conditions in Tuticorin are very bad ;
the

Ubourers’ huts are the worst.

0*711. The Port labourers are better housed ?—They are much better oft

because they are getting a better wage, and so they can have better houses.

0*712, The Port workers in Tuticorin are not housed by the Port Com-
missioners ?—They are not.

G-713. They rent houses just as the mill workers do ?—^Yes.

0*714. Do you still maintain that the houses occupied by the Port labour-

ers are better than those occupied by the mill workers ?—Yes, because the

Port labourers make more money ;
an ordinary boatman earns from Rs. 40

to Rs. 60. The Port coolies get Re. 1 a day and are better off than the mill

coolies.

G-716. Is there any Medical Officer attached to the mill ?—Yes, he has

been recently appointed. He is a full time man.

G-716, How many hours a day does he stay in the mill ?—During the

working time he is there.

G-717. Has he a dispensary in the mill ?—Yes, there is a Compounder.

G-718. Any one who is sick or injured can go to this Doctor at any time
of the day ?—Yes.

G-719. Supposing a man is really sick, does this Doctor go to his house ?

—

No, he never goes to the houses ; he is in the mill.

G-720. Can the worker send a medical certificate to the mill, saying he
is ill ?—There is no allow^ance for that.

G-721. Sir Victor Sassoon : They do not get sick leave on full pay ?

—

No.

G-722. Col, Russell : There is no shed or room in the mill where the men
can sit and eat their food ?—No, they can only go into the street to take their

meals ; they can sit on the beach.

G-723. Sir Victor Sassoon : They are not allowed to take their

food in the mill compound ?—Only a few weeks ago they have arranged in the

mill compound an open space but there is no covered roof and there is coal

dust and that sort of thing.

G-724. CoL Russell : I suppose they get coal dust on the beach too ?

—

Yes, and they get sand and sea water.

Q-726. Would you like the workers to have a private shed in which they

could sit ?—Yes.

0*726. Are there any arrangements for the supply of drinking water in

the mill ?—(Afr. S. PiUai), Yes, there is a shed within the compound for

drinking water supplied by the Company,

0-727. Is that reasonably good ?—Yes.

0-728* Are there any latrines in the mills Radrigum^ fkny
have lavatories

; it is the pumping system
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G-729. Mr. Skim Mao : When did you make an attempt to orj^nize

a union ?—In the month of November 1929.

G-730. Why do you want to keep your register of members confidential ?—
Because the members arc afraid of the police, the employers and the t»ta-

tries.

.G-731. Have you asked the employer whether he is willing to recognize

the Union ?—We hiive not asked the employer, but we passed certain lesolu-

tions and sent them.

G-732. Has he taken any notice of those resolutions ?—No ;
he did not

even reply.

Q-733. Are you going to register this Union ?—Yes.

G-734. Then when it is registered, are you going to ask the employer if

he will recognize the Union ?—Yes.

G-735. Who is the i)roprietor of this mill ?—Mr. Harvey.

G-736. And he has other mills ?—^Yes, at different places.

G-737. You have given the Commission a photograph ?—Yes, that shows

the labourers taking their meals on the road side and on the beach at Tuticorin.

G-738. Since that photograph was taken they have altered the system ?

—

Yes
;
they have provided an open spac^^ in the mill compound.

G-739. Was there a labour conference in Tuticorin in January ?—Yes.

G-740. Were the police at the conference ?—Yes, from the Circle Inspector

down to an ordinary policeman they w^ere there.

G-741. When the conference was held in Tuticorin did the employers

make any attempt to keep the workers away from that conference ?—Yes,

they instructed all the mistries and clerks to see that no labourers attended the

meeting and they sent their own clerks to see what was taking place in that

conference.

G-742. How do you know that mistries and clerks were sent to the meeting

with that object ?—The labourers themselves represented that, they were

warned and instructed not to attend the meeting and not to have anything
to do with this labour association.

G-743. What attendance do you get at labour meetings ?—About 4,000

or 5,000 people come to the meetings.

G-744. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

You say the employers would not allow the

men to go out to attend this meeting ?—Yes.

G-746. But in spite of that you got 5,000 people ?—Not only the mill

labourers, but other labourers come.

G-746. Mr, Shim Rao : If the police did not interfere with your activi-

ties and the employer did not send mistries and clerks to see what you said,

do you think the people would like to hftve a Union ?—^Yes
;

by this time
it would have been registered,
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years back there was a strike.

Q*’748. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

What was the date of the last strike that

took place in Tuticorin ?—I think it was 1907.

G-749. Miss Power: When a woman is pregnant can she leave her work
at any time she pleascjs before the birth of the child or does the inistries tell

her “ I think you had better stop work now ” ?—No, he does not.

0-760. She leaves when she wants to ?—Yes
;
of course without pay she

can go away.

G-751. At what month do they generally leave ?—The ninth month. I

cannot say c»xactly. We have represented many things to the Labour Com-
missioner of Madras but he does not take any interest, and once when we sent

some resolutions pass(*d at oiu* meeting he said This matter should be settled

with the emj)loyer

G-752. Sir Victor Sassoon : Did the policeman come and visit all the

workers ?—He picked out certain workers.

G-753. Were they men who had had trouble with the police before ?—No,

th(‘y had never had any trouble.

(f-754. The policeman merely visiit'd them because he understood they

were interested in this trade union activity ?—^Yes.

G-756. Who are on the executive committ»ee of your Union ?—There are

12 conunittee members.

G-766. You are an editor, Mr. Rodriguez ?—^Yes.

G-757. What is Mr. K. Piliai i—(Mr. K. Pillai). 1 am a commission

agent. (Mr. S. PiUai). I am a landlord.

G-768. What arc the other 9 members ?—They arc working in various

departments in the town in the shops.

6-769. Are any of the members of your Committee workers in this parti-

cular mill ?—Some of them are workers who were dismissed in the previous

strike.

6-760. You have no member of your committee who is a worker in the

mill at the present moment ?—(Mr. Rodrigmz), No.

6-761. At present you have no worker of the mill on your committee ?

—

No. When we have registered the Union we shall have the labourers them-

selves as committee members.

6-762. Are all your 100 members mill workers ?—Yes.

6-763. Do you restrict your Union to mill workers ?—No, anybody can

jedn.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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lb, S, B. ABADABA7TTLIT NAIDU, reprasmtiiig the Papanaiam TTnkm,

6-764. Sir Victor Sassoon : With regard to the Papanaaam mill, what is

the name of the Union you represent ?—The Papanasam Union, which has

been very recently formed for the textile workers of that particular mill,

6-765. It does not take in other w^orkcrs ?—No. It is merely a Union

for the workers in this particular Papanasam mill.

6-766. Is it registered ? - No
;
it was formed very recently

;
it was formed

on the 10th of the last month

.

6-767. Have you got a constitution ?—Not yet.

6-768. Have you drafted it ?—Yes, we have a committee
;
we are draft-

ing the constitution but it has not yet been passed by the general meeting.

6-769. AVas the committee elected by the members ? -Yea.

6-770. How many mein])erK have you We cannot give you the exact

number because they hav<^ not yet signed the appli(‘ation form.

6-771 . So that you have no ])roper list of members ?—Yes.

6-772. Therefore you cannot possibly have had a proper election ? -You
have not really got to the stage where you can have a proper Union with pro-

per rules and membership^,?—Not yet.

6-773. I su])pose the members have not paid anything ?-- No,

6-774. It is a Union in the making ?—Yes.

6-775. Shall we call it a strike committee ?—You cannot call it a strike

committee because we have elected an executive committee on the Union
basis.

6-776. Did you elect your members of your committee after the strike

took place or before ?—After the strike took place.

6-777. Do you represent the strikers ?—Yes.

6-778. How many men have you on the committee ?—Twelve members.

6-779. Of these how' many are acdual workers iji the mills ?—Eight are
actual workers, and the other four are organizers who come from outside.

6-780. The memorandum wdiich you have suyjplied us is based on v/hat

the workers have tohl you ? Yes.

6-781. How long have you been in this district where this mill is ?

—

I
have been there 20 days.

6-782. So that you really have to put down what you have been told and
you have had no opportunity of checking it ?—I had an opportunity of check-
ing it,

6-783. Are you quite satisfied that everything in this memorandum is

correct ?—^^bsolutely
; I made myself sure of that. I have been making

personal enquiries from a number of workers. In the meeting I questioned
them and they cried out that they agreed.
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0-784. In that mill was it the custom in the past that the management
should be approached in theory by any worker ?—As far as rny information
goes it is very difficult to approach the Manager ;

the Manager told me that
everybody could approach him but the workers told me it was not so. I was
told that the mistries had instructions from the Manager not to allow anybody
to see the Manager

;
if anybody came to the manager the mistri was immedia-

tely sent for and asked “ why did this person leave his work ? The mis-
tri took the man to task and said he would dismiss him.

G-785. Who does the dismissals and a])pomiments ?—The Master in

charge of the department and at times by the Manager also. Dismissals are

sent to the Manager and appointments and promotions arc done by the

department on the recommendation of the mistri,

G-786. Have you seen how they do these appointments ?—I have not

seen it.

G-787. You have never been at the gat.es and seen it ?—No.

G-788. Yon s^iy the children are put between the reels in the departments
itself ?—Yes.

G-789. In the two other mills of the same management no children are

allowed in the mills at all, but in this mill you sjiy they are not only allowed

in but are put on the inacliine ?—Yes, T am absohitcdy certain about
that

;
the childnui an* brought into the mills and the women told me that as

a result of that their babies died very young.

G-790. They do not force them to bring their babies there ?—No.

G-TOl. The women want to bring them ?—Yes.

G-792. You say it is not a negligible factor that they are exporting a con-

siderable part of their production to the Far East
;
do you know that the big

trouble in this country is the importation of yam from China ?—But the

yarn produced in the Papanasam mill is of such a fine quality that there is a

market for it in China, and quite recently, before the strike took place, they

exported it.

G-793. Mr, Cliff: What busine.ss do you follow?— Are you a trade

union organizer ?— Yes.

G-794. Who are you employed by ?— I am not employed by anybody,

G-795. You are not a salaried trade Union officer ?—No.

6-796. Are you following any other occupation at the moment ?—Yes, I

do iome journalistic work.

G-797. Are you a journalist by profession ?—Not by profession, but I do
contribute some articles.

6-798. Do you follow any other profession ?—^No.

Q-799* I am told there is a strike at the Papanasam mill ?—^Yes.

6-800. Were you there at the time of the strike ?—No.
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6-801. Have you ever been there before?—I had beeu there onthe 18th

January, the first time, for a few hours to make enquiries as to the conditions of

labour.

G-802. When did the strike occur ?—It occurred on the 3rd February*

G-803. In what way did you make enquiries ?— I went near the mills,

met groups of workers, enquired into their (jonditions, their holidays, and other

things; then T went to the Manager himself and enquired of him with regard to

other matters. T addressed a meeting that evening and loft the same night.

6-804. Did you discuss conditions with the Manager of the mill ?—I did.

G-805. Did you put before him any suggestions as to organizing the men
into a trad(», union ?—Yes. 1 did. He said ho was guided in these matters by

the head office, tliat he had nothing to say against it or in favour of it.

G-806. Did h(* toll you the riit(\s of wages and conditions ?—Yes, I asked

him for that and he furnished it.

G-807, Did he tell you about th(‘ conditions in the mill itself, the hours

of labour and other matters ?—He told me certain general things about the

conditions of labour there, but I did not make detailed enquiries.

6-808. Mis.s Power : At the Papanasara mill who (‘mi)loye8 the workers

when they come to the gates for work ?—As a rule the misfri takes them inside,

tells the Master that these men can be employed and then the Master sends for

them.

6.-801). So that if there are a larger number of workers at the gat(\s than
there are jobs for them the mistri makes the selection in the first inst^mco ? -—The
selection is not made at the gate but at his house

;
the men go to his house.

6-810. So that the men who turn up at the gate have already been select-

ed by the mistri at his house ?—Yes, it is pre-arranged.

6-811. When you talk about bribery and payment for obtaining work,
have you got actual evidence of it ?—Yes, I have got evidence ; the workers
tell me that when they were employed they paid such and such a sum to the
mistri,

G-812. How much do they usually pay?—So far as the Papanasam mill
is concerned they pay from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15, and half-timers pay from Rs. 3
to Rs. 5.

6-813. Do they have to pay for promotion as well?—^Yes ; it is not defi-
nite, but they pay between Rs. 5 and Rs. 10.

G-814. Do the women pay as well as the men ?—Yes, the women pay Rs. 2
or Rs. 3.

G-815. At this mill have they any way of bringing their grievazioes*be{ore
the management if they want to ?—No.

6-816, Have they been told that they can go direct to the Manager if
they want to put their grievances before him ?—They cannot approach the
manager except through the n^istries or the timekeeper.
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6-817. Colonel RmseU : Ypu say there is not even a doctor in the mill ? *—

Yes ; th(u*e is only a compounder
; there is a small dispensary where there are a

few medicines for headaches, stomach-aches, and other things. They tell me
that when they take medicine there they get another (Hscase in addition to
that from which they already suffer, and they say they do not go to the dis-
pensary at all

; they say that if they go there for medicine for headache they
get stomach-ache in addition so they do not go there at all. In the case of small
accidents they go there and the compounder gives them dressings.

G-818. You say the nearest hospital is 6 miles away ?—Yes, that is in
Ambasamudram. but the ordinary mill worker will not be able to go to the
hospitjil there. Usually they are treated by the Indian doctors.

6-819. Mr. Shiva Ruo ; Yon say that even a month ago the spinners
struck work for alleged beating by the mistries. Was that strike before you
went to Ambasamudram for the first time ? -Yes, it occurred on the 26tli

December.

6-820. When did the general strike of the workers begin ?—It began on the
3rd February.

G-821 . Wlum did you go there i—I went there on the 8th February.

6-822. Why did you go t>h(Te t—1 received a telegram from the workers
that th(*y had struck work and were asking for my help and advice.

G-823. You w<Mit there at the request of the workers after they had gone
on strike ?—Yes.

G-824. Had you had any experience of trade union work before you went
there ? Yes, I have* been intimately connected with the Madras Labour
I nion for 3| years. I was a member of the executive committee. I have taken
a very active part in the work of that T^nion

; I have conducted strikes and
negotiations,

G-825. Are you connected with any other Union besides the Madras
Labour Union ?—I havt^ been President of the Nellikuppam Labour Union of
the Sugar Factory of Parry & Co,

G-826. Js that a registered Union?—^Yes.

G-827. W^hat membership has that Union?—2,100 members.

G-828. Is that Union recognized by Parry & Company ?—Yes.

G-829. Have there been any strikes since that Union was recognized?

—

No strike at all, because I can make direct representation to the management
and there is no difficidty whatever.

G-830. As President of that Union did you come into contact with the
employers in that factory ?—Yes, every time I go there I make a point of
seeing the Manager and explaining the difficulties to him; if I do not go to
him he sends for me.

6-^1. What are your relations with these employers ?~Very cordial*

6-832. There has never been a strike in that factory ?—Never. I should
like to draw the attention of the Commission to the domestic WoA whidh is

exacted from the workers by the miitriea at Papanasanu
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G-833, Miss Power : Do they get paid for that work ?—No, it is all done

free. If they do not do it, they will get secret punishment and will lose their

pay. I have taken special care to verify this and I am absolutely certain about

it.

G-834. Sir Victor Sassoon : Does your memorandum with regard to the

Madura Mills cover all the mills in Madura ?—Yes, it covers all the four mills.

There is a slight JilTerence with regard to wages in the Raja Mill.

G-835. Apart from that, does everything you have said here apply to all

the fodr mills?—Yes.

G-836. You say : It can be safely said that none can get employment in

the mills unless he pays some bribe.’* Do you mean that every employee at

every mill here has paid a bribe to get his position ?—Yes.

6-837. At the Madura Mill yesterday we took evidence from the workers

themselves, and there was nobody present except ourselves
;
we had before us

both men and women workers
;
every one of those workers said they had not

paid any bribe, but when we went to the Manager he said he was not satisfied

that there was no bribery in his mill because he had caught one mistri taking a

bribe and had dealt with him. He said they are anxious to stop bribery

there ?—Yes, Mr. Osborne told me also about it.

G-838. When you said that everybody has paid a bribe arc not you

exaggerating ? - No, T am not (jxaggerating. When you asked the workers

that question they were afraid to ttdl you because they thought that paying

bribes is a punishable crime.

G-839. How long have you been in Madura ?—I have been in Madura
constantly visiting this place. I have an instance where the son of a head con-

stable paid a bribe and got into the mill. Bribery is not so prevalent in Madras
as it is here.

6-840. Have you taken account of the mills here ?—Yes, all the four.

G-841. You say a doffer gets Rs. 6 a month ?—He is a half-timer.

G-842. Does the half-timer pay Rs. 15 bribe?—No, half-timers do not
pay so mucli.

G-843. Does a spinner, who receives Rs. 11 a month, pays Rs. 15 to get a
job ?—Yes, something like that, but spinners are not directly recruited ;

they
are originally doffer boys.

G-844. Does a man working in the carding room get Rs. 17 a month ?

—

Yes.

6-845. And you say he would pay Rs. 16 to Rs. 30 as a bribe ?—Yes, and
much more.

G-846. How can he afford to do that ?—He borrows the money 5 he musf
get a job.

6-847. This mill in Madura pays higher wages than the one where thm
was a strike ?—-Yes, the wages are higher in Madura than in Papanasam,
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G-848. In Papanasam one of the grievances was that they wanted th«

same wages as in Madura -No, they wanted a general increase of wages of

30 per cent. They wanted slightly more wages than are paid in Madura.

G-849. It is said that you came here to bring the men out on strike ;
would

that be with regard to their grievances or would it be a s)nnpathetic strike ?

—

In the first place I have no intention of bringing about a strike in Madura.

G-850. In your public meetings in Papanasam did you ever suggest that

you were making arrangements by which the Madura mill here would come
out on strike in sympathy with the workers in the Papanasam mill ?—No, I

made no statement of that kind that lUTangements are being made ;
I do not

think anybody could get- such an impression because' ray speeches did not

tend in that direction. SouKitirac ago, it must b(‘ on the ISth, in Papanasam
I said that “ if this strike is not settled amicably and reasonably, there might
be a strike in Madura I was more or less holding out a threat.

G-85]. You consider that the conditions of labour here are bad, but not

so bad as in Papanasam ? Yes.

G-852 Wh(‘n yon say you have not come across any case so far where

compensation has been pai(l, ar(" you referring to the Workmen’s Compensa-

tion Act ?—Yes.

6-853. Do you mean that yon do not consider that compensation has been

paid under the Workmen's Compensation Act ?—Yes. I once made a state-

ment in a public meeting and ask<sl the workers whether any compensation has

been paid to any worker. As a matter of fact tluy did not know that such an

Act existed and the workers said No I asked them to consider and tell

me again, and again they said “ No Then when their statement went to

the head office at Tuticorin, Mr. Osborne asked me whether I made any such

statement. I said I did. H(i told me they were paying out some com-

pensation, not the full wages, to workers when they were in the hospital, which

1 find is correct
; but so far as 1 can sec I have not come across any case

where a lump sum compensation has been paid.

6-854. Not even in the case of a death ?—Tliat I am not sure of. In the

case of the loss of a thumb the worker was not paid any compensation.

G-855. It might b<" to the interests of the worker not to receive a liunp

sum under compensation but to be kept on at light work with full wages ?—Yes.

6-856. Mr, Cliff: Have you come across a worker who has met with a

serious accident and who on the one hand has not obtained compensation and

on the other hand has lost his employment ?—No, I have not come across any

such case.

G-867. Sir Victor Sassoon : It may be the compensation is more than the

Act provides for and more suitable for the man ?—I think in certain cases it is

so.

G-868. You can hardly bring that up against the employer ?—I have an

instance of a man who lost his forearm ; he was given some work and paid

less than he was previously getting. VSTien the Workmen’s Compensation

Act came into force in 1926 the workers never knew about it
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€r-859. Do you think the Act is not functioning in Madura ?—Yes,

6-860. You do not know of any case where a man got no compensation
and lost his employment ?—No.

6-861. Mr, Cliff: Have you paid a visit to the Commissioner for

Workmen's Compensation ?—Y(‘s, I have seen him, and I made representa-
tions to him that there are cases in Madura, Tuticorin and other places where
no compensation has been paid after the Act came into force

; he said he could
not use his discretion in cases which took place two or three years ago, which it

is very hard to prove. The C commissioner deals with all cases in the Presidency.
When I asked him whether any cases of workmen's compensation came
before him in the Madura mills he said No

G-862. You say in the memorandum that roving doffers and some workers
in the bundling and carding departments have received an increase from
December last. Is thi^s evidence which the workers have given you ?—Yes.

6-863. Does the District Medical Officer attend to any of the work-people
in the mill ? - Not in the mill.

G-8G4. Does he attend them in their homes ?—No. When any patient
is admitted to hospital I take it he att(‘nds.

G-865. How did you collect th(‘ evidence whicdi you give* with regard to
housing ?—I went round and mad(*> enquiries for the purpose of putting this
before the Commission.

G-866. Could you send to the C'ommission those particulars ?—Yes.

G-867. You speak of recognition of a Union in the Meenackshi mill ?—

I

saw the Secretary of the Managing Committee of that mill ; he welcomed the
idea of the formation of a Union and said he had absolutely no objection to
recognizing the Union,

G-868. Have you been able to represent any
I did.

grievances to him ?—Yes,

G-869. Have they been adjusted ?—Yes.

G-87(). Miss Power: You give certain particulars with regard to leave,
maternity and so on

; do those particulars apply to all the mills in Madura ?

—

Yes.

G-871. Are the conditions the same in the mills controlled by Mr. Harvey
as m the others ? Yes, just the same, except with one difference which I have
stated.

G-872. Is the District Medical Oificer responsible in all four mills ?—No
that specially refers to the Harvey mills. So far as the District Medical Officer
IS mentioned that only refers to the Harvey mills.

G-873. Take this instance of the mistries using their discretion in sending
pregnant women away at the seventh month ?—That applies to all the mills
in Madura.

6-874. How long has that been in operation ?--^That is the practice

:

as 1 know it has always been so

memorandum dealing with the Papanasam mill, you em-
phasize the question of fining ?—Yes,

» /
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0^876, You do not mention anything about fining in the memorandum
dealing with the Madura mills. What is the position here ?—Here also they
are fined, but not so heavily us in the Papanasam mills.

G-877. The fining in the Madura mills does not constitute a grievance ?

—

Not a serious grievance.

G-878. Do you know whether all the 50 or 60 children that we saw in the
Swedish Mission creche belonged to the Harvey mills ?—They belonged to the
three mills,

G-879. It is not exclusively a Harvey creche ?—No, any woman can leave
her child there. Some of the municipal employees leave their children there.

G-B80. Does the system of givdng permits to women to feed their children
obtain in all the Madura mills ?—Yes

,
they adopted some system of going out

and feeding their babies with permits, but tfiere is a fixed hour when they
can go and no slips are issued.

G-881. 8o far as you know no woman working in the Madura mills is

refused permission to go and feed h(r child ?—»She is not refused.

G-882. You say in your ni(‘morandum “ One important officer of the mill
lias been carrying on an intense propaganda against the Union. He has been
summoning a couple of workers of each department to his office and persuading
them from joining any Union or attending its meetings". How long has
that been going on i—It has been going on (‘v<*r since the Union was formed
but of late, after the Papanasam strike, it took a diflVrtmt turn and very intense
propaganda is being carried on at present.

G-883. To wliich mill are you referring ?—The Madura mill. I have spe-
cifically said that it is the Madura mill cmly.

G-884. Have you ever known of any work«u’ in the Madeira mill taking
his grievance to the management ?- Yes, when tlie Manager passes round the
department some workers hav<» (‘omjilained to him and their grievances have
been attended to.

G-885. What .sort of grievances were they ?—Usually a case against the
wistri of assault or refusal to grant, leave. In the Madura mills tliev attend
to that wlH!reas in Papanasam and Tuticorin tln^y do not.

G-886. Do you know c)f any case in wliicli a work(‘r has actually been dis-
missed on account of any action appertaining to the ITnion ?—No.

*

G-887. Colonel Russell : The services of the District Medical Officer are
available for the Madura mills ?—Yes.

G-888. What are the arrangements in the Madura mill ?—There is a
compounder who gives medicines to workers and also does tlie dressings

;

there is a small dispensary tlntre.

G-889. Is the compounder trained ?—I do not know.

G-890, There is no medical officer attached to the mill ?—No, and the
District Medical officer does not attend the mill dispensary at all.

Q-89L He is not retained as a consultant ?—Yes, but not in the Uaneeck*
shi mill ; the Maneecksbi mill has no doctor and no compounder.
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G-892. What are the medical arrangements in the Maneeckshi mill ?

—

There are no arrangements.

6-893. No dispensary and no compounder ?—No,

6-894. No services .at all ?—Nothing.

6-895. How do the men get treatment when they are hurt ?—They go
to the hospital.

6-896. What happens if a man breaks his arm or his leg ?— He is put in a
cart and sent to the hospital.

6-897. There is no place in the mill where a small cln^ssing can be put on
or a wound cleaned up and dressed ?—^No.

6-898, There have never been any medical arrangements in the

Maneeckshi mill ?—No.

6-899. Does the mill provide any houses for any of its workers ?—No, it

does not.

6-900, Are the housing conditions of the workers in that mill just as bad
as those in the other parts of Madura ?—Yes.

6-901. They pay the same rents that you quote here—Rs. 2-8-0 to

Rs. 4-8-0 a month ?—Yes.

6-902. You say that in the Maneeckshi mill the workers do not get a full

hour’s rest in the middle of the day ?—They do noi get it in practice. I made
a representation to the Secretary of the managing committee that the workers
complained that they did not get a full rest interval and he said he would have
a whistle blown at 11 o’clock and at 12 o’clock. Previously the people did not
know when to stop work and when to begin work at the end of the hour. Now
when the whistle is blown they know, but 1 am told that even now the mistri
asks them why they are late.

6-903. Mr. Shiva Rao : How many members have you in the Madura
Union ? -- About 7,()(K).

6-904. Have you a list of members ? —Yes.

G-905. Are they all from one mill ?—No, from all the mills together.

G-906. Are they mills in the same industry ?--Yes, the textile industry.

G-907. You say a regular number of spies, mostly misiries and clerks
are set to watch and find out the j)rotuinent nuunbers of the Union Arc
you sure of that ? - -Absolutely sure. T meet I hese spies.

G-908. Do they tell you that they have been asked by the manaaemont
to spy on the workers ?—Yes, they do tell me that.

G-W9. Has there been any suggestion of a strike since this Union was
formed ? -No, there has been no suggestion of a strike.

^ Madura mills ?~ The last strikewas m 1920.

.

there a Union before this Union was formed ? There was «.m mo, but it faded out of existence after the strike, as some of thei^oen of the Umon had to shift to Madras.
* ®
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Q-912. Do you say there has never been a suggestion of a strike in the Madura
mill after this Union was formed ?—There was never a suggestion of the strike

except in general terms as a mat ter of trade union principle
; I may have said

that if all our efforts to get at the management failed, a strike is only the last

resort
;
as a general principle I may have said that it is the inherent right of the

workers to go on strike.

G-913. Sir Victor Sassoon : These 7,000 are properly registered members
of your Union ?—Yes, they are members of the Union inasmuch as they have

signed their names.

G-914. What do they pay the Union ? ’ 1 have not y(*t collected any sub-

scription from them.

G-915. Have you a constitution?—Yes.
^

G-916. Under that constitution how much will the members have to pay
per month ?—Labourers As. 2 per month and mistries As. 4 per month.

G-917. When will the first payment become due ?—We wanted to have it

this month, in February, but I had to go to Papanasain and so I did not start

the collections.

G-918. Have they elected their committee ?—Yes.

G-919. What is the size of the committee ?--The committee consists of 9

members.

G-920. How many of thos(' ar^‘ actual W'u kers in mills ?—Six of them are

actual workers.

G-921. You are the seventh mcmb(‘r and what arc the other two ?--Thc
President is another and an cx-worker.

G-922. So that really there are only two wljo are not c rkers or ex-workers

on the committxHA ?—Yes.

G-923. Do you maintain tliat all workers liave to go out, of the mill to take

their midday meal Tlmt is so ; th<‘y aie not permitted to take it inside.

G-924. Tliey have to go out of the mill compound on 1o the road ?—Yes.

They also take their food within the mill premises.

G-925. In some mills th(‘y are allowed to take thtjir food in the mill com-
pound ?—Yes.

G-926. Do you havt^ much rain here in Madura ?>~- We have the north-east

monsoon which lasts four months,

G~927. Where do tlie workers take tlieir meals during the monsoon ?

—

That is the greaU^st difficulty ; the mauagemeiat do not rigidly follow that rule

and have allowed the workers to take their food within the premises of the
mill.

G-928. Do they take their food in the rain ?*- -They take, it somewhere
outside under the tiles of the houses.

G-929. Do the workers take food during tlio working hours Yes, they
buy something at the stalls and eat it. If they are found to be eating their

food during working hours here they will be punished for it
; in all mills they aro

stopped from doing that.
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G-930. Mr. Cliff : Did you come to Madura last November ?—Yes, for

the first time.

6-931. At different periods have you been addressing meetings in Madura
since last November ?—Yes.

6-932. What has been the object of those meetings ^—Just asking the

workers to form themselves into a trade union and suggesting to them the ad-

vantages of a trade union.

6-933. Did you confine yourself definitely to trade union propaganda ?

—

Absolutely.

6-934. When did you come to Madura last ?—I came on the evening of

the 23rd.

6-936. Where did you come from ?—I came from Papanasam.

G-936. What was your object in coming here ?— 1 came here to get ready

the memorandum to be given to this Commission and to select representatives

to appear before the Commission.

6-937. Could you have prepared your memorandum away from Madirra ?--

‘

It would not have been an easy thing. I prefer doing it in consultation with

the workers.

6-938. You have put in a memorandum : was that memorandum preparetl

in consultation with the workers ?—Yes, and also from my not(\s.

6-939. Have you been meeting the workers since you came on the 23rd ?—
They have been coming to my place.

6-940. Were you .served with an order prohibiting you from addressing

meetings in Madura ?—Yes, as soon as I came out of tlu* train I was served

with an order.

6-941. Have you appealed against that order?—Yes.

6-942. What is the result of the appeal ?— The appeal has been dismissed.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. E. B. COBBALD, I.C.S., District Magistrate ot Madura.

6-943. Bir Victor Sassoon : You are the Collector of Madura ?*~~Yes.

6-944. If you are asked any question which you would jmdcT iu)t to an-
swer you are at liberty to refuse to answer it ?—Thank you.

6-945. How long have you been Collector in Madura ? I came here on
the 24th September 1927. I had been on leave until that date. Before I
went on leave I had been in 6untur district, north of Madras.

6-946. Your experience of this district begins mth the time you became
Collector here ?—Yes, practically.

6-947. During the last two or three months the Government here has been
latter excised as to the attitude of labour and possible strikes ?~Yes I may
iay dii^tly so, to some extent.

' ^
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G-948, I take it it must have been so, if it was necessary to prevent meet*

ings there must have been an anticipation of disorder and strikes ;
otherwise it

should not have been necessary under section 144 to have stopped anybody

from speaking ?—^You are referring to the last witness 1

G-949. Yes ?—^We have recently had some information that there might

be some unrest or possibility of unrest.

G.-950. What has been your policy during this period of unrest ; I am
talking particularly of these possible industrial disputes ?—I do not know whe-

ther I should answer that ; my policy is simply that of Government ;
I cannot

initiate any particular policy of my own simply for this district.

G-951. You might know that there was an industrial dispute in the jute

area in Calcutta some little time ago and there was also trouble in Jamshedpur

Tata Iron and Steel Works
;
in these cases the Government representative in a

semi-official manner was prepared to try to bring the two sides together and to

act officially as friendly mediator. In Calcutta the Association would not

meet the leaders of the strikes and it was done through the Government. Has

that sort of policy apjx^ah^i to the Government in this district, or did they

merely consider that capital and labour should settle their own differences?

I have had no instructions to act as a mediator iu any way since I have been

bere, but it is possil)]e that the Commissioner of Labour has been asked on some

occasions to act in some sucli capacitv.

G-952. You would not think it. therefore, part of your official duties to

try and act as an intermediary ?—No, I should think not.

G-953. But if either party asks you to act, would you be prepared to do so ?

If either or both parties ask me to act I slioiild siin})iy report it to Government

and take their instructions.

G-954. Suppose one or other side ,askt‘d you to put their views and re-

quests forward, would you be prepared to do so ?—It would depend on the

circumstances. If the strike concerned were of some magnitude, in a large

industry, 1 do not think 1 could take action on my own initiative—certainly not

unless I was requested to do so by both parties.

G-955. Of course if both parties wanted, they have their remedy under

the Trade Disputes Act i
—^Yes,

G-956. Who is the Commissioner of the Workmen’s Compensation Act

here ?—I think the Cunuiiissiouer of Laboiu doiss that ;
1 think appeals are

sent through me to the Commissioner of Labour.

G-967. Any appeal of a worker would have to go up to Madras ? I

think that is so. In some districts they have Labour Officers, but they are not

high grade officers.

G-958. They would be the authority to apj)eal to under the Workmen's

Compensation Act ?—No, I think not.

G-969. If a workman wants to appeal under the Workmen’s Compensa*

tion Act, what would be the procedure ? Would you write to the Comn^W^B^l^

tinder the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—^Yes.

M14BCL ^
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G-960, How would the Commissioner deal with it ?—^There is no District

Labour Officer here, so that he would send it to me, I take it.

6-961. Up to this time there has been no case under the Workmen’s Com*
pensation Act ?—I have had cases of accidents in factories reported ;

for instancOr

two men were electrocuted in the municipal electric scheme ; I forwarded that

to the Commissioner of Labour. All accidents in factories have to be reported

to me as the District Magistrate.

G-962. What has been done here to enable the work-people to know that

they have rights under the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—I do not think

I can say that I have taken any active steps.

6-9C3. Do you know if any steps have been taken to inform the work-people

of their rights under the Act ?—I cannot say that I do.

G-964. So that it is possible that a workman might have an accident and
not know that he is entitled to compensation V—I think it is possible but I

fancy most of tln^rn will know it.

G-965. When you hear that an accident has taken place, is anything done
to follow it UT) i)nd find out whether compensation has been paid ?—If it were an
accident of ^^ome seriousness I should call for a report from one of my subordi-

nates in the area, the Sub-Collector or Deputy Collector.

G-966. Would he interview the injured party ?—Yes, and the management
of the Factory.

G-967. Would he inform the injured party that he had certain rights under
the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—He probably would.

G-968. Mr, Cliff : When you speak of a serious accident, do you mean the
loss of a limb ?—It might be less than that.

G-969. How many crises of workmen’s compensation have you dealt with
during the two years ?—I do not think 1 can give you figures, but it must be
very few

;
I should think less than half a dozen.

6-970. Have you a copy of the WOrkmien’s Compensation Act on your
files ?—I think so.

6-971. Do you kno^w whether in fact the Eoyal Commission on Labour
issued a questionnaire ?— I think you issued one some months a^o.

6-972. Did you receive one here ?—I think I must have received one,
but as far as I know I was not asked to answer anything on it.

6-973. Have you taken any steps to circulate a copy of the questionnaire
to employers here in Madura I do not think so.

6-974. Have you taken any steps to circulate a copy of the questionnaire
to work-people here ?—^No.

Q-976. When you speak of unrest, do you mean that a strike is unrest ?

—

^ 'wir^st is a disturbanc(» among the work-people which may lead to

6-976. Is a strike illegal ?—I do not think so.
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Q-977. You know whether it is or it is not, do you not ?—I think it is not
illegal.

G-978. Can you tell us why the order under section 144 was issued

against the last witness on the 23rd or 24th of last month ?—I think I should

prefer not to answer that question in any particular manner.

G-979. Have you had any complaint with regard to the speeches that have
been made here since last November ?—In what sense do you mean com-
plaint ?

G-980. Complaint against the matter of the speeches ?—I suppose that
probably tended in some degree to create unrest.

6-981. When you say create unrest ”, your definition of unrest is that
which may lead to a strike ?—Unrest which may lead to a breach of the peace
or difficulty in preserving law and order.

G-982. A strike may lead to a breach of the peace, but I understand a
strike is perfectly legal ?—I suppose a strike is legal, but it may not be desirable.

G-983. That depends on the point of view of course
;
but is it any part of

your duty to prevent a strike ?—I do not think it is, not a strike as such if one
may say so. Of course a strike usually brings with it ulterior consequences

and it depends a good deal on the nature of the circumstances.

G-984, I understand you served a certain person with an order prohibiting

him from addressing a meeting because you thought his speeches may cause

unrest, leading to a strike
;
but is it any part of your duty to prevent a

strike ?—I suppose in a way that may be so ; so far as the limits of my power go
I suppose I might take some action to prevent a strike if it were possible at all.

G-985. What powers would you exercise to prevent a strike ?—The most
I could do would be persuasion.

6.-986, I understand from the notice which has been served on the last

witness that one of the grounds is that it might lead to a strike. Has any
attempt been made to approach the emplovers or the work-people by you ?—
No.

G-987. Have any referenc(is been sent to the Labour Commissioner that

a strike was imminent ?—No, T have not informed the Labour Commissioner
that a strike was imminent.

G-988. Is not that one of the ways to prevent a breach of the peace ?—

I

suppose it might be in some circumstances. I think it depends a good deal on
whether the Commissioner can do any useful work in that particular case

G-989. As I understand this official document, it is said that a meetmg of

the work-people addressed by a certain individual is likely to cause a strike*

Has any special report on that been sent to the Government ?—I have reported

confidentially about the possibilities of a strike.

6-990. And has no attempt been made to try and deal with the toot

causes of the strike ?—I do not know if there are any root causes.

02
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G-99] . The last witness says he came here for the purpose of helping the

work-people to prepare a case to submit to the Whitley Commission ; is there

any objection to his doing that, in consultation with the work-people ?—If he

strictly adhered to the letter of that there might be none.

G-992. Is that one of the ways in which he would obtain the information for

the purposes of his memorandum, by holding a meeting of the work-people ?

—

But has he authority or legal status or other status for preparing such a state-

ment or consulting the work-people. I might do so myself but I should not

consider I had any special ground for consulting with the work-people.

G-993. A public appeal has been made to all people in India to assist the

Commission with regard to their terras of reference
;

is not the effect of your

order to prevent him from consulting with the work-people in a meeting ?—

I

think the terms of the order were that he should not address any public meeting.

G-994. But if he liold a meeting with the work-peoj)le would that be a

public meetiiig ?—I think so.

G-995. Is not the effect of your order to prevent him from collaborating

with the work-people ?—I should hardly say so
;
I think lie can do it without

addressing public meetings.

G-996. M'iss Pmver : In view of the order made against the last witness

and the fact that you yourself say that you did not take any action on the

questionnaire of the Commission or pass it on, how do you think the workers

would be able to put their point of view before the Commission when we came

down here, as they are unorganized ?—You think they would have no represen-

tative but the gentlemen who gave evidence last ?

G-997. Do you feel that your attitude was helpful to the workers in put-

ting their point of view before a Commission which is sent here for the express

purpose of looking into their conditions of work
; do you think you have helped

them in any way ?—I cannot say my order forbidding this gentleman to address

public meetings was actually lielpful to them in putiiig forw^ard their case
;
it

was hardly intended as such.

G-998. Then I take it it w\as intended to be the opposite of helpful ?—No,

it was intended to prevent the jio.ssibility of disturbance.

G-999. Did you think you had any re.sponsibility in respect of the ques-

tionnaire ?—I did not think it very directly concerned me.

G-1000. Mr. Shiva Rao : Have you read the provisions of the Trade

Union Act passed by the Government of India in 1926 ?—I do not think I

have read it very particularly.

G-1001. Are you aware that that Act permits outsiders to be associated

with registered Trade Unions ?—I think it does.

G-1002. So tliat you would not necessarily question the status of an out-

sider to assist workers to prepare their case for tlie Royal Commission ?—^No,

not legally any w^ay.

6-1003. I suppose you are aware that there is a strike at Papanasam ?

—

I

have heard of it.
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G-1004. Was an appeal made by the last witness that his only object ’n

ooming down to Maduia was to assist the workers in placing their case before

the Eoyal Commission ?—I know that an appeal was made by the last witness

against the order to which you refer. I have not seen the terms of the appeal

;

it was not addressed to me ; it was addressed to the Additional District

Magistrate and I have not seen it.

G-1005. Sir Victor Sassoon : Was that order issued under directions from
those higher up than you are or was the order issued by the officer who had
the facts before him and used his discretion ?—I am afraid I cannot say that.

(The witness withdrew and tKe Panel adjourned to Madras.)
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Eigh^-Ninih HeetN(>

Panel No. II.

Madras.

Monday, 3rd March 1930.

Present

:

The Bight Hon’ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, C. H., P. C. (Presiding).

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.

Mr. a. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Miss B. M. le Poer Power.

Mr. K. Kay. ^ Assistant

Mr. B. Shiva Kao, M.A. J Commissioners.

Mrs. Venkatasubha Rao, Lady Assessor.

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S. , Joint Secretary.

Dr. P. J. THOMAS, MA., B. Litt, Ph. D., Prolessor of Economics, Madras .

University.

6-1006. Mr. Sastri ; How long have you held your present office ?

—

Thi8,is the third year.

G-1007. How does your work bring you into contact with labour pro-
blems ?—As Professor of Economics I am in charge of the course for the
Diploma in Economics. That course covers a wide gound in Economics, but its

diief purpose is the training of graduates in social and rural reconstruction work.
We endeavour to make a thorough study of poverty in this country, particularly
in the cities, in the forms in which it exists, as also the methods for its relief. All
students have to take a paper on Social Economics, but some specialise in
labour problems, and study the labour legislation in different countries, and
allied topics.

G-1008. How many such students have you now ?—About 60, they are
mostly part-time students.

6-1009. Do these students report to you frequently about their work ?

—

Yes. Towards the end of their course they have to submit a thesis upon a
problem connected with .social or rural economics. Information is being
gathered by them week by week by visits to different parts of the town. A
student might take one poverty stricken street and study the conditions in it,

from house to house and making investigations of the economic condi-
tions of the different families. Another student might take a small trade, like
teiloring, or ftirfi-making in some part of the town and send in his report on it.

Personally I cannot claim any very intimate knowledge of factory labour in this
conntry

, but I do know first-hand the conditions of workshops which do not
come under the Factory Acts.

•
inuch work in the way of preparing statistics of labour

in the city ? I have not done much in that ejection yet. I am now making
preparations to collect accurate statistics about wages and cost of living. It ismy aim to nublish weekly a cost-of-living index as is done elsewhere. Now
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tbat I am going to have a statisticiw as my assistant, I hope the work will

go forward.

G'lOll. At present you cannot assist us with much accurate information

as to wages or prices or standard of living here ?—I can only speak in general

for the present.

6-1012. Do you receive any assistance from Government or from munici-

pal bodies in the work you undertake ?—As regards mimicipal bodies, I have
not approached them for assistance so far, but as the work grows, I might
have to ask for their assistance. As for Government, I feel that the Govern-

ment has not felt the need for academic enquiries. They are occupied with

questions of administration. The question of economic enquiries has not
interested them very much, so far as I am aware.

G-1013. When you collect statistics, have you the assistance of ofiBicials

of the Government, or do you have to work independently ?—So far I have

worked independently.

G-l()14. You say that you are chiefly concerned with the unorganized

trades. You mention a few fcirfi-making, embroidery, tailoring, building, tan-

ning and furniture making. Leaving aside birfi-making, can you tell us anything

as to the numbers employed in the other trades ?—I cannot give any figures.

The workers often work in their own homes, and it is difficult to give even a

rough estimate of the numbers.

G-10I6. Would you say that the figure might run into thousands ?—I am
quite certain about that.

6-1016. Are these trades confined to particular sections of the popula-

tion, for instance, embroidery ?—The Muhammadan population is more engaged

in that work than any other section and the same applies to fcidi-making.

6-1017. You say “ and it may very well be on the lines of the sweating

legislation existing elsewfficrc, with, of course, the necessary modifications to

Buit the peculiar conditions of South India.” Do you think such legislation is

feasible in this country ?—Yes, to a certain extent it is feasible—not probably

of the kind in vogue in other countries, but it might be possible to adopt those

methods to our own conditions.

G-1018. You do not lose sight of the fact that most of these people are

solitary workers in their own homes ?—That is a difficulty I agree, but with

regard to a good many of them it should be possible to set up trade boards in

order to fix wages. I feel that the more pressing problem is that of hojB

working in small workshops which do not come under the Factory Acts.

There I think it is possible and necessary to have restriction and regulation.

G-1019. Sir Victor Sassoon : How long have you been doing this work t

—Only for the last one year.

6-1020. You say that your investigators visit every house in a street*

Do they try to find out how’^ the people are living, what their earnings are, and

how they are spending their earnings ?—^Yes. I have had forms prints on

irhich they enter the particulars, and from which family budgets could be

construct^.
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G-1021. Are you hopiug in time to be in a position to elass those family

budgets under different trades ?—That is my aim.

G-1022. Will you let us have a copy of that printed form ?—^Yes. I will

send it.

G-1023. What sort of reception do your students get when they enter the

houses ?—^Most of the people receive them courteously as they think that some
good may come out of it. The more experienced are afraid that the students

may be agents of the taxing department.

G-1024. Your students have to get over a little suspicion ?—Yes. It

depends. Sometimes we have a man known to the people, for instance, a
teacher, or a social worker known in the street to help us.

G-1025. Have you any ladies among your students ?—^No.

6-1026. Do you think ladies would get information more easily ?— am
almost certain they could.

G-1027. There might be less suspicion of lady workers ?—It is quite

possible.

6-1028. You say that in these various unorganized trades, such as em-
broidery, some of the people work in their own homes and some in factories.

What percentage of the workers, do you think, work in their own homes ? —It is

difiScult to say. Those who work in their own homes are mostly furdah

women. These 'purdah women are largely engaged in making hidis or embroid-

ery.

G-1029. W’ould that be a large or a small percentage of the total number
of workers engaged in those trades ?—A small percentage.

G-1030. At least half of them would be working in their own homes ?

—Less than half.

6-1031. You say that the workers who work in their own homes get the

raw material from the middleman employer, take advances from him, and hand
over the finished products, and that in some houses the childr^^n are made
to work the whole day. Wiat sort of legislation do you visualize to deal with
those workers, which comprise half the total number ?—I can only look

forward to some kind of legislation fixing wages, pos.sibly on the lines of trade

boards.

6 1032. This is not a question of wages ?—The question of wages does
arise. I find that when these embroidery workers are employed by a contractor

in his own premises he has to pay nearly double the amount that he pays to
workers who work in their own homes.

6-1033. Are you going to say that by legislation you are not allowed to
accept from me a price which you are prepared to take for a finished article

which you are selling to me ? You are not my servant. You are a principal.

I see what you want to get, but how can you get it ?—^If those who work in
their own homes ^eel that the remuneration they are getting is not suJBBlcienV

it is up to them to organize themselves, but as they are helpless woinen»^
Government inter\^ention by legislation is necessary.
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G-1034. Probably you have not thought of what form of legislation is

needed ?—The same conditions prevailed in England many years ago, and I
suppose the trade boards set up according to the Acts of 1908 and 1918, have
been able to fix better remuneration for the workers. I don’t see why we
should not follow that example in certain cases.

6-1036. As far as those who are working in unregulated factories are con-
cerned, you suggest that there should be trade boards to fix minimum wages ?

—

Yes, but even more important are certain other things such as health in-

spection and compulsory education in the case of children.^

G-1036. That would not be restricted merely to boys working in unregulat *

ed factories ?—Some of these workshops are situated in areas of the city in

which the Compulsory Education Act is in force, but even so these boys do not
attend school.

G-1037. Your complaint is that compulsory legislation in regard to educa-
tion is not effective as regards these children. Therefore you want the law to

be administered more rigidly. But apart from that you consider this is a
sweated industry ?—Yes.

G-1038. You consider that there should be a minimum wage in unregulated

factories employing these children ?—There are difficulties in that, especially in

connection with 6tdi-making, because the remuneration is given on a complex basis

and because it may not become effective in the present state of the labour market,

G-1039. You can have a minimum wage for piece-work ?—Yes, but even
more important is the provision of more sanitary workshops and more agree-

able work.

G-1040. Arc you suggesting that the Government should provide housing

merely for small boys and women working in unregulated factories ?—Govern*
ment should insist upon the employer providing proper hodsing.

G-1041. Are you suggesting that a small employer with very little capital

of his own is to provide housing for his employees ?—I should think so. I am
speaking of workplaces, not dwelling houses.

G-1042. Supposing he said to the Government “ Where am I to find the

money ? Some of them are making profits, and probably unjustifiably high

profits, from these trades.

G-1043. Do you miaintain that employers in the bidi trade are very rich

men ? Some of them are getting wealthy,

G* 1044. What do you mean by “ wealthy.” What do they make in

a year ? Would it be lakhs of nipees ?—That may be too much.

G-1046, Have you any figures as to what is paid in these various trades,

leaving out 6idi-making ?—The wages vary. The wages for boys are very low

from half an anna a day to six or eight annas. The embroidery workers get

the highest wages, ranging from Be. 1 to Rs. 2-8-0.

6-1046, Can you send us in any figures particularly for the trades of em*

broidery, tailoring, tanning, furniture-making, and so on ?—^Yes. I shall give

you a tabulated statement.

6-1047. Mr. Chw : I believe that in your department, before you were

apjpointed, some work was being done on the cost of living index I—Yes, more

in rural economics.
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6-1048. Hm tiiat w<wk been oontmued ?—We are doing such worit now.

6-1049. Have you any results ?—Yes. Various questions have been
referred to me for opinion. We have worked out the cost-oMiving figures

and have taken the prices of articles consumed by workmen from 1914 to
the present day. Latterly we have started the economic survey of the city.

6-1060. Could you let us have some of those results ?—Yes. I am furnish-

ing the questionnaires used.

6-1061. Are they directed merely to finding out the relative difference in

the cost of living between 1914 and now, or are they directed to finding out the
actual standard of living ?—So far they have only been directed to finding out
the difference between 1914 and now, but henceforward we want to keep regu-
larly figures of prices and wages.

6-1062. Are you in a position to tell us, for an unskilled worker in Madras,
what his expenditure is, and the items of which it is composed ?—I can show
to you some typical family budgets in that respect.

6-1053. Miss Power : You have planned a social course. On what
basis have you planned it ? Have you decided to investigate a certain group
of industries the conditions of living of the workers in those industries and in
their actual places of work, and the remuneration

;
or have you decided to take

certain sections of the city and make investigations geographically ?—I want
to tackle it both ways. First of all I want to have a survey of all the unorga-
nized trades in the city. Side by side with that I want to have certain poor
quarters in the city specially studied from the point of view of poverty conditions.

6-1054. Are you making use of all your 60 students in that work ?—Not
all. Some of them come here chiefly for the purpose of getting some general
knowledge of economics, but a good number will be staying on to take the Di-
ploma.

6-1055. Do you get the assistance of any outside investigators ?—I have
my own colleagues in the department, and I have some research students as well.

6-1066. But no interested residents in the city ?-^There are persons in the
city who are interested and who are giving me help.

6-1057. Are they making investigations alongside your students?—^Not
so far, but some may give me help when I want it.

6-1068. Have you published anything yet ?—Not in this line, but our
University has published a treatise by my Assistant, Mr. Lokanathan, on
Industrial welfare in India

6-1059. What do you propose to do in the way of publicity for your
studies when you have completed them ?— We have now made provision
for an Economic Bulletin published by the University. These studies will be
^lleted, tabulated, edited and published in the Bulletin. Later on, when we
have collected together a good number of monographs of this nature, we hope
to be able to bring out an economic and social survey of the city of Madras.

6-1060. Are those studies primarily statistical or are they primarily
de^riptive Only descriptive, but with the addition to my staff of a statis-
tician I hope they will be made more statistical.

6-1061. Is any body trying to arouse the interest of women in this fonooim social investigation ?"~We have an able lady lecturer on Social Economics.
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6-1062. Yau liave no women students ?—^Not yet. Possibly some migbt be
coming next year. It is a blind alley occupation for them. They prefer to
train themselves as teachers as they get a decent salary in that profession,

whereas if they get a diploma in economics it leads them nowhere. In reality

a diploma of this kind would be an invaluable asset for a teacher.

G-1063. Why is it a blind alley occupation for women and not for men
Men can always claim that they have this additional qualification for a post.

Suppose they go to the Co-operative Department or to the Agricultural D|f
partment, they can say We also have a diploma in economics, so we have some
experience of these things.” In the case of women, most of them go to the
Educational Department, and this qualification will not be of much value to
them there.

G-1064. Is it your idea that students who have taken the two-year course
shall be qualified for such posts as welfare workers ?—Yes. The students
pursuing studies for the new diploma mav be able to do welfare work of the
right type.

G-1065. On the question of legislation in respect of wages, is it your idea
that in the case of bidi factories it would be i>os8ible to have something done in

the way of wage regulation ?—I think it is possible.

G-1066. How would you suggest that that might be done ?—It could be
done only after a careful enquiry into the whole industry,—an enquiry not only
into the conditions of the industry, but also into the profits. Such enquiry
must be undertaken by responsible persons.

G-H)67. You have to take into consideration the capacity of the industry
to bear a particular wage ?—Yes.

G-1068. Is it your suggestion that your students should ultimately make
detailed investigations into individual trades, for instance, into hidi factories
which would give the Government some indication as to whether legislation

on these lines was practicable ?—Yes. Further they are engaged in it scienti-

fically and not as propagandists.

G-1069. If you consider the possibility of wage regulation, what know-
lege have your students in making their investigations of the different forms of
minimum wage legislation in operation, so that they can decide for themselves
the possibility of inaugurating mittimiun wage machinery in an industry
of this kind ? Have they the necessary intellectual background ?—Yes.
They arc studying the well-known text books on labour problems, and
they have also the best library in economics in the country. I do not think they
should be expected to suggest remedies. Their function is to investigate and
report. It is for others to go into the question of reorganization.

G-1070. Mrs. Vmkat(mibha Rao : Did I understand you to say that only
those students who take the diploma in economics are given training in vrelfare
work ? I did not say that. I said that the students who pursue the course for
a diploma in economics have opportunities of studying welfare work, and will
be fit for that subjeot.

Q-1071 . So that out of the 60 students you have got, only a few will interest
themselves in welfare work ?—I cannot say. Most of them will have to take
some interest in the matter, because they have to write for the examination,
with a view to taking their diploma, a short thesis connected with the welfare of
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woricers in the city or the rural population outside. Whether the]^ will continue
to take a personal interest in the matter or not I cannot say ; it will depend on
what employment they get in future.

G-1072. Would you not think it better if the University made Social Wel-
fare a compulsory subject ?—I do not know if it is practicable but to a certain

extent it is necessary for all students to take an interest in these things. I do
npt think it would be possible for all of them to take a diploma in economics,

6-1073. I am only talking of social welfare work ?— good number could
and ought to take an interest in it.

6-1074. Supposing scholarships were offered to ladies, do you think a
greater number would be willing to come ?—I should think so.

6-1076. Mr, Shiva Rao : In 1926 some of the University students came to
the Madras Labour Union and carried out investigations into the expenditure
of the various people in the mills. Do you know what has happened to those
investigations ?— I have heard that certain number of family budgets were
drawn up but I have not seen them.

6-1076. Have they been worked out to any definite conclusions ?—I can*
not say, because it was not done after my becoming Professor. I have no^
heard of any very startling conclusion.

6-1077. Do you not think the financial difficulty is a real one in carrying
out researches of this character ?—It is.

6-1078. It stands in the way of important work being done in these direc-
tions ?~~Yes. There is also the difficulty of finding sympathy among those in
authority and power in the country.

6-1079. Have you considered the question of giving stipends from the
University to students who would be willing to carry out such research ?

—

Yes. The University at present gives two research studentships every year
to graduates of distinction. They have taken up various subjects in economics
but few have studied labour conditions. Rural economic is the subject most
in favour and some useful investigations have been carried out in that subject.

6-1080. Has your department any connection with the Labour Depart-
ment of the Government ?—None.

6-1081. You said you would like every individual employer to build
houses for his workers. Do you think that is possible ?—I do not want employers
to employ boys in very unhealthy places unless they can house them properly.

G-1082. Do you not think it would be more desirable for the municipality
State to step in ?—The bidi industry is making high profits. Why should

the Government step in ?

6-1083. Do you think it is desirable for work-people to live in houses built
their employers ?—I was not thinking merely about the housing

of toe labourers. I was thinking more about the places of work. Not unusually
omlaren sleep in the workshop itself.

•
^ of work is being carried on on the lines you suggest

Coloration. The City High Mortality Committee went into the
question. Have you considered the question of co-ordinating the work of
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tliese variotu agencies ?—I think it is necessary to co-ordinate the work of all

those agencies.

{The witness withdrew.)

Mr. V. T. ARASU, President, 1929 Madras Youth League.

G-1086. Mr. Sastri

:

You have given us a very interesting statement

as to the conditions of the Indi industry. Have you personal knowledge of the

facts of which you speak ?—I was one of those in charge of the inquiry. I was

chairman of the special committee. We went round the factories and actually

saw the conditions. What is stated in the memorandum are facts which we

saw personally.

G-1080. You speak of Mussulman women being employed in the occupa-

tion of making Mi, and you speak of their making “ a decent and honest living

by the manufacture of bidis within doors. ” By decent living, do you

mean that they get sufficient in the shape of wages ?—Yes, comparatively

speaking. The average woman is able to make about 1 ,000 bidis a day, for

which she gets 12 annas.

G-1087. Do you call that a ‘"decent” living ?--Ye.s. Otherwise she

would be starving. It is a question of something being better than nothing.

G-1088. You say that “ the Corporation authorities are not congnizant of

this alarming state of affairs.” Do you mean that they have not taken official

cognizance of it, or do you mean that they do not know of it ?—They are fully

avrare of the state of affairs, but they have not taken any steps to deal with it.

G-1089. Have you considered the question of what measures it is open to

the Corporation to take ?—They can insist upon the proprietors of these fac-

tories putting the factories in a sanitary condition, and providing latrines,

sitting accommodation, etc.

G-1090. Have you at any time reminded the Corporation of their powers

and duties in this behalf ?~in my individual capacity I wrote to the Corpowi-

tion Commissioner bringing to his notice this state of affairs in the factories,

and asking that immediate steps should be taken to put matters right. I

received in reply a letter saying that the matter would be attended to. That

is all.

G-109]. Have you drawn the attention of the Education authorities to

the large numbers of children employed in these occupations who come under

the provisions of the Compulsory Elementary Education Act ?—Yes. I

happened to be the Chairman of the Attendance Committee of the 24th municipal

division. I was in charge of the elementary education scheme of the Colora-

tion. In that capacity I have lurged the parents of some of these children

to send them to school instead of to the factory but the reply invariably has

been that they could not do so, as they had taken advances from the pco-

prietors of these factories which they were not in a position to repay unless

they sent their children to the factory. These children moke Re. 1 <»; 2 a

week, which helps the &mily budget.

G-1092. That is the point of view of the parents. What is the point of view

of the Education authorities ? As Chairman of the Attendance Committee

I had power to prosecute, but I thor^ht that would be carrying thii^ too fw*
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These children come from poor families, who would not be able to carry on

without this addition to the family income.

G-1093. Then how do you propose to carry out compulsory primary

education ?— do not know, unless the Corporation Authorities come forward

with funds to provide food and clothing for these boys.

G-1094. You think that compulsion is a little too premature ?—I do not

think so, but I feel that the Corporation Authorities must provide these bojrs

with food and clothing. Otherwise compulsion will be a failure and is a failure

undoubtedly.

G.-1096. It is no use tightening up the provisions of the law, or appointing

vigilance oflScers, unless the Municipality is prepared to take on hand all these

children ?—Quite so.

G-1096. Do you think that is practicable, or within their province?—

I

have no idea about that. The matter has been thrashed out more than once

in the Council, and the answer always has been that there are no funds avail-

able.

G-1097. You would throw on the Government and on the Municipality

the whole burden of maintaining these children ? —Undoubtedly. It is also

a duty on the part of rich men in the locality to come forward with donations.

Philanthropists have been anxious to establish universities, and other things,

but not to look after the welfare of these poor boys.

G-1098. In countries where compulsory education has been successful,

parents have had to forego the benefits of the labour of their children. If as

Chairman of the Attendance Committee you are unwilling to coerce the parents

to deprive themselves of the benefit of their children’s labour, is there any

hope for the Compulsory Education Act ?—No, unless Government comes for-

ward and establishes poor houses where these poor families can be fed, or given

a dole. In that case we can insist on the parents sending their boys to school.

G-1099. You mention some of the worst features of the treatment to which

these boys are submitted, such as being tied up to logs of w^ood during the time

they are at work, and being severely thrashed. Those are conditions which

some of us who can look back over 50 years can well remember in the village

schools ?—There is a lot of difference between the treatment meted out by the

school master and that meted out by the proprietors of these factories. In
the former case it is for correction,

G-1100. The conditions have generally improved in our schools, and you
want these factories to share in that improvement ?—Yes.

G-1101. Do you find that the parents are consenting parties to this treat-

ment of their children ?- - They are.

Q-1102. Do you think, from your experience, that if the provisions of the
law are tightened up, and a more rigorous w’^atch is kept over the way in which
these children are treated, the industry will be squeejzed out of existence ?

—

No, I do not believe so. If you insist on the hours of work being limited and
the conditions in these factories improved, the cost of production will be sightly
inoreased, and the price wdll be slightly increased

;
but the demand for these

bidis is so inelastic that I do not think the industry will go out of existence^
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G-1103. Would you consider it a calamity to society if this hidi industry

was squeezed out of existence by more humane provisions being enforced ?

—

It is the smoke of the poor man.

Q-1104. Is it not poisonous stuff ?—Some doctors say that tobacco is

poisonous and other doctors say it is not.

G-1105. Sir Vidof Sassoon : Wotild you call it a vital necesssity of life

to smoke a bidi ?— do not think the poor labourer can get out of the habit

of smoking bidis. I would not call it vital but merely a necessity.

G-1106. Mr. Sastri : You talk of money transat tions, and of the parents

pledging their children's labour for a certain j)eriod. Are these transactions

based upon any documents ? No documents exist. At any rate we were not

able to find any in the course of our enquiry.

G«1107. Then how are these contracts enforced ?—They cannot be en-

forced in a court of law, being opposed to public policy
;
but the parents feel

they are morally bound to repay. The poorer classes are very conscientious.

G-1108. You justly praise the honesty of the people who are bound by
these contracts, but what do you think of those who use their economic position

to the disadvantage of these poor people and get their children pledged to them ?

—They do it for their own advantage, because it is a means of making money,

G-1109. You have some practical suggestions to make as to the duty of

Government in the matter, but you think that the Corporation cannot do
very much ?- No, for the reason that these factories.do not come under the

Factories Act. If the P'actories Act were amended, and these factories were

brought under its provisions, the whole sanitary conditions would improve

and the employment of boys would cease.

G-1110. You put the number of these young bidi workers at 35,000, It

is an appalling figure for the population of Madras. Do you think that is a
figure you would stick to ?—It represents the total number of Wrfa>workers.

Of these only about 14,000 arc children.

G-1111. Would you conduct us to one of these typical bidi factories ?

—

should only be too glad to do so. But these are Ramzan days and the bidi

fa<i:orie8 will not work for 2 or 3 days more. I will be glad to take the Com-
mission round one or two typical factories by the end of the week.

G-I112. Mr. Chic : What is your occupation ? I am a private banker.

G-1113. You have suggested that we should bring the.se bidi factories

Under the Factories Act. That would have the effect of excluding children

Under 12 ?—Yes, that is what we want.

0-1114. But you were opposed to excluding young children by compelling

them to attend school on economic grounds ?—I was not exactly opposed
but simply pointed out the difficulties in that direction. These factories must
be brought under the Factories Act for the simple reason that the conditions

there are very bad and need to be regulated.

Q-1115. What is the age for compulsory education ?—Up to 11 in the ease

of giris and 12 in the case of boys.

cm 16. The economic effect of applying the Factories Act would be the
same as that of applying the Compulsory Education Act. Why do you favour
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the one and not the other ?—^My object is to save these boys from a state of

things which is not conducive to their physical and mental growth.

G.-1117. Mr. Sastri: In other words you are prepared to drive these boys

out into the street but not into a school. You say that there are 14,000 chil-

dren employed in these factories. How many of them are below 11 years of

i^ge ?—About 5,000 to 6,000. I never suggested that they should not be

driven into a school.

6-1118. Mr. Clow : Is this an industry carried on entirely by the Moslem

community ? The factory owners are practically all Moslems
; and 99 per cent,

of the employees are Moslems.

6-1119. Mr.Sasfri: The consumers of are not all Moslems? —No.

6-1120. Miss Power: You told us that were sold atone anna per

packet of 25. That comes to Es. 2-8-0 per 1,000 ?—Yes.

6-1121. You said that labour chargesfor making 1,000 came to As.

12. I take it that the man sells direct, does he not ?—No, he sells it wholesale

at the rate of Rs. 1-14-0 or Rs. 2 per l,(H)0.

6-1122. Could you give us an idea of the profit made by the hidi makers ?

—

The labour charges come to about As. 12 per 1,000 hidis. The ravr materials

cost about As. 8 or As. 9, making the total cost of production about Rs. 1-4-0.

He sells the hidis for Rs. 2 and makes a profit of about As. 10 to As. 12.

6-1123. What percentage of profit does he make ?—I think the man makes
about 60 per cent, profit for every turnover.

6-1124. Have you included the rent and overhead charges in your calcula-

tion ?—No, we have not gone into the matter thoroughly. Even allowing

for rent and overhead charges the 6irfi-maker will make a profit of about 40

per cent, for every turnover.

6-1125. You have not investigated the economies of it carefully. It

would have been useful if you has done it because it would throw some light

on the earnings of workers in home industries ?—We could not go into the ques-

tion as thoroughly as we desired on account of lack of funds.

6-1126. In your memorandum you said that a woman could make 1,Q00
hidis a day and earn As. 12. At another place you have stated that ‘‘ and
average adult working by himself for about 15 hours is able to manufacture
about 1,500 6idw*a day.'’ That works out at 100 an hour. Do yuu suggest

that an ordinary woman working in her own home is able to w^ork 12 hours a
day without interruption ?—We might allow on the aggregate an hour for

jcooking and other purposes and take it that she works all the rest of the time
making hidis,

6-1127. In your memorandum you say that the parent^ have in most
cases taken small advances from the factory proprietors at times of great need
and stress which they will perforce be compelled to repay if they grumble against
the treatment meted out to their children.” Did you discover whether there
was any written contract under which these children were handed over to the
proj^rietors for any specific period ?—There is no written contract

; it is all an oral
^nsaction. The parents pledge their children to whomsoever that pays them
tile highest amount by way of advances. They can take their children atany time
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they like by paying back the money they have borrowed. They feel a sort of

moral obligation to let the children work full time.

GH128. You do not say anything about fines or deductions of any kind.

Did your investigators come across any cases of fining of these boys ?—^No, the

boys are not fined. The work is so simple that the boys do it all right. Occa-

sionally of course for slackness in work they are beaten.

0*1129. You say nothing in your memorandum about the possibility of

regulating the wages of bidi workers. Do you think that this is a trade where

it would be possible to have some form of minimum wage legislation ?—There

is no need for a minimum wage legislation so far as the bidi factories are con-
^

cemed. Once these factories are brought under the Factories Act the bidi

makers can work only 10 hours a day. Even then they would require the same

amount of money for their living as they get now by working longer hours.

They would therefore demand the same wages for 10 hours work which they

now get for 12 to 15 hours work. Thus the wage would adjust itself to the

present level.

G-1130. You say that they now get Rs. 1-24) per day. Do you think

that Rs, 1-2-0 per day is a living wage for an adult man ?—Yes
;
most of these

people employed in the bidi factories are bachelors,

G-1131, Are there then 35,000 bachelors in one occupation alone in

Madras ?—Out of the total 35,000 bidi makers there will be only about 7,000

to 8,000 men of marriageable age.

G-1132. Do you seriously suggest that all these men have no families to

support in a country wher<^ the family system largely predominates?—I should
think so. In most cases they have no family ties.

G-1 133. If you have an industry employing a large number of people where
it is customary to pay all the young boys on time-rates graduated according

to age, and adults on piece-work that would be an industry where without undue
complication you could legislate for minimum wages !—Yes, I should think so.

6-1134. You think it could be done but it is not necessary that it should

be done ?—Yes, it is enough if it is brought under the Factories Act.

G-1 135. What action do you expect Government or other responsible

bodies to take as a result of your report ?—We have stated our recommendation
on pages 12 and 13 of our report.

6-1136. What steps are you taking to get your recommendations carried

out ?—We have written to the Government drawing their attention to the state

of affairs in the factories and asking them to carry out our recommendations.

That is all we could do as an unofficial body. We aie also creating public

opinion on this matter.

G-1 1 37. Have you in view any sgherae by which you could bring out similar

publications in respect of other industries ?—We have a scheme to bring out

a similar report in respect of hotels and tea clubs in the city,

G-1138. How far are you co-operating with the University of MadriAS in

their investigations under Professor Thomas "i—Wc have had no co-operation

from that quarter. Two members of our league are undergoing training in the

University but I am afraid their investigations are more academic than practi-

cal. They care more for bpok knowledge than for actual practical work.

MUECX H
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GH139. Do you think it would be a useful thing if you achieved some

measure of co-operation between the different bodies in tl^ Presidency which

are conducting investigations of this sort ?—We would certainly welcome

co-operation and help from other public bodies. But our experience has been

disappointing.

G-1140. Mrs. Venkatasubha Rao : You have stated that there are 1,000

women employed in making bidis. Would they be willing to take up any other

occupation if they got one ?—They would take any other indoor occupation

which gave them the same remuneration.

G-1141. Has your League made any attempts in the direction of finding

an alternative occupation for these women ?—^No, we have not,

G-1142. Would you have any objection to co-operating with other social

work organizations in discovering some alternative occupation for these

women ?—We would be glad to co-operate with any other organization in

finding a solution for this problem. For instance, if the Seva Sadan comes

forward we are ready to co-operate with them,

G-1143. Do the boys in these bidi factories like the work they are made to

do ?—No, their parents compel them to go and work there.

G-1144. Would not the parents be willing to send the boys to some other

occupation if it was available and if it brought to them the same income ?

—Yes, certainly.

Q-1145. Do you think that the unhealthy conditions of work in these

bidi factories shorten the life of these children ?—I should think so.

G-1146. Sir Victor Sassoon : Do you consider this document of yours

a highly coloured document or a cold dispassionate review ?—Our only object

in this document has been to set out actual facts as we observed them.

G-1147. You state in your report :
“ With tears in our eyes, times out

of number we stood aghast and wondered within ourselves whether nothing

could be done to save these boys from the clutches of that inhuman and brutal

task-master? ”—That i.s perfectly true. This happens in a factory which is

in the vicinity of our League's office.

G-1148. What have you done as the chairman of the Attendance Commit-
tee of your Municipal Division to prevent this?—Nothing, except informally

persuading parents to send their Children to School. The corporation

authorities were somewhat reluctant to use their powers of prosecuting

defaulting parents.

G-1149. If you instituted a few prosecutions this beating of the boys might
cease ?—I have no such powers. All our persuasive efforts at putting a stop

to their cruel practices have been in vain,

G-1151. You might use your powers as chairman of the School Attendance
^mmittee and ^how the factory owners that ifthey continued treating the boys
badly you would arrange to withdraw them from the factories and send them to
school 1—The Corporation authorities have instructed us to be lenient in the
use of the powers vested in the Attendence Committee. Besides, I ciiunot

possibly arrogate to myself any such poveis against factory proprietors.
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CH152* Mr. SaHri : As attendance officer you would have to use your
powers of prosecution against the parents of the boys ?—Yes certainly not
against factory p. oprietors.

6-1163. Sir Victor Sassoon : You cannot therefore say that you have done
everything in your power to save these boys ?—We are trying to do our best
and this report of ours is an attempt in that direction.

G-1164. Do the students of Professor Thomas of the Madras Universitygo
round making personal investigations in the homes of these workers ? You
mentioned that these students were more anxious to study the question in
books rather than understand it at close quarters ?—This investigation of ours
was made by a select committe e of four members of our League. As regards
the students of the University so far as my knowledge goes, they have not
studied the question practically.

6-1165. Have you any information as to how often they go round and make
close studies of these trades I have no information.

G-1L56. Your general view is that their preference would lie in reading
books rather than in visiting bidi factories ?— Yes.

6-1157. Mr. Sastri: There is a statement in your memorandum that
there are children of 5 years of age employed in these factories. Do you really

think there are children of 6 years employed in these factories ?—Yes. They
are not actually employed in rolling bidis but they are employed in the
subsidiary occupations such as wetting the leaf and so on. They are there the
whole day with no time to play about.

6-1158. You say they work 12 hours a day and get As. 2 a week ?—Yes.

6-1159. Including Sundays it comes to a quarter anna a day?—Yes, it is

given as a sort of baJe^his and as a bait for the boys to get into the habit of

going the factory regularly. These bors are considered to be apprentices

learning the art of bidi making. Only boys of 8 years are able to roll bidis.

This manufacture is not confined to the City of Madras alone
; it exists in

mufassal towns like Vellore also and the conditions there are the same.

6-1160. I just want to clear up your position. Are you a student ?

—No, I am not.

6-1161. Who are the colleagues in your enquiry ?—They are yoimg men
who have passed out of the University and are trainin^T themselves to take

an active part in the public life of India and so are all the other members of

the League.

6-1162. You are men comparatively without much social influence but

bent upon doing humanitarian work. It is not right to expect much from

j0^ ?—All our members are persons of social status. Only those who have

independent means of living (other than by seiving Government) aie taken

in as members.

6-1163. You can bring some influence to bear on the Corporation and the

Government ?~We have placed the facts befoie the corporation and the

Qovemmmt It is for them to act on then>. The idea.of seeking outside

Ij^lp to make our existence and our efforts felt by the authorities is opposed

the ideals for which league^stands. General public opinion is with us.
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G*1164. Are you a member of the Municipal Corporation ?~No, I mn not.

1 was the chairman of the Attendance Committee of one of the municipal divi*

sions.

G-1166. You are not an employer of juvenile labour ?—No.

(The witness withdrew.)

Hr. K. V. SESHA AYYANGAB, Chairman, Madras Panel ol latiorm.

6-1166. Mr. Sastri : Mr. Sesha Ayyangar, you have given us a very brief

and lucid statement of the points upon which you have opinions to offer us.

You give us some information with regard to the origin of your panel. I

believe you have not come into existence at the instance of Government or any
official of Government ?—No.

G-1167. You have not come into existence at the instance of employers

of labour ?—No.

G-1168. You say that it was the labour union that came to you with a

request ?—Quite so.

6-1169. Is there a panel of lawyers to assist workmen without fees in any
other part of India, or are you the only body of the kind There are two free

legal aid societies, one in Bombay and one in Calcutta ;
but a panel as such doing

workmen’s compensation cases exists here alone.

6-1170. Have you been personally working these cases of which you hav®

given a synopsis at the end ?—Yes. The first year I did all the cases my self \

then a number of friends joined me and we had a loose constitution on which we
worked for two years.

6-1171. In your memorandum you give a statement of the number of cases.

Does that include all the cases that overcame up for compensation or only the

cases which you assisted to settle ?—There are one or two cases which w^e had
to reject. The list does not exhaust all the cases that came to us.

6-1172. You dealt with more cases than appear here ?—Yes, a few more.

6-1173. You are all lawyers whose practice is intended to help the work-

men ?—Quite.

6-1174. How does it happen that on your panel there is a judge of the

High Court ?—This Panel is organized under the auspices of the Madras Social

Service League. Mr. Justice Venkatasubba Rao is the President of the League.

6-1175. He is not expected to take part in your labours ?—No.

6-1176. Is Mr. Shiva Rao also a lawyer ?—No, he is not a lawyer ; he
helps the panel in distributing the wwk among the lawyers.

6-1177. Do you find thht lawyers are willing to help you in this work I—
Yes. We have more and more of them coming forward to take up these eases.

Iliave had offers from Madura and Mayavaram from lawyers willing to orgamze
similar panels there

.

6-1178. It is very pleasant to hear these things because this is work which
you have undertaken out of public spirit. You have made a number of sugges-

tibus for the amendment of the Act. What aretho e to which you attach

MNce iiuportanoe than to others ?—^In the first place I would insist on the ex-
hwiioil fhe defini^n of ‘ workman.’ Secondly, I would desire to emphasize
l^liehlMidity for restricting the number of days in the waiting period to 3 as in the
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Bu^Ksli Act, Next in importance comes our suggestion regarding the sanctic^

for inforcing compliance with provision as to returns. Without any additional

trouble or commitment on the part of the employers it may be feasible to intro*

duce a provision for notification of the occurrence of accidents to the Commift*

sioner of Labour. We have also suggested that the Commissioner may enquire

into cases for compensation under one or other of three applications men-
tioned in our memorandum.

G-1179. That makes the Commissioner a different kind of officer from what
he is now if you make him an enquiring officer at his own instance. He would
not then be a judicial officer that he now is Vesting in the same officer

powers of enquiry and adjudication is not a thing unknoum in India though I

should be loth to extend the principle further. If it should be felt that it

would be prejudicial to the interests of the employer if the enquiring officer was
also the deciding tribunal, I would suggest that the functions of the Commis-
sioner for Workmen’s Compensation maybe separated from those of the Labour
Commissioner. The Labour Commissioner may look after the interests of

labour and the Compensation Commissioner may decide cases of workmen’s
compensation.

Then there is one more ])oint to which we attach importance. We have
experienced considerable difficulty sometimes in understanding the conditions

under which the machinery works in big factories and how accidents are caused

and so forth. Two cases came to our notice and after the case was proceeded

with we made an insjiection of the factory and discovered that the version of the

workman was not correct and that the accident could not have happened in the

manner alleged by the workman. WV have suggest(*d a provision which if

adopted will be to the interests of the employer also, because once the legal

adviser goes and sees the working of the machinery he would not come up to the

court with useless applications.

W^e have also felt difficulty in the definition of partial permanent disable-

ment. The present definition is iinsatisfartorv. I shall deal with it later on.

In this connection I may perhaps state the gist of what we have been

feeling as a result of our limited expc^rienoe of the last few years. For instance,

an application came to us from ('alicut through Mr. Surya Rao of the Servants

of India Society. By the time it came to us it was more than 7 or 8 months.

There were no excusing circumstances except the ignorance of the workmen.

We come across such ca«es often. Last week for instance, I had a case where

about 8 months have been spent in correspondence between the employer and

the workman. All this is largely due to the ignorance of the workman and if

some remedy could be devised to work the existing Act more satisfactorily it

would be a great help to the workmen.

GH180. In your memorandum you say that there should be compulsory

medical examination of the injured workmen by a registered medical practi*

tioner as soon as possible after the accident.” On whom should it be oompul-

eory ?—On the employer.

G-118L Do you think it is practicable ?—That is why we have said

wherever practicable ”. Here is a difficulty for which we have to find a'

solution. Cases come up before the Commissioner long after the accidents b»ve

occurred. The exact extent of the injury at the time of the aoeident :iiiiot
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traceable except in the medical register of the employer where he happens to

have a doctor and a medical register. When the case is taken up before the

Commissioner, one hardly knows whether the disability that has ultimately re-

sulted could be directly traced to the accident, trivial or serious as it may have
been at the time. We have often had to accept the evidence of the employer's

doctor and could not do anything to verify the matter. Labour is not sufficient-

ly organized to have a panel of doctors. I have been feeling that workmen’s

compensation cases require more a panel of doctors than a panel of lawyers

because most of the questions are medical in nature.

Q-1182. Sir Victor Sassoon : Vfhy should not the Panel of Lawyers

attach a panel of doctors to themselves ?—We have tried to get some doctors

but without success.

6-1183. Mr, Clow : In your memorandum you give certain figures re-

garding the number of accidents. WTiere are the statistics taken from ?—They
were taken from the Labour Commissioner’s reports.

6-1184. Do they (‘over all the accidents in factories and mines, or what are

they ?—They do not and they cannot. They represent the accidents with

regard to which returns have been sent to the Labour Commissioner under

section 16 of the AVorkmen's Compensation Act.

6-1185. They are cases in which compensation has been paid ?—Yes

6-1186. There seems to be some mistake ;
are yon sure of that ?— 1 believe

so ;
I am not sure.

6-1187. As regards the amendment to the definition of workman "what

preciselv would be the ('ftVc't of introducing th^ amendment i Would it really

go miK'h further than the existing Act i—The definition of workman in the

English Act is pmctically ('xhaustive except in a very few cas(*s such as domestic

servants, high salaried people, and non-manual labour. It may not be feasible

to adopt that definition here and we have been at our wit’s end to suggest an
expansion. The present definition in the Workmen’s (Compensation Act was
modelled on the d(»fiiiition in th<‘ 1897 Act in England. By 1906 the English

definition had expanded so as to include practically all workmen with regard to

accidents mentioned in the Act. The English Act of 1925 practically adopts

the definition of 1 906. AVhile we have felt that it may be difficult to go so far in

India at the present time w(» have been unable to find a tia media between the

present Indian and English definitions. We have just indicated out opinion

without suggesting any definite draft amendment. ^

6-1188. As regards paying compensation in instalments you suggest that

it should be left to the option of the workman or the dependent to take it in a
lump sum or in instalments when the sum does not exceed Rs. 600. Would
not that be dangerous in the case of minor dependents i—Yes, it would be.

There was a considerable difference of opinion on this point among the mem-
bers of the Panel. We realized that there would be some sort of difficulty either

way. But we had to suggest some practical scheme and we put forward this

suggestion.

6-1189. As regards the waiting period, take the case of a man who was
injured for not more than 10 days, say for instance only for 4 days, would it be
n fSs^ble proposition to enforce the payment of that amount of compensation
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in a court ?—It may not be but it is far better than the injustice that is done

under the present scheme. Sometimes employers deposit very small amounts

in cases of small accidents and the workmen have to go all the way to the

employer to take them.

G-1190. That has been prevented by an amendment since made ?—^Yes,

I know. But on the question of evolving the principle the experience in Eng-

land should be a safe guide in India. By 1906 they had introduced a period of

3 days in England. I think we can do that in India now at least.

G-1191. But the wages here are on a much lower scale so that the amount
of compensation payable for an injury of 4 days ’will be so small that even a

public-spirited body like yours would hardly think it w'orth while taking the

matter to the Commissioner ?—Yes, that would be so. But I was thinking

more of cases where injuries last 10 or 15 days. It is bound to lead to some

inconveni(3nce in the case of injuries lasting for 4 or 5 days only.

G-1192. But whore it exceeds 10 da3’^s. thedifliculty can be overcome by

adopting the principle of dating back ?—Y cs.

G-1193. As regards dependents you suggest that dependents shomd

ordinarily b(‘ called upon to furnish proof of dependence. Would not that give

a loophole to the t‘mployer8 to contest cases to the disiidvantage of poor depen-

dents ?— It would, but on the other hand a fairly affluent dependent may take

the coin])eiiSiition as against a dependent v.ho would rtally be helpless without

compensation.

G-1194, They might prove depeud»mce against each other but not against

the employer i
—^Yes ; the Government of India sent a circular letter asking

whether it would be advisable to ask dependent^' to furnish proof of dependence.

G-1195. The pr(‘sent position is this: if any dependent appears the em-

ployer has no further right to the moiiev and no proof of dependence is re-

quired, The qucvstion raised b}' the Government of India was whether all de-

pendents should not be required to prove that they are actually dependent?

—

I think in the present slate of the country it will iv i I),- very difficult to furnish

proof of dependence.

G-1196. In the gi‘eat majority of cases the compensation goes to the widow

or the children where it is superfluous to demand proof (—In those cases it will

be obvious. We demand proof only in the case of rival dependents. We only

lay emphasis on the present provision in the Act itself.

G-1197. With regard to the point raised by the Chairman about the Com-

missioner taking action on his own motion, did you refer to the Commissioner of

Labour or the Commissioner under the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?

—

am willing to take it either way.

G-1198. In the majority of provinces there is no Commissioner of Labour.

Would you give these powders to the Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensa-

tion ?—If possible I would not.

G-1199. Do you think it is a matter for the trade union to take up ?

—

Where they ars sufficiently organized they can take it up. My object in siig-

gesting these amendments is not that they should be permanent provirions in
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tie statute. I am only budgeting for the next 10 years and developmente

in the next 10 years may make these provisions quite unnecessary and quite a

new set of provisions may be necessary when trade unions become organize . ^

Gf-1200. With regard to vour definition of permanent partial disablement,

do you t.hinlf that your definition is essentially wider than that under the exist-

ing Act ?—Yes. The present definition in the Act defines it as a ^sablement

which has reduced tlie earning capacity of the workman in any and every em

ployment which he was capable of undertaking at that time. I had a ca^

where the worlnnan suffered a non-scheduled injury as a result ofwhich the work-

man could not engage himself in the employment in which he was engaged at

the time. The Commissioner wanted to be satisfied that the injury wou

reduce the earning capacity of the man in every employment that he was

capable of undertaking at the time. He suggested that he could do siveeping,

waiting work, carrving errands and so on and wanted to be shown t a le

salary he could get'iu any of those occupations would be less tlian what be

would have got but for the inju?y.

G-1202. The definition you suggest is :
“ such disablement as reduces hw

earning capacity in any employment which he was capable of undeitaking ....

Is not that open to grave objwtion ?—If the workman is able to show any one

employment in W'hich his earning capacity will be lower on account of this

defwt h s injury will come under the definition of partial permanent disablement.

Gr-1203. Although in actual practice he was able to continue the work on

which he was engaged ?—Yes, if the workman is not able to have his full earn-

ing capacitv in any of the occupations that are open to him, he must come under

the definition. In the earlier stages of our work we had cases of workmen who

suffered certain injuries and the employer said :
“ There is no permanent dis-

ablement since the man is continuing the same work and we are payi^ him the

same wages.” But the Commissioner did not agree to that and .said tliat the

foot that the man w'as earning the same salary was hardly enough to ]>ut him

out of court if under the definition he was entitled to compensation.

G-1204. But the meie fact that the employer is giving the same salary

does not moan that the man is earning the same salary ! Yes.

G-120D. You suggest that (he palm of the hand should be a scheduled

injury. What kind of injury do vou contemplate ;
is it an injury in which the

fingers of the palm hai e gone ?—It is an injury in which the fingers have gonft

or the hand has become useless.

0-1206. Would not that be covered by the Note to Schedule I f—It

says :
“ Complete and itermanent loss of the use of any limb or member

referred to in this Schedule shall be deemed to be the equivalent of the loss of

the limb or member.” We wanted to mention that apecihcally. There WM
nothing more than that it should be a definite item mentioned in the Scheduie.

.6-1207. My point is that it is already covered by the Note to the Schedule ?

—Yes.

6-1208. Surely the injurv that you describe would involve the Complete

•nd pwnanent loss of the use of hand and would therefore give 60 or^ pM

j
w the case may be, of the loss of earning capacity ?

—

^It is just possible.
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0-1209. Jfww Pmoef : Could you give us an idea as to the extent of s
knowledge of the Act among the workers covered by it ?—It is a very difficult

question for me to answer, because we are merely a legal body doing the work
th^t comes to us in the compensation cases, but from the little experience we
Itave had we have reasons to believe that the Act is not as widely known as it

should be.

6-1210. You deal with the possible methods of j>ropaganda in the last

paragraph of your memorandum. You say that ‘‘ the provisions of the Act

should be piominently displayed both in the vernacular language of the work-

men and in the shape of pictures, so that the workmen may be apprised of their

rights and remedies.” Propaganda by pictures would be difficult, but it might

be possible to do it. But has any suggestion ever been made for holding mass
meetings of the workers in the mills vith a view to explain to them the simple

points of the Act ?—A year after the panel had begun to function, I believe the

Madras Labour Union interested itself in the mat^r and printed about 10,000

hand-bills explaining briefly the provisions of the Act and distributing them in

the principal industrial centres in South India. There is a great difficulty in our

doing propaganda. We are a panel of lawyers, bound down by very strict

professional ethics and etiquette, and we dare not and cannot do any propa-

ganda about workmen’s compensation.

6-1211. I suppose it might be implied if you did so that you were doing

propaganda with a view to increasing your professional income ?—Yes.

6-1212. Have you any views, not only with regard to the question of

workmen’s compensation but generally, as to how to acquaint the Indian

worker with the contents of the diflerent industrial laws affecting them. It is

a question that has come up before the C'ommission over and over again, and it is

a very difficult question to solve. Have you, from yoiu’ experience on this

panel, any useful suggestions to make to us ?—We have suggested some. I

would suggest that at least in the principal industrial cities a definite and a

recurring course of instructions in the compensation and the other Acts may be

embarked upon at present by the State where non-official bodies are not willing

to come forward and do the work.

6-121 When you say ‘ non-official bodies are not willing \ 1 take it that

you mean that it should be a ta.-k undertaken by non-official bodies if they

could be persuaded ?—Quite.

6-1214. Has ther(' ever been any effort made to get voluntary bodies to

undertake any work of that kind ?—Beyond the work done by tlie Madras
Labour Union I am not aware of any other body having done any work with

regard to that.

6-1216. Apart from the unions, do you know of any social service bodies

which have done any work of that kind ?—^None that I am aware of,

6-1216. Mr^ Shiva Rao : If you look at the register of cases given at the

end of your memorandum you will find that hardly without aiiv exception these

cases are from Madras or the immediate neighbourhood. You would

tharefmre that work-people outside Madras are not generally aware of^ exia-

tence of this Act ?—That is my impression.
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G-1217. Have you had any cases from work-people from farawaypkces t

—

There were two applications, as I mentioned before, which were belated and’
were thei*efore useless.

G-1218. I think you suggest that trade unions should take up this work*.
Do you think it is an easy thing in this country to start trade unions ?—It may
take some time, but in our opinion trade unions are the bodies which should*
take up this work. You will see that we have suggested an alternative. Till

such time as trade unions are beginning to function vigorously and are discharg-
ing their responsibilities in the manner in which they ought to, we have suggest-
ed-—and we stand by the suggestion— that the State ought to step in and do-

propaganda work.

6-1219. The Compensation Commissioner in this Presidency is a somewhat
over-worked individual, is he not ? He has got many departments to look after?'

~P9ssibly so.

Gr-1220. He is also a Labour Commissioner, he is the Registrar of Trade
Unions, he is the Protector of the Depressed Classes, and he has one or two other
things besides. Would you advocate the appointment of a special commissioner
for workmen’s compensation ?—Speaking personally, my mind has been divid-
ed. It has been my belief that by keeping both the functions with the same
I^rson, it may lead to a sympathetic administration of the Act, and a bifurca-
tion of the functions may to some extent import the technicalities of judicial

administration with which lawyers are very much aware, and while it may be ad-
visable to keep out in cases under the Workmen’s Compensation Act. At the
same time I have been also distinctly feeling that it will lead considerably to the
popularization of the Act and the securing of compensation in all cases to the*

victims of accidents if the Labour Commissioner were to embark definitely
upon the scheme of propaganda outlined, and the Compensation Commissioner
merely adjudicated upon the cases that were brought to him.

G-1221. Do you think there is any difficulty in obtaining evidence in work-
men’s compensation cases ?— There ought not to be, but it is within my ex-
perience that in some cases we had this fear of the workmen to come and depose*
lest they may lose their jobs. I do not say it is well-founded or ill-founded, but
there was that fear and we had to contend against that.

G-1222. You have actual exTieriencc of w^ork-people being afraid of giving'
evidence ?—Quite.

6-1223. Have you found, within ybur experience, that there is too long a:-

delay in the decision of workmen’s compensation cases, because from your*
register I find that in one or two cases it has almost taken a year after the
^ident for payment to be made ? Take, for instance, item 36 in the register.

accident took place in July 1927 while the compensation was awarded in
June 1928. It seems rather a long period ?—^That is so. But I am not in a
position to verify the details of the application ; whether the application was
delayed and the delay was excused, or whether the case was pendi^ on account*
of the doctor’s certificate and so forth. My belief is that there is not mndn
delay in the decision of compensation cases. But certainly I would welcome
more expeditious disposal.
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6-1224. Would you recommend that the Workmen’s Comt^nsatioA
Commi^ioner should tour about the Presidency with a view to expedite the
matter ?•—Certainly.

6-1226. This memorandum was drawn up merely following the circular of
the 6overnment of India on this subject ?—Yes.

6-1226. I suppose you are aware that the Conventions of the International
Labour Conference are much wider in scope ?“Quite.

6-1227. Supposing this Commission recommended that those Conventions
should be ratified, I suppose you would have no objection to that No.

6-1228. Mr. Kay : The panel of lawyers has been in existence, you say,
7^^®* Have you at any time during that period experienced any

difficulty m placing your representations before the employers ? If you have
had any occasion to make representations to the employers, have you had any
difficulty in getting them listened to —I believe the cases that are conducted are
cases that have passed the preliminary stage of notice and denial of liability.
There may be some cases in which liability has been admitted and Compensation
paid, but they do not figure here in this table.

G-1229. Have you made any representations at any time to the employers
and found that they were putting obstacles in the way of your panel for carrying
out your work ? If I may understand your fjuestion in this light, we have
had, I believe, two or three cases where we wanted to inspect the conditions
under which the workmen wdio were alleged to have had accidents worked

;

but our request was not complied with. 1 do not say they were unreasonable in
not complying with our request

; they ma\ ! ave been quite reasonable. We
had to go to the Commissioner in those cases and the C^ommissioner came
along w ith ns. I was not there, but two of my young friends were there.

G-1 2.K). I )o you think professional etiquette would stand in the wav of your
panel making representations to employers as to the function of your panel ?—
Quite. At present we are not recognized by the courts, and we have taken a
considerable degree of responsibility in taking up this work. To tell you
plainly, we hardly know where we are. We have been permitted to do this
work, and at any time*, we may be asked to explain ourselves. We dare not,
not even to an inch, extend beyond this.

6-1231. It seems to me that it might facilitate your work if you could
make yourselves better known to employers, because, Speaking personally—not
in the capacity of an Assistant Commissioner— I might say that I have had no
intimation about this panel of lawyers until I had your report in front of me. In
another capacity I am very much'concerned with some of your activities, and I
was naturally interested to know whether you had felt any difficulty in getting
into touch with the employers on any occasion. My opinion is that both sides
could be of considerable use to each other in connection with the suggestions
you have made this afternoon ?—The state of affairs is this : A legal aid
society for the poor strictly so called will have to function with definite rules
and constitutions, and with a status either under the Madras Bar Counsel or
.under the court. That is what legal aid societies are in England and in Bombay
and Calcutta. They will operate on a larger scale and not merely be confined
to the compensation cases. I believe when the Compensation Act caaone into
existence, there was a desire on the part of some responsible for the efficient"
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adminiatriitioii of the Act to interest the professional body as Such in the ad-

ministration of this Act* That did not evoke a response, and some of us who
were wearing the label of social workers as such were pounced upon. We could

not in fairness to our assqpiations deny the request, and so we started, and taking

courage in both the hands we have done this work. We had to keep it very

much under the bushel so to say lest it might be misinterpreted either by the

public or by the profession. But for the fact that the Government of India’s

circular was brought to us and in the meantime the Commission had also started

its work and we thought that we woulxl be justified in interesting the Com-
mission with our suggestions, we would not have published this report at all. It

is very kind of you to suggest as you have done and I have no doubt that the

sub-committee that is sitting for extending the work of the panel in larger

directions will embody your suggestion and give effect to it as much as possible.

(The witness withdrew.)

Hr. P. A. KRISHNASWAMY, and Rev. PAUL RAHASESHAN, representatives

of the Madras Representative Christian Council.

6.-1232. Mr, Sastri, Mr. Krishnaswamy, I understand that you have
been deputed by the Madras Representative Christian Council to appear before

us ?—(Jfr. Krishncbswamy) : Yes.

G-1233. Will you be good enough to tell us how you come into contact

with labour problems ?—^About the year 1925 it was felt by the National

Christian Council, to which the Madras Representative Christian Council

belongs, that it would be good to go into the labour conditions and problems

in India and gather facts and figures, because it was becoming a pressing

problem in the country. We were planning to get an expert on industrial

problems from England, and to prepare the way for her, the various provincial

councils were asked to make preliminary nvestigations into labour conditions.

6-1234. Is that different from the welfare worker that you mention in the

course of your memorandum ?—Very different. The National Christian ( ’ouncil

and the provincial Christian councils began this inquiry ; 1 have no information

about the action taken by the other provincial councils, but the Madras Council

took it up very seriously. We had a committee appointed with which 1 happen
to be connected from the very beginning, first as a Secretary of that body
and then as convener. Our purpose was mainly to gather material to be
placed before the expert from England as well as before the Coiiitnission

which was associated with that person. That Commission consisting of three

people has come and done its work, and I believe Miss Matheson, w'ho was the
Chairman of that Commission, has laid her report before this Commission in

an un-official w^ay. The Madras Council has continued investigating all

through the past five years, and as a result thereof we have laid before you
our memorandum. Our work has been kept strictly private for various
reasons, and naturally when the Royal Commission came we thought that it

yrill be good for us to appear before you and to lay 'before you whatever
anaterials we have been able to gather, because all of us share the ideals ot a
Christian civiliisation, humanitarian, social and economic.

G-1235, Have you had personal experience of industrial or labour prob-*
lems in this city ? Have you gone out and seen things for yourself 1—Yea,
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M &r as it was posable for me to do it. whole time is ^en upptacticslty

to other kinds of work, and 1 have taken up this subject beeause 1 am peiv

sonalty interested in it. As far as I have been able to spare time, 1 haveseen

the things for myself, and I can say that most of the information is first-hand.

G-1236. Have you confined your activities only to the Madras City, ot

have you also gone out to the mofiusil ?—Originally we had auidliary com-
mittees appoint^ in Bangalore, Madura and Coimbatore, but it was very diffi-

cult to get suitable men in charge of these committees. We have, therefore,

not been able to do very much in the mofEusil, but there had been conuoittees

functioning off and on though their reports were not published. When
Miss Matheson went round she collected all the information together, and I

believe it is incorporated in her report.

6-1237. Kev. Kamaseshan, I understand that you will be willing to say

something upon the question of bidi workers ?

—

{Rev, Ramaseshan) ; Yes.

6-1 238. How long have you had experience of the work in bidi factories ?

—

Though I have not worked in any bidi factory, I have been visitingthem for the

last 6 years. I was living in the south of Madras, and so my experience is

confined to that part of the city. There are a number of small bidi shops in

the south of Madras and these do not come under the Factory Act because

they employ at the most 12 or 15 men ; they do not come under the Factory

Act and so the Factory Inspector has no authority over them, and no Glovern*

ment officer can control them or check them. They employ juvenile labour,

that is, boys who ai€ under-fed and W'ho though they are said to be 12 years

of age hardly look more than 7 or 8 years of age. They go to work at about 7

in the morning and they can be seen very often until 9 o’clock in the night.

The boys who work there make inferior kind of bidis. They do not give wages

according to the number of hours worked, but according to the amount of out-

put. That will mean that a small boy in the course of the whole day may not
be able to earn more than As. 3 ; his work is cleaning the tobacco and cleaning

the leaf. The cleaning of tobacco is a very vicious form of work for the infants

because it is a kind of inferior tobacco which they import from Northern India,

and the tobacco fumes affect them. Most of these boys get bronchial affection.

In addition to this they keep these shops in small places where the floor i»

damp. These boys sit on the damp floor, with both their legs stretched out

and with a small basket containing the raw material across the knee. There
are also some'grown-up men employed in every one of these shops, and they wre

to manufacture the .superior kind of bidis. If they work for about 10 hours a
day the maximum wage that they are likely to earn is only As. 12 a thousand.

A careful and conscientious workman would be able to make up a thousand in

the course of the day ;
that means the maximum that he can earn is onty As.

12 a day. Bvery grown-up man does not get the maximum, but the maximum
earned is As. 12 a day and the minimum is As. 3 a day. ' The wages vary

between these two figures.

6-1239. When you said the South of Madras to be the range of ycur ex-

perience, did you indude Triplicane ?—Yes, andpartof Royapetaand part of

Mylapore, i.e., near the Mylapore market. There is still an organixation odled

the Triplicane Social Brotherhood with which I have been connected for a
number of years. In that connection I took un the investigation of bidk shopa

in the fitst instance.
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G-1240. Can you give us any idea of the number of persons employed

in these shops ?—The number of figures now is far more than it used to be two

years ago, and that is because of the advent of three or four big bidi manu-

facturers in Madras. They manufactiire on a large scale, and it is that which

has increased the number of workmen. In my opinion, the number would be

about 20,000 ;
that would be the outside limit for the whole city. Usually,

the proprietors of these bidi shops are Muhammadans and they employ very

few Blndus ;
there are less Hindus than Muhammadans in these bidi factories.

G-1241. Have you come across any cases where the parents have pledged

their «Mldren*s labour upon a document ?—I do not think documents are

executed in that way for the reason that they may not be quite valid, but I

know that parents do borrow on the capacity for labour that their children

ate capabl** of. They directly pledge their labours, but they have no document

as such.

0-1242. Have you any knowledge of cases having come up in law courts

of employers requiring the parents to keep their children under them for

longer periods ?—Not so far as I know.

G-1243. What do you think of the profits that these bidi factory proprie-

tors make ?—I do not know that side of the bidi manufacture for the reason

that no information is easily forthcoming to an enquirer of my type. The

manufacturers do not give out details. A thing like that can be worked out

only if we could know the cost of tobacco and the cost »f the leaf which they

buy in wholesale quantities. We have no information on that, but they must be

making a huge profit, as we see them rising up.

il-1244. That is what one wishes to know. Supposing we somehow' or

other reformed this bidi manufacture until it satisfied our modern conditions,

do you that the margin of profit will enable the factories to live or make

them close their shops ?—Personally I think they would live all right

even if conditions are much improved because they can afford to pay for them.

G-1245. You think the profits are big enough ?—Yes. In this connec-

tion I am reminded of an attempt to compete with the bidi industry by the

Tobacco Co, They issued cheap cigarettes for the same cost of the

bidis 4 years ago. They sold in small packets rolled in tissue paper, but they

failed in their attempt because the local bidi factory people were able to sell

their bidis even cheaper than that price. That was how the Imperial Tobacco

Co. lost its business, and the local pgpple thereby established that they could

beat out competition. I believe that is an evidence of what they could do.

G-1246, On the subject of ill-treatment of the boys employed, have yon

any remarks topffer ?—^There is a good deal of ill-treatment in the sense that

the boys are compelled to work. In some cases the boys’ own parents who also

work in the same factory force them to sit at their work, and thus they get

The common sickness is rheumatism and bronchial affection ; they arh

under-fed, and they are also sometimes beaten. I do not know if there is any

ihore ill-treatment. They get a good deal of knockii^ about.

G-1247. Have you seen many children of about 6 years ojf age working in

bidi factories 1—^No, not boys of 5 years of age. Most of these boys say

^ey are above 12, but one can hardly judge them to be not more than 8.
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ftmay be that they are under-fed or it may be that they are just 8 ; in any case

iiey cannot be judged to be over 10.

6-1248. In your opinion, cannot the Compulsory Education Act be work-

-ed so as to release these boys for schooling ?—It has no force in such cases

because horoscopes in this country can always be produced to prove that the

children are above 11 years of age.

G-1249. Has it been tried ?—It has been. Compulsory Education Act
has no force in this matter. Even when we ask them they gay that their age

is 12, and the Compulsory Education Act cannot therefore have any force.

G-1260. Would you recommend that the Factory Act should be so amend-
ed as to bring these bidi factories within its scope ?—Yes. The Factory Act
would include the places which employ even 10 men. Here is a case that ap-

pears in the National Christian Council Review. On page 632 of the October
1926 number of that Review you will find it stated :

" In a small room, 25 ft.

long and 7 ft. broad, we "tind two rows of people sitting with their legs

stretched out for almost the whole day." An additional fact has to be men-
tioned and that is that it has got n low thatched roof to make it worse.

G-125I. Mr. Clow: Have you ever come across any case of children

being fastened to the place where they work ?

—

They are being kept by a sort

of compulsion by the parents, but a thing like fastening is not possible in the

city of Madras. My experience is that it has never been done.

G-1252. Miss Power : On the subject of compulsory education, you
said that it was possible to produce horoscopes to prove that a child was over

11 and therefore he was outside the ]>urview of the law. Is there any reason

why there should not be a method of determining the age ^or the enforcement

of compulsory education similar to that used in connection with the adminis-

tration of tbc Factory Act ?—That is a matter for the Corporation to consider.

If the Corporation could so amend the Act as to require a medical certific-ate

about the age, that may be a different matter, but as things are now the age
in this country is determined by the horoscope or by the parent's word. *

6-12&1. You think it will be a valuable thing to get a child’s age for the
purpose of the Education Act determined by a medical examination ?—It may
be helpful, but I do not know whether it will be practicable. A copy pf the
extract from the birth and the death record might be demanded, but even then
I think the best course would be to insist on the production of an authentic

medical report.

6-1254. They do not do it at present ?—No : they take the word of the

parent or the horoscope.

G-1255. Mr, Shiva Rao : Do you think that the fact that the employers
are Muhammadans and the workers are also mostly Muhammadans throws any
additional difficulties in the way of getting better methods introduced ?—The
type of people who are employed there and who are employing there live a
kind of dirty life. I know many Muhammadans who live a clean life, but the
Labbey population of Triplicane live a very unclean life. They keep their

surroundings very dirty. That is one of our difficulties.

6-1256, Does it make your investigation more difficult where there are
women who observe purdah ?—Yes, it makes our investigatioi^ very difficulty
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G.-1257. Mr. Sastri : Mr. KrislmaBwamy, have you paid partieidar

attention to any industry in this city, such as the bidi, embroidery or tailozii^

or is it on the general subject of industry that you wish to speak ?

—

(Mr, Kfish-

naswamy),: I am afraid I have to speak on the general line. You will notice

from my memorandum that I have dealt with the subject in a general way.

G-1258. Do you wish to emphasize any particular points in your memo-
randum ?—There are 5 or 6 points on which I wish to lay stress. In the first

place, we feel that there should be a workshop Act in view of the unusually

unhealthy labour conditions in certain workshops especially in those where
cheap cigars, 6idts, are manufactured. We think that there should be a work-

shop Act different from the Factory Act. If I understand the Factory Act
tightly, it deals only with those where power is employed. But here in these

bidi shops and other workshops where various aiticles are manufactured and

conditions are equally bad, no power is employed, and so we would li^e to

have a workshop Act to deal with conditions in these, more or less on the

lines of the Factory Act.

6-1259. Would it not be sufficient if the Factory Act were modified to

meet your point i—It would, but then the Factory Act, I think, is made ap-

plicable where 20 people are employed and where power is used. Even now
the local Governments have been given the option to extend the Act where 10

people are empleyed, but the local Governments have not availed themselves

of this power. I think it should be made compulsory throughout India.

G-1260. Miss Power : Are you asking for an extension of the Factory Act

so as to cover places with or without power, down to a minimum of ten

persons ?—Yes.

G-1261. You do not wish to distinguish as to the number of persons in

respect of places with power and places without power ?—No. We feel that

the ideal of standard wages should be based upon the ability of the industry to

pay rather than on the local agricultural rates which often border on the star-

vation line. Thirdly, we feel that it would lead to very useful and happy
results if it could be enacted that every labourer working in industries using

power where the work is of a hazardous nature should wear a uniform during

working hours and that the employing body should bear the cost of the same.

These people should have a uniform which will protect them, because Indiana

are very fond of using loose garments. It will help them in many ways if they

wear a uniform suited to the various industries in which they are employed.

Fourthly, I would like to lay emphasis on welfare work in general. I do not

mean that all the employers in various industries do not take care of their

labour
;
some do, but many do not. We feel that welfare work which helps

the labourer to combat the drink habit, to escape indebtedness and to avoid

over-crowding and insanitary conditions, is a strength to industry. Such

work proves that the employer takes an interest in his employees as individual

personalities dependent on him for the amenities of life as well as the means
of living and not as so many machines to run the actual machines of iron and

,steel; If the Commission can do anything to induce employers, who have not

yet done so, to begin such work, its visit to Madras will not have been in vain.

One of the outstanding needs of this city is the provision of cheap sanitary

honses for work-people. The Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Company have

fUoy^ed some lodgings to their workers, I have quoted the instance
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Eurusadicheri where the conditions are very bad. We would like to stress

on the importance of making the new factories or even old factories to move
out of the city and to have their establishments away from the city instead of

crowding themselves at one place.

G-1262. Mr. Sastri : If you put them out of the municipal limit, even

the slight control you have now would be more difficult
;
that is your idea?

—

My i(iea is that if you can shift these factories outside the city you can

have enough room for liousing all these laV)OUrers. The labourers can then lead

a sort of village life which they are used to. This will help them to be free

from many of the troubles which they have to put up with when they come
into city life, ^\’^e are of opinion that the Government, the Corporation and

the employing bodies should work together wherever possible in making life

more worthwhile for the labourer by giving him facilities for cleaner habits,

healthier dwellings, etc., and thus help him to develop a better personality and
thereby b('Come a l)etter citizen. We feel that the Madras Government
Labour Depailmcnt should do more. We have offered a few suggestions in

which they can develop their work. It should officially collect statistics on

labour and middle class family budgets and living for important industrial

centres like Madras, Madura and Coimbatore and make them available to

the public, as the Bombay office has done for the city of Bombay and other

centres of Industry. It should also have an information bureau where we *

could get up-to-date information regarding labour, its problems, strikes, lock-

outs, living conditions, conditions of employment in particular industries and
establishments. There is need for a special officer preferably an Indian, under

the (Vunmiasioner of Labour for this, who wo'uld be in charge of this depart-

ment under the guidance of the Commissioner.

G-12()3. J/r.v. V<n\kaia8Hhha Rao : You say that legislation on maternity

benefits should be secured. Do you know in Madras how far maternity

benefits have been voluntarily provided by employers ?—So far they have

been voluntarily provided
;
as far as my information goes, there is no legisla-

tion on that at present. Sometiim^s it dejiends upon the charity of the em-
ployer wdio employs them. A woman when she is in an advanced stage of

pregnancy, that is wh<m she is in the 0th or the 7th months, she has to go to her

home. If she is taktui, afttu* she comes back, in the same mill they give her

three half months’ wages. But very often she is told that her post has been

filled up and that she has to wait for another chance. In many cases the

employers avoid making any sucli payment. We want that there should

be legislation on this subject. It is only fair that the employer takes care

of his women employees. At a time when the women w^orkers vrant the help

most they are in very many cas«»s denie<l it, and we therefore feel strongly

that there should be legislation.

G-1264. Miss Putver : I see that you ask for a 55-hour week. Would
you tell us why you decided on 55 hours '(—It was not really w e wffio decided

on that ; it was decided by the all-India committee on industrial problems

which met in Poona. The present hours, I believe, are 1 1 a day and 60 a
week. There are some employers who take the fullest advantage of the pre-

sent provision of 60 hours a week while others keep to the 10 hours limit a day
or 66 hours a week.

1I14R0L I
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G-1265. Could you tell us wliat the position is more or less generally in

this presidency ?—As far as Madras is concerned they work only 10 hours a

day, but you* have to take into consideration the various factories in outlying

villages and through most parts of the Presidency, where the employers take

the fullest advantage of the 60-hoiir week.

6-1266. I was really wanting to find out the reason why you recommended

a 66-hour week. As you know, there is a good deal of discussion going on

abotit the Washington 8-honr ronvontion. Has your Council suggested a 56-

hour week as a half-way to an 8-hour day, or because you really think that a

66-hour week is suitabh*. to Indian conditions ?—It is tli<‘. former. We do not

at all think that a brj-hour week is more suitabh^ than a 48-hour week.

6-1267, You deal with the need for additional Inspectors and welfare

workers. We hav(i had fn^jiieiit nuuition made to us of the difficulty of getting

suitable people for such posts. Has your (.\>iincil any views as to whether

suitable persons would he available, am! whether the proper kind of training

would be forthcoming in the Madras Presidency if then^ were a sudden call for

more such people?—1 think wo can supply both the persons and the training.

6-1268. The modern training of welfare workers is a fairly wide one and

on a scientific basis. Do you tliink such training would l)t‘. available in the

Presidency ?—It could be made' available. It does not already exist.

6-1269. You have a University liere whicli inaugurated a 2-yuirs course

in social service. Have you experiejice of the val\ie of that course ?— It is so

recent that we have not,

6-1270. You deal with the question of sickness insurane(\ One of our

difficulties is that it is almost im])ossible to obtain any information as to the

actual amount of leave takiui by iiidlvddual workcu's on account of sickness.

Have you any knowledge of any firm in the Presid<uu*y wliieh keeps statistics

accurately as regards absence due to sickness and absenc(j due to leave ?—No.

6-1271. Have you any knowledge of the ease or difficulty with which a

fictitious medical certificate for sickness can be bought by a w'orker in this

Presidency ?—Certificates can be bought.

6-1272. Even if the worker is not sick ?— must be a little sick. He
must look sick.

6-1273. You are in favour of a sickness insurance scheme. Do you sug-

gest that this should be a scheme in which the worker should be asked to pay
a share as well as the employer and the State ?—I think all sides should con-

tribute,

6-1274. Do you think the worker, at the present stage of his industrial

development, would bo prepar<*d fora deduction from his pay if ho could not

see an immediate return for it ?—From my experience I think he would be.

6-1275. You give us a long list of some of the ways in which you think

your body can help on the subject of the problems arising from industria-

Esation in India, Have any of these been put into effect ? Is your body,
as a body, undertaking any definite form of propaganda, or research, or social

service in connection with industrialism ?—At the moment we are collecting

information about welfare work that is being done already, and investigating

the possibilities in which Christian service can be rendered, acjcording to

the resolutions passed at the last meeting of the Council, These { ^ will
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action.

G-1276. You sayyouarewaiitingworkersfrom the West. You have had
in the past from the West maitily people trained as doctors and t(»achers. Are
you now asking for people with specifically industrial welfare training ?— Yes

0-1277. Do you want people who will help to train trade union leaders
or welfare workers, or what type of people do you feel you want witli Western
training Mostly wtdfan*. people are wanted. That is what we are interested
in. We want them to train people in welfare* work out as well as to
take part in the work theins(*lves and to educate labour in general.

0-1278. Yow think that is better than having institutions of your own out
here, whose standard should be e(pial to the best standard of the West ? It
will take some time for us to get our own people. It will be necessary for some
time to come to get ])eople from the West to help us.

0-1279. You deal with the possibility of an employment agency. If

there were such an agency do you think you w'ouhl be able to induce employers
and workers to use it. This is a country where there is a long-standing method
of employing people dirc^etly at the factory gates, where siirphis workers are
always available ?—A public employment agency would be of great use for
two reasons. Firstly, it would help (leaerving people to get work. At present
there are persons with all the necessary (jualilications out of work, and many
p(H>ple get into jobs for which they do not possess the necessary qualifications.

0-1280. You know that the crux of an employment agency is tlie willing-

ness of the employer and of the worker to use it. Do you think in the present
stage of industrial development the bigger employers, who in this country
are small in number but who employ the vastly preponderating number of

workers, could be persuaded to use sucli an agency ?—The whole success of

an employment agency depends upon the willingness of the employers to give
it a chance.

0-1281. Who would run such an agency I—1 say in my memorandum
‘‘ The governing body miglit consist of a board of responsible public-spirited

men and women, some chosen by the Government aud others elected by the

various philanthropic and other bodies

0-1282, Do you think you would be able to rnn an (‘ssentially business

office on thosi^ lines !—A great deal w'ould depend on the personality of those

who run it.

0-1283. You say that the labourers are well off What do you mean
by that ?—That is only a comparative statement. They are better off tliau

those not employed. It does not mean that they get a living wage.

0-1284. Howw^ould you suggest ensuring that they get a living wage ?

Are you in favour of minimum wage legislation? Theiu^ are a very large number
• of schemes for ensuring a minimum wage in different parts of the w’orld

evolved to suit different countries. 1 iidia is a country wuth many charactenstics

peculiarly its own. What sort of minimum wage legislation do you suggest

would be suitable for inauguration in this country, and to what sorts of trades

would you apply it to ?—I am not an expert on these matters. I would sug-

gest getting a minimum wage fixed generally for a man and a woman or for

a family consisting of a man, woman and two children,
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G-1286. What do you mean by “ generally Do you mean a national

minimum wage for the whole of India ?—1 would not say that, because that is

not possible. I would suggest a metropolitan and a mofussil minimum wage.

G-1286. Separate for each province ?—Yes.

G-1287. When you have arrived at what you consider to be your stand-

ard minimum rate, you then want to bring into consideration, according to

your minute, the capacity of the industry to pay. How would you propose

to do that ? Suppose you found that what you considered to be the minimum
living wage was a good deal higher than many of the industries were capable

of paying ?—If an industry was not capable of paying, 1 do not know how you
could make it pay. Such an industry would not come under the Minimum
Wage Act. Only those industries capable of paying would be brought under

the Act.

G-1288. Mr. Clow : You refer to the extremely low wages of coolies

who carry ground nuts in Madras Harbour. Do you mean that those who carry

ground nuts are paid less than tho.se who carry other things ?—Ground nuts

can be carried by anybody, while coal and steel cannot be carried by anybody.

G-1289. There is a lower wage paid for carrying ground nuts than for

carrying other articles ?—Y((S.

(The witnesses withdrew .)
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MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

Ninetieth Meeting.

PANEL 1.

Madras.

Tuesday, 4th March 1930.

Present ;

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. {Presiding).

Mr. John Cliff.
|

Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Lt.-('ol. A. J. 11. Russell, C.B.E.
,
l.M.S. {Medical Assessor).

Mr. M. S. Gregory, M.C. 'j

yPailway Assistant Commissioners.

Mr. R. Sreenivasalu. J

Mr. A. Dibdin, Joint Secretary.

Mr. S. P. Y. SURENDRANATH VOEOEU-ARYA, President, Mr. KOPPA-
SWAMY MUDALIAR, Secretary, Mr. KANAGASABAI MUDALIAR,
representing the Bladras Electric Tramway and Supply Corporation

Employees’ Union.

G-1290. Sir Alixrander Murray

:

What is your experience ou tram lines ?

—

{Mr. Voeyeli-Arya): I have been connected with the tramway union during the

last 9 years
; T have been twice prcsith'iit. {Mr. Kauagasaboi Mvdaliar) : I have

been b years in serviee on the tramway. 1 am an inspector
;
I was first a clerk

but in the year 1924 I was promoted to an inspector on daily wages. {Mr.

Koppaswamy Mudaliar) : I have been 7 years a conductor on the tramways.

G-129]. Has your union been a live body since it was formed in 1917

Mr. Voegdi-Arya)

:

Yes.

G-1292. You have been registered under the Trade Unions Act, you are

recognised by the Company and your membership is 1 ,800 ?—Yes.

G-1293. How many tram workers are there ?—In all about 2,700.

G-1294. Do your members pay subscriptions ?—Yes.

G-1295. Have you a copy of your constitution ?—Yes, I have submitted

it.

G-1296. Mr. Cliff : Have you an annual report ?—It is in the press.

G-1297. Does that include a statement of your accounts ?—Yes.

G-1298. You could send that to the Commission ?—Yes.

G-1299. Sir Alexander Murray : In what departments are your 1,800

members employed ?—Most of the members are of traffic department and the

workshop ; &ere are about 450 men in the workshop. We have about 1,332
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members in the traffic department including cleaners, office peons, store

coolies and that sort of people. Inspectors, drivers, conductors, motormen, and

line cleaners alone come to something like 800. Some of our men are con-

nected with the Electric Sap})ly Corporation.

G“130(b Are yon members of the Central Labour Board I am the vice-

president of the Central Labour Board.

6-1301. Is this association affiliated to it?— Yes. I am connected with

8 other unions
; I am the vic(‘-president of the Match Factory Union and vice-

president of the Pori Trust Union and Kerosine Oil Workers’ Union.

G-1302. Are you quite sure you are not doing too many things
;
are you

able to pay sufficient attention to this particular union ? Y(*s.

Are the ()flir(-b(^arera ehi(fly working on the tramways ?—Yes.

G-1304. Ill a town like Madras wlio do you think sliould provide education

for the workers and tlu'ir children ?— I think the industries which employ these

labourers might suf)])ly the (‘dueational facilities for them.

6-1305. Do you sugg(‘st there should be a joint council of employe'cs and

emidoycrs ?—Yes, to settle disputes as to wages and other things.

G-1306. Who now settles disputes between you ?—Everything is in the

hands of the Agent and the* C^hief Engineer.

0-1307. The Agent recognizes the Union and is quite willing to deal

with it ? Yes.

G-1308. Mr. Cliff : Were you recogniz('d before 1929 ?—No,

G-1309. Is it only since 1929 that you have been able to mo(‘t the Engineer

and represent your grievances ?—Yes.

G-131(). Sir Alexander Murruy : You say the hours of labour should b<?

counted from the moment the worker leaves his hom(\ Do you know of any
industry in the world in which tliat is done ?—When I was student in England

and America 1 had an opyiortunity of lu'aring many labour leaders putting

forward this proposal. The question will be solved when houses are provided

near the faeWy.

G-1311. In a town like Madras, do you think there is any obligation on the

employer to provide houses ?—Yes,

G-1312. Do you not think you are interfering with the liberty of the

private employer and the workman to get his house where he likes ?—Pro-

vided you give him sufficient money I can appreciate the value of freedom in

the case of a labourer, but where you do not give him enough money you ask

him to liv(i in a house a long way from his place of employment and you say

that in the name of freedom.

G-1313. Mr. Cliff: You want houses provided rent-free because wages
are insufficient ?—Yes.

G-13I4. Sir Alexandei' Murray: You talk about a 48 or 50-hour week
but you evidently contemplate overtime up to and even beyond 10-hours a
day ?—Yes,

G-1316. Mr. Cliff \ Surely that is overtime on a weekly basis ?

—
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G-1316. Sir Alexander Murray : You say that gazetted holidays should

be given to the tramway workers or compensated for ?—Yes.

G-1317. But gazetted holidays are the days on which the trams arc most
needed ?—Yes, and therefore they must be paid extra.

6-1318. Mr, Cliff: You are asking for an additional rate on public holi-

days ?—Yes. ^

G-1319. Sir Alexander Murray : Have you many women workers ?—
Yes, 50() women workers

;
th(‘y are coolies who work on the permanent way.

6-1320. Do they receive any maternity benefit ?—1 do not thinlc so.

G-1321 . Mr, Cliff : Arc' you accepting them as members of your union 1-

Yes.

G-1322. Hav(‘ you any women mc'mbers ?—Yes, quite a number.

G-1323. Sir Alexander Murray: Have you a provident fund?—No.

(i-1324. Have' you suggested to the Agent that then', should be a provident

fund ?— Yes, w(' luive asked for it and he has accepted our suggestion but he

has not definitely done anything yet.

G-1325. You say that the housing conditions of your labourers are appal-

ling ?—Yes.

G-132G. Does that apply to all Madras labour ?—1 think so.

G-1327. You siiy that wages must not only be minimum living wages

but standard living wages. What is the difference' ?—Minimum living wages

may be wages that supply the animal wants- of the pc'ople ; by standard living

wages I mean that they should be according to a definite standard at which

people should live.

G-1328. You do not think it should be* a bare subsistence level but some-

thing above that ?—Yes.

G-1329. Mr, Cliff

:

Are you demanding immediately a minimum wage

and then you are hoping to get a standard wage afterwards ?—^Yes ; we are

not going to arrive at a standard wag<5 at once
; that must be the ideal,

G-1330. Sir AlexxiHdcr Murray : You say that wages of any labour in

India must not fall below Rs, 50 a month ? Yes
;
as a result of long study in

India and in other countries 1 have been forcc'd to the conclusion that until

we pay Rs. 50 a month to the lowest and most imskilled labourers it is not

possible for them to maintain the status of himian beings.

G-1331. Did you take out any family budgets ?—Yes, about five montlis

ago, 1 carefully investigated th(' conditions in about 400 houses of my own
tramway friends and 300 or 400 people in mill areas, coolies, porters and workers

in the railway department ;
I found that those vrho receive Rs. 60 a month

were indebted to money lenders but those who were receiving less than Rs. 60

a month were entirely at the mercy of money lenders, borrowing money to such

an extent that they found it impossible to repay.

G-1332. You say that wages must be enhanced and promotions may be

made periodically by the joint council of employers and employees. Do yi|u
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know of any industry in which promotions are made by joint councils ?—

I

think there are quite a number in England, for instance, the Transport Union

in England.

G-1333. Mr. Cliff : I do not think you say in your memorandum that the

councils should make the promotions ?—It is not properly worded.

G-1334. Sir Alexander Murray :—You mean that the workers should be

graded and should be promoted automatically ?—Yes. Unfortunately the

tramways have no rules as to promotions ; they made appointments and pro-

motions as the industries grew
;
we demanded again and again that they should

give us printed rules.

G-1335. Mr. Cliff: What hours do drivers and conductors work ^
"

The conductors and motormcn go to their work at 5 a.m., and work till 1 p.m.,

i.e., eight hours. Shift conductors and motormeii work from 12-30-p.m. to

9 P.M.

G-1336. How many days a week are scheduled ‘i Seven days,

G-1337. Do you work 14 days a fortnight ?—Yes.

G-J338. Is there a normal working week of 56 hours 'i—Yes.

G-1339. But in Madras do not the tram cars run after 9 p.m. ?—Soim*.-

times they run up to 10 or 11 o’clock.

G-1340. What is the overtime worked by drivers and conductors i—(Mr.

Kanagasabai Mudaliar) : The overtime comes to 2^ days a fortnight.

G-1341. Will you send in a statement of the normal daily duty with the

actual overtime worked ?—Yes.

G-1342. What hours do the permanent way men work i—(Mr. Voegeli-

Arya) : The^y come at 8-30 in the morning and leave at 5 in the evening with one

hour’s interval.

G-1343. Will you send us a statememt of the rates of wages ?—Yes

;

women commenoo at 5 annas 9 pies per day plus a grain allowance of 2 annas

a day while men arc paid Rs. 0-7-9 per day plus Re. 0-2-0 grain allowance.

G-1344. Do they always get the grain allowance ?—Yes, but we cannot

tell when they are going to stop it.
^

G-1345. Is overtime paid on a flat rate or an added rate ?—(Mr. Kanagam*
bai Mudaliar) : It is calculated on the number of hours at the ordinary flat

rate.

G-1346. Have you any annual holidays ?—(Mr. Voegeli-Arya) : Recently'

the Agent and Chief Engineer granted us 15 days’ privilege leave per annum
with pay.

G-1347. Have you to put in any length of service before you get that ?

—

(Mr. Kanagasabai Mudaliar)

:

Any one who has done more than 3 years’

service will be given 15 days
;
that applies to every department.

G-1318. With regard to the daily duty, is there any relief for meals for the
traffic staff ; when a man starts at 5 a.m. and finishes at 1 P.M. does he get any
time for meals ?—(Mr. Voe^eli^Arj/a). No, they take their meals while they
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are working
; again and again I have seen men taking meals in their cars and

sometimes inspectors pimish them for neglecting their work while they are

taking their meals.

G-1349. Do the tramways provide any canteens at the termini ?—^No.

6-1350. Is an payment made during sickness (—No ; under the Work-
men’s Compensation Act they pay us if there is an accident but if a man falls ill

without an accident he gets no pay during sickness.

6-1351. Do drivers and conductors have to undergo any medical examina-

tion i—Yes, the company’s doctors do that.

6-1352. If a man commences work on the tramways as a conductor, does

he have to go through a period of training They undergo training for one

month and they got no pay during that time.

6-1353. Is a motorman promoted from a conductor ?—A conductor never

becomtis a motorman.

G-J35I. Do shod men over become conductors or drivers {—Yes.

6-1355. What hapj)en.s with regard to conductors’ shortages (—The first

time they arc asked to replace the amount and they arc warned ;
if it is re-

peat(‘d they arc fined and sometimes dismissed. Most of our conductors are

not very well educated and they make mistakes in their calculations.

6-1356. If a conductor or a driver is reported by a passenger or an ins-

pector, what prociedure is adopted i—When an inspector sends a complaint

against a conductor or motorman, the Traffic Superintendent sends a letter to

this man to app(?ar Ixdore him and then he asks him whether or not it is a fact.

The first time he is given some slight punishment but the second or third time

they are dealt with very severely,

6-1357. If a man feels he has been unjustly dealt with, docs he go to the

Union i—Yes.

6-1358. Has the Union an opportunity of taking up those cases f—We do

but in those cases the Agent and Chief Engineer say “ it is not our concern and

it is purely in the hands of the man ”.

6-1359. Have you succeeded in getting a punishment altered or getting

a man reinstated I—Not always, but sometimes we have.

6-1360. So that you have facilities for representing the case of the men ?

—

Yes, we send letters to the Agent but he plainly tells us we must not interfere

with such things. A motorman and conductor were fined four annas ;
wo re-

quested the Agent to excuse the men and they were excused.

6-1361. Mr. Sreenivasalu : Docs your Agent take into consideration

all the representations you make ?—Not with regard to the discipline and ofiBce

administration but whenever we go to him about wages and such things he con-

siders the matter.

6-1362. In how many cases of dismissals have you made representations

Nearly fifteen.
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G-1363. Is it true to say that not one of those cases have boon considered ?-

Yes.

G-1364. Generally speaking is the attitude of the Agent cordial '!—He is

a very amiable gentleman, and I do not know that I have any complaint to

make so far as his courtesy is concerned.

G-1366. But what are his actions ?—There, of course, he differs.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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MADRAS FRESroENCY.

Ninetieth Meeting.

PANEL II.

MADRAS.

Tuesday, 4th March 1930.

PRKSKNT :

The Rt. Hon’ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, C.H., ¥Xl (Preaidwg).

Sir Victor Sahsoon, Bart.

Mr. A. G. (h.()\v, CU.K., I.O.S.

Mr. Kabjr-ui> Din Aumet), M.L.A.

Miss B. M. LE PoER Power.

Mr. Jamal Mahomed Sathh Bahadttr,^
Mr. K. Kay, I

Mr. B. Shiva Ra(l M.A. r
Mr. Muhammad Ubatdullah Sahib.

Mrs. A’^knkatasubha Rao. Lady Assessor.

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S., Joint Secretary,

Assistant Commissioners.

Mr. C. GOPAL MENON, assisted by Mr. P. RAGHAVAN NAIR, representing

the Southern India Chamber ol Commerce.

G-130(), Mr. Sastri

:

What is the standing of the body you represent ?

—

It is a body eoniposefi ot industrialists, mer(*hantvs and bankers in the City and

tlio Presidency. It has 421 members. It has been in existence for 20 years.

G-13G7. You suggest that a Jiabour Commissioner, or some other agency,

should disseminate information through village officers as to avenues of

employment and conditions of service ?—Village officers can disseminate

information with regard to labour conditions, marketting conditions, prices of

produce, and so on : but it would be better if a separate organization were brought

into existence, and if the information collected by the village officers were

passed on to that organization for checking and dissemination.

G-1368. You know the calibre of village officers generally. Would the

information as to vital statistics coming from such village officers be considered

as trustworthy ?—That is why 1 say a separate organization should be brought

into existence which could collect and check and disseminate this information.

G-1369. Do you think such an organization would be manageable. It

would have to be a very large organization in order to work throughout the

Presidency ?—If the villagers are to get more for their produce, something

must be done. The difficulty now is that the villager is ignorant of marketting

conditions, when to sell, how to sell, and so forth.

G-1370. Throughout your memorandum, wherever there is much organiza-

tion or much finance required, or much skill of any kind, you throw on the

Government the burden of finding it all. I want to ask whether Government

should be asked to spend huge sums of money on maintaining an enormous agency

merely for the purpose of doing some small service to industry ?— agree that
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the Government cannot invest very large sums of money on that account, but

Government should take the initiative and show the way, and bring the matter

into working order, with the assistance of popular bodies, because it is for the

economic uplift of the masses.

G-1371. Has your Chamber tried to enlist the sympathy of Government in

this matter of an organization for the dissemination of information, and so on?—
We have had no correspondence with the Government because it is not primarily

our lookout
; but as a result of various Commissions, such as the Economic

Enquiry Committee and the Eoyal Commission on Agriculture, we hope some-

thing will be done.

G-1372. It is just a suggestion on your part that this is a desirable matter

to which the attention of Government should be drawn ?—Yes. The sooner

a move is made in that direction the better.

G-1373. You say “ In the city the workmen that spend their nights on
foot-paths, verandahs of godowns, and even in the streets, with infants in arms,

and all their belongings spread about them, may be not less than 2,000. Are

these workmen who have daily occupations but who are unable to house them-

selves ?—They are casual coolie labourers from the mofussil.

G-1374. What do you suggest should be done for such people ?—Some
provision must be made to accommodate these workers.

G-1375. Your memorandum is drawn up in the interests of the emjdoyers.

How do the employers justify this state of affairs '(—This is a matter for the

Corporation to take up.

G-1376. Do you supply the Corporation with statistics as to the number of

employees that employers take for whom there is no housing accommodation ?

—

An inquiry has not been conducted for that puijmse.

6-1377. The employers directly use this labour, and profit from it. They
have nothing to say as to what should be done, cx(;ept “ The Municipality

should take action
;
the Government should take action

;
charitable people

should take action Everybody else should take action, but they who profit

by the labour, and use it, and bring it into the city, have nothing to say. Is

that the considered view of the Chamber — that all the employers can do is to

pay the labourers a small wage, and send them into the streets ?—Housing

accommodation should be provided by the local bodies for coolies coming into the

city and it is not possible, even if it be the proper thing to do, for the employers

to feel such a sense of responsibility for a mainly floating labour population.

G-1378. Do you think the rate-payers of the city should agree to bear the

burden of housing these people ?- -In all important cities such things are done.

I understand that the Corporation has already taken up the matter this year

and has provided 2J lakhs for the purpose of housing these people.

G-1379. Will these people be able to pay an economic rent ?—^A coolie

makes at least 12 annas to one rupee and some one rupee eight annas a day,

and he must be asked to pay something for his rent. •

G-1380. Has the Corporation consulted you about the housing of these

p^ple No.

G-1381. You make a suggestion about co-operative housing societies.

You are a man oi large experience in the matter of public movements. You
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know how the co-operative movement has gone. These things are started

with the object of benefiting the poorer people, but it is the higher-salaried

people who generally benefit by them ; they do not reach the classes for which

they were primarily intended ? I agree, but we have to reform the co-operative

societies. In several jjlaces the movement is gaining ground. One of the ways

by which improvement could be effected would be by all people cx)mbining

and organizing themselves for different purposes on a co-operative basis.

G-1382. In your memorandum under the heading of “ Trade Combina-

tions ” you have a criticism of “ these incipient trade unions ”, and you do not

think tliat they should have any “ outsiders ” on their executives ?- ~I mean
by that that the labourers themselves should preponderate, with perhaps a few

outsiders who could give them the benefit of their experience and knowledge.

I want men who have an expert knowledge of their trade to control their own
institutions.

G-1383. What is your view as to welfare work, education, and so on?
- Employers should voluntarily contribute towards that work.

G-1384. Is your general attitude towards trade unions one of sympathy,
or do you deprecate trad(» unions coming into existence -Trade unions must
come into existence in order to form a check on the vagaries of the employers,

but at present they are not well organized.

G-1385. What are the employers of labour doing to })lace trade unions upon
a proper basis ?—The, labourers themselves organize their unions. The em-
ployers are not in any way inimical to unions if the unions are properly consti-

tuted.

G-138fi. You object to the Trades Disputes Act. Where do you think it

is defective ?—There is provision made only for a court of inquiry to be insti-

tuted in each case as it arises. What we want is a permanent court of inquiry

to go into the matter before the workmen actually go on strike, or to interfere

before the employers call a lock-out ?—Now a court of inquiry is appointed only

when the Government hear of a strike. The Government is a cumbersome
machinery to initiate proceedings in time of their own accord.

G-1387. Sir Viator Sassoon : No, that is not so. A court of inquiry naay

be instituted in antici[)ation of a strike ?—An attempt must be made at settle-

ment before a strike takes })Iace. Either the employees or the employers

should be able to a})})roach a permanent court of inquiry to settle the matter.

G-1388. Do you consider it the duty of industrial organizations to house

their own labour, or do you consider it is the duty of the Municipality or Im-

provement Trust ?—In regard to casual labour, it is the duty of the Munici-

pality.

G-1389. In regard to regular labour, do you think it is the duty of indus-

trial organizations to house that labour, or do you think it is the duty of the

Municipality ?—It is the duty of the big industrial organizations, according to

the prosperity of those organizations.

G-1390. You think it is the duty of an industrial organization to house its

labour only when it is prosperous ?—^Unless the profits of their work enable

the employer to help them the labour is not worth such help.
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G-1391. Do you think it is the duty of the employers, or of the Govern-

ment, or of the Improvement Trust ?—It is primarily the duty of the Govern-

ment, and of the Corporation.

G-1392. And not of the employers ?—I would not say that. To some
extent it is the duty of the employers also.

G-1393. Do you mean to say that if you ask the Government, the Govern-

ment should say “ It is the duty of the employers and if you ask the em-
ployers, they should say “ It is the duty of the Government ’’

?—No,

G-1394. On whom do you consider is the responsibility ?—On Govern-

ment primarily.

G-1396. When you say ‘'Government” you mean, public bodies, muni-

cipalities and Improvement Trusts ? Yes.

G-1396. As Government have no funds of their own, it is the duty of the

employer, by paying higher taxation or rates, to pay for such housijig accommo-

dation ?—Among other taxpayers because the n^sulting economic and social

iiplift is to the advantage of all.

G-1397. And in order to provide them they will have to levy rates in

order to make up the difference b(‘tween the economic rent and the actual

rent ?—Yes.

G-1398. Is your body prepared to have a rise in rates in order to meet that

difference ? We will have to bear our share of the burden.

G-1399. If the Municipality here inaugurate a liousing scheme for those

work-people, and if they say that the economic rent is so mu(3h, and the actual

rent which the labour can pay is so much less, and tliat the difference' must be

made up out of the rates, are you prepared for an enhancement in the rates in

order to meet that charge ?—That is all in theory. In practice it cannot be

brought about all of a sudden. Progress will have to be made year by year.

G-14(X). Tn theory you are prepared to have a rise in rates, but in practice

you are not ? • It is the duty of every citizen to look after the housing of the

poor and the rise in rates should be gradual and evenly distributed.

G-140]. And you think he ought to pay for it ?—To some extent he is

paying for it now.

G-1402. You think he ought to ])ay more for it so that houses can be built

for these coolies lying about th(' streets t Are you quite siure it should not be

done by somebody else It must be })rought about in different ways.

G-1403. You are ])reparedto have all the housing required as long as you
do not have to })ay for.it (—No, no. We do not say that. It is a matter for

the State as w('ll as for the people.

Q-1404. How many planters have you in your organization ?—None who
are planters by profession but some of our members are also interested

plantations.

6-1405. Is that the reason why you suggest no alteration in the hours of

work in factories, but a shortening of the hours on plantations ?—That is on
acjcount of the hard life on the plantations.

G-1406. Do you consider the life in the open air, picking tea, much harder

than tile life in a stuffy factory There is malaria and the hookworm on the plan

t^^tions. The work-people suffer inore from living in the hill stations than they
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do from living on the plains, because of the rigour of climate, lack of facility

for all the needs of life, danger of wild animals, etc.

G-14()7. You think they will get less malaria and less hookworm if they

work shorter hours on the plantations ?—They will certainly be more efficient

to combat the diseases.

G-1408, Mr. Ahmed: You are in favour of uplifting and ameliorating

the condition of the masses. That being so, you are also in favour of the

standard of living of the workers being raised ?—Yes.

G-1409. Better housing accommodation, and the education of the workers

and their children, are absolute necessities ?—Yes.

G-141(). You are also in favour of maternity benefit, workmen’s compen-
sation, and other amenities of life being given to the workers ?—Yes.

G-1411. You are awar(‘ of the International Labour Convention regarding

a minimum living wage. Are you in favour of that ?—We think that every

recommendation contained in that (Convention should not be immediately

applied. All tlnvse recommendations should be carried out gradually, and not

in a hurr}". 1 am for the gradual improvement in standards of life of these

labourers, for the better bringing up of their children, for increasing their daily

comforts, and diet and social life, for better housing, better clothing and re-

cr(‘ations. Both employers and (‘inployed shmdd have a mutual understanding

on sueh questions for the Ixuu'fit of the industry. Protection is the great thing.

With increased ])roteetion to industri(‘s 1 am sure, without much interference,

4;here will be a better und(*rstanding.

0-141 2. It is absolutely necessary that a minimum wage should bo

given to the workers in order to keep them alive ?—Certainly, but it would be
difficult to fix by Statute a minimum wage in the j)r(‘sent state of things.

G-1413. It is absolutely necessary to give them sufficient in order to enable

them to keep bo<ly and soul together ^—Yes.

0-1414, A minimum wage is an absolute neecvssity ?—Yes, but will it be

an all-India provision or a })rovineial provision ?

G-1415. You mean it sliould be a minimum wage according to the ability

of the province to pay I Yes, and also districts and industries and trades.

G-Hlfi. You say There are no profii -sharing or t‘0-partnership schemes

in operation Are you in favour of an ecpiitable distribution of the profits

among employers and employees ?- -1 merely say that there arc no such schemes

in operation now.

G-1417. But if such a principle were adoptc'd do you not think it would be

a good thing both for the employers and the employed t—There is none in

existence now. Perhaps it would lead to more contentment of labour.

G-1418. The workers are part and parcel of the (concern, and that being so,

should not they be given an equitable proportion of the profits. Do you not

tJiink that would enhance the efficiency of the workers ?—Yes, to some extent.

Q-1419. Sir Fiefor Sassoon : Are you in favour of profit-sharing Not
at the present moment.

. G-1420 . Mr, Kay

:

You say Trade Unions are ill-organized and ill-

controlled, and the result is that collective bargaining, which is one of the funda-

moutf^l objects of trade unions, is never achieved, while considerable lose k
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caused on either side. Sometimes even the formulation of grievances does not

take place before the strike and there is no attempt at all to settle the difference

before the workmen go on strike Do you consider that that applies locally ?

—

Why I say that trade unions are ill-organaed is because a strike takes place,

and then after 2 or 3 days the workers return. It is not possible to find out

why the strike arose. I want to avoid such things by strengthening the

trade unions so that everybody may know what the workers legitimate griev-

ances are.

G-1421. You think it should be practicable for discussions to take place

before a strike is declared ?—If you know what the grievances are, it is the duty

of the employer to go into them and see in what way he can redress them.

G-1422. And it is partly the duty of the trade union ?—Yes.

G-1423. You have told us your views as to the question of having “ out-

siders ” connected with a Union. Your opinion is that the work-people them-

selves should have fuller representation ? -A predominant voice should be

given to the workmen. In tlie present condition of labour, one or two out-

siders may be in it.

G-1424. Is it your experience that when negotiations are conducted by
outsiders misunderstandings are more likely to arise than if the negotiations

are conducted directly between employers and employed ?—Outsiders might

be present to give their advice, but it is far better that the employers and em-
ployed themselves should settle their disputes.

G-1425. On the point of employers showing more sympathy with trade

unions, have you found in your experience that any suggestion of active sym-
pathy with a trade union on the part of an employer is very apt to be mis-

interpreted ?—I do not think it follows. But one or two cases have occurred.

G-1426. Mr. Sastri : Are you afraid that too much sympathy on the part

of the employer might create suspicion on the part of the workers ?—I do not

think that need take place.

G-1427. Mr. Kay : You do not think that an employer who might exhibit

a certain amount of sympathy with the development of a trade union would be

suspect of exercising undue influence and control ?~ There might be circum-

stances leading to such suspicion. I do not think that is a general feature.

6-1428. Mr. Sastri : There is that risk ?—I think so.

G-1429. Mr. UbauluUah : You do not want any of the office-bearers

of a trade union to be outsiders ?—One or two may be iu it in the present
condition of labour.

6-1430. What danger do you think there is in having outsiders in a trade
union ?—My idea is that the people in the industry itself should run their affairs

and take the full responsibility for a fateful decision.

6-1431. Mr. Shiva Rao : In your memorandum you speak of the non-
applicability of any and every recommendation and Convention of the Inter-
national Labour Conference. Do you suggest to the Commission that those
which have been ratified should be cancelled, or do you give that as a warning
in regard to future Conventions ?—Some of these things are not entirely appli-
cable to Indian conditions at the present time. Therefore we have to proceed
liowly and not entirely on Western conditions.
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0-1436: ^ou say that Govemmeat should intervene at a very early stage

in aU trade disputes. Are you satisfied that the Madras Government is doix^
that, or has been doing it I—I do not know whether it is the fault of the Govern-
ment ortheemployers that courts of inquiry are not instituted until the strike

is on. That is why I suggest a permanent court of inquiry.

G-1433. You say that sometimes even the formulation of grievances does
not take place before a strike. Do you seriously suggest that employers do not
know about the existence of grievances when strikes have taken place in this

Presidency ?—My point is whether the workers have actually approached the
employers before they have gone on strike.

G-1434. Are you satisfied that the employers give reasonable facilities to

the work-people to make due representations without any risk of dismissal or

other forms of punishment ?—In all well-organized industrial concerns

the employers are taking notice of the workers’ complaints is my information.

There may be room for improvement.

6-1435. Can you give a single instance in which a strike has taken place

when the work-people have not consented to go back to work as soon as a court

of inquiry was established ?—It may be so.

G-1436. On the question of fines you say that they are often utilized for

the general benefit of the employees. Are you quite sure that they are utilized

in that way ?—That is my information. 'As we say, fines are very rare, but
when they are collected they are utilized either for the general benefit of the

employees or for charity. A certain number of our members are tanners, and
1 understand from them that they utilize the fines in the ways that I have just

mentioned. We had occasion to consult other members on this point some-
time ago. They all gave the same information.

G-1437. With regard to trade combinations you say “ Half the executive

of a trade union is now permitted to be persons not toployod in the industry.

This is mischievous though it gives the advantage of knowledge and ex-

perience.”—What I meant was this : There are, say, 100 operatives, both men
and women, who are hard-working, earnest and loyal. Porno fault of theirs

they go on strike and return to work after 2 or 3 days. In that way mischief

is done to these workmen ; I do not know by whom, but the fact remains that

these loyal workmen are put to trouble and loss. I want to avoid such things.

G-1438. Do you suggest that because the workmen go back to work after

2 or 3 days of the strike they are convinced that the strike was ill-advised or

unjust ?—The circumstances under which they have gone back to work maybe
attributed to different causes, but my actual experience of the strikes in this city

is tliat great mischief is done to these workers.

6-1439. Have you any experience of outsiders creating difficulty in the

settlement of industrial disputes ?—No. I have not been in any such nego-

tiations.

6-1440. Miss Power: Dealing with the question of hours, you say:
“ No reduction of hours is necessary now, nor even practicable und^ present

industrial conditions ”
. With regard to regulations for women’s work you say

:

“ For women 8 hours’ day and 48 hours ’ week is unobjectionable Do you
mean that although it is unobjectionable you would not advocate it now^ ot
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tib$,t^ou would advocate immediate reduction for wonjteu only m spite of ^roiir

|X|BivKms remark® ?—They work 8 hours now, and I say that no ^netian m
necessary. As far as I could see, there are al^ut 300 factories working for 48
hours, 2M factories working for 54 hours and over a thousand factories working
for 60 hours according to the contingencies of the work. 'I have suggested that

the present working hours should remain ; but in the case of women an 8 hours

day is unobjectionable in itself.

6-1441. Do you want to make the legal maximum hours for women 48
whfle those for men would remain at the present figure of 60 ?—I. have no
objection on grounds of humanity.

6-1442. Do you not think that in the textile industry it would be a very

difficult thing to combine the work of men and women where women could

work only for 48 hours while the men could work for 60 hours ?—Do you think

it would be a practicable proposition ?—I think so.

6-1443. Do you not think that you may endanger the livelihood of the

women if you put obstacles in the way of their employment, which do not apply

to the employment of men, particularly in respect of the hours of work ?—

I

see there is that risk, but difference in wages, nature of work have also to be
considered.

6-1444. You say : Employment of children in textile mills may be pro-

hibited, if not in others also There again, do you advocate that it should

be illegal to employ children from 12 to 15 years of age in textile factories ?—
Yes, because I want that these children should receive education. If they are

taken to work they will be denied all the education which they would have got
if they had not been taken to work at such an early age in an industry which
tells on their health,

6-1445. But under your Compulsory Education Act, 11 jrears is the age
fixed in the case of girls and 12 in the case of boys. The legal employment
age of children in textile factories is 12 to 15. If you prohibit them from employ-
mtot in textile factories, how does it help you in respect of education ? It

merely means that you would be driving them into unregulated factories where
conditions of labour might be worse than they are in textile factories ?—You
can take them as apprentices and send them to technical schools for giving

them higher education between the ages of 12 and 15.
^

6-1446. You realize that in the textile trade you are dealing with a masa
of imskilled child workers ?—Even they must know something about the

technical aspects of the industry.

6-1447. In your memorandum you say :
“ employers should be induced to

institute provident funds and gratuity funds to which contribution should be
made compulsory Do you mean that having induced the employer to start

a fund it shall be compulsory on the worker to pay his share ?—Yes. These
people should be made to contribute a small amount to a gratuity fund Just
as the 6overnment servants are made to contribute their share.

64448. Do you think it is a reasonable thing that the employers should
in^xely be induced, not compelled, to start such funds, but that the workers,
ia soon as such funds are started, must be compelled to pay their share ?—It is

bo their betiefit*
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Chl44d. Do you not thinV there should be either mduoement or compBl
sioa on bbtii sides, iMtihwr ‘dum only indueement on one side but oomiiiiUeii

Ml tlw other }—flevorsl of these men are not mil-educated and unless they SM
aude to contribute tlmy will not do so and compulsion on the employer may
min the industry itself on wMeh both depend.

G-1450. That applies equally to the employers. Let us be clear as to
whether you desire that there should be merely inducement on the part of the

employer but compulsion on the part of the worker ?—^Yes for mutual benefit

the interests of the trade or industry should be paramount.

Q-1461. Mr. ChtD

:

Have you any members in your Chamber who own
textile mills ?—Yes.

G-1462. Which mills ?—The Choolai mills, the Sri Ranga Vilas Spinning

and Weaving Mills, and the Kaleeswar Mills at Coimbatore.

6-1463. They are in favour of exclusion of all children rmder 16 ?—I can-

not definitely commit myself to that.

(The witness withdrew.)

Dr. AHMAD MUKHTAB, MJL, Ph.D., Profemor of Economics. Anamalai

University, Chidambaram.

G-1464. Mr. Sastri

:

You come from the Anamalai University, Chidam-
baram ?—Yes.

G-1466. You are quite new to these parts ?—Absolutely. I have only
been here for the last 8 months.

G-1466. Before that had you any experience as Professor ?—Yes. I was
University Lecturer in Plcwnomics in the Aligarh University from November
1921 to July 1928. In the Gordon College at Rawalpindi I worked from
October ISi^ to September 1921. I was Industrial Investigator to the
Punjab Government in 1920.

6-1457. How long did you hold the office of the Industrial Investigator I—^For about 7 or 8 months.

G-1458. Besides being gener^ly interested in these questions you have
not yourself been engaged in any industry ?—No, not directly.

6-1459. Would you mind telling us generally about the way in which you
like the higher education given in Universities to be brought to bear upon these
questionB 1 1 understand it is upon that that you would like to speak more tha.ti

upon anything else ?—If I may say so, I can speak on things directly connected
with Uie factory labour, because I have investigated into that matter. I sub-
mitted a thesis on the matter to the London University, and a copy of that

has been sent to your office.

G-1460. All that will have no practical relation to the problems in

pxesidency, because your experience here is very slight ?—Yes.

G-1461. I think, here ore, t would be helpful to the Commission if yon
confined your evidence to the very general points upon which we have mot
gotmu^ evidence, as to the assistance that Universities and other leatned bodies
may render to this subject and the way in which, for instance, accurate stattA-

tSes may be collected In my memorandum 1 have recommended ^lat
yktmi labour deparfments should be started in every province. It* be

x2
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cetiMmly possible forUmv^rsitites to help these departmeatB by&est-hapdliii-

dustrial mvestigations. The Pimjab Govemmeat started a Boa^ of Eccmoiaio

Baquiiy in 1919, and some investigators have already submitted their rcqpmrta

on industrial conditions relating to the Punjab. T^hese investigations were

carried on by people coxmected with Universities, that is, those who had passed

the M, A. examination in economics.

G-1462. Taking one of the more promising investigators who investigated

under your instructions, can you give us some idea as to the line on which he

conducted the enquiry and its results ?—None investigated under my instruc-

tions so far. I was an investigator myself.

Q-1463. Give us your experience then. The investigations must have

proceeded on certain lines. Take any one investigation and tell us the results ?

—

In my industrial investigations in the Punjab, I framed a questionnaire which

was approved by the Board of Economic Enquiry. That questionnaire forms

an Appendix to my book on Factory labour. It was divided into a number
of parts. The first part related to the family. I wanted to know exactly

from what particular part the industrial labourer came, what caste he belonged

to, the number of dependents on him and so on. The second part re-

lated to the family income, i.e., his average monthly income. The third

part related to housing. The fourth part related to food. What particular

diet he was accustomed to ? How much of milk, how much of sugar, and
how much of other things did he take from month to month ? The fifth part

related to lighting arrangements. Was his house lighted by a kerosine oil

lamp or by electricity or by any other thing ? The sixth part related to ser-

vants. Was the industrial labourer accustomed » to servants or whether

all the domestic duties we ie performed by him and the other members of

his familv ^ The seventh part related to clothing. What particular clothing

he was ac^*istomed to, and how many pairs of trousers, shirts, or turbans and
shoes did ne have from time to time. The eighth part related to education.

Did he ha :e any education before he actually entered the factory as a labourer

and f o on ? The ninth part related to m#dical attendance : whether at the

time of illness he consulted any doctor well versed in the unani or ayurvedic

systems of medicine or a physician trained in the western systems of medicine ?

The tenth part related to ceremonies. How much money did he generally

spend on marriages, pilgrimages and so on. The eleventh part related to

amusement.^. Did he have access to cinema shows, to theatres and other

things ? The 12th part related to the entertainment of guests. How many
guests did he have in a year, and how much money did he spend on those guests ?

The 13th part related to charities or presents. Was he very religious in his

views ; if so, how much money did he spend on charities ? The Hth part re-

lated to savings. Was he able to make any savings after meeting all his ex-

penses. The 15th part related to expenditure on sundries, like stationery,

soap and other things. The last part related to indebtedness. Was he in

d%bt ; if so, to what extent ?—This was the questionnaire that was framed
andappiov^ by the Board of Economic Enquiry in the Punjab, I* worked
according to this plan, and the result of my investigations has been set forth

in my laemorandum. What I think is that the labourers in India geim-
aca greatly indebted. In the Punjab about 60 to 68 per cent, of the

Ifl^arera are indebted, and the main items of indeJ^tedness in their case are
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illnass and other things. Some of the labourers in the Punjidi aJie

not in a position to clear oSt their debts.

6*1464. I would like to know what became of this very valuable line of

investigation when you relinquished your appointment ? Has a successor

been appointed in your place ?—^That was probably thrown into the waste
jpaper basket, because Government officials were not at all sympathetic. I

mow that one gentleman remarked onmy report that it was an anti-en^loyer*8

report, and so it need not be printed.

G-1466. Did they suspect that you brought any political bias into your
investigations l—Absolutely not. Since I had disclosed «o many points in re-

ference to the Punjab labour, some of the officials of the Punjab Government
did not like that it should be published, because the employers’ class was in a
majority in the Council and they did not like that anything against them should

be disclosed.

G-1466. You think that some preliminary education is necessary even to

Government and Government’s officers in this respect ?—liVhat I want is that

they should be sympathetic to the needs of the people.

G'1467. Will you kindly tell us, if you know, what efforts have been made
by other Universities in order to start enquiries of this nature ?—So far as I

know, no attempt has been made by any other Indian University in reference to

factory labour.

G-14C8. Is it your considered opinion that Universities may profitably

start enquiries of this kind ?—Certainly.

G-1409. Is it also your considered opinion that these advanced students

of economies, the researchers, for instance, should be compelled to undergo a

certain course in conducting enquiries of this sort ?—Certainly, provided the

remuneration paid to them is decent enough.

G-147(>. I am not thinking of the remuneration. 1 want to know whether

in your judgment the Universities will be legitimately employed in doing this

sort of work ?—Certainly.

G-1471. But that is not yet recognized, you say, by the managements cf

Universities ?—It has been recognized, but only the research workers are not

coming forth or the purpose.

G-1472. Do you think the results of the work of research of these students

will be really useful in building up any body of reliable statistics ?—Certainly-

Q-1473. From the questionnaire that you just now read out, 1 could gather

that there were some questions the answers to which required a certain amount

of enlightenment and intelligence on the part of the factory hands from whete

the information had to be obtained ?—It much depends upon the way in whidi

tht investigation m carried on. When I first started my work it was imposdfole

ior me to get any accurate information. I vras taken as a C. I. D. man by
workers^ and at one time I hardly escaped being shoe beaten.

Q4474. There is much chance of error in the beginning at all events ?—
This enquiry need not be taken up hurriedly and brought to an end hnici|e^y*

'
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^1475. Wlien the Bta^tietics are eolleoted together by these students, do
yon think they would need checking by more xesponsibte officers ?—€ertainfy.

<3-1476. In the Annamakii University can you take up this work f—^We are
stall an infant institution. We are only in the first year of our existence as

a University, and it is rather difficult to take up this work now.

GM477. But it is your intention to start this work later ?—Yes.

G-1478. Mr. Chw : Do I understand you to say that you were asked by
Ae Punjab Government to prepare a report ?—Under the light of the ques-

tionnaire just now read out by me, I was asked to prepare family budgets, and
after 1 had finished my work I was called upon by Mr. Manoharlal, now
Minister of Education in the Punjab, to prepare a report based upon
likose budgets. I prepared the report, and I was under the iminression that

it would be published by the Punjab Government. Similar reports had
been published by the Punjab Governmentwhen the work was done by agricul-

tural experts or by English ladies and gentlemen. For example, under the

urban enquiry section only one report has been published by the Punjab Gov-
ernment, and the enquiry was undertake by Ifo. Caleb.

(3-1479. You say that when the report was presented the Board of Economic
Enquiry decided not to publish it ?—The information I got was that the

confidential remarks of the officer on my report were that the report was
anti-employer and so it need not be published.

G-1480. Was the question of publication considered by the Board of Econo-

mic Enquiry ?—I should think so. That was the information passed on to me
privately by persons connected with the Board.

G-1481. So that you published it afterwards yourself ?—My investigations

in the Punjab extended over about 8 years, and it was in 1928 that I published

the results of my researches.

G-1482. Did you come to any conclusion as to the standard of living in the

Punjab among industrial workers ?—Yes ; I know that it is very low.

G-1483. Is it lower than it is in Madras, for instance ?—I think it is higher

than it is in Madras.

G-1484. Did you attempt to form an estimate of what would constitute

a living wage in the Punjab >—No.

Q-1485. As you know, at present nearly all the factory population is drawn
from the villages and the workers are in the habit of returning to their villages

whereas in western countries the factory popq^tion is a permanent one. Have
you, as a result of your investigations throughout India, formed any ccmclusian

as to. the desirability of encouraging or ^scouiaging the grow^ of a per-

manent industrial population ?—I think there is certainly a needfw encouraasoig

the growth of a permanent factory population in India. We want divexsiloa-

tion^ Ihe occupatidn of people. A^culture as it stands at present is not in a
peehson to feed Ihe entiro population.

G-1486. In other words, you want to see the giowtii of a pt^nilation

diftamiid from the villages ah^etber t—Certainfy'.
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^-1487. Do you not think that the system of retaining some village con*

nection has beneficial effects in the direction of health and other matters
It has, but if the factory conditions are improved there is no reason why the

labourer should not be divorced from agriculture.

6-1488. But are the industrial centres in India places in which you would
like to see a population permanetly retained ?—^Yes. Dhariwal in the Punjab
lor instance, is a fit place, I think.

6-1489. I was thinking of bigger industrial cities ?—There is great con-

gestion in cities like Calcutta. Bombay and Ahmedabad. When more
industries are started, some guidance should be given to the industrialists, and
they should be called upon to start industries in places which are mot
alr^dy very congested

6-1490. Mr, Sastri : The point is whether you do not think that it is best

for the workman still to maintain his village connection ?—I do not think it is

necessary for him to maintain his village connection provided the factory

conditions are improved. Tf the factory conditions Me bad, it is cetainly de-

sirable that the factory worker should go to his village for the recoupment
of his health. Perhaps that is the main reason why factory workers now leave

their factories and go to their villages.

6-1491. Mr, Chio : In your memorandum you refer to the waiting period

in connection with workmen’s compensation. I am not quite able to under-

stand your proposal, because you say that the waiting period should be cur-

tailed from 1(1 days to a week, but later on you say they must get compensa-

tion also for the waiting period ” ?—Yes, for those whose illness extends for

more than 7 days.

6-1492. You mean it should be dated back ?—What I mean is that no
compensation need be paid for all those who suffer only for a period of 7 days.

6-1493. Miss Power : In your memorandiun you deal with the question

of employment bureaux and I gather your suggestion is that surplus labour in

one area should be shifted to areas of greater demand. Do you want to use

these bureaux primarily for labour transference from one part of the country

to another rather than for filling specific vacancies in one definite area ?—For

both purposes, I should say.

6-1494. On the question of labour transference do you think that you

would be able to persuade bodies of unskilled workers through the-agency of a

bureau to move from one part of the country to another ?—It all depends upon

how the industrial bureaux are manned. If they are manned by sympathetic

persons there is no reason why the labourers should not be persuaded to go from

one place to another. Already there is a movement in that dilectiOnu

Xiabourers of one provincego to another. For example, Punjabis have gone to

Straits Settlements and even to England ; many of them ar6 employed there,

6-1495. We were told in Karachi that there were a number of unririiled

wc^kers, who had been brought there for work in the Port Trust, who, owii)i|( to.

tine shrinknge of the work, were out of employment for over six m<mtl|s,

endeavour was made to persuade them to transfer to the Sukkut bezruKe whexu
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there was a great shortage of workers without any success ; they would not
move ?—Because those leaders could not have commanded conMenoe among
the labourers.

G-1496. You think that the officials of the bureau would be able to com-
mand that confidence ?—Provided they are sympathetic

;
it all depends upon

how the labour bureaux are manned.

G-1497. Who would you have for running those bureaux ?—To begin
with, I would like to have some Government officials provided they are sympa-
thetic and representatives of the employers and the labourers.

G-1498. Who would you use for the transference of labour ?—Even now
it is possible for one single person to transfer hundreds of labourers from one
part of the country to another part. After all it is the jobber who does the work.

G-1499. With regard to sickness insurance you say that it should be made
compulsory for workers in organized industries. What exactly do you mean
by ‘ organized industries '

? Do you mean industries coming under the Fac-

tories Act ?—Yes.

G-1600. You do not mean industries whose workers are organized into

trade unions ?—No.

G-1501. Later on you say: ‘‘Labour is migratory no doubt, but this

caimot stand in our way Could you give us some idea as to how you think

a system of sickness insurance for industries coming under the Factories Act
could be worked in this country ?—The only difficulty that has been so far put
forward is the paucity of medical men. I hold that there is no paucity of

medical men in this country provided by the term ‘ medical men ’ we mean
people who are well versed in the western or m the oriental systems ot medicine.

Even now ^ve have got a large luimher of unemployed medical graduates

who work on a miserable' pittance ;
some of them are working even for Bs. 50

and 60, They must have spent thousands of rupees on their education, but
aftertheyhavefinisliedtheir studies they are nor in a position to make both

ends meet. The discussion on this question in the Legislative Assembly
showed that the members considered the paucity of medical men to be the main
difficulty.

6-1602. Probably the members of the Legislative Assembty had not
thought about it as closely as you have. How do you think you would get

over the difficulty of distinguishing between absence due to genuine sickness

and absence for the purpose of returning to the village for agricultural or

domestic purposes ?—Ite help of the factory doctors could certainly be secured.

6-1603. You think that the present migratory habits of the industrial

worker would not invalidate any system of sickness insurance ? I do not
think so.

G-1604. In fact, you do not see any great difficulty ?—No.

G-1605. In your memorandum you deal with the question of the pooling
system in cotton ginning factories. I do not quite understand what you mean
by it ?—In some districts in the Punjab- -and probably in the Madras Pre-
sidency too—^aH the ginning factories are not at work. Some ginning factories
SSOik, 4Ekd they try to fleece the labourers as best as they possibly The
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ginning factories at work lay by a certain fund wWch ia in woportion to tbe

number of gins worked by them and that fund is distributed amongst all^^e

ginning factory employers in proportionto the ntunber of gins in each factory

•

6-1606. Mr. Clow : In fact, there have been cases of factories being erect-'

ed with, no intention of working, merely for the sake of sharing in the pool ?—

*

Yes, that is all due to the pooling system.

6-1507. Miss Power : In your memorandum you refer to the mortgaging
of labour with special reference to the carpet factories. Are adults also mort-
gaged, or are only children mortgaged ?— Adults and minors both. The adults

are the master-weavers and the minors are the children working in those fac-

tories under the supervision of master-weavers. The master-weavers get Rs. 200
or 300 as advance money and they cannot shirk ofi the responsibility by the pay-
ment of that money at any time afterwards. They must carry on their work
unless they are in the course of time in a position to liberate themselves from
the clutches of the employer. There are minors who are mortgaged for As. 1

J

per day
;
some of them get only As. 1. I have got in my book photos of some

oiv the minors working in carpet factories. Those will show you how very
pathetic the condition of these workers is.

6-1508. You say :
“ Very few of the illiterate workers know all about the

labour laws That point has been brought out in a number of places. Have
you got anv useful suggestions to make to us as to how the existence of indus-

trial laws for the protection of the worker can be brought home to him ?—It

may be brought home to him through the employers, through the 6overnment
and through the skilled workers. The Government and the labour unions can
both help the work^-rs by distributing h'aflets amongst the educated people and
these in turn can explain them to the illiterate workers.

(4-1509. Do you know if any endeavour has been made to do this ?—Not
in the Punjab, Dnited Provinces, the Bengal Presidency, Bihar and Orissa and
a few oth^^r provinces. Some attempt in tliis direction has been made in the

Bombay Presidency and I hear in the Madras Presidency too.

6-1510. Did you come across any workers, for instaiK'e, 'who did not even

know what the legal working day was ?*—There are workers who do not know
anything about thei^' position as such, not to speak of thes*» provisions.

6-1511. You say ‘'Some workers, for example, children working in

several factories are greatly under-paid. Trade Boards should be set up m
such industries What industries do you refer to ?—Sports works in Sialkot,

for instance, and carpet factories in the Punjab and the United Provinces of

Agra and Oudh. '

6-1512. Do you suggest that the regulation should bcr only in respect of

children ?—Children and adults both.

6-1613. And you would like to start such legislation first in unregulated^

factories ?—Certainly.

6-1614. Do you not think it would be a little complicated to begin witb

the regulation of wages before even the regulation of hours, sanitary condititofi

and so on ?—Yes, but we can take this up in some industries {0t the preaeitt
,

and tbe attempt can be extended in course of time#



€(•1615. Mn.. Rao : You soi^est legidaiaon for eompnlooijy

loatenuty benefits. Haare you thought whether it would not have any r€M-
tion on the employment of women ?—The Bombay Ciovemment has led the

way in 4^t direction., imd the other provinces may follow suit.

€(-1516. Do you not think that many of the women will be without em-
ployment as a result of legislation ?—The maternity benefit scheme will

Iceep that in view.

G-1617. My point is will it not have the tendency of making the employers

not to employwomen at all ? If youmake it difficult for them to employ women
they would cease to employ them ?~~As an immediate effect that may happen,

hut I do not think that will happen in the long run.

G-1618. Why Because women are certainly cheaper to the employers

than men.

0-1619. Have you thought of any other emplo3Tnent, by way of supple-

menting their husbands'* wages, for women who will be sent out and who^11
not find any job *—No.

*

G-1620. You say :
“ A welfare worker is a necessary adjunct of a wise and

successful industrial organism Do vou suggest that the worker should be an
honorary worker or a paid worker ?—A paid worker.

0-1621. Paid 1^ whom ?—By the employer. In some factories the em-
ployer can take upon himself the duties of a welfare worker ; in others, there

must be a paid whole-time welfare worker. That is done in English factories.

It was attempted even in the Tata Mills ; I think they have got a welfare worker

now ; I think he is Mr. Naoroji.

G-1622. Do you want to make it compulsory, or would yon leave it to

the good-will of the employer ?—That is a thing which will grow by itself, and
Oiat is a thing which ought to grow by itself ;

it must not be forced.

G-1523. There are teachers and doctors in every town and supposing

tiiey are asked to do this kind of welfare work ?—I do not think it would be

possible for the industries to pay them highly. I know of industries which
offer their doctors Rs. 6, and the result is that no doctor goes there.

0-1624. Do you not think it is the duty of the Taluk Board, or the Dis-

trict Board or the Municipality to employ such workers ?—Certainly it would
be advisable for any of these local bodies to employ such persons.

G-1626. Instead of having a separate worker for each district or town,

would it not be economical to make use of the services of the teachers and
dot^ts raiding in that district or town and make them undergo a course of

training in welfare work along with their University education 1—In that case,

pohaps educatbn may suffer, because, much of th^ time will be devoted to

this work.

G-1626. But you admit that welfare work is quite essentisl. Bupporing
•the teachers who are employed by the Distxiet Boards are nmde to do tMs

—'I think ^ucation. which is thear {nrima^ du^, wfflau^. Theliocdi
Boaids, or the Distadct Boards or the Munieqiality can have a whcde-thoe
isre ‘Worker for certain Meas .

”
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<3-1827. Would you uiake tlie iuduBtries eontribute a part of the aalary

of auch wodcoB ?—Yes.
\

(3>1528. Mr. Mvhammad Vbaididlah

:

You say :
“ The factory labourer

is sunk deep in poverty and it is difficult for him to pay for the services of kwr-

yea in anticipation of the realization of compensation money. It is also

d^Slcult for him to prove his case by direct evidence. His colleagues, who
may otherwise have helped him, are afraid of losing their jobs and desert him
at the hour of need in dread of the employer You mean that the employers

wHl dismiss their men who will tell the trpth ?—I know of several cases in which

tihe workers have been victimized.

G-1529. You say :
“ According to the Trade Union Act, as it stands, not

less than one*half of the total officers of a registered trade union shall be per-

sons ‘ actually engaged or employed in an industry with which the trade \mion

is concerned ’. I suggest that one-half should be changed to one-third

Why do you think that the workers would not come forward in sufficiait num-
bers to Conduct their unions themselves ?—I know of cases where workers

wanted unions but they could not start them because they could not get one-

half of the total office bearers from their ranks. It is for this reason that I

have recommended a change from one-half to one-third.

G-1530. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

In your memorandum you say that if you

curtail the waiting period of 10 days to a week, the workmen may be induced

to follow the instructions of the employers, as also of the medical practitionew,

more vigilantly and carefully. What makes you to consider that a curtail-

ment of three dajrs in the waiting period would so alter the workman as to make
him follow the instructions of the employers and the medical practitioners ?

—

It is as a result of my conversatiori with the employees and the employers that

I have made this suggestion.

G-1631. Do you mean to say that the workman does not follow the ins-

tructions either of the employers or of the medical practitioners because he has

got to wait for 10 days whereas he would follow the instructions if he were made
to wait only for 7 days ?—There will certainly be a great difference.

G-1532. You think that 3 days will make all this difference ?—The period

.could be curtailed still further.

G-1533. In your memorandum you deal with the law of master and swr-

vuxt. Have you any knowledge whether the Breach of Contract Act deals

with this matter ?—^No, not in its l^al aspects.

G-1634. You do not know that that is not enforcible ! I know that it is

enloroed in several parts of India in practice.

G-1636. Not l^pally
;
you mean morally ?—Yes.

0-1836. Morally these workers pay back these sums ?—-Not only motaBy;

are bound doim.

G-I637. Legally those contracts cannot be enforced t—The empioyav

•ka able to secure help of policemen,

Q-1S38. Do you know of any case where legal action has been tafcail^
Not in a court of laur.
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6-1539. IW^ore it is the lade of kitowle^e of the woeker tint is re«>

ponsible for this ?—Yes, and his helplessness too.

6-1540. You advocate that there should be one physician for every 200
labourers ?—60 to 2(^.

6-1641. 200 is the maximum that you give. Do you knoer of any part

in Ihie world where this holds good ?—No. I had a talk with several mescal
prad^oners in India, and it was upon their advice that I fixed the number.

6-1642. Do you know in western coimtries whether it is a statutory obla-
tion on the part, of the employer to keep one full-time physician for every 200
workmen ?—The employers in western countries are more enlightened than the

raaployers in India. They do keep full-time physicians.
‘

6-1543. One physician for every 200 workmen ?—I do not know Ae
number.

6-1544. Do you know the number of workers employed by Messrs. Binny
and' Co., in this city ?—^No.

6-1545. You may take it that the number is something like 10,000. Would
you suggest, therefore, that they should keep 50 full-time medical men for that

one firm ?—Certainly, if the number is so great as 10,000.

6-1546. You should remember that 10,000 represents the number of em-
ployees and not the number of sick persons 1—All the workers are sick; they
are not healthy

;
nobody knows what they are suffering from.

6-1547. Do you know what the jwpulation in this city is ?—The condi-

tiohs of this city are decidedly better than the conditions in factories.

(The witness withdrew.)

Miss AZABIAH, District Secretary, Young Women’s Christian Association,

Madras, Mrs. COUSINS, and Mrs. BHAOZBATHI SRI BAM, women sodal

workers.

6-1548. Mr. Sastri : Miss Azariah, your memorandum relates to the

Telugu districts ?

—

(Miss Azariah) : Yes.

6-1549. How long have you been engaged in this work ?—^For the past

20 years. I have lived in the Telugu Area and have made two visits person-
ally to these towns to investigate the conditions of labour in the mills.

6-1550. Have you any reason to think that the conditions in the Tamil
districts are different ?—I cannot say.

6-1551 . Miss Poiver

:

In your memorandum you rrfet to the cle& or pay-
master taking a commission of 3 pies per rupee from the labourers. How wide
is that practice and in what types of mill does it exist ?—^In these seasonal
factories the labourers pay it as a sort of mamool or commission, Thqr do set
.conadet it as a' bribe at all.

, ;

6-1562. Do they have to pay a lump sum down to the paymarter in Older
.
lo l>e 'token on at the seasonal factory in addition to.paying 3 pies in.^the rupee
of their salaries ?

—

I cannot tell you whether they do or not.
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G-15S3. I take it that the tanneries to which you refer are outside the scope

of the Factories Act ?—^Yes.

6-1654. Would you tell us about the number of persons employed and the
conditions under which they are employed ?—I visited several tanneries in

Guntur and Bezwada each employing about 50 persons. There are a number of

women and boys also employed in these places. The men do the actual work of

tanning while Ihe women cany the refuse outside the factory and do miscella-

neous work. The sanitary conditions both inside and outside the works are

very bad.

6-1656. Are there other factories besides tanneries which do not yet come
under the Factories Act of which you have had any experience ?—^There are

some rice and flour mills. There also the conditions are unsatisfactory. But I

have not studied them closely.

6-1656. Have you any view as to extending the Factorie.s Act to cover

such places which are not at present covered by the Factories Act ?

—

(Mrs.

Cousins) : There are a number of private industries such as weaving concerns,

brass melting tradcp, bidi making and pottery works in many places employ-

ing 20 to 40 persons in each. These factories come under no inspection or re-

gi^tion with regard to hours of work, ventilation, wages and so on. They
should be brought under the Factories Act or at lea.st an enquiry should be
made into the conditions of these factories.

6-1557. Do you want regulation simply on the que.stion of sanitation and
hours of work or do you want to extend it to wages as well 1— should start with

sanitation and hours of work before proceeding to regulate wages.

G-1558. In your memorandum you say that the wages in the factories are

the same as in the surrounding agricultural areas. In that event wliat induces

these people to work in these factories ? Is it simply a question of working in a

factory during a period when people have not got much to do on their lands ?

—

Yes. During harvest time the factory owners pay an anna more in order to

induce them to stay on ; at other times the wages are the same.

6-1559. In your memorandum you deal with the visits of the Health Officer

to these factories. Is there any co-operation between the Health Officer and
the Inspector of Factories ?—I do not know whether there is co-operation or not.

But I heard that certain women workers were employed at night in jute tniHa

last year and that the manager told them that it w'as illegal to do it this year

and that they would not be so employed hereafter. The Health Officers have

no executive power but only that of advisers.

6-1660. Do you feel that the amount of inspection that can be done with

the number of inspectors is adequate ?—No ; at least not in the parts

which I have seen.

6-1561. Have you any view as to the appointment of women factory

inspectors ?

—

(Mrs.Couains) : It w necessary that women factory inspectors

be appointed to look after the welfare of the large number of women
and children. Th^e All-In^ Women’s Conference on Education and Soohd

has passed a resolution recommending the appointment of an adequsle

of women factory inspectors to look afaerthe welfare of the large nnmiMiir

of women and children empbyed in large industrial centres.



0»15Q2« I believe you liave no woman factory inspector heEce 1—No.

G-1663. You refer to the prevalence of beri beri as a result of polished rica

Is it a practice which could be easily given up ? Would it even be more econo-

mical for the worker to do that ?

—

(Miss Azaru^)

:

Polished rice is white and

fine and people have a fancy for it. It is not much food value.

G-1664. Mr, Sastri : Is it more profitable to the man to polish the rice and

sell it ?—No. In a certain jail here the doctor has ordered that the rice should

not be polished more than three times. What has been done for the jail mmit

be done for the general population also. Polishing rice over much should be

prevented by law.

G-1565. Power : The gist of a large part of your memorandum is the

unpreparedness of the average small town for the growth of industry as e result^

of which factory workers are ill housed and sanitary arrangements ai®

How do you think the difficulty could be met ? Do you think that the prime

responsibility should fall on the employer who sets up a mill in a rural area

the Municipality ?—The employer and the Municipality must co-operal^ ^
providing proper housing for them. In Bezwada and Guntur, there are good

schemes for town planning and drainage respectively, but they could nof^

carried out for want of funds. (Mrs. Cousins) : This involves a large ques-

tion of public health and it is curious that only 1 per cent, of the total revenues

is devoted to public health.

G-1566, Is there compulsory education in any of the smaller cities in which
you have made your investigation ?

—

(Miss Azariah)

:

No.

6-1567. If there is compulsory education in Madras city how is it possible

for these unregulated factories like the bidi shops to employ a large number of

children of school age ?

—

(Mrs. Cousins)

:

I do not know about the bidi factories

but the children employed in the weaving factories are older than the primary
school age.

Q-1668. Where is the hitch in administration which allows these children
not to be sent to school although they are of school age ?—I should think the
Attendance Committees are not doing their duties

; in some places they have not
even been formed.

6-1569. What powers are there to compel parents to send their children
to school ?—We can fine the parent

; it has been done in many cases, in Vellore
for instance.

6-1570. Are there variations in different wards in the city ?“I should
think that'would be so, but I am not certain. (Mrs. Sri Ram) : With regard
to compulsory education I find that in some places like Chingleput there are
not a sufficient number of schools for all children. €k>vemment has to opra
more^ schools before they can compel all children to attend school. Unless more
schoo.s are opened the Compulsory Education Act cannot be put mto force
effectively.

- 6-1571. Going back to the question of women factory inspectors who
for instance specialize in questions affecting women and chil&en, do you^^
there would be any difficulty in getting a woman of the right type to fiff jsifoli
|!#ts ?—(Afw. Cousins)

:

I feel sure that the ri^t type of wmhen will cascie
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loriraxdiftiiereisftdeimmd. ShesliOf^begivenastipefdand^ttaiiiedforthe

work. She ehonld also have the certaoMtj of being appointed to a post aftea^

vrazds.

6*1572. Mts. VenJeeUnmibha Rao : Ton say that the condition of iii4nB*

trial workers is most appalling. Do yon think that the employers do nothing to
improve riie lot of the workmen ?

—

(Mias Azafiah)

:

Most of these factories are
tnalfing snosll profits. They spend some money on other charities. I sag*

gested to some of them to utilize this money for the welfare of their ovm
workers. They say that it is their private charity and that it is Ihe dntjT

of the Mimicipality or Government to do welfare work for the poof
workmen. (Mrs. Covains)

:

This is not confined to small concerns alone. Zb
one of the large mills in Madras which I visited there was neither a crtehe nor
a rest room for th,e women to go in and feed their babies. The women have to go
outside to feed their babies and there was no room outside also. Although
there was a dispensary there was no lady doctor. All these things should have
been done by the Mill which was making large profits.

. G-1573. Miss Power : Do you think that the crtehe should be run by the

employer or the Municipality ?—It should be run by the employer in the big

industries. But in the case of small concerns which cannot afford to bear the
cost of welfare work the municipality and the employer should bear the cost.

The work should be done through the agency of paid servants and a visiting

board of workers of philanthropic societies.

G-1574. Do you find that the women employed in factories and workshops

are ready to leave their children in creches ?—Is’otin the beginning but after'

it has been in existence for some time. The same was the case with baby
welcomes also.

G-1575. Do you think that maternity benefits should be compulsory on
the employer ?—The Maternity Benefit Act should be applied to the Madras
Presidency just as in the Bombay Presidency.

G-1576. In the Bombay Presidency it is limited to one indastry. Do y©a
think that it is right that it should be limited to one industry or would you Kke

to extend it to all employers of female labour ?—The Act must be applied to alt

industries which employ women. It may be the textile industry in one Pro-

vince and some other industry in another Provihce.

G-1577. Would you have it non-contributory as in the case of Bombay,

that is to say, paid entirely by the employer, or would you have it partly by^
State and partly by the employer and the woman worker ?—The women get low

wages and they should not be asked to contribute anything. The Govemmeni
and the employers should bear the burden evenly.

6*1678. Mrs. Venhataaubha Rao ; Do the Madras Mills give any matontify

benefit i—(Mrs. Sri Rem)

:

They give 3 months’ leave on one-third wagM btril

in actual practice it works out to Rs. 3 or Rs, 4 only because- they take^
average for the whole year.

6*1579. Mias Pmer : Would you have the payment of the beitefit i^hade

in harii csf partly in the form of medical benefits ?

—

(Mrs. Coauma) ; I

haye it paul in caeh.
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0-1580. Some of the vomeo witnesses in Bombay were adamant against

Oie system of payment in ca4i. for they were afiraid that the cash mi|^t be spent

on the male members of the family and there was no guarantee that it would be

looperly spent on the women ?—I think that the women would take good care

about it.

0-1581, Mrs. Tenkatasubha Rao : Have you come across cases of women
who have been sent away by the employers in order to avoid payment of mater-

nity benefits 1 (Mrs. /Sn JSam) : In 1926 we made an investigation in the

Choolai Mills here into the conditions of women working there. We found that

many of them were dismissed in the 6th or 7th month of their pregnancy and

they found it difficult to be taken into the Mill again. But at that time there

was no maternity benefit scheme.

G-1682. What is the extent of maternity benefit that you would recom-

mend 1—Leave on full wages for six weeks before and six weeks after confine-

ment.

G-1683. Miss Power

:

You said that you made an investigation a few

yearsago into the economic conditions of women working in one of the Mills

here. Aretheconditionsnowthesameasthey were at that time?—They are

more or less the same.

G-1684. What were the outstanding points that came up as a result of your

investigation?—The women got low wages and most of them were in debt. We
examined 23 women in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills and 172 in the

'Choolai Mills. Of the former only one out of the 23 was out of debt. Of the 22

others 6 had borrowed at 25 per cent, interest, 9 at 75 i)er cent, and 8 at 160

per cent. In the Choolai Mill only 5 out of the 172 w'omen were out of debt.

Out of the remaining 167, three paid an interest of 36 per cent., 59 paid an
interest of 76 per cent, and 100 paid an interest of 160

per cent. The general conditions were unsatisfactory. The places

were insanitary. The women had no private sanitary arrangements. They
no rest house or separate room to feed their children.

G-1685. Were the babies allowed into the Mill for the purpose of being

fed ?—No, the mothers had to go out into the street to feed their children.

They were allowed 10 or 15 minutes for this purpose and if they came late the

mistri took them to task.

G-1686. Did you come across cases of bribery of the miHries by the

women ?—Quite a number of them. I said that the women were dismissed

when they were expecting a baby. If they wanted tobe taken back afterwards

they had to pay Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 to the mistri. They had to be constantly

bribing him in order that they may not incur his displeasure.

G-1587. What publicity is attached to your investigations ? What steps

do you take to see that the recommendations you make are carried out ?—We
want^ to publish the results of our investigation but the women were afraid

that they would be dismissed. Many of the women w'ho gave evidence before

us were threatened with dismissal if they continued to be members of any
union. {Mrs. Cousins) : The women from the Buckingham and Camatio
MiHs were dismissed for having given evidence before us. We held a pttbUo

meeting in the Gokhale Hall to protest against this victimization and iAvey
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were afterwards restored. Since then they have not been able to join any union

and it is almost impossible for us to make any investigations regarding the condi-

tions of their life in the Mills.

G-1588. /Sir Victor Sassoon : Is theie any organization here for traiiung

health visitors?—At present there is only one institute which trains health visi-

tors. Municipalities which require the services of health visitors send their

women for training here. But that is not enough.

G-1589. If an employer wanted a health visitor he would have to put him-

self on the waiting list ?—He can get her from Delhi.

G-1590. But there is the difficulty of language ?—Some women from this

Presidency have gone to Delhi for training.

G-J591. Mr. Shitxi Rao : Do the women find it difficult to work under
men mistries I—Yes, they do. The Women Graduates Union made an investi-

gation of this question and they found that the women found it very difficult

and inconvenient to work under men mistnes.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. V. M. RAMASWAMY BHIDALIAE, Mr. T. M. PARTHASMATTY
MUDALIAR, Mr. T. MUTHUSWABIY PILLAI, and Mr. R. KETARl MUTED
CHETTYy representing the Kerosene Oil Workers’ Union.

G-1592. Mr. Sastri : What is the strength of your Union, and when was it

formed ?—There used to be tliree different Companies carrying on business in

kerosene oil in Madras—the Burma Oil Company, the Asiatic Petroleum Com-
pany and the Standard Oil Company of New York. Last year there was a
merger between the first two Companies, and the firm is now called the Burma *

Shell Distributing Company. They have two installations, one at the mouth
of the harbour and another at Tondiarpot. At the former installation there are

about 300 workers, all of whom are members of our Union. As regards the

latter installation, there are 900 vrorkmen working there, out of whom 800 are

members of our Union. With regard to the Standard Oil Company, they

carry on business at Royapurain and employ 500 men, out of whom 100 have
joined the Union, and 400 are holding back for the reason that the Supervisor

is victimizing persons who are joining the Union.

G-1593. Is there any#thcr l^nion in this trade ?—I do not know of any.

G-1594. What is the kind of work in which your members are engaged ?

—

Pumping petrol and kerosene oil from tankers into storage tanks, and from

there into distributing tins and cans. Also cutting tin sheets into shape

for the making of oil cans and receptacles.

G-1596. Do you include any clerical staff in your Union ?—^No, so far

only those engaged in physical or manual labour.

G-1696. You say that the present practice prevalent among some of the

firms to institute rival bodies to existing trade unions must be put an end to.

Is that a general observation, or have you suffered from that kind of thing

We have not suffered from it. That is a general observation.

MlilURi h
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G-1697. You have had no opposition on that score from your employers 1—
No, for the good reason that our employers have not recognized our Union.

G-1698. You are a registered body ?—Yes. In justice to the employers I

may state that our Union was registered only 2 or 3 months ago, although we
have been in existence since 1919.

G-1699. You ask to have access to official records pertaining to the mis-

behaviour of particular workmen, or the orders passed upon them. Do you
think that is possible ?—We hear all sorts of grievances from the workmen, and
we want access to the records to see whether these grievances are genuine or not.

It would be much better for both sides, before the Union took any action, for us

to see the records to find out whether the grievance is a genuine one or not.

6-1600. Sir Victor Sassoon : Is there any reason why you should not go

up to the executive and have an unofficial talk, and find out these things before

the Union acted officially ?—Our policy has been to approach the employers

as far as possible unofficially in order to get our grievances remedied. It is only

when we do not get redress that we may have to take steps through the

Union. If problems are approached in the proper spirit both by the employers

and our members I think they can be settled. So far as we are concerned we
are prepared to take all reasonable steps.

6-1601. Mr, Sastri : You ask for access to official records in order to

eliminate irrelevant grievances ?—Yes.

G-1602. Are you not afraid that if records are open to inspection by the

Union, those records would be prepared in a certain manner ?—If the emplo-

yers want to evade the spirit of the rule they can very well do it.

G-1603. You must make everybody’s work easy. You want your work
made easy, but the employer’s work must also be made easy ?—It is making
the work of both sides easy f frivolous complaints are weeded out.

G-1604. All the prescriptions which you have laid down in your memoran-
dum read more or less like desirable regulations. We have no means of finding

out which of these press most hardly upon you. You have given us a set of

moral rules upon which these concerns should be built up ?—We have four or

five important grievances which we would press upon the attention of the Com-
mission. First of all there is the way in which the services of workmen are

dispensed with. That calls for very urgent remedy. Workmen who have

been engaged in these installations for 17 and 20years have been dismissed

without notice.

G-1606. Sir Victor Sassoon : Does that depend on the amount of work
which the company has?—No. We contend that it is victimization. They
are people who have taken an interest in our union.

G-1606. Mr, Sastri : Such people may be within the clause of permanent
workmen ?—There are no permanent workmen. The whole of the staff is on
temporary tentire. In 1927 the services of 120 men were dispensed with.

G-1607. Sir Victor Sassoon : Surely not because they were members of

the Union ?—Not merely that, but one of the inducing causes that must have
passed through the minds of the employers was that these people had taken
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an active part in the Union. A month ago 12 men who had been in the Bervioe

from 17 to 20 years were suddenly dismissed,

G-1608. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

Which of your office bearers are actually

workers?—The Treasurer and all the Committee members.

G-1609. How many of those members have had theif services terminated?—

-

None, but all these office bearers were only elected on the 4th January of this

year. The Union has been in existence since 1919, and at various stages mem*
bers who have been connected with the Committee have been victimized.

G-1610. How many of these new members of Committee were on past

Committees ?—Two.

G-1611. What has happened to the others ?—Their services have been dis-

pensed with.

G-1612. W^hat is your subscription ?—Two annas from a worker and four

annas from a fnistri monthly.

G-1613. How many of your members have paid their subscriptions up to

date ?— 1,300.

G-1614. What is your next important grievance ?—The question of

salary.

G-1615. You want a ri.se. Every Union wants that ?—Perhaps you
would like to have statistics of the wages paid ?

G-1616. Will you send that in to the Commission ?—Yes. I would like to

point out that the last increase vre had was in the year 1920.

G-1617. That was the time when the cost of living went up, and most
wages throughout the country were raised then. Since 1921 the cost of living

has not gone up
;

it has fallen ?—But along with the fall in prices there has been

a general rise in the standard of living.

G-1618. Your point is that although the real wages have increased since

1921, they have not increased commensurate with the rise in the standard of

living of these particular workers ?—And commensurate with the necessities of

the case, and not merely the standard of living.

G-1619. But a workman can buy more foodstuffs to-day with the same

money than he could in 1921 ?—But other things have not fallen in price

—

house rents, for instance.

G-1620. Have house rents gone up ?—Yes.

G-1621. Would you say that kerosene oil workers are paying higher rents

to-day than they were in 1921 ?—Yes.

G-1622. Are any of these workers housed by the companies ?—^Not one.

G-1623. Can you give us any evidence as to the rise in rents to-day for the

same class of accommodation, as compared with 1921 ?—Yes.

G-1624. What is your next main grievance ?—As stated in our memoran-

dum. Defective vision or any ailment of occupational character should

be compensated for as accident caused while on duty.*’

X.2
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6-1626. What work do they do which is a strain on the eyes ?—Some
of them are engaged in filling petrol or kerosine oil into cans and while filling

it from the pumps as they are called the petrol or oil is thrown about the

floor on which they have to walk.

6-1626. Have they not got an automatic filling machine here as they have
in Calcutta ?—I imderstand that they have one here as well.

6-1627. If that is so, do you still maintain that the filling process affects

their eyes ?—Yes. Not only do the fumes come out when the cans are filled,

but the oil is thrown about the floor. After the cans are filled they have to take

these cans from the place where they are filled to the godown
;
some cans being

leaky the oil escapes.

6-1628. That is done by machine carriers, is it not ?—They have to carry

the cans to some distance, and then machines are used for taking the cans to the

storage.

6-1629. Have you consulted any doctors to know whether the ordinary

petrol fumes would affect the eye-sight ?—One of my advisers present here is in

charge of that department, and he is a living example of his eyes having been

affected.

6-1630. His eye-sight might have been affected by something else ?—If

his case is a solitary case, I can very well understand the force of the contention,

but there are scores of cases of people who have worked in the kerosene oil

department and who complain of headaches and defective vision and who feel

nervously broken down after some length of service.

6-1631. What other occupational ailment do you get from this work ?—

I

have referred to nervous ailments. They say that after a certain number of

years’ service they feel that they have not strength enough in their legs to stand

upon because they have to keep on treading upon kerosene oil. There is one

thing which you may perhaps not be aware of and that is that these people da
not use any shoes or boots. The use of any covering for the feet will not be
of much avail because the soles of the shoes will get soaked in oil.

6-1632. Do you maintain that you are going to get nervous debility because

the feet come inlbo contact with the floor on which kerosene has been spilt ?

—

Yes.

6-1633. What is your next main grievance?—It is what is known as piece-

work system. We have referred to this in our memorandum. We want that

piece-work should be properly remunerated. The work that an average work-

man is capable of turning out per day must be made the basis upon which piece-

work ought to be paid.

6-1634. It is a task plus premium ?—As it actually happens, it is a task

less the wages to which they are rightly entitled.

* 6-1636. Miss Power : Is it a piece-rate, or time-rate or bonus on produc-

tion ?—For instance, take the can manufacturing department. They say

;

** You bettermanufacture so many cans, and we will give you a certain amount.’^

Xiis sum that is fixed is inadequate to the amount of work that is involved m
making the number of cans.
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G-1636. Do they get any bonus if they manufacture more than the fixed

number of cans ?—No. If they make 1,000 cans they get a certain fixed

remuneration. Our contention is that the remuneration fixed per so many cans

is very low. For instance, we have got in Tondiarpet installation about 60

men and they produce 4,000 cans whereas in the Beach installation 70 men are

working and they produce 6,000 cans. Though it takes a longer time for these

70 men to produce 6,000 cans than it takes for the 60 men to produce 4,000 cans

yet they get less than what the 60 men get.

Q-1637. They work m a team ?—^Yes.

G-1638. Sir Victor Sassoon : What is your next main grievance ?—At
present they work from 8 to 12 and from 1 to 5 with an interval of one hour
between 12 and 1. We would like to have the interval either extended or we
would like to have two breaks

;
for example, the working hours may be from

7-30 to 11, from 12 to 3 and from 4 to 5.

G-1639. You are prepared to work the 8-hour day but you want two breaks

in the middle ?—We are not prepared to work 8 hours. We want shorter

hours.

G-1640. You want extra free time to be given at the expense of the working
hours

;
in other words, you want a shorter working day ?—Yes.

G-1641. Have you anything else to say ?—Yes, about the leave. At pre-

sent we are having 7 days’ off in a year other than Sundays. On Sundays ths

workshop is closed, and we do not get any pay for Sunday, because we do not

work. The company leaves it to the workmen to decide the 7 days on which
they require holidays. This the workmen decide at a meeting.

G-1642. Are those 7 days paid for ?—Yes. Even for the King Emperor’s

birthday, when the work is closed, we do not get pay.

G-1643. You want more days of privilege leave ?—Yes.

G-1644. Anything else ?—There is one more minor thing, and that is the

question of a tiffin shed. The present tiffin shed is ill-ventilated and unsuit-

able. We have one long shed of corrugated zinc sheets of 80' by 8'. Even that
is not left to the entire use of the workers. One portion of it is screened off for

the doctor’s room, one for the timekeeper ; and there are three partitions

of 8' X 8' each, one for Christians, one for Muhammadans and one for the

clerical staff.

G-1646, Mr. Sastri : It is somewhat better than the streets ?—If thqr

can provide accommodation in the open space I would much prefer it
;
in factt

open space is more used by the workmen than a shed of this nature.

6-1646. Mr. Ahmed : I suppose the working population in this country

observe more than seven festivals in a year and therefore the 7 holidays giveii

are not sufficient ?—That is so.

Q-1647. In Government offices the peons and others get more than 7

holidays ?—They get about a month.

6-1648. You want that the same numbeFof holidays that are allowed in

Government offices should also be allowed to these working class people ?—
Yes, they should be allowed the same number of holidays with pay*
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0-1649. Do the workmen who put in a number of years* service in your

company get any pension or gratuity ?—No,

0-1650. Is there no provident fimd system ?—They have introduced a

system of provident fund only from the last month.

0-1651. In your memorandum you say : To start with, the organizers

of the imion have great initial obstacles to surmount. Trade unionism in

India is of recent growth and workers have not yet fully come to appreciate

either the benefits or the necessity of trade imion» Another great obstacle

in the way of proper organization is the illiteracy prevalent especially in the

labouring classes. We may state that these two defects have been fully exploit-

ed by the employers as is borne out from their disinclination to recognize

trade unions and in their reluctance to accede to the demand of a minimum
wage to the workmen.” If they are educated I suppose they will avail

themselves of all the amenities they are entitled to get ?—Certainly.

G-1652. If they are educated they cannot be deceived ?—Quite.

6-1653. It is therefore essential that primary education should be given

to them ?—Yes.

6-1664. Do you think that the cost of education should be borne by the

employer or by the State ?—Partly by the employer and partly by the State.

That problem will not face us so far as the city of Madras is concerned because

in so far as boys and girls of a certain age are concerned there is the Com-
pulsory Primary Education. Wc arc mainly concerned with the present

generation of adult workers. The adult -workers must be given facilities to

know the three R*s, and I think that private social organizations are doing

some part of the work by having night schools but it is also the duty of the

employer to do something in his direction.

6-1655. Do you have any co-operative credit societies in your companies ?

-No.
6-1656. Have you any idea of the indebtedness of the workers ? Are

they able to save anything from their wages ?—When they are not able to

keep their body and soul together, how can they save anything ?

6-1657. You think that low pay is one of the reasons why they are in

debt ?—Yes.
6-1668. Are they heavily indebted ?—Most of them are.

6-1669. You would advocate that a living minimum wage should be given

to them ?—Yes
; I think between Rs. 40 and 50 per month must be assured to

the workers. On account of the heavy manual work that they have to do,

they require greater nourishment than that required by intellectual workers.

6-1660. You have already said that no pension or gratuity is given by
the company for persons who have put in a Icjpg service in the company ?

—

They sometimes give gratuities, but that is not a rule. They cdX\ it ex-gratia

jpayments ; nobody is entitled to it as a matter of right. There have been
several cases where men who had put in 17 or 18 years* service were sent away
without giving them any gratuity.

6-1661. In answer to one of the questions you said that of the members
fA your present executive committee o^y two were on the previous committee.
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What became of the other members ?—^ost of them have been victimized for

their activities.

G-1662. I take it you would advocate that in the terms of employment

it should be clearly set out that without justification no worker should be dis-

missed ?—Yes ; we have suggested that at least two appeals must be provided

for a workman whose services are dispensed with.

G-1663. This is a private company and not a Government ofiice.—^Yes,

but some sort of security of tenure must be given to us, and arbitrary dispensa-

tion of services must be put an end to ;
and that is one of the legitimate

objects of a trade union.

G-1664. Whenever the. workers demand an increased wage, I take it that

they become an eye-sore to the employer ?— Yes, they have taken up this

question through the union, but the moment the union springs up into acti-

vity there is wholesale victimization.

G-1665. What course would you suggest to get over this difficulty, so that

theaworkers and the employers may get on peacefully with good relationship?

—

In the first place, 1 would suggest that any union registered under the Trade

Union Act of 1926 and of which a certain percentage of workers are members

must be recognized by the employers. Any grievance must, first of all, be

discussed between the representatives of the trade union and the employer.

If a solution cannot be arrived at, then a third body should be provided for to

which the dispute might be referred.

G-1666. When you say a third body, do you mean a board of arbitrators ?

Yes, it must be a body representative ot both the employers and the employees,

and their decision must be binding on both the parties. It may be of some

interest to you to know that our employers are a very rich firm and are per-

haps the biggest combination of oil extractors in the world.

G-1667. Do they make much profit ?—I should think so. Only a few

months ago we had a rate war in the east. There vras competition between

the Standard Oil Co., which was alleged to have purchased the Russian oil

and the Burma-Shell group ; in that competition they cut down the prices of

the kerosene oil, and I am informed—1 speak subject to correction—that so

far^as India and the East were concerned, the companies together lost £5

million sterling. If only a small portion of that had gone to the relief of

the workers it would have been a great boon to us. •

'

G-1668. Mr, Kay : How long have you been the President of this

union ?—For the last three months, after it was registered.

G-1669. Could you offer any explanation as to why it was only registered

in January of this year though it was formed in 1919 ?—As I told you, it has

been in existence from 1919, but after the strike of 1920 its funds and also its

members became depleted. It is only for the last one year that it has been

put on a firmer basis, and after the matter was brought to my notice I suffiest-

ed the desirability of getting it registered under the Trade TTnjon Act of 192b.

G-1670. If I remember aright, the Act came into operation in M^as

in June 1927. May I know who preceded you in office ?—Mr. Lhaktorai

Chettiyar, who is the municipal councillor, \va8 the president of this union

for several years.
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G-167L If you could register it in 1930, it seems to me that it would have

been as easy in 1927 as it is now for you to have got it registered ?—One of their

reasons for that is this : We had before us the example of the Madras Labour

Union which got itself registered in 1927. As you know, it has not even to

this day been recognized by the employers. Unless there was some compul-

sion made we did not very much appreciate the benefit of getting our umon
registered.

6-1672. You refer to the difficulties you had after 1920. Am I correct

in believing that you had also difficulties in 1927 ?—Yes ;
as I told you, in 1927

there was the victimization of 120 men.

6-1673. Was not there also a very big disturbance and riot in the city ?

—

The strike of 1927 was not, either in intensiveness or in extent, anything like

the strike of 1920.

6-1674. I happened to be away on both those occasions, but I understand

that in 1927 a very large police force had to be brought out to restore order ?

—

I have been taldng some interest in this union almost from its inception in 1^9.
I think the 1920 strike was not a single strike but it was a series of strikes ;

I think there were three in number.

6-1675. I thought that the 1927 strike was a serious one and possibly

those conditions had something to do with your subsequent difficulties that you

refer to ?—The strike of 1927 was due to 120 men being dismissed without

any reason being assigned
;
and the whole lot went out of work.

6-1676. In your memorandum you say : The present practice preva-

lent among some of the firms of instituting rival bodies to the existing trade

unions, for example, starting bodies like staff committees, etc., in opposition

to unions must be put an end to.” Have you any particular example in mind
of that ?

Mr. Sastri

:

This body had no personal experience of that.

6-1677. Mr. Kay : Would you object on principle to staff committees

being appointed to go into grievances and to form a means of inter-communica-

tion between the workers and the employers, apart from a union ?—If a trade

union has already come into being and has been registered under the Trade
Union Act, I think the scope for mischief of the staff committees would far

outweigh the advantages which may be derived from them.

6-1678. In what way do you think the staff committees could do mis-

chief ?—If there is a trade union which is properly working and properly
organized, I think the staff committees are like a third person intervening be-

tween the union and the employers. I would have no objection if staff com-
mittees were constituted of representatives of the union and of the employers.

6-1679, Do you not think that a joint body comprising representatives
of all sections can very often deal with matters which a union need not neces-
sarily take up ?—I agree with the first part of the proposition that a discus-
sion among the representatives of all sections of interests such as the employer
and the employed would be very satisfactory

; but I disagree with the method
by which it is worked. If a trade union has been formed and has been regis-
tered under the Trade Union Act, the proper method in which that joint con-
saltation should take place is between the representatives of the trade union
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and the representatives of the employer. In fact, one advantage which I

can explain is this :
" The workmen would more frankly express their, gria-

vanoes to the officers of the union rather than to the employers, because the

moment the employer comes to know that a certain workman is trying to

be vociferous and in a mood to agitate for his rights he will naturally

look upon that workman with a certain amount of distaste.

G-1680. Yon are not speaking from your own experience ?—No ; I am
not an actual workman.

G-1681. You would also, I take it, exclude from works committees any
workmen who do not choose to join the union ?—Certainly.

G-1682. You say A right of appeal to at least two higher authorities

should be allowed to the employee.” What precisely do you mean by that ?

—

Generally the fine or the punishment is imposed upon by a superior officer on
the spot. We would like to have an ajjpeal against his decision to a higher

officer in the firm of the employers
; and, if necessary, we would like to appeal

against the decision of the higher officer to a joint board consisting of represen-

tatives of the union and the employers.

G-1683. You mean that at present there is no possibility of representing

grievances in connection with fines ?—The man on the spot carries it entirely,

and the higher authoriti(\s .state “ we have no reason to interfere with the

decision of the man on tli^ spot ”.

G-1684. Mr, Jamal Mahomed. : You said that you have 7 holidays in

a year given to you with pay. Do you get pay for Sundays ?—No.

G-1685. You spoke of security of tenure of service and the employers

giving notice to a workman before dismissing him. Would you agree that in

the case of strikes you should give a similar notice to the employers ?—^Yes.

I think even before a strike is resorted to, the employer must have an opportu-

nity of knowing our intention to strike.

G-1686. Mr, Muhammad Ubaidnllah : You say that there are 2,000
workers in the various oil companies carrying on business in the city of Madrids.

Would you say that all these 2,(X)0 men are permanent men ?—There is no
question of permanency at all. Everybody is a daily worker and is not
entitled to any more notice than one day's notice given by the timekeeper.

G-1687. All are temporary workers, are they ?—Temporary in the sense

that the com|)any thinks that we are not entitled to any more notice than that

given to the daily workers even though we may have put in 15 or 20 years’

service.

G-1688. In your memorandum you speak of the staff who are on the daily

rate system and on the temporary system. Are there separate men who are

on the temporary systeni ?—Yes
;
people whose service is below 2 years and

people who have been taken on extra work for a certain period are on the

temporary system.

G-1689. And those whose service is above 2 years ?—They are said to
be on the daily-rate system. I should think that it is a distinction without
any reason.
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G-1690. You say that a provident fund and gratuity should be brought

into being ?—Yes. We are thankful to the company inasmuch as they have

given us the benefit of the provident fund just now.

G-1691. You said that you are not given pay for Sunday. There is no
work on Sunday and yet you want some pay to be given ?—^Yes, because

we think we are entitled to some rest ; it is a rest day.

G-1692. Could you tell us whether any other firm or factory in India

pays for Sundays even though the workers do not work ?—^We have been

thinking of the workers in Government offices, such a chobdars and other

workers who are paid for Sundays.

G-1693. They are said to be monthly paid men
;
they are not daily paid

men ?

—

Iso,

6-1694. Mr, Shim Rao : You have got a total membership of about

1,400 ?—Yes.

G-1695. In answer to the Chairman you said that all of them except

100, are from the Burma-Shell Company ?—Yes,

G-1696. You explained that the men of the Standard Oil Company were

afraid to join because they might be victimized. Have tlie people from the

Burma-Shell any guarantee or assurance that they would not be victimized ?

What is the reason for that difference ?—The difference so far as I could gather

from my secretary and the treasurer is that in the Standard Oil Co. there is a

supervisor by the name of Raja Mudaliar who has been holding out threats

of intimidation to the workers that if they joined this union, they would be

sacked. That is the reason why only about 20 per cent, of the workers in the

Standard Oil Co. have joined the union.

G-1697, But there has been no difficulty so far as the workers in the Burma
Shell Co. are concerned ?—No, because both the mistries and the workmen
have joined this union.

G-1698. Have you any reason to think that recognition would be with-

held from the union now that it is registered ?—I think it is too soon to express

an opinion on that. I do not think there would be much difficulty, but from
the way in which one or two unions in this city have been treated, I cannot be
sure of the minds of the employers.

G-1699. You said that a provident fund has just been instituted. There
was a strike 10 years ago just for this very reason ?—That was one of the

reasons for the strike in 1920.

G-1700. The employers have just granted a provident fund. That is

an indication of a new spirit ?—I hope so.

G.-1701. You were asked by Mr. Kay as to why you did not apply for

registration in 1927. Do you think there has been much encouragement on
the part of the employers towards registration of unions ?—I do not think so,

I think I told him that a registered union fared no better than an unregistered

union so far as the question of any rel^f at the bands of the employers was
oonoerned*
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Q*1702* Did the wholesale dismissal of women workers as well as men
workers for joining unions have any deterrent effect on organizations ?—^At

least temporarily it had some deterrent effect upon men joining our union*

G-1703. Mrs, Venkatasubha Ii<io : With referencee to Workmen’s Com-
pensation you say that you would like the employees to have the right of

appeal to independent competent medical opinion. Why do you use the word
* independent ’ ?—Because we are afraid that the medical officers engaged by
the company may be biassed against us in favour of their employers.

G-1704. Have yo\i any instances to support that ?—We have had several

instances in connection with accidents. Where relief was claimed by the work-

men the medical officer siding with the employers would not give them sufficient

rest, nor would they recommend for payment of compensation.

G-1705, Are the panel of lawyers helping you to get compensation ?

—

Yes. AVe have referred to them even recently one or two cases, where work*
men were injured

;
we have asked them to get the necessary forms filled up

and apply for compensation.

G-170G. Do the workers in the oil companies here get more pay than the

people in other factories ? do not think so, because there are only two
grades of As. 8 and Re. 0-12-1 for workers.

G-1707, In spite of the nature of the work that they have to do they do
not get liigher wages than peo])lo in other factories ?—No, except the niistries

who are placed on a slightly different footing.

G-1708. AVho sends away tlie emidoyces ? Are the mistrks responsible

for tliis, or are the employers themselves responsible for this ?—The employers

mainly
; they sometimes make us#» of persons with easy conscience among

the 7mstries to help them. But now that contingency does not arise, because

almost all tlie misirics^ are members (»f our union.
4

G-1709, Are there any women employed by these companies ?—Yes

;

there are about women engaged in painting the cans in the Toiidiarpet

installation.

G-1710. Does that work affect their health ?—It does jiot involve mucb
manual labour, but it re<juires constant attendance at the work.

G-1711. Miss Pmer: You say: ‘‘Compulsory retirement should be

confined only to cases of criminal misconduct, wilful disobedience, medical

unfitness, vsuperannuation age and proved inefficiency”. What do you m^n
by compulsory retirement ?—When we used the term ‘ compulsory retire-

ment ’ we were contemplating a case vrhere from the point of view of the employ-

er it was much better to retire a wwker from the factory rather than to keep

him on and pay him. For instance, if a worker is medically unfit or has

become too old and feeble, there is no good in keeping him.

G-1712. You are not referring to dismissals ?—No.

6-1713. You admit the right of the employer to dismiss workers if, for

instance, he has not enough work for them ?—Yes, he has the right to send

them away if there is no work for them and after reasonable notice.
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GH714. Do you mean that no employee may be dismissed by the employer
except for the following causes, namely, criminal misconduct, wilful (Usobe-

dience, etc. ?— would not say dismissal, because that would connote some
moral turpitude. His services may be dispensed with for misconduct, wilful

disobedience, etc.

GH715. You say : There should be a guarantee for continuous employ-
ment on piecework jobs.’* Do you mean by that that a worker should be
paid for waiting time, or do you mean that a man who is on piece-work should
be given some other work if he cannot be engaged continuously on piece-

work ?—What actually happens in these factories is this : a certain number
of workers are taken in and put on for the purpose of doing a certain fixed

quantity of work. When they are not having piece-work their services are
dispensed with, and at the same time fresh labour is recruited. That is what
we object to

;
these people should have the opportunity of being employed

in other labour if they have no piece-work.

G-1716. You say : All wages or salaries should be paid on a fixed date
every month.” I take it from that that your union has no objection to month-
ly payment ?—In fact, we are paid on a fixed date, and we have no griev-
ance on that score.

G-1717. Do you prefer monthly payment to any other form of payment ?

—

We would prefer fortnightly payments.

G-inS. You say :
‘‘ Workmen should be put on a graded system and if

the maximum of the grade has been reached within 3 years of that period a
personal increment at least ought to be given if there is no higher grade.
You not only want regular increments for a certain period, but after the final

incremental stage for the particular job is reached you want something to
be given as a personal increment ?—If the maximum salary is drawn for a
period of three years and there is no higher grade to which a worker can jump,
some sort of personal allowance should be given to him.

6-1719* Do you think it is possible to run ordinary industrial undertakings
where the system of work is predominently time work on an incremental basis ?

Do you not think, that there would be a lot of discontent amongst workers
on the same job if you had different persons qualifying for different stages
of increments as well as different amounts of what you call “ personal ” incre-
ments ? If the increase in wages is to depend upon the length of service
I do not think there would be any discontent.

G-1720. For instance, you do not think that A and B will be discontentedf
b^use C and D are getting much higher wages for doing the same work?

—

If C and D are longer in service than A and B, I do not think there will be dis-
content if C and D get a higher wage for doing the same work as A and B.

G-1721. That has not been our experience in industry in England. Can
industry be run on the same basis as the professions ?—If in India we have
the system of the workers sharing in the profits of the undertakings, as, we
understand, they have in some factories in America, we would much prefer
It to any graded system. It is because we have not got that system here we
art asking for a graded increase in wages.
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G-1722. In your memorandum you say that the employers should provide
amtable quarters for the employees. In another place you ask the company
to start a welfare fund to run w'^elfare institutions, such as, common reading
room, night schools, co-operative stores, sanitation committees, sports, cinema
shows, etc. Further on you ask the employers to provide maternity homes,
child welfare centres, recreation grounds and so forth. I am not expressing

any opinion as to the reasonableness of your suggestions but I want to know
fipom you where you think the employer’s responsibility stops in respect of
the provision of amenities for his employees ?—If any limit has to be fixed,

I would say that the employer’s responsibility will stop where his funds or
* profits will not permit him to go further. If his funds could permit him, I think
he ought to do all these things.

G-1723. Do you think that all these should be done entirely by the employer
rather than by the municipality or by the community ?—The responsibility

of the municipality will come in, for instance, where education is concerned

;

the municipality is responsible for establishing primary schools at varioua

centres. But in the case of workers, 1 think there is a moral responsibility

upon the employer to give his workers (pertain special amenities, apart from
tW. provided by the State or the municipality.

G-1724. Mr. Clotr

:

How often does your Union meet?—Sometimes
once a week, and sometimes once a month according to the nature of the work
that has to be transacted.

G-1725. How many meetings have you had this year ?—From January
onwards we have had 7 or 8 committee meetings, and weekly gatherings of

workers at Tondiarpet and also of workers at the Beach installation.

G-1726. How many attend meetings ?—Almost all the members of the

Union attend meetings.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Hr. M. S. KOTISWARAN, B.A., L. T., represmtative of the Madras Port Trust

and Harbour Workers' Union, Messrs. Richardson, Cruddas and Company’a

Workers' Union, and the Western India Match Factory Workers’ Union.

G-1727. Mr. Saatri

:

You represent three unions. What is the organic

coimection between the three ?—The workers work more or less in the same

locality except in the case of thg Western India Match Factory which is situat-

ed at Thiruvattiur. The office bearers also are more or less the same for all the

three imions.

G-1728. How does it happen that you represent all the three unions and

that you have bound all the three memoranda in one volume ? Is it for the

convenience of the Commission ?—Yes, it is for the convenience of the Com*^

mission.

Q-1729. You say that there is a rule that workers who are absent on
Friday are not allowed to work on Saturday. What is the reason for it ?—
We do not know.
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6-1730. Why is Friday so sacred that absence on that day is penalized t

Suppose a man is absent on Tuesday, is he not allowed to work on Wednesday ?—
There is no such rule as that. We cannot understand why the management of

the Port Trust should penalize absence on Fridays alone.

6-1731. Dealing with the recruitment of Port Trust Railwayman you
say that there is a disgraceful system of bribery in this department. But
speaking of the Western India Match Factory you say that the men have no

complaints to make regarding bribery. To what do you attribute this differ-

^j^ce ?—There is direct recruitment in the latter case. *

6-1732. Mr, Clow

:

What are the numbers employed in these three

shops ?—There are about 3,0(X) employed in the Port Trust and Harbour Works

and 400 of them have become members of our Union. Messrs. Richardson,

Cruddas and Company employ abont 700 people including coolies and nearly 200

of them have become members of our Union. The Match Factory employs

about 1,000 men and 50 women. Almost all of them have become members of

our Union. The Unions have been started only recently.

6-1733. Do you have the people referred to as coolies as your members ?

—

Yes, they are also members of our Union.

6-1734. 'What is the subscription ?—As. 2 a month.

6-1735. Do all the members pay their subscription ?—Yes, they do.

6-1736. How often do you meet ?—Once a week.

6-1737. On the premises ?—Just opposite to the premises.

6-1738. Miss Potver : In connection with the Match Factory are the

women supervised by men or women ?—By men. Besides e\'ery woman has

to undergo a thorough medical examination before she is taken into the fac-

tory. There are no lady doctors there and the women feel it a hardship to be

examined by men doctors.

6-1739. Is there adequate sanitary accommodation for these women ?

—

Not at present. I understand that the management have some plans ready and

that they will be constructed hereafter.

6-1740. What are the wages of the women ?—In the beginning they are

paid As. 8 a day ;
afterwards they are put on piece-work.

6-1741. You have given a list of grievances in your memorandum and I

take it that they refer to women as vrell as men. You say that a system of

monthly wages should be introduced in preference to the piece-work system.

What is your objection to piece-work ?—Under the piece-work system a number

of people get no work for some days in the month. They are kept waiting on

the premises but do not get any payment for waiting time.

6-1742. Suppose you had payment for waiting time would you prefer

piece-work to monthly wages ?—Yes.

6-1743. You have no objection to piece-work as such ?—^No.

6-1744. Dealing with the match factory you say that the workers are

fined half a rupee for a day’s absence without leave in addition to the loss of

the day’s wages. Is that uniWsal for men and women ? —Yeai
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G-1746. Normally can a worker get leave if he asks for it ?—It is very

difficult to get leave.

6-1746. Have the women asked for a separate entrance ?—Yes. At present

they have to get mixed up with men workers. Otherwise they have to wait for

half an hour after the closing of the factory.

G-1747. I suggest that you might ask the employers to let the women
go out 10 minutes before the men. That would probably be easier than putting
up a separate entrance ?—Yes, I shall do that. But I have seen the building

myself and there is no difficulty whatever in putting up a separate entrance.

G-1748. Dealing with the traffic section of the Port Trust and Harbour
Works you say that the contractors charge the Port Trust at the rate of

Rs. 1-4-0 per ton of goods handled but pay the coolies only As. 4 as wages and take
the rest as their profit. Is there any difference between the wages paid to a
coolie employed direct by the Port Trust and that paid to the coolie employed
by a contractor ?—More or less both the coolies earn the same every day. There
seems to be an understanding between the contractors and the Port Trust

that the wages should be exactly the same as far as possible. I understand

there was a proposal to raise the wages of the Port Trust coolies but it was
dropped because the contractors objected that they would be handicapped by
such a step.

G-1749. With regard to the tally clerks do you suggest that they are

working 12 hours continuously without any break ?—They get an hour's

rest during day but not even that during night.

G-1750. Do they take any food during night ?—Yes, some light food.

G-1751. Mrs, Venkatmvbha Rao : How many women coolies are working

in the Harbour ?—I do not know. There are none in my Union. The con-

tractors have got some women w^orkers but I do not think the Port Trust

employs any of them direct.

G-1762. Are these workers in the Harbour given any housing accommoda-

tion ?—There seems to be some {uovision for the Bimiy and Company’s barge

workers. But the other workers, most of them, live in Kasimode in their

own huts. Many coolies have no houses at all and they sleep in the open

spaces, on the footpaths and on the sands. They imdergo a great deal

of hardship during summer.

6-1753. Have you made any attempts to provide them with houses?

—

We have started our Union only two months ago.

G-1754. Mr, Shiva Rao : You represent three unions. Are you getting

these unions registered ?—We have applied to the Commissioner of Labour

for registration.

G-1755. Have the Port Trust workers any opportunity of mak^ direct

representations to the Chainnan of the Port Trust,or other authorities of the

Port Trust ?—Sometime back the workers had the custom of waiting in depu-

tation on the Chief Engineer on the AyudhaPuja day, garlanding him and

submitting a memorandum of their grievances. But nothing came out of

their representations and the workers have abandoned it since.
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6*1766. What are the main difficulties of your workers ?—The workers

want to be paid 26 days* wages eveiy month whatever may be the number of

holidays. With regard to hours of work in the traffic section they work 11

hours a day. The hours should be reduced to a day all round. We have

given a list of all the other grievances in the memorandum.

G-1757. In your memorandimi you say that when workers are disabled

by accidents no compensation is paid. You give also two instances to illus-

trate your statement. But I have been told that so far as the Port Trust

is concerned they have a scale of compensation which is sometimes

more liberal than that laid down in the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?

—

The instances I have quoted will prove the truth of my contention.

6-1758. In your memorandum you say that the strike in the Western

India Match Factory fizzled out partly because of undue pressure put upon

I the strikers by the local police. You also say that “ the police have been

asking them not to join the Union ”.—Yes, when there was a strike in the fac-

tory the Sub-Inspector of Police of Tiruvottiyur seems to have pressed the work-

ers to go and join the factory and the workers joined work. When I held a

meeting in order to organize a union the Sub-Inspector sent four constables

to the meeting. He posted two constables as guards for Mr. Shiva Rao’s

motor cycle. Mr Shiva Rao sent a note to the ‘‘ Hindu ” about the inter-

ference of the police and thereafter the Sub-Inspector did not interfere with

our union meeting.

6-1759. Mr. Muhammad Ubaidullah : In your memorandum dealing

with the Harbour and Port Trust workers you say that the workers should have

a minimum wage of Re. 1 a day. W^hat is the minimiun wage that they now
get ?—They get As. 10. Some coolies get As. G only. But I have not includ-

ed them in the category of workers who should be given a minimum wage of

Re. 1 a day. I refer only to the dock workers.

6-1760. Have you ever communicated the grievances set forth in your
memorandum to the employers ?—We sent a letter to the Manager of the Port

Trust and after one month got a reply stating that the letter was received.

What use will it be to make representations to such employers ?

6-1761. And they paid no attention at all to your greivances ?—None
at all.

. j

6-1762. You have set forth certain grievances of the Western India Match
Factory workers one of which is with regard to their tiffin shed. Did you
make representatiolfe to the manager in this respect ?—Mr. Shiva Rao wrote
a letter to the manager regarding the grievances of the Match Factory workers^
But they were not attended to.

6-1763. Mr. Kay : Are you an employee of the Port Trust ?—^No.

6-1764. Most of the information that you have given is not from your
experience but mere hearsay ?—I collected it from actual workers.

6-1766. You said that the only occasion for making representations
to the Chairman of the Port Trust was on the Ayudha Puja day when the
ymrkers were permitted to garland him and submit a memorandum of their
grievances. Do you mean to suggest that the Chairman of the Port Trust
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lives in such seclusion that he never comes in contact with his workers except
on the Ayudha Puja day ? Is it not a fact that the Chairman of the Port
Trust is out on the Trust premises from 6-30 or 7 o’clock in the morning till

about 12 o’clock and goes round the various parts of the premises so that it

is easy for any workman with a grievance to approach him and make represen*
tations ?—It may be, but an ordinary labourer has not the courage to ap-
roach the Chairman of the Port Trust.

G-1766. I am afraid I cannot understand it. I see no difficulty. Even
assuming that it is the case is it not possible for any employee to put his

^ievances in writing and post it to the Chairman ?—They made representa-
tions for two years during the Puja day.

G-1767. But that was only once a year ? When they represented only
once a year they did not get any redress. How would they be better ofE if

they made representations every day ?

G-1768. The Board of the Port Trust meets once a fortnight and I see no
reason why you could not make representations to the Board more often
than once a year. 1 do not propose to go into this matter in detail.

In your memorandum you say that most of the work is done by contractors
who charge th(» Port Trust Rs. 1 4-0 per ton of goods handled but pay
only As. 4 to the coolies as wages ami pocket the difference of Re. 1 per ton.
But the Chairman of the Port Trust says that payment is made direct to the
coolies and not t h r<nigh contractors or sub-contractors. Therefore your informa-
tion does not st‘em to be correct The coolies employed by the contractors
are paid by the contractors whereas only the coolies employed by the Port
Tnist are paid direct by the Port. Trust.

G-1769. Are the contractor's coolies members of your Union ? No,
they are not.

G-1770. There is another point which you have not brought out in your
report; and that is that a gieut dealof this work is contingent on there being
ships in the harbour for the people to work on. Unfortimately for Madras
the harbour is not always so full of ships that people shoidd be working day
and night. There are many days when there are no ships working and on these

days the tally clerks and bargemen do not work at all. You suggest that
there should be uniformity in the work. Do you suggest that ships in the
harbour should be regulated so that you can only have not more than two
ships a day ?—I would suggest that the work of tally clerks and others be evenly

spread out.

G-1771. You cannot arrange the work in a harbour in the same way as in

factory ?—I will be satisfied if arrangements are made for the comfort and
convenience of the workers while they are at work.

G-1772. Is it not a fact that the tally clerks are allowed to take their food
three times at night ?—As far as my knowledge goes they are not.

G-1773. You say that the barge workers have no interv^al to take their

food. Do not these men as a matter of fact take their food with them and prefer

to eat it on the barge itself rather than go on the shore ?—^They are for^ to
doit.

MURCL M
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G-1774. In connection with the workshop you said tiiat there was no
provident fund. Would you be surprised to learn that there is a provident

fund and that 80 per cent, of the stafE are already members of the fund ?

—

I do not know. But the daily-paid workers have no provident fund.

(The witness withdrew.)

MB. SIVASHAimUGAM PILLAI, Patron, The Chint^eput District Labour
Guild, Eodambakam.

6-1776. Mr. Sastri : Does your Guild cover all the labourers in Chingle-

put ?—Our Guild covers only the tannery workers at Chingleput.

G-1776. How many workers are there in all and how many do you re-

present ?—There are about 3,000 workers in all the tanneries in the Chingle-

put District. Only about 300 of them have become membeis of our Union.

The majority of the rest are illiterate.

G-1777. How many tanneries are there ?—About 66 in Pallavaram and
10 in Eodambakam. There are some more in other parts of Chingleput.

6-1778. Are these tanneries proprietary concerns ?—Yes, they are all

of them proprietary concerns. Except 4 tanneries the rest do not come under

the Factories Act.

6-1779. Do the workmen in these tanneries belong to one particular

community ?
—

^They all belong to what is known as the depressed classes with

hardly a few exceptions.

6-1780. Do they employ women in these tanneries ?—Only a few.

6-1781. Out of these 3,000 labourers how many will be Christians?

—

Some of them are Christians.

6-1782. Do vou yourself belong to that conummity 1— am a member
of tile Adi Dravida community.

6-1783. Axe you a labourer ?—I am not a labourer. 1 am a graduate

of the University, a rare specimen ih my community. I work for the better-

ment of my people. I am a landlord and not seeking any employment else-

where for my living.

6-1784. In your memorandum you say that the rooms given to tiiese

tannery workers are very bad. Have you any idea as to how they compare

witii the rooms given to labourers in other factories and mills ?
—

^The rooms
given in other places are far better than those given to the tannei^ workers.

6-1786. Then you say “ evicted at any time by the proprietor.” Do you
njean that the. proprietor assigns no cause whatever ?—No,theremustbesome
cause.

Q»n8t . What do you mean by “ Figures of mortality—^normal ”. Do
you mean that it is normal to the community ? —The figures here are more
or teas the same as for the city of Madras.
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G-1787. You speak of well water for drinking purposes both at home and
at work. Are you allowed to draw water from these wells ?—These wells are
set apart by the proprietors for our use. No other community uses these
wells.

G-1788. You have no complaints to make about lack of drinking water ?—
We have none. But there are no facilities for bathing and washing.

G-1789. Have you anything more to say in particular to the Commis-
sion ?—Besides what 1 have mentioned in my memorandum I wish to mention
this. These tanneries are making large profits and a portion of that at least

should be utilized to increase the wages of the labourers. They should all be
brought under the Factories Act as far as possible so that the condition of these

labourers may be improved. Section 10 of the Workmen’s Compensation
Act places a limit of 6 months within which the workmen should report an
accident to the Commissioner. As most of the workers are ignorant of the pro-

visions of the Act this time limit should be removed.

G-1790. Miss Power : In these unregulated tanneries do they employ
boys from 12 to 15. ?—Yes

; some of them are below 12 and as young as 8 years.

G-1791. Do these children of 8 work the same hours as adults ?—^Yes,

they do. Sometimes they have to work longer even. They have to do “ gratis

work ” such as sweeping, removing water from one tub to another and so on.

It is a sort of preliminary work connected with the tannery for which they will

have to go to the tannery as early as 5 in the morning sometimes. They are

not paid anything for this work but they are given 2 dhoties a year costing about
Bs. 2.

G-1792. Has everybody got to do this work ?—Yes, nearly all. The
money value of that work I have estimated to be As. 2 a day.

G-1793. You do not mention in your memorandum anything about fines

or bribes. Are not the workers in these tanneries subjected to any form of

fines ?—The labourers tell me that they are fined for bad work or disobedi*

enoe. As regards bribes they need not bribe anybody to be taken for work.

G-1794. Mr, Jamal Mahomed : Have you any direct experience of the

tannery ?—I have visited many of these tanneries and learnt about their con-

ditions first-hand,

G-1796. Are you familiar with the internal management and the actual

working of a tannery ?—lam not a proprietor of a tannery nor an actual

labourer. In that sense I may not have any experience,

G-1796. When was your Union started ?—In 1920.

G-1797. Has it been registered ?—All the labourers belong to one commu-
nity

; there are no rival unions and we had not thought it necessary to register

DUX union.

G-1798. Are there no Muhammadans among these tannery labourers

There are some but the vast bulk of them belong to our community.

G-1799, Do the proprietors object to labourers of other communities ?

—

The proprietors do not object but this kind of work is not liked by the people

of other communities.
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G-1800. You said that only four tanneries came under the Factories Act
and they were all situated in Chingleput. Are there not only three tanneries

in Chingleput which come under the Factories Act ?—Yes, and the fourth is

in Trichinopoly.

G-1801. Do they use machinery ?—Yes.

G-1802. Do the other tanneries use machinery ?—No.

G-1803. How then can they come under the Factories Act ?—I think

the definition is wide enough to include them also. Anyhow they must be
included under the Factories Act in order that the conditions of labourers may
be improved.

G-1804. Do you remember there was a strike at the tannery at Thangal ?

—

Yes, there was one on lOth November 1928.

G-1805. Did not workers take advantage of the presence of a large quantity

of skins and hides in the factory which needed immediate attention and go on
strike there by spoiling all the skins and putting the proprietors to heavy
losses ?—I do not know.

G-1806. Did not these same people ask the proprietors to re open the fac-

tories which had been closed down on account of heavy losses ?—T have a

pamphlet here which gives an account of the strike at Thangal. It has been

published by the labourers themselves.

G-1807. As regards these boys is it not a fact that they are sons or relations

of workers in tanneries who get themselves trained in this way for skilled work
later on ?—I cannot call it training.

G-1808. Does anybody compel them to come and work ; do they not

come and work for their own benefit i—They are not compelled to work,

of course.

G-1809. Therefore how can you call it gratis work ?—It is not gratis work
in the sense they are not compelled to work.

G-1810. Mr, Ahmed : Are these tanneries as a rule owned by
Muhammadans ?—Yes, with one or two exceptions they are all owned by
Muhanunadans.

G-1811, Why do not other communities take to this industry ?—Other
communities here, for instance the Brahmans, do not like to handle hides and
skins.

G-1812. With regard to the boys employed in the tanneries do they not
learn the trade by working in these factories ? Just as boys pay their school

fees for learning something should they not also pay something to the manage-
ment for learning the trade ?—These boys do their work while they learn and
the proprietor pays them only for their work.

G-1813. Mr, Chw : Is your Guild a guild of actual labourers or people
interested in the labourers ?—It is called a guild of labourers.

G-1814. Not of educated people ?—^No.

6-1815. Mr, Jamal Mahomed: Have you any idea of the relative

8alai|eB of these tannery workers now and 10 years ago ? Has it not nearly

doti£||ed ?—It may be ; I have no idea.
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6-1816. Suppose a man's salary is Rs. 16 a montJi and he is expected to
do a minimum of 60 skins a day. Can he not easily do 100 skins and earn
nearly double the salary ?—It is not possible to do it easily.

6-1817 . But do they not generally do it and earn that amount ? Will you
consult your workers sitting with you and let us know ?—They may do it for

a day or two but not every day.

6-1818. During the last few years have there not been increases in wages
in Coimbatore, Dindigul, Trichinopoly and other places?— Yes, there have
been.

6-1819. W^ere those increases given after a strik(‘ or voluntarily by the
employers themselves ?—They were not given after a strike.

(The witness withdrew.)
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MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

NinetF-Pint Meeting.

Mabbas.

Wednesday, 6tli March 1930.

Present :

TJlie Right Hon’ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastbi, C.H., P.C. (Presiding).

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.

Sib Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E.

Mb. a. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Mb. Kabib-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A.

Mb. John Clift.

Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Miss B. M. le Poeb Power.
Lt.-Col. a. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.,

I.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

Mb. K. Kay.
Mb. Jamal Mahomed Sahib Bahadur,

Mb. B. Shiva Rao, M.A.,

Mb. Muhammad Ubaidullah Sahib.

Mb. S. Lall, I.C.S.

Mr. a. Dibdin.

Assistant Commissioners.

j- JoiJoint Secretaries.

Mr. J. HARCffiEAVES, Manager of the Carnatic Min, Mr. W. E. JbENTLEY*

Managw of the Buckinghani MiU, Dr. 0. P. RAGHAVXAH, Medical Officer,

Carnatic MiU, Mim M. SAOE, M.A., Joint Principal, The BncJringham and

Carnatic School, Mr.KO. ANTHONI, Secretary, The Buckingham and

Carnatic Milla Worir>people Wdfare Committee.

6-1820. Mr. Sastri

:

How long have you been in charge of the Backing'

ham Mill, Mr. Bentley ?—Ten years.

G-1821. How long have you been with the Carnatic Mill, Mr. Hargreaves ?

For twenty years, and I have been in charge as manage for the last eleven

years.

G-1822. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

May we take it that the facts contained in

the memorandum are common to both mills ?—^Yes.

GU1823. Mr. Cliff: Are the figures also common to both mills 1—^Yes.

6-1824. Sir Victor Sassoon : I want to put a general question as to tibe

policy of your firms as regards their labour. You have two methods by which
your labour is able to come into close contact with the management, one by
means of the Welfare Committee and the other by means of the Union, which.
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i understand, consists entirely of the employees of your firms. How do you

divide up the activities of those two organizations ?- -(Mr. Har^eaves ) : To

a certain extent these two bodies overlap- The Welfare Committee deals with

all questions of departmental complaints. It deals with practically ever3rthmg

except wages and homis of work.

G-1825. Questions dealing with wages and hours of work are taken up

direct with the management by the Union ?—^Yes.

G-1826. Questions affecting an individual workman, even if it may be

with regard to his pay, are brought before the Welfare Committee. All

questions covering the mills generally are dealt with by the Union. Individual

questions are dealt with either by the Welfare Committee, or by the manage-

ment direct if the workers prefet that ?—^Yes.

6-1827. Is every employee automatically in touch with the Welfare Com-

mittee ?—Yes.

G-1828. He does not have to pay ?—^No.

G-1829. Doea he have to pay in order to belong to the Union ? We pre-

sume so.

6-1830. He need not necessarily be a member of the Union ?—^No.

6-1831. If he is not a member of the Union he can either go direct to the

manager or to the Welfare Committee ?—^Yes.

6-1832, If it is a general question of wages or hours concerning the whole

group, you cannot discuss it with any individual ;
that would have to come

from the Union ?—^Yes,

6-1833. No individual can discuss general terms of wages or hours with

you, but only those who are members of the Union and who are working through

the Union ?— deputation from the Union would bring it to our notice.

6-1834. Have you any restrictions on your Union ?—None whatever.

6-1835. Can anybody be a member of the Union ?—^Yes.

6-1836. Can anybody outside be a member of the Union No, It is

only for our employees.

6-1837. Would you have any objection to the committee of your Union

having outside advice ?—No. At present they have an advisory board.

6 1838. Who are members of that advisory board Mr. 6nanapragasam,

a iaivyer, and Dr. Asirvatham, and one or two others.

6-1839. Do you allow your Union a free hand in appointing Members

to that advisory board ?—^W^e have nothing whatever to do with it.

6-1840. If they chose to appoint Mr. Shiva Rao as a member, you would

have no objection ?—^It is up to them.

6-1841. Can they bring members of the advisory board with themsdvea

when dealing with the management ?—^Yes,

6-1842. Mr, Cliff : I think it can be taken that you have a stable^
permanent labour force t

—

^Yes,
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Gkl84S* What is the total number ?—^9,178*

6-1844, Have you a live register of applicants ?—Yes.

6-1845. How many people have you on your register ?—At present 200
or 300. They are sons of workers under 18 years of age.

6-1846. Dealing with the questions of the works committees, do you keep

records of the individual representations made (1) by the work-people to the

manager, and (2) by the Welfare Committee representative to the manager ?

—

Ko, oily those that crop up at the meeting.

6-1847. Will you send us in a list of those cases in which the decision of a

foreman has been reversed by the Welfare Superintendent or by the Welfare

Committee, and also the number of times in which the Superintendent’s or

Committee’s decision has been upheld or reversed by the management ?

—

Yes.

6-1848. Can you tell us the number of dismissals which took place in

1929 ?—(Mr. Bentley) : 328 from the Buckingham Mill and 423 from the

Carnatic Mill.

6-1849. Are the reasons for dismissal given ?—Yes.

6-1850. Would it be possible for you to hand a copy in to the Commis-

sion ?—^Yes.

6-1861. I see that you have 459 houses, and that you hope soon to have

another 200. How are those houses allotted to the work-people ?—(Mr. Har-

greaves) : By length of service, by the distance the man lives from the mill,

and also by his pay. We usually allot them to the men who are in most urgent

need of them and who are on the lowest rate of pay.

6-1852. Mr. Sastri : In cases of vacancies, does not priority of applica-

tion count ?—Yes, we keep a list of applications.

6-1853. Mr, Cliff: Taking the figure with regard to medical leave,

9,860, does that represent the actual sickness which occurs in your mills ?—^Medical leave granted in days.

6-1854. It comes to rather more than two days for six months. Does

that mean that, as far as your mills are concerned, the workers’ health is so

good that the sickness does not average more than two days ?—Yes.

6-1866. Does it mean that, on this basis, you give approximately one

day’s pay per six months for sickness per employee ?—^Does it mean a cost of

rather more than 2 days pay per annum ?—You can take that as a good average,

par person.

6-1866. You say “ Our wages are not fixed by any system of negotiated

agreement Has the Union made any representation with regard to altera-

tion in the rates of wages or hours of labour ?—Not in the hours o labour ; in

wages.

6-1857. Has there been no agreement reached between your company
wod the Union respecting wages ?—The Unicm made application about two
montjbs ago* #
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6-1^. Was that the first application made by the Union ?—^For a
general increase of wages.

G-1859. Your company has received no other application than thsTt -

No,

G-1860. Has your company received any application from the Union
for an alteration in the hours of labour ?—No.

G-1861. Colonel Russell

:

What proportion of your employees are ac-
tually housed in the mill houses ?—About 9 per cent.

G-1862. Might we have a plan of a typical house showing the sizes of the
verandah, living rooms and kitchen ?—^Yes.

G-1863. And also a plan of the latest type ?—^Yes.

G-1864. Do you prevent the admission of cattle belonging to your work-
ers in your villages ?—Yes. That is a definite rule.

G-1865. You say that the physique of your work-people is probably a
little better than that of the average workman in Madras. On what do you
base that statement ?—Probably better working conditions for one thing.

The mills are well lighted and airy. Our work-people are well-paid and are

better fed than most people.

G-1866. Does the mill give the Corporation’s child welfare centres any
subscription or subsidy ?—I am not sure what our agents do.

G-1867. You say that medical leave is granted whenever necessary, and
an allowance of approximately half-pay is paid for such leave. What is the

limit of medical leave ?

—

(Air, Bentley) : The average is 20 days, but there

is no restriction on it, according to the sickness of the man and the individual

himself. It is extended many times to three months. It all depends on the

nature' of the siclmess. Each case is considered on its merits.

Q-1868. If a man gets 3 or 4 months sick leave, does he still get his half

pay ?—Yes, up to the day he starts work again.

G-1869. You state that you are of opinion that the standard of living

has improved, especially when such subjects as health and hygiene are taught.

Do the children get lessons in hygiene Sage) : Yes, we consider that

a very important item in our curriculum.

G-1870. Even half-timers Yes, and the children of the work-people.

G-1871, What time in your ordinary curriculum do you give to lessons

in hygiene ?—They are always having practical lessons in hygiene. If any

child has anything the matter with him he must come to the dispensary and

be medically attended to. In addition to that, they have half an-hour once

a week, perhaps twice a week, during which they are taught the prevention

and cure of the prevailing diseases, such as small-pox, cholera, tuberculosis,

and so on.

G-1872. Are the courses given by you in this connection approved of by

tilie Department of Public Instruction ?—Ours is a special school, and we are
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allowed special subjects of instruction. No one has ever taken any objection

to our lessons in hygiene
;
in fact they are pleased with them.

<J-1873. That part of the curriculum is accepted by the Department of

Public Instruction ?—^Yes.

G-1874. And you get the usual Government grant ?—Yes,

G-1875. Mr, Januil Mahomed : Have you work for all your 9,000 work-

men ?—Yes.

G-1876. You say that “ migration among our work-people has declinec

steadily, particularly during the past 7 or 8 years Can you give us an)

reason for that ?—(Mr. Hargreaves) Migration has declined, in my opinion,

owing to good working conditions, regular employment, good wages and

prospects.

6-1877. The workmen are more contented now ?—Exactly.

G-1878. Where do you get your labour from ?— It is local labour.

6-1879. Do you get any from the agricilltural classes ?

—

k. few.

6-1880. I see you say that when a man retires from work he usually

goes to his village. Does he go there because he wants to take up a piece of

land ?—^Yes. I think it is because most of our labour was originally agri-

cultural.

6-1881. What attracts them from the land ?—A better rate of payment
in the cities.

G-1882. You say :
“ That there is extensive unemployment in Madras

seems to be evident from the large numbers who come to the mills looking

for work.” You get more applications for work than you can provide for ?

—

Yes.

6-1883. Do you think there is an unemployment problem here in Madras ?

—

Not amongst tejrtile workers,

6-1884. Mr, Ahmed : We saw many people standing at your mill gates ?

—

They were not textile labourers. It was casual labour.

6-1886. Mr, Jamal Mahomed : You say : The work-people receive their

wages slip the day previous to pay day, and this interval allows time to adjust

any mistakes that may arise ”. Does this system work satisfactorily ?—Yes.

6-1886. Do you get many complaints ?—Very few.

G-1887. Can you give us some idea as to the cost of one of your work-
people’s houses^—The old ones cost about Rs. 1 ,090 not including the ground.
The new type of house may cost a little more.

6-1889. You 8«ty :
“ Government have done very little in the way of

providing houses for work-people. We understand that a certain number of

houses have been built by Government to house labourers in Madras, but not
specially for textile workers ”. For what sort of labour does the Government
provide houses ?—General labour,

6-1890. You say :
“ A few years ago the houses provided by the Company

became unpopular What was the reason for that ?—(Mr. Bentley) : The
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little restrictions we enforced from the health point of view, did not appeal
o the people, but now they are learning the benefits of these restrictions.

6-1891. Mr, Muhammad^ Ubaidullah : You say: “ As employers we have
never any difficulty in finding labour to fill vacancies Have you any system
A^ereby maistris bring in new hands, or do you select the men yourselves ?

—

u
have no system of recruitment by maistris or by anyone

who has any responsible position in the mill. We think that form of recruiting
eads to a lot of dishonesty. All the recruitment is done by the management
iteelf through the labour supply from the mill schools, and we find that the
best source of supply.

6-1892. I mean the new men you take from outside and not from the
school. You do not allow jobbers iyr maistris in the mill to bring new men to
you ? No. Any new labour taken on in the mill is taken from relatives of
work-people, and we can always get more than we want from that source.

6-1893. You say that the relations between the staff and rank and file

are generally quite friendly. Do you give opportunities to your workmen
to represent their grievances direct to you, or through maistris or anybody
else ?—Both. .

^ ^

6-1894. Have you had any complaints from your workers that they are
not kindly treated ?— (Mr. Bentley)

; Not to my knowledge.

6-1895. You say :
“ In addition to the elected representatives of the work-

people, four representatives of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union (two from each Mill) nominated by the Union, also attend the meetings
of the Committee If a resolution is passed in the Welfare Committee with
which the Union do not agree, have they a right to approach the management
direct ?~Yes.

6-1896. Mr, Cliff: Are those four representatives members of the
Committee ?—No.

6-1897. Mr, Muhammad Ubaidullah : The Union is qxiite independent
in that case, is it ?—Yes.

6-1898. Sir Vidor Sassoon : But they attend the meetings ?—Yes, for
their own information.

6-1899. Mr, Muhammad Ubaidullah : You say :
“ The work-people receive*

their wages slip the day previous to pay day, and this interval allows time to
adjust any mistake that may arise **. Suppose there is a mistake. Say a

man only receives Rs. 36 instead of Rs. 40 : is there any arrangement made to
pay him the difference immediately ?—Yes.

6-1900. You state that there is a full-time qualified medical officer in
the dispensary at each mill, and that all workers and their families are given
free medical attention and medicines. Do you thinkthe people working in the
carding department suffer fioni lung diseases ?—(Dr, Raghaviah) : The*
carding department is a bad department for people who have any lung disease,

but I do not say that they develop the disease there. (Mr. Bentley) : A man is

examined by the medical officer before he is employed. If he goes into the
carding department he is examined from time to time by the medical officer*.
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If there is any doubt about him, the man is transferred to

ment. Many such transfers have taken place to more congenial departments.

G-1901. Is the medical officer free to recommend an operatm for s^
leave, or is there any interference by the management m that respect f

Baghaviah) : There is no interferencee

0-1902. You say that about 90% of your

Stores. What was the amount of stuff purchased at the
• jjj'

Bentley) : About Rs. 26,000 worth, andnow it has risen to one lakh and 25, .

G-1903. What is the reason of that increase ? Is it owi^ to the ^P*
ness of the goods 1—Yes. The people buy their things at ***

full measure, and there is not the same trickery that goes on in e

G-1904. Mr. SUm Rao : You said just now, doctor, tliat there is no

interference from the management in the matter of sick ^ve.
,

-a doctor’s certificate from the Buckingham Mill in ^ P
rni^

had a temperature of 103*2, and who was recommended c ays .

21 days are cancelled ;
it is initialled by the manapr of the mill,

,

A day’s leave is recommended. Is that an exceptional case, oi is i

rule ?—(Mr. Bentley) : The half day i? given pending the condition of th

man the next morning. It may have been intermittent fever.

6-1905. You think you are a better judge as to how much leave a man

ahould get than the doctor (—Sometimes, yes.

G-1906. Mr. Anthoni. will you tell the Commission what you were bef^^^^

you joined the service of the company as Superintendent o . it t

mittee ?—I was in the Police Department.

G-1907. Were you a Sub-Inspector of Police attached to theC. I. D. i—

Bo. I was Sub-Inspector of Police.

G-1908. Did your work in connection with the police brii^ you into con-

nection with the Madras Labour Union ? I was reporting a ou le

^
.situation in the city, and in that capacity I used to be present at the meetings

of the Union.

G-1909. How did your ca]jacitie8 come to the notice of Bmny “"d (^.

that they should have chosen you as Superintendeut of the Wel&re Com-

mittee ?—I do not know how my capacities came to the notice of Bmny and

"Co. I applied for and got the job.

G-1910. Do you think that the work-people of these two Mills would be

justified in feeling a certain amount of suspicion about the u^nn n en

of the Wel&re Committee who, in their opinion rightly or wro^ y, was very

prominently connected in putting down strikes and vanoiw
® ^

L)k place between 1918 and 1921 ?—I had absolutely no share in it. I am

not responsible for any impression they may have formed about me.

G-1911. You have communal representation in your elections to the

^Executive of the Welfare Committee 1—Yes.

* G-1912. Sir VvKor Sassom : Is that in all departments 1—No.

G-1913. Mr. Cliff: I am puzzled about this. You say :
“ The weavn^

having a large number of employees, necessitates a system of
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communal voting for three candidates Later on you say : The labour
representatives are elected annually by the work-people of the different depart-
ments by secret ballot on a basis of communal representation Can you
explain that to us ?

Mr. Sastri : Perhaps that applies only to the weaving department ?

—

(Mr. Bentley) : Yes. As far as the other departments are concerned, the
two major communities working in the mills, the Hindus and Adii-dravidas,

are given equal representation.

G-1914. Sir Vidor Sassoon : How do you get equal representation?

—

There is only one representative in the department ?—If one department of
one mill is reprcvsented by one caste, the same department of the other mill is

represented by the other caste.

G-19J5. Mr. Cliff

:

Does this declaration here— elected annually by
the work-people of the different departments by secret ballot on a basis of
communal representation —represent the two communities you have just

referred to ?—Yes,

G-lDin. Is the ballot limited to each community ?—The ballot is open to
all the \vork-peo])l(\ but the candidate standing for that de})artment is limited

to that eciinmnnity.

Mr. Cliff: It is nomination and not election.

G-19i7. Mr. Sasfri: You decide beforehand that that department
in th<' Buckingham Mill should have a Mohammedan representative or an
Adi~dravida rcj)rosentative, but that in t ho other mill it should be another ?

—

Yes, that is decided before.

G-1918. Mr. Shiva Km : Have the work-peo])le objected to the retention

of communal representation ?—Yes. The Adi-dravidas, generally speakings

have a^sked for communal repres(3ntation.

G-1919. Miss Power : What percentage are they of the weaving depart-

ment ?—Generally throughout the mill the percentage of Adi-dravidas is about

39, Hindus 46, Christians 8 and Mohammedans 5.

G-1920. Mr. Shiva Rao : You state that there was cent per cent, polling

at the election of 1929. Do you suggest that it was because of the universal

appreciation of the work of the Welfare Committee that there was such polling t

—That is the only construction that I can put upon it.

G-1921. Was it voluntary polling, or do you think there was any resort

to the practice that obtains in some countries, of penalizing those who abstain

from voting can say With absolute certainty that there is no force brought

upon any worker in the matter of using his vote.

G-1922. Voting takes i)lace inside the department while the men are at

work, does it not ?—Yes.

G-1923. And the voting has to take place in the presence of the head of

the department ?—Yes.

G-1924. So no workman would dare to object to voting ?—There have

been objections in the earlier years but not at present.
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G-1925. You say, Mr. Bentley, that your objection to the Madras Labour
XJnion was that those who started the Union had politics as their primary
object. Will you admit that when the Union was first started in 1918 or 1919
there were several charges of assault against some of your European
which were taken to the police court ?—Not to my knowledge.

0-1926. Did Mr. Hargreaves figure in the police court on more than one
occasion ?—(Mr. Hargreaves) : Yes, but not in connection with the trade
union.

G-1927. In connection with assaults on the work-people ? Yes.

G-1928. Was one of your European assistants fined Rs. 35 for branding a
worker with a red-hot iron ?—1 do not remember.

G-1929. Mr. Cliff : If a worker was branded with a red-hot iron, you
would not forget that, surely ?—I do not remember the case. It is going back
12 years, which is rather a long time, is it not ?- (Mr. Bentley) : The man may
have been touched with an instrument. To say he was branded is absolutely

out of all reason.

G-1930. The question is. did it occur ?—Not to my knowledge.

G-1931. Mr. Shiva Rao

:

Supposing I produce the record before the
Conunission, would you be prepared to admit it ?—(Mr. Hargreaves) : Cer-
tainly. I am prepared to admit an3rthing that is true.

G-1932. Did Mr. Wadia, when he first started the Union, go round the
mills with Mr. Ssmionds in May 1918 ?—I could not say.

G-1933. Did Mr. Symonds admit in the High Court in the following year
that lie was not aware of the fact that during the second lock-out in 1918 as
A result of an assault on the manager by some of the work-people, Mr. Wadia
moved a resolution in the Madras Labour Union disapproving of it, and
saying that the Union must co-operate with the Mill authorities in tracing
the culprits ?—I have no knowledge.

G-1934. Miss Power

:

Have you been successful in eliminating bribery
in both your Mills ?—(Mr. Hargreaves) : I do not think we have absolutely
eliminated it.

G-1935. Where does it still linger ?—It lingers in every department.

G-1936. I take it it does not exist in respect of the employment of fresh
workers ?—No.

G-1937. It is between the workers and the mistris ?—Yes.

G-1938. What would it be in respect of ?—Promotions.

G-1939. Does the matter ever come up before the Welfare Committee ?—
Yes.

G-1940. You f^l that in respect of your 9,000 workers, bribery is a com-
paratively small thing ?—(Mr. Bentley) : Yes.

G-1941. What are the matters which are normally discussed between 4ihe
Company and the Company’s Umon, in view of the wide activities of the
Wd&re Committee 1—(Mr. Hargreaves) : The general well-being of the
imd questions appertaining to departments.

’
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G-1942. Those are all things which could be dealt with by the Welfare
Committee ?—Yes. The two bodies overlap to a certain extent.

G-1943. Why has the Union, which has been in existence for some years,

only once raised the question of wages ?—The only conclusion to come to is

that they must think the wages are all right.

G-1944. Sir Victor Sassoort : Are your wages higher than the wages in

similar factories ?—I should say they are the highest wages in India taking all

allowances into consideration as well, i.e.. Bonus, Gratuity Funds, etc.

G-1945. Miss Pov)er: You say: “A period of three months’ leave is

granted with allowances during pregnancy”. Is the three months’ leave
obligatory or optional ?—(Mr. Bentley) : It is obligatory.

G-1946. What is the allowance given ?—Half pay.

G-1947. You say In all establishments where female labour is employed,
we consider that legislation should be adopted to ensure adequate leave and
allowances during pregnancy.” Would you be in favour of all-India legisla-

tion in this respect, or provincial legislation ?—We do not mind which it is

so long as they get it.

G-1948. Do you think it should cover not one trade as in the Bombay
Presidency or all trades ?—All trades.

G-1949. Have you any reason to think from your experience of half-

timers that the jump at the age of 15 from 6 to 11 hours is excessive ?—(Mr.

Hargreaves) : The jump is from 6 to 10 hours in our case.

G-1960. Have you reason to think that that sudden increase is too much ?

—(Mr. Bentley) : No.

G-1951. No harm results ?—No.

G-1952. Have you ever gone into the question of the degree of indebted-

ness amongst the different group of workers in your Mills ?—(fc. Hargreaves)

:

No.

6-1 953. Has the question ever been discussed at the Welfare Committee ?

—

No.

G-1964. We have been told more than once that the difl&culty of workers

overstaying leave would be overcome if there was a system of privilege leave

with pay. You have that system. What effect has it had since it has been in

operation in reducing the amount of overstayed leave?—(Mr. Bentley) : It

has reduced unauthorized absenteeism. This has been reduced from 7 or 8

per cent, down to below 1 pei cent.

6-1956. Do you put that down entirely to the adoption of the system of

privilege leave with pay ?—No. I put it down to all our conditions generally

—

wages, amenities and health.

Q-1966. Are your workers at liberty to join the Madras Labour Union if

they want to ?—Yes.

6-1967. Are any of them members of both Unions ?—We could not say.

G-1968. Have you some members of the other Union in your employ ?

—

(Mr. Hargreaves) : Yes.
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6-1959. Who are not members of your Union ?—(Mr. Bentley) : We do
not know that.

6-1960. If they are members of the Madras Labour Union, are they pre-

cluded from being members of your Union ?—(Mr. Hargreaves) : Not that

we are aware of. We have no information about the activities of the two
Unions.

6-1961. "With regard to reduction in hours, you say: “ A reduction of the

maximum might be possible, but we do not see any necessity for it.” *Later

on you say that if there were a reduction some increase in efficiency might be

expected. Is it your view that the number of hours that it is at present pos-

sible to work under the Factories Act is not excessive for the Indian worker ?

—

For many years we have worked less hours than the number laid down in the

Factories Act.

6-1962. I am looking at the matter in the large. Do you feel there should

be any reduction in the present maximum hours allowable under the Factories

Act ?—Do you feel for instance that the time has come for the inauguration of

a working week somewhere between the existing 60 hours and the Washington

8-hours Convention ?— (Mr. Bentley): I should say 55 hours personally. (Mr.

Hargreaves) : I think we ought to fall in line with WVstern countries. I

should say 55.

6-1963. Have you any figures to show what percentage of saving can be

effected on a family budget as a result of dealing at your store rather than in

the open market ?—About lO^o-

6-1964. Have you, in your different forms of education, ever attempted

to give any lectures on an improved dietary ?— (Miss Sage) : No.

6-1965. Mt\ Joshi

:

What is your precise objection to any outsider

who is not an employee of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills to be an
officer of a union ?— Mr. Bentley) : So far, I do not think the Madras Labour
Union has helped the textile workers of Madras.

6-1966. Mr, Sastri :—^Mr. Joshi’s question is general : He wants to know
what is your objection to a desirable outsider being an office-bearer of aunion?—
(Mr. Hargreaves) : It is really a question for the unions themselves to decide^

but personally I should say that because they have got men who are sufficiently

intelligent to carry on the work themselves they do not want any outsiders.

6-1967. Mr. Joshi : They are clever enough no doubt, but supposing

they want outsiders ?—If they are clever enough the question hardly arises.

6-1968. If they are willing to have an outsider, then it is not for an em-
ployer to say that a union should not have an outsider as secretary or,

president?—It is a question for the union rather than for the mill management.

6-1969. Then what is your objection to the recognition of the Madras
Labour Union, if yop do not object to outsiders being officers of a union ?

—

Mr, Sastri : They have already answered that their objection to .the

Madras Labour Union is because it includes people of other mills., They want
their vmon to consist solely of their employees.
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The witne%$
: (Mr. Hargreaves) : The objection to the Madras Labour

Union, I think, is that from the President downwards all the ofGlcers have no
connection whatever with the textile trade ;

and that is the reason why the
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees Union was started, so far as I
know.

Mr. Cliff : In answer to Sir Victor Sassoon I think the witness said that
there was no objection to people assisting in negotiations even though they
were outsiders.

G-1970. Jfefr. Joshi ; I think what you mean is that you do not object to
outsiders being advisers but you object to outsiders being officers of unions ?

—

Yes.

G-1971. I want you to tell me what is your reason for that. Why do
you want to dictate to your people whom they should appoint as their secretary

or president ?—Simply because the outsiders have absolutely no knowledge
of the industry.

'

G-1972. If they have no knowledge the workers themselves will find that

out. You have already said that the workers are intelligent enough. If they are

intelligent enough they will certainly find out that a particular officer is of no
use to them and they will not appoint him ?—Then why appoint him if the

men are intelligent enough to fill the places themselves.

G-1973. It is your admission that the men are intelligent. If the men are

intelligent and if they find particular officers to be useful, why do you as

an employer object ?— have never objected to any outsider in an advisory

capacity.

G-1974. Why do you object to an outsider being an officer of a union ?

“Simply because the men are capable of looking after the work themselves.

G-1975. Mr, Sastri : You said twice over that it was a matter for the

union, and yet now you say to Mr. Joshi These men are good enough them-
selves ; why should they take an outsider ?—It is a question for the union

and not for me. ^

G-1976. Mr, Joshi : Why do you not recognize the union when
your men want a particular man as an office-bearer whether he is an outsider

or whether he is an employee of your mills ?—The reason why the union was
never recognized by our work-people, so far as I know, is that from 1918 on-

wards the work-people derived absolutely no benefits from the union, and that

is why they started a imion of their own.

G-1977. Do you really think that when a union is started, it is the business

of the employer to decide whether the men have received benefit or not, or it

is for the men to decide whether they have received any benefit or not ?—Cer-

tainly for the men. We have nothing whatever to do either with the Madras
Labour Union or with the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Union.

G-1978. What is the total number of workers in your mill ?—Eou^jr
9,000 for both the mills.

G-ld79. What is the number of members of the Madras Labour Union
We have absolutely no knowledge*

1I14ECL N
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CM980. What is the number of members of the union that has been re-

cognised by you ?—^We have no information at all.

0-1961. Toil said that yourmen have no confidence in the Madras Labour
Union and they do not recognize it. Suppose after investigation by an im-

partial judge, say, by an oflScer of Government or by this Royal Commission,

it is stated authoritatively that the union has got a membership of 2,500 of

your employees, will you recognize that union as having been desired by your

work-people ?—That is a question for the managing agents to decide.

6-1^82, Sir Victor Sassoon

:

You said that your union does not allow

anybody who is not an employee in your firm to join the union. Is that a

restriction of the union, or is that a restriction put on the union by the em-
ployer ?

—

(Mr. Bentley) : It was the decision of the union.

G-1983. Mr. Joshi: I want your opinion. If it is found by this Royal

Commission or by an officer of Government that 2,600 of your employees are

paying subscriptions regularly to a union, should it be refused recognition by
the employers ?—If it was officered by the same officers as they have got now,

personally I would not recognize it in view of what has happened in past

years.

G-1984. So you object to certain persons Hargreaves) : Exactly.

We should object to any outsiders being officers of the union.

G-1985. Sometimes you say that you object to particular individuals*

sometimes you say that you object to outsiders ?—I myself was a trade

unionist.

G-1986. Mr. Sastri

:

You should answer the question not as a trade

unionist but as the manager of a mill. The question is, if you find 2,500 of

your employees are members of a union would you still not recognize the

union for the simple reason that some of its officers are outsiders or people

who do not command your confidence ?—They do not command the confi-

dence of our work-people.

G-1987. Mr. Joshi: How do you know that they do not command
the work-people’s confidence ?—Because they left that uriion and started

their own.

G-1988. If you were to tell me that 5,000 out of 9,000 are members of the

other union, then I can understand your saying that the majority of your
workmen want that union and therefore you do not propose to recognize an-

other union. But I ask you if 2,500 of your worlmen are proved to be
members of a particular union and have confidence in a particular set of officers

why you should refuse to recognize that union ?—I can only repeat what I have
told you before that we have no confidence in the present constitution of the

union. If it was officered by the mill people themselves, yes.

G-1989. In your memorandum you make a statement that the Madras
Labour Union is managed and controlled entirely by outsiders and is in no way
Teprcsentative of any responsible section of your work-people. WiH you tell

U9 why you say it is not representative of any responsible section of your
work-people Bentley) : Because from the President downwards, and
all the members of the Committee, there are none of our work-people*
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G-ld90. You have made a statement that the union is in no way repre-

sentative of any responsible section of your work-people. You said tiliat you
do not know how many of your employees are members of that union, althon^
I am prepared to say that 2,500 of your employees are members of that union.

1 know it as a matter of fact, but if you have knowledge you can contradict

me. If there are 2,500 members, do you not think it is an irresponsible state-

ment to make that the union is not representative of any responsible section

of your work-people ?—^What becomes of the other 7,000 ?

G-1991. You have admitted that you have no knowledge of the member-
ship of the union. If you have no knowledge of its membership, I tell you
that you as a responsible member of the staff of this mill should not have made
that statement ?—You have enlightened us about the 2,500 men

;
what

about the 7,000 then ?

G-1992. If you are prepared to accept my figure of 2,500, then why do
you call these 2,500 people as irresponsible people. I want to find out from you
.whether your attitude towards your men is really a reasonable one ?—Our
attitude towards our men is reasonable, and we accept them ; but we do not
accept the executive.

G-1993. I am not talking of officers now. You are accusing your own
men as being irresponsible ?—If these 2,500 people wish to form a committee
amongst themselves and to approach the management, we shall give them
every opportunity to approach us.

G-1994. Why do you call them {in irresponsible section of your people ?

—

We call them irresponsible through the committee.

G-1995, Mr. Clow : Is your objection to the Madras Labour Union based

on the personality of certain of its officers, or would you object equally strongly

if it was officered by certain other outsiders who had no previous history ?

—

There are possibilies in that.

G-1996. As regards the applicants who come before you for jobs, do you
find that many of them have had previous training in textile mills, or are tJiey

fresh applicants ?—Taking our history for the last 50 years, I should say that

many people who come to us have had training in different textile mills. Of
the applicants, there is a small section of our own men who were treated a&
absentees ; we know their qualifications, and we appoint them when necessary.

G-1997. Suppose a man goes away and does not come back, you do not
enter him as an absentee ?—He is marked absent for 8 days.

G-1998. Supposing he goes away and does not return at all ?—We mark
him absent only for the first 8 days, and if he does not return we consider him
to have left our service.

G-1999. He is not included in 1*07 per cent, of your absentees ?

—

1*07 per cent, refers to our movable labour as it stands in our recm^.

G-2000. In other words, it refers to the people who come back and not
to the people who do not come back ?—Yes.

G-2001. When did you introduce automatic looms?—^In 1914, but wo
actually began working them on a larger scale from 1920.

K2
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(}-2002. What effect has the introductton of these looms had on the

wages ; do you think it has enabled you to pay higher wages ?—Yes as is

proved by our records.

6-2003. You mentioned that the young men who have been educated in

your schools proved better workmen than the uneducated men. There is no
rehictance on the part of these educated men to enter the nodll ?—No.

6-2004. You do not find a demand that they should all become clerks, for

instance ?—No.
6-2005. They are quite ready to take up any manual occupation ?—^Yes.

6-2006. Do you allow your workers to take unauthorized intervals during

the day ?—No.

6-2007. They are not allowed to take meals, for instance ?—^Certainly

they are allowed. Where a man comes to the mills without food and some
one brings it for him later, he is allowed to take the meal.

6-2008. In your time or in the specified interval ?—In our time he does

it.

6-2009. Do you provide hadlis to take his place when he is out %—No.

6-2010. Then how is his work carried on ?—Perhaps by his assistant or

his next friend.

6-2011. In other words you keep a certain percentage of spare men who
will not be necessary if the men were actually working 10 hours a day ?—We
-allow a surplus of about 10 per cent, for leave.

6-2012. So, generally speaking, out of the 10 hours a day a man puts in

9 hours a day ?—He puts in 10 hours a day—5 in the morning and 6 in the

afternoon.

6-2013. How can he put in 10 hours if he is out for some time ?—From
that point of view, he does not put in 10 hours. I might say that for taking

a meal he may take about 10 minutes.

6-2014. You keep 10 per cent, surplus ; that will enable him to go out for

10 per cent, of the time ?—The surplus of 10 per cent, is to cover the privi-

lege leave and other amenities that we give to our people.

6-2015. Then you do not take any extra men every morning to make up
for the absentees ?—No.

6-2016. What percentage of your new employees are children or relatives

of the old ones ?—More or less all of them.

6-2017. Have you any trouble between communities in the mills at all %

—

6-2018. You had, I think, at the time of one of the big strikes ?—-No

;

we had no trouble between communities as such.

6-'2019. Sir Alexander Murray : You said that during 1928 the number
of persons who left the two mills, or who were discharged or dismissed &om the

miHs, was 751. But in your memorandum, dealing with one mill only, you
say that 768 people left during that year. How do you reconcile these two
statem^ts ?—768 represents the people who left the mill on thdr own
account and did not come back.
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6-2020. Does that include the 761 hands ?—Yes.

6-2021. If a man goes away and does not return, for what period do you
mark him absent, and after what period do you consider him as a dismisBed
hand ?~We mark him absent for 8 days, but if we find that his over-stay was
due to sickness or any other legitimate cause, we generally take him back after

his return.

6-2022 . What procedure do you follow in the 6amatic Mills ?

—

{Mr.
Hargreaves) : If a man is continuously absent for 8 days, he is presum^ to
have left our employ,

6-2023. If he comes back do you take him as a new employee ?—^It is

very rarely that he comes back. But if he returns and he is a good servant, we
take him in.

6-2024. You have said in your memorandum that you do not use jobbers
as recruiters. Will you tell us if a labourer comes to you, who tests him to see

whether he is suitable for employment or not ?

—

(Mr. Bentley) : The head of

the department.

6-2025. Suppose you have 10 weavers waiting outside the door and you
have only one vacancy. Who decides which of the 10 has to get employment ?

—

The weaving master himself.

6-2026. Does he himself go to the gate ?—The manager sends him a few
of the applicants.

G-2027. What would be the number He may send him half a dozen.

6-2028. AVhen he gets half a dozen, what does he do ?—He actually tests

them on the loom.

G-2029. The selection is made by the weaving master personally, and it is

not left to the jobber ?—The jobber has absohitely no hand in the selection.

G-2030, Supposing later on the weaver is not giving satisfaction to the

jobber, does the jobber go and tell the weaving master that he does not approve

of the weaver ?—The fact whether he is giving satisfaction or not can be veri-

fied from the production book.

G-2031. You have eliminated the jobbers so far as recruitment is

concerned ?—Quite.

G-2032. When we were going through the Buckingham mill this morning,

1 came across a few intelligent half-timers. They told me that they were

working for 5' hours in the mill ; they went out for two hours for meals
; then

went for another two hours to the primary school : and again in the evening

they went for 1 J hours to the evening classes. The evening classes, I under-

stand, are only for full-timers Sage) : We have a night school for adult

workers. We had a number of small boys, half-timers and children of the

work-people who used to attend that night school, The adults objected. So

we turned these boys out. They came to us and said :
‘‘ Please do not turn

us out of the night school ;
we have no other place to go

;
we have nothing to

So, we said “ veiy well, you must not go into the same classes as the i|du]tt,|

but we will have some classes for you yourselves, and you can come i&erk **
•
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Vie have some 116 children on our rolls who come to what we call the night

Glub« It is not under inspection, and they have no regular lessons in these

classes. They have a book or a slate and they do anything they like for the

first period. For the second period the teacher tells them a story from history

or moral story or anything like that. The attendance at the school is purely

volimtary, but many children come regularly because they find it much plea-

santer to sit in a room with electric lights rather than play about in the

streets and in the dark cherries.

G-2033. As regards the half-timers going to the primary school in the after-

noon, you make that more or less compulsory, do you not ?—^Yes.

G-2034. You do it with a view to eliminate the possibility of the Bucking-

ham mill boys going to the Carnatic mill or vice versa ?—It does prevent that

but it was not done with that view. There are far more boys in Madras than the

mills can accommodate. There is no need for any boy to work in more than

one mill. As far as I can remember, we have had no trouble with any boy
trying to work in two mills.

6-2035. Mr. Cliff: It was done purely for educational purposes?

—

Yes. The Managing Director said that no boy attends the mill should come and
say Because I was a half-timer, therefore, I never learned to read and write

On the other hand, he should come and say ‘‘ Because I was a half-timer, there-

fore I had a chance to learn reading and writing ”.

6-2036. Sir Alexayider Murray : In your memorandum you refer to the

working hours which are from 6-30 a.m. till 5-30 p.m. with a break of one hour
between 11-30 and 12-30. Do you think that one hour in the middle of the

day is long enough ?—(Mr. Hargreaves) : Not long ago it was only 20 minutes ;

then it was raised to 30 minutes, I think, and now it is one hour. If you
watch a man taking food you will find that he takes it perhaps within 15

minutes
; the rest of the time he spends playing about. I think one hour is

quite ample.

6-2037. Do not some of them go home to take food ?—Some who live

near the ndlls do.

6-2038. Dealing with the question of indebtedness you say that the

company has refused to accept attachment arrests. Can you do this ?—Yes,
so far as the daily-paid labour is concerned.

6-2039. A great bulk of your hands are monthly paid ?—They are daily-

rated but paid monthly.

6-2040. Take, for instance, the weavers ?—^We cannot attach a weaver’s
pay, (Mr. Bentley) : He is paid on piece-work, and his pay is reckoned daily.

6-2041. Do you mean to tell me that none of your weavers’ pay can be
attached for a debt ?—(Mr. Hargrea/ves) : It cannot be attached. The Courts
used to attach it, but they have now stopped it.

6-2042. You do not pay your weavers daily
;
they are actually monthly

servants, paid monthly ?—They are paid monthly, but the monthly wages are
eslc^ted ou the daily earnings. For instance, he may earn Bs. 1-2-Oto-day
while Rs. 1-8-0 to-morrow.
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,
0-2043. That does not prevent him from being called a monthly servant ?—

So far as I know, we cannot call him a monthly servant, because his wages ai6

reckoned daily.

G-2044. Suppose you want to dismiss a weaver, what notice do you give

hissi ?

—

{Mr, Bentley) : One month’s notice.

G-2045. That makes him a monthly servant ?

—

{Mr. Hargreaves) : Monthly
servants are those whose pay is fixed, say, Rs. 50 or 60 a month.

G-2046. As regards the question of welfare committees and the union,

what do you think that a union can do for the men which your welfare commit*
tees are not doing for them ?—If we give permission for our welfare people to

deal with wages and hours of work, then there is no need for a union, in my
opinion, because everything would be done by the welfare people.

G-2047. How is your welfare committee constituted ?—36 according to

the altered constitution. Of these, 32 are actual workers.

6-2048. Who are elected by ballot ?—Yes.

G-2049. And the other four, what are they ?— {Mr. Bentley)

:

One repre-

sents the mistri class and the other the writer class, from each of the two nulls.

G-2050. You have the feeling yourself, have you not, that if you were to

give the right to interfere in wage disputes or in hours disputes between the
workers and the employers, your committee, as at present constituted, would
serve that purpose as well as any union ?—Taking the progress that has been

made since the introduction of the welfare committee we feel that it will

serve the purpose.

G-2051. Mr. Sastri

:

On the question of your attitude towards the labour

union, I am afraid your answers have left the commission in a state of mystifi-

cation. I would give you one more opportunity for clearing up the position

by putting you a few straight questions, and I would beg you, in answering

them, to forget that you have given any previous answers, if possible. Do
you object to recognize a union in which there are members not belonging to

your establishments ?

—

{Mr. Bentley) : Do you mean on the executive or

among the workers {

6-2062. Among the workers ?—Yes.

G-2053. Do you object to outsiders altogether in an executive capacity

on the union that you are willing to recognize, or do you object to certain out-

siderswhom you think you should object to for other reasons?

—

{Mr. Hargreaves)

:

We have objected up to the present to outsiders being in the executive of the

union, because we do not think it can be run properly with outsiders as execu-

tive members as they have no knowledge of the conditions of the trade. That
is our only objection.

G-2(^4. It does not depend upon the personality of the outsider but upon
the fact that he is an outsider ?—Y^.

G-2066. Sir Victor Sassoon : Supposing the outsider was a workcsr in

anotihur mill and therefore having the technical knowledge, would you o^|a^
to do not see any reason why we should object to a case like that.

'
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G.-2066. Mr. Kay : On the question of outsiders, you would not object,

I think to outsiders being on an advisory body such as I believe is the case with
the union that has already got recognition ?—No, we would not object at all.

G-2057. Mr. Cliff: Are the men on the advisoiy board technical men ?

—

I am not quite sure
; I do not think they are.

G-2068. Are you quite sure ?—I knpw that at least one is a doctor and
another is a lawyer.

G-2059. Does this advisory board ever come into actual contact with the
managing agents of the mills when questions affecting the workers are being

discussed ?—Yes.

G-2060. The board has the right to assist the work-people in their negotia*

tions ?—Exactly.

G-2061. Sir Victor Sassoon : For those work-people who do not live

near the mills, there is a tiffin-shed, I understand. Is a tiffin-shed, very
expensive ?—I should say that the present tiffin-shed that we have put up has
cost us Rs. 1-12-0 to Rs. 2 per square ft., that includes roof, sides and founda-

tion
; it does not include the cost of the ground.

G-2062. The workers at present have a break of one hour between 11-30

and 12-30. Do you think that they would be more efficient if instead of one

break during the day they had two breaks ?

—

(Mr. Bentley) : No,

G-20$3. You do not think that the question of fatigue comes in ?—No.

G-2064. You pay your work-people monthly. Have they expressed any
desire to be paid, say, fortnightly ?

—

(Mr. Hargreaves) : The question has

been discussed, but not directly.

G-2065. They have never approached you ?—No.

G-2066. Would you have any objection to pay them fortnightly, if they
prefer it ?—It would be rather a difficult proposition ; it would mean exactly

double the work that wc are doing now.

G-2067. You might make your actual payment for each department and
on a different day ?—That would rather complicate the thing.

G-2068. If the question is brought forward you would consider it favour-

ably ?— Mr. Bentley)

:

There are so many deductions to be made from the man’s
wages. There is a workmen’s stores from which a man takes his food-stuff

s

and we have the co-operative society for which deductions are to be made.
It is not an ordinary wage where you calculate the earnings for the number of

days he worked, and then pay him. There are so many deductions and calcula-

tions to be made before he can be paid.

G-2069. As far as you are concerned you think it would be difficult to

change your present system of monthly payment ?
—

^Yes.

G-2070. If the hours of work were to be reduced in western countries,

you consider that that would be a good argument for reducing them in India*

^ould you, in considering the question of reduction of hours of work, consi-

der l^e conoenisration of effort of the workmen put in the hours of work : mi^^t it

not be preferable from the workers’ point of view to work an hour or two loii|^
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in a day with less concentrated effort than to work a shorter time witii more

concentrated effort ?

—

{Mr. Hargreaves) : The modem tendency is for shorter

day.

G-207L Do you think that in this climate the workmen may not prefer

to have less concentrated effort spread over a slightly longer period than to

work very hard for a shorter period ?—^From our conversation with our own

work-people we find that they would prefer a shorter day.

6-2072, They would give the same production by extra effort in that short

period ?—That point has not been discussed.

6-2073. Mr. Ahmed : Is it not a fact that your interest is adverse tO'

the interests of the workers who may demand increment of wages and more*

welfare work to be carried out ?—^There is no question of our interest being

adverse to the interest of the workers. You cannot go on indefinitely increas-

ing the wages. We must refuse at times.

6-2074. From that point of view your interest is adverse to the interest

of the workers ?—^Yes.

6-2075. The workers find it very difficult to tight with the managers

under whom they serve, and independent persons who are outsiders are there-

fore the fittest persons to decide these questions ?—^It is a matter of opinion.

{Mr. Bentley) : They cannot discuss the individual processes of a department

as we can, because they have no knowledge.

6-2076. Then is a judge or a lawyer a fit person to decide when there is a

fight between you and the workers as a result of which a board of enquiry or a

conciliation board is constituted ?

—

{Mr. Hargreaves ) : We have never had

occasion to fight on the question of wages.

6-2077. What is the wage that you pay to your unskilled labourer 1

{Mr. Bentley ) : His starting wage is As. 12-6.

6-2078. Is that a fair wage for the maintenance of himself, his wife and

two children ?—(Mr. Hargreaves ) : Comparatively it is, as far as local condi-

tions go.

6-2079. Can a workman, his wife and two children maintain themselves

on that wage ?—Evidently they can.

G-2080. Mr. CMff ; Dealing with the wages you say in yourm^or^dum

that these wages are gradually advanced by annual increments. AVoiUd you

teU us the amount of the increment ?—Take the first item—coobes m all depa^

mentfl. The minimum is Rs. 0-12-6, and he gets an increment of 6 pies every.

year.

G-208] . Taking these grades, have you got a standard hst of increments ?—

We have.

G-2082. You say that the average wage of all the men on tune

about Rs. 26 per month. How did you amve at that

BmOef/) : The total amount of wages earned divided by the total numbw ot

people employed on the daily rate.
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(J-2088. It is a simple division ?—'Yes,

G-2084. Does that apply also to the piece-workers ?—^Yes.

G-2085. Will you teU us how the piece-rates are fixed ? Are they fixed

by negotiation between the welfare committee and the management t—^No.

6-2086. There has been no negotiation on the part of your workers and the

management with regard to fixing piece-rates ?—^No.

6-2087. Is there likely to be any negotiation ?

—

{Mr. Hargreaves) :

Yes, in the future,

6-2088. Is this a new policy to_ be pursued by the welfare committee,

•namdy, to negotiate piece-rates ?

—

(Mr. Bentley) : It has not really been

decided at the moment ; it is in the hands of the managing agents at present.

6-2089. Has the trade union been consulted on that at all ?—Yes, our

trade union has been consulted.

6-2090. The Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees Union in their

memorandum say :
“ Penalty is levied for absence. Every man who absents

himself from work without leave has not only to forfeit his wages for the day

but to pay a penalty at a fixed rate, t.e., at the same rate at which -allowance is

paid for medical leave ”. Is that so ?

—

{Mr. Hargreaves )

:

Yes.

6-2091. Does that mean that if a man is absent for one day or for 8 days

be pays a penalty for each of those days ?—Yes.

6-2092. How do you justify that ?—The amount has been gradually

reduced from time to time.

6-2093. Was it once considerably more ?—Yes. We hope to bring it

down still further
; but, of course, it rests with the workman himself.

6-2094. If a man is absent for two or three days, is the penalty deducted

in one amount from his pay ?

—

{Mr. Bentley) ; Yes.

6-2095. In your memorandum dealing with the redaction of hours, you
make a declaration. Then under climate, you say, “ Climate has a great

.efiect on the comparison, as it is not possible to do the same amount of work in

a hot climate as in a cool one. The worker’s capacity to resist fatigue is low-

.ered, and continuous application to routine work in a hot climate tends to slack-

ness fund inattention ”. I see your work-people are demanding a 60-hour week.

Would you oppose the demand of your work-people for a 60-hour week in view
•of this declaration ?—I think a drop from 60 to 50 is too great a jump at one
time.

6-2096. You ate working only 58J hours now ?—Yes, but still we are

•entitled to work 60 hours.

6-2097, Mr. Sastri

:

You agreed to 65 hours a week ?—Personally I
wasM agree to 55.
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G-2098. Mr. Cliff : Could you tell Us what is the cost to your company
of welfare work per head per annum ?—I could not give that ofi-hand.

6-2099. Could that be given to us later on ?—I dare say I can, but I have
no authority for saying that.

Mr. Cliff: Would you make a request and see if you could supply us ?

I think we are interested in your welfare work, and it would be of much assist-

ance to us if we could know what it costs you.

^ir Alemnder Murray : I think yoq could give us the total capital cosij

of welfare work and also the recurring expenditure.

The witness : {Mr. Bentley) : I have taken a note of that.

G-2100. Colonel Russdl : If you get a serious accident case in the mills

what do you do ?—After giving first-aid we send ^he case direct to the General
Hospital.

6-2101. Have you got any conveyance ?—Yes, motor ambulance.

G-2102. Have you found difificulty in gaining admission for serious acci-

dent cases ?—No.

G-2103. Mr. Jamal Mahotned : In answer to previous questions you
said that you have employment for all your men. But I see from the state-

ment given in your memorandum that in 1926 there were 9,5»o3 employees
while in 1929 there were only 9,178 employees. Although you have plenty

of work and although you have plenty of men applying for work, how is it

that the number of employees has gone on decreasing from 1926 ?

—

(Mr,

Hargreaves) : I think it is due to two causes ; firstly, to the introduction of

automatic machinery, and secondly to better attendance of work-people.

Q-2104. From the same statement I see that two deaths have takei^

place in your mills. Did you pay any compensation to the heirs of these two
deceased employees ?—^Yes, we paid compensation according to the Act.

G-2106. You work 58| hours a week, and you give one hour interval

during midday. Do you think that one hour interval is sufficient ?—As far as

we can judge, it appears to be sufficient ; we had no complaints about it.

G-2106. You work the mills for 6 hours in the morning and 5 in the after-

noon. Five hours in the morning may be all right, but do you not think that 5

hours in the afternoon is rather too much. You have already replied that

personally you will be in favour of a 55-hour week. I think if you can give an

interval of hours instead of an hour it would not only be advantageous

to the workers but it would abo'fit in with your suggestion for a 55-hour week I

—If the mills work till 6 o'clock the men would strongly object to it.

6-2107. I am not suggesting that the mills should work till 6 o^cloek.

I am suggesting that instead of 1 hour rest you should give them IJ houiia

rest ?—^You want to reduce the hours of labour 1

6-2108. Yes ?—-That is a different point.
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G-2109. You might consider it ?i-Ye8, that is a point that eooM be OMi-

sideied.

G-2110. In your memorandum you deal with the basis of payment for

overtime and Sunday work. You call Sundays as holidays ?—^Yes.

G-2111. If the workers are absent on Sundays, you do not pay them t

—^No.

G-2112. You call Sunday a holiday because they do not come to week ?

(Mr. Bentley)

:

That is right.

Q, They do not have a holiday with payment ?—Not on Sunday.
There is no manufacturing process done on Sunday.

G-2113. If you have work and you want the workmen to come to work
on Sunday you pay them a time and a quarter ?—If any occasion arises for any
one to work on a Sunday, which would be only repair work, he will get a time

and a quarter.

G*‘2114. What do you pay for overtime on week days?—A time and
a half.

G-2115. What do you pay for night work ?—A time and a half.

G-2116. You call Simday a holiday simply because the workers do not wmrk
on that day ?—There is no manufacturing process done on that day. (Iff.

Hargreav^) : We say Sunday is a holiday, because in some parts of India

cotton mills work on Sundays
;
they give holiday on some other day in the week.

G-2117. Mr, Shiva Rao : You said, Mr. Bentley, that one objection to

the Madras Labour Union was that it had not done an iota of good! for the

work-people. Supposing I were to produce a statement by some one to the effect

that representations from the Madras Labour Union have been helpful, would

you regard that as being based on imperfect knowledge of conditions ?—

I

am not prepared to answer that question.

G-2118. Suppose I produce a statement from Mr. Symonds in the High

Court, in which he admitted that representations from the Madras Labour

Union were helpful, would you be prepared to reconsider your answer ? There

was a suggestion in July 1918 from the work-people that there should be a strike.

Mr. Wadia said “ Now that the war is on you must help Binny & Co., because

they are doing war work. We must have no strike.” Was that helpful or

otherwise ?—I have no knowledge of it.

G-2119. Again, in October you decided to open your mills at 6 A.nt., and
Mr. Wadia said Yesterday the order was that you should go there at 6 in the

morning. My answer to you to-day is that if you want to be true to your

principles, be there at 6 o’clock. If to-morrow the order is that you shall be

there at 6-30 please see to it that you go there at 5-30.’^ Is that helpful or

otherwise ?—I have no knowledge.

G-2120. In 1920 representations were made by the Union as a result of

which there was an increase of 10 per cent, to those who drew 1 rupee and! above;
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16 per cent, to those who drew between nine annas and one rupee, and 20
per cent, to those who drew less than nine annas ; two annas per rupee rice

allowance to those who drew between Es. 25 and 75, and three annas for those

who drew up to Rs. 26. Gazetted holidays, and 15 days’ privilege leave with
wages ; increase in bonus to 10 per cent. Do you think^that was a benefit

conferred upon the people by the Union ?—That emanated, I think, from the
management.

G-2121. As a result of representations from the Union ?—No, I do not
think so.

G-2122. The Union was dissatisfied with those conditions, and there would
have been a strike. Mr. Arundale made an appeal to the Labour Commissioner,

and there was a court of inquiry, and these concessions were increased to 4

annas rice allowance, an increase of 20, 25 and 30 per cent, in wages, full pay
for gazetted holidays, a minimum wage of not less than 9 annas 7 pice a day,

a fortnight’s privilege leave after five years’ service, and the establishment of

a provident fund, insurance and gratuity. Do you think that was a disservice

to the worker ?—I have no knowledge of it as emanating from the Union.

G-2] 23, Miss Pmver : You say “ That there is extensive unemployment in

Madras seems to be e\n(lent from the large number who come to the mills

looking for work.” Are these men those who have had experience in textile

mills ?

—

(Mr, Hargreaves)

:

They are mostly agricultural labomers coming
from up-country.

0-2124. Mr, Joshi : You say Any such thing would mean that a contri-

bution would be levied from both employer and worker, and any attempt to

deduct amounts from work-people's pay for this purpose would, we think, be

strongly opposed.” If the employees did not oppose any payment of

contribution, may I take it that you would not oppose the establishment of

unemployment insurance ?—We would not oppose it. If it can be done

satisfactorily, why should we oppose it ?

G-2125. May I take it that similarly you would not oppose a sickness

insurance scheme, if the workers do not oppose contributions being levied

against them ?

—

(Mr, Bentley) ; No.

G-2126. Mr, Clow : You refer to those work-people who still keep in

contact with their villages. Can you give us any indication of what percent-

age that is to your total labour force ?—It is difl&cult to say.

G-2127. Do you think the majority have still some village connections ?

—(Mr, Hargreaves) : They appear to have. (Mr, Bentley) : But not direct,

from the family point of view.

G-2128. Is there a substantial number who have no home place to look to,

except Madras ?

—

(Mr. Anthoni)

:

There is a considerable number who are still

in touch with the villages.

G-2129 . Sir Alexander Murray : In the Welfare Committee’s animal

report mention is made of a rule which gives a man who has worked two years
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in the mill six months’ leave so that he may return to his home ?—(ifr. Beniky)

:

That is an old rule.

G-2130. The fact that it is being talked about would seem to imply that

a lot of the work-people still want to go back to their homes for long peric^
We have had no applications.

G-2131. But you say that hardly a year passes without such applications ?

'—They are extremely rare.

G-2132. Mr. Sastri : You say “ The only method we can think of to

increase production by altering methods of remuneration is by instituting

piece-work rates of pay in all producing departments.’’ Are piece-work rates

of pay now in force in any producing department ?—Some departments are all

on piece-work.

G-2133. Are piece-work rates of pay popular amongst work-people ?—Yes.

They are more popular than daily-rates.

G-2134. If you did make a change there would not be a serious objection

on the part of the employees ?—No. It would be better for them.

G-2135. Would you increase the hours of work ?—No.

G-2136. The Madras Labour Union is not an illegal body. It has a right

to exist. It has existed for many years, and it will continue to exist. Friendly

relations have not existed betw’een you and the Madras Labour Union. Would
it not be desirable, seeing that it is going to exist, to get into contact with it

and see that that institution is made somewhat useful to your work-people ?

—

There were approaches made at one time, but the committee of our work-people

said no, because, from what I can gather, there was nothing in common between
the two Unions. That was about two years ago. (Mr. Hargreaves) : As far

as I can remember, I think the whole thing hinged on the question of executive

officers of the Union. I think if the Madias Labour Union had given way at

that time and had agreed to have the executive composed of men from the

mills, and who were interested in the trade themselves, there would have been
some kind of fusion between the two. But I suppose the door is always open
for negotiations. That rests between the Unions themselves.

G-2137. Do you think it is good for work-people, upon the whole, that their

allegiance should be divided between an institution recognized by you and an
institution not recognized by you, but from which apparently they do seem to

derive some good or it would not have a membership of 2,600 ?—I should say
it would certainly be better if all the mill work-people were members of one
Union.

Mr. Sastri

:

I only make an appeal to you, because this is the last I shall

see of you You will not mistake me when I say that better relations would
be productive of all-round good to your work-people. I do not believe anything
but good win come of some understanding.

(The witnesses withdrew\)
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Madsas.

Wednesday, the 6th March 1930i

At the Ohoolai Mills.

Pbesekt

:

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E,

Miss B. M. LE PoER Power.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Dih Ahmed, M.L.A.

Mr. Shiva Rao. T

YAssistant Commissioners.
Mr. Jamal Mahomed Sahib Bahadur. J

Mr. S. Lall, Joint Secretary.

Statement made by Mr. V. SUBBAMANI AITAB, Manager, Choolai Miii«

• G-2138. 1 have been the Works Manager of this mill for 8 months. Before
this I was a weaving master in the Morarjee Goculdas Mills, Bombay, for
years. I have six assistants under me and the total number of employees in
the mills is about 2,300, of whom 170 are women employed as waste-pickers
and reelers.

G-2139. We emplby no half-timers. The women waste-pickers are paid
Rs. 9 to Rs. 10 a month consisting of 25 working days. They work 9 hours
a day for five days in the week and on Saturdays 8 hours. The men work 10
hours a day except on Saturdays when they work 8J hours only.

G-2140. Formerly we had 430 looms but we have now increased the number
to 774 and, as a result of this, we use up our own yarn and there is therefore

less left to be reeled. We used to employ 100 women reelers, and though we
have less work, we have not reduced their niunber, because the women reelers

asked us hot to do. It is the fear of a strike which prevents me from effecting

a reduction in the number of women reelers. This applies also to the other

departments. I could reduce the number of men and women in most of the

departments, but I dare not do so, as I am sure there will be trouble.

G-2141. I have here with me the daily attendance register of the women
reelers for the month of January. There are 113 names in this register and
you will find that the women who are paid on piece-work are given, in addition

to their piece-rate earnings, an allowance of 50 per cent, and another of 26 per

cent, as well as a bonus and holiday and overtime wagra. The mill worked for

24J days in January but the attendance of the reelers varied from 24J days

down to 13 and 10 days. One woman reeler working 24^ days drew Rs. 12-16-9

less a fine of six pies, t.e., Rs. 12-12-9 net. Another woman reeler working fot

only 10 days drew Rs. 3-10-6. Of the 113 women reelers on the register 8

have been marked absent throughout the month of January and they will not
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be re-engaged, as «b is the {Kdicy of the management to reduce the number of

women reelers to 60. Since 8 months not a single woman reeler has been en-

' gaged by the management.

G-2142. The ordinary method of recruitment of all workers is by selection

of candidates at the foill gates. The manager or one of his Assistants makes

the selection.

G-2143. 1 admit clerical mistakes occur in the calculation of wages.

Unlike Bombay we have to pay our men their wages on the second Satur^y
of the month following the one for which wages are due. This means that

sometimes wages have to be calculated and paid on the 8th or 9th of the fol-

lowing month. I have asked the Agent to give me two additional clerks from

Bombay who are well versed in accounts and who Will be employed to audit

the wage pa)nnents. Similar mistakes do not occur in the Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills because our system of working is quite different. The pay-slips

are given to the operatives 24 hours before payment, so that, if there are any
mistakes, they can bring them to the notice of the management.

G-2144. We have two doctors, one is an L. M. P. and the other L. M. & S.

The former attends from 7 a.m. to 10-30 a.m. and again from 1-30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

The latter attends the mill from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. and sees only to the important

cases.

G-2146. We pay maternity benefits to our women employees. Before

January we used to allow them one-third of their wages for a total period of

three months. We have now raised this allowance to half wages for a total

period of three months, but wo have not yet had a case in which we have paid

maternity benefits at the higher rate.

G-2146. We provide no facilities for the nursing of children, nor do we allow

children to enter the mill.

G-2147. We have had instances in which our workers have refu.sed to listen

to the advice of their leaders. On one occasion when the mill was stopped

for two hours for the clearing of machinery the men in the roving department
refused to clean the machines. We sent for the Secretary of the Madras Labour
Union who told the men that they must clean the machinery. In spite of this

they refused to do so. There have, however, also been instances in which the

men have agreed to refer the points in dispute to a Committee of enquiry before

going on strike.

G-2148. Out of the 774 looms in our mill 74 are being worked as single

looms by 74 weavers and of the remainder 392 are double looms worked by 196
weavers. There are 308 new looms which are worked by 164 weavers. From
the wages register for January it will be seen that the weavers working on a
single Irom for the whole month earned about Rs. 30, whereas the weavers on the
double locHns working for the whole month earned between Rs. 40andR8. 60,
and sometimes even as much as Rs. 56 and Rs. 67. In the month of January
we had to employ about 182 substitute weavers {badlis) owing to absenteeion.
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Madras.

Thursday, 6th March 1930.

Present :

The Right Hon’ble V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, C.H., P.C. {Pre$iding).

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart. ' Mr. John Cufp.

Sir Alexander Mdrray, Kt., C.B.E. Mr. N. M. Josm, M.L.A.

Mr. A. G. (hiOW, C.I.E., I.C.S.
1

Miss B. M. lb Pobr Power.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A. Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell,
C.B.E., I.M.S. {Medieal

Assessor),

Mr. K. Kay.
Mr. Jamal Mahomed Sahib Bahadur.
Mr. Muhammad 1Tbaiduli,ah Sahib. fAssistant Commissioners.
Mr. B. Shiva Rao, M.A. J

Mrs. Venkatasubha Rao, Lady Assessor.

Mr. A. Dibdin, Joint Secretary.

Sir FAIBLESS BARBER, Mr. H. L. PINCHES, Mr. C. R. T. CONGREVE
Lt-Ckd. C. H. BROCE; and Mr. F. E. JAMES, r^rssentafives of ttte

United Planters’ Association «f Southern India.

G-2149. Mr. Sastri

:

What is your experience of plantations in South-
ern India ?

—

(Sir Fairhss Barber). My experience is nearly 38 years. (Mr,
Pmohes)

:

I have had 38 years experience. (Insutenant-CeJmd Aradt) :

1 have also had about 33 years experience.

G-2100. Bo you represent different plantation areas \—(Mr. Pisubes) :

I.xepresent>Tcavancore which is outside the jurisdiction of the Cammisraon and
part of Anamalais and a small portion of Nelliampathies. (SirFaMessBarber}.

I represent the Anamalais and Wyanad. (Lieut&umt-Coltmd Brode) : I

have had experience of plantations in the Nilgiris and the Anamalais. For^ last 10 years 1 have been working in the Labour Department of the Unilsd
Planters’ Association, (ilfr. Congreve) : My experience lira chiefly in

Anamalais and to some extent in Mysore, Wyanad and the Nilgiris.

G'2161. 1 see from your memorandum that neaify all ydur labo«i mtom
from Brit^ India whether it is for British India or Indian States. & t|Mim

M14RGL d
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ai} racial cau&e r «tlie bottom of it. Are the populations nearly homogene-
ous ?—(Afr. Pinches) Labour suitable for plantations is not available in the

Indian States. {Sir Fairless Barbefr) ; A certain amount of labour does come
from Mysore for example. But the best recruiting districts are the wet dis-

tricts of the Madras Presidency where the labourer has no land of his own. In

the drier district that is not the case ; the labourer works for the most part

on his own land. {Lieutenant-Colmel Brock) : We have plantations in Tra-

vancore and the best recruiting districts for those plantations are those l3dng
inland, rather than those situated right down along the west coast where rains

practically never fail.

- G-2152. We observe the same thing with regard to the Mills in Mysore

and Bangalore
;
most of the mills get their labour from British India. Has it

anything to do with the fact that population in Indian States is very thin and
people have got some bit of land of their own ?—^As far as Mysore is concerned

the population is thin. But in Travancore the population is particularly

dense. It would not apply there.

G-2163. In your memorandum you say that a scheme is under considera-

tion for giving some higher education to the children of labourers. Howr far

has that scheme gone ?

—

{Mr, Pinches)' It has gone no further at present. I

think the scheme will materialize soon.

G-2154. Do you anticipate that a slight percentage of people receiving

higher education will really make labour on the plantations more attractive ?—
{Mr. Congreve): My idea is not so much that. We think it is time that these

labourers who are working on our plantations had representatives of their

own class to represent them in District Boards, Municipal Councils and

other bodies. These educated men besides doing this will also be of great

help in general welfare work among the labourers.

G-2155. Is there sufficient provision for primary education of children

on your estates {Mr, Pinches) Yes, on the estates.

G-2156. Is it a half school or full school that these children attend ?

—

There are both schools

—

{Mr. Congrem) : I have a half school on my estate.

G-2157. What do the children do for the rest of the time ?— There are

three standards. The lowest standard attends school till 12 o’clock in the

morning. They do not come back to school in the afternoon. The second and
third standards work in the morning and attend school in the afternoon. We
give them free meals. They are half a day at school and half a day on the

gardens.

G-2158. Does that include girls as well as boys ?—Yes.

G-2169. Speaking of legislation regarding labour on plantations you say
that nearly all the restrictive laws have now been repealed. Is there a desire

on the part of the planters that some at least of these laws should be revived ?

—

{Mr. PtncAes): None at all.

G-2160. There will be no movement in that direction ?—No. (Xiecitenant-

Ckifmd Brock) : Even when the penal laws existed only some districts were
mSng them and others did not resort to th^ at all.
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6-2161. You give certain forms of contract at the end of your memoran*
duin ; ar^ they prescribed by law ?—^These forms were in use when the penal
Acts were in force. As they are equally valid under the Indian Civil Contract
Act we continue to use them. The form given in Appendix 6 is applicable

to Coorg alone where there is a special Act called fhe Coorg Labour Act whicb
expires in 1931.

G-2162. Do I understand that cases of complaint against managers of

gardens for ill treatment of labourers have now become infrequent ?

—

{Mr.
Pinches) i Yes, very infrequent indeed. {Lieutenant-Colonel Bro'i/c) : They
very seldom happen. The Labour Department invariably hears these com-
plaints and settles them. It was only last year that a mistri lodged a complaint
against a manager. I got hold of the manager and the mistri who made the
complaint and persuaded them to make friends again. They went back to

work perfectly happy. That was the only complaint 1 have had for years.

G-2163. I only refer to cases before courts complaining about ill treat-

ment of labourers (Mr. Pinches): We have had no serious complaints for

the last 30 years. (Mr. Congrete)

:

I cannot think of any myself.

G-2164. Sir Alexander Murray : I gather from your reply to the Chair-

man and from your remarks in your memorandum that the repeal of the labour

legislation has on the whole been satisfactory so far as you are concerned ?

—

Yes, quite.

G-2166. But the Government of Madras in their memorandum say :
‘‘ It

was recently brought to notice that mistris on some of the estates there com-
plain that the repeal of the Act ha.s hit them hard by making it difficult to re-

cover advances and that many cases occur in which advances are taken from

two mistris with no intention of working under either.” (Lieutenant-Colonel

Brock) : It is quite true. It is due to careless methods in recruiting on the

part of the mistri. If the mistri. recruits only people who are close to his village

and whom he knows, he can get hold of the defaulters. But if he gets hold of

casual people in his desire to recruit more men or as seldom happens if he takes

over coolies from professional recruiters, which we try and put down as far as

possible because we consider it is a most iniquitous system, then of course he

is bound to be let down. But as regards the labourer taking two advances

from tw'O different mistris it is a difficult matter because we cannot get away
from the advance system. But a careful mistri who knows his business will

not advamje money to a labourer unless he thoroughly knows him.

Q-2166. In your memorandum you give two forms of contract one between

the labour supplier and the planter and the other between the labourer and the

labour supplier. When were these forms introduced ?—They have been in use

for several years except for a few minor alterations in the wording which we

made under legal advice. Since the penal laws were repealed we cut out the

attestation clause. The new forms as printed in the memorandum have been

in use for the past four or five years.

G-2167. In the form printed as appendix D you contract with the labour

supplier for the supply of a certain number of labourers. Is that the customaxy

pfaotice ?—In the past when the penal law existed it was almost a universal

o2
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practice to use this contract. But the penal law has now been done away
with and there is now no written contract. It is generally verbal ; a pronote
is taken for the advance. This contract is not used as much as it used to be.

G-2168. Is the supplier tied down to a particular estate
; can he supply

to more than one estate ?—As a rule each supplier supplies only to one parti-

cular estate. But there are a few cases of very big suppliers who are able

to supply for more than one estate.

6-2169. But under this contract he cannot supply to more than one e/state.

You use the words and not be indebted in respect of any labour contract for

work on any other estate subscribing to the United Planters ' Association of

Southern India ” ?—That refers only to the labourers, not the suppliers.

6-2170. In other words a supplier may be supplying to lots of estates but

a labourer is not free to go from one estate to another estate ?—He can do that

only if there is a mutual agreement between the estates themselves. As a rule

we do not like any supplier to take advances from two estates except by mutual
agreement.

6-2171. How many suppliers have you got in your Association ?—We
have got over 20,000 names on the register

;
some of them we have lost sight

of. There are probably 17,000 suppliers and sub-suppliers jictually in existence

now.

6-2172. What is the number of suppliers for an estate of average size ?—
On an average we have one supplier for 15 to 20 men

;
sometimes it is less. As a

rule there is a head misiri who might contract with us for 100 Ia])Ourers. He
has probably got anything from 3 to 6 or even more sub-suppliers under him
very often his own relations who bring a family or t wo.

6-2173. What form of contract is there bt'tween the supplier and the sub-

supplier ?—Usually nothing except a pronote. It is generally a verbal con-

tract.

6-2174. Where have you provided for the sub-suppliers in the contract

deed ?—They are not in the contract deed. The estate contracts with the head

supplier for the supply of a certain number of labourers and the head supplier

employs the sub-supplier to help him to carry out his contract.

6-2175. The advances are made by the estates to the contractors. Who
keeps the labourers’ note book of advances and wages ?—(Mr. Congreve). The
superintendent of the estate keeps the note book in which he enters the advances
the labourer admits to have received from the mistri. At the end of the period

the advance which he admits to have received is deducted from his earnings

and the balance is paid direct by the estate manager to the labourer in the

presence of the mistri.

6.-21 76 There is no provision in the contract for the payment being made
direct by the estate manager to the. labourer -Not in the contract, no

;
but

it is a universal custom.

6-2177. You say there has been an increase in the number of civil cases

since the criminal law has been repealed. How much has it increased ?

—

{lAcutemnt-Colonel Brock)

:

We always had a certain number of cases of de-

faulters. They arc not increasing to any great extent ; there is only a slight
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increase. It is the necessary outcome of the penal laws having been withdrawn
and the advance system having to continue. We can only use the civil laws
now where we were formerly using the criminal law. Out of thousands of

labourers handled by us I do not think I have more than 200 civil cases pending.

Some of them have been pending for a long time.

6-2178. Mr, Cliff : Do I understand that the witness desires to modify
his statement made in his memorandum regarding the increase in the number
of civil cases ?—No, certainly not. I say they are increasing but the increase

is negligible at present. It is only a consequence of the repeal of the penal
law.

G-2179. Sir Alexander Murray : Your contract is with the supplier. Do
you proceed against the supplier under the contract ?—If the supplier fails we
proceed against him. In no case do we proceed against the worker. The
worker makes an agreement with the supplier and if he fails the supplier proceeds

against the worker.

G-2180. Is there an increase in the number of cases in which the supplier

proceeds against the worker ?—Cases are only very few
; there has been a slight

increase. It is all done through our department.

G-2181. What percentage of labour is supplied under these contracts ?

—

All labour.

G.-2182. What for do you proceed against the supplier?—If he fails to

supply labour or repay the advance.

G-2183. There are two things. If you made a contract with him for the

supply of 100 coolies and if he did not do it, would you proceed against him for

breach of contract \—No
;
generally for the recovery of the money. The two

things nin together. If he does not supply the coolies he cannot repay the

money. Eventually things get boiled down to money. We proceed against

him for the money when wt proceed against him for anything.

G-2184. Does the mistri or the contractor proceed against the workmen
in order to pay you the money ?— If a mistri so badly fails he generally is not

capable of getting any money out of his labourers either. But in the case of

suppliers who are carrying on their work satisfactorily, occasionally they are

let down by labourers who default and we help them to get back their money
from the defaulters.

G-2185. What is the minimum amount proceeded for in these civil

cases ?— It is about Rs. 50 in the case of labourers and anything from Rs. 60

to 200 in cases where we have to proceed against mistris. In the case of la-

bourers they always admit the debt and it is recovered through the influence

of the village people.

G-2186. What is the period for which these coolies are generally contract-

ed ?—It varies on different estates
;
it is generally from 9 to 10 months.

6-2187. How many of the contracts are not fulfilled by the mistris ?—
{Mr, Pinches) : There are quite a large number of cases where the contractors

do not bring the full number of coolies they contracted to bring. But

provided he can account for the money we have advanced, we do not worry.
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G-2188. Do you let the coolies go at the end of 9 or 10 months ?—^Yes.

G-2189. Suppose there is an unadjusted balance between you and the con-

tractor at the end of this period ?—We simply let him carry on in the hope of

recovering the amount during the next season.

G-2190. Have you any list showing the outstandings against the contract-

ors ?—Each estate has got a separate advance book which will show the out-

standings against the several contractors. The average outstanding in my
ajea would be about Rs. 10 per labourer. {Mr, Congreve) : It will be about

Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 and even Rs. 25 in my area.

G-2191. The coolies are allow’ed to go home at the end of 9 months. How
does he square up with his contractors ?—He is squared up with the contractor

but the contractor possibly has not squared up with us. Each estate maintains

a book of advances which shows the amounts advanced by the estate to the

supplier and by the supplier to the labourers.

G-2192. Is there a contract in the form printed in the memorandum
between the mdstri and the labourer ?

—

(Lieutenant^Cohnel Brock): Nowa-
days the mistri very seldom uses this contract. He only takes a pronotc* for

the advances in the form shown in the appendix to our memorandum.

G-2193. For what period does the mistri contract with the labourers ?

—

For the same period, 9 or 10 months for whicli he contracts with the estate.

G-2194. How do you intervene between the contractor and the labourer ?

—

We have no legal right to intervene but we always try and protect the labourer

from the possibility of being imposed on at times. We plan out everything for

his protection.

G-2I95. Does the labourer know that the penal law has been repealed ?

—

Certainly ;
he has been told so by the mistri and by everybody in the village.

When the penal law was in force they had to go before the attesting officer ;

now they do not have to do it. I tell them invariably that they need not have
to sign a contract now.

G-2196. But still he puts a thumb mark on the pronote. Does he not

look upon it as binding on him to serve for a particular period ?—He looks

upon it as binding upon him for the money he has received. He knows per-

fectly well that the penal clauses have gone once for all.

G-2197. Mr. Cliff : Have you any objection to the abolition of the agree-

ment ?—Absolutely none. It is equally valid whether it is written or oral.

G-2198. Mr, Clou^ : Is there any penal law in force in Mysore ?—^Yes.

The Mysore Regulation corresponding to Act XIII of 1859 is still in force there.

G-2199. Is there any question of repeal ?—I believe there is a questicm

of repeal ; I cannot say how far it has gone.

G-2200. Do difficulties arise because you have a penal legislation in

Mysore and none in Madras ?—It is purely a local legislation applicable to

people recruited in Mysore and working in Mysore and does not affect people

recruited in British India and working in Myspre.

6-2201. Apait from the existence of the Coorg Labour Act is there any
eiuiSential difference between conditions in Cioorg and conditions in Madras so far
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well reproduced in the other ?

—

{Mr. Pinches) : Coorg is perhaps behind the
times as compared with other places. The coffee estates in Coorg have not
got the money which we have in the tea estates, especially in the Anamalais
High Range, the Nilgiris and Wyanad. On the whole I should say that condi-
tions in Coorg are not as good.

G-22()2. Is the industry an expanding one ?—Yes, it is.

G-2203. Has there been a change from one crop to another ?—There has
not been much of change

;
for one thing, coffee has ceased to develop, while

tea continues to develop more and more.

G-2204. Are we to take it that for a certain period of the year, 2 or 3
months, there is practically no labour left on plantations ?—In the case of

coffee there is a distinct period when the labour force goes down to a very low
figure but in the case of tea we maintain a fairly big labour force all the year
round.

G-2205. Does it mean that for a month or two nobody works on coffee ?

—

Only a very few.

G-2206. How do you maintain a fairly constant labour force—^by giving

them leave in different periods ?—Yes.

G-2207. Do some mistns serve you year by year or do they serve one
planter first then another and so on ?—It depends on the estate. With a good
estate the labour force is permanently settled. The general tendency is for the

mistri to stay on with the same estate.

G-2208. Is there any enticement of labour from one garden to another ?

—

(LieiUenant-Colofiel Brock)

:

There is a certain amount of enticement on the

part of the suppliers ; it is not done so much in the garden as in the villages.

The supplier gets hold of a coolie who is already advanced by another supplier,

re-advances him and tries to get him to his estate.

G-2209. Does not a planter wait till labour is on his neighbour’s estate and
attempt to entice it to his own ?—Practically none of that kind.

G-2210. I think you spoke of the mistri suing the labourer through your

department. What do you mean by ‘‘ through your department ” ? What
part do you play in the suit ?—If a supplier has a defaulting labourer he gene-

rally forwards the particulars of the default to us. The supplier is probably on

the estate and cannot sue the labourer easily. We take thp case, go and look

for the defaulter and ask him to go to the estate. If he does not go back

to the estate we ask him to repay the money. In a very large number of cases

the labourer either goes back to the estate or repays the money. If he does

neither very often the mutri endorses the pronote to the labour department of

our Assodation and we take action in the munsiff’s court. But very seldom

the case goes as far as that. Most of the labourers’ debts are under Bs. 50 ami

we settle the matter in the panchayat court. v

6-2211. Are there cases of labourers running away from the estate whib
they are in debt to the mistri ?—Such cases are fairly common.
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0-2212. Who bean the loss 1—We help him to recover the mmiey with the

hel^ of the village infiu^e. We are in full touch with these people in the

recruiting villages right through their plantation life.

6-2213. When the labourer arrives, apart from his debt to you, is be not

in debt in the village ?—^He pays his village debt from the advance he gets from
the supplier.

GU2214. Is he not in debt to the money-lender ?—Sometimes he is. But
the village headman will not allow a man to leave the village imless he clean his

debt in the village. That is village influence.

6-2215. After the labourer reaches the plantation how long does it take

ordinarily for him to get to the credit side of the account ?

—

{Mr. Congreve) :

It varies with different estates and different labourers. 1 should say four

months.

6-2216. By that time he has paid off his advances and his savings begin to

accumulate ?—I can show the actual figures when you visit the gardens.

6-2217. Sir Alexander Murray : On the question of indebtedness, the

memorandum of the Oovemment of Madras says that the indebtedness of the

worker is heavy especially in plantations and that 75 per cent, of the wages are

taken away by the money-lenders on pay days. Is that correct ?—(Mr.

Pinches) : It is not true.

6-2218. How is it possible for you to adjust the advances you have given

if 75 per cent, of the wages is taken away by the money-lender on pay days ?

Mr. Clow

:

But actually these men 5o not get paid on pay days
;
they

are only given an allowance for food and so on.

The witness {Mr. Pinches) : That is what they call the pay day. From
my ^experience I can say that it is not in the least true. The coolies go away
with the money and they are quite happy.

€^2219. Mr. Clow : Do you pay the coolies individually ?—We pay the

money into the coolie's hand.

€^2220. Perhaps you are not conscious of the money-lender waiting round ?

—-No, no. I have the accounts with me of all the coolies
;
they always return

to their villages with large sums in hand.

6-2221. Suppose a labourer falls i)l and leaves for his village, who bears the

loss ?—(Mr. Con^eve) : As a rule if there is a debt he comes back when he is

well.

6-2222. Take the case of a man who dies?—In large estates it falls on
the supplier. (Mr. Pinches) : We write it off against the estate.

6-2223. Are the labourers given any lands to cultivate ?—We have no
luids to provide for them. {Sir Fairless Bather) : Jt is done in a few cases.

6-2224. Has it had any effect in building up a permanent labour force ?

—

it has been such a small scale that it is hardly worth considering.

6-2225. Mr. Joshi : The Madras Planters Labour Act had been repealed

'aadat present there is no legislation regulating the conditions on plantations ?

—

iM¥. Pinches) : No.
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G*2226. Would you have any objection if Government introduced some
legislation to regulate certain conditions such as hours of work, housing and so
on on thew plantations as they have done with regard to factories ?—We do
not think it is necessary

; the housing conditions are satisfactory.

G-2227. Factoiy owners also say that conditions on their factories are
satisfactory, but still there are the Government regulations. Have you any
other objection ?

—

(Sir Fairless Barber) : We presume that no Government
department could do these things as efficiently as we do ourselves. It is to our
interest to keep our labour force contented

;
and any interference by Govern-

ment between master and man will upset the paternal relations that exist

between them at present.

G-2228. I grant that you are a kind people and that you understand your
interests also. More than that would there be any difficulty in enforcing

legislation of that kind ?

—

(Mr, Pinches) : I think that Sir Fairless Barber
has given the reason why there should be no Government interference between
master and man.

G-2229, You have the Factories Act now
;
has it upset the paternal rela-

tions between master and man ?—But the Factories Act has no application to

plantations. There is only a very small proportion of labour employed in the

plantation factories. The chief use of the Factories Act is to see that the

Factory is safe. It does not affect the coolie labour.

G-2230. It interferes with the hours of work, the weekly rest day and so

on ?—On that point I should say that the restriction of hours of factory work is

very unpopular with our coolies. They dislike it intensely.

G-2231 . We have had no representation from any kind of factory workers

that the Factory Act should be repealed because it is prejudicial to their

interest ?— The workers in our tea factories do not like this restriction of hours.

It is a very easy work and they like to do more of it. We have stated it in our

memorandum.

G-2232. Is there any agreement among the members of your Association

that labourers recruited for one garden should not be employed by another

garden There is no agreement not to employ labour in that way. These are

the rules dealing with labourers and labour suppliers. (Rules handed in).

G-2233. You advance money to the suppliers free of interest ;
does the

supplier advance it to the labourer free of interest ?—Yes.

G-2234. In your memorandum you say that “ the general increase of

wages in recent years has tended to increase the amount of absenteeism.” Is

that effect permanent or temporary ?—I should say it is permanent. The

labourer is less inclined to do a full week’s work now than he was sometime

back.

6-2235. Your wages have increased during the last 20 years by 80 per cent.

Has the absenteeism doubled ?—^No, I would not say that.

G-2236. Does not that show that the absenteeism is only temporary ?—
The labourer is content if he can earn his living by easier work

; he wants no

more.
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6-2237. But the standard of living does not go up immediately ;
the ad-

justment takes some time and during the period there will be temporary

absenteeism. Otherwise your absenteeism must have doubled when your

wages were doubled which you yourself admit has not d>een the case ‘i~(Sir

Fairless Barber) : I may say that if vrages increase 100 per cent, absenteeism

will increase 50 per cent., without being accurate in regard to (dther figure.

6-2238. You were giving certain benefits to your sick coolies. Why do

you say that the International Labour Convention regarding sickness insu-

rance is considered to be inapplicable to these rural communities ?

—

{Limte-

nant-Cohnel Brock) : What has been done by the estates is infinitely more

than the minimimi prescribed under the Planters Labour Act. Legislation is

quite unnecessary.

G-2239. It may not be necessary in your view
;
would there be any diffi-

culty in applying a legislation of that kind to your industry ?

—

(Mr, Pinches)

:

Is not that a good reason that it is unnecessary ? (Mr. Congreve) : If there

is legislation the tendency for the estates will be to give only the minimum pres-

cribed by the Act. But actually we are giving more,

6-2240. You are giving more
;
you were giving more even when the Plan-

ters’ Labour Act was in force. That tendency did not operate then. Why
not continue to give more than the minimum even if there is a legislation ?

6-2241, With regard to minimum wage legislation would there be any diffi-

culty apart from your taking the attitude that it is unnecessary ?—(Mr.
Pinches) ; We have a minimum wage now, not under the law but as a working

arrangement. I think it stands to reason that we need not introduce un-

necessary legislation,

6-2242. Miss Power : You have, I believe, a number of markets on your

gardens. Is there any arrangement for regulating the prices ?—The manager

fixes the price on a level with the price prevailing in the bazaar of the nearest

town.

6-2243. Is the standard of living on the garden appreciably higher than

that in the ordinary village from which these workers are drawn ?

—

(Lieutenant-

Colonel Brock)

:

There is an amazing difference between the two.

6-2244. Is the cost of living the same ?—Necessarily it must be slightly

more on the estate because they live better for one reason, and the transport of

food makes it a little more expensive although the expensiveness is reduced as

far as possible by the estates arranging for co-operative buying.

6-2245. What will be the cost of a normal family budget in the village as

compared with that on the plantations ?—When they are in the village they

have no work and do not eat much. On the plantation they get work and eat

much
;
they have a higher standard of life.

6-2246. Do these labourers go back to their villages in the harvest and

planting seasons ?—They generally go in the hot weather, in the marriage season

which is more important to them.

6-2247. Are the children who work on the gardens paid separately, or at©

they paid through their parents ?

—

(Mr, Pinches) : They are paid separately.

They are on piece-work at Uic sa^" e rates as their parento.
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6*SJ248. Have you any regulation as to the age at which you allow children
to work on the garden ?—No. They generally work on the garden when they
are 8 years.

Gr-2249. Str Alexander Murray i But the contract mentions 10 years ?—
(Lieutenant-Colonel Brock) : In actual practice it*is not the case. It is simply
intended to prevent the contractor from bringing in very tiny children.

, G-2250. Miss Power : As far as you are concerned a child, whether
male or female, begins work at the age of 8 ?- Yes.

G-2251. With regard to the education of these children if you do not run
your own school will there be a Government or municipal school on the garden ?

—Certainly not.

G-2252. Then what is your educational cess for
;
is it "a payment for the

education of somebody olse's children ? -That is so.

G-2263. Are there a large number of gardens where education is not avail-

able to the children in any form ?

—

(Mr. Pinches) : I should think there is a-

considerable number. On the High Range there is one school on every estate

and some of them have two or three. But it is not the same everywhere,

G-2254. Would it be difficult for you to give us figures regarding the
number of children of School going age on these estates

, the number of schools

available for them, and the number of them who actually attend school ?

—

Yes, it could be done.

G-2255. If you have a school on the estate and you find that it is the

habit of a parent to take his child to work instead of sending it to the school,

do you exercise any pressure on the parent No. In practice, the child goes

to school until it is 8 or 9 years of age when it can go to work.

G-2256. There is really no continuous education as yet ?—No.

G-2257. In your memorandum you refer also to night schools. Is there, in

your view, say in the last 26 years, any growth in the desire for education

among the adult coolies ?—25 years ago they had no opportunity at all. Now
they have the opportunity of going to a night school, but I cannot say it is taken

advantage of to any extent.

G-2258. Has the Association any policy which it advocates to its members
to assist in the education of the adult coolie ?— No. The Association is a
federation of associations, and it is probably outside its jurisdiction to take that

action.

G-2259. Dealing with maternity benefits you say that the amount of leave

granted varies. Could you tell us approximately what length of time the

woman remains off ? Is it from 2 to 3 months, or from 1 to 3 months ?~I
should probably estimate the time to be 6 weeks.

G-2260. Six weeks is the average ?—I am talking for my own estate.

G-2261. Is there any arrangement for part payment of wages to the

mother during that time, or is only a bonus given for the child and medical

attendance for the mother ?— Free feeding is given.

6-2262. You do not make any part payment of wages ?—No.
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6-2263. Have you ever considerd thai%s an Association ?—No, not as an

Association.

6-2264. It is a widespread practice in Assam, and I wondered whether

in this area you had yet considered it ?—I think it might be considered certainly.

(Lieutenant-Cohnel Brock) The benefits that are given are based on what we

found it elsewhere
; and the Geneva Conference of 1921 agreed that all that was

necessary was maintenance.

6-2266. Can you give us any idea of the percentage of women whoretmm

to their villages for child-birth and of those who remain on the estate ' [Mr, *

Pinches) : I think most of them remain on the estate.

6-2266. Is it because they get better facilities on the estate 1 would

not say that. I think there are better facilities on the estate, but whether they

take that into consideration I am not sure.

6-2267. Is the number of women doctors and of trained midwives being

employed on the increase ?- - There is a trained midwife on every estate that I

have anything to do with, but there are no women doctors.

6-2268. Here also I suppose your Association as an Association, has no

policy in that regard ?—No,

6-2269. In your memorandum you deal with the question of Sunday work.

I want to know the extent and the degree of compulsion attached to working on

Sunday ?— There is no compulsion at all.

6-2270. Even if you are in the height of your plucking season, the workers

can exercise their discretion as to whether they should work or not Compul-

sion is not necessary, because a coolie is glad to work for cash on Sunday.

6-2271. Apart from that belief of yours, how could you be sure that no

compulsion was exercised by the mistri on a coolie who did not want to work on

a Sunday ?—We could not be sure, but I think in that case we would get com-

plaints.

6-2272. If you want a particular job to be done and the mistri benefits

by getting it done, do you think that a coolie can remain at home, if he or she

wants to, say, during the plucking season Certainly. The mistri has not got

s, great deal of power with the coolie.

6-2273. Aye you quite sure about that?—Yes.

6-2274. Dealing with the question of hours you say :
“ very few labourers

work a full number of days in the week ’’
; and you tell us that the hours of work

are from 7-30 a.m. to 4-30 with a midday interval. Could you tell us what

system you have of making the workers turn out to work ;
do they come and go

as they please, or do they keep to regular hours ?—They have to keep to regular

hours.

6-2275. You have a gong ?—Yes.

6-2276. What happens if they do not turn out ?—The mistris would turn

them out
; if there is a serious shortage, the assistant manager would go and

see to it.
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G-2277 . Mr, Joshi : How does he see that the workers turn out ?—He

sees the muster ; if they are not there, he would enquire the reason, and If neces-
sary go to the lines to see them.

G-2278. Miss Power : You have a roll call ?—Yes.

6-2279. So that, practically speaking, the estate is run on a factory system*
If the workers have to turn out at all they have to turn out at the right hours ?—
Yes.

G-2280. You say that there is a muster and yet you say that very few
labourers work a full number of days in the week. How do you distinguish
between the coolie who merely wants to go to work late on any day and the
coolie who does not want to go to work at all on that day If he is too late

he would not bo allowed to work.

6-2281. Supposing a coolie has made up his mind on a particular day that
he is not going to work, what happens to him when the mistn calls on him ?—
He does not turn up ;

that is all.

6-2282. It is just sufficient to say that he is not going to work ?—Yes,
provided he does not too often stop from work. ITsually they take one or two
holidays in a week.

6-2283. That is the limit to the amount of days off work that a man can
voluntarily take ^—Yes.

(3-2284. What would you say is the ordinary number of hours of w^ork

w^hieh IS expected of a coolie in the course of the w’e(^k ? About 45 hours.

(3-2285. That is a(*(*e])ted as a reasonable limit?— Yes. {Sir Fairless

Barber) : Where the w ork is done on contract, they very often finish it by 1 or 2
o’clock.

6-2286. Do you find the same remarkable thirst to put in extra hours

among the garden coolies that you cite among the factory coolies ?

—

(Mr,

Pinches) : Yes, I should think so.

6-2287. Do you see them turning out to work before the time ?—I have
seen many doing that when there is a fine crop. (Sir Fairless Barber) : I know
of cases where men have turned out the night before.

6-2288. Mr. Shiva Rao ; With regard to wages you say that the wages of

a woman plucker would be about 5 to 6 annas a day. I have heard it stated

that over 90 per cent, of the women pluckers do not make more than As. 2^ a
day, and I see it is more or less borne out by the estimates of the Labour De-

partment. Have you any views on that ? Do you think this also is inaccurate

as the other statement of the Madras Government ? — (Mr. Pinches) ; I think

it is inaccurate. I think our figure is about the right one.

6-2289. As. 2 to 3 is very much of an under-estimate, in your opinion -

Yes, When you come to our gardens you will see that for yourself.

6-2290. Is it true that a man is given 7 measures of rice and As. 4 for buying

other things, and a woman 5 measures of rice per week ?—If you want we could

give the figures in tolas.
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G-2291. Doyouthinkthat As. 4 a week for baying other thinga is ade-
quate ?—I do. They grow their own vegetables for which seeds are supplied
by us.

G-2292. You said that on the whole prices are higher on the estates ©n
the plains ?—Yes, slightly higher.

G-2293. On the question of public employment agencies, you merely
remark that there are no such agencies in Madras. Have you any views on
that subject 1—We do not see any object in having a public employment
agency. We have already got more coolies than we can find work for.

6-2294. Mr. Joshi : If you have got more coolies than you require, why
do you make contracts and bind down your suppliers ?—Our supplier very often
brings more coolies than he is directed to supply, and we do not want to turn
them away.

G-2296. Why make contracts at all when coolies are available ?—Coolies

are available but they will not come without these suppliers.

6-2296. Mr. Shiva Rao : You said that you use the panchayats a good
'deal for the settlement of liabilities. Have you considered the question of

utilizing village panchayats as agencies for recruitment of labour and eliminating
mistris as far as possible ? -{Lieutenant-Cohnel Brock) : Not the village

panchayats, because the village panchayats have developed in this presidency
only within the last few years. But I made four efforts to start labour co-

operative societies in the villages, and I am sorry to say that every one of them
proved a hopeless failure.

6-2297. Mr. Joshi : Labour co-operative societies for what purpose ?

—

The purpose was to loan the coolies as much money as they wanted instead of

their taking advance from the mistris. The idea was that instead of giving

advances to the suppliers the estates were to give advances to the labour co-

'operative societies, and instead of giving the supplier a commission the labour
co-operative society was to get a commission so as to make profits. The socie-

ties were also to charge a small interest to thp labourers on the loans to the

labourers which would take the place of the advance given to them by the

supplier. Four of these have been tried in different places at different times
;

three of them were actually registered
; one functioned in a very moribund state

for about four years, and it no longer exists.

G-2298. Sir Vict^n Sassoon : What is the cause of the failure ?—I really

could not tell you
;
partly due to the apathy of the people who were subscrib-

ing to it. I rather fancy that there was a little bit of suspicion on the part of the
labourers, who are accustomed to the existing system which has gone on for the
last, I do not know, how many years.

G-2299. Mr. Shiva Rao : Supposing the Government starts a public
employment agency, would you be willing to contribute for the maintenance of
that agency ?—I have got this objection to the public employment agency.
We have always found that the happiest labourers are those who work with the
people who recruit them. If you are going to start a public employment
ngenoy, it is bound, in a way, to be of the nature of professional recruitingwhidh
we have always been dead against and which, 1 am fhankful to say, we have
{tactically stamped out. It is a case of actually getting the people and hand-
ing ih^ over to somebody else to work, which is not what the labourer likes.
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It will break down the intimate relationswe have with the coolie. It is unneces-
sary too, because on the whole especially during the past few years, there is more
labour available for work than we can actually find work for.

G-2300. I gather from yourmemorandum and also from your answers given
this morning that you are averse to all legislation ;

for example, you do not want
legislation for minimum wage or for sickness insurance ?

—

{Mr, Pinches) :

Quite so
;
we do not want legislation.

G-2301. Because you want the paternal relationship to go on unhampered
by any restriction ? - I should make it clear that we are not against any welfare
work or anything of that sort. Wc are of opinion that there is no necessity foi

legislation.

G-2302. Even in this country children are in the habit of growing up, and
some day your people may want to have trade unions. Have you any objection

to trade unions being established ?—^Yes, I have.

G-2303. Have the work-people any means of making direct representations

to you ?—They certainly have
;
they have their own panchayat on the estate.

{Mr, Congreve) : Every labourer on ihe estate has an absolute right to go direct

to the manager with any grievance he may have. Then the manager forms a

panchayat—in most cases it already exists—to go into the complaint. As a

rule, the manager abides by the decision of the panchayat which is formed of

labourers and mistris on the estate itself.

G-2304. You think that trade unions also are unnecessary on the estate ?

—

{Mr, Pinchfis)

:

Yes. I think they would be harmful.

G-2305. Therefore you approve of the action of the Collector of Coimbatore
in applying section 144 the other day to a person who wanted to collect infor-

mation from the estates for the Whitley Commission ?—I have no information

on that point.

^ G-2306. I do not w’^ant you to misunderstand this question, but I have
heard it stated to me that when a workman reaches an advanced stage of any
disease and is perhaps beyond hope of recovery, he is asked to leave the place,

so as to keep down the rate of mortality ?— You have been misinformed,

6-2307. Mr, Kay : On the question of labour turnover you say in your

memorandum :
“ The average duration of employment is ten months on tea

and nibber estates and six to ten months on coffee estates.’^ But I understand

from what Mr. Pinches said that there is really very little actual change over of

labour, although there may be nominal periods in which they change over. Do
you have many cases of the same families coming back to the same estates each

season ?—Yes, that is the general custom.

G-2308. So that really you could say that a large proportion of your labour

on each estate was practically permanent although there are periods of inter-

ruption ?—I think that is quite right. The coolie is a conservative person and
he likes to come back to the same estate ; that is, if he is made comfortable.

6-2309, Can you give us any idea of the number of years a family may
remain coming back to the same estate time after time ?

—

{Mr, Congreve)

:

I

have several families who have been over 20 years on one estate. {Sir Fairkss

Barber) : I have some families who are on the estate for over 30 years.
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G-2310. We can therefore take it that generally all tiie families practically

settle down on the estate ?

—

{Mr. Congreve) : If they like the estate, yes.

G-2311. On the whole, we may conclude that the labour is satisfied with
its conditions and is content ?

—

{Mr. Pinches)

:

Yes
; the fact that we get

labour so easily proves it.

Cr2312. In your memorandum you give the details of staff organization.

You give a table showing the various grades. I take it that in the case of

the company-owned estates it starts with the group manager, while in the
case of private estates it starts with the estate manager, and finishes with
the field labour, contractors’ labour and factory coolies ?— Yes.

G-2313. I also take it that though the intermediate grades that you have
given exist, the owners of the estates or the group managers, as the case may be,

keep up direct contact with their factory coolies, field labour and contractors'

labour
;
they are in constant personal touch with them, apart from these

intermediate grades ?—(Sir Fairless Barber) : You can take it that through

his assistants the estate manager comes in contact with every individual on the

estate. He knows them all by name.

G-2314. The estate manager is so frequently among them that we may
say that he is really in constant personal contact with his labour ?—Yes.

G-2315. On the question of recruitment and training of supervising staff

you say : In the case of the managing staff, the assistant goes ‘ through the

mill ’ in the ordinary way ” By that, I take it. you mean that an assis-

tant more or less starts from the bottom and he has to thoroughly familiarize

himself with the conditions on the estate, so to .say, from top to bottom ?

—

{Mr. Pinches)

:

He has to get up in the morning and attend to the muster roll

of the coolies. '

G-2316. We can take it that practically every group on the estate is thorou-

ghly intimate and familiar with every other group ?—Yes.

G-2317. So there is no possibility of misrepresentation going on without

somebody coming to know of it ?—It is bound to come to somebody before long.

G-2318. Dealing with wages you say :
“ It is impossible to estimate

accurately the difference between money wages and the money value of all

earnings. It is necessary to add to the actual cash wages received, items such

as cheap rice supplied by estates, free friel, free housing and so on... .” Although

you cannot estimate the actual figure, I think we may take it that a very sub-

stantial increase in the wages is derived from these indirect benefits ?—Most

certainly.

G-2319 It is a substantial figure although you might not be able to state

it actually io figures ?—Yes. (StV Fairless Barber) : I can give the figures

to the Commission if they want in regard to the estates I am concerned with,

worked out every year.

G-2320. W’'e can take it from the particulars given that it is really a sub-

stantial addition to their wages ?—Yes.
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G-2321. You were asked one or two questions about legislation for sick-

ness insurance, compensation and so forth, and I gather that you are not parti-

cularly in favour of it. I would like to put before you a case in the same con-
nection that cropped up in respect of local labour in order to find out whether
your feelings are the same as they were here. In Madras when the Workmen’s
Compensation Act was introduced, there were certain places in which the scale

of compensation already in force was higher than that laid down in the Act.
I gather you anticipate that your arrangements for sickness and compensation
now are probably on a more liberal scale than they would be if it were compul-
sory ?

—

(Mr, Pinches) : Yes.

G-2322. When the Workmen’s Compensation Act was introduced here
there were certain cases in which employers of labour who had already their

scales of compensation and were paying on those scales, which were higher

than the scale in the Act, were charged wdth evading their liabilities under the
Act ; certain specific cases occurred in which charges were made that particular

firms were evading their liabilities under the Act, although actually certain of

those firms had for many years before the introduction of the Act were paying
at a higher scale ?—How could those charges be substantiated ?

G-2323. I do not think they were ever substantiated, but the effect of

those charges was that the employers w'ho had those charges brought against

them found it necessary in their own self-defence to reduce their scales of com-
pensation to the exact limits prescribed under the Act i—You think that might
happen to us too if legislation were introduced ?

G-2324. It was pointed out that this procedure had resulted in a certain

amount of hardship to labour, and 1 rather gathered from your remarks that

you anticipated that a very similar situation might arise in regard to planting

laboxir ; is that so ?—It would happen in a different way. We certainly anti-

cipate it. I think we said that the reduction would be voluntary, whereas you
explain it was practically compulsory.

Mr, Kay : Yes, it was practically compulsory, in order to safeguard the

employers against the charge that they were not paying in accordance with

the Act.

G-2325. Mr, Cliff : Can you tell us what is the actual monthly value of

the sickness provision which you make ?—The sickness provision comes to

Ks. 8-2-0 a coolie a year.

G-2326. Mr, Kay : I take it that in all these questions of legislation your

objections are not in the least to the provisions that such legislation might be

designed to provide but that you already have those provisions and that you

prefer to try to maintain the atmosphere of informal friendliness with your

labour rather than to be rigidly bound by definite legislative restrictions ?—
That is quite right.

G-2327. The actual provision of the relief already forms part of your pro-

gramme, but making it restricted by legislation is what you dislike ?—Yes.
We do not like legislation ;

we are quite willing to develop on welfare lines with-

out l^islation. If anything is suggested on welfare lines we should be quite

ready to fall in with it.

M14RCL P
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G-2328. Do you think that legislation is rather calculated in a way to afEect

your relations with labour in that it comes in between you and your labour in

not always a very desirable manner ?—Certainly. You yourself have given

an illustration of the adverse effect that legislation can have ; it has just the

opposite effect of what was expected of it.

G-2329. My experience is based on industrial factories, and I was wondering
whether in planting labour you would anticipate similar difficulties ?—I think

it is reasonable to expect that we would have the same difficulties.

G-2330. Colonel Russell : Have you got any standard type plans for

workers’ houses on tea estates ?— All -the big companies have, but I would not

say that every private planter has.

G-2331. How would you suggest that the more backward estates might

be raised to the standard of the higher ones ?—I should say by welfare com-

mittees, or something of that sort.

G-2332. How should these welfare committees be constituted ?—So far

as we are concerned we should like that we are adequately represented on them.

I should think the employee has also got to be represented in some way. (Sir

Fairless Barber) : I think we can have perfectly satisfactory welfare com-

mittees created among ourselves
;
we have got our medical staff to advise

us.

Gr-2333. Do you get any advice from the Public Health Department ?

—

(Mr, Pinches) : I never had.

G-2334. Is that the general experience ? Perhaps you have never asked

for it ?

—

(Sir Fairless Barber) : I think the Public Health Department ad-

vised us with regard to hookworm. (Mr, Pinches) : We have our own doctors

who advise us on all these things.

G-2335. You do not think it necessary to take advice from an offic’al of

the Public Health Department who may be better qualified to express views

on this subject than the medical officers you employ ?

—

(Sir Fairless Barber)

:

It is rather difficult for a man living in another district to be better qualified in

regard to the conditions of living on an estate than a qualified medical man
serving on an estate.

G-2336. I think it is your policy to gradually improve the conditions of

your houses ?—Yes.

G-2337. That has been done during the last few years, has it not ?

—

(Mr.

Pinches) : Very much.

G-2338. In your memorandum under housing, you refer to the accom-

modation provided. Is that the minimum accommodation provided ?—No.

I should think that is the average on a well-conducted estate.

G-2339. On the question of health you say that most of the large companies

maintain and equip central hospitals. But there are considerable areas where

you have no central hospitals ?—^Yes, in the planting districts of South India.

G-2340. Do you think it would be possible to so organize groups of gardens

as to have a central hospital for each group in the area ?—I think it might be

done.
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G-2841. I take it that having put this remark in the memorandum the
Association is in favour of the system of having a large and well-equipped cetii*

tral hospital instead of having a number of smaller and less-equipped hospitals
in individual estates ?—In our group we have both a central hospital and a
smaller hospital.

G-2342. The point I was making is, is it not better to have a large institu-

tion, well-equipped and well-staffed, than a series of smaller and perhaps poorly
equipped hospitals scattered over an area ?—If we have one big hospital
we can send our major cases and also maternity cases, which now go into the
smaller hospitals.

G-2343. A central hospital is obviously meant only for serious cases ?—
Where would maternity cases be accommodated ?

G-2344. You would have maternity wards in every estate
;
you must have

small hospitals ?—We do have them.

G-2345. Supposing you had a system of central hospitals in working order

all over the area, how would you get serious cases transferred from individual

estates to the central hospital ?— In our case they are generally carried by
coolies. {Sir Fairless Barber) : Very bad cases are taken in a car.

G-2346. You say that you have centra! hospitals under European medical
officers. How many European medical officers do you employ in Anamalais,

for instance ?

—

(Mr, Congre^ve) : Three.

G-2347. For how many gardens ?—For an area of 26,000 acres.

G-2348. You say : Latrines are being increasingly providedro} in cooly

lines, though labourers arc not inclined to use them Is that the general

experience 'i
—(Mr, Pinches)

:

That is the experience on the larger groups of

estates
;
but they are gradually using them.

G-2349. Is that due to the work of this officer whom you call the Rural

Health Officer, or is it due to any other cause i—It is due to the medical staff,

the manager and his assistants on the estate.

G-2350 They are doing health propaganda work ?—Yes. (Sir Fairless

Barber)

:

As you know, it originated with the Rockefeller doctor.

G-2361. And you are continuing it ?—Yes.

G-2352. And you propose to continue that system ?—Yes.

G-2363. We have heard in different planting areas in India of the form^

of what are called Boards of Health. I want to put this to you as

case. Anamalais is part of the Coimbatore district and the plant^^“^
Anamalais have on different occasions found it difficult to d^l wWould

health and matters of that kind because they are part of a large dis^ i^de a

it be of advantage if, for instance, the Anamalais area was separatshould say,

separate district, say, under a Board of Health ?“-(Mr. PiwcAes) has already

certainly. (Mr. Congreve)

:

An application in this conne^

gone to the taluk board. you would xx)nr

G-2364. Have you got any suggestions to make as ^Bar^) • I should

stitute the Board of Health, for instance ?—(Sir Faji a chairman,

have three doctors who are up there, thiee manageif
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G-2356. Would not the medical officers be better employed as executive
officers of the Board of Health than as actual members of the Board of Health ?

—I think they would have to advise us la5rmen.

G-2366. But they could advise you without being actual members, that
is they should not have a vote ?—That would probably be good for discipline.

G-2367. In connection with malaria, you would agree that a Board of

Health would be able to adopt a definite policy in connection with anti-malarial
work, for instance ?— {Mr, Pinches) Certainly.

G-2368. You say in your memorandum that malaria is decreasing owing
to the efforts made by estates to minimize its effects. That, 1 take it, at pre-

sent is simply the efforts of individual officers ?—Yes.

G-2359. There is no definite combined policy such as you^ would get if you
had a Board of Health ?—There is combined policy on individual groups

;
the

district is divided into three groups, each group being under a medical officer.

G-2360. Would it not be better to have a combined policy for the whole
area ?—I think very possibly it would.

G-236L If that is so, then would it not be advisable to employ a malaria-
logist to carry out the whole of your anti-malarial work in that area ? 1 think
you will agree that the ordinary medical officer who is employed in a group of

estates is a pretty busy man, and he has not very much time to spend on such
things like anti-malarial work. Would you oppose the appointment of a mala-
rialogist ?—I do not think another doctor is necessary in the Anamalais. I

think he can take the place of any one of the present doctors.

G-2362. You think the principle of appointing an officer for whole-time
work is one that you might accept ?

—

{Sir Fairless Barber) : I am getting one
from Home for anti-malarial work.

G-2363. For what area ?—For Wyanad.

G-2364. For a group of gardens ?—Yes.

^

G-2366. You have accepted the principle then of having a specialist for
anti-malarial work ?—He is a doctor who went Home to study this subject.

G-2366. Mr, Cliff : What remuneration do you pay a labour supplier ?

—

^r. Pinches) ; We pay him 10 to 15 per cent, on the coolies’ earnings.

>^-2367. Do all the estates pay from 10 to 15 per cent ?—Yes,

^^368. The labour supplier acts as a mistri ?—Yes.

\\^at remimeration does he get as a mistri ?— (ilfr. Congreve) :

, \ daily pay like any other coolie.

Iabou]?7(h^ the case of a labour supplier who by arrangement supplies
mission than one garden, does he get the same rate of pay and the com-
et contrache Vbourers’ earnings ?—Yes. {Sir Fairless Barber)

:

The form

G-2371,^i^® P^y ^ commission.

I could n,arrangement a labour supplier supplies for more than one
thereae how he could be present at the muster on more than one

work ?—-(Jff, PinchL take it that a man of that standard does not actually
He probably would not work at all.
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G-2372. Are these large labour suppliers rising or are they diminishing ?

—

I would not say one way or the other. The position remains about the same.
There are a certain number of big suppliers. {Idevtenant-Colonel Brock) X

—I know only of two cases.

G-2373. You say that there are two large suppliers of labour ?—{Mr,
Pinches) : There are quite a large number of big suppliers of labour, but there
are only two or three who supply for more than one estate.

G-2374. In going through your memorandum, I see that there has been an
improvement on many estates. For instance, I notice that in certain cases you
say that most estates have hospitals, many estates have drinking water pro-
vided, most estates pay maternity benefits, generally free food is provided, some
have schools and so on. With regard to the compilation of statistics you say
that it varies from garden to garden. I want to ask you whether your Associa-
tion can within its constitution indicate amongst the different estates the
standard that shall be adopted ?— No.

G-2375. Is any individual estate free to pursue its own policy ?—^Yes.

G-2376. I see from your memorandum that there are a number of gardens,

some belonging to European proprietors and some to Indian proprietors. Is

there any difference in the provision of welfare between these two sets of pro-

prietors ?— I think there is little doubt that the European proprietors attend

far more to welfare work than the Indan proprietors.

G-2377. I see that there are a number of proprietors who are not within

your Association. Have you, as an Association, any knowledge of the condi-

tions obtaining on those gardens ?—No, we have no knowledge as an Associa-

tion.

G 2378. Have you, as individuals, any knowledge of the conditions ?

—

Yes, certainly.

G-2379. What are your views about the conditions obtaining on those

gardens ?—They vary
;
but it does not mean that a garden which is not a mem-

ber of the Association is worse than one that is a member.

G-2380. May we take it that they conform to the general average ?—Yes.

G-2381. Is it part of the policy of your Association, as an Association, to

see that the standards obtaining on most of the gardens are followed by all the

gardens ?—We liave no powder to do that.

G-2382. 1 take it that the improvements which have been effected, in the

view of those people who have effected them, should be common to all gardens ?

—Yes.

G-2383. I notice that your Association is represented on different Legisla-

tive Councils. May I ask whether your Association made any proposals for

provision of welfare and other health matters to any of these bodies ?—^No.

G-2S84. How do you propose that the standards which are obtaining on

many of the gardens should in effect obtain in all the gardens ?

—

{Sir Fairless

Barber) : When we set a pace there is bound to be competition ;
the others axe

bound to come into line gradually. Vfc cannot force them into a line, and mas^'
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private owners would not be able to face the expense which some of the larger

companies would be able to face all at once. They can only be gradual, and

gradual improvement is noticed right through the whole of the planting

industry.

6-2386. Would you have any objection to a public health and welfare

board, on which the tea industry was well represented, that had statutory

powers ?

—

(Mr. Pinches) : No.

G-2386. Can you say that on behalf of the Association ?—Yes.

6-2387. You say :
“ Most labourers liquidate their accounts and are able

to return to their villages after their first season, with a balance of pay to their

credit. This balance is generally augmented by a fresh advance received from

the supplier for a new season’s work Does your Association think that

that system is a good system ?—It is a system which is impossible to get away

from. We would rather not give advance but we have to.

6-2388. You mean that you cannot obtain your labour without that labour

obtaining advance for a new season and pledging its labour ?—No, we cannot.

Even if a coolie stays on the estate without going away, as he often does, he

still demands an advance which we give him on the estate.

6-2389. With regard to the conservatism of the Indian worker of which you

have spoken, have you got proposals for changing that?—You mean obtaining

advance for a new season’s work ?

6-2390. Yes ?—We have tried from time to time to get labour without

advance, but we found it impossible.

6-2391. I was struck by the remark contained in your memorandum where

you say : There have been many changes in regard to the availability of

labour in recent years, but it is generally agreed that, inspite of the demand for

labour on tea and rubber estates in Ceylon and on rubber plantations in the

Straits Settlements, the supply in Southern India is easier than it was 20 years

ago If it is easier than it was 20 years ago, is it not possible on the part of the

tea planters to try to put a stop to the system of advance ?—We have tried

but without success.

6-2392. With regard to the system of payment, is there any objection on

the part of the Association to paying wages regularly instead of settling it at the

end of the 10 months’ period ?—I do not think there will be objection to paying

wages regularly after the advance is recovered, but the labour would object

to a regular payment ; they would prefer to take it at the end of the period.

If they want cash at any time they can always get it provided their credit

balance permits their demand.

6-2393. I notice that in the form of promissory notes provision is made for

interest. Does that actually obtain in practice ?—No.

6-2394. Then why do you retain this on your promissory note ?

—

(Lieuite-

nant^Cohnel Brock) : It was retained on a special request of the suppliers^

because they saidthatif the coolie defaults they should get some compensation

by way of interest ; but as a matter of fact we have never charged them any
interest. ;

.
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G-2396. Has year policy got to be determined by the contractors in the

matter of interest ? You said that you retained it in the form—though in

practice it is not enforced—because the labour contractors demanded that it

should be retained ?

—

(LieiUemnt-Colonel Brock) : We have no objection to

cutting it out as far as we are concerne^.

G-2396. You say :
“ The prevailing rates of wages are, men 7 annas a

day, women 5 annas a day, children 3 to 4 annas a day.’^ May I ask whether

there are rates in existence that are less than those stated ?

—

(Mr. Pinches)

:

I do not think so.

G-2397. You say that wages are generally fixed by district agreements.

That seems to me to declare that you agree to a rate in each district. Are there

any districts in which rates are less than the prevailing rates ?

—

(lAeutenani-

Colonel Brock) : Yes. There are certain coffee districts where local labour

is easily available for a wage of one anna less.

G-2398. With regard to the fixing of rates by district agreements, does

that mean that an estate cannot pay more than the rate agreed upon ?

—

(Mr.

Pinches) : If you look into our rules, you will see that any estate can raise the

rates but it has to give us two months’ notice. There is no agreement. We
have agreed to give two months’ notice if we want to raise the rates.

G-2399. It can, after the expiry of two months, raise the rates ?—Yes.

G-24(X), You say that you have 98 agencies under your Labour Depart-

ment. Can you tell me the number of people employed and the character of

the people employed ?

—

(Lieutenant-Colonel Brock) : There are 98 agents,

and each one of them has one or two peons to help him in his tours. Each
divisional officer has got a staff of clerks ; there are six divisional officers.

Altogether we employ 250 Indians.

G-2401 . What work do the agents do ?—They do all sorts of things. They
go round and see what the labour suppliers are doing in the way of recruiting

their coolies. When the suppliers bring the labourers along, these agents pay
them their railway fares, bus faies and so on

;
they distribute the labour to the

different estates according to the demand.

G-2402, Sir Alexander Murray: Are they forwarding agents on behalf

of the estates ?— Yes. That is only pait of their work. If the coolies are late

in coming, these agents go to the village to see what the matter is and report if

the coolies are sick. If a man who has taken advance refuses to come to work,

these agents take steps to rec over the money.

G-2403. Mr. Cliff.—Can we take that each agent has two peons ?—Most
of them have only one. In bigger agencies they have two peons

;
it all depends

upon the amount of work,

G-2404. What salary are they paid ?—They start on Ks. 30 and rise to

Bs. 60 ; and they get travelling allowance as well. We also have a provident

fund for all our Indian staff who draw more than Bs. 20 a month.

G-2406. Amongst the duties of these agencies, you state that they are to

minimize the risk of loss in making advances to suppliers. How do you do
that ?—That is chiefly done under our registration system ; that is to say, no
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estate may settle with a new supplier without referring to us. When we get

intimation we refer to our register and find out whether this man has defaulted.

As long as he does not owe any dues, we give him a clean bill and he is permitted

to receive an advance.

6-2406. Then you say to persuade defaulters to return to the estates or

to refund their dues Can you tell me about this persuasion
;
how does it

operate ?—The supplier is given money under a civil contract that he will do

work. If, however, he says I am not going to work ”, there is an end of it.

We say “ Repay us our money ”.

6-2407. If he does not give you money, what happens then ?—Some of it

is not recovered. You cannot persuade an unwilling man to go to work.

6-2408. Sir Alexander Murray : You have stated that the total amount

of debts was Rsv 85,000. How much did you write off ?—(Mr. Pinches) : I

wrote off Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 15,000 for a labour strength of about 25,(X)0.

6-2409. Mr. Cliff : Is that the average figure ?—At one time it was very

high. But I have introduced a system whereby the labour supplier gets 15

per cent, commission if he is out of debt and only 10 per cent, if he is in debt.

Ever since the introduction of this system the amount of loan given is ex-

traordinarily a small figure from what it was ; it varies from Rs. 10,000 to

Rs. 20,000.

6-2410. Mr. Ahmed ; As a large number of coolies are available whenever

you want to engage them, do you not find the necessity for a public employ-

ment agency ?—(Mr. Pinches) : No.

6-2411. When you take on a man you always have to give him an advance

before he accepts service ?—Yes.

6-2412. I take it it is a necessity to the man to have that advance, he
being a needy person ?—I do not know about the necessity. It has been the

custom of these people to take advances, and they get them.

6-2413. If you want a thousand labourers you can get them ?—Yes.

6-2414. Does not that show that there is unemployment ?—There is no
unemployment on the tea estates.

6-2415. But it shows that there is unemployment in the localities from
which you get these men ?—It does not follow that there is unemplo}rment
because we get more men than we want. It merely means that the conditions

of the tea estates are better than the conditions in the man’s own country.

Employment on a tea estate is regular, whereas agricultural work is tempo-
rary.

6-2416. Did you take any steps to inform your work-people of the repeal

of the Labour Act ?—They were informed on the estates.

6-2417. You did not engage anybody to explain to them in their own verna-

culars that their conditions of labour had been changed ?—It was not necessary.

6-2418. You do not think it is necessary to have a Union to look after the
interests of your labourers ?—No, we do not.
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6-2419. The managers are paid by you
;
therefore is it not more to the

interests of the managers to look after the interests of the plantations than to
look after the interests of the workers ? —No. The managers’ first business is

to see that their labourers are well paid and well looked after.

6-2420. The Trade Disputes Act recognizes the principle that where
parties cannot agree the intervention of disinterested persons is legitimate and
is to be welcomed by both parties. Where there is a dispute between a planter
and his labourers, would not you recognize that the intervention of a body of
trade unionists was similarly legitimate and to be welcomed ?—We consider
that a trade union movement amongst our very illiterate labour would do more
harm than good.

G-242L Mr. Sastri : You said that you favour the idea of the establish-
ment of Boards of Health and Housing in your plantations. That answer
applies, by implication, to British India. I suppose you contemplate the ex-
tension of those Boards to your plantations in so far as they lie within the area
of Indian States ?~ Yes.

G-2422. Do you apprehend any difficulty in getting that extension ?

—

No.

G-2423. You would not object to it on your part ?—No.

G-2424. Sir Alexfwder Mvrray : What is the cost of your recruiting ?

—

It costs us our subscription to the Labour Department of the United Planters*
Association, and the cost of the coolies’ travelling to the estate.

G-2425. What is the figure per head, adding capital expenses and ad-
vances ?—I should say the cost is from Rs. 6 to 10.

G-2426. Is that adding something for the amount of your unrecovered
advances ?—Yes.

G-2427. Then you have to add the share of the expenses of maintaining
the recruiting establishment ?—That is very small per head.

G-2428. I want to know what the cost of your recruiting expenses are per
acre or per labourer ?—It is different for the different products. The labour
department costs tea Rs. 2-10-0 per acre.

6-2429. What is the average number of employees per acre ?—About 1

J

in tea.

6-2430. How soon does a labourer become a supplier ?—Lots of them never
do. Very often a good labourer will become a sub-supplier in his second year,
and he might become a head supplier in 4 or 5 years, but there is no regularit}^
about it.

G-2431. You divide Southern India into recruiting areas ?—Yes,

6-2432. You do not allow a garden in one area to poach in another area ?

—

Any estate can recruit in any area it likes. The only restriction is that outside
estates shall not recruit in a planting area itself.

6-2433. Mr. Cliff : I take it that the estimated figure for the cost or
recruitment which is to be sent to us will include the commission paid to the
contractors ?

—

I would not call that a recruiting expense, but a working ex-
pense.
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G^2434, I would like the figure ?—It is 16% of the total pay of the
labourer.

6-2436. Sir Alexander Murray : That goes on to your recruiting ex-
penses ?—No.

6-2436. Mr, Shiva Rao : You say ‘‘ It is estimated that over eight lakhs
are spent by the United Planters’ Association annually on medical facilities for
sick labourers.” Does that include what you spend on the European planters
and their families ?—No. That is the amount spent on the coolies. That
figure is two years old, and it is much larger now.

6-2437 . The Madras Government has made seriously inaccurate statements
in regard to one or two points. In order to protect themselves against making
such mistakes in future, do you not think it would be better for all concerned
if they were to appoint a special oflScer or a special department to publish
statistics periodically ?—No. We can supply the statistics.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

air, B. SmVA RAO. Mr. RAMANUJOLU NAIDU, and Mr. SELVAPATHY
CHEITY. representatives of the Madras Labour Union.

6-2438. Mr. Sasiri : Mr. Shiva Eao, you appear on behalf of the Madras
Labour Union ?

—

(Mr. Shiva Rao)

:

I do.

G-2439. Are you its President ?—I am the President, and my friends on
either side are the Joint Secretaries of the Union.

6-2440. How long have you been the President of this Union ?—Since
1926.

6-2441. Will you tell us how many members there now ?—In January
1930, we had 1,116 members from the Buckingham Mill who had actually paid
subscriptions, 1,216 from the Carnatic Mill and 1,838 from the Choolai Mill ; in
other words, we had a total membership of 4,170, who had all paid their subscrip-
tions.

6-2442. Sir Victor Sassoon : '"How many workers are there in the C'hoolai
Mills ?—Just over 2,000, I think. I must inform you that it is not every
member who pays his subscription regularly every month

;
that is to say, some

people pay in one month, some of them drop out and others pay in some other
month. On the 18th of June 1928, we had on the rolls of the Union 7,380
members, of whom 3,028 were from the Buckingham, 2,928 from the Carnatic
Mills and 1 ,424 from the Choolai Mill. But, as I have said, it is not every one
who pays his subscription every month.

G-2443. Sir Aleocander Murray : I see that the return by the Commis-
sioner of Labour shows that on the 31st March 1929 you had only 4,035 mem-
bers ?-~-Ye8, those who were actually payirg the subscription. They vary as
you will see from the list I have given.

6-2444. Mr. Ahmed : Is it because you cannot collect subscriptions
through the mill manager ?—^I do not believe in it. In the Choolai Mill there is
no objection on the part of the management to departmental members of the
committee of the union collecting subscriptions in the mill.
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G-2446. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

In the mill ?—I do not know where they col-

lect it, but we get it. So far as' the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills are con-

cerned, they sometimes send the subscriptions surreptitiously through other

people on condition that their names will not be given out.

G-2446. Mr. Sastri : Just for the sake of comparison, do you happen tO'

know the numerical strength of the union recognized by the Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills ?—I am willing to answer it, but it may be taken as biassed

evidence. Some of our members have been to meetings of that union, and they
have told me that the attendance was 75 or 80 or sometimes 100.

G-2447. But the figure they have given in their memorandum is 2,000 ?

—

I could not answer how they arrived at that figure.

G-2448. Even assuming it was 2,000, your union seems to be a bigger

body in Madras ?—That has always been our claim.

G-2449. Throughout your memorandum you make a great many sugges-

tions to remove the hardships and diflSculties under which labourers in Maias
sufEer. I will take the housing difficulties as somewhat typical. You say that

it is not possible for the industry itself to build all the houses that it would need
for its labour and that Government would have to come to its help and make this

an important charge, if not the first charge, on their resources. You think that

the Corporation may find it beyond its resources, but you have an opinion clearly

expressed that the Government must somehow or other find the necessary money
out of its resources. Have you considered what proportion of this cost might be

legitimately thrown on the industry itself, and has your Labour Union any defi-

nite view on the subject ?—My friend, Mr. Selvapathy Chetty, is a representa-

tive in the Madras Corporation from the Perambur Division. It was on hia

initiative that the question was raised of housing the poor in some of the worst

cheries in the mills area. Now there jire 140 cheries in Madras City, and only

this year the Madras Government has given to the Corporation Rs. 2^ lakhs for

making a beginning in one portion of one of these 140 cheries. So, it will be

some generations before the question is trickled, if only the Madras Govern-

ment had to do it on its present resources. Our suggestion is that there should

be a big subsidy from the Government of India every year to the Local Govern-

ments which may distribute them amongst the various municipal corporations*

The burden should fall equally on the Corporation and on the employer, with,

of course, the contribution made through the Local Government by the Govern-

ment of India.

G-2450. You visited with us the Perambur barracks where a new type of

building has been erected by the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. We were

told that the rent for that would scarcely be more than Rs. 1-8-0 and that the

rent charged now oi^ the houses in the old villages there is also Rs. 1-8-0 ?

—

I wish you had also seen the chery called Bogi Palayam, which is outside

Binny and Co.’s place. A workman rents out a piece of ground for As. 6, 8 or

As. 12 and puts up a little hut for himself.

G-2451. The houses built by Binny and Co. are much above the average^

and they take a monthly rent of about Rs. 1-8-0, which is, by all calculations, a
little under the economic rent I—Yes. I should think that for such a house in

that area one should pay at least Rs. 4.
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G-2452. It is a good deal below the economic rent ?—Much below the

eeonomic rent.

G-2463. If the economic rent were charged on those buildings you woidd

find them beyond the paying capacity of most of the workers ?—Yes, of a great

many of the lower paid workmen. In that case you would have sub-letting.

G-2454. On a scale which you cannot prevent ?—I know of a case where 20

families live in a house.

G-2455. Where a certain amount of freedom is given to our people to build

their own housesby giving pieces of land, you find them of a type which is very

much inferior to the type that we saw yesterday and absolutely unlikely to be

passed by any health board that we could conceive of, however lenient it might

be ?—Quite.

G-2456. Do you think, considering the wages of our workmen in the

average, that they will ever be able to pay the economic rent of buildings that

would be passed by any health organization ?—No.

G-2467. So this housing business is going to be largely a subsidized indus-

try ?—It will have to be.

G-2458. Are you quite clear that it will be possible for the work-people

themselves, even upon a greater increase in the scale of wages, to come and take

their fair share of this burden ? Do you conceive of their living perhaps in a

Wmewhat inferior type of housing to paying a good eclonomie rent ? This has

been my difficulty from the beginning of the labours of this Commission. We
are all recognizing that housing is very bad throughout India, but we do not seem

to have come to any definite decision as to where the burden of housing should

be laid. We shift it sometimes to Government, sometimes to the industry and
sometimes to the corporation ; but we have no clear idea. I should like some
opinion which is duly formulated as to this point. Is the body of work-people

themselves prepared to bear a part of what after all is their own burden ?

Will they pay the economic rent ?—It would be very difficult for the vast

majority of the work-people, reckoning wages as they are, to pay any economic

rent on houses which would be considered adequate for themselves and their

families.

G-2459. It is clear then, as a general proposition, that the industry, if it is

to look after itself, will be unable to bear this primary burden, and that it must
be a burden on the general taxpayer and the rate-payer of large cities ?

—

I look at it in this way. In the first place, as the Government of India has set

aside crores of rupees on the recommendations of the Tariff Board, for the pro-

tection of industries. I see no inherent objection to large suras of money being

set apart by the Government of India for housing industrial labour.

G-2460. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

Is there not a constitutional difficulty ?

I understand that the constitution would not allow the Government of India to
spend these amounts directly on anything that is provincial ?—There may be
contributions from the Government of India to the provinces, and the provinces

may set apart the amount. I think adequate housing of labour is going to pay
the industrialist. In my mind, it is at the bottom of all the troubles of indus-
trial labour. If you give a workman a decent house and satisfactory conditions

,*
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of living, many of the troubles with which industry is faced to-day, I think,,

would be on their way towards elimination.

G-2461. Mr. Sastri : We are having many schemes before us of taxing

the taxpayer of this country for the support of the languishing industries of

Bombay and elsewhere in various ways, which will increase the price of the

products. Are we justified in increasing this burden, so that housing also

should fall on him ?- I think it is ^oing to pay back in increased efiiciency.

G-2462. So you would as a public financier support the proposition that in

India, as in other countries, housing might be a part of the burden resting on the

g eneral taxpayer of the country ?—Yes, a part. Before any one else cross-

examines me, I should like to hand in a statement with regard to a certain

document which was circulated to the Members of the Commission yesterday

by Messrs. Binny and (\).

Sir Victor Sassoon : I think our task is to try and see what can be done in

the future. I think, therefore, it would be advisable if we did not deal with

any of those matters which took place in the past. I do not see how it could

be helpful for the future, and I feel that we ought to try and see whether we
could not elicit cfuistructive suggestions as to what might be done in the future.

I appeal to you all to forget all that took place in the past. Obviously, there is

a great deal of bitterness on both sides on this question.

Mr. Sastri : Sinr'c Messrs. Binny and Co. have withdrawn their note,

there is no necessity for you to hand in your statement.

G-2463. Sir Alexander Murray : Did you say that your colleague,

Mr. Selvapathy Chetty, was a member of the Corporation ?—He is still an elect-

ed member of the Corporation.

G'2464. Has the Corporation done anything under the Municipal Act to
bring home to owners of congested areas that they ought to make improve-
ments ?— It has not done anything, because many of these ckeries in Madras
belong to private land-owners, and it is not possible for the Corporation to

insist upon improvements being carried out.

G-2465. Why ?—There have been prosecutions, but the owners escape
with light fines, which have absolutely no effect.

G-2466. But in the Madras Corporation Act, is there any provision made
for opening up congested areas at the expense of the owner ?—There is a pro-
vision for opening up land belonging to the Corporation but not to any private

owner.

G-2467. Are you quite sure about that ? In other provinces there is a pro-

vision made for insanitary btistis being opened up ; if the owner on being called

upon to improve his btisti does not attend to it the Corporation can improve
it at his expense ?—My friend tells me that it could be done, but the Corpora-
tion does not do it, because it would mean that the landowner would turn out
a number of poor people who would have absolutely no accommodation.

G-2468. If the Corporation is guided by that considerate policy, will ever
any action be taken ?—I have strong views about the Corporation, because the
Corporation does not care very much for the poor people.
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G-2469. Is there a Town Planning Act here in Madras ?—I understand

that they are taking it up now.

G-2470. Sir Alexander Murray : What action has been taken under the

Town Planning Act for improving congested areas ?—They had a housing

scheme just outside Madras for the middle classes
;
but nothing has been dope so

fer for the poorer people.
^

G-2471. Your memorandum seems to take exception to the Binny and Co.,

having acquired certain military land for the purpose of building houses on

that. Had the Corporation not the opportunity of acquiring that land ?—It

has a history behind it.. That land was originally being used by us for the

meetings of the Madras Labour Union. We wanted in that place a small

maternity hospital. I interviewed Lord Goschen, when he was the Governor of

Madras, and he was sympathetic. The Minister of Public Health was also

S3niipathetic. I was asked to see the Surgeon-General about it, but he refused

an interview
;
he thought that there was no need for a hospital. When

Mr. Selvapathy Chetty got into the Corporation he moved an urgent resolution

for the acquisition of the land by the Corporation
; but soon afterwards that

ground was acquired by Binny and Co., before the Corporation could take it up.

The Corporation always says that it has no funds.

G-2472. So that it was not Binny and Co.’s fault that the Corporation had no

funds and did not acquire it ?—W^e have not suggested that.

6-2473. It is immaterial who builds so long as an effort is made to provide

housing accommodation ?—I quite agree
;
but I think, in principle, it would

be much better if housing was taken up by a public body like the Corporation

than by an individual employer, because, for instance, Binny and Co. have a

rule that they may evict a workman occupying one of their quarters at 24 hours’

notice.

G-2474. You say also that it is impossible to make the owners of private

areas realize their responsibility. If that is to be the case, what is the use of

leaving it to the Corporation to do anything ?—I quite agree that it is better to

have something than nothing at all.

G-2475. In your memorandum you say :
“ There is a regrettable amount

of bribery prevalent in regard to recruitment. Bribes have also to be given for

promotions. There is almost a scheduled rate of bribes for first admi^ion into

the mill, definite recruitment, promotion, etc. It ranges from about Rs. 10 for

a new man who seeks admission into a mill for learning work to Rs. 60 or even

Rs. 100 for promotion, such as the position of a jobber Which is the mill

that you are referring to ?—It ought to have been ‘ mills’
; the reference is to

the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. That is our information.

6-2476. When I personally visited the mills I enquired of the managers
about this, and they assured me that there was no possibility of such a system

. obtaining in the mills ?—I should explain, generally, our difficulty in making up
this memorandum. Since 1926 when I first took up workmen’s compensation
oases I found I was led into making a statement that Binny and Co. had avoided
,pa3mient under the Act. When Mr. Kay asked me for details, I supplied him
with 13 cases from the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. He was kind enough
to look into the details of each case, and 1 was satisfied that in 8 out of the 13i
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the accident had taken place before the Act had come into force
; but in regard

to some of the other 6, 1 think, Binny and Co. contested the claim. I publicly

withdrew that statement in a speech, and I said to the men :
“ We must be

very careful not to make statements which are inaccurate But it has been
the misfortune of our Union that we have not been able to establish friendly

relations with Binny and Co., and we have to go upon statements made to us

without any opportunity of verification
;
so that what is in the memorandum

is what we have been told by the work-people.

G-2477. You as a union have not been able to verify it ?—We are not in a
position to verify for the simple reason that our letters are not even acknow-
ledged.

G-2478. Speaking of the bribes you say :
“ This is one of the main causes

of the indebtedness of the workers.” Are mill workers indebted more heavily

than other workers ?—I have not instituted a comparison, but certainly a vast

majority of the mill workers are indebted.

G-2479. You seem to indicate that the bribery that has to be paid to get

into the mills is one of the causes of the indebtedness of the workers. After all

there are only 9,000 workers in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. Do you
suggest that the indebtedness of these workers is larger than the indebtedness

of other industrial workers ?—As I said, I have not instituted a comparison, and
I am, therefore, unable to answer that question.

G-2480. You say : Dismissals take place for various reasons. Some of

our workers suspect that the system of paying gratuity, which is in force in the

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills at the end of 10 years of service, is partly res-

ponsible for the dismissal of men who approach the completion of the period

Have you any grounds for making that statement ?—We have had several com-
plaints brought to us by men (two of them are sitting here), who had put in 8 and

9 years’ service and who were looking forward to the payment of their first

gratuity, that they were sent out for very trivial faults. They also tell me that

in some cases they have been re-instated as new workers
; that is their service

to begin anew.

Sir AU^mnder Murray : Will you be good enough to supply us with in-

dividual cases, because if persons who had completed their ninth year service

had been dismissed for trivial causes and were immediately taken on as new
workers, it might bear out this statement ?

Sir Victor Sassoon : Would it not also be necessary to know the number of

work-people who have completed their 10 years and who have not been sent out ?

—That question I can easily answer. After the reopening of the mills at the

end of the long dispute in 1921, every one I was told started as a new worker,

BO that no one has yet completed his 10 years, except perhaps a few who did not
come out during those strikes and lock-outs.

Mr. Kay : I may inform the Commission that the actual amount of .gra-

tuity fund that has been paid in cash since it was started is Rs. 10,00,697,

The mtness : {Mr. Shiva Rao)

:

The statements I have made in the
memorandum are made in perfect good faith. I am not trying to accuse the
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills of anything

; all that I can say is that we have
done our best. If we have not been able to verify our statements, it is not our
fault.
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6-2481. Mr. Clow : In connection with workmen’s compensation, you
make a novel suggestion that the employer should be criminally punished,
I understand, if he does not pay compensation ?—I do not see why employers
should not be fined for this when they can be fined for any infringement of the
Factories Act.

6-2482. It is not the same thing. This is a civil liability. Who, do you
contemplate, would bring the prosecution ?—1 would suggest the Labour
Department.

6-2483. Suppose an employer said :
‘‘ My reading of the law is that I

have no liability to pay compensation. The Commissioner says I am wrong,
but I refused to pay because I thought there was no liability ”, do you think
that a fine should still be imposed on him ?—I quite see the diflSculty.

6-2484. What you want to do, I presume, is to get some means by which
workmen who have valid claims are not left in ignorance ?—We did a great

deal of propaganda in this province. We translated the Act into simple Tamil.

A number of cases have gone up to the Panel of Lawyers. But I was amazed
only three weeks ago, when just outside the northern toll gate of -Madras ;

I spoke to the work-people of a factory and asked them if they had been paid

compensation in accidents ;
they said they did not know what it was.

6-2485. Has your Union pursued cases, or does it leave to the Panel of

Lawyers ?—What happens is that all applications for help with regard to com-

pensation cases come first to the Madras Labour Union
;
and then we distri-

bute the work amongst the various members of the Panel who take it in rotation.

6-2486. 6enerally with a fair measure of success ?—I think, roughly,

about half the number of cases have been successful.

6-2487. I notice that in your memorandum you say that the only repre-

sentatives of the 6overnment who attended the Trade Union Congress were

policemen ?—I apologize to you personally. I remember you were present

when you were in the 6overnment of India. But I think the spirit of the

remark remains imaffected.

6-2488. I think there were representatives of the 6overnment of India

present at most of the sessions of the Trade Union Congress ?—I do not remember

seeing any one at the Nagpur session, nor I think was any one present at Jharia.

6-2489. Certainly, there was at Jharia Mr. 6ilchrist who was sent by the

6ovemment of India ?—In 1928 when the arrests took place.

6-2490. No, in 1921 ?—May be ; I do not remember.

6-2491. I notice that you pay a tribute to the police in your union memo-
randum, but in your own personal memorandum you have taken a different

attitude ?—1 draw a distinction between the Madras city police and the

Mofussil.

6-2492. What you state in your own memorandum relates to the Mofussil,

does it ?—Yes.

6-2493. You say :
“ When there is a strike, the police exercise their in-

ftUDnee upon shopkeepers to stop the supply of foodstt^s on credit, and the

more zealous among them put undue pressure on the workers by threats to

resume work ” ?—That happened in the Ranipet strike.
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Q-2494* As regards trade disputes, you deal in your own memorandum
with the question of labour legislation. I think>you are mistaken when you
say that 7 years intervened between the introduction of a measure by the

Bombay Government and its passage by tlie (Jov<'ri}in(*nt of India ? ] think

the Oommitt<*e of tins Jhmibay Gov(»rmu(*nt reported in 1921. and the Bombay
(Tovornment brought forward the liill in 1922.

G-2495, No, it was in 1924 ;
but it was never introdiie(*d ? I thought it

was in 1922 that the Oovirnraent of Bombay broui’ht forward the Rill.

G-249(). 1 do not. think it was ever iiitrodiieed in Bom])ny : was it ?—

I

have not en(|uired.

G'2497. You refer to the delay in th<^ matter, and yon makti a suggestion

that the intervention of India Oflice has ))een n sponsible for tin* slow pace

of reform ? I liave said ‘ pcvssibly \

G'2498. Have you any grounds for making that suggestion ?-'It is a
possible (‘xplanatioii. I give credit to the (Jovermnent of India for good inten-

tions.

G 2499. You liave no evidence on which you based that suggestion ?—No.

0-2500. .is regai-fls dehyv. you refer to the consultation of Local Ciovern-

ments by the (i()\’(*rnme?d of India. Do you consider that legislation should

remain eeiitral generally, or that it should be jn-ovii'.cial ? It should be centraL

(i-2501. Do you not think that there w ill be great diHleultics if the (Vntral

Legislatun^ were to h*gislute wit hour giving rather a long time to ascertain

the opinion in tlu' provinces { My difliculty is that it takes too long a time.

1 do not think tlie .Local Governments hav<* a rt‘}uitation for being liberal in

regard to labour.

(^2502. What other method would yon suggest for ensuring that repre-

sentative bodies like the empioyer>* ami labour organizations hav(‘ an oppor-

tunity of expres.sing t heuiselv<‘.s on measures that affecT tlieir interests ?—

1

should put a time-limit witlim whicli the \aiious ho<iieh .'^laaild send in their

replies to tin* Governnient of India.

(1-2505. That is always done ; then* is always a nunplaint that the time

allowed is too short { 1 can only judge from the outside results.

G-25tM. You would not be prepanal to allow tin* meml)(‘rs of the Assembly

to speak entindy for organizations without eonsultation ^^ith the organiza-

tioins \- No.

G-2505. You hav<* made a number of interesting experiments— but very

few of them were successful. Take the matter of recovery of loans %— W'o bun it

our fingers over that.

(J-2506. Why was that ? There are twa) difficulties. In the first pla<*e,

there is a great deal of jealousy
;

if you help tt*n work-peojde }-ou create dis-

content amongst a tJiousand. Tliey all fdamour for tlu* same help, and they

do not want to sec why A or B should Lave preference over themselves. 8e-

eontlly, I do not think the office-bearers of the union used tlu* methods which are

associated with money-lenders ; they did not stand at the mill gates and tahfe it

from their debtors
;
it was left to their sense of honour, and it did not wti^k*

MUECL D
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G-2607. Did you attempt to get other members of the Un on to act as

sureties before giving loans I—I was not directly connected with the union at

the time, but my friend who was the Secretary (and who is still the Secretary),

tdls me that people who borrowed the money disappeared.

G-2508. Were otlier w orkers taken as sureties before the loan was given ?

—

It was done through a bank. The Royapetta Bank started a branch in the

Madras Labour Union. In the early stages the Union did not feel responsible for

the loans, but when the money was not paid back, then the Bank demanded its

refund from the Union.

G-2509. Sir Vidor Sassoon : The Union was made the surety ?—Yes,

but there were no individual sureties.

G-2t510. Mr. Clow : Would you be in favour of encouraging a system

of the employer lending money to pay off the usurious debts and recovering

gradually through the wages bill I- I think the experiment is worth trying.

My own feeling is that work-people are so accustomed to be in debt that if you
relieve a workman of all his debts, he promptly gets into debt again. That is

the real trouble.

G-2611. Whether there is a lu'cessity for it or not ?— Yes. 1 came across

a case two years ago. There was a compensation case in the Choolai Mill.

A man died and we got his widow about Rs. 460. 1 said to her “ It is too large

a sum for you to handle. We will put it in the post office.” She said “ I have
borrowed Rs. 100 for my husband^s funeral, and I have various other <lebts to

pay”. The money will disappear as soon as you j)ay it. These work-people

spend extravagantly on funerals, ceremonies anti so on.

G-2512. Do you find that the debt is h'ss among the poorer people or more
in proportion to the income than among the better-paid class ? - The people

who get less are much more in debt than those who get more.

G-251 3. Sir AJemnderMarray ; We have found it to be tlie reverse. The
debt is less in the case of a poor man because his cn^dit is less, while the debt
is more in the case of a man who is better-paid because he lias more crenlit ?

—

The man who gets a low wage does not borrow larg*' sums, but he borrows

small sums from different people.

G-2514. Mr. Chw : It becomes large in the aggregate Yes. I know
of men who borrow As. 8 and pay an int(Test of As. 2 on the As. 8 every week

G-2515. Miss Ponder : Have you got jobbers in your union ? We have
a few. They come to us at night when they are in trouble, but they are

not regular members. They become members when they want something o\it

of the union.

G-2516. I was thinking of the reference you make to the connection be-

tween the jobber and bribery. I understand your union is the oldest Indiism

trade union. Have you attempted to do any educational work in respect of

that problem ?—We got a few people dismisses! in the Choolai Mill where we
were able to prove bribery.

G-2517. You have not tackled the problem with the members of your
union^firom an educational point of view ?—We have spoken to the men
to give bribes. There is so mtich of unemploymdit now that they are willing

to pay bribe and go in#



G-2618. Yoii say : The institution of public employment agencies will

certainly effect a great improvement in the present methods of recruitment.”
Are you referring to Madras ?~I should like to make a beginning in Madras,
Madura and industrial centres of that kind ; it should be begun in organized
industries.

G-2619. Do you think it will be justifiable to start a public employment
agency for the three mills in Madras, for instance ? •We are told in evidence
that the two biggest mills here, whenever they are in need of hands, recruit

the sons of workers who are already in their employment. That is the admitted
policy of those two mills. It would practically mean, would it not, that you
would be incurring all the expense for the setting up of a public employment
agency for the recruitment of workers to one mill employing a (jouple of thou-
sand workers ?— 1 quite see the difficulty, but I think the point of having a
public employment agency would be determined by the amount of work that
is to be done.

G-252Q. I take it you would require a guarantee for the big companies
that they would recruit them in that way and not directly at the mill gate,

because it would take a long time to stop the worker’s habit of expecting to

be taken on at the mill gate ?—It need not take very long. I think the Indian
workman is quickly adaptable.

6-2521, Dealing with welfare you say :
“ Welfan' work, in our opinion,

should be undertaken by philanthropic bodies such as social service organiza-

tions absolutely independent of the employers,” What type of welfare work
are you referring to there { Within the place of employment or outside it i

—
I have in mind the kind of wwk that is done by Binny and Co. to-day.

G-2522. There aiv two sorts of welfare ; welfare within the works and
welfare outside the works. Do you think it is feasible for welfare wdthin the

works to l)e rim by an independent body in works of any appreciable size ?

—

I do not see wdiy it i.s not feasible.

G-2523. Do you not think it is far better run co-operatively by the worker

and the employer t Our experience of welfare w ork is that it is apt to be used

as an excuse for keeping l»ack trade unionism
; that is our real difficulty;

that was in oiir mind wiieii we put this forwanl.

G-2524. But supposing you have a reeognized unionand a big firm that has

really undertaken an appreciable amount of welfare work, you w ould not ask

for an outside agency to run that wolfarc, w^ould you, if the union iind th.e em-

ployer were prepared to co- operate in carrying out wolfai e schemes ?—Not in

that case.

G-2526. Referring to maternity benefits you ask that women workers

should be given three months’ leave with full wages and free medical atom-

dance. Do you feel that it is necessary at the beginning to extend theiie faci-

lities to as long a period as three months ?—Wc put three months, l)ecause it is

generally the practice, and I think medical testimony supports it.

G-2526. What do you mean when you say ‘ it is generally the practice ’ ? 1

think in the Choolai Mills, In the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills the period

allowed is^ montiis ; I think in one of the Coimbatore Mills also three months

sm sUowea.
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G-2527. You mean that the woman worker is sent off for 3 months ?—
Yes, she is sent away when she is generally in her 6th or 7th month.

G'2628, But I take it that in the first instaru'se yon would be pre))ared tO

support legislation which covered a shorter period as in the case of t he Bombay
Act involving only 8 weeks ?— I would. I think the benefits should bi' on a

very generous scale. I said to Parry and Co., when wo were discussing it with

regard to the Nellikuppani I'^nion : (jliv(‘ them a very good allowance for

two months, but make a rule that you will not giv<' it oftener than once in 3 or

4 years.” They said ‘‘ we are not willing to introduce birth^conto J by the

back-door

G-2529. You say that the aljsencc of a woman jobber loads to many com-
plications. Do you fool that there is a real basis for that sugg(*ation ? f have

seen certain mills in which ther<‘ ar<‘ a large niiniber of wonnai workers, arul

there is a good (h'al of undesirable* practice.

G-2530. You feel the women would support the demand ?—They want it

very much.

G-2631, Have you ever taken a vote of your members as to what period

of wage payment they would pn fer- weekly, fortnightly or monthly ?-- Yes,

and we found that quite a numbtr had no real obj»'Ction to Ihe present system

of monthly wages, provided the wages were paid soon aft.(U’ tlx* close* of tlx*

month, but I think the majority wanted a fortnightly wage.

G-2532. For wliat reason ?—A month is too long. The workqx'ople get

into debt and sometimes they *ire worried by the nK>iK.‘y-h*Jxier, and they have to

borrow towards the middle of tlx* month, often at loo per cent. int(*n*st.

G-2533. Is there any praciict* amongst the Madras mills of taking ‘ Bubs
’

in advance of payment T am not aware of it.

G-2534. You say :
“ Wc think it is not only possible and advisable but

imperative to pass legislation fixing a minimum wage, and also to standardize

rates.” You are speaking genendly, and not with regard to Ma<lras only ?

—

Yes.

G-2535. Are you also synaking of the textile industry only ?—I can

only speak al)out the textile jndustr}\ We have found that tln*re- is a large

variation in wages between Madras, Goimbatore, Madura and so on, as you go

further south.

G-2536. A minimum wage would not prevent a diversity of rates ?—No.

G-2537. You want both standardization and a minimum wage ?—Yes.

G-2538. WThat sort of minimum wage* machinery are you thinking of as

bcuig applicable to Indian conditions and to 1 he textilci trade As })ractically

all my time and attention is l^akcn up wdth helping trade unions, T df> not get

much time to think of these bigger f>robh*ms.

G-2639. Jiffs. Venlcatasuhuu Hao : Are the mistriM educated f)eople ?

—

They are a little betten* educaf cd than th(* ordinary work-people, but not mueh.

G-?540. How are they recruited ?—They rise up from lower posirionr
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G-254K Do you think that if tli<? mistrw' 8orvic(.*s are dispensed with

the trouhh*. will be inirumfecd ?

—

1 think that if the power of a midri were

reduced, the trouble would be- minimized.

G'2542. Do you think that if t'ducated men were appointed to these posts

it would be better ? - If a bettej* class of mistri is bi ought into existence, and

if some of our middle class young men an^ encouragt^d to tioke up work of that

kind, there would be an improvement in existing coxiditions.

‘ G-2543. There seems to be a feeling that if the Factories Act is amended

it will cause hardship with nigard to artisans* cluldreii : th(‘y would neither

go to school nor learn th<*ir fulhers’ trade. Have you anything to say about

that ? I do not see why that difficulty should arise at all.

G-2514. Do you not think that one way of nieeting that argmnent is that

at the sam(‘ time as they are being taught the three R‘s, artisans’ children should

also be taught thtur fathers’ trade ?—We do advocate an extensive system of

vocational training.

Mr. Muhann/tfiil IJbaidnIhlt : Mr. Sliiva Kao, how do you elect

the meml)ers of your coinniittee ? - W(‘ have first of all an informal meeting of

fairly jjroniinent meint)ers of the rnion from all the three mills. Then w('

ask SOUK' of tlnun wheth(*r tlu*v are willing to serv'e on the ex(*cutive committee.

We know more or l(*ss vvhetljer tliey will Ix' accej)table to the Union at large.

If th<'y agree we put the matti'f before a general Tnoeting of the Union.

G-254G. Why have yo\i not introduced the system of balloting, as in the

Buckingliarn and Uarnatic Mills i- Our niembcrs have not asked for it.

G-2547. Do you not thiiiJv it would be ai good system ?— We vrill bear the

suggestion in mind.

G-2548. Do you know that there is a f(*eling among the work-people that

you personally are using tlie Uni(»n for your own purposes : that is to say, in

order to make your name prominent i 1 can only say tliat it is a very expensive

way of acquiring a reputation. It costs uh* a good deal of money every month,

and 1 give all my tinn^ to the woik.

6-2549. Mr. (Uiff : Are you a salaried officer of the Union ?—No. I have

not touched a single pice of the I^nion s funds since I have been President.

G-2550. Mr. Muhammad Ubaidullah : With regartl to the method of

recruitment, you siiy that recruitment is done through the head jobbers and

jobbers. Can you prove any cas(? wluire recruitment has taken place through the

head jobbers and j(>l>bers in th(' Buckingham and Carnatic Mills ? I am told

that the head jobber or the jobber who takes any new recruits has them first at

his own house, and that the bribe is paid to him there. Then the man is taken

to the head of the department.

G-2561. As a Union man you must; know the ruli>s of the Mill, name^,

that those who rcceiv'e bribes, ami those who give bribes, are dismissed ? ^Yes.

G-2652, Yet you are, of opinion that bribery is going on still ?—It liill

go«a on.



0*2553. You cannotprove it ?— do not thinkanyonewho gives or receives

a bribe is going to be so foolish as to keep the evidence of it.

G-2554. You say that welfare work should be taken up by philanthropic

bodies. Is it your opinion that the welfare workwhiclfis now in operation in

the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills docs not give any benefit to the work-people?

—I do not suggest that. All I suggest is that so long as an employer controls

welfare work and shows hastility to trade unionism, his motive is bound to be

suspected by the work-people.

G-2565. Is it so in the case of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills ?— I

am afraid so.

G-255(). Mr. Clow : Was not this welfare work started before there was
any question of trade unionism ?- Yes. But it was extended very much in

1922 after the big strikers, and the Welfart^ Committee has paid the Madras
Labour Union a great compliment in this way : in 1926 we took up compensa-

tion cases. Within a very few days the Welfare Committee began to take up
compensation cases. I know of instances in which members of the Welfare

Committee have rushed to the hospital and taken the thumb impressions of

victims of accidents so that the Madras Labour TTnion might not get the credit

for that particular compensation case. In 1927 we agitated for a maternity

hospital. We found in the following week that the Welfare Committee b^^gan

to agitate for a maternity hospital.

G-2557. Sir Victor Saaaoon : That was all for the gO(xl of the workers ?—

I

quite agree.

G-2558, Mr, Chw : Is it not a fact that this organization was noted

throughout India for its welfare work long before any union was started ?

—

Yes, I quite agree.

G-2559. Mr. Muhammad Ubaidullah : You started a Co-operative Society

in 1920, and it did not succeed. How do you account for the fact that the

Mill Co-operative Society has now about a thousand members, and has

advanced Rs. 35,000 as loans ?—Possibly it is more capable than we are.

6-2660. Is it your opinion that workers do not appreciate the present

welfare work of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills ?—I do not say they do not.

6-2561. That means that you think they do appreciate it ?—Probably

they do to a certain extent.

6-2562. Is it not a fact that your Union sends out rowdies to throw stones

at the work-people and their children who go to enjoy the annual celebrations

of the Welfare Committee ?—It is absolutely imtrue.

G-2563. I am told that last Tuesday, when you held your annual meeting
with Mr. Joshi in the chair, rowdies anned with sticks stopped the work-people
who were coming from the works and took them to the meeting of the union.

Is that true ?—I have absolutely no knowledge of it having happened.

G-2564. In 1926 some of the employees of the Buckingham and Carnatic
Millswent over to your meeting and wanted to speak on the platform, but they
wiare not permitted to do so by the Chairman ?—^As far as I am aware there has
Bfgrer been any attempt to suppress expression of opinion at our meetinip.



6*256&. Was not the result* that some of the workers of the Buckin^am
and Carnatic Mills were forced to start a new union I do not know about
that, but I do know that one of the secretaries of the other union came to me
one night and said We»have got to do this, otherwise we are in fear of losing

our jote/*

G.-2566. Mr. Jamal Mahomed : From which class does the textile labour

mostly come ?—Mainly from the agricultural class.

6.-2567. Are you of opinion that there is a real problem of unemployment
in Madras ?—Yes.

6.-2568. What is the reason '( The mill people say We wajit less labour,

but we cannot dismiss any of our work-people for fear of a strike. In certain

cases we could carry on the work with 50 or 60 men, but we are forced to keep
employed a hundred men That being tin* case, how do you expect the

employers to give satisfactory wagcis to the whole hundred men ?—I do not

see why an employer should keep more people than he wants.

G.-2569. He cannot dismiss them, otherwise there are strikes ?—We would
like them gradually to be re-absorbed into other departments.

G.-2570. .Supposing an employer who has been employing a hundred men
finds that ho has only work for sixty, which would you prefer : that the em-
ployer should keep on sixty men and pay them decent wages, or keep on the

hundred ni(*n and pay them, as Ik* would be bound to pay them, less wages ?

—

It is a difficult question t(i answer. The Choolai mill introduced the two loom

system two years ago, and there w^as very nearly a strike. It was with consi-

derable difficulty that w(‘ persuaded the men not to strike. Ultimately the

management promised not to send out any of the superfluous weavers, but to

absorb them into the new weaving shed which they were putting up. Now
there is discontent because the emplojTr wants to revert back to the single

loom system. 1 think employers should not experiment like that. It means

a good deal of discontent among the work-people.

G-2571. The employer is in a dilemma. If he sends away his superfluous

men he is threatened with a strike. On the other hand, if he distributes the

work of fifty men among a hundred, he cannot afford to pay such wages to the

hundred as he might to the fifty. Which alternative would labour prefer ?

—

I think with greater efficiency on the part of the employer, it should be possible

to eliminate these questions.

G-2672. Sir Victor Sassoofi : Efficiency means generally more prodne*

tion and fewer jobs ?— It is a very difficult question I quite agree. On
whole I think it would be better for the employer to have a smaller numb^
of efficient people, and pay them good wages.

G-2573. Mr. Jamal Mahomed : You prefer that he should reduce the

number of men, rather than keep on the full number and pay less wages to tihit

full number Yes, provided he will make every possible effort to mininy
the difficulties. He should make an effort gradually to re-absorb the men tilto

other departments. But I do object to an employer sending out 40 pe<^
» and taking back 20 to-morrow under the guise of ** retrenchmejat
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G-2674. You say “ We can only observe from the large numbers of men
who collect near the mill gates every morning that there is a considerable

amount of unemplo}’iu(»nt. Much of it is, no <loubt, due to agricultural dis-

tress ”, You have already told me that most of tl^e labour is drawn from
agricultural work-peopli-, and now you slate that much of the unemployment
is due to agricultural distress. Has your union given any att(*ntion to the

question of improving distress in agriculture No. 1 think that is a problem

more for the State thaji for an individual union.

(t-2575. Is this distress in agriculture recent or (d long standing ?—I am
not competent to answ('i questions on agriculture.

G-257d. With regard to housing you say The Madras Corporation lias

just made a beginning in this direction \\ ith tlu' assistance of a grunt of J^s. 2.1

lakhs from the Government Is the (Corporation doing the thing directly,

or through Messis. Hinny Co. The Corporation is doing it directly.

G“2577. They are ]>utling uj) some lunrscs ? Yes.

G-2578. You refer to a ciTtain housing scheme. Have you any idea of

this scheme ( I was stru(*k wit h th(‘ scheme wliich lb(\v have at Nagpur. The
Indian worker upiuvciutes vauy much the pos.yibility of being the owner of a

house, and 1 learned from Mr. Mott, who is in charge of that housing scheme,

that he could see a distimd change for the better in 1h(‘ outlook, and ev(‘n in

the efticieiicy, of the workers who v^ere living in thoH(‘ h<uis(\s in a colony near

Nagpur. I drew the attention of the (h»v<nu»r h(‘re to that scluine, and he

said be would consider it.

0.-2579. Mr, Kaij : 1 find myself. Sir. in rather an embarrassing position,

because 1 had a certain number of (juestions ^\hl(•h 1 had intended putting to

Mr. Shiva Rao. but aft(‘r lln^ very earnest appeal width you made at the end

of yesterday's sitting, and in vit'W of Sir Victor Sassoon's suggestion this after-

iiotui, 1 hope Mr. Shiva Rao v ill not misuntierslantl me if 1 refrain from ques-

tioning him on various matters. You an- avvare, Mr. Ran, that in 1918 Messrs.

Binny & Co. said they would cordially mt^ t a ))TO})erIy construct etl trade union,

andthat again in Ft'bruary 192(i they said tli«‘v would willingly recognize a

properly constructed trade union. You have jirobably seen those remarks ?

I have.

G-2580. With regard to the difiicult. (pu^stion of outsiders in a union, 1

think Messrs. Bitmy&Oo. made it perfectly clear in 1926 that their work-people

were at perfect libertj' to a]>puiut outsiders, eitlu^r as an advisory board or as

they liked, up to the extimt of half the numl‘er of their office bearers. The
exact words used w'ere “ That under the new act the Union could have as many
officers as they wished but that not less than half of those ofii(;ers must be work-
people, and that the w'.)rk-p.‘ople co.ihl ask resjamsible people from outside to

help aiirl advise them, but that at least half and, if the work-people liked,

all th(‘ officers of the imion must be w^ork-people ”. Those were the

arrangements Messrs. Bimiv & Co. recognized in 1926. and I should like

to say, Sir, that they have not alterecl that j)olicy in a^y way since. I

do not think the (‘vid(‘n(‘e ye.sterdny afternoon was quit(* as clear as it

should have been when you put the question as to the position of outsiders.

In your memorandum, Mr. Rao, tliere is a statement as to ceitain offers that
have been made to bring about some w^orking arrangement. You say offers had
been made* Can you tell me to whom those offers were communicated ?~In



1926 we had a small informal meeting in ihe house of th(5 President of one of

the local unions. Tlxree of us from the Madras Labour Union went, and the

President of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Union and two of his colleagues

also attended that meeting on behalf of that union. The subject .discussed

at that meeting was wlu'ther it would be p(»ssibh‘ to bring about an amalgaiiia-

tion of those two iinicms, and, if so, how. We suggestc'd at that time that the

exclusion of the Choolai Mill work-people would b(' rather dilticult, because

the Madras Labour Union is the oldest union in India, and there was a strong

sentimental feeling that the union shouhl not be broken up. Therefore we
said Let the work-i)(‘()ple of the Biukinghani and Cainaiic Mills meet by them-

selves outside the mill premises, with no outsidta* present. them decide

who should be their ofliee-bearers. Let tluin also dec idf* wlndher they would

like t(' (’ontinue to have the Madias Jaibour Union including the Choolai Mill

workers, and we shall procfad on that deeision, but there shall be no interference

with the work-j)eof)lt* of tin* Kuekinghaiu and (^aniatic Mills in their decision

as to wh(*tht‘r then* shall be outsidcis on tin* (‘xeeutiv(‘ or whether the wrork-

people from th(‘ (hooali Mill shall b(‘joi.g to that union May I add that

it was not just a sentiincntal ( (msideration ^ \V(‘ liav(* always recognized

publiel} that there is a tactical advantage in tin* \v(>rk-])eo])le of the Choolai

Mill belonging to the sann* unh»n as that of tin* Bueki)>ghan\ and Carnatic

Mills. b(‘cause our object is to level uj) the conditions in the Choolai Mill to the

standard of the Buckingham and ('arnatic Mills, rnfoitunately those

negotiaticuis did not end in anything. In l)ec(‘inh(*r 1920, when the Right

Hon'bh* Tom Shaw was hen* as the Jiead of the International Textile Delega-

tion. In* spoke to me about the undesirability of therf* being two unions. He
wrote to nn*. and 1 b(‘li('ve he wrote* tin* same lett(‘r to the President of the other

Ibiion, that, without going into the controversy of tlu* j)ast. it would be desir-

able to make aiiotlnr (‘floit at amalgamation. M hcn I showed him the con-

ditions under which we wvni pi\ pared to anmlgamate in the earlier part of

the y(»ar, he s('emed to (*,xprt‘Ss his approval. 1 went to Calcutta soon after

for the All-Iiulia Trade Union Congress Executive. Whec I got back on the

4t]i Januai‘\’' 1927 1 w rote to the President of the Bia kingluim and Carnatic

Mills Union i*e-affirming those conditions which we luid pl:M'ed before him in

May 1920, and he answered on the 8th January 1927 1 <juite wxdcome the

suggestion that we shoidd meet together in the first instance. I regret I was

not able to meet rny committee on the matter. I hope to do so on Monday

the 10th instant, and shall let you know^ wheji I can meet you I am sorry

to say that there has been no further communication from him.

G-258I. 11av(‘ you (*ver forwarded to Messrs. Binny & Co. any definite

suggestions from the members of the Madras Labour Union for getting over the

present difficulty 1 think you wdll remember that I saw you on more than

one occasion, appeiiling to you for harmonious relations between the Madras

Labour Union and Messrs. Binny & Co.

Q-2582. That is not an answ er to my question. Have you ever forwarded

to Messrs. Binny & Co. a definite suggestion in writing for getting oyer the

sent difficiilty No. We have not put forw^ard conditions in writing

you.



Ct-2583. 1 infer that the original proposals were allowed to lapsi;, or were

rejected, by the work-people in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Union ?

—

I am not aware of that.
*

G-2684. Was it not that you wrote that letter to them and did not get

a reply ?—Mr. Ubaidullah said he would place the matter before his committee
on the 10th January. I have had no communication from him since that

date.

6-2585. You have never, in your capacity as President of the Madras
Labour Union, officially forwarded to Messrs. Binny and Co. in the name of

the Madras Labour Union the proposals and conditions that you cite in your

memorandum ?—No.

6-2586. Mr. Cliff: Did I not understand that Messrs. Binny & Co.

do not acknowledge letters from this particular trade union ? - That is so.

6-2687. Mr. Kay : 1 think we eorresponded considerably in 1926 ?

—

Yes, but not since June 1928.

6-2588. I do not think we had better re-open qucvstions of that kind.

The fact remains that you have never officially formulated any such proposals

as are contained in your memorandum to the managing agents of the Bucking-
ham and Carnatic Mills ?—No.

6-2689. Col. Russell : Ts it your opinion that industrial employers
should provide houses for the whole of their workers ?- I do not think that

is possible. I would prefer that it should be undertaken by the Municipality.

6-2690. It should be the fimction of a local body Yes.

6-2691. You are aware of a Report that was written in 1926 on the High
Mortality in Madras. Has the Madras Corporation ever taken any action on
any of the recommendations made in that Report ?—I am afraid they have not.

Mr. Cliff.—Was the report made to the Madras Corporation ?

—

Colonel Russdl

:

It was made to Government, and forwarded to the
Corporation.

6-2692. Mr. Cliff

:

You say that ‘‘ Trade Unionism is extremely popular
among the workers in Southern India On what do you base that statement ?—Everywhem I have been, even those places where there have been no trade
muons in existence, I have been astonished how the work-people have come in
large numbers to absorb the principles of trade unionism. Take Madura, for
instance : I was amazed at the sense of discipline they showed.

6-2593. You say Among the workers there is also a widespread fear
that membership of a trade union would mean loss of employment or some
mark of disfavour from the employer Is there good ground for that belief
in the minds of the work-people ?—I could mention more than one instance in
which an anployer has penalized prominent members of a trade union.

6-2594. Then you say Our Union has discouraged the idea of resorting
to strikes except as a last resort**. Is that in pursuit of a definite policy
of your trade union ?-^It is absolutely a definite policy. With reference to
Messrs. Binny Jk Co., there were small strikes in 1927. They were unauthorised
by the executive of the Union, and, although it meant a certain amount of



tm{K>putarity with the workers, we passed resolutions at our public meetings

disapproving d these strikes because they had not been sanctioned by Ae
executive. I could mention several instances in which the workers at the

Choolai Mill would have gone on strike but for the restraining influence of the

Madras Labour Union.

G.-2595. Then you say “ Trade unionists may generally be trusted to keep

within the law, even when they are on strike Have you any experience in

connection with that statement Yes. Last April there was a strike in the

Choolai Mill which lasted fourteen days, and I think the Commissioner of

Police will bear testimony to the fact that there was not the least trac^ of

trouble. He reduced the numbers of })olice in attendance down to the barest

minimum.

6-2596. With your experience, may I ask whether you believe that the

work-people in Southern India are com|)etent to act as trade unionists and rule

their ow^n affairs ? Within limits, 1 vshould say, yes. They may not be able

to take decisions on large issues, but I have practical experience of the men
in Choolai mills being able to hold their own beforci a coraraittee of enquiry

without any outside assistance wdiatsoever
;
they w'ere quite able to argue

their owni case with effwt

.

6-2597. In your memorandum you refer to a dispute and say that your

union has prevented strikes even when there was provocation. Then you

refer to an enquiry which was held. In finishing that subject you say :
** We

regret to state, however, that the management has sought various pretexts

for putting off the grant gf many of these concessions’*. Do I understand that

the Union and the particular company conc^^rned put their case in front of the

enquiry committee ?---This is in relation to the introduction of the two-loom

system in the Choolai mills. The men waiticd for about 3 months. We tried

in vain to get the Labour (Commissioner to intervene. Ultimately the men

stopped work but did not come out of the department. Mr. Slater, who was

then the Commissioner w^ent out and teleplioned me whctlr ^r I would u^ my
influence to get them back to work if a committee of enquiry was appointed.

I believe they must have stopped work only for an hour. A committee was

appointed, of three men qualified to report on the question. The men s demand

originally was 75 per cent, wages on the second loom. They had already put

forward certain complaints about the difficulty of working on two looms

under the conditions then existing in the Choolai mill. When the committee

reported we found that it justified every statement made by the work-people,

and although the original demand was only for 75 per cent, of the wages, the

committee recommended 80 per cent. Then the management
^

refused to

accept the award of the committee, and then the weavers compromised.

accepted the 76 per cent, on condition that they would be given 16 days

privilege leave on half wages for those who had put in t5 years* service, matOTuty

benefits and various other concessions. The Choolai n^ll, it is our complaint^

has never made any genuine effort to cany out those promises made beiose

the Labour Commissioner in Octolwr 1928.

G-2598. Has that been reported to the Labour Commissioner ?—It ww
reported to the Labour Commissioner. We gave formal notice of a atnke,

I think we gave them one week ; they asked for an extensimi <rf the tin«
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giving due notice, on Ist April J929. On the 14th the management agreed to

some of the coiditions. Th(\y put up a notice in English wiich I did not

understand ; and so I telephoned to tin? manager. He said he could not under-

stand it. Hii consulted his linglish v\ <‘aving master
;
he said he could not under-

stand it either. So I was aske<l to consult the solicitor who had drafted the

notice to make out the sense of the notice. I said it was not my business.

6-2699. Hir Alexander Murray : Do you personally tliink that 80 per

cent, of the wages to a weaver on a second loom is a r<?asonable proportion of

the wages ?—We only demanded 75 jmt ciuit., ])ut the Committee recommended

80 per cent.

Q-26(X). 1 know of no place when* 75 per cent, or 80 jH*r C(*nt. is given.

Usually, it is under 33 per cent. ; in Bombay it is 50 per cent.? —It depends on

what the wage is on the first loom.

6-2601. Mr. Cliff :
‘‘ There is little dis]>osition on the part of the (tov -

ernment to take any action until an industrial disjnito has culmiuat^'cl in a

strike.” That seems to be a very serious statement, (^in you substantiate

it ?—I have just given the instance of the C-hoolai Mills.

6-2602. Are there any other instanc(‘s ? Tluav w^a.s a strila* h\ the Klec-

tric Supply Corporation, I think, in June 1920 or 1921. Tie* nu*n WTre((uit(‘

prepared for arbitration.

6-2603. Have you no more ri‘cent cases in whiclj <;ither of tlu' sides saw

the Labour Commissioner in Madras ?— The Lal)()ur (.‘ommissioner lias n<*.V(*r

been to a single meeting of any labour union, except ona) last December when
Sir Bhupendra Nath Mitra was hert*.

6-2604. My point is not whether he attends tin* meetings or not; my
point is w^hether trade unions w'ho arc in difficulties with ojnj)loy(;rs can approach

the Labour Commissioner and whedher tliere is a possilulity of his giving assis-

tance ?—Wc have asked the Labour CommissioiKU' for assistance. 1 can

produce letters which were written to us by the Labour ( Vmimissioner. The
answer always is Under what authority can 1 iutervouci unless both sides

approach me for my assistance.”

6-2605. Is he not able to use. his good offices, without any statutory

powers ?—I do not know whether he uses those powers, or whether he has

those powers.

6-2606. In one place you say tlmt the Union bids that the, n(*cessity has

disappeared for a Labour Commissioner. Lat(u on you say : There should

be a separate officer to deal with the problems of the Depressed Classes.*’ Do
I understand that it is your view that there should be a department of labour

in Madras or it is not ?—I should like to see a Labour Department which

deals with the question of collecting statistics regarding wages and various

aspects of work of industrial labour. It should be in the hands of a man
trained for that work, and he should not be saddled with all the miscellaneous

dutios Hiat the Labour Commissioner in Madras now is.
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Q-2607. Would he only be an intelligence and statistical officer, or is there

any necessity for inediation at all in industrial disputes or when disputes are

apprehended ?•—Tf th(‘ GoveriiTuent of Madras is ever going to take action

under the Trade Diupnte^s Act, th<*re is no iieexl for any union to approach

the Labour i ’onuiiissioniT. For iustauce, in the last strike at Pa}}anasam,

the Labour Comniissioner was at Madura. 1 interviewed both the Member of

Govemment in chcargc of the subject as well as the Secretary in charge of the

subject, and they said to me that the Labour Commissioner could not pof;sibly

even visit tlu' jdaee anfl malce • nquiries, because he could do so only when he

was asked by both .adcs. have (ome to the conclusion that' the Labour

('(immissioner is not n^ally of any use in the prevt‘ntion or s(*ttlement of ijidus-

trial disputes.

You say : the problems of lal^oiu* wcaild l)e more satisfactorily

Iniridled by an Indian offie(‘i’ than a, European.” Can yon tell th(‘ Commission

wheni the (iovernmciit might hsdv for the recruiting of Indians who have got

s]jecial knowlt‘dgt‘ ol labour problems ?- I think there would be men available

who hav(‘ fir>ldtaiul knowledge of iiulustrv.

(}-2f)t>9. ( Vn V(»u suggest ])0{'sible somces of recruitment for this particu-

lar w ork ?

Mr, Sof^ttl : Mr. 8]H^ a Ttao is not asking for any other sources of recruit-

nuaii than the (‘xi.stiiig sources, lie imT(*ly sugg< sts that instead of a Euro-

pean llier<* should b<' an Indian

Mr. Cliffy 1 undetslatul that, but it would helf) nn* personally if I

e(ad<l know the soure(.s fr(uu wldeh Mr. Sliiva llao wants to draw men W’ho

have sp<‘eial knowledge of labour problems. Anyhow, I will not press it.

(b2tiI0. You sav :
“ A peri^a! of tlie list of iaiboiir Commissioners will

eonvinee i)h‘ Commission how lightly tin* (ioxernment has regarded the duties

of that otlicer. Th(U'e have ])een Labour Commissioners a])pointed for a few

days or wt^k.s."' Wliat : uggotlons have \ou got to make for altering that in

fmler that the otlict' may be more permanent ? In I92() then* ww\ I think,

six Labour ('ommissif)n(?TS altogether.

G'2t)11. Was that an exceptifmal voar :* * Tliere Wf*re 4 1 think in the pre-

vious year : 1 am .^p<‘iiking irom memory. 1 think that scandal was pointed

out hv the* Miidras press. Mr. Slater held the office for about 3 years, and Mr.

Gray has be(‘n in office for under a yt'ar.

0-2(112. Sir Ale^rtmhr Murraij: What w^as his previous experience?--

He was'lhe Registrar of Co-operative* Societies and (Vdlector of Tanjore.

(5 -2613. Mr. Cliff: memorandum to the ques-

tion of drink and you talk about Wrfy shops. Have you got any proposak to

make for dealing with that problem ?- The* work-|)eo]>le themselves admit that

as long as thei^c* shops are on the way to and from the mills it is impossible

to overcome the temptation in view of the fact that they j.re accustomed to

drink. They themsidves are quite willing to see the drink shops removed far

away from surroundings.

G-2()H. You say that there is a very considerable body of work-jm||p

who would really like the temptation to be removed ?—I think they woul4
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We have put itbef^ the meetings of onr union. I should not say that tiiere

was great enthusiasm for the proposal but they certainly are willing that it

shoold happen.

G-2615. They are all in favour of it ?—Yes. We tried a small experiment

in the union to sec whether that would have any effect. We tried a small

coffee shop, and we gave them things to eat at cost price. But it did not

work, because the men for a few days after the pay day were not able to buy
for cash. I think many toddy shops give things on credit. We felt it would

not be good to encourage credit sales.

6-2616. Have you any knowledge whether the toddy shops give drink on

credit ?—I have, been told so
; the man pays at the end of the month - a great

many of them, but not all.

6-2617. It is a proposal not only for restriction but for alternative facilities

to be provided ?—I should like to see a workmen’s club started where the men
could go after mill hours, where they could have a wash, something to eat and
some form of amusement which would keep them away from the toddy shops.

I think that would succeed.

6-2618. I want to ask your opinion with regard to the meal hours given

during midday. Have you any suggestion to make as to what the length of

the meal hour should be ?—I think IJ hours would be much better than an

hour, because very often they do not get sufficient time for rest after meals ;

especially in a hot climate 1| hours would be much better than an hour.

6-2619. Would hours be adequate hero in South India ?—We are

reckoning on an 8-hour day. If it is an 8-hour day, and if men could leave

their homes later than they do and get back earlier than they do then IJ
hours, I think, would be enough.

6-2620. Mr. Ahmed : Is it a fact that infant mortality is very high in

Madras ?—Yes, it is very high in certain parts of the city.

6-2621 . Is it one of the reasons that there is insufficiency of milk-supply ?

—

When we took down the family budgets of 195 women we found that hardly
half a dozen had milk included in their budgets.

6-2622. 1 take it that they cannot use sufficient quantity of milk on account
of the poor wages they get ?—Yea. It is also due to the conditions under which
they live. The maternity hospital is a coujde of miles away, and tJjere is always
the feeling in the minds of the poor people that admission into large hospitals

is not an easy matter. It may be merely a prejudice, but there it is.

6-2623. I suppose you will a^ee that the arrangements for welfare work
made by the Carnatic and Buckingham mills are quite satisfactory. Fw
instance, the pjjiy-ground that I saw is kept very neat and clean t—-That
touches only a very small part of the population of that area ; the population
of that area is about 30,000.

I,

6-2624. You want more development ?—I should like to see all the slum
anas removed altogether and acquired by the Corporation and houses built

Jhoie.
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6*2626. In some of the mills we found that the employers were supplying

milk to the babies of their workers. I suppose if the mills in Madras follow a
similar practice it will be of very great help to the workers ?—But it would
touch only a very small portion of the population of that area.

G-2626. I find that Choolai mills, for instance, do not have any provision

for education or for welfare work at all ?—No.

Q-2627. In the other mills also, I take it, there is no provision ?—No,

G-2628, Yo\i are in favour of these mills providing amenities for the work-
people ?—Yes.

6-2629. You have stat(}d that the problems of labour would be more
satisfactorily handled by an Indian officer than a European. You have made
a suggestion tliat the (lepartment of labour should bo in charge of a mini.ster

responsible to the legislature ?—Yes
; I want a minister of labour.

6-2630. In all the provinces as well as in the Central Government ?—Yes,

G-2631. I suppose that if these persons are responsible to the legislature

they will be able to discharge their duties better ? want that prominence
should be given to the problems relating to labour.

G-2632. If these people are appointed it will be a great asset for the pur-

pose of settling disputes ?-~'Ye4!i. possibly for preventing disputes.

G-2633. It will also be good for the workers as well as for the employers ? —
I would begin with using them for preventing disputes.

6-2634. I tldnk you have referred in your memorandum that the Govern-
ment of Madras did not take any ac tion in the* matter of framing rules under the

Trade Disputes Act The Madwis Govormv rules were ready only early

in February.

(t-2035. You are of opinion that the sooner the provisions of the Trade
Disputes Act ar<* given effect to, the better it will be ? I do not commit mvself
to the whole' of the Trade Disputes Act.

G-2636. To which provisions of the Act would you attach importance ?

—

I approve of the machinery for arbitration and conciliation,

G-2637. The sooner those are given effc'ct to the better it is { — Yes.

G-263«. Sir Vidor Sastioon : A provident fund is a fund to which the

workman subscribes and to which also the employer subscribes ?—Yes.

6-2639. You say that the w^orkers would prefer to have a provident fund
in place of the gmtuity fund which is in vogue in thc^ Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills. The only difference I can see is that under the gratuity fund the work*

man does not subscribe part of his earnings, whereas under the provident fund

he would. Do you think the workman would prefer to subscribe to the pre-

sent gratuity fund an equal amount from his own wages and derive the benefit

of the fund at the time of retirement ?—^As far as the Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills are concerned, the feeling is that they cannot be certain of the gratuity

being given to them. If it is a provident fund, they feel that there is a greater

certainty of their being paid the money.
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0-2640. Yotj realize that in every provident fund although the worker
always gets his own contribution he would only get the empolyer's contri-
bution under certain restrictions. T do not see much difference between a
gratuity fund and a provident fund '-There is this difference that inreo'ard to
the provident fund tlicrc would Ikj no h).ss of the employer’s contribution even
if there was a strike.

6-2641. Sometimes that is one of the rules that would break the service
jlU far as I know, one of the conditions under which the employer’s contribu-
tion is given is that there should be no break in the service, j have read the
gratuity fund rules, and 1 think the workmen will get more under a gratuity
fund than under a provident fund. I am wonde . ing whether the workmen
would really prefeo a provident fund as it exi.sts elsewhere to the present gratu-
ity fund ?—I have not compared the two.

6-2642. I think the Company might agree with you and say :
“ We will

now change the gratuity fund to a provident fund.” Whatever may have l)een
the case in the past, am I right in con.si(lering that the present jk)! icy of your
union is to improve the economic lot of the worker ? -Absohitely.

6-2643. It is not the policy of the union to use the power that the committee
may get for eventual political purpo,ses '{ -No. certainly not.

G-2644. T think you will agree with me that it woiihl be much easier to
have a close connection and goal feeling between on pital and labour in unions
of that type than if the unions fall into the hands of those w'ho an* trvi)ig to
further extreme political measures i -Quite. Hut we do think that ii trade
union has the right to put forward a demand, foi- insttince. for thi' extension
of the suffrage or for a better rcpresenfeition of labour in the legislature.

6-2645. That will be for the benefit of the worker; but primarily your
policy is for the improvement of th(> economic welfare of labour > It is bi-eatisc
we have that in min<l 6iut we hav<' atti-njpted as far as possibh* to have on
the executive of the union members of different jx'iitie.il parties .so that they
may neutralize each other's jiolities.

6-2646. Then, you will agree that there i.s a movement in oth<'r parts of
the country to form liodiesrcjiresenting labour with <-.xtreme political views ?-

There is a tendency in certain <)u,art(>rs to utilize trade iinions for other than
trade union )mr[)o.s('s.

6-2647. Ho it would be an advantagis where in a city like this you have
two unions whose main views are the same, if yon could come to some sort of
friendly arrangcnnmt and not be competing with each other. I read the
constitution of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees Union and I
find that the union is iii a position to elect, if it chooses, half of its executive, from
outsiders. Therefore the main difference of opinion is whether the members
of that imion should consist only of employees of that firm or whether it shouUl
inclufle employees of other firms. 1 also see your point that it might bo to the
advantage of the workers of the other union if they could be members of a big
union in which workers representing bigger mnearm were also members «-

Also there is a strong sentiment in favour of keeping the oldest union in Indiam it ie rather than break it up.
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G}-2648. We live in an age of compromise, Do you think there would be
a possibility of something like the following taking place : Allowing the present

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Union to remain, its membership being

confined to members of those mills, having another union in which the member*
ship would be confined to the workers in the other mills, and having your union

acting as a liaison between the two and giving advice to both. Your union

will eventually occupy the position of a Federation
;
you can allow the Buck*

ingham and Carnatic Mills union the right to refuse to come out on strike if it

did not want to, if the other union found it necessary to do so. I could see that

the members of that union might not wish to come out, and if there was one

union there might be less safeguard whereas if there were separate unions

they might feel greater safeguard on that point ?—I should like to have more
time to consider that question.

G-2649. I take it you are prepared to explore various avenues by which

some sort of arrangement could be come to for getting away from the present

obviously imdesirable state of affairs ?~I am prepared to explore all avenues.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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IXADBA8 PBBBmEatOT.

Ninety-Third Ifeeting.

Madras.

Friday, 7th March 1930.

Present :

The Right Honourable V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, C.H., P.C. (Presiding).

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart. . Mr. John Cliff.

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., T.C.S. Miss B. M. le Poer Power.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A. Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell,
C.B.E., I.M.S. (Medical As-
sessor).

Mr. K. Kay.

Mr. B. Shiva Rao, M.A.

Mr. Jamal Mahomed Sahib Bahadur.
Mr. Muhammad Ubaidullah Sahib.

'I

^
i!isistant Commissionna,

J

Mrs, Venkatasubha Rao, Lady Assessor,

Sfe! A. DremN.^'^’ }
Joint Secretaries.

Mr. A. 0. LEACH, Secretary, Public Works and Labonr Department, Mr. J.

GRAY, Commissioner of Labour, Mr. S. A. CABTLED6E, Chief Inspector

of Factories, Madras, Captain N. R. DBHAYA, LM.8., Director of Public

Health, representatives of the Madras Government.

G-2650. Mr. Sastri

:

Mr. Leach, you are the Secretary to Government,

Public Works and Labour Department. Is your Department under a Minister

or Member of Council ?

—

(Mr. Leach)

:

My department is under a Member of

Council, not a Minister.

G-2651. How long have you held this appointment?—Ten or eleven

months.

G-2662. With regard to housing, ha.sany question of policy been settled as

to the apportionment of the financial burden between the Central Government,

the. Provincial Governments, the various Municipal bodies and the industries

themselves ?—I cannot say ofP-hand, because housing schemes in municipal

.towns and the Corporation of Madras are dealt with by the Local SeH-Govem-
ment Department and not the Labour Department. But as regards the

depressed classes with whom Mr. Gray particularly deals, the Labonr Depart-
iwmt provides house sites for houses to be built on and the cost is recovered

in instalments from the people who take up these sites. The instalments are

uaudj^ ifiread over 10 or 20 years.
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Q>2653. Ur. Cliff : Has the Commissioner of Labour got statutory

powers with regard to housing the depressed classes ? Can he, for instance,

acquire lands for this purpose ?
—

^He cannot acquire lands within the city of

Mai^as. I think he can do it outside the city of Madras. (Mr, Gray). It

all depends on whether in the particular area it is customary for Government
to provide house sites for depressed classes or not. The question arose in

Madras and went up to the High Court where it was decided that it was not

customary in Madras City to provide house sites for depressed classes. Prac*

tically all the work that the Labour Department does in the way of housing

the depressed classes is confined to agricultural labour in the cheris,

6-2654. Mr, Sastri: Apart from the depressed classes, the question

of housing labour in general may be said to be left undecided ?

—

{Mr, Leach)

:

As regards labour in general, Yes. {Mr, Gray) : There is one case in Madras

city where we built 200 houses for labourers, whose houses had been burnt

down during the time of the troubles in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

ten or eleven years ago. Government built tw o blocks of houses ; for one of the

blocksjve had to acquire land, while for the other there was already land at the

disposal of Government. Government recover from the people monthly instal-

ments ranging from Rs. l-ll-O to Rs. 3-13-0, so that at the end of 20 years

the houses will belong to the labourers themselves.

G-2655. We have been informed that the Corporation of Madras have

set apart a considerable sum of money for building houses for labourers. Have

you any knowledge of that '{—{Mr. Leach) : 1 have heard of it, but I have no

official knowdedge of it.

G-2656. Would that require the sanction of the Government of Madras ?

— I presume it would ; I really cannot say what the financial powers of the Cor-

poration are.

G-2657. Does the Government of Madras give any grant-in-aid in this

respect ?— I am afraid, 1 cannot say.

G-2668. Sit Alexander Murray : What are the various departments

of Government that are concerned in the administration of matters dealing

with labour ?—The Factories Act is administered by the Development De-

partment and general questions of labour are dealt with in the Public Works

and Labour Department, Papers connected with these questions go up to the

Home Member who is in charge of these subjects. Anything that local bodies

may do in the way of housing and health of the labourers are dealt with by

the Local Self-Government Department in charge of the Minister for Local

Self-Government.

G-2669. Would you send us a note explaining in detail the various depart*

ments which deal directly or indirectly with the administration of labour

matters and the Members or Ministers in whose charge they are ? Yes.

6-2660. Has Government any power under the Co-operative Societies

Act or any Local Self-Government Act to acquire lands for workmen s

o tside the city of Madras ?—-With regard to acquisition of lands for buildmg

houses I cannot say anji^hing definitely ofi-hand. I will let you have theinf<nr-

iQation in the note. Every year Government provides a certain sum of money
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to be given to Co-operative Building Societies as loans ; the Societies lend the

money to their members and the members build their own houses.

G-2661. How many building societies are there ?—I am sorry I cannot

say off-hand.

G-2662. Who is in charge of the administration of the Co-operative

Societies Act ?—The Registrar of Co-operative Societies who is attached to

the Development Department under the Minister for Development.

G-2663. Who deals with the recommendations of the Advisory Board

attached to the Labour Commissioner ?—They are dealt with in the Public

Works and Labour Department, and eventually go to the Home Member.

G-2664. Does the Madras District Municipalities Act give power in the

case of congested areas in towns outside the city of Madras to open them up or

to call upon the owners of these slums to open them up and improve them ?

—

I am afraid I cannot ss^y that.

G-2665. Mr, Joshi : Wliat is the policy of the Madras Government with

regard to the use of Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code against certain

people «vho take interest in labour matters ?—It is a question of administration

of Criminal law dealt with by the Public Department. I am afraid I cannot

answer questions connected with law and order. I have nothing whatever

to do with the administration of law and order.

G-2666. Will it be possible for the Government of Madras to send a re-

presentative so that the Commission might ascertain the views of the Govern-

ment with regard to the use of Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code

against people who take interest in labour matters ?—The Uvse of the Criminal

ftocedure Code in matters of law and order is made by the District Magistrate

and the Magistrates under him. It is not dealt with as a matter between

employer and employee
;
it is simply a matter of keeping the peace.

G-2667. There must be some policy underlying the use of that section.

My impression is tha't the section is used in the case of certain^industries only,

and those are the industiios where the employers happen to be Europeans.

That is my experience and I want to ascertain from the Government whether

it is in fact so or not ?—I an afraid I cannot answer that.

G-2668. Mr. Cliff: Is a meeting of work-people that may lead to a strike

considered illegal ?—I should say, not ; I am not a legal expert.

G-2669. Mr. Shira Rao

:

Is prevention or settlement of industrial dis-

putes a conceni of the Public Department alone or ot the Labour Depart-

ment also It also concerns the Labour Department.

6-2670. When Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code is used in any
place, is a reference made to your department ?—No, I do not think so.

6-2671. T^e the case of the use of the section against a certain labour

leader in Madura ; was a reference made to you before or after the section

was^used ?—^No.

^
^G-2672. Were you never informed that the person upon whom this section

v^as served filed a petition before the Additional District Magistrate saying that

his object was merely to collect material to help the Sub-Committee of the
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Whitley Commission that was visiting Madura ? Do you know that the

petition was rejected ?—I am not aware of it.

G~2673. Is action under the Trade Disputes Act taken by your depart-

ment ?—Yes.
G-2674. Arc applications under the Act made to you as Secretary in charge

of the department ?—Yes.

G-2675. Did you receive any application from the workers or from any
one on behalf of the workers at Papanasam for the appointment of a court of

enquiry under section 3 of the Trade Disputes Act ? What action did you
take on that application ?—The application was rejected as it did not comply
with the requirements of the rules under the Act.

G“2()7().* Suppose another application was made which w^as in conformity
with the requirements of the Act It would be scrutinized again in the light of

all the circumstances then existing.

G-2677. I have a letter from Papanasam forwarding to me a copy of the
Government order. After pointing out certain defects in the application,

the Government say, ‘‘ it should not be assumed that they w'ould have taken
action had the a{)plication been presented in proper form, for upon a con-

sideration of ciroumstancesthey are of opinion that no useful purpose would be
served by setting up a court of enquiry at the [)resent moment Is that

information correct Yes.

G-2678. Ev(*n if the application is made in proper form Government are

not going to take any action in connection with the strike ?—The order was
issued on the 27th of February.

(t-2G79. It is only quite recently. Do you tlnnk that circumstances

might have altered in th(‘ interval which inigli^ lead 0(»vernment to change its

opinion ?— It is possible.

G-2()8(). When there is an induwstrial dispute or w hen one is apprehended,

how' does the Labour Coininissioner intervene ? lias he !(» take orders from
you or can he act on his own initiative ?—Tiio (Commissioner of Labour is

authorized to tender his offices to settle the dispute.

G.-2681. Sir Victor Sassoon: Is that on his own initiative withou

being asked by either jtarty to the dispute ?— I think so, yes.

G-2682. Is that under the original instructions to the Labour Commis~

sioner or the new' instructions since the passing of the Trade Disputes Act ?

—

These instructions were issued in December 1928 : the Trade Disputes Act

was passed in 1929.

G-2683. The Labour Commissioner is alleged to have refused to do any-

thing unless he was asked to do so by both the parties. Has he no discretion

to intervene on his own responsibility merely to try to smoothen matters,

not necessarily to appoint a court of enquiry, but to get at the facts of the

case and talk the matter over with both sides ?—Yes.

6-2684. Even before the strike actually occurs ?—^Yes.

G-2685. Was not the Labour Commissioner at Madura when the Papa*^

nasam strike had been in progress for some time ?

—

{Mr, Gray) : Yes, he was*
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G-2686. Was not an application made direct to the Commissioner of

Labour to visit the place and hold an investigation ?—^Yes.

G-2687. Did he comply with the request of the strikers ?—No.

G-2688. In your memorandum, dealing with the question of possible

amendments to the Trade Unions Act you say that it does not seem expedient

to thrust between the employer and the workmen “ the irritating intervention

of irresponsible outsiders/’ Do you mean that all outsiders are irresponsible

and is ityour desire to keep out all outsiders because they are irresponsible ?

—

(Jiff. Leach) : I have nothing more to add to what is stated in the Government

memorandum. The expression used there is “ irresponsible outsiders it does

not mean that all outsiders are irresponsible. ^

G-2689. Would an outsider be considered irresponsible for the purposes

of the amendment of this Act if he did not agree with the points of view of the

employer and the Government ?—No. Lower down in the paragraph, the

Government suggest that the number of outsiders should be considerably •

reduced.

G-2690. Even then you may not be able to keep out irresponsible out-

siders. In page 5 of his latest report to Government the Commissioner of Labour

points out that one important factor adverse to registration- of trade unions

is the fact that the employers do not as a rule recognize the unions although

they are registered. You have made no reference to that point in your memo-
randum, Is it because that the Government disagrees with the view of the

Labour Commissioner ?—No, the report was received after the memorandum
had been printed.

G-2691. Mr, Cliff \ In the preface to the Government memorandum they

say that they consider that without an enquiry into the conditions of agricul-

tural labour it is impossible to obtain an accurate idea of the general labour

conditions in the province. Is that meant to declare that this Commission
under its terms of reference cannot give an accurate idea of the general labour

conditions in industry ?— As the preface goes on to say, Government’s intention

is to suggest that industrial labour and agricultural labour are so closely inter-

related that it is diflScult to study the conditions of industrial labour as being

apart from the general standard of housing and conditions of life in the

country.

G-2692. Has the Madras Government made representations to the Central

<3ovemment that the Royal Commission on Industrial Labour would be unable

to give an accurate report of industrial labour conditions unless the conditions

of agricultural labour were also brought within the terms of reference ?

—

cannot say off-hand. I do not know what reply the Madras Government gave
the Government of India to their reference with* regard to the subjects to be
dealt with by the Royal Commission. I think the Local Government suggested

to the Gk>vemment of India that it would be useful if the Commission saw
sometihing of the conditions in the ordinary villages apart from theconditioua

in industrial towns.
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’ 0*2693. Has the Madras Oovemment made an enquiry into agricultural

labour conditions ?—Enquiries have been made at different times for different

purposes, but not on any large scale.

0-2694. Would you furnish the Commission with the results of your
enquiries into agricultural labour conditions which would be of assistance

tq the Commission ?—Reference has been made to such enquiries in the

course of the memorandum. There is nothing more to be furnished.

G-2696. Again the Madras Government say that it is not clear why labour

on plantations is regarded differently from other forms of agricultural labour.

Is that a representation which has been made to the Central Government ?-»r

I cannot say that.

G-2696- Probably you could tell us after enquiry. What is the objection

to the Commission investigating into conditions of plantation labour without

at the same time investigating into agricultural labour generally ? —I think

the preface and the general sketch of labour and its movement by Sir George
Paddieon which follows it as an annexure are intended to show that it is diffi-

cult to treat industrial labour altogether apart from agricultural labour.

G-2697. Could we take it that the general sketch of labour and its move-
ment by Sir George Paddison which has been included in the preface to the

Government memorandum is really intended to put the Commission in posses-

sion of the information which the Madras Government thinks it ought to have ?

,--.Yes.

G-2698. Having given this information contained in the annexure, is the

Madras Government satisfied that the Commission can go on with its work ?

—

I cannot say what the opinion of the Madras Government is.

G-2()99. Has the Commissioner of Labour got any representative at

Madura to deal with matters arising out of the Trade Disputes Act ?—No,

not as regards Trade Disputes.

G-2700. I iinrlerstood that the instructions to the Labour Commissioner

were that he could try and use his good offices to help the people to a settle-

ment ?—Yes.

G-2701. The Collector at Madura informed the Commission that he had
reported confidentially to Government regarding the possibility of a strike

at Madura- How does the Labour Commissioner operate in a case of that kind ?

Has any action been taken first of all in the Madura dispute No action has

been taken in my department.

We have an officer of the Government at Madura who served a certain

person with an order under section 144 preventing them from addressing meet-

ings of work-people employed in the Madura Mills, because he thought there-

was a possibility of a strike or a breach of peace occurring. That is the reason

for the order.

6-2702. In pursuance of the policy that is spelt out in the instructions

to the Labour Commissioner, is it possible to tell us what action the Govern-

ment has taken in that particular case to try and prevent a strike occurring ?

*—1 can only answer what has happened in my department.
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G-2703. Is it possible for you to make enquiries and let the CommisfiSon

know whether the Government did in fact take any action ?—It is a department

with which I am not concerned. If a request was made by the Commission
for information, I presume Government will supply the same.

G-2704. I would like to have the information as to what action Govern-

ment took in this particular case to try and prevent a strike occurring.

Mr, Sastri : Do you f(‘el precluded from answering that question, because

the Collector’s report is confidential {

Sir Victor Sassoon : It is not a question of tlie contents of the repoid)

;

it is a question of the machinery that the Government S(^ts in motion on receipt

of the information from the Cbliector 't—Yes.

G-2705. Mr. Cliff: With regard to the qnestioimairc of the Royal
Commission on Labour \^'hat was the procedure followed by the Madras Gov-

'

ernment to circulate it to the employers, the work-people and the various

other bodies interested in the question ?—It was published in the local papers

and copies were made available to anybody who asked for it.

G-2706. Would a copy b«? sent to an official like the Collector of Madura ?

—

Probably not. I do not think lie was specifically asked to answer the questions.

G-2707. Would a copy be sent to the employers in the Madura Mills ?

—

I do not think so.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Was not the GowrnmeJit of Madras asked

to suppl} a list of employers and others to whom the ({uestioTinaire might be

sent ?—I think so
;
a list was supplied.

G-27d8. Do you not tlimk that tlie employ tus and the work-people at

Madura should have bt^ui added to that list as btung the prop(^r people to whom
the questioiiiiaire shcMihi ]>e seiit ?— i do not remem))er what the method of

circulation was ; I can asec^rtaiu and let you know.

G-270h. 1 take it that the t'oliector of Madura sent liis note to the Gov-
ernment in the Public Department 'i—Yes.

G-2710. I am trying to see exactly the macJiineiy by whicli your instruc-

tions to the Labour Commissioner are carried out. You ask him to do his best

to use his good offices to prevent any disputes that arc likely to take place.

If he does not have any representatives in industrial centres outside Madras
and if he does not visit these centres himself how can your orders be carried

out ?~That is a difficulty. There is a further order which directs the

Collector to give the Commissioner of Labour full intimation about strikes

and disputes.

G-2711. But the Collector reports to the Public Department and the Com-
missioner merely depends upon the Public Department sending on these reports

to him ?—Usually in accordance with these instnictions, the Collectors do send

reports to the Commissioner of Labour.

6-2712. What is the date of these instructions ?—12th June 1929.

6-2713. When we asked this question, the Collector of Madura, as

as T understood him, said that all that he had to do was to send up cases of

accidents under the Workmen’s Compensation Act and that he had nothing
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Labour, He would however, have no objection to ascertain the facts if the

Commissioner of Labour, who had no representative of his own at Madura,
asked him to do so ?—The instruction is quite clear

;
it is possible that the

Collector was not aware of it.

G-2714. l>oes the ( <ommiRsionf3r of Labour merely rest on tliat instruction

;

or does he trike any action, does he visit the place himself on getting the news ?

(Mr, Gray) : If I S(‘e in the newspapers or heai' from indirect sources that

there is a dispute in any piece and if the Collector has not reported to me
about it, L ask him to report before T visit the pbee and ascertain the facts

myself.

G“27]r). You did not hear of a volcano at Madura No, I did not,

G-2710. But everybody was sitting on the edge of a volcano
;

it was
extraordinaiy that the Commissioner of Labour should know* nothing about
it. If the Commissioner of Labour, who I takf' it is supposed to be more
qualified to deal with these subjects, does not go down himself or send trained

representatives down, are his duties merely confined to the town of Madras
in tli(‘ case of trying to avoid disputes Leach) : No.

G-2717. In other provinces there is no Commissioner of Laboiu:. There-

fore, tlie district officer considers it his duty to do what he can to carry out the

instructions which you hav^e given to the Commissioner of Labour. But,

here in Madras you have a Commissioner oi Lal)our who apparently does not
go down to liie districts wlien trouble is apprehended even when asked to,

and the Collector liimself stMuns to consi<leT that it is not his duty to interfere

unless h<‘ sj>ecificallv aeJud. You tluuvfore seem to fall in between two
stools h< cause you have got an additional otfieial which other provinces have
not think you rcfcT tc» the particular case of Madura.

G-2718. 1 am taking a case wliere the Commissioner was asked to come
down and make an investigation. How can a (Commissioner know what the

facts of tin' case are unless he goes down, or unless he has representatives down
there ?— He would receive reports in that case from the District Magistrate.

G-2710. Is the District Magistrate the official who, in addition to his ordi-

nary work, sends for the representatives of labour and tries to find out whether

their grievances are more or less just, and who gets into touch wdth the repre-

sentatives of employers {
— (Mr, Gray)

:

Otherwise he cannot supply the

information w^hich, according to Government instructions, he should supply.

G-2720. Has the instruction which has been given to the Commissioner

of Labour been passed on to the district magistrates and collectors, namely,

to do their best to bring both sides together and act as a lubricant ?

—

(Mr. Leach) : Yes.
«

G-2721. It seems extraordinary that, if he has had that order, this parti*

cular Collector should pay he did not consider that it was his business, but that

it was merely his duty to forward on any requests he had to (Jovenunent,

and ask for instructions. Do you consider that the machinery, as now admi*
nistered, is satisfactory from the point of view of averting disputes before they
take place ?—(ifcfr. Gray) : The difficulty is that in some cases a strfee ocean
•suddenly without any formulation of demands.
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6-2^. I amtaking caaes where a strike has not taken place, but where a
dispute is apprehended. Take, for instance, Madura where they say they are
sitting on a volcano because a strike is apprehended ?—So far as the Madura
case is concerned, I can only say I have no information from the Collector as
to the existence of any friction.

G-2723. Do you consider that your machinery for tiying to prevent
strikes which are apprehended taking place is working satisfactorily ?—

I

think the answer is that we are talking about a particular case in which appa-
rently the instructions have not been carried out.

6-2724. Have you any method of finding out whether instructions to
similar places elsewhere are now carried out ?—Labour disputes always come
to my notice eventually, and this is one of the very few cases I can recall in
my short experience in which I have not had previous intimation.

6-2725. If you had had proper machinery would you not have known
that trouble was brewing, or are you in the position now that you can only
know when a strike has occurred when it has taken place ?—It is not correct
to say that I am in that position. In many cases I have got information from
Collectors of the existence of friction before a strike.

6-2726. But not in all cases ?—The only two places where I have not been
informed are Madura and Papana-sam.

6-2727. Alexander Murray : Have yoi; introduced any legislation
of any description dealing with the vrelfare of labour that has gone through
the Legislative Council ?

—

{Mr, Leach) : No, I do not think so.

6-2728. Have you submitted to the Government of India any proposals
for legislation dealing with labour matters where previous sanction of the
Government of India is required ?— Not in my time.

(Mr. Leach, then withdrew).

G-2729. Mr, Sastri : Mr. Gray, what experience have you had in your
Department

;
how long have you held the office, and how long has the office

itself been in existence ( {Mr, Gray) : The office in one form or another
l(ias been in existence for about; ten years. Originally it started as the De-
partment for the Amelioration of the Depressed Classes. Various other duties
were added on, and about 8 or 9 years ago the title was changed to Commis-
sioner of Labour. I have held the office myself since the beginning of May
last year.

6-2730. Mr. Cartledge, how long have you been Chief Inspector of Facto-
ries (Jlfr. Cartledge)

:

Since 1918.

G-273L What was your previous office ?—Assistant Engineer in the Cor-
poration of Madras.

, 6-2732. Dr. Ubhaya, what is your experience ?

—

{Dr, Vbhaya) : I have
been in my office a year and nine months now. Previously I was Assistant
Director of Public Health.

6-2733., What are the qualifications that you possess for this office ?

—

I i^ssess the Diploma of Public Health (Scotland).

0-2734. Does that require a course of instruction in public health ?-r-

j^s.
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G-273S. Sir Vidor Sassoon

:

Taking Sir George Paddison’s note, it is

«aid that the average wage of an ordinary unskilled labourer in the agency

tracts mentioned therein, is only about 2 annas a day. That note was made

some years ago. Are there districts where the ordinary average wage of an

unskilled labourer is still 2 annas a day ?

—

{Mr. Gray) : 1 have no later

information.

G-2736. Have you any reason to think that ^’«figes have risen in those

agency tracts ?—I cannot say,

G-2737. You are Commissioner under the Workmens Compensation

Act, ?—Yes, for the whole Proviiuje.

G-2738. What machinery have you got in the districts ? Supposing

a labourer has an accident, who is there before whom he can appear in the

district ?—He applies to me under the Act, and in the course of my tours I

hear those cases as near as possible to the place where the man comes from.

G-2739. Is an uneducated workman, when he has had an accident, sup-

posed to write to Madras and ask that his case should be considered ? He has

to apply under the Act, yes. As a matter of fact, I have informal arrange-

ments under which, as soon as 1 hear of an accident— I get accident reports

irom the Factories staff.

G-2740. However small the accident ?— All fatal and serious accidents,

as defined by the Act. A trivial injury is not reported.

G-2741. Do your Assistant Factory Inspectors in the districts inform

workers of their rights under the Act ?—In 1927 we drew up a short summary

of the Act. That was circulated to factories with the request that it should be

posted up. It was prepared in English and translated into the vernacular.

G-2742. If there are workers w^ho cannot read, or who do not appreciate

the matter^ is anjd;hing done by the Assistant Factory Inspectors to inform

the workers of their rights ? When an Assistant Factory Inspector gets a

report to say that a workei*^has had a serious accident, does he get into touch

with that worker at all ?

—

{Mr, Cartledye) : The Inspector gets into touch

with the particular workman, and tells him exactly what he is entitled to,

how to put in his claim, and everything about it.

G-2743. How soon after an accident would the Factory Inspector hear

about it ?—At once, but unless it is a fatal accident, he leaves it to his next

tour for investigation.

G-2744, How many times a year does he inspect the factories in his dis-

trict ?— Perennial factories are inspected twic^g, and seasonal factories are ins-

pected once, each season.

G-2746. So six months may pass before he investigates an accident ?~

Yes. {Mr. Gray) : When I receive the Factory Inspector’s report about

an accident I write to the employer concerned and draw his attention to the

relevant sections of the Act, and ask him what he proposes to do in the matter.

I do that without waiting to receive an application from the workman.

G-2746. Do you feel that the rights of the ignorant worker are protected

«atisfact(Mrily ? Don you think that your machiner}^ is effieient All I
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can say is that the workmen are getting more and more to know of the existence

of the Act, and their rights under it.

G-2747. You arc relying on the Chief Inspector of Factories' staff ?

—

To a certain extent.

G-2748. That is your machinery really ?—Yes. I also keep newspaper

cuttings about accidcT^ts, and in that case also I write to the employer^draw-

ing his attention to tjhe ^(devant sections of the x4.ct, and asking him what he

proposes to do.

G“2749. Dc> you feel that your machinery as regards incipient disputes

is satisfactory ^—1 think 1 may claim tha^ on the whole it is satisfactory.

G-2760. How many cases have there been, in which there has been an in-

cipient dispute, wdiicli has come to a satisfactory conclusion through the offices

of the local (Tovernment representatives ?—My experience of the Department
is only since last May. During that time we liave had very little labour trouble

in Madras Presidency.

G-2751. Have you any case in which the local Government representa-

tive has been able, by his good offices, to avoid a dispute, or has tried to do
so ?—8o far as my own experience is concerned, 1 cannot at the moment
recall any case in which I was called in, or in which my offices were invoked,

with regard to the settlement of a dispute, before a strike o(‘curred. T have

helped in some cases after a strike, has occurred.

G-2752. Have you had no case in which a. District Magistrate or Collector

has reported a little trouble* wiiieh he w'as o-ble to smootli away and where

no strike in consequence took place i-- I cannot recall any.

G-2753. Would those reports come to you ?—Yes. I get information

from the districts in accordance witli the Government order regarding the

existence of trade disputes.

G-2754. You have no reason to sus]/ect that Government order has not

been read or taken notice of, except in this one case at Madura C -No other

case occurs to me in which the instructions appear to have been neglected.

G-2755. Mr. Cliff: Can the Director of Public Health tell us what has

been done with regard to an increased provision for w^ater supply ?

—

(Dr. Uhhaya) ; The Government is encouraging the introduction of water

supplies by local bodies by offering grants to the extent of about 60 per cent,

of the amounts required by the local bodies.

G-2756, Have you any knowledge of the amount of money that has been
spent during the last three years under this head ?—I will send in the figures.

G-2767. What is done with regard to sanitation ?—Grants are made.

G-2758. I would like to know what money has been spent in the last three

years under this head also.—Very well.

G-2769. Colonel Russell : During the last five years how many additional

medical inspectors have been appointed to supervise sanitation ?—^About 61

first class sanitary inspectors.

G-2760. Health officers ?—Yes, and about 30 second-class health officers.
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G-2761. With this increased organization I take it there has been an
improvement in sanitation generally ?—Certainly.

, G-2762. Mr- Cliff : What has been done in regard to housing in the same
period ?—It is beyond our province to do anything in regard to housing. We
point out the defects in our inspection notes, which are sent to the local bodies

through the District Collector.

G-2763. Has the Government no statutory powers in regard to housing ?

—

I do not think so.

G-2764. How many offices do you hold Mr. Gray ?

—

{Mr. Gray) : My
duties are rather numerous. When the post was first constituted about ten

years ago the main work was the amelioration of the conditions of the depressed

''classes. The Labour Commissioner is also in general charge of, and has the

supervision of, the criminal tribes settlements under the Criminal Tribes Act.

He is also in charge of the work of reclamation of Kallars in the Madura and
Kalem districts. He is also the Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation
and the Registrar of Trade Unions. He has also certain duties in connection

with industrial troubles and disputes. He is also in charge of the Quinquennial

Wages Census, the census of agricultural rural wages and artisans’wages; He
is also in general charge of the administration of the Indian Factories Act. He
is also in charge of emigration.

G-2765. What is your staff ?

—

Ho far as the depressed classes are con-

cerned, I have work going on in nineteen districts. In each of those districts

I have separate labour officers, under whom are a number of inspectors working

in connection with the question of acquisition of land for housing sites, burial

grounds, pathways, and so on, the sinking of wells and the starting of schools.

Each of these labour officers has also under him a number of co-operative

inspectors lent by the Co-operative Department for the purpose of starting and
supervising co-operative societies consisting of members of the depressed

classes.
-

G-2766. Those are not to be conhised vrith labour officers with regard to

industrial labour ?—No. So far as the criminal tribes settlements are con-

cerned, I have no staff working directly under me, except when the Police are

managing the settlements. Most of these settlements are run by the Salvation

Army or other mission bodies. There are three of them run directly by Govern-

ment, the managers in charge being officers of the Police Department. So far

as the Kallars reclamation is concerned, in Madura the work is done by the

District Superintendent of Police with a special staff for reclamation work
under him. So far as the Workmen’s Compensation Act is concerned, I have

no staff except my own clerical staff at headquarters, consisting of 25 clerks.

So far as Trade Unions are concerned, I have no staff except my clerical staff.

With regard to industrial disputes, I have no staff other than clerical. The
quinquennial wages census is done through the agency of the ordinary Revenue
staff, and the Commissioner of Labour has general control. The administration

of factories is conducted through the Chief Inspector of Factories and his staff

of inspectors and assistant inspectors.

Q-2767. Are all these different subjects under one Minister ?—^Different

departments.
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G-2768. The suggestion has been made that instead ofthe duties of
with industrial labour, and the problems arising therefrom, craning und^ tiie
wesipnt Commissioner, there should be a different Department with a
Departmental Officer. Arising out of your experience, have you any views to
express to the Commission on that suggestion ?—^My experience is rather short.
I do not kndw that I am prepared to give an expression of opinion at once. It
has certain obvious advantages.

G-2769. The statement is made “ The Government have come to the
conclusion that any scheme of sickness insurance would be impracticable and i»
not nec^iy ”. I would like to ask the Director of Public Health whether, in
his opinion, it is not necessary to make some monetary provision during sitimesa
for industrial people ?—(Dr. Vbhaya)

:

I should think so.

G-2770. Are you in disagreement with the Government as to the necessitiy
*

of it ?—I consider it is necessary.

G-2771. Colonel Russell

:

Mr. Gray, added to your other duties,
do you have any connection with the control of the labour on planting estates ?

Do you have any control over recruitment or inspection ?

—

(Mr. Gray)

:

The
recruitment of labour for estates within the Presidency is not controlled.

G-2772. The Labour Commissioner has nothing to do with the labour on tea
and coffee estates ?—He is interested only to the extent to which the labour is
drawn from the depressed classes.

G-2773. I take it that most of the labour on these estates comes from those
classes ?—Yes, a large proportion.

G-2774. In that respect you would have a direct interest ? Yes.

G-2776. Do you, or your officers ever inspect plantations, and the housing
on the plantations ?—I have inspected in one or two cases.

*

G-2776. On a question put to you by Mr. Cliff, you are an advisory officer
Dr. trbhaya, and nqt an executive officer I—(Dr. Ubhaya) : I am an advisorv
officer.

^

G-2777. When you make recommendations to local bodies with regard to
housing, water supply and sanitation, what usually happens to those recom-
mendations ?—They are mostly shelved.

G-2778. Nothing is done ?—Nothing is done.

G-2779. Uuder the Local Boards Act and the District Municipalities Act
of 1921, these local bodies have a very large amount of power ? Yes.

G-2780. Do you agree that these local bodies have too much power under
those Acts ? I am referring particularly to public health, because tiiat is rare of
the questions over which they have complete control. I want to suggest that
there is too much decentralization, and that tj(fe Government- should have re-
tained more power than they did retain under those Acts ?—I quite agree.

6-2781. You'say “ The only large undertaking in which Government have
provided housing for the labourers is the Mettur Project ”. That is a larm
colony of about 12,000 men ?—Yes.

^
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G-2782. What has been provided by the Qorcrnmejit in that Project in the
way of housing ?—^They have built houses.

G-278S. According to plans approved by the Public Health Depart-
ment ?—Yes.

G-2784. They have provided water supplies, purified, and an underground
drainage scheme ?—Yes.

6-2785. And they have provided a complete Health staff ?—Yes.

G-2786. What has been the result of all that ?—The area is practically

free from epidemics.

G-2787. So that the result has been satisfactory ?—Very.

G-2788. You say “ Ample facilities exist for acquisition of land for workers
houses That is in direct opposition to much of the evidence we have had
elsewhere. Will }'^ou explain where in Madras ample facilities exist ?—There is

the case of Buckingham Mills, and there is land at Perambiir.

G-2789. You say “ There should also be a statutory obligation to be borne
by or shared between the employer and the local body and to some extent by
the Government in the matter of the provision of housing”. You are framing
a Public Health Act at present, are you not ?—Yes.

G-2790. Are you suggesting to the Government that in that Bill there
should be a statutory obligation to be shared between the employer, the local

body and Government ?—Yes.

G-2791 . Do you think any employer is going to accept a statutory obligation

of that sort ?— “ Employers ” as used in non-planting areas should mean “ local

bodies”. It is only in connection with planting areas that “employers*'
mean “ planters *’.

G-2792. It is the local bodies really, and not employers ? Do you think it

is the duty of every industrial employer to build houvses for the whole of his

employees ?—That is the ideal way of doing it.

G-2793. Do you think it is a duty that can be made a statutory obliga-

tion—On local bodies.

G-2794. And not on employers ?—Not so piuch on employers.

G-2795. Referring to the table in your memorandum in w^hich you quote
figures for various towns, I take it you are not generally satisfied that the
statistics are very accurate ?—No.

G-2796. Would you say that the industries which you mention in column 3
of that table have very much influence on the death rates which you quote in

column 5 ?—On account of the comparatively small proportion of labourers in

those districts, it is difficult to say what proportion of the death rates in the
towms under reference is due to faulty industrial conditions and w’hat proportioll

is due to general insanitation.

6-2797. Take Madura as an example. The nature of the industry i»

textile. There are about 9,000 workers engaged in the mills in Madura. Su|ik

posing an increased mortality occurring among the textile workers of HadnnS^
Would that influence to any great extent the general death rate of the whole
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lakh and 38,000.

G-2798. You say In the case of smaller industrial establishments, condi-

tions regarding health and comfort of the labourers are generally defective

Would you like to see these smaller industrial establishments brought under
control, perhaps by an extension of the Factories Act ?—Yes.

6-2799. What do you say, Mr. Cartledge ?

—

{Mr, Cartledge) : Most of

these smaller industrial establishments should be brought under some kind of

control, but I do not think they should be brought directly under the full pro-

visions of the Factories Act, I would suggest that Workshops Inspectors be
appointed—^men of lesser qualifications than those required in the case of inspec-

tors of factories, because these small establishments have no machinery.

6-2800. Mr, Cliff* Could you have a Workshops Act ?—That is what
I am suggesting—Workshops Inspectors under a Workshops Act, and the

Workshops Inspector should be under the control of the Factory Department
of the Chief Inspector of Factories.

6-2801 . Colonel Russell

:

We have had evidence from the United Planters’

Association of Southern India that they get no assistance from the Public

Health Department. Is it not a fact that since June 1 927, the Department has

supplied to the planting areas a special health officer ?

—

(Dr, Ubhaya)

:

Yes.

He has various duties. He treats the labourers for hookworm. He does a

routine sanitary inspection in the area possessed by the planter. He shows

cinema films, and distributes posters and leaflets.

6-2802. There have been outbreaks of relapsing fever in the planting

areas. Has the Public Health Department done anything for that ?—Yes.

We have taken every measure against it, and it is practically extinct now.

6-2803. You have a special malarial officer who has been in the planting

areas for a considerable number of years ?—Yes.

6-2804. So that the evidence which the Planters’ Association gave is

wrong ?—I agree with your opinion.

6-2805. Mr, Cliff : Do the planters pay any special contribution towards

this work ?—No. We charge them a nominal amount for the drugs in connec-

tion with the hookworm treatment. All the rest of the expense is borne by the

Government.

6*2806. Mr, Sastri : Is the hookworm treatment preventive or cura-

tive ?—Both.

6-2807. Mr, Jamal Mahomed : In the statistics which you give in your

memorandum showing the death rate from all causes in industrial cities, Madras,

tops the list with a death rate of 45, and an infantile mortality of 271. Can you
give any reason why the death rate is so bad in Madras ?—The City High
Mortality Report, which was issued some time back, discusses all the phases of

that question.

. 6-2808. Afr. Muhammad Ubaidullah : The Government memorandum
says The wearing of tight clothing by persons replacing belts, oilers aad
drivers, is being enforced ”. By whom is the tight clothing provided ?—
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{Mr. Cartledge) : Sometimes by the employers and sometimes by the workmen
themselves. We do not care who provides it, as long as the workers are wear-
ing it.

G-2809. It is said ‘‘ Accidents do occur in non-regulatedestablishmentsts>

i.e., in unregistered factories Has any attempt been made to bring these

small factories under control ?—These particular factories cannot be brought
under control.

G-2810. Have you any suggestion to make in the matter ?—I have already

suggested that small premises which cannot be brought under the Factories

Act-should be brought under Section 2 (3) (6), and that a staff of workshop ins-

pectors should be appointed.

G-2811. Mr, Shiva Rao : Has the first Member of the Board of Revenue
been asked in the past to perform the duties which the Commissioner of Labour
is now doing ?

—

{Mr, Gray) : A Member of the Board of Revenue acted

occasionally when Sir George Paddisonwas away on other duty. But usually

it was only for one or two weeks.

G-2812. Until 1926 the Labour Departin<?nt was part of the Law (General)

Department and since then a new department has been created called the

Public Works and Labour Department ?—Yes, a separate department has been
created in the Secretariat

G-2813. Mr Leach said that the report from the Collector of Madura about
a matter which is primarily concerned with your department was not passed on
by the Public Department to the Labour Department and thence to the Com-
missioner of Labour. Do you think that the present arrangement is satisfact-

ory?—I cannot say what the contents of the report were. The Collector did

not report to me. Not having seen it, I presume he reported on the law and
order aspect of the question. So far as the industrial dispute was concern-

ed, he ought to have reported to me according to the Government order of

June last year.

G-2814. Do you think that is a satisfactory arrangement that reports of

local officers in regard 40 labour matters are not passed on to the Labour De-
partment whose primary concern it is ?—I presume the Secretariat department
thought that the Collector carried out the instructions issued to him, namely,
that he reported to me.

G-2816. How long have you been Commissioner of Labour ?—Since May
last year.

G-2816. Do you know whether the Labour Comnoissioner has ever

attended the meeting of a Trade Union ?—I attended one at your request.

G-2817. Was that not on the understanding that no politics would be dis-

cussed at that meeting ?—Yes.

G-2818. It was a meeting held in honour of the Member of the Govern-
ment of India in charge of Labour ?—Yes, but I was not aware when I accepted

the invitation th^t it was so.

G-2819. Bsceept that meeting have you or your predecessors attended any

.
other meeting of a trade union ?—I have not attended any other meeting of a
trade union ; I think Sir George Paddison attended one or two several years ago.

I cannot be absolutely certain.

X14BCL 8
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Mr* Skim Sao: I remember these meetings. The Labour Commissioner

attends meetings of work-people only after they have downed tools.

6-2820. Do you believe it is good for the work-people to entertain the idea

that xmtil they down tools they can not get the Labour Commissioner on

the spot ?—I do not think it is correct to say that they cannot get the Labour

Commissioner on the spot until they ^down tools. The Labour Commissioner

tours throughout the Presidency

.

G-2821. If he does not attend meetings of work-people, how does he get

reports of meetings of work-people ?—I depend on reports sent to me by the

district authorities in the various districts
; in Madras city I depend on the

report from the Commissioner of Police.

6-2822. The reports from the police will naturally be coloured by the fact

that they have to deal with the question from the point of view of maintaining

law and order?—They are simply reports of what take place in the meetings.

I also get information from other indirect sources
;

I read the accounts given of

the meetings of trade unions in the newspapers. I have an elaborate file of

newspaper cuttings dealing with the subject.

6-2823. What is your objection to attending trade union meetings ?

—

I have not said that I had any objection. I have never been invited except to

one.

6-2824. Did your predecessor accept the invitation to attend the meeting

of the Provincial Labour Conference presided over by Mr. Joshi ?—I cannot

answer what my predecessor did.

6-2825. Has the Commissioner of Labour ever attended a meeting of

employers such as the Planters’ Association ?—Just as I attended one trade

union meeting, I also attended a meeting of the Planters’ Association last

August.

6-2826. Did you make any condition that no politics should be discussed

at the meeting of the Planters’ Association ?—I did not^ No politics were dis-

cussed when I was there.

6^2827. Have you any records in your office to show whether your pre-

decessors have attended meetings of employers ?—I dare say it could be found
with a certain amount of time and trquble.

6-2828. Would it be a legitimate inference that the Commissioner of Labour
has no objection to attend meetings of employers, but for some reason or other

has not so far attended a meeting of labourers except when they are on
strike ?—In both cases I asked Government for instructions.

6-2829. With regrad to the strike at Papanasam it has been in progress

since 3rd February. The men asked for your intervention when you were at
Madura at the time ?—^Yes, sometime after the strike had begun, about the
14th. I was at Madura at the time.

^ 6-2830: Weife you aware that Section 144 had been used against certain

gentlemen who were helping the strikers ?—I think it was sometime after the^

; it was about the 22nd when 1 had left Madura and come back to Madras.

6-2831. Did you go to Papanasam when you were invited ?—^No.
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6-2832. You did not think it necessary to do so ?—According to my
instructions I tendered my good oflSlces to the employers and I was told that they
were not required.

6-2833. Did the strikers apply to the Local 6overnment for a court of

enquiry ?—Mr. Leach has answered that question already. The application

goes to 6overmnent and not to me.

6-2834. And the application was turned down ?—Yes.

6-2835. It is only before the Commission that the statement is made for

the first time that if the circumstances altered the application would be re-

considered ?—^It is implied in the 6ovemment order which only says that a
court of enquiry will not serve any useful purpose at the present moment. That
implies that it might possibly be reconsidered if circumstances were changed.

'

6-2836. Have the circumstances changed ?—I cannot say.

6-2837. Apart from the use of Section 144 and launching of prosecution

against people interested in labour what other contribution is 6ovemment
making towards a settlement of this dispute ?—So far it has not made any.

6-2838. Is •it not going to make any ?—I have already explained that

6overnment do not consider that any useful purpose will be served by setting

up a court of enquiry at present,

Q-2839. In your memorandum dealing with a strike in one of the tea es-

tates in Malabar you say that “ the dispute was amicably settled on the 16th by
the intervention of the local Sub-Inspector of Police Is the Sub-Inspector

of Police authorized to settle industrial disputes ?—I do not know whether he
had been given any instructions to do so.

6-2840. Did he report to you how exactly the dispute was amicably set-

tled ?—I had no reports from him. I had a report from the District Magistrate.

I have embodied the details in the memorandum.

6-2841. Dealing with the troubles in the Coimbatore Spinning and Weav-
ing Mills you say :

“ The Commissioner of Labour proceeded to Coimbator
and discussed the matter with the management of the mills and with the men.
After some further negotiations the men returned to work Did you go to

Coimbatore on your own initiative ?—I was not Commissioner of Labour then.

6-2842. Have you any definite policy with regard to intervention in indus-

trial disputes if they occur in the Mofussil ? Do you wait for reports from
Collectors to decide whether to take action ?—As a rule I get the first intima-

tion of the existence of a dispute through reports from the Collectors.

6-2843. Sometimes the Collectors’ reports go to the Public Department
and lie there for weeks and months and you know nothing about them ?—That is

a different matter. They are reports about law and order.

6-2844. Mrs, Venkatastibha Rao : Do you not think that the number of

welfare workers is too small to deal with the large number of labourers ?—^Yes,

6-2846. Would it be feasible to have a welfare workers’ department in the
same way as you have a Labour Department which will train welfare workers
and employ them on salaries ?—I do not think this question has ever been
considered. I cannot answer that off-hand.

sS
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G-2846. Mui Power : In your memorandum you say that the adminis*

tration of the Indian Factories Act and the rules thereunder is carried out by
a staff consisting of a Chief Inspector of Factories, five Factory Inspectors

and one Assistant Factory Inspector under the control of the Commissioner

of Labour and that matters relating to the administration of the Indian Fac-

tories Act are dealt with by the Local Government in the Development De-
partment. Is that through you ?—The Chief Inspector of Factories works

under me. He sends his reports to Government through me.

G-2847. In the Government Memorandum it is stated that the Chief

Inspector of Factories suggests that the maximum weekly limit may be reduced

to 64 hours ; and that the Commissioner of Labour considers that in respect

ofwomen an 8-hour day and 48-hour week may be fixed. Is it possible to have

different maxima for men and women ?

—

(Mr, Cartledge) : No. In the ma-
jority of factories men and women work together. The work of the one is

supplemental to the work of the other. If women stopped work men also

should stop work. (Mr, Gray): I have since changed my mind and I with-

draw my observations about the weekly limit.

6-2848. It is further stated in the Government Memorahdum :
“ The

Commissioner of Labour is of opinion that regulations may be made prohi-

biting the employment of children in textile mills.'’ 1 take it if that

were done it would mean that the children would have no alternative but to

earn their livelihood in places which were not regulated and therefore where
the conditions were considerably worse than in the textile mills ?

—

(Mr, Gray)

:

I have changed my mind on this point also and I wish to withdraw my obser-

vation.

G-2849. Mr Cartledge, what qualifications do you demand of an Inspector

of Factories ? Do they include an engineering diploma combined with prac-

tical experience ?

—

(Mr, Cartledge)

:

Here is a copy of the regulations passed

by the Public Services Commission with regard to the qualifications of Factory

L^pectors to be appointed hereafter. (Copy handed in).

G-2850. The Chief Inspector of Factories at Calcutta made a statement

which caused us some surprise. He said that it was very difficult to get In-

dians with engineering qualifications. Is that your experience in Madras
Presidency ?—^We had a number of applications from graduates of the Univer-

sity in engineering and science. They no doubt have gone through a course of

practical training in workshops. But it is difi&cult to get people who have had
sufficient practical experience in charge of workshops.

6-2851. Is it possible for a man to be recniited direct to the Inspector

grade or must he first work as an Assistant Inspector and then be promoted
to full Inspector ?—Recently two Inspectors were appointed direct to the
Inspector grade. Afterwards two were appointed to work directly under me.
I took them with me during my inspections and taught them do inspection.

They worked in my office and learnt the administrative side of the work. Here-
after one will have to work as my personal assistant before he is appointed
an, Inspector. The personal assistant is an officer on a lower grade than that
of an Inspector. He gets Rs. 250 a month while the Inspector starts on Rs. 4(X).
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G*2852. Do you find the system of ex-officio Inspectors ^tisfactory ?

—

Yes, it is satisfactory. They have powers only with regard to health, nonif
and children

;
they have no powers with regard to safety.

6-2853. Are the Health Officers restricted to these ?—Yes.

6-2864. Has the Certifying Surgeon the powers of a Factory Inspector ?—
TSo, he has powers only with regard to certification of children.

6-2866. If he found anything wrong with regard to the employment of

ohildren could be institute a prosecution or not ?—^All prosecutions must be
instituted by the Inspector himself.

G-2866. What is your policy in respect of prosecutions ?—Suppose I visit

a newly registered factory, although the factory owner will carry out the pro-

visions of the Act without being told about them, I make detailed orders for

everything that should bo carried out. I give him some time and go on a
second inspection six months after. ILI see that he has made some attempt
to carry out my orders I do not take action. If he has made no attempt I

prosecute him straightaway. But in the case of factories which have been
registered for a long time if they allow the conditions to go very bad, if they
take off fences or block up ventillators I prosecute them at once.

6-2867. You seem to complain about the inadequacy of fines for violation

of factory laws. Have any steps been taken by Government to bring this

point to the notice of the magistrates in this Presidency ?—Four or five years

ago I wrote to the Commissioner drawing his attention to the inadequacy of

the fines in one or two cases ; he did not take any action then. Of late 30 per

cent, of my fines are above Rs. 100 ; the average is nearly Rs. 100 for the number
of prosecutions. There have been cases where magistrates levied a fine of

Rs. 3 or 4 when I had spent nearly Rs. 200 by way of travelling allowance

and wasted a lot of time and energy to conduct the cases. In the majority of

cases I am not satisfied with the amount of fines.

6-2868. I think it is the acting chief Inspector of Factories who has stated

in his report that the use of section 2 (3) (b) of the Indian Factories Act is much
restricted owing to shortage of staff. Are the conditions such that even with-

out any further extension of the Act, this Section should be much more freely

used ?—Yes, these people have the habit of reducing the number of people

put on the register.

6-2869. What number of Inspectors do you think would be adequate

for the work if this Section was used as freely as is necessary, even without

any further extension of the Act ?—There are at present 1630 factories and 7

Inspectors. There should be three more Inspectors so that there may be

one at least for 150 factories.

6-2860. The Madras Government in their memorandum say that legis-

lation in respect of maternity benefits may be made by an amendment of the

Indian Factories Act rather than by a separate amendment ;
I take it you

agree with that view ?—Yes. But I am afraid it will only cause trouljie

because several big employers of female labour have told me that immediately
ike Act came into force they would dismiss all women from their factoriee«
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G-2861. Does the Commissioner of Labom disagree mth the view that

the Maternity Act can be administered by the Inspector of Factories ?

—

{Mr.

Gray) : We should have to appoint a lady inspector of factories . (Mr. CaH-

ledge)

:

It is only a question of additional staff. The seasonal factories are the

factories which employ a large number of women and children and the lady

inspector will have to direct her attention to those factories.

G-2862. You say that the workers’ knowledge of the regulations covering

their work is very slight. Have you any suggestion for getting over that

difficulty ?—^We have issued a notice which contains about 30 instructions to

the work-people. The notice is hung up in all factories in the language of the

majority of the operatives of the factory. I intend bringing out a pamphlet

which besides containing all these instructions in the vernacular will also con-

tain a number of photographs showing the safety devices necessary in actual

practice. I hope the Government will supply them free to practically all

labourers.
^

G-2863. That again presumes literacy ?—It does in a way. But I have

noticed that in many of these out of the way factories where the workers are

illiterate, whenever a new thing is/r introduced they congregate in one place

and discuss it among themselves. There is generally somebody in the village

who is prepared to explain these things to them.

Miss Power : On your own admission a great many of the regulations

are still unknown to them. You yourself have not discovered any way of

informing them except through the printed word which involves literacy.

Mr, Sastri : Generally a jndn who knows the instructions tells those who
do not know.

The witness (Mr. Cartledge) : That is the way the things spread.

G-2864. Mr, Joshi : Dealing with unemployment the Madras Govern-
ment say in their memorandum that few cases have come to their notice of men
adequately equipped for specific industrial employment who remain long out

of job. What is meant by ‘ long out of job ’ ?—Would it be six months or

2 years ?

—

{Mr, Gray) : We cannot make it more precise than it is.

G-2866. One of the reasons given by the Madras Government against

any scheme of sickness insurance is that the labourers themselves would be
unwilling to share the cost of any such scheme. If the labourers held a meeting
to-day and expressed a willingness to contribute would the Madras Government
be prepared to reconsider their position ?

—

(Mr, Cartledge)

,

I cannot commit
the Government but I am prepared to reconsider any opinion given by my
predecessors.

G-2866. Do you think that the labourers will be willing or not ?—The
statement in the memorandum is based on the results of enquiries made chiefly

by the factory inspection staff in the course of their inspections.

G-2867. Dealing with safety the Madras Government say that “ most
of the accidmts are due to carelessness on the part of the operatives.” Do
you make any eflquiiy and find out whether it is due to the cardessness of the
operative or of the employer ? Do you hear both sides, the workers as weH
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as the employers ?—Except in very small accidents we invariably hear both
sides. If the accident is due to the removal of a fence or a guard being out of

position^ we invariably prosecute the employers for negligence.

G-2868. If there are any trade unions in the factory do you ask the trade

unions as to how the q,pcident was caused and whether it was due to the care-

lessness of the operative ?—I do not think trade unions have anything to do
with accidents. Every accident is reported to me co* to my assistants. The
Inspector takes this report with him when he next inspects the factory and the

case is enquired into. If the man is still employed in the factory he is taken to

the place where the accident occurred and asked to explain in detail how it

occurred. There is always a detailed enquiry into every accident of any
importance.

6-2869. Dealing with hours of work the Madras Government simply quote

the opinion of the Chief Inspector of Factories that they may be reduced to 54
a week and 9 a day. Have not the Government themselves any opinion to

oflFer on this question ?

—

{Mr, Cartledge) : I think, it is a matter for the Gov-
ernment of India.

G-2870. ^r. Cliff : Does the Commissioner of Labour prefer to express

any opinion I doubt whether my experience has been long enough to ex-

press an opinion of any value.

G-287]. Mr, Joshi : Dealing with the question of minimum wages the

Madras Government say : ‘'‘An attempt to fix a minimum wage at present

would involve impracticable complexities of calculation or by an arbitrary

avoidance of such complexities would risk throwing hundreds out of employ-

ment.” Do you mean that any minimum wage fixing machinery willuct so

badly that in any event hundreds and thousands of people will be thrown out of

employment ?

—

{Mr, Gray) : Estimates that have been made from time to

time are so much higher than the actual wages that many people earn and

apparently live upon. The diflBculty is with regard to giving a statutory

recognition to a wage which is less than the cost of living.

^ G-2872, Mr, Clow : Is it necessary that the minimum wage should have

any relation to the cost of living ?—I think it should at least cover the cost

of living.

6-2873. The standard of living varies very largely. Could not the mini-

mum wage be based on the standard of living of the majority of the employees

in any one trade ?—That is a possibility. I have not considered the possi-

bility of fixing a minimum wage without reference to the cost of living.

G-2874. Miss Power : Do you think it would be possible to do what was

done in England where the question of a living wage was only one of the factors

in fixing a minimum wage ?—It would be possible.

6-2875. Mr, Joshi : Dealing with the question of legislation for the

purpose of preventing undue delay in the payment of wages the Government

say there was a considerable volume of opinion against the proposed legMa*

tion on the ground that it was not practicable or desirable.” Did the workers

ever say that they would oppose any legislation for payment of wages as soon

as possible after they fell due ?

—

{Mr. Cairtiedge) : No ; they prefer to tah^^
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their payments as monthly salaries rather than weekly wages. They tirhik

somehow or other, being paid weekly reduces them in status altogether.

G-2876. I refer only to the delay in payment
;
suppose the wages fell due

on the 1st of March, will they object to legislation to the effect that the wages
should be paid before the 6th or 10th March ?—No. •

Mr. Joshi : Therefore the “ volume of opinion ’’
is that of the employers

only.

6-2877. In your memorandum you refer to an order of Government dated

May 1928 prohibiting Government servants from becoming or continuing to

be members of a registered trade union. Is that an order of the Local Gov-
ernment ?

—

(Mr, Gray) : Yes, here is the order. (Copy of the order handed in).

6-2878. What is the definition of a Government servant ?—I think it

refers to any employee of Government who holds a civil office other than a

menial. They are persons to whom the Government Servants* Conduct Rules

apply.

G-2879. It is a vague term. Will the employees in the Government in-

dustrial concerns although they do not get a pension come under this defini-

tion ?—Yes, some of them will.

6-2880. Will a carpenter employed by Government come under this

definition ?—He does not hold a civil office under Government.

6-2881. Mr. Clow ; As regards this order prohibiting Government ser-

vants from becoming members of a trade union are you aware that it goes

far beyond anything suggested by the Government of India for the adoption

of Local Governments ?—I have no knowledge of the circumstances in which
that order was passed. I am not able to give the reasons which led to its

adoption.

G-2882. Dealing with the Apprentices Act you refer to the recommenda-
tions of a special committee appointed in 1922 and 1924 and say :

“ The
Government of Madras after carefully considering these recommendations^

came to the conclusion that the time was not ripe for the introduction of legis-

lation on the lines proposed.” Are you able to say if the time is now ripe for

legislation to be undertaken at least with regard to certain specific trades ?

—

That information was obtained from the Director of Industries. Personally

I do not know anything about it,

6-2883. In your memorandum you refer to the possibility of competition

between regulated and unregulated factories. What industries are you think-

ing of when you say that there is more or less direct competition between re-

gistered and unregistered factories ?—All the seasonal factories such as rice

mills, groundnut decorticating factories and so on.

G-2884. As regards certification of children I gather from the statistics

supplied to us that there are about 6,000 children employed in all the factories

in this Presidency. Apparently from other statistics more than 7,000 children

are certified every year ?

—

(Mr. Cartledge) : Many children are certified two
or three times. They work in a factory, leave there and lose the certificate*

The^' go along to the doctor, get another certificate and work in another factory.
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tt-288S, This phenomeuaix is generally associated with children working
stenltaneously in two factories. Do you not think that it deserves special

invesi^ation ?—We have made special enquiries with regard to double employ-
ment of children and there has been no such case.

G-2886. If you have 6,000 children employed in factories you should have
only about 2,500 children certified every year and not 7,000 ?—We have made
special enquiries with regard to the double employment of children. We only
found two cases of double emplo3rment of men.

G-2887. In his memorandum Mr. Krishnaswami Ayyar gives us parti-

culars of the exemptions under the Factories Act. Are the exemptions in

this Presidency granted by the Commissioner of Labour or by the Local Gov-
ernment ?

—

{Mr. Gray): The Government have issued various notifications

laying down the conditions under which exemptions may be granted. I sanc-

tion the exemptions in particular cases. They are referred to in pages 82 to 87
of the Madras Factories Manual.

G-2888. Are you satisfied that this is legal, because section 30 of the Fac-

tories Act says that it “ must be proved to the satisfaction of the Local Gov-
ernment’’ ?—I do not myself grant the general exemptions

;
I only fix the

numbers of persons to whom the exemption will apply.

G-2889. In the livst given by Mr. Krishnaswami Ayyar there is one factory
^

in which the persons employed in the packing department have been exempted
from the provision of a weekly rest day ?—Yes.

G-2890. Is it essential that all the persons employed in the packing de-

partment should forego the weekly rest day ?

—

(Mr. Cartledge) : Not in all

cases. That is where the Commissioner of Labour comes in. I always as-

certain the number employed in every department and if possible never recom-

mend to the Commissioner more than 5 per cent.

G-2891. Take the tea factories ; apparently they are exempted for more
than half the year from the provision of 60 hours’ week. Is that so ?—We
lay down certain conditions under which these exemptions are granted,

G-2892. In this case you say that overtime shall not be such that the

number of hours worked exceeds 12 on any one day and 66 in any one week.

That is practically extending the week from 60 to 66 hours for the whole of the

factory season. Do you think that it is justified ?—You do not for example
specify that extra hands up to 25 per cent, should be employed ?—They are

not employed continuously all the time
; they get their rest periodKS.

G-2893. Yesterday the planters complained to us that 60 hours’ week was
very unpopular with the workers. You apparently say that 60 hours’ week
is not in force at all ?—They seldom use the exemptions.

G-2894. Do you think it is necessary to have them exempted all the time ?

—They use it only when they require it, perhaps for 3 or 4 days in a month.

G-2895. Sir Ahxaiider Murray: Who are the members of ybur Labour

Advisory Board ?—I shall send you the list later on. They are representatives

of employer « and employees.

6-2896. You have been Registrar of Co-operative Societies ?—Yes, lor

fiw years.
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0*2897. The Gbvenmient Memorandum says :
'' The indebtedness of the

worker is heavy especially in the case of plantation labour where it is reported
that 75 per cent, of the wages are taken away by money-lenders on pay days.*^

Has it been your experience as Registrar of Co-operative Societies ?—It was
not my estimate. It was the estimate of the Acting Chief Inspector of Fac-
tories. He had been for three years in charge of the plantation areas.

0-2898. If it was the real state of affairs, as Registrar of Co-operative

Societies would you not have taken steps to start co-operative societies ?—^It

is impossible to get any precise information on the point.

0-2899. Mr. Cartledge, have you any views on the question ?

—

{Mr,
Cartledge) : I do not deal with the plantation coolies. I have no idea. The
number of coolies in plantation factories is very small.

G-2900. Do you suggest that workers should not begin work till 2 hours

after sunrise ?

—

{Mr. Gray): 1 have withdrawnmy recommendation as to reduc-

tion of hours for women owing to the practical difficulties of its operation.

Q-2901. In connection with migration both to the plantations and other

places we have got statistics with reference to Assam, Malaya and Ceylon but
we have no figures with regard to Burma.* Could you give us any figures with

regard to Burma ?—Emigration to Burma is not controlled. We have no
figures of emigration. I think it will be about 10,(XK) per annum.

0-2902. Have you any similar figures in connection with Madras planta-

tions ?—That too is not controlled. We have no statistics of any sort.

G-2903. You are in charge of the department dealing with emigration to

Ceylon and Malay ?—Yes, the Protectors of Emigrants work under me.

0-2904. What are the qualifications for a recruiter ?—As regards Ceylon

and Malay the recruiter must be a man who has worked on the garden for some
time. He must belong to the village from which he is recruiting. The recruiter

to Ceylon gets a license from the Controller of Indian Emigrant Labour at

Colombo. That license is to be countersigned by the District Magistrate of

the district in which he is recruiting.

G-2905. Mr. Sastri : I understand you want to clear up one point in the

evidence which you gave this morning, Mr. Gray ?—We would like to correct

a mistake which was made in answer to a question put by Mr. Clow with re-

ference to the exemption from sections 22 and 26 of the Factories Act of per-

sons engaged in packing, bundling, baling, and so on, and receiving and
despatching of raw materials and goods. It was said in the case of this exemp-
tion that my sanction was necessary in respect of the number of persons who
could be exempted. I observe that, although that applies to some of the other

sections, it does not apply to this particular section
;
that is to say, it is a general

exemption.

0-2906. Mr. Chw : Do you think it necessary that all persons engaged
in the packing department should forego a weekly holiday ?

—

{Mr. Cartledge)

:

No.*

G-2907. Sir Victor Sassoon : Mr. Cartledge, I see that you recommend
that the hours of labour should be reduced to 54, with a iriAvimmn of nine hours

a day f

—

(Mr, Cartledge)

:

That is Mr. Krishnas wami^s suggestion. I agme
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to the 64 houxs, but I should prefer ten hours a day, which would give a short

day on Saturday.

G-2908. Do you think that those shorter hours would allow of more in-

tensity of labour, so that the production would not suffer ?—It is a question

on which I am not competent to speak, but the factory managers seem to think

it would.

G-2909. Do you consider it more advisable, if production cannot be in-

creased, that the labourer shall not get a rise in wages
;
or do you consider it

more advisable that the hours be left as they are so that he can earn more
money ?—I do not think the wages should be increased for less production. I do
not think they should draw the same amount of money for nine hours work
if they do not do the same amount of work as they did in ten hours.

G-2910. The cost of production, on your suggestion, would not go up ?—
No.

G-2911. You consider that, with very little extra effort, the workmen
'Would be able to keep up the production ?—Yes.

G-2912. It would be very difficult to get labour to agree to taking lead

wages ?—-Yes
;

it could not be done.

G-2913. Therefore your recommendation is subject to the man’s produc-

tion for the shorter time being the same ?—Yes.

G-2914. In your view, would the Indian workman prefer to work a longer

time with less intensity, or a shorter time with more intensity ?—A longer time

with less intensity.

G-2915. So he might not like to give the same production in nine hours

as he would in ten ?— It onl;^ means a tenth more.

G-29I6. You think he would be prepared to give the extra work Not
immediafely, but later on.

G-2917. Mr. Ahmed : You mention the fact that there have been many
strikes. For what do the workers strike ?—For shorter hours, higher rates of

wages, and better conditions of work generally.

G-29I8. During these strikes there have been pr(>ceedings and prosecu-

tions under various sections of the Act. Why were these men prosecuted ?

—

(Mr. Gray) : I presume because the authorities responsible for law and order

considered it necessary.

G-2919. Because the workmen wanted a rise in wages, shorter hours of

work and an amelioration of their conditions, why should they be prosecuted

and punished ?—The fact that they struck for better wages, or better condi-

tions, has nothing to do with the fact of their being prosecuted. They were

prosecuted, presumably, because they had broken the law.

G-2920. Some of them were prosecuted because they were picketting,

but picketting is lawful ?—^The proper persons to answer these questions are

the authorities responsible for law and order.

G-2921. I see that the average wages of tmskilled labour are 6, 6 and
annas. How can a worker save anythmg out of that wage after paying lor Im
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tics.

G-2922. I suggest to you that 5 or 6 annas per head is necessary?—The
oost of living varies from place to place. I cannot answer a general question

ilike that.

6-2923. Is not the amount allowed to Government peons six annas per

day ?— peon gets Rs. 15 a month in Madras city. In the mofussil the pay
starts at Rs. 12. The food allowance is four annas a day in his own district.

'There is an increased rate outside his own district.

6-2924. If four annas is deducted from a worker’s salary of 5, 6 and
annas that leaves about 2^ annas. Do you think he can maintain his wife and
two children on that remainders ? Kindly say yes ?—It seems unnecessary.

6-2925. Therefore you do not find the proprietors of these factories pay-

ing their workers a living wage ?

—

(Mr. Cartledge
)

: We do not supervise the

payment of wages. It is the factory owners’ business, not mine.

6-2926. I take it that if a fair and living wage were paid to the workers, *

there would not be any trouble over strikes or prosecutions and convictions ?

—

They strike for other reasons than increases in wages.

6-2927. But if their demands for higher wages and shorter hours were met
by the proprietors of the factories, I suppose strikes would not take place ?—

I

do not know. It is only supposition.

6-2928. Colonel Russell : Dr. Ubhaya, have you any further information

to give as to what has been done on plantations as regards health ?

—

{Dr,

Ubhaya)

:

Yes. In regard to the statements made by the United Planters’

Association of Southern India, I have to say that the plantations in which

health work has been carried out are situated in the Nilgiris, Malabar, Madura
and Coimbatore. About 200 estates have been visited during the last 2^
years, and nearly 30,000 workers have been treated for hookwomf. More
than 1,200 bore-hole latrines have been put up on the recommendation of the

health officers.

6-2929. Has any diet survey been made in this Presidency ?—No.

6-2930. So that any remarks you make on the matter of the diet of workers

are based on mere impressions ?—Yes.

G-2931. You recommend the employment of women doctors for the treat-

ment of female employees in large industries. Do you think that a sufficient

number of women doctors would be available ?—It is quite possible.

G-2932. With regard to the question of trained midwives and dais, what is

being done in Madras for the training of candidates wh6 may come up ?—The
School for Health Visitors, which has been w^orking under the auspices of the

Indian Red Cross Society provides scope for the training of health visitors.

The Government Hospital for Women and Children in Madras, and the Lying-in-

Hospital in Royapuram, and several other headquarter hospitals in the disteicts

-(about 13 in number) have ample facilities for the training of dais. Even
as far back as 7 or 8 years ago facilities were given by the Madras Corporation

ih thier Child Welfare Department for the training of health visitors
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to employ them ?—Yes.

G-2934, In one of the memoranda sent to us it is said “ The existing quan-
tity of land and the income therefrom is unable to support the number of

people dependent upon it. That the population of this part of the country

has been increasing faster than the means of subsistence has long been appa-

rent Do you agree with that statement ?—I do.

G-2935. What is your. solution ?—Birth control is one. Improved agri-

cultural methods is another, and industrialization is another.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Would you prefer the industrialization for the surplue

agricultural labour to take place in large centres, or to be spread over the

agricultural districts in small factories ?—It is better that if should be spread

out.

G-2936. You would prefer small industrial centres rather than a large

industrial centre ?—Yes.

Colmel Russell : You say ‘‘ The indoor industry seems to have a more
deleterious influence on the female than on the male if judged from the greater

prevalence of mortality from respiratory affections among women.’’ On what
do you base that inference ?—Before they get out to work they probably

spend most of their time Inside houses.

G-2937. The statement seems to indicate that you have proof that when
women are employed in industry they have a higher mortality rate from res-

piratory diseases than the average population. On what grounds do you
draw that conclusion ?—Firstly, circumstantial evidence, and secondly on
vital statistics of a few towns.

G-2938. You say An investigation for determining the comparative
mortality among the industrial and non-industrial population of certain towns
is being started, and every possible endeavour will be made to complete it

before the arrival of the Commission.” Have you managed to complete that
investigation ?—No.

6-2939. Do you think you are going to get any information out of it which
might be of value to the Conamissiqn ?—It remains to be seen.

G-2940. Attached to the memorandum there is a letter from the Director

of Public Health to the Commissioner of Labour. Have you seen it,

Mr. Gray ?

—

{Mr, Gray) : Yes.

G-2941. It says ‘‘ Greater expeditiousness will be secured if they are au-
thorized to issue notices and take subsequent action.” It refers to inspectors.

What have you to say about that ?—I do not think I can give a definite answer
on the point.

6-2942. Sir Victor Sassoon : Is the point that these health officers should
be additional factory inq>ector8 ?—I am told that the matter was considered
and turned down. I should like to see the reasons why it was turned down
before I commit myself.

G-2943. Colonel Russell : I think Mr. Oartledge admitted this momiao^
thatthe health officers had been of definite use to him in connectiw witll
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l^ltb ?

—

{Mr. Catiledfie) : Yes. They inspect factories, and the instructions

are that any suggestions as regards improvement that they wish to be made
shall be sent to the Inspector, and the Inspector shall serve an executive order.

G.-2944. Sir Victor Sassoon : When we were at Madura we understood

that the health officer found undesirable practices taking place in factories, but

after he had reported the matter and the factory inspector went there, they

seemed to know he was coming, and he could never get the proper evidence.

Would not that be an additional reason for giving health officers the powers

of assistant factory inspectors ?—Hardly. Such oifecers can always report to

the inspector, and the inspector can take action on what they report. If a

prosecution is necessary, it is taken up by the inspector, and the health officer

gives evidence.

Sir Victor Sassoon : We were told that the factory inspector would not

accept the health officer’s evidence, and insisted on going round himself, and

apparently it leaked out that he was coming, and everything was altered for

the purposes of his visit.

G-2946. Colonel Russell

:

I think that is not an isolated instance. It

happens in other cases ?—If the inspector has any doubt he should refer the

matter to me or to the Commissioner of Labour.

G-2946. Have you given instructions that if a health officer reports a practice

which is against the law, the factory inspector is to take action ?—The Com-
missioner of Labour has given that instruction as head of the Department.

G-2947. The letter also says “ Every factory manager should be compell-

ed by law to maintain registers or cards for individual employees, recording

therein all illnesses and any other particulars that may be prescribed by the ins-

pector.”—We have no power under the Act to prescribe anything like that.

G-2948. It would mean a drastic amendment of the Act ?—Yes.

G-2949. Do you think it would be possible in any case ?— I hardly think

so, because in the majority of factories there is no doctor to specify what the

illnesses are.

G-2950. Would the same answer apply to the statement “ If a factory

inspector finds any sick or incapacitated person being employed in any factory,

he should be authorized by law to prohiWt the factory managers from employ-

ing such persons until they are certified as fit ” ?—We only have that power

in regard to children.

6-2951. Mr, Muhammad Vbaidulhxh : It is stated in the Government

memorandum that “ No such committees (works committees) are function-

ing anywhere in this Presidency except in the Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills, Madras, where the Welfare Committee, as it is called, is working very

satisfactorily ”. May I know who are satisfied ? Is it the Government, or the

workers ?

—

(Mr, Gray) ; It is satisfactory to all concerned.

G-2962. Then it is stated “ Profit sharing schemes are not in operation

anywhere in this Presidency ”, but no idea is given as to what the Government
44iynlrrt about this matter. Have you any idea ? If these schemes are brought

into force, would they be useful to the workers ?—I cannot express any opinion

on behalf of Government in regard to that point.
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0*2d53. Mr. Shiva Rao : Assuming that unorganized industries are

brought under the Factories Act it will need, I presume, a very considerable

addition to your staff, Mr. Cartledge ?

—

{Mr. Cartledge)

:

Yes.

G-2954. Have you considered the question of having a preventive staff on

the lines of the preventive staff in the Excise Department, consisting of people

without the technical qualifications which an inspector of factories needs, but

who will answer the purpose to a very considerable extent ?— That is what I
recommend—^workshops inspectors.

G-2955. I understand that factory inspectors go out on regular inspection

tours. Do you not think that leads to previous warning being given to employ-

ers ?—I have no doubt it does.

G'2966. Supposing it was open to officers of your Department to pay
surprise visits, and not necessarily have to go on regularly pre-arrqnged tours :

do you think your work would be more satisfactory ?—If we had more inspectors

we could do that. With the present staff it is impossible ; it must be organized

so as to get through the work.

G-2957. Have you considered the question of making inspection of fac-

tories a central subject instead of a provincial one ?—I have not.

G-2958. Do you think it would lead to improvement ?—I have not consi-

dered the point. I hardly think so. I do not see any reason why it should.

G.-2959. Mr. Gray, I have here a copy of your latest report to the local

government. I am speaking of the Labour Department. I find that out of a

total of 65 pages 4f pages deal with industrial labour ?

—

(Mr. Gray) : Yes.

G-2960. Does that represent the correct proportion of time and attention

which you bestow on problems relating to industrial labour ?—No. It is a

good deal more than that.

G-2961 . Going back to section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code, you have

been a Collector of a District, and during that time section 144 was used against

Mr. N. M. Joshi by the sub-divi^jonal magistrate. I find that sometimes the

order is issued under section 144 directly by the Collector and sometimes it is

issued by the sub-divisional officer. When it is issued by the sub-divisional

officer, is previous sanction necessary from the District Collector ?—No.

G.-2962. Sometimes it is the District Collector himself who issues the

order ?—Yes.

G-2963. I ask you because a few days ago I saw an order under section

144 which was issued against Mr. N. S. Ramaswami lyanger by the District

Collector of Coimbatore, although he had stated in the notice which he issued

that his only object of visiting the place was to get from the plantation labour-

ers information that he might be able to place before the sub-committee of

this Commission when it visited the plantations. Have you had any notice of

that sent to you ?—No. I have seen a copy of it in the newspapers.

G-2964. You have not heard from the Collector of Coimbatore ?—-No.

G-2966, Have you, as Labour Commissioner, taken any trouble to see that
the case of the worker on the plantations is placed before the sub-committee of

the Commission which is visiting the plantations ?—^As I thoughtwas explained
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iJiis morning, the invitation to give evidence was publicly broadcasted in the

Madras newspapers..

G-2966. Do you expect plantation labourers to be regular readers of the

'

Madras newspapers ?—That docs not follow.

G-2967. Mr. Shiva Rao

:

Have any steps been taken by } ou to popula-
rise measures passed by the Government of India. Take the Trade Disputes
Act. The application of the strikers of Papanasam has been turned down on
the ground that it was not in compliance with the niles made under the Act ?

—

That was one of the reasons.

G.-2968. The other reason being that, even if it had been in compliance
with the rules, the application would not have been considered ?—At that time.

G-2969.^ Do you expect workers to be familiar with the rules under the
various Acts which are passed by the Government of India ?—Certainly not all

of them.

G.-2970. Do you think it is part of your duties as Labour Commissioner
to see that the work-people are helped to make applications under the various
Acts ?—We do help as far as possible. As I explained this morning in connection
with the Workmen’s Compensation Act, steps were taken to prepare a brief

simple summary, and to see that that was brought to the notice of the workers
by having copies posted up at every factory on the Register.

G.-2971. Have you considered the question of doing that with regard to
the rules under the Trade Disputes Act ?—No ; they have only just recently
been published.

G-2972. With regard to the tea plantations, it was said yesterday by the
representatives of the Association that the estimate of your Labour Depart-
ment regarding the wages of women pluckers being 2 to 3 annas a day was abso-
lutely inaccurate ?—I am not aware of any such estimate.

G-2973. It was stated in their memoraqdum ?—It is not mentioned in the
Government memorandum. The only mention we have made regarding
plantation wages is 7 annas for a man

,
5 annas for a woman, 4 annas for a boy

and 3 annas for a girl. Possibly they were referring to their own labour depart-
ment. They were referring not to the wages paid on the plantations, but to
the agricultural wages in the surrounding area. There must be some
misunderstanding about it. Certainly it is not my estimate.

G-2974. Since the repeal of the Madras Planaters’ Labour Act, have you
considered the question of regulating the conditions of labour on the planta-
tions ?—It has not been considered since I took charge in May last.

G-2976. Or by the Government ?—^No.

G-2976. What do you think of the idea of having a special officer in the
plantations to make periodical reports ?—The point has not been considered.

_

G-2977. Since the passing of the Trade Disputes Act it is open to Trade
IW^, or even to unorganized workers, if there is an industrial dispute, or if
atie is apprehended, to make application direct to the local government?~Y«8.
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G-2978. Am I correct in stating that the main reason for the appointment of

a Labour Commissioner was that he might intervene at an early stage if possible

in order to prevent industrial disputes ?—I have handed in copies of the Govern-
ment orders explaining the position of the Labour Commissioner with regard

to industrial disputes.

G'2979. Do you think that much of the work of the Labour Commissioner,

as such, has disappeared with the passing of the Trade Disputes Act, because

the Labour Commissioner cannot intervene until he is approached by both

sides ?

Sir Alexander Murray : Yes, he can.

G>2980. Mr. Shiva Rao : I have a letter in my possession from Mr.

Slater. When I asked him to intervene he said “ Can you tell me under what
authority I am to intervene in this dispute ?—I have summarized the posi-

tion in the Government memorandum. “ His interference in such disputes is

limited to tendering his offices to settle them.*’

G-2981. It is said there “ The settlement of labour disputes and preven-

tion of strikes are important features of his work That important feature

is not particularly obvious in the case of the Papanasam strike ?—I am not

prepared to agree to that statement.

G>2982. I think you admitted this morning that, except for the use of

section 1 M, and the launching of prosecutions the Government so far had done

nothing i We are now talking about the Labour Commissioner. I tendered

my offices to the employers, and they were refused.

G.-2983. So that if an employer does not want your intervention you cannot

intervene.- I cannot force myself upon either the employer or the employee.

G-2984, Trade Unions would be compelled to make application to the

local Government ?- Not necessarily. When there was a dispute last year

between tlu^ workers and the management of the Ohoolai Mills, both parties

were quite agreeable to my assisting in settling the dispute, and we succeeded.

G.-2985, My trouble is that when it is a European employer there are

great difficulties in the way of getting the Labour Commissioner’s intervention.

I do not put the blame necessarily on the Labour Commissioner ?— I do not

think that as supported by past history. In soverail cases the Labour (’ommis-

sioner has been successful in settling disputes between European employers and
their em]Joyces.

G-^986. It is stated in the Government memorandum “ For some time

before July 1926 the hardships of the women employees of the Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills were represented in somewhat lurid colours at meetings of the

Madras Labour Union.” Can you tell me at how many meetings this thing

happened ?—No, I cannot. That is taken from the Administration Report,

written, I presume, by Sir George Paddison.

G-2987. There was only one meeting. Do you think there was any refer-

ence to the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills in that speech which I made !

—

I have no personal knowledge about this particular matter.

G-2988. I want to suggest it is a very serious matter when an inaccurate

statement is made officially by the Madras Government, and for which there is no
MUKCL 1
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foundation. Taming to your own memorandum, you say, in reference to the

Ranipet strike, “ Itis significant that the men did not put forward their griev-

ances and demands through their registered Trade Union Significant of

what ? Then you say that only 312 out of 700 in the factory are members of

the registered union. Do you know how many of those 700 are temporary

coolies ?—I cannot tell you.

G-2989, Did you read the report of the anniversary of this Union held

a couple of months ago, when the employer expressed appreciation of the cordial

relations which had been maintained between the Union and the employer ?

—

I think I must have read it.

G-2990. You do not think it necessary to modify this paragraph in the light

of those remarks by the employer himself ?—I cannot follow the point. I do
not see what necessity there could be.

G-2991. What I suggest is that this paragraph referring to the Ranipet

Union implies that that Union does not represent the majority of the work-

people, and that it does not command any influenc e on those of its members
it does represent I do not think that that follows from the sentence at all.

G-2992. You say “ it is significant That the Union commands very

little influence ?—I do not think that follows.

G-2993. Mr, Joshi : You are in charge of the Criminal Tribes Settlement

work ?—'Yes.

G-2994. Do you send these people to work in factories ?—In the case of the

Stuartpuram Settlement, some of the members of the settlement are employed

in the Cherala tobacco factory.

G-2995, Is that a small or a big factory ?- It is a biggish factory. Several

hundreds of them are employed there.

G-2996. Have you any experience of a strike occurring in a factory where

these people are employed ?—No.

G-2997. Has your Government considered the question at what stage of a

dispute they should intervene ?—I cannot give any answer on behalf of Gov-
ernment.

G-2998. What is your own opinion ? Is it more useful to intervene at a
late or early stage of a strike ?—-It depends on the circumstances.

G-2999. Mr, Sastri

:

What, in your view, should be the circumstances ?

—

I suppose the general principle would be when the appointment of a court of

inquiry or a board of conciliation was likely to have a reasonable chance of

success.

G-3000. Mr. Joshi : I take it that a court of inquiry is useful in enabling

public opinion to judge of tlui issues, and thus influencing the two parties.

Do you not think if Government intervention took place earlier it would save
some loss both to the employer and to the men ?—Yes, as a general rule.

G-3001 . If that is so, can you explain why the Madras Government has not
considered it necessary to intervene ?—I cannot give you the reasons why the
Government considered that no useful purpose would be served by setting up a
coutt of inquiry at present in the Papanasam case.
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G-3002. Mr. Sastri ; Do you mean to suggest that that order was passed

without your knowledge ?—I was consulted.

G-3003. You must know something about the grounds of that order ?—
I did not see the final discussions in the Secretariat. I was consulted in the

earlier stages. I do not know what finally weighed with Government in coming
to its decision.

G-3004. Mr. Joshi : As regards housing, is it likely that this Province

will be industrialized to a much larger extent than it is to-day ?—I should not

think so.

G-3006. Mr. Sastri : In giving that answer do you take into account the

new electrical schemes which are afloat ?—I do not think there is very much
chance of a large industrial expansion in this Province, even taking that fact

into account.

G-3006. Mr. Joshi : Is it necessary for the present industrialization, and for

the industrialization that may take place, to have some policy as regards hous-

ing ; that is to say, if an area is likely to be industrialized precautions should be
taken by applying a Town Planning Act to that area so that slums may not be
erected there, or overcrowding take place ? -Speaking for myself, I should

say that such measures were advisable. A certain amount of work in the

matter of housing has been done through co-operative building societies.

Government has lent considerable sums of money to these co-operative building

societies. Some of those co-operative building societies are industrial centres

like Madura. I have here the report of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies

for the year ending 3()th June 1928, in which he points out that at the end of

that year there were 121 co-operative building societies, the paid-up share

capital of which amounted to eight and a third lakhs of rupees. The total

amount of Government loans outstanding on the last day of the year to those

Societies was over 17 lakhs, and it is pointed out that 881 houses had been
constructed through these co-operative societies, and that 350 more houses were
under construction,

G-3007. Do you insist upon any housing regulations when giving assistance

to these co-operative building societies ? -They are subject to any regulations

which may be in force in the particular municipal area where the societies

operate. The societies themselves do not draw up any definite regulations with

regard to the houses. The plans have to be approved by the society, but they

have not drawn up any regular general rules.

G-3008. Do you not think a iiseful purpose would be served if, when the

Government gave assistance to these co-operative societies, they insisted upon
certain housing regulations being observed ?- -In general I think they invoke
the aid of the Director of Town Planning.

G-3009. This Province sends out a large number of labourers to Ceylon,

Malaya, Burma and Assam. Does not this show that there is real unemploy-
ment in this Province ?—It is stated in the Government memorandum “ Lack
of local employment may be due to the regularly recurring stoppage of agricul-

tural activities between seasons, or to unfavourable seasonal conditions affect-

ing* the demand for labour. The labouring classes in this Presidency are
ordinarily of a stay-at-home character, and it is only the stimulus of need or
the lure of better and more regular employment that induces them to migrate

t2
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G-3010. Your statement about unemplojrment is confined only to skille d

workers ?—Yes,

G-3011. There is unemployment in Madras so far as unskilled or semi-

skilled workers are concerned ?—Yes.

G-3012. Mr, Clow : As regards the Workmen's Compensation Act, you
say :

“ Compensation is not payable for accidents which are attributable to

the fault of the workmen themselves I think you will agree that that is

hardly a complete statement of the law ?—No, it is not.

' G-SOIS. Then you go on to say :
“ The majority of contested claims and

disputes centre around this proviso To which proviso do you refer ?—That
would refer to provisos 2 and 3 under section 3 (1) (6), more especially

proviso 2.

G-3014. You are in favour of making the law less lenient to employers in

this respect ?—Yes.

G-3015. As regards the question of regulating workshops, would it be

preferable either to apply only certain sections of the Factories Act or to have

a new Act for such establishments ?

—

{Mr. CariJedge) : We have all of the

regulations of the Factories Act for controlling workshops with regard to health

conditions.

G-3016. Do you not think that the provision that children under 12 should

not be employed might give rise to some difficulty in workshops ?—Un-

doubtedly.

G-3017. And that it might be desirable, if you are starting to regulate a

large number of these workshops, to begin with a lower age ?— I quite agree.

G-3018. What ages do you suggest ?—There are many children of 5, 6 and

7 employed in these small stores, and it means putting them out if you raise the

age to 9. I think medical opinion should be obtained about that.

G-3019. As regards children in regulated factories, do you consider the

present age suitable ?—Yes.

G-3020. Do you think it desirable that there should be some system

whereby a yoimg person (that is, a person over 15) has to be certified for work

as an adult before he is so employed ?—I think it would be preferable.

G-3021. Do you find that the operations o# sections 26 and 35 of the

Indian Factories Act have given rise to any administrative difficulty ?—It

took a lot of perseverance to get them working, but we are satisfied with them
now.

G-3022. Have any exemptions been issued under the provisos to section 35 ?

—^Not under the first proviso, but quite a number under the second proviso.

G-3023. With regard to the standardization of wages, you suggest that

there are two industries, textile and printing, which offer a fair scope for the

standardization of both work and wages. Is it suggested that this standardiza- ^

tiim should be undertaken by Government ?—It is not suggested that Govern-

ment should standardize them. It is merely a pious recommendation.
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6-3024. Do you think there is a possible scope for the fixation of minimum
wages in the small unregulated factories, such as bidi factories ?—We could

never get at them. We cannot control them in any way. If you register

such a factory, it is on one verandah one day, and the next day it is moved.

6-3025. Suppose there was a provision laying it down that so much had to

be paid for a batch of so many bidis ?—We could not detect any breach of that

regulation.

G-3026. You have seen the labourer both in the villages and in the cities,

Mr. Gray. Do you consider that, on the whole he is substantially better off as

an industrial employee ?

—

(Mr. Gray) : No. I think, apart from areas in

which there are long periods when there is no agricultural work, he is better off

in the rural areas. That is only a general impression.

G-3b27. Then why do you think he comes to the towms ?•—I am talking

of places where the demand for agricultural labour is fairly constant through-

out the year. Elsewhere he does improve his condition by moving either to an
industrial centre or to a plantation area, or emigrating.

G-3028. To w^hat extent is labour in Madras entirely divorced from" the

village ?- Scarcely at all. Even the labourers in Madras city itself go back to

their own villages from time to time. Very pften they own a little piece of land

or a house in the vi lage.

6-3029. Do you agree that trade unionism seems to have made rather

slow' progress in the last ten years ?— It has been slow', but at the present

time 1 have applications from 0 unions pending before me, all of which will be

registered in the course of a few^ days.

G-3030. That is not due to the advent of the Commission ?— I think that

has something to do wdth it.

G-3031. Have you any suggestions to make whereby workmen can be

assisted to be put in a somewhat stronger position vis-a-vis the employer ?

—

I can suggest no way except by the formation of trade unions.

G-3()32. Have you any suggestions to make as to how a healthy growth of

trade unionism could be encouraged ?— I cannot offer any suggestions. I do
not know that we* have any particular reason to be dissatisfied in this Presi-

dency. I think the growth of trade unions of recent years has been on the whole

fairly healthy.

G-3033. As regards indebtedness, you have a long experience of this as

Director of Co-operative Societies. Would you agree with the proposition that

the amount of indebtedness depei ds on a man’s credit rather than on his

poverty ; if a man is better paid he tends to be more in debt than if he is poorly

paid ?-~That is so, unless he is encouraged by the co-operative see itties to save.

G-3034. Would it not be an advantage to workmen if the provision by
which courts can call on the employer to recover workmen’s debts disappeared ?

— I do not think so in the long run. It would diminish the man’s credit for one

thing.

6-3035. Would not that be a good- thing ?—It might in many cases

where wasteful expenditure was involved. The co-operative societies have
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rales about loans made for ceremonial and other non-productive expendi-

tare.

6-3036. In actual practice does a man who is not in a co-operative society

generally borrow for an unproductive purpose ?

—

Very often.

6-3037. Are you satisfied with the present co-operative movement among
the industrial classes ?—Its growth has been very rapid. There are something

like 15,000 societies in this Presidency.

6-3038. Among the industrial classes ?—I cannot say off-hand what

proportion of the membership of those societies is among the industrial classes,

but there is a fairly substantial co-operative movement in the towns among the

the industrial classes.

6-3039. Do you think this rapid growth has, on the whole, been on

sound lines ?—Yes, but it has been so rapid that it has made the supervision

and control of the societies somewhat difficult.

. 6-3040. Sir Alexander Murray : You say you have collected a lot of

information in connection with labour on plantations. May we have a copy

of that ?—Certainly.

6-3041. You refer to statistids dealing with strikes. What is “ a strike ?

—It is defined in the Trade Disputes Act.

6-3042. When you make your returns of the number of strikes, how many
people must cease working in any concern in order to constitute a strike ?

—

I do not know that we have ever considered it from the point of view of a mini-

mum number.

6-3043. For how many days have the workmen to be out ?—Sometimes

it is only one day
;
sometimes it is merely an hour.

6-3044. There is a definition on that point ?—There is no definition of

which I am aware, except the one I have referred to in the Trade Disputes Act.

6-3045. I think you had better institute enquiries and find out what the

practice is in that connection ?—I do not think it is defined in any of our instruc-

tions.

6-3046. You say under “ Part played by official and non-official concilia-

tors in settling disputes ”, ‘‘ No remarks *’
?—On the other hand we have

given a complete history of all the various negotiations in the extracts from the

Administration Reports.

6-3047. You meant to refer to that under this head ?—Yes.

6-3048. You say '' The passing of the Trade Unions Act gave an impetus
to the Trade Union movement of Madras ” ?—Yes. That was written in

1926-27 by Sir 6eorge Paddison.

6-3049. As Registrar, have you taken any interest in Trade Unions ?

What do you do when an application for registration comes to you ?—I see that

it conforms to the Act and to the rules under the Act. Sometimes I have a
friendly talk with the labour leaders concerned, and I help them to put their

application into proper form.
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G-3050. You say that the annual retiirns which were due in June and
July of last year ha.d not been submitted up to the time of your compiling this

memorandum for the Commission. Have you complete returns now ?—Tliey

are given in the memorandum.

G-3051. When you do not receive a return from a registered trade union,
what do you do ?—What 1 did in the case of two or three difficult instances was
to send round one of my own clerks to get the information.

G-3052. You did not send for the secretary of the union ?—Yes, I did.

G-3053. Do you ever do anything to encourage an unregistered union to

register ? - Yes. If they come to me and ask me about registration, 1 encourage
them by tolling them how to draft their by-law^s, and so on.

G-3()51. As th(' result of your intervention, have you got any unregistered

unions to register ?- -Two more liave been registered since this memorandum
was prepared, and of the six that are now pending before me, three or four at

least have been func^tioning for some time avS unregistered unions.

G-30.55. You refer to your interference being limited, and you refer to

Railways. Do I take it you tlo not interfere in the case of a Railway dispute

unless you are requested by both parties (—1 can interfere only if both sides

agree, and I must obtain the previous sanction of Government in each dase.

G-3056. In practice' there is a differenc^e in your Province between disputes

on Railways and other disputes ?— Yes. The diflereiice is that 1 must obtain

the previous sanction of Government in each case before attempting to inter-

fere in the case of a Railway dispute.

0-3057. It goes farther than that. 1 understand that in an ordinary dis-

pute in this Province you can intervene whenever you like, but in a Railway
dispute you cannot intervem^ unless you arc req\icsted by both parties to do so,

and also uules.s you obtain the consent of your Government ? —That appears to

be the case.

G-3058. What would you do in the case of a Railway dispute ?--In the

case of every strike 1 submit hill information to Government, I address the

Secretary to tin* Government of India and the Secretary, Public Works and

Labour Department, Government of Madras.

G-3059. As Registrar of Co-operative Societies, you have been brought

a good deal into contact with the mofussil. We have been exploring in Bombay
the possibility of getting the co-operative societies in the districts to finance

workers who wish to go to Bombay or Madras, in order that they can avoid

having to borrow during the six weeks that intervene between their arrival

and when they get their first lot of pay. Have you, in this Province, considered

the possibility of financing people coming from the mofussil so that they might

start work in the towns free of debt ?—No, but it would come within the scope

of a co-operative society operating in a village from which the people do come
to Madras.

G-3060. Will you set in motion machinery for exploring that, so far as

Madras is concerned. Will you ascertain what the practice of the l^ieties is,

and the possibility of them acting in that connection ?—^Yes,
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G-3061. The tea planters stated that they had started one or two co*

operative societies in the districts from which their labour is recruited,with a

similar object ?—I do not see how they could encourage the starting of a co-

operative society in a district a long way off from the estate.

G-3062. You have no knowledge of it ?—No.

G-3063. They also said there was a difference between daily-rated and

monthly paid hands so far as the effect of attachments was concerned. They
said that a daily-rated man’s wages could not be attached, and that the tea

garden labour in fact was free from attachments because it was all daily-

rated ?—I cannot answer that.

G-3064. Will you make enquiries as to what the position is in Madras Presi-

dency in that connection, and let us know ?—Yes.

G-3065. The Holland Commission in 1918 made certain recommendations

that land should be acquired under the Land Acquisition Act for the purpose of

housing the industrial classes. Has your Government ever done anything in

that connection ?—I can only speak in' regard to acquisitions for housing the

depressed classes.

G-3066. Under what Act is that ?—Under the Land Acquisition Act,

Section 3 ( f),

G-3067. Is that taken from the All-India Land Acquisition Act ?—Yes.

G-3068. Are there special provisions for Madras in the all-India Land
Acquisition Act ?— No.

G-3069. Can you find out for us whether Government has, either in Madras
City or in the vicinity, acquired land under the Land Acquisition Act for an
industrial purpose, which they considered to be for a public purpose. W^e find

in other provinces that land has been acquired \vhi(’h has been used for indust-

rial purposes apart from housing, and then for housing in addition. Will you
make enquiries and let us know ?—For industrial purposes in general ?

G-3070. And in particular for the housing of industrial workers ?—Yes.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. W. E. SMITH, M.A., LE.S., Officiating Director of Public Instruction,

Madras.

G-3071. Miss Power : Can you tell us how the large number of children

under the. age of 11 seen by us in unregulated factories escape the Compul-
sory Education Act ?—Education is not compulsory over the whole Presidency.
It has only been brought into effect where local bodies have levied an education-
al cess

; that is to say, 25 municipalities and 7 taluk boards.

G-3072. I was speaking of Madras City -It was brought into effect in a
certain number of wards. In the course of the next two years it will be extend-
ed completely over the city.

Gb3073. Do you think that within two years the children we have seen in
hidi factories, and places of that kind, will not be employed because they will be
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compelled to attend scliool ?—If the supervisors do their work properly it should

be possible to see that children are not employed in factories.

6-3074. In the wards where the compulsory order has been in operation

what do the attendance officers do to locate the children who are not in school ?

—Censuses have been made of the children of school-going age in those wards,

and those children should be on the rolls of the school.

6-3075. But supposing they are on the rolls but not in the schools ?—It is

a difficult matter. You get migration in a city.

6-3076. Do they go over to the wards which have no attendance officers

Yes. One of the greatest difficulties with regard to compulsory education is

that of determining in any year what is the number of children who should be in

the school, owing to migration.

6-3077. Do you consider the present system of employing attendance

officers which operates in these particular wards, is a successful one ? 1

thinl#you could get more exact information from the Municipality. There are

certain Attendance Committees and voluntary workers. They could do very

much more if they were active. It is difficult for one attendance officer to en-

sure the attendance of so many children at school.

6-3078. How many full-time attendance officers are there in these particu-

lar wards and how many children are on the school muster ?—I will send in

those figures.

6-3079. Colonel Russell : Is it the policy of the Department of Public

Instruction to include hygiene as part of the curriculum in primary and

secondary schools ?—Yea, it forms part of the syllabus, and therefore it finds

its way into text books, which are produced by writers and publishers, and are

passed by the text-book committee.

6-3080. There is no definite period in the weekly curriculum allotted to the

teaching of hygiene ?—No.

Elementary physiology and elementary hygiene ?—In the elementary

schools no
;
in the secondary schools, yes.

6-3081. Mr, Cliff: It is stated in the memorandum “ Amongst other

things some employers seem to be indifferent or hostile to the provision of

educational facilities for any of the three categories referred to in item 36 of the

schedule.’' Does the Department approach employers ?—I believe not.

6-3082. Is it not considered within the province of your Department to

approach employers and see what it can do by persuasion ?- A good deal is

done by the Department in the matter of adult education, not by approach-

ing employers, but by the 6overnment schools running adult classes.

6-3083. Sir Alexander Murray : With reference to the reply you gave to

Mr. Cliff, have you seen the memorandum of the 6overnment of Madras ?

—

No.

6-3084. It says ‘‘ It may be generally stated that it is possible for the child-

ren of all workers in industrial concerns of any size to secure a general elemen-

tary education ” ?—Yes. I should like that to be in capital letters, because the

object of compulsory education in Madras is that every child should go through
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the first five standards by the time he is eleven, and if, as 1 understand, the

suggestion is that a child should not go into a factory before he is 12, then he
will have received an education of the first five standards before he goes into

any kind of work.

6-3086. Mr. Cliff : It says “ it is possible To what extent is it being

required ?—It is open to every child. It is required in those areas where

compulsory education has been brought in.

G-3086. Can you give me an idea to what extent it is being required ?

—

If you get a copy of the Instruction Eeport for last year, you will find on page

87 the information you want.

6-3087. Perhaps you will send in a copy ?—^Yes.

(The witness withdrew).
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MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

Ninety-Fomth Meetiiig.

Madbas.

Saturday, 8th March 1930,

Present :

The Right Honourable V. S. Srinivasa Sastbi, C. H., P.C. (Presiding).

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart. Mr. John

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S. Miss B. M. le Poer Power.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A. Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.,

I.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

Mr. K. Kay. "l

Mr. Jamal Mahomed Sahib Bahadur.

Mr. Muhammad Ubaidullah Sahib.

Mrs. Venkatasubha Rao, Ladg Assessor.

Mr. 8. Lall. T.C.S.

Mr. A. Dibdin.

Assistant Commissioners.

•} Joint Secretaries,

Mr« W. M. BROWNING, of the Bumah Shell Oil Storage and Distributing Co., of

India Ltd., Mr. C. E. WOOD, M.L.C., of Messrs. Parry & Co. Ltd., and Mr.

F. G. LUKER of Messrs. Addison & Co., Ltd., representatives of the

Employers' Federation of Southern India, Madras.

G-3088. Mr. Sastri : I understand that your Federation has been in

existence for about ten years ?~ {Mr. Wood) : Yes.

(4-3089. Generally speaking, are your relations with labour fairly pleasant

and agreeable Members of the Federation have had different experiences.

Generally speaking, at present the relations are quite cordial.

(4-3090. 1 think you are against legislation with regard to insurance either

for unemployment or for sickness Yes, because of the difficulties in adminis-

tratio]i. We are not against the* principle.

G-309] . With regard to housing, have you any special suggestions to make
to meet the great want ?—No. We have never studied the matter, except to

realize that the employers themselves in most places find it impossible to do

anything.

6-3092. You mean without assistance ?—They cannot get the land.

6-3093. If they got the land, do you think they would be willing to putup
houses ?—No, I do not think the employers would consider it part of their

duty to house labour.
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G-3094. Do you think the wages of the employees with whom you deal are

sufficient to enable them to pay an economic rent even for the lowest type of

houses which a Health Board would pass ?—I have not sufficient knowledge on
the question of what a Health Board in India would consider adequate housing

to answer that question.

G-3095. Have you at any time seen some of the houses in which your em-
ployees live ?—Yes. Some of them are very bad.

G-3096. You would like them improved ?— Certainly.

G-3097. No Health Board would pass them as they are ?—I think it very

unlikely.
^

G-3098. You say that wages and prices have about balanced ? ~~ I think

we say that wages have increased more than the cost of living.

6-3099. Do you think that a verifiable statement ?— Yes, possibly

not definitely verifiable in Madras, because there are no very reliable statistics

with regard to the cost of living, but there are fairly reliable statistics in Bombay
by which we are guided to some extent. Also we know how the cost of the chief

articles compare with what it was ten years ago.

G-3100. With regard to the remarks under the heading Trade Unions

you object to non-employees coming into the organization as parts of the ex-

ecutive. You are willing to tolerate a few advisers, but you do not want them
to be members of the union, or office bearers ?—That is not our evidence.

6-3101. You say you do not object to a few outsiders on the committee
of a union provided they are not well known political agitators ” ?— Yes.

6-3102. That proviso really negatives the effect of that well-meant sugges-

tion, because the definition of “ well known political agitators ” would be left

to your decision apparently ?—It is not difficult to define who is a well known
political agitator and who is not. Might I add that members actually of the

Federation have welcomed outsiders on small unions, and have given their

permission to outsiders to form unions and to comg on to the executive of

the union, and have realized that in some cases it is extremely difficult for the

employees to form unions without outsiders.

6-3103. There you are in conformity with the spirit of recent legislation

on the subject, which allows fifty per cent, of outsiders ?—Yes, but I think

personally that 50 per cent, is a great mistake.

6-3104. You would not go as high as fifty per cent. ?—No. I object

to the 50 per cent, ratio. In my own case it has led to complications, because

unions have been formed embodying in their constitution this regulation that 50
per cent, of the officials may be outsiders. I have accepted one or two out-

siders as guiders of the union, but I have objected to recognise the union unless

they would give an undertaking that not more than one or two outsiders would
be admitted.

6 3106. To that extent, therefore, you are not carrying out the legisla-

tion ?—There is no legislation affecting the employer. The legislation is to

the effect that the Union “ may ”, but there is no obligation on the employer.
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G>3106. You axe not carrying out the spirit of the legislation in that re-

spect. You think it goes too far ?—^Yes,

G-3107. Do you not think employees, in their present state of enlighten-

ment, will not be able to hold their own when discussing matters of importance
with people like yourselves ? Do you not think they will want a certain amount
of outside guidance ?—I think the small unions must have it. In the case of a big

union I think necessarily there are in that union very well educated people who
are able to guide the rest of the employees, provided they themselves have
access to outside advice. ' There is no reasonwhy that outside advice should be
brought into the union.

G-3108.vSir Alexander Murray : You say that your Federation has

not taken part in any industrial dispute, but is prepared in certain circumstances

to do so. What have you in mind when you say that ?—If any matter of

principle were at stake as to whether Government should intervene, or any-

thing of that sort, the Federation would take an interest in the matter and assist

the member of the Federation to take legal advice.

G*-31(>9. You recognise the principle of your Federation taking up individual

members' cases in industrial disputes ?— Only if called upon to do so.

G-31 10. Similarly if your workmen are members of unions, and the unions

think it desirable to intervene on behalf of the workmen, would you be pre-

pared to deal wuth the union ?—No. That is not what we are for. It is for the

employer himself to do that. The Federation is to help the employer if called

upon to do so.

G-31 11. You speak about holding back unclaimed wages for a period which
covers legal liability. Is that the law of limitation ?—Yes.

G-31 12. You say wages are paid on a daily basis but are distributed

monthly by agreement. Have any of your members experience of attachment

by creditors of employees’ wages ?—It has been done in the case of the clerical

staff, but I do not know’ personally of any case where a workman’s w’^ages have

been attached.

G-31 13. We w’ere told that because the w^orkmen were daily paid there-

fore, as the law stands in Madras, they could not have their wages attached ?

—

If there w’aa a likelihood of attachment the workman would not be so keen on

having his wages paid fortnightly or monthly instead of daily. They do not

like daily w’ages.

G-31 14. We w’ere told that if they were paid monthly they were liable to

attachment. If they were paid daily they were not ?—I cannot speak from

experience.

G-31 15. Under ‘‘ minimum wages ” you state ‘‘ employers would in self-

defence be obliged to replace all slow working men by others more efficient

Would not that be a good thing ?—No, because at present circumtances enable

an employer to employ somebody who is not up to a full day’s pay, say a man
who has been connected with the work before and who has gone sick and who is

enfeebled. He is very often employed again, but on very much lighter work.

If he had to be paid the wages of a strong labourer he probably wou’dnotget

that employment.
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G-3116. Your point of view is that if minimum wages were introduced

there would be a tendency for you to dismiss the older and lesrf efficient labour-

ers ?—Yes.

G-3117. Miss Power : I take it that supposing you had a mininmim wage
you would have the same clauses that operate in nearly every minimum wage
legislation, which allow of a permit of exemption from the adult rate for the old

workers whose disabilities make it impossible for them to earn the standard

rate, in which event there would be nothing to preclude you keeping on these

worWs at their decreased industrial value, woulch there ?—No, not if that

could be administered efficiently. It would be very difficult to administer I

think.

G-3118. It is quite easy to administer in England ?—Yes, but here, where

there are small factories distributed over enormous areas, there is no such thing

as contact with somebody who is going to say what the man’s rate should be.

G-3119. You get a permit from the central body, but even if you failed to

do so you would not be penalized by being made to pay an adult rate ?—You
mean the employer would fix the wage ?

G-3120. The Board would fix it, but even if you failed to get your permit

through distance, you would not be penalized by the State in a case where the

worker was obviously a person entitled, on account of his diabilities, to a per-

mit ?—It is difficult to say in this country who is obviously entitled to a high

wage and who is entitled to a low wage, because some people are very lazy.

Miss Pmver : It is not a question of high and low rate. It is a question

of the minimum rate or below the minimum rate.

G-3121. Sir Alexander Murray : Dealing with the possibility of a reduc-

tion in maximum hours, you say that it is not advisable to reduce the maximum
in the case of smaller industries until experience has been gained in respect of

these industries. What do you mean by ‘‘ smaller industries ”, Do you want

to differentiate between the big industry and the small industry ^

—

{Mr.

Brotming) : The small industries referred to here were tanneries and carpet

manufactories.

G-3122. Those concerns are the particular concerns where we find that

long hours are being worked by people who are not controlled in any way ?

—

What we exactly meant by that was that we had not the experience of these

long hours being worked, and we suggest that that should be gone into before

any alteration in the maximum hours is made.

G-3I23. You want the matter dealt with for the good of India as a whole ?

—Yes.

G-3124. On the face of it it would appei».r that in unregulated places,

such as tanneries and carpet manufactories long hours are being worked, and
small children are employed, and there is no particular control. To what
extent would you be in favour of control ?—We would be in favour of control.

G-3125. Mr. C ow : You state that lump sum payments of compensation

now made to dependents of deceased workmen are almost invariably squandered

in the course of a short time. On what is that statement based ?

—

{Mr. Wood)

:

It is based upon the fact that when these lump sums have been given in the past
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instead of a small pension, almost invariably the recipient comes back after

say one year and says “ I have now spent all my money. I have been employed
by you for ten years, and it is up to you to support me

G-3126. The dependent has not got the choice ?—He is generally given the

choice.

G-3127. You do not as a rule employ all dependents of deceased workmen,
do you ? The sentence refers entirely to dependents ?—I was thinking of

people who retire and get a lump sum.

G-3128. The sentence is restricted to dependents The dependents,

in exactly the same way, come back and say the money has been spent and will

we now support them.

G-3129. You mean they come from their villages ?—Yes.

G-3130. And apply for support ?—Yes.

G-3131. After you have paid the full compensation ?—Yes. It is almost

a daily occurrence.

G-3132. Are you in favour of employers being compelled to pay pensions

instead of lump sums ?—They cannot possibly do it.

G-3133. Why not ?— Because it might commit them to paying pensions

for fifty years.

G-3134, It is an actuarial matter. You could get insurance companies to

insure for you If insurance companies would insure this risk, no doubt the

employers would consider insurance.

G-3135. If you are not prepared to agree to that, >vhat do you want us to

do on this statement ?'—We only make the statement that the value of the Act
has not been, in our opinion, so great as the framers of it hoped it would be.

Presumably they hoped that these lump sum payments would be invested and
utilized as income, and not be squandered.

G-3136. 1 think they took the view that it was administrat vely very

much simpler to pay lump sum payments than to insist on pensions ?- Possibly;

but I have explained what our reply means.

G-3137. What remedy do you suggest ?—We do not suggest any remedy^.

We merely make the statement for the information of the Commission.

G-3138. You are aware that in the case of women and minor dependents

the Commissioner can distribute the compensation in instalments ? Is it your

experience that that is noti4one ? *~If dependents come and state that they have

spent the whole of the money and w^ant to be supported by you, that would
seem to indicate that the Commissioner is not doing that. (Mr. Browning)

:

I think I am right in saying that these instalments do not go on for ever.

They go on till the money is exhausted. It is after that that they come back.

G-3139. JSir Alexander Murray : Practically all workmen are in debt, and
the families pay ofF their debts. How do you know the money has been squan-

?

—

(Mr, Wood) \ Do we make the statement that it is squandered ?

G-3140. Yes. Would it not have been better to have said that the money
seems to disappear ?—That would have been a better statement, except that
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we are told by the head clerks, and people like that who are in touch with these

people, that they have spent the money on marriages and things like that.

There is no such thing, in my humble opinion, as keeping a lump sum for any
length of time, whether there are debts or not.

6-3141. Mr. Clow : It is occasionally spent, in Northern India at any
rate, on land. Is not that possible here ?—I expect in some cases it is, but the

tendency is not to do that.

6-3142. Under “ days of rest ’’ you state that the existing practice is one

and a half days per week. Can we take it that the Saturday afternoon half

holiday is general in the industries which you represent ?—Not in the one I

represent. They work 9| hours a day.

6-3143. I mean which your Federation represents ?—They vary very

considerably indeed. Some of these factories come under Section 30, working

day and night. Some work in eight hour shifts.

6-3144. You call this the existing practice. You do not mean to imply

that that is at all general Browning) : In my own company they get

Saturday afternoon and Sunday off.

6-3145. Would you say that is true of the majority of the establishments

represented in your Federation ?—I cannot say.

6-3146. You say that there is a good deal of undesirable employment of

children in workshops. What kind of workshops arc you thinking of ?— Chiefly

hidi factories, tanneries and carpet factories.

6-3147. Do you suggest that very young children should be excluded from
those industries ?—Yes.

6-3148. Mr. Joshi : Did I understand you to say that you would like

outsiders in trade unions to be advisers rather than office bearers ?

—

{Mr,

Wood) : I did not actually say that, but that is my view.

6-3149. Do you not think the danger of that arrangement would be that

the man who gave the advice would escape the responsibility of it ?—He
would try to do that in any case if it was bad advice.

y 6-3150. How could he try to do that if he were an officer ? If he is Pre-

sident or Secretary he takes the responsibility of his actions, but if he is an
outsider he makes others do what he wants and escapes the responsibility ?—
He certainly throws the responsibility on to the officers of the Union, and I

think it is very good for them that they should have that responsibility.

6-3151. If the consequences of an outsider\s advice are bad he does not

take the responsibility
; others have to take it. If strikes are successful the

outsider gets the credit ?—I hold that they are most definitely responsible in

their position of officers of the union. If they like to take the advice of an
outsider they must take the consequences of it.

*

6-3152. You say you do not mind outsiders being in small factory unions.

On my way to Madras I visited a sugar factory which belongs to one of your
members. Parry & Co. Is that a big factory or a small factory ?—It is a small

factory, comparatively speaking.
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G-3153. I heard complaints that the union there was not recognized be-

eause the president happens to be an outsider ?—That is not true,

G-3154. Would you have any objection to employ(M's of the different sugar

factories in Madras forming themselves into one union ? —I think the time is

premature to do that, because they have*, not yet learnt to run their own houses

properly, and it is hardly time for them to tak(* part in running other people’s

houses.

G-3155. It will not be a case of running the hous(‘s of other people. It is

one industry, and they will all be in one industry. They know the industry ?

—

The conditions in each factory ar(‘ diff<*rent.

0-3156. But there will }>e peo])le on the committee to tell them what the

different (‘onditions are It may be so.

G-3157. Is there any serious objection to that course being followed; ex-

cept that the people may not know the conditions ^--I think the time is pre-

mature. 1 think it will come in time.

G-3158. The (unployers have formed a Federation for the protection of

their own interests. Similarly the employees also will require protectiem of

their interests by forming a combination?—There is no objection to their

forming a combination, provided that that combination does not try to take

executive action in individual cases.

G-3159. They will support each other. I find from your memorandum
that you have formed your Federation to support each other ?—To support

one another by giving advice, I would like to put in a copy of our constitution

(handing in same).

G-3160. With regard to sickness insurance, you say you think the work-

men would be unwilling to pay any contribution. Why should not a workman
be willing to pay a contribution if he is told that if he contributes one rupee a

year he will get three rupees back ?

—

(Mr, Browning) : I do not think he will

contribute as he would not be certain of obtaining any benefit and would be

taking a chance.

G-3161. If the workmen are made to realize their own interests in the

matter, would the employers object to a sickness insurance scheme ? -~I do

not think the employers would object.

G-3162. Under the heading ‘‘ Deductions ” you state ‘‘ An enquiry, made
at the time the Government of India called for particulars on this matter, showed

that the incidence of fining did not exceed 0-6 per cent, of the wages paid

Suppose this Commission recommends that the amount of fines to be levied

should not exceed 0-6, will the employers be inconvenienced ? -(Mr. Wood)\

I think it would be impracticable. I do not think the employers would object

if it were practicable.

6-3163. Sir Victor Sassoon : Is this figure of 0*6 the average ?—Yes.

Some may be more and some may be less.

G-3164. Mr. Joshi : The limit will be so fixed that the average will not

go beyond 0*6 ?—It would be impossible to work to such a basis, because one
man. might commit an offence many times, making him liable to a fine on the

M14KCL K
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large percentage basis, and another man might commit an offence oq the low
percentage basis. The latter’s average would be very low and the other man’s
would work out very high.

G-3166. Miss Power : In one place in your memorandum you say “ Indian

labour prefers less work to increased prosperity ”, but apropos of absenteeism

you refer in another place to the “ slowly growing wish for luxuries ” on the

part of the labourer. It is admitted that the luxuries of to-day are the neces-

sities of to-morrow. Would you not say, therefore, that the Indian worker

is responding in his standard of living to an increased wage ?—I do not say

that the two synchronise, but would you not be prepared to admit that the

standard of living is steadily rising to meet an increased wage ?—Yes, I quite

agree with that.

G-3166. That means you really should modify your remark about Indian

labour preferring less work to increased prosperity ?— That w^as to the effect

that if a piece-worker is given an opportunity of earning a higher wage by
turning out more r, ork he does so, but he is liable to miss two or three days in

consequence. That was the genesis of that remark
; but I quite agree that

g*'nerally speaking higher wages do lead to better domestic conditions.

G 31 ()7. Would your Federation be in favour of a Maternity Benefit Act
which started in the first place with the more organized industries Generally

’^peaking. I think the tendency would be for employers not to employ women
if there was legislation on that matter. At the same time (it seems rather

contradictory to say so), it is a fact that in this Federation more generous t(*rms

are usually given in the form of maternity benefit than would be provided

under an Act.

G-3168. You express yourselves as being in favour of the Commission
considering some method of dealing with the question of the undesirable em-
ployment of children in workshops. Has your Federation brought its point

of view to the attention of Government ?—I regret to say that our Federation

has been rather somnolent.

G-3169. That means that you have not done so ?— No. I have handed
in our constitution showing what we are constituted for.

G-3170. Dealing with the question of monthly pajonents, you say “ At-

tempts made to introduce more frequent payments have had to be abandoned

at the request of the employees ”. Two days ago the Madras Labour Union
told us that the consensus of opinion among their workers was in favour of a

fortnightly payment of wages. How have you arrived at the conclusion that

the workers prefer a monthly payment ?

—

{Mr, Browning) : In the case of

the oil trade we wanted to bring in a fortnightly system of payment of wages,

but the workers would not have it. (Mr, Wood) ; Most factories pay fort-

nightly. The workmen pledge their wages in advance, and they find it easier

to take them in one lump sum and give them to the rice merchant, or whoever

it is.

G-317]. Has your Federation ever tried to do anything in respect of the

employees’ indebtedness ?—Not as a Federation. Individual employers do.

r had a case the other day where there was very gross indebtedness due to very

heavy rates of interest. Steps were taken to see that no employees transacted
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business with that particular man. He was warned he would be put in the

hands of the police for usurious practices.

6-3172. Mr, Jamal Mahomed : You say “ The emigration abroad and
movement of rural labour to planting districts has increased of recent years

For how many years ?—Since larger tracts of land were planted with tea and
rubber, which must be about ton years.

6-3173. It has nothing to do with agricultural depression ?—No.

6-3174. You state “ Ther(" is without doubt considerable unemployment
among the labouring classes in the sense that without being in actual want
there are a great number wlio would accept work if it could be found Is

this unemployment of long standing, or is it only recent ?-- It is due to the fact

that the population is too large, 1 suppose, and also to the fact that the develop-

ment of agriculture is not procecMling sufficiently rapidly. A development of

agriculture would help to prevent this unemployment.

6-3175. You go on to say “ of r(‘ccnt years there has been continual un-

employment in respect to the partially educated student class which has been

produced in greater quantity than there is a demand for its services.*^ Do you

think it may be due to the want of the provision of technical institutes to train

these youths ?—I^understand tin* (piestion to be, why is it that the partially

educated class is unemployed '( 1 think it is because they do not like manual
labour. A fairly-well educated man will not take up manual labour*

6-3176. May it not be due to the fact that while he is being educated nO
provision is made for also technically training him 'i—I think more technical

education will be required.

G-3177. You say As regards the manual worker, the chief hope of alleviat-

ing and remedying unemployment lies in the development of agriculture ’k I

think you are right. Then you go on to say ‘‘ which is the main industry of

the country, so that the number of labourers fully employed on the land may
be greatly increased Do you not think the present labour troubles are more
or less due to the depression in agriculture, or the want of development in agri-

culture ?—That is a very distinct factor.

6-3178. If that is so, whose concern should it be—the State’s, the em-
ployers’ or the people’s ?—The development of agriculture should be the
concern of the State,

6-3179. Do you not think depression in agriculture is also a concern of the
State ?—Depression in agriculture may be due to outside circumstances. While
the development of agriculture might be tackled by the State, a temporary
depression in agriculture could not be tackled by the State.

6-3180. Who would* deal wuth it then ?—The country has to suffer if there

is a temporary depression in agriculture.

6-3181. There is no remedy ?— There is no immediate solution. When
world prices are low for agricultural produce, there is depression.

6-3182. If there be a large number of men out of employment due to

agricultural depression, the industries are notable to cope with the difficulty.

Therefore the best way to tackle the unemplo3anent problem is to tackle the
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agricultural problem. Do you agree with that I agree that development

of agriculture is a matter for Government to attend to.

G-3183. You say The managing staff of industries supporting the Federa-

tion is almost entirely European and imported Cannot you train or make
use of local men ?- The difficulty is in getting such people to undergo the

training. If an educated Indian out here would do the same as a mechanical

engineer does in England, namely, go through the workshops as an ordinary

workman for five years, he would rise to the top.

G-3184. Is it not more a question of giving hiin opportunities ?—Th(*y

are always being given o]j})ortuiiities to my knowledge.

G-3185. My point is this : if there were more Indians on thiE* staff there

would be less misunderstanding between tlu* employee's and employed, because

the Indian officers could enter more info the spirit which animated the work-

people It would be an extremely expensive matter to have an Indian staff

which did not know its job if it was in control.

G-3186. My point is that if there Is misunderstanding between the em-

ployers and employed, the Indian staff may be able to smooth it over with the

employed, better 'i I do not think a half-trained Indian would be able to

do that. •

G-3187. I am not referring to half-trained Indians, but to fully trained

Indians. They might be able to do it ?~-Yes. May I say that I believe that

in all European industrial concerns in this country the Indian would be wel-

comed at the top if he went right through the shops and learned his job from

beginning to end.

G-3188. You say ‘'As qualified Indians become available, they are to a

certain extent replacing staff imported from other countries Can you give

us some idea of what proportion of the higher staff are now Indians ?—We have

no data.

G-3189. Perhaps you will supply us with the data later on. You say
“ There are hardly any industrial concerns in Southern India which provide

facilities for training of workmen, and in few cases would the standard of edu-

cation of the labourer provide an adequate foundation for training him for

the higher administrative and managing staff Do you not think there is a

necessity for the State to provide technical institutes for training these men ?

—

Yes, if the training is given to labourers of the requisite standard of education.

G-3190. You are talking of staff ?—This paragraph deals with the

training and promotion of workmen to the staff.

G-3191. With regard to your remarks on the extent to which medical

facilities are utilized, with the conditions in India as they are at present, do
you not think the employment of lady doctors and midwives would go a long

way to make the women workers appreciate, and make use of, the medical

facilities available ?—Yes. Where women are employed in any number it

would be an excellent thing.

G-3192. Is it being done now ?—I believe it is in the Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills, but I am not sure about it.
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G-3193. Dealing with hours of work, do you not think in a hot climate
like this, sixty hours per week is too much ?--~It depends upon the speed at
which you work. In the Federation the more usual hours of woik are about
fifty.

6-3194. Would you have any objection to reducing the number of hours
to 54, with a meal interval of at least one and a half hours ?—It would not
affect the Federation.

G-3195. You are not against it ?—We are not against it. It would pro-

bably lead to a more careful selection of workmen.

G-3196. Sir Alexander Murray : Many industries in India cannot exist

but for protective tariffs. Therefore if you reduce the hours all round will it

not mean more protective tariffs for more industries ?—My answer assured

that there is a sufficient amount of good labour. If the labour is of poor
quality as it is in most districts, 54 hours is probably not long enough.

G-3197. Mr. Kay : In connection with the question of outsiders being

on the executives of trade unions, would any of the members of your Federation
object to the principle of trade unions having advisory boards composed of

persons from outside the industry in order to assist and advise the work-people

in industrial matters ?—As long as the advisory board could not take any
executive action, I think it would be all right.

G-3198. It has to be recognized that cases must arise where, owing to the

nature of the labour involved, and possibly owing to the size of the industry

concerned, ^it might be desirable to have outside advisers assisting in negotia-

tions between the work-people and their employers in the early stages of a dis-

pute, either in the capacity of an advisory board or possibly definitely as the

work-people’s representatives. Apart from cases like that, may I put it to

you that in most well-organized and large industrial concerns, in all ordinary

routine and administrative matters, or say in the incipient stages of a dispute,

it is possible to settle differences much more quickly and with less chance of

misunderstanding with the Union if the work-people and the management
establish direct contact together immediately the occasion arises and talk

things over personally without outside intervention. Also, the intervention of

parties from outside at this stage is very apt to lead to misunderstandings,

especially if those third parties are constituted the medium for the exchange

of views between each side ?- I think in all disputes it is better for the two dis-

putants to get together and see if they can settle. I do not think the advisory

board can come in the initial stages as part of the Union unless it is actually

part of the Union. I would not bring any outsider into a dispute until it was
absolutely necessary.

G-3199. But the members of your Federation would have no objection,

as far as you know, to unions appointing advisory boards, w’^hich w^ere recognized

by the employers ?-- Provided the functions of an advisor} board were very

definitely laid dowui, I do not think the members of the Federation could

object to its presence, and I do not think they would object to recognize it.

G-3200. You do not object to a union appointing an advisory bqard to

advise its members ?—I agree with that-
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6-3201f But one would not preclude the work-people or their union from

consulting their advisory board at any stage of the negotiations
,
either before

or during the time they are carrying on negotiations with the employers. Do
you consider that in large industrial concerns it is better if outside persons are

introduced as interveners between the work-people and the union and the

management only when negotiations directed between the management and
employees have definitely broken down ?—Yes, I agree with that.

G-3202. Sir Alexander Murray : If the employers and the union fall out,

do you think that the union’s advisory board can settle where the employers

and the union cannot settle ?—It is very doubtful I should think, but if the

employer and the employees both agreed that thence-forward the employer

and the advisory board should talk over the matter, let them do so.

G-3203. Mr, Kay : That was the point I wanted to get at, namely,

whether the Federation consider that the employer would object to

the principle of advisory boards in unions, and whether they consider that

the negotiations should first of all take place direct between the work-

people and the management, and that the intervention of advisory boards

should only come in when negotiations for a settlement have failed. I should

like further to suggest that in final negotiations, when an advisory board is

introduced, the work-people should continue to negotiate direct, axitingonthe

advise of their board, because we have found in Madras a considerable tendency

for the outside influence to take control of the negotiations and not to give

the work-people an opportunity of expressing their views fully ?—Yes, in the

present undeveloped state of trade unions, I think that the work-people should

be kept in the negotiations as long as possible.
^

G-3204. Colonel Ruasell: You say that' one of the principal causes of

absenteeism is due to ill-health. To what do you attribute that ill-health ?

—

It is due to very many causes, one of which is diet. A change of diet, and a

better selected diet, would improve the worker’s physique.

G-3205. Do you think a welfare officer would be able to do anything in

educating the people in that respect ?—There would have to be very definite

propaganda from the Government Health Department. Other causes of absen-

teeism are malaria, venereal disease and hookwoqn.

G-3206. Have you any figures in this connection ?—No, but we have the

evidence of the medical officers in different factories that a very high percent-

age of these people have suffered from venereal diseases and are by no means
qured, and also from hookworm.

G-3207. We have had it in evidence, Mr. Browning that a considerable

number of the men in the oil industry suffer from a disease which might be

classed as an industrial disease. They say that as a result of the irritation

of the oil various diseases and sickness occur ?

—

{Mr, Browning) : The acid

we used for soldering the tins definitely did irritate their hands, but we promptly

stopped that.

G-3208. There is nothing to affect their feet ?—I have had no complaints

of their feet.

G*3209. Would you support the statement that the sickness rates are very

much higher than they ought to be ?—^No, I cannot support it.
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G-3210. Sir Victor Sassoon They complain also that their sight goes bad
on account of the nature of their work ?—^During the last 3 or 4 years we have

^

had two or three cases of eye trouble through paint splashes but not through oil.

G-3211. What do you do to protect them against paint splashes. Do
you make them wear goggles ?—No, the cases have been so few. Those
cases we have sent with a special chit to the opthalmic hospital.

G-3212. Mr, Cliff: Have you any idea of the number of employees
employed by the larger Indian employers ?—No.

G-3213. You say “ The aims and objects of the Federation are to encourage
and promote a better feeling between employers and employed Is there

^y joint standing machinery, or is it proposed that there should be joint stand-
ing machinery to achieve that ?

—

(Mr. Wood) : No. The idea was not to do
so directly, but to bring conditions to a standard which would encourage a
better feeling between employers and employed.

G-3214. It is rather to encourage the members of your Federation to do
it ?—Yes. The idea is that w e should help one another, to act in line, to find

out what is a living wage, and that sort of thing.

G-321 5. Wliat proportion of the 35,000 to 40,000 employees which members
of your Federation employ are paid an allowance during sickness ?— I should*
say practically all of them. Fourteen days I think is the general allowance, but
in special cases considerably more than that is given.

0-3216. Mr. Ahmeds : Out of these 35,000 to 40,(X)0 employees what
are the proportions of skilled and unskilled men ?—At a guess, I should
say there are 10 per cent, skilled.

G-3217. You say that the unskilled adult gets from Rs. 13 to Rs. 14 per

month. You have said that your Federation’s object is to promote and protect

the mutual interests of the employers and employees, and to find out what is

a living wage. Yesterday we heard from Government witnesses that four annas
per day is the cost of an unskilled labourer’s food. Is that your view ?—

I

think it is possibly more than that.

G-3218, Would you put it at about six annas a day ?—It depends very

much upon circumstances, I should say it is about Rs. 9 a month for food

alone.

G-321 9. Then I suppose an unskilled labourer wants about a rupee or

eight annas a month for his clothing ?—I should like to submit figures separately

for all these things.

6-3220. Then there is Rs. 1/8 for his rent per month. If out of Rs. 13,

Rs. 9 are deducted for food and Rs. 2 are deducted for rent and clothing, there

are Rs. 2 balance. Is that adequate for the maintenance of a labourer, his

wife and two children ?

Sir Alexander Murray : We are talking now of an nnmarried man.

6-3221. Mr. Ahmed : Since the object of the Federation is to promote

and protect the mutual interests of employers and employed, and to safeguard

the interests of both, I suppose it is essential and necessary that a living and

fair wage should be given to a worker ? You agree with me ? I e^iee that
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R«. 2 is not sufficient to supply the wants of a wife and family, but in this case

there is no wife and family.

G-3222. You say that the whole labour population is heavily in debt*

Has your Federation taken any step to alleviate that position ?—No.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Hr« IMIJHAMIIIL^ IJBAIDULLAH, with other representatives* of the

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees Union.

G-3223. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

As regards the Workmen’s Compensation

Act, you suggest that the Commissioner should be empowered to initiate pro-

ceedings. Your work-people having a Union, I take it that that Union would
be in a position to initiate those proceedings. You are merely speaking for

those industries where the work-people have no unions to look after their

interests ?—Yes.

G-3224. Where there is a union, it should be the union’s business to look

after the matter ?—Exactly.

G-3225. You say that efficiency has increased at least one and a half

times during the last ten years ”. Do you not think efficiency can be increased

to a higher pitch than it is to-day ?—There is room for a good deal more effici-

ency in your own mills on the part of the work-people, is there not ?—Yes.

6-3226.' Mr. Cliff: You say “ The relations between the staff and rank

and file are somewhat more satisfactory than before, but we wish to see membera
of the staff respecting the feelings of the work-people still more ”. Is that

a serious complaint ?—There has been a change for the better, but we want to see

a still better feeling existing between the officers and the work-people.

G-3227. Do you use the activities of the Welfare Committee to try to*

bring that about ?—Yes.

6-3228. You say “ We should like to see communal representation abo-

lished, since the object of the Committee is to discuss matters concerning the

welfare of all employees, without distinction of caste or creed ”. What do you
mean by that ?—At present there is communal representation. Most of our
workers do not like it, because the work of the Welfare Committee is for the

general good of ail workers. It is thought that it is not necessary to have com-
munal representation.

G-3229. Is there a section of your people who demand communal represen-

tation ?—Yes, the Adi-Dravidm.

6.-3230. Sir Alexander Murray : If you were an Adi-Dravida would you
agree to dispense with communal representation ?—No.

6-3231. Mr. Cliff: Has your Union any suggestion to make for safe-

guarding the rights of those people who desire communal representation ?—
At present in our Union we select the members on communal representation.

This suggestion is merely with regard to the Welfare Committee. That Com-
mittee works for the good of the whole. In our Union there are only 2,016

members. We thought of abolishing communal representation later on.

6-3232. I want to ask you if there is a misprint in your memorandiim
under section 30. It says '' After a deep conaideration we think that
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the Assembly were not wrong in the view they took” . Then it goes on to say

“We think that a scheme on a compulsory basis applicable to workers in orga-

nized industries should be immediately started Did you mean to say “We
think that the Assembly were wrong in the view they took ” or that they were
not wrong.

Mr. Sastri : What is meant is that the organized industries are different

from a big national scheme which embraces everything.

G-3233. Mr. Cliff : You want a scheme on a compulsory basis applied

to workers in organized industries as distinct from a national scheme % la

that it ?—Yes.

G-3234. You say you think it is possible to reduce the maximum to SO
hours a week. Is that a demand of your Union ?— Yes.

G-3235. Has that demand been made to the employers ?—No.

G-3236. Sir Alexander Murray : Why not a 48 hours week ?—The pro-

duction must not be too much reduced.

G-3237. Do you think the difference between 48 hours and 50 hours will

make a difference ?—Yes.

G-3238. Mr. Cliff : How many paying members have you in your
Union ?—1,716 have paid out of 2,016.

G-3239, What is the contribution that your members pay ?—At present

one anna per month.

G-3240. Dealing with the penalty levied for absence, you say “ Every
man who absents himself from work without leave has not only to forfeit hia

wages for the day, but to pay a penalty of a fixed amount ”. Has your Union
made any representations to the employers in this respect ?—No, we have not

done so yet. *

G-3241. Mr. Kay : It has been represented that the management have
interfered in the conduct of your Union and have tried to control the affaii^p

of your Union
;
is there any truth in that statement ?—No.

G-3242. You have a certain niimber of outsiders on your Advisory Board ?

—

Yes.

G-3243. Are any of them present to-day ?—All of us are workers except

Mr. Guana Prakasan.

G-3244. What is your occupation ?

—

{Mr. Guana PraJeasan)

:

I am a lawyer.

1 am generally interested in the welfare of the labourers and I am president of

several associations, I have been a member of the Advisory Board for the

last four or five years ever since the Union was started.

G-3245. Have you ever heard of difficulties being put in the way of your
Union in making representations to the management ?—No, no difficulty at
all.

G-3246. Have you ever accompanied a deputation of your Union to intejr-

view the management ?—Yes, several times.

G-3247. Were you satisfied ?—^Yes.
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G-3248. Do you elect the officers of your Union ?

—

{Mr, UbaiduUah)

:

Yes, we elect our officers by ballot.

6-3249. I understand your Union is represented on the Welfare Com-
mittee ?—Yes, four members attend at every meeting of the Welfare Com-
mittee.

6-3260. Do you stipulate that there should be no interference with your
right to meet the management direct as a Union ?—Yes ; we sit in the Com-
mittee but we have a right to approach the management separately when neces-

sary.

6-3251. In fact the Welfare Committee in no way affects the working of

your Union ?—No.

6-3262. If relations between the management and your Union were not

favourable, the management would have no power to call a meeting of your

Union ?—No, they have no power.

G-3253. They have the power to call a meeting of the Welfare Com-
mittee ?—Yes.

G-3254. Do you think in these circumstances the Welfare Committee
may be able to help towards settling any dispute '(—Yes, I think it would be

better if outsiders (members of the Advisory Board) were also present at the

meeting of the Welfare Committee.

6-3255. Your Union would not object to the Welfare Committee being

called together to discuss matters if there was any trouble We should not

object.

6-3256. Mr, Jmml Mahonied : Are you satisfied with the present system

of recruitment to the supervisory staff ?—Yes
;
promotions are made from the

workers in the mill and we hope officers will be recruited from assistants in the

mill.

^
6-3257. You suggest that the hours of work should be reduced to 50 per

week
;
do you not think 54 or 55 hours a week would be a sufficient decrease?

—

We have considered this question very deeply and we are not prepared to alter

our statement.

6-3258. Miss Power : You refer to the inauguration of an employment
department in preference to public employment agencies ;

would you agree that

the former is a possible solution of the problem in big employing units, such as

the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, but would not solve the problem in smal-

ler factories?—We are not prepared to modify our statement ; we think an
employment department is best even in small factories.

G-3269. Do you ithink the worker at his present stage of development would

agree to deductions being made from his wages for unemployment and sick-

ness insurance ?—Yes, if the benefits are explained to them.

6-3260. Do you think a body such as your Welfare Committee should be

permitted to deal with questions of wages and hours contrary to the present

position ?—^Yes.

6-3261 . Where you have a welfare committee and a Union, do you think

the welfare committee workers should be precluded from dealing with wages
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and hours, those particular questions being reserved for the Union ?—I prefer

that the Welfare Committee should deal with wages and hours as well.

6-3262. Do you think the workers object to living in houses owned by
employers on the ground that it gives them a feeling of dependance ?—The
miU workers feel that these houses are quite good enough for them. The
houses are not big enough for two or three families living together.

6-3263. Then the workers do not mind living in houses provided by the

employers ?—No.

6.-3264. Does your Union think that the workers would prefer to have

complete control of all welfare activities in the mills ?—Our Union is in favour

of that.

6-3265. Would you like to run your welfare activities without any inter-

vention from the management ?—Yes.

6-3266. Sir Alexander Murray: Where would you get the money?—
The management would give the money.

6-3267. You mean the management would give the money to the Union

and leave the Union to do what they liked with it ?—No, it is not the Union ;

it is the welfare department.

G-.3268. Miss Fairer : We w^ere not talking about the Union. If the

money comes from the management, do you think it is reasonable that the

management should have no say in the methods and ways in which the money
is disbursed ?—No, because if they pay the money of course they w ill have a

say in the matter and tjiey must have representation.

6-3269. You say the working of exemptions under the Factory Act must
be carefully scrutinized. Do you know’ of cases where exemptions have been

given which in your view’ should not have been given ?—Yes ;
in our investi-

gations w’e have found that in many small factories the exemptions are being

abused.

6-3270, Can you give us any specific instance of that ?—No.

G-3271. You say you want the local authorities to increase the use of the

section of the Factories Act bringing places having less than 20 workers under

the Act. Would you not prefer the passing of a Workshops Act rather than the

piecemeal application of one section of the Factories Act to certain places ?

—

Yes.

6-3272. Mr, Joshi : When men are fined for absenteeism, is the fine,

sometimes excused ?—No.

6-3273. But suppose a man is absent for a very good reason for instance,

suppose his mother has just died ?—In that case he must produce a death cer-

tificate and then leave is granted.

6-3274. Do you think there is any objection to the Government maintain-

ing public employment agencies in order to help workers in finding out whether

work can be obtained ?—There is no objection to that, but we think that the

children of employees should be given preference.

6-3275. Do you think it is a bad thing for Government to help the people

to get employment ?—No, we do not say that.
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G-3276. Is there a rule in your Union that no outsider can be elected ?

—

No, but outsiders are not to be elected on the executive.

6-3277. Do you know whether other Unions have a rule that outsiders

must not be office bearers ?—I do not know anything about other Unions.

G-3278. If the members of a Union want to elect an outsider as Presidenl^

do you see any objection to that ?—^No.

G-3279. So that you are not really opposed to an outsider being an office

bearer of a Union if all the members want him ?—^No, I am not, if all the work

people want him.

G-3280. Mr. Clow : What do you mean when you say that the money-

value of all earnings is about 25 to 30 per cent, more than the money wages ?

—

Besides wages, a man employed in the mill has other privileges, e.//., purchasing

goods from the stores at a cheaper rate, being given cloth at a cheaper rate,

buying for As. 4 what would cost As. 8 outside, receiving 4 pounds of cloth

every six months, free medical attendance for the man and his family.

6-3281. You mean that taking the value of the various concessions the

men are receiving on the whole about 25 per cent, more than their wages ?

—

Yes.

G-3282. Sir Alexander Murray : We were told that before a man can get

emplo}mient in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills he has to pay Rs. 100

as a bribe and he has to pay more bribes before he can be promoted . What has

been your experience in that respect ?—I know these bribes were going on once,

but they are absolutely stopped now, since the management has selected the

men itself. Unless the manager sees him, the department masters are not

allowed to recruit anybody. At one time the masters and assistant jobbers

used to bring their men, but it is not allowed now ; it was stopped about 5 or 6

years ago.

Q-3283. We were told that the management would dismiss men just before

they had completed 10 years service so as to avoid paying the gratuity. Have

you ever had a complaint on that head from your workers ?—No, I have never

heard of it. The management is paying more than Rs. 10 lakhs in gratuities,

and it would not be likely to dismiss a man for the sake of Rs. 100 or 200.

6-3284. Have any of your 2,000 members ever complained to you about

that ?—No.

6-3285. You say that the average cost of living for a family consisting of

a husband, wife and three children in 1914 was Rs. 12-8-0, whereas to-day it is

not less than Rs. 30. If that is so, it means that the cost of living has gone

up 140 per cent. ?—Yes.

6-3286. Is that so ?— Yes.

6-3287. Sir Victor Sassoon : For the same standard of living ?—Yes.

6-3288. Sir Alexander Murray : You say that the average indebtedness

ig to the extent of 200 per cent, of the monthly wages. The monthly wages are

Rs. 22 to Rs. 26, so that apparently the indebtedness would be about Rs. 60

to Rs. 70. What is the average indebtedness of your workers ?—I cannot

say.
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G~3289. How do you arrive at this figure ?—We got some figures from our

men and worked it out.

G-3290. You do not know what the debt of the average worker is ?

—

We cannot say exactly what the average is.

G-3291. You say that the Labour Commissioner has helped to settle dis-

putes, but that he is saddled with so much other work that he is not able to

devote his whole attention and time to labour questions. Have you ever

appealed to the Labour Commissioner and found that he has not taken any
interest ^ Since our Union has come into existence, there have been no trou-

bles and so we hav(‘ had no occasion to approach the Labour Commissioner.

(t-3292. You evidently have tried to effect an amalgamation with other

Unions ?---Yes. {Mr, Guana Pmlasnn)

:

Under the Presidency of Mr. Kirk
we tried to make the amalgamation.

G-3293. The Union has changed its policy since 1926 Yes.

G-3294. Do you think it would be possible to effect an amalgamation
now ?—Yes.

G-3295. Air, Sa.stri : You have stores run by the Company from which
you buy your articles for household consumption (Mr. Vbaidicllah ) : Yes.

G-3296. Are you satisfied with the way those stores are worked ; do they
give you good stuff Yes : there is a committee appointed to see that good
quality is supplied. The qualities must be checked by the officers on the com-
mittee, and if the committee reject it the goods are not purchased but are sent

back.

G-3297. You think it is not only a convenience but a benefit which the

Company confers on you by letting it run there ?—Yes.

G-3298. Who are the persons employed ?—There is a committee of workers
to purchase the goods.

G-3299. Are there paid men who take in stock and weigh up the material

and give it to the purchasers ?—Yes, they are paid by the Company.

G-3300. If you are quite satisfied wdth the way in which this store is worked
why do you wish to put it under a co-operative system ?—The management
once tried to have the co-operative system but some of the work-people did not
then like it.

G-3301. Then am I to take it that you are not serious in your desire to

effect that change ?

—

(Mr, Guana Prakasan ) : Yes, we are serious about it

;

we want it now to be on the co-operative basis.

G-3302. Why do you want that if it is at present working satisfactorily ?

—

To be sure that it will endure.

G-3303. If it is to be under the co-operative system, the burden of manage-
ment will be thrown upon you -Yes, the burden of management will be thro^
on the workers themselves and that is what we desire.

G-3304. And for that you are prepared to risk some change in efficiency ?

—

Provided there is no loss of efficiency.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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MADRAS PBBSIDENCiy.

Ninety-Fifth Meeting.

Pasteur Institute, Coonoor.

Sunday, 9tli March 1930.

Present :

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. {Presiding.)

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart. Miss B. M. le Poer Power.

Mr. John Cliff. Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.,

I.M.S. {Medical Assessor.)

Miss M. Azariah, Ladg Assessor.

Mr. A. Dibdin, Joint Secretary.

Colonel B. McCARBISON, Director, Nutritional Research, Pasteur Institute,

Coonoor.

G-3305. Sir Alexander Murray : Colonel McCarrisoti, you are a member
of the Indian Medical Service ?—Yea.

G-3306. How long have you been engaged in this nutritional research ?

—

I have been employed since 1913 by the Indian Research Fund Association in

studying nutritional problems. I was on active service from 1914 till the end
of the War. I then came to Coonoor and was working on beri-beri and some
other diseases. With the exception of a period (1923-25) when my work was
“ axed ” and period when I was on leave I have been continuously engaged in

the scientific study of nutritional problems at the Pasteur Institute, Coonoor.

G-3307. In connection with the relation of diet to the efficiency of Indian
workers you refer to Lieutenant-Colonel McCay’s conclusions regarding the
physical efficiency of the various races in India. What is the relative impor-
tance of climate and food as far as difference in physique and capacity for work
are concerned ?—Climate, of course, will have an important influence.

G-3308. Will not the worker in the temperate and colder climates of the
north apart from his food be more efficient than the worker in the hot plains ?

—

He will only be so if his food supplies all physiological needs. No climate
however good will prevent the effects of a food which is physiologically imper-
fect.

G-3309. I can understand that as regards the colder climates in the north.
But what is the effect of climate on the people of Bengal and Madras, for

example 1—I am not in a position to speak authoritatively on the relation of
climate to ph3

^ical efficiency
; my work deals with the relation of faulty food

to disuse.
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G-3310. You say that wheat is too heating for use as the sole cereal in the
southern and hotter parts of India

;
is that not the reason why rice is used as a

staple food in Madras and Bengal although it is of less nutritive value than
wheat ?—I also say in my memorandum that rice is an excellent food if it is

properly supplemented with substances containing suitable protein, and
other essentials which rice lacks.

G-331L In your memorandum you speak of the importance of protein for
muscular development, musculat and nervous energy and efficiency and say
that at least one-third of the total protein should be drawn from animal sources,

the remaining two thirds being drawn from vegetable sources. We find that
the industrial workers in Bengal and the workers on the tea gardens in Assam
are drawn from the United Provinces and Bihar and Orissa. But we were told

at Cawnpore that there was very little fish or milk used by the workers. You
say that they should get at least one-third of animal pjrotein, but actually they
were getting not even l/50th. How is it that they appear to be physically fif

although they do not get 1/3 of animal protein ?—Do they not get animal
protein from other sources ?

G-3312, Tlie vegetarians amongst them naturally do not get it. None of

them get fish and they get very little in the way of milk. They get only 0 • 5 to

1 per cent, wlietlier they are vegetarians or non-vegetarians. Some of them do
get (jhee but it is veg(‘table qliee as a rule and not animal qhee. They do get some
vegetabl(‘S and mustard oil. Vitamin A occurs in other food substances

besides animal fats, for instance in the growing parts of plants and fresh green

vegetables. It is (jiiite possible to get this very important substance from vege-

table sources. As for protein the generally ac(‘epted view among physiolo-

gists is that at least 1 /3 should be from animal sources.

G-3313. This vitamin is abundant in milk, butter and ghee and the people

who form a large proportion of the industrial population in Bengal and Assam
do not get much of milk or ghee ? ~I do not mean that other substances do not

hold this vitamin. I only gave some illustrations of the food substances con-

taining this vitamin,

G-3314. You refer to the high nutritional value of soya bean. Have you
ever asked the Government to try experiments in that connection and make pro-

paganda among the people ?—I understand that the cultivation of Soya bean

was tried in Assam and various parts of the Madras Presidency, with consider-

able success in the former locality but not in the latter. It is a matter for the

Agricultural Department.

G-3316. Do you think that mal-nutrition is one of the contributory causes

of malaria, hookworm, cholera and various other diseases ?—I should pro-

phecy that.mal-nutrition was a factor in all these diseases. But until proper

epidemiological surveys have been made we cannot say with certainty whe-

ther it is so or not. I work here on the scientific side of the problem and the

practical aspects of it remain to be done by epidemiologists.

G-3316. Have you any view as to who should take in hand the work con-

nected with the improvement of the health conditions of the work-people ?

—

As I have stated in my memorandum all Governments in India should take an

interest in this matter. I would ask the Commission to take cognizance of

my evidence before the Agricultural Commission.
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(Sir A, Murray) : We will do that.

G-3317. For instance, adiilteration of foodstuffs is a provincial subject.

It is very difficult to get co-ordination between the Provinces and the Central

Government. Do you hold any view as regards the responsibility of the

Government of India in this connection i—The Government of India should, in

my opinion, €\stablish, as the Government of Japan have done, a thoroughly

up-to-date institute for the study of nutrition in all its aspecjts. Investigations

relating to the adulteration of foodstuffs would be a part of the work of such an
institution.

G-3318. With regard to Japan which is largely a rice eating country like

India we understand that the efficiency of the workers there is much greater

than the efficiency of the Indian workers ; why is it so ?—1 do not know
;

I have no experience of Japan. All I do know of Japan is that the Govern-

^ment of Japan have thought it necessary to establish such an institution and

they must hav(* regarded the study of nutrition as of very great importance

to the people. In the case of India 1 would be glad to se‘e the recommendations

of the Royal Commission on Agriculture carried into effect immediately.

G-3319. Colonel Russell : You have given us a number of examples of

well balanced diets of various classes of workers. Do they correspond exactly

with what is eaten normally by the respective classes of pe,ople No. They
are theoretical examples.

G-3320. Sir Alexander Murray : Is it a daily ration ? Are the weights

proportionate ?—Yes, it is a daily ration for an adult. The weights are pro-

portionate. For instance, in the case of diet (a) in my memorandum I have

simply shown how a diet of which the principal constituent is unpolished rice

can be made to fulfil the physiological needs of the body.

Colonel Russell : In your memorandum you give an example of

a well balanced non-vegetarian rice-eater’s diet (Madrassi) in which the number
of calories is 2,765. Later on you give another example of a Madras Cooly’s

diet in which the total number of calories is 3,226. There is a deficiency in the

number of calories in the case of the first diet (—Quite.

G-3322. So that you do not seem to lay any stress on the absolute caloric

value of the diets ?—It is very necessary that the calories be sufficient. In

the diets (a) and No. 7 the number of calories is sufficient for different grades

of work. But whereas the former is a good diet there are grave defects in the

latter which I have pointed out in my memorandum.

G-3323. In your memorandum you have given some typical diets of various

classes of workers. Are they the actual diets eaten by the several classes of

people ?—Yes. They are absolutely accurate.

G-3324. How did you carry out your investigations ?— These particular

diets were investigated and worked out by Mr. Krishnan one of my assistants

who has been with me for the past 8 years.

G-3325. How many examples were taken and what was the method
adopted 25 examples were taken for the subject of beri beri. That is budgets

Nos. 5, 6 and 7. In the case of budgets Nos. 8 .9, 10 and 11 only one example
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was taken. Budgets Nos. 1 to 4 were taken from a book called the “ Punjab
Village Surveys The method adopted is set out in detail in this

note. (Note handed in). It was followed by Dr. Lucy Wills in her very
thorough survey of “ the anaemia of pregnancy ” in Bombay with which this

note deals.

G-3326. In connection with the outbreak of any malnutritional disease

this note indicates the way in which it ought to be investigated and controlled ?

—Yes.

G-3327. Would you require a considerable amount of co-operation from
other Government departments to do that ? - There ought to be a staff of skilled

men in charge of this department. You may go on for years doing the theoreti-

cal side of the work without finding any practical a}>plication of the results.

For instance, what was the result of my survey of beri-beri ? I found that the

average consumption of Jal in the diets of people sufi'ering from beri-beri was
small. They lived mainly on polished rice. From the information I got from
a study of their diets I was able to construct a diet consisting of polished rice

and dal which produced true beri-beri in pigeons. I found that polished rice

plus a certain percentage of dal will cause beri-beri to develop.

G-3328. Your investigations will be applicable not only to the general

agricultural population but you could investigate diseases w^hich might parti-

cularly ocjc'ur among industrial populations in urban areas Yes, for instance

the anflemia of pregnancy ” is a problem connected with women workers in

Bombay.

G-3329. Ill addition to the dietetic survey you are anxious to investigate

the food value of the different foods available in India ?—Yes. We ought not
to accept the standards and values which are laid down for w’estern countries.

We have got to provide our own standards for India. For instance, there is

the view that one-third of the protein should be derived from animal sources

this estimate has been arrived at by work done chiefly in western countries.

No work on that aspect of nutrition has been done in India. My own belief is

that people in this country could probably do with much less animal food than
we imagine. This matter requires urgent investigation.

G-3330. In your memorandum you suggest the establishment of an
Institute for nutrition to deal with the various problems arising in that con-

nection. What kind of staff would you require to carry out the different lines

of investigation ?— On various occasions I have submitted to headquarters
schemes for putting nutritional investigations on a proper basis. The first

and most urgent thing is to recruit someone as an understudy to myself. If

for any reason I^ave to leave this work it will collapse. No one in India has
been sufficiently trained to take over. You may put in an officer but it would
take him years to learn all that is at present knowm of the science of nutrition.

The great difficulty in this country is that it is not yet realized that we are deal-

ing with the study of a science, not with the study of a single disease. Nutri-
tion has a bearing on practically all the diseases that afflict the people of this

country. India provides a very wide scope for such research. The first thing
is to get an understudy to myself.

G-3331. What about an epidemiologist?—Yes an epidemiologist is

necessary, I have asked for an epidemiologist, a statistician and various
M14RCL X
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Other officers. I will let you have a copy of the note I sent to headquarters on
this question.

G-3332. We have been told in many places that many of the workers in

India cannot provide themselves with a sufficiency of food from the wages they
get. Do you agree with it ? Or is it merely a question of providing them with
a physiologically balanced diet ?—I am only speaking on the scientific aspect
of the question.

6-3333. You have stated in your memorandum that the numbers who do
not get enough to eat may be counted by the thousand. Do you think that the
worker would spend more on food if he got more money ?—I have made some
observations in my memorandum under the heading of Welfare which will,

1 think, answer your question fully.

6-3334. Sir Alexander Murray : You suggest that the w^orkers where
possible should be provided daily as part of their earnings with a properly con-
stituted meal or they should be given part payment in kind in the form of food
materials. Some of the tea gardens in Assam give a midday meal to children.

They also issue rice from their stores in some places. Were you thinking of
facilities of this description when you made this suggestion ?—That was in

my mind. I do not know what difficulties there may be in doing it.

G-3335. CoZone? Russell: Assimiing for the moment that the expendi-
ture on food is the same and that the problem is to get the population to change
over from what might be called an unphysiological to a physiological diet,

have you any suggestion to make wdth regard to propaganda among these
people to educate them to change their ways ?—I have published a small book
•called Food ^ which will, I hope, be of value in this direction. I have had
20 or 30 applications from Indians living in various parts of India who desire
to translate this book into the different vernaculars. Its translation into the
vernaculars is regarded by the publishers as unlikely to pay. Some book of
this kind should be translated into all the vernaculars at Government expense.

6-3336. W ould it be possible to get the local Public Health Department to
extend the scope of their propaganda so as to include your work also ?—Yes,
and it ought to be done. The first thing is to train the public health officers

and let them know about this kind of work. The training should begin in the
Medical schools. When they have themselves been taiight they would then be
fitted to undertake propaganda w'ork.

6-3337. Sir Ale i under Murray^ Government have some control over the
diets of the population in the jails and hospitals. Would it be a good thing if

these experiments were tried in those plades ? Have you been consulted in
that connection at all ?—No, I have not been consulted. The work of Colonel
McCay was done in jails and has never been bettered. It is one of the out-
standing pieces of work on nutrition. I could not possibly do more than I am
doing at present because I have not the staff necessary foj its extension. The
work of the laboratory should be translated into practice and controlled by
practical studies in the field.

6-3338. Mr. Cliff-. You have dealt with the importance of a well ba-
lanced physiological diet. What about the question of human taste ?—It is
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appetising qualities. Sameness must be avoided as far as possible.

6-3339. Miss Azariah : I have been working in the eastern districts of

the Presidency where beri-beri is prevalent on accoimt of the overpolishing of

rice. Would it not be a good thing if these factories were prevented by legis-

lation from overpolishing rice ?—I know that the Far Eastern Association of

Tropical Medicine has recommended that this should be done. But as regards

legislation to that end I do not feel it is a matter on which I could profitably

give an opinion. I do not know what the difficulties are.

6-3340. Mr. Cliff

:

Even so it would be a matter of education ?—^Yes.

6-3341 . Miss Azariah : In some of these tea estates the managers give

rice to the children once a day. Would it not be better to give them some-

thing else which they did not get in their own homes, something which would

supplement their diet at home ?—It would be a good thing. The planters in

the Nilgiris with whom I am acquainted, are glad to accept any suggestions

that we may make. It wa.s only with the support of these planters that I was

able to publish this little book on *’ Food ”. Some of them are doing a great

deal for the people both in regard to their food, general health and housing.

Sir Alexander Murray : When we were in Assam we were told that one

reason why the planters gave rice alone was to make sure that the children got

at least one full meal a (lay.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Statement by LOUSIA, a woman coolie, at the Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor.

G-3342. I come from Erode. ]My husband works on the j?arden road

here. I have three boys and a girl. None of my children died. I have been

working on this garden since 6 years. 1 do plucking all the year round.

6-3343. I am paid 3 pies for a lb. of leaf. I earn from As. 4 to As. 8 a day
according to the leaf plucked. Myself and my family go home in the month
of April. My husband paid my fare for coming here. I came here of my own
accord, and no mistn brought me. I am working now under Mutthu mistri,

I do not give him any bakshees. After I came back from the village last

time I took an advance of Rs. 45 from the mistri, I do not know how much
money I still owt him.

G-3344. I am paid monthly. I earned Rs. 8 last month. I take the money
in cash. On every Sunday I get Re. 1 for buying rice. I purchase rice from
Coonoor where we have a shandy. I got Rs. 8 over and above the rice allow-

ance. I get Rs. 7-4-0 a year in cash for buying cloth. I did not buy cloth

last year. I work six days a week.

G-3345. I do not work on Sundays. If 1 work regularly for (5 days I get

an extra As. 4 a week, i.e., As. 12 for rice and As. 4 extra. On the day I absent
myself I do not get anything. Even if I go to work only for 3 or 4 days I will

be given the food allowance of As. 12, but I will not get the extra As. 4. When
there is much work I work on Sunday for which I am paid in cash. The work
on Sunday is only optional. I go to work at 7 a.m. when the bell rings and
return at 4-30 p.m. Some of us go home to take meals during midday and
some do not. We take meals three times a day. I do not pay any interest to
the misi/ri on the advance money. I do not know how much I owe to the mistri *

My husband keeps the account. My husband and I saved Rs. 20 to 30 last

year. Ordinarily people save Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 a year, but there are some who
save even Rs, 100.
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6-3346. I have some land at home
; I have a house and some waste lands

;

it may be about 4 acres. No one looks after the land or the house. When
my child was born I was working till the date of delivery, and returned to
work when the child was 5 months. I was getting As. 12 food allowance a
week during this period. If there is any one who can look after the child at
home, then the mother may come to work earlier. I was also given As. 6 for

the child. No other bonus was given. Tlie children who begin to work on the
garden are between 8 and 10 years. One of my children whose age is below
8 is studying in a school at Erode. 1 am a Christian by caste.

(The witness withdrew.)

Statement by JEBAKANTI, a woman coolie^ at the Nonesuch Tea Estate*

Coonoor.

G-3347. 1 come from Erode. I am a Christian by caste. I came here

with my husband aft<u- my marriage. I get the same })ay as Lousia. I have no
childr(*n. 1 was married four years ago. I did not lose any child.

(The witness withdrew.)

Statement by LAZARUS, mistri at the Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor.

G-3348. I comf* from Piidupalayam, a village near Erode. My father

came to this garden long ago, and T was born h(Te. I began to work in 1924

when I was 18 y<‘ais I did not work as ai\ ordinary labourer ])eiore I became
a mistri, 1 succeeded my fat Inn* who was a mistri.

G-3340. T have 12 nh*n 15 women and 8 children of whom 3 are boys and
5 are girls working under me. 8ome of llies(' wei'^ working under my father.

Last year I went to rudupalayam and recruited 4 men and 0 women. Last

June I took an advance of Ks. 750 from the garden. 1 paid Rs. 15 for each

man and Rs. 10 for each woman. The balance was utilised in giving advance

to the remaining 25 workers on the garden. 1 liave my relations in my village

and they wrote to rm* that there w*nv sonn* workeis who were in dilBcultyinthe

village and who wanted to go to the garden. I therefore w^ent to the village

and recruited 10 workers.

G-3350. I get a pay of Rs. 15 a month. I get, a commission of As. 8 for

1,000 lbs. of leaf plucked, and 10 per cent, on the gross earnings of the men.
I owe to the garden Rs. KM) and odd. I donot pay any interest on the advance

taken from the garden. Rs. 200 and odd are due to m<* from the workers under

me, I do not charge them any interest. The advance is deducted from the

monthly pay bill. The office keeps accounts for each of the coolies. The people

in my ^ang go to work every day, except when they are sick.

G-3351 . If there is much work to do they come at 6 o’clock and go back at 6

in the evening. To-day they came to work at 6-45 a.m. A bell is rung every

day. They generally finish the work at 5-30. The workers do not go home
for midday meals. I also do not go home ; some one brings my meals here.

Some people bring meals with them and some do not. Those who do so taka

their meals at 2 o’clock when the leaves are weighed. The leaves are weighed
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on the garden by the big mistrL 1 have a ynistri over me and another under

'me. I have a cole mistri for my gang. He is paid Ks. 20 a month ;
he gets

no commission. I do not give him any of my commission.

G-3352. When there is heavy work we work on Sundays ;
it may be 2 or

3 times a year. Only women come out to work on Sundays. Work on Sun-

days is purely optional. I tell them that there is work on Sunday, and most

of them willingly come to work because they are paid in cash for that day.

(The witness withdrew.)

Statement by PALANIAPPAN, a pruner at the Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor.

G-3353. I come from Kangayam which is in Coimbatore district. I

came here four years ago. I was in PoUachi before I came here. I was in

PoUachi for 10 or 12 years. My relations were here, and so I came and stayed

with them. I did not come with any mistri. My wife is with me on the

garden. I have 3 children.

G-3354. I get As. 6 a day. If the plants are hard I have to prune 60,

otherwise 80 plants I get As. 6 for pruning 80 plants. I came at 7 a.m,

to-day. To prune 80 plants it will take me till 5 p.m. On some days I have

pruned more than 80 plants. If I prime 100 plants I get As. 8. I go home
at 12 o’clock for meals and return at 1. lam paid monthly. I get Rs. 4 to 6

a month if I work regularly. I get Rs. 1-4-0 a week as food allowance and As. 4

extra if I work all the 6 days. If I work for only 4 to 5 days I get only Rs. 1-4-0

and not the extra As. 4. I purchase rice from Coonoor market. We get a

coat once a year
;
in case we do not want it we are given Rs. 5 in cash. Last

year I took the coat.

G-3355. 1 had taken an advance of Rs. 25 from tiu' mistri^ and I have

repaid it. I do not owe any sum to any one. During these four year's I went

to my village once in April
;
I will be going again next month. I have not

saved any money as I have to maintain three children.

G-3356. All my children go to school. I do not pay any fees to the school.

I have not bought any jewels for my wife. Neither my wife nor myself go to

any night school
;
only my children go to a day school. When I went home

last time I took an advance of Rs. 20, which I utilised for travelling and food

expenses.

(The witness withdrew.)

Statement by ANOAPPAN, a worker, at the Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor.

G-3357. I come from Desur which is in Vellore. I came to this ^rden 3
years ago. I was not working on any garden before I came here. I came here

to earn a living. I was brought by Muniya mislri.

G»3358. I was given Rs. 15 advance before I came here, which I repaid

to the mislri in six months. I again took an advance of Rs. 30 from the
mislri when I went home last May or June. My wife is here on the garden.
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I had a child, but it died. I took my wife with me when I went home last

time. I returned back after staying for a month in my village. Out of the

Rs. 30 advance I have repaid Rs. 15. I do not keep any accounts
; the midri

keeps the account. The mistri pays me the food allowance every week. The
mistri paid me the advance. The sahib pays the mistri and the mistri pays

us the amount in the presence of the sahib. The sahib is also present when
the mistri gives us our food allowance,

6-3359. I have never worked on a Sunday. If 1 work regularly I earn

Rs. 4 to 5 a month excluding the rice allowance. I did not save any money
and so I could not take any with me when I went home last time. My father

and mother stay in my village, and I send them Rs. 2 a month.

(The witness withdrew.)

Lt.-Col. L. L. PORTER, O.B.E., V.D., Marnging Director, Nonesuch Tea

Estates Co., Coonoor and Lt. Commander L. 6. ELEIN6T0N, R.N., (Retired)

Manager, Ibex Lodge Estate, Coonoor.

6-3360. Sir Alexander Murray : Colonel Porter, will you please tell us

what your experience of tea has been ?

—

(Lieutenant-Colonel Porter) : I am
the Managing Director of the Company. I bought the Nonesuch Tea estate,

which is half the estate, in 1897. I have b<‘en a planter since 1892.

6-3361. Have you had any experience in Ceylon ? ~-No. The Ibex Lodge

estate belonged to the uncle of Mr. Elkington. and he bought it in 1912. The
two estates were amalgamated on the first of July 1924 into one company called

the Nonesuch Tea Estates Limited.

6-3362. Is it an Indian registered company ?—Yes.

6-3363. Have you been in these parts all the time since 1892 ?—Yes,

except for a period of 5 years when 1 was away in the war.

6-3364. Mr. Elkington, will you please tell us what your experience has

been ?

—

(Lieutenant Commander Elkington) : I came here in 1921 after

I retired from the navy, and I have been here ever since.

6-3365. So that you have been here for 9 years and have taken the place

of your uncle who was the owner of the Ibex Lodge ?—Yes.

6-3366. Will you please tell us the total acreage of the two properties

which is under tea ?—We have 1,023 acres of which 798 acres are under tea.

6-3367. Will you tell us what the total population on the estate is ?

—

1,500 altogether, and 953 is our working strength.

6-3368. It comes to about 1^ coolies per acre ?—Yes.

6-3369. Sir Vidor Sassoon : Why is it you have only 1J coolies per

acre while in Assam they have nearly 2 coolies per acre ?

—

(LieutenarU-Colonel

Porter) : We do not have the same trouble as they have in Assam where they

have got to dig their places over five times a year.

Gn-3370. Sir Alexander Murray : You said that 963 is your working
strength. Will you tell us how many of these are men, women and workinS
children ?—We have 338 pien, 446 women and 169 working children Male
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children are promoted to boy class and draw women’s rate of pay. They are

classed as men when they can prune 100 trees. Women children when capable

of plucking are classed as women.”

6-3371. How many turn out daily on the average ?—3 per cent, are ab-

sentees ; it is not more than that.

G-3372. Do you have any casual labour brought in at times of high

pressure ?—We bring the hill badagas when any new clearing is to be done.

6-3373. How is your labour recruited ?—It is recruited through mistris.

We have about 25 mistris. For example, Mutthu, who is here would bring

90 or 1(X) coolies, another mistri may bring 50 or 60 coolies and some only 20

or 26.

6-3374. I find from a statement submitted by you that the total on your

check roll is 953, of whom 454 have worked here for 10 or more years and 81

were bom here and have worked here all their lives ; and 56 were born here

and have worked more than 10 years. I also see that the total number of

children below the working age living in the lines is 428. When do you allow a

child to go to work for the first time ?—We leave that more to the parents.

We generally go by the appearance of the child. I think that the average

would be 9 or 10 years.

G-3375. Not earlier than that ?— 1 do not think so.

6-3376. Miss Power : Do you turn them away if the parents bring child-

ren under 9 years ?—As 1 said, we go by the appearance of the cliild. If we
think that a child is too young to do work we do not take it.

6-3377. Sir Alexander Murray : I also see from your memorandum that

the daily average attendance at the estate school is J20. Do you work on

Sundays as a rule ?—No. The only people who work on Sunday are the fac-

tory people
;
they work every s< cond Sunday. If th(‘y work on Sunday they

do not work on Monday. We have to do that because of the leal.

G-3378. Do your men who an* chiefly engaged in hoeing or pruning work
at all on Sundays ?—No, unless they want to work ov(*r-tirae,

6-3379. How often will that hv (
—(Lieutenant Conemander Elkington)

:

If it is easy pruning nearly all of them will turn out for half a day on Sunday
voluntarily, but if it is difiieult pruning they will not turn out at all because

they cannot make enough money.

6-3380. May I ask why you have about 30 per cent, more women than
men working on your estate ?—We want more pluckers.

6-3381. Where do you get more women than men ?—Many men have
groi;^Ti-up daughters. (Lieutenant-Colonel Porter) : A man, for instance,

comes to a mistri and says I have got my wife, I have a daughter and a son,

and we want work ”. In that case we take the whole batch.

6-3382. But the daughter will want a husband sooner or later and may
leave the garden ?—A good many of them are widows. We try to collect

widows.

6-3383. What is the average length of your working day ?—^From 7 a.m.

to 6 p.M. with time off in middle of day for food and rest.
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G-3384. We were told by some of your men that they go to work at 6-30

when the first whistle goes ?—The first whistle goes at about 6-30 to rouse them,
and the roll call commences at 7-30: but actually they do not get to work till

8 or 8-30. In cold weather it may be even later than that.

G-3386. You said that you have 25 mistris. How many of them have
taken advances from you I should think all ol them. For instance,

Mutthu comes to us and says he wants an advance of Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 1,500.

He brings his coolies in front of us, and we see that the money goes into the hands
of the coolies. All the advances made to the coolies are shown in the

check roll against the coolie, and it is also entered in the misiria account.

G-3386. You keep an advance f)ook in which you show the advances

to the mistris ?—That is right.

G-3387. You also k(‘ep a running account for each individual worker

which shows the amount of his advance, the amount of his wages and the balance?

---Yes.

G-3388. Could you t(*ll us the total amount of advance you have given to

your nnstris The total advance of the two estates is Rs. 13.137-14-1.

G-3389. What will lx* the largest amount that any one mi,s(rl has taken ?

—

I think Mutthuswamy has taken the larg(‘st advance. All these coolies have got

interest in the country down below
;
they are all agriculturists. They have to

pay Government Jcisti and have to buy seeds. A gn»at deal of the money we
advance to them is sent straight down to the country. The coolie does not

use it hen* at all. If In* is going down to his country he takes it with him and
he buys his sc^ed and pays his Government {Lirutetmnf Commander
Elhngton) : Very often they send it by money order to the headmen of the

village.

G-3390. You said that you have advanced Ks. 13,(H)0 to your mistrie.

What percentage of thi* advance given to the mistris goes to the eoolif^s ?

—

{Lieatenani-Colonel Porter) : At the beginning of the year, 1 suj)pose 89 per

cent, of it will go to the coolies. Suppose we give a mi.stri 1,000, h(^ will give

Rs. 800 to his coolies, keeping the balance Rs. 200 for him.self.

G-339L You have 25 mistris. and between them they owe the estate

Rs. 13,000. I want to know, if you can tell me, how each mistri stands in

respect of his advance ?—Take, for instance, Mutthuswamy, who has 150 coolies

working under him. He personally owes Rs. 700 to the estate, and his coolies

owe Rs. 2,000.

6-3392. Take Mutthu and tell me how much he owes to you ?—He has no

personal advance, but the men under him have to the extent of Rs. 800.

G-3393. How much did he get at the beginning of the year ?—^Rs. 1,000,

G-3394. VtTiat commission do your mistris get ?—10 per cent, on the

coolies pay.

G-3396. Is it not 15 per cent. ?—No.

G-3396. They draw a certain pay of their own ?—Yes.
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G-3397. AVhat will that be ?

—

{Lieutenant Commander Elkington) : The

head mistri gets Rs. 72,411 addition to the 10 per cent, on the coolies pay for the

month.

G-3398. Can you tell us what the ordinary mistri gets ?—As. 6 a day, or

roughly Rs. 12 a month. He is a gang mistri.

G-3399. We were told that it was Rs. 20 The plucking mistri gets extri^

{Ideutenunt-Colonel Porter)

:

There is no fixed rate for a mistri. Supposing

a mistri like Mutthuswamy brings 150 coolies, he gets Rs. 70 a month and

10 per cent, on 150 coolies pay for the month.

G-3400. What is the average earnings of a man, a woman and a child ?

It is very hard to say.

G-3401. Miss Pcnver : On the question of payment to the mistris, does

it vary according to the jobs, that is, whether a mistri is a plucking mistri or a

pruning mistri, or does it depend upon the number of coolies a mistri brings ?—
We have two kinds of mistris

;
we have a mistri who brings coolies and a mistri^

who is called a cole mistri, who does not bring coolies
;
the cole mistri is an as-

sistant to the big mistri in supervising the work.

G-3402. What pay does a coh mistri get ?—^Rs. 15 to 20.

G-3403. Sir Alexander Murray : It does not matter whether a mistH

brings 25 or 55 coolies, he gets his usual pay for the work, and there is a dif-

ference only in the amount of commission ?—That is right. For instance, this

man Mutthuswamy got Rs. 204in January including bis pay and commission.

{Lieutenant Commander Elkington)

:

He paid Rs. 58 towards income-tax

last year.

G-3404. It has been suggested to us that if you dispense with the mistri

and recruit your labour direct you would have more money left to spend on

the individual worker. What do you think of this suggestion ?

—

{Lieutenant-

Colonel Porter) : I do not think you can do without him.

G-3405. You feel as practical planters that you cannot dispense with

mistris ?— They are our foremen. Our mistris bring up the labour and

supervise them.

G-340ri. Your system is different from that followed in Assam where the

man who recruits the labour has usually nothing to do with them after he has

recruited them ;
he is only a recruiting .^ardar and not a supervising sardar ?

That is so. For instance, Mutthu is our headman on the Droog division ;

Mutthuswamy is the headman on the Ibex Lodge division
;
we have another head

mistri by name Mutthuswamy who is in charge of the Avoca division. Each

mistri runs a division, and supervises the coolies that he brings and all the

coolies that any other mistris bring.

G-3407. Have you any paddy lands to give to your workers ?—None,

G-3408. Do you give them fire-wood ?—^Yes, they get it free of charge*

* G'3409. We have been told that you give them cloth. What cloth is

that ’{^{lAeuimcmt Commander Elkington) : An ordinary saree.

G-3410, You do cot always give the saree, you give the woman the

option of taking cash ci sasee —Yes.
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G-341 1 . We have found that women in some cases have taken the cash ?—
Yes.

G-3412. Is that a good thing ?

—

Porter ) : It is

better for them to take the cloth. {Lieiftena'nt Cormnander ElJcingtofi) :

If we give them the cloth they say that it is costly and that they could have

purchased the same cloth for half the price in the bazaar.

G-341 3. We understand that you give a cuwbli to every man, woman and a
working child. Do you make them take it every year ?—Yes,

G-3414. Do you charge any rent for your quarters ?—No.

G-3415. What is the amount of advance you have to write oflE ?—Nothing

at all.

G-341G. Miss Power : Are your workers allowed absence with pay for

sickness ?

—

{IdetUenant-Colonel Porter) : If the doctor certifies that a worker ia

sick we pay him.

G-341 7. Colonel Russell

:

For how many days ?—As long as the doctor

says he is sick we pay him, but we do not pay him if he stops away on his

own account and does not go to the doctor.

G-341 8. Miss Power : Is that the usual practice on all the estates, or is it

peculiar to your own estate ?—We have alw^ays done it here
; 1 do not know

what others do.

G-341 9. When a woman is off work during child-birth how much money

does slie get in bonus i—She gets a present of Es. 5.

(t-312(). Does she get any rice money during that time ?—Yes
;
she gets

As. 12 a week. If you take the avt^rage birth, T do not suppose a woman is laid

up for more than a fortnight. We give her another woman she likes to choose

to wait on her and we pay that woman.

G-342i . Hir Alexander Murray : How long do you allow’^ the woman wdth

the baby to ai)sent herself from w^ork ?— There is no fixed time. Some may
come earlier and some may not.

G-3422. Miss Power : The rice money comes out of her own earnings ?

—

Yes, but if she has no money to her credit it is chaf|^ed to her husband’s ac-

count.

G-3423. Do you have a system such as they have in Assam where the

women are paid by a garden a part of their w^ages when they are off work for

child-birth ?~No. Supposing a woman has got money to her credit and she

wants money w^e give it to her. If she has none to her credit it may be debited

against hc^r husband’s earnings.

G-3424. Sir Alexander Murray : Do you not pay an anna a day for the

child ?—Yes. We pay an anna a day for every non-working child.

G-3425. Some estates feed the children in the middle of the day to ensure

that the children get good food. Do you not think it is better to feed them-

rather than to give one anna a day for each child i^I think these people loofc

after their children very well.
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G-3426. Miss Power •. Have you got midwives on the estate ?—ISo. For

delivery they always use some old woman on the estate. {lAeutemnt Conmarm-

er EXkingtm ) : If they arc bad the doctors are called in. (Lieutei^nt-Colonel

Porter) .* The mortality of children here I should think is next to nothing.

G-3427. Mr. Cliff : I want to know if there is any agreement between the

company and the labourers ?—No : there is only a pro-note.

G-3428. Does it fix the period for which they have pronged to work ?—

Yes, it fixes 12 months as the period. As a matter of fact, it is worth nothing.

G-3429. Do you pay your wages monthly ?— Yes.

G-3430. Have you found any difficulty in paying your wages monthly ?—

No. We like it better : it is bettor for the coolie too.

G-3431. I noticed a board on which was written Goverimieiit path .

Is there a public right-of-way through the estate ?—Yes. There is a Govern-

ment right-of-w^ay 4 ft. wide up to the place called Tippoo’s Droog ;
but the

cart road on whicli wt drove along is our private property.

G-3432. Is the market here a private market or a public oik' ?---The

merchants in Coonoor bring the grain here and we allow th(‘m to sell it in our

market, which is outside the gate, on condition that they charge th(' coolies the

Coonoor rates.

G-3433. They must hv losing something hecaust* of the trans]H>rt charges ;

do you compensate them for the loss ?- No. It is entirely uj) to the merchants

to come or not. , I think it pays them because they feed iiractically all tlie 950

people on the estate.

G-343i. The memorandum of the I nited Planters Associatiem of SfUithern

India says that 60 to 90 p(*i* cent, of tin* coolies paid oil at th(' end of any S(*ason

return to the same estate again for the next seasoirs work, ^^hat will be the

percentage for your estate ?— I hav(* already gdven you figures to show’ that out

of 953 labourers w’e have nearly 600 wIjo have been on the estate b^r over 10

years. When the coolies get to like an esta-te- they may like tlie winter or

something else™ they keej) on coming up t-o tlie same estate yeai* after year.

G-343.5. Colonel P^^Hsell

:

They prefer a healthy estate ? Yes. The

health on our estate is very good.

G-3436. Mr, Chff: From the point of view of earning, is January a good

month or a fair month ?—No ;
January is a small crop month. The months in

which they earn most are March, April and May and September, October and

November.

G-3437. What do you say is the average earning in the best month It is

very difficult to say. I should think that some women will earn Rs. 25 in

March.

G-3438. If you take January which is not a good working month, the

average earning, taking all the 463 workers in the Ibex Lodge estate, is Rs.

84-0, that is putting everybody in, men, women and children. I notice that the

advance paid to them in that month is Rs. 1,086 ?—^Yes
;
of course, we get buey

Hpnths and slack months.
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6-3439. Sir Alexander Murray

:

You said that yottf busy month is Marek
Give us the figures for last March ?~The total earnings of 450 coolies in the

Ibex Lodge estate were Rs. 5,956 for March last.

6-3440. That would make an average of Rs. 13a coolie, including the work-

ing children ?—Yes,

G*3441. Sir Alexander Murray

:

I find that the Ibex Lodge estate has

advanced a sum of Rs. 6,998 to 8 miatris, the largest amount due by any mistri

being Rs. 2,538, which is in the name of Mutthuswamy. The next largest

amount due is Rs. 1 ,197, which is in the name of C. Muthuswamy ?- -Yes, We
give Mutthusw^amy personally a big advance. We have given him Rs. 700 as

personal advance.

G-3412. Is that included in the Rs. 2,538 that he is due to the estate ?

—

Yes.

G-3443. Row much do the coolies owe him ?—He says that they owe him
nearly Rs. 3,000. He has given some of his own money to the coolies.

G-3414. Does he charge any interest on that ?—He says that he does not

charge any interest. He adds that if interest is charged the coolies wdll run
away.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. L. A. HAWKE, Manager, Singara Tea Estate, Coonoor, The Nilgiris.

G-3445. Sir Alexander M\irray : Is your Company a private company or
a public company ?— It is owned by myself and my uncle.

G-3446. What is your experience of the tea industry I was 15 years in

Ceylon as an actual planter. I came here in 1919. I have been 11 years on
this estate.

G-3447. Have you any other Europeans along with you on this estate ?—
No.

G-3448. Where do you recruit your labour from ?—From the Coimbatore
district.

G-3449. What is the total acreage of the estate ?— About 500 acres. 260
acres are under tea. 90 under coffee and 60 under rubber. W^e are not tapping
rubber now.

G-3450. What is the total population on the estate ?—I have about 350
labourers.

G-3451. How many on coffee and how’^ many on tea ?—About 50 labour-
ers are engaged on coffee all the year round and 250 on tea. I distribute the
labourers according to w^hichever crop needs more.

G~3452. How many misiris have you got on your estate ?~ There is one
mistri who looks after the plucking, another is in charge of the men and a third
is in charge of the leaf that comes into the factory^

G-3453. What pay do you give them ?—The man who supervises the leaf
gets Rs. 25. The other two mistris get Rs. 26 and 20, respectively. They all
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get 15 per cent, commission on the earnings of the coolies under them. There

are other mistris called Cole Miatris who get As. 8 a day and a bonus of As, 4

a week. They get no commission.

6-3454. How many days a week dojyou work ?—Six days a week. Sunday
is a holiday.

6-3455. How do you pay the women ?—We pay them four pies for a pound
of leaf.

6-3456. How do you pay the men ?—As. 7 a day.

•5 ! 6-3467. Take pruning ;
what do you expect aman to do for the As. 7 that

you pay him daily —It depends on the field. If it is a fairly easy field he will

have to do 100 to 150 bushes. Otherwise sometimes he will do only 70 to 80

(bushes.

6-3458. What are the hours of work on your garden ?— Between 7-30

and 4-30. They have an interval of an hour at midday for meal. They are

supposed to take their food with them to the garden but some people prefer to

go home and come back.

6-8459. When a man has finished his task do you allow him any extra

work if he asks for it ?—Yes, some men do extra work and earn an extra As.

4 a day.

6-3460. Do you give advances to your ?—We were giving advances

to the mistris before. But now I promised to pay them 15 per cent, coimnis-

sion if they took no advances and only 10 per cent, if they took advances.

They have preferred to take no advances.

6-3461. How many mistris have you and what do they now owe you ?

—

I have 13 mistris and [they all owe about Rs. 1,000.

6-3462. What advances have the mistris made to the workmen ?—I do

not think much.

6-3463. Sir Victor Sassoon : Do not the coolies get advances from the

mistris when they go home or when they come here from their villages ?—It

was the practice before, but now most of the coolies have made this their

home and do not take any advance either at the beginning or at the end of the

year.

6-3464. Why should not the men take advance
; they are not getting the

extra five per cent. ?— I do not know. They might have come to an agreement

with the mistris for a share of the extra five per cent.

6-3465. What advance do you give for a wedding ?—About Rs. 50

and sometimes even more.

6-3466. Do they take away their full wages at the end of the month ?

—

Not, if they have any debts owing to the estate.

^ 6-3467. ISir Alexander Murray : I notice from your books that Chora-
{mistri) had a balance of Rs. 45 from the previous season. You made

him a further advance of Rs. 205 making a total of Rs. 260. In July, Septem-

t)er, November and December you have made recoveries of Rs. 126 leaving a

balwce of Rs. 124 still due by Choramati to the estate ?•—Yes, that is sa



G-3468. I also notice that the balance due by all the mistris to the estate

was Rs. 3,920 at the end of July, Rs. 4,064 at the end of August, Rs. 4,064

again at the end of September because no recoveries had been made in Septem-
ber, Rs. 3,919, Rs. 3,769, Rs. 3,612 and Rs. 2,093 at the end of October, Novem-
ber, December and January, respectively.—Yes.

G-3469. Do you yourself make advances to the coolies or do the mistris

make them ?—The mistris make the advances except in cases where they are

unreliable and the coolies have no faith in them,

G-3470. The Planters’ Association representatives said that all payments
were made to the coolies in the presence of the European in charge. You are the

only European here. What is the practice on your estate ?—On the agree-

ment day all the mistris with their coolies come before me and settle their

accounts. But in the case of one or two mistris who are thoroughly reliable I

asked the coolies whether they want to settle their accounts before me or whether
they are quite satisfied with their mistris. They said they were quite satis-

fied with their mistris. The mistri brings me a list of persons with the amounts
advanced to them. I pay him the total amount and ask him to pay each
individual coolie himself. The agreements are then filed in the office. This

was the practice when the agreement was in existence. But now there is no
agreement.

G-3471. Can you show me the agreement file ?— There are no agreements
now.

G-3472. Do you take a pro-note from the workers ?—We took a pro-note

only for mistri’

s

advances not for check roll advances. Now there are neither

pro-notes nor agreements. Under the new system we will have nothing, no
advances except check roll advances.

G-3473. No document at all in future ?—No.

G-3474. Mr. Cliff: When did you start this system ?—Just now.

G-3475. Does it mean that you get your labour without having to adv|tnce

anything ?—We have plenty of labour.

G-3476. Sir Viclor Sassoon : You give the women one pie more than in

other gardens and the mistris five per cent, more than the ordinary rate of com-
mission. That is an encouragement ?—Yes.

G-3477. What did you do between 3l8t December 1928 when the old

agreements were abolished and this year when you have introduced your new
system ?—The Act did not affect us at all. Our mistris have been here long
before I came. I am in the lucky position of being able to give most of my
mistris Rs. 1,000 without a pro-note.

G-3478. Mr. Cliff : How many houses have you on your estate ?

—

About 95 to 100.

G-3479. You pay your wages monthly ?—Yes. Sometimes they want
two mozfths’ wages to acciynmulate with me before they take it. They ear-

marked the amount for a certain purpose and take it from me whenever they
like.
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G-3480, But they cannot get their wages earlier than a month ?—Ko

;

they can get advances.

6-3481. Do you pay them full at the end of the month ? Do you not

have the system of retaining a portion of the wages with you till the expiration

of 10 or 12 months ?—No.

G-3482. You square up with the mistri at the end of 12 months in Jmie ;

when do you square up with the workers ?—At the same time, in June.

G-3483. Not at the end of every month ?—They get their pay every

month. Under the old system they were paying back a portion of their debt

every month. Some months they would take the whole wages without paying

anything to clear off the debt. Whatever balance was left was squared up
at the end of June. But now^ they take only check roll advances.

G-3484. At present you give them no other advances except the check

roll advance. Will you not still recover anything at the end of the month if

the workers so desire ?—Yes.

G-3485. And settle the whole account at the end of June ?—Yes.

6-3486. Miss Power : What is the age limit for children working on the

garden ?—It is very difficult to say. We generally go by the physical

appearance of the childern. We do not generally permit children to work
unless they are between 12 and 15. Some little children come and ask me for

work and I have refused to give them work because they are very young.

G-3487. We have been told that children of 8, 9 and 10 come along with

their mothers for plucking leaves ?—They do not come as young as that.

G-3488. But we have seen some little children of about that age on the

garden ?—It is very difficult to tell their age.

6-3489. What is the lowest wage that you give to children ?—Childern

between the ages of 12 and 15 get As. 3 to As 4 a day.

G-3490. I see from the registers that there are some children earning As. 2.

What age would they be ?—I do not know
; they may be about 12 or so.

tjr-3491. What will they be doing to get As, 2 a day \—Picking or weeding

or anything like that. Little children that come for weeding get As. 2.

G-3492. You say that 12 year old children get As. 4 a day ?—It is not by
age that we judge whether a child should get As. 2 or As. 4 ; it is only by
physical appearance.

6-3493, There is no age limit for weeding No.

G-3494. Sir Victor Sassoon : Children under 12 years are put on weeding

and they are paid As. 2 a day ?—Yes.

6-3495. Miss Power : Do you give any rice money for children who are

not working ?—No, I give a weekly bonus of As. 4 to the men. I do not give

any allowance to children below the working age.

6-3496. Do you give any maternity benefit ?—^About 3 months before

chUd-birth the women go down to the plains. Very few stay here. JVe give

Rs. 6 to the i|(omen who stay here. All medical aid*is free* If a woman wants

to be sent any hospital we send her at our cost.
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Q-3497. Do you give hear any rice money during her confinement in addition

to the Rs. 5 ?—No. We give her anything she wants from her own accounts

G-3498. Is there a trained midwife on the estate ?—I believe there is one.

Till now we have had very few births on the estate. Most of them go down to
the village to their people.

6-3499. Is there any school for children ?—There is no school on the
estate. There is one at Coonoor 2 miles from here. If any child wants to go
to school we pay the school fees ourselves.

G-3600. What number of children out of those of school-going age attend
school ? Is there any zest at all for education ?—^No, they do not bother

about education. Only four took advantage of my help in the shape of fees ;

others did not want to go to school.

6-3501. Coloriel Russell: I notice that your lines are scattered about
the estate. Who planned them ?— Most of the lines were here before I came.

I have built five sets of new lines with skylights.

,
G-3502- When you have get your lines scattered all over the estate do you

not find it difficult to give a good water supply ?—The water supply is plentiful.

The water is good.

G-3503. Have you ever had it examined ?—No. I notice that the general

health on the estate is satisfactory. There is no dysentery or things like that.

For the last 3 years we have had only 2 deaths on the estate.

G-3504. You have very few latrines ?—We have two for each line
; in

some small lines we have only one.

G-35()5. Do the workers use the latrines ?—Some of them do not. It

has been very difficult to make them use the latrines.

G-35()(3. What are your medical a* .angeme nts ?—We have no doctor on

the estate. We are only 2 miles from tht' nearest hospital and we send serious

cases down to the hospital. We have a small dispensary on the estate where
we keep some iodine, bandage s, salts, castor oil and so on. We pay the doctor

at the Lawh y Hospital Rs. 15 a month so that he may pay special attention to

our labourers.

G-35()7. Miss Pmm'
: Do you give any pay during sickness ?—Not for

ordinary illness. If for instance the man cuts his finger while he works on the

garden we pay him half wages for a few days. For ordinary sickness we do
not pay anything. They have to look after themselves. W^e only give

medical aid free.

G-3508. Sir Alexandar Murray : Could you let us have a statement

showing the number of workers, the total quantity of work done and the total

wages earned by them for any two months in the year ? I want to know the

average wages earned by a man, woman and a child ?—^Yes.

6-3609. Sir Victor Sassoon : Do you work on Sundays ?—When we have
a rush of work we work on Sundaj^ also. We pay cash at the same rate

;

that is not included in the check roll. The Sunday work is ratirely voluntaiy

14RC2L
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G-8610. Sir Alexander Murray : Here is a receipt taken by Eayappan

mstri for a sum of Rs. 50 which he has advanced to Savarimuthu, a laboom.

The interest charged is at the rate of Rs. 2 per hundred per mensem or 24 per

cent, per *Tinnm. Is that the usual rate of interest for such advances ?—^The

interest is put in because the promissory note is not legal without it. The

labourer never pays interest. In fact the mistri is lucky if he gets back the

principal.

6-3611. Do you charge interest to the mistris ?—No.

6-3512. Will you send us a copy of the promissory note signed by a

labourer ?~-Yes.

6-3613. I see from the register that Rayappan mistri has advanced the

following sums to the labourers in June and July 1929 ; Rs. 60, 50, 20, 36, 20,

70, 60, 47 and 66. The total amount is Rs. 408 and the average loan is

Rs. 48?—Yes, that is correct.

STATEMENT BY RAYAPPAN Mistri.

6-3514. Rayappan Mistri :
“ I have here 9 promissory notes for the

advances I have given. The amounts are all still due to me. 1 took these pro-

missory notes because I lent them these sums. I do not know now how much
of these have been repaid . I can only find that out at the end of the year when
the accounts will be settled. I have not given any new advances to these

labourers. The Manager has stopped giving advances and I have also stopped

giving advances to the labourers. All my coolies are old coolies who have

been on this estate for a long time. If I want to bring new coolies I have to

give advances even though the Manager does not give me any. I have written

in the promissory note Rs. 2 interest in one case and only Re. 1 in the other

cases because the man whom I have charged Rs. 2 has gone down for a mar-

riage
; all the others are working on the estate. But I will take only Re. 1

interest and not Rs. 2. I may not take any interest at all. One of these pro-

missory notes is not signed because the man is known to me and is working
on the estate.”

(The mistri withdrew.)

6-3615. Sir Alexander Murray : Mr. Hawke, are you a member of the

Labour Department of the Planters’ Association I—(Mr. Hawke) : No. I

have not signed the Labour agreement.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Present ;

ISir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. (Presiding).

Sir Victor Bassoon, Bart. Miss B. M. lb Pobb Power.
Lt.-Col. A. J. H, Russell, C.B.E.,

Mr. John Cliff. I.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

Mias M. Azariaii, Lady Assessor.

Mr. A. Dibdin, Joint {Secretary.

BIt. E. HOLDEN, Manager, Kaleeswar Mills. Coimbatore.

G-3516. Sir Alexander Murray : Would you tell us your experience

of the textile industry “?— I liave been in India for 24 years. Before I came
to India I was worUinst in Rufrland as a weaver, a.ssistant jobber and a

jobber.

G-3.")17. What lias l)(»en your experience in India ?—I have been in

about nine mills in Bombay side. I have been in this mill for the past
four years. .

G-O.nS. Is this a limited liability company ?—Yes, this is a limited
liability eomjiany. Mr. Sathappa Chettiyar, son of Mr. Somasundaram
Chettiyar is the managing agent of this company. There is a board of
directors also.

G-3519. How many men. nomen and children are employed in this

mill ?—^We have 1,630 workers, of which there are 329 women and no
children. Four or five years ago we stopped employing children because
there was some trouble about the administration of the Factories Act. I
presume that was the reason for stopping the employment of children. I
am not sure.

0-3520. When did vou start your shift system ?—^About August
1928.

0-3521. Was it at that time that you, stopped employing
children !—No. Children were stopped even before that.

0-3522. What are the working hours for women t—Their working
hours are from 7 to 12 in the morning and 1 to 6 in the evening ; but we
allow* them 15 to 20 minutes grace to come in and go out.

0-3523. Would j’ou explain your shift system 1—^We have three
shifts. A, B and C. A shift works from 7 to 12 in the mdming and 1
to 6 in the afternoon. B shift works from 7 to 12 in the morning and 7
to 12 in the night. C shift works from 1 to 6 in the afternoon and 7 to
12 midnight. We change the shifts every fortnight so that the workers
may not feel the strain of night work.
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6-3524. Do you work on Sundays t—^No.

6-3525. When they have a holiday in the week you still give them the
Sunday !—^Yes, we still give them the Sunday making it two days in the
week.

G-3526. How many weavers have you
;
are all of them men ?—Yes,

we have 299 weavers.

6-3527. Have you any daily weavers, assistant weavers or apprentice
weavers ?—We have 50 acting weavers who take the place of men who are
absent.

.
6-3528. Have you got spare spinners ?—We do keep a certain num-

ber of spare spinners.

6-3529. Where do your workers live ?—Most of them live in villages

round about. Some are three miles off. They prefer living out because
they have lands of their own and it suits them better. They are more or

less agriculturists.

6-3530. You do not provide any houses ?—We provide 25 houses
inside the compound.

6-3531. If a workman lives 3 miles oflf from the mill does he go back
home at 12 o’clock and return at 7 o’clock ?—Generally they go home and
come back,

6-3532. Similarly does he go home at 12 o’clock at night and come
back at 7 o’clock in the morning ?—They have to do this only for a fort-

night. The shifts are changed every fortnight. Most of them have rela-

tions in the town and they sleep out here.

6-3533. (Jould we have a return of your wages showing the number of

workers, the total amount paid, the highest and the lowest wages and the

average for any particular month ?—^Yes.

6-3534. Who are all paid on piece-work in this mill ?—The weavers,

the reelers, the slubbers and the rovers.

6-3535. Miss Power : Do you recruit at the gate ?—Yes.

6-3536. Who makes the selection ?—It depends. Sometimes the

manager himself does it
;
sometimes the clerk does it. But eveiy recruit

has to be passed by me before he is sent to the department.

G-3537. Have you eliminated any prospect of bribery in the securing

of jobs by workmen ?—We hope so. I w^ould not say definitely that it has
been eliminated. We are very strict ourselves about bribery. If we find

any mistri is guilty of bribery he is at once turned out. It is rather difficult

for the manager to make the selection himself personally every time.

6-3538. You are taking on some w^orkers every day ?—^We usually take

men on 1st of the month and the day after the pay day. Occasionally we
take on men during the week when we are in need of men for the godowns
during the season.

6-3539. How do you pay, monthly or fortnightly 1—We pay monthly.
Our pay day is the second Saturday in every month. The last pay day was
on the 8th of this month.

6-3540. Has there been any expression of opinion by the workers as

to whether they prefer fortnightly or monthly payment f—^No, not io my
toiowfledge.



Q-3541. Are there any d^dnctiipns from their wages V—Yes, occasion*
ally we fine them for bad work and breakages due to negligence.

'
' •

G-3542. Do you fine them for lateness ?—No, I do not think we have
ever fined a worker for lateness,

G-3543. To what use are the fines put ?—They go into the firmjs
account. Fines are levied more or less only for breakages. Very few finM
are levied for bad work.

G-3544. Do the workers have to buy spoiled cloth ?—No. We only
fine thorn on rare occasions. We are very lenient in Our mills.

Q-3545. Dou you give any maternity benefit f

—

We have no fixed rule.

But if any woman came and asked for it we would give half wages for a
month if she had been with us for 2 or 3 years. But generally the women
go home and do not come and ask for it.

G-3546. What is the reason for the women not asking for it ?—Is there

no publicity given to the existence of this benefit 1—No. I do not under-
stand why they do not ask for it.

G-3547. Sir Victor Sassoon : Have you ever refused a woman who asked
for it ?—No, not to my knowledge.

G-3548. Miss Power -. What is the percentage of those entitled, to it

who fail to apply for it t—I cannot say offhand.

G-3549. Have you got a creche in the mill T—No.

G-3550. Do you allow small children to, come into the mill 1—^No. We
give the women passes to go out for half an hour. Here are the passes

permitting women to leave the mill for half an hour daily at 10 o’clock

or other hours of the day.

G-3551. Who supervises the work of the women f—We have women
mistris to supervise the work of women.

G-3552. Sir Alexander Murray : Here is the Mill Operatives Wages
Abstract Book. It shows many recoveries against wages. There are
recoveries against pronotes to the extent of Rs. 5 in some cases ; there are

recoveries against advances of sums varying from Rs. 2 to Bs. 11 ; there

are recoveries for the Fund of sums varying from As. 2 to Be. 1. There are
no recoveries for fines. With regard to the Fund is it simply the workers’
money f Do you not add anything to it t—^No. The Fund has only just

been started. The idea is to give them 6 per cent, for the money they put
in.

G-3d53. At the time of starting the fund did you not tell the workers
the percentage of interest that you would allow them t—They were told

that a certain percentage of interest would be allowed to them but the exac^

rate has not yet been decided upon. It has to be decided by the managing
agenta.

G-3554. Have they put money in the Fund T—^Yes, they have put
small sums into the Fund. We allow’ them to borrow money from the Fund.
They can take back the whole amount to their credit whenever they like.

The Fund has not yet been kept going. In some cases the amount to the.

credit of the workers is so small as As. 2 and so on.

,G-35?5. Would you todly sep^ h* a^out the Fund giving

the details connected with it f—^Yes.
.

' i
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G-3556. Would you also send us a note about the absentees t—^Yes.

0-3557. Col- BusseU : You say you have 25 houses inside the com-

pound. How many of them are occupied by the workers f—About 20

houses are occupied by the workmen ;
the rest are occupied by the watch-

men and the mittris.

0-3558. Do you propose to put up any more houses ?—Not at present.

They semn to be quite satisfied to live outside in their own villages.

0-3559. Do you have a water supply in the Mill 1—^We get it from

our own well supply.

0-3560. Is there any astern of cooling drinking water 1—There is no

system of cooling water. The water is quite cool and there is no necessity

to cool it.
^

0-3561. In your spinning shed there does not seem to be much ventila-

tion t—According tp the Factories Act we have sufficient ventilation.
.

0-3562. Have you any system of removing dust by fans t—^We have

no fan arrangement at all ; so far it has not been thought necessary.

0-3563. Have you any humidifiers t—^No.

0-3564. What medical facilities do you give to your Workers t—We
have a doctor who comes here daily. The workers are informed of his

arrival and they go to him for treatment. We have a dispensary also in

the Mill and the doctor dispenses medicine to the patients from that dis-

pensary.

0-3565. Sir Alexander Murray : I notice from the Loan Ledger that

the totM outstandings on 31st December 1929 was Rs. 6,427-6-0.

Mr. S. B. M. Yenkatachalam Chetti, the assistant cashier has an advance of

Bs. 415, Carding No. 1 has an advance of Bs. 155, two other members of

the staff have advances of Ba 150 and 155 respectively, and the engineer

has an advance of Bs. 800. The average advances excluding these big
advances is rather small !—^Yes.

0-3566. With regard to this Fund I see that it has been in foree since
September 1927, that is to say for 2i years. What is the object of the
Fund f—^The object is to provide the workers with a certain amount of
money out of which they can draw whenever they like. If they worked
five years we would give them some interest. But the rate of interest has
not been decided upon.

0-3567. Mr. Cliff : Do you charge interest at 6 per cent, or 12 per
cent, on the advances you give to your workers t—6 per cent, in some cases

and 12 per cent, in others. It depends on the circumstances ; it depends
on the wage earned by the worker, the necessity for the loan, the number
of years he has been with us and so on.

0-356o. At what rate do you recover the principal 1—Every month the
worker pays whatever he can.

0-3569. You have got a running shift of 15 hours. What is the object
of this running shift of 15 hours f—^To increase production.

0-8570, Do you pay any allowanees for night work T—^We pay Be. 1
A Atoiith for night work and in addition we pay 1^ 2 a month for regular
attoidance.
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Q-3671 If worker is absent for 2 or 3 days there is a proportionate
deduction xoade t

—

^Tes.

G-3572. Have you had any strike in this Mill f—^Yes, there was one
in 1927.

G-3573. Was this shift system introduced after the strike ?—^Yes,

after the strike.

G-3574. Was there any consultation with the work-people about intro-
ducing this shift system t—^We asked them if they had any objection to
night work. They said they had none and we carried on.

G-3575. The mill commences at 7 in the morning and finishes at 12
midnight. How did you put it to the men ?—^When we want to consult
the workers in matters regarding labour we call the mistris and explain it

to them and then they consult the workers. We also consult some of the
workers personally and ask them if they have any objections.

G-3576. Was there no objection to the long spread-over from 7 in the
morning till 12 midnight 1—There was no objection. For instance, here is

a letter in which a man says that he is willing to work 15 hours.

G-3577. Is there any objection now ?

—

We have not heard of any.
You may satisfy yourself by asking a few workers.

G-3578. The Mill commences work at 7 oWck on Monday morning and
closes at 12 midnight on Saturday 1—^Yes.

(The witness withdrew.)

Statement by VALLIAMMAL, a woman worker at the Ctoimbatore
Spinning and Weaving Mill.

G-3579. “ I belong to Coimbatore. I am not married. I have been
working here for the past 2 years. 1 get Bs. 9 a month. 1 am paid
monthly wages ;

I am not on piece-work, I was brought here by the mistri.

I paid nothing to the mistri. Nobody pays anything to the muitri for

getting a job. We have got a man foreman to supervise our work. The
whistle goes at 6 o’clock and we begin work in the hCU at 7 o’clock. We
work till 12 o’clock, go home and then come back at 1 o’clock. Then we
work till 6 o’clock and leave the Mill. I live near the Mill,”

Statememt by BAHGAMMAL, a woman worker.

G-3580., ” I belong to Coimbatore. I am married. I have no children

I have been working here for the past two or three months. My husband
is a shoe maker. He is not working here. I get Ks. 10-4-0 a month. I

am paid monthly wages. I am not on piece-work. I was brought here by
the mistri. I paid nothing to the mistri for getting this job. Nobody pays

anything to the mistri. There is a man foreman who supervises our work.

There is no cr^.hp in the Mill. Women who have children go out for some
time and nurse their children and come back. They have, to do it under
the tamarind tree outside the Mill.”

Statament LUTHMABI, a woman worker.

G-3581.
“

I was working in this Mill for 6 years. I then w«at h<^e
for marri^. I have been working in this Mill for the past 6 months now.
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My Jbtasband is in the village at Satyamangalam. 1 came here to help my
mother during her confinement. 1 work in the spinning department. I
took after one side and get Bs. 14 a month. 1 work alone on one side.

Q-3582. 1 am paid the same rate as men. I was not in the Mill when
the men stopped work during the strike. I went home for marriage and
did not return till after the birth of my child. The Mill does not give any
maternity benefit. Mothers expecting babies are stopped after the seventh
month.

6-3583. We are occasionally fined As. 4 to As. 8 for dropping the thread
down instead of putting it on the shoulder as it gives more work to the

sweeper. We are warned two or three times and if it is of no use we are
fined. When I was a small girl I wa.s working here for half a day and
reading in the school for another half a day. Then I was taken to the

doctor, my age was determined and I was allowed to work full day. After
my marriage the mistri took me over here. I am not a member of the

Union.”

Statement by GMAMAPBAKASAM, a man worker.

6-3584. ” I have been working here for 6 or 7 years. The Mistri
took me over here. I paid nothing to him. I was a half-timer in the Mill for

some time. I work in the spinning department and get Rs. 14 a month. I

work all the days in the month except the holidays. I am occasionally

fined as much as Re. 1 if the thread falls down. T have been fined also for

late coming. I did not go out at the time of the strike, I was working in

the Mill. The weavers went on strike for increase of wages
;

then the

spinners also went on strike. But they got no increase, on the other hand
their wages were reduced still further. I am not a member of the Union.

I have not joined the Union because I hear that the mistri and the Manager
would dismiss people if they joined the Union. If I worked all the days
in the month I get a regular attendance bonus of Rs. 2 a month. I get

14 a month. I look after one side of the frame and get Rs. 12 in addition

to the regular attendance bonus.”

Mr. W. E. WINTER, Managing Director. Mr. J. F. CHESHIRE, Mill

Manager, and Mr. F. HOWARD, Weaving Manager, of the Ooim-
batmre Spinning and Weaving Mills.

6-3585. Sir Alexander Murray : Mr. Cheshire, what is your experience

of the textile industry ?—I was trained in England for five years. Then
I was in Russia for 25 years. I came to India 6 years ago. .1 have been
in this Mill all the six years of my stay in India.

6-3586. How many Mills are there in this Company f—There are
four mills of the Coimbatpre Spinning and Weaving Company. I am
the manager of all the four mills.

6-3587. What is the number of men, women and children employed
in these mills t—^The total number of workers is 2,175 composed of l.'fiOO

men, 575 women. There are no children.

6-3588. Who does the actual recruiting of the workers in the Mill 1

—

recruiting Is done at the gate. The Spinning.Master or the Carding
Master or one of their assistants go to the gate and bring the men in.
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They are examined by the spinning master before they are sent to the
department. Similarly the weaving master tests them personally and
sends the weavers to his department.

G-3589. Do you say from your experience that there is no bribery
under this system of recruiting ?—YeS, we know there is.

G-3590. Where does the bribery start !—I am afraid I cannot say,.

{Mr, Winter) : We are strict ourselves. There was a case of one Kuppu-
swami. He was a \reaving supervisor and he practically had power to

take men on. He misused that power and was taking bribes to the ex-
tent of Bs. 20 and Rs. 30. from different people for giving various jobs,

and for promotions also. There was some trouble on that account in

the Mill. We made an enquiry and the man admitted everything. He
has now been reduced to an ordinary clerk.

G-3591. Have you thought of having an employment bureau or

office through which the men might be recruited 1—It is unnecessary
because we get enough labour coming to the Mill. There is no necessity

flor a recruiting agency.

G-3592. Mr, Cliff : What are your daily working hours f—In one of
the Mills we work from 7 to 12, 1 to 6 and 7 to 12 midnight. In the other
mills we work from 7 to 12 and 1 to 6. We have three shifts in one of our
mills^

G-3593. What do the women do in the Mill with three shifts t—^We*

have women reelers who work from 7 to 12 and 1 to 6. We have no
women for tlie third shift.

G-3594. Do you pay any extra wages for night work t—No. We-
change the shifts weekly.

G-3595, In the other Mill they make a fixed extra payment for night
work. Do yon work on Sundays at all ?—^No, we do not.

G-3596, Sir Victor Sassoon : Are most of your weavers on one loom or

2 looms ?

—

(Mr. Howard) : We have got 300 weavers. About 200 of
them are on twio looms and the rest are on looms. There are very
few on one loom.

G-3597. That is really why your wages are so much better than those
in the other Mill. For instance, those getting Rs. 17 will be on looms
and Ihose getting Rs. 11 will be on one loom ?—Yes.

G-3598. Mr.. Cliff : How long has your shift system been in operation f
— (Mr. Cheshire) : 18 months.

G-3599. Were the workers consulted before putting it into operation ?

—

We put up a notice intimating to them the proposed change and invited

objections if any. (ilfr. Winter) ; We first of all called the jobbers to
this room and told them what we proposed to do. They consulted the
workers and said they had no objection to the change. We carried on.

G-3600. Are you satisfied that the men have adequate rest between 12
and 7 both during day and night f

—

(Mr, Cheshire) : Yes, we have had no
complaints.

G-3601. Have you any system of works committees ?—We have
none.

G-3002. Have you got any policy regarding collective representationsr
on the part of the workers f

—

(Mr. 'Winter) We have, in a way. If thete
is a complaint— usually deal with these complaints myself—the worker
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goes direct to my office and represents the matter to me. I have had as

many as 40 persons sitting on the floor of this room and discussing their

grievances. We give every facility for any man, woman or child to

ventilate their grievances to me.

G-3603. When was the last meeting held t—In 1927, during the last

strike.

G-3604. Has there been no collective complaint on the part of the

work-people since then f

—

{Mr, Cheshire) : No.

G-3605. With regard to your note on absenteeism does it include

sick leave t—^It includes everything.

G-3606. You are a member of the Bombay Millowners’ Association.

Is your attitude to trade unions the same as that of the Bombay Mill-

owners’ Association* ?

—

{Mr, Winter) : We are in full agreement with

their attitude on this question. We want to encourage genuine trade

anions and discourage rabid sort of persons interfering with the Mills

for their own personal interest and to the disadvantage of the labourers,

G-3607. Sir Alexander Murray : You say that you have agreed to

recognize the trade union provided it is representative of the 'work-

people What do you mean* by saying representative of the work-
4)eople ” ?—We wish to haA'e the Union controlled entirely by textile

men and men who have the interests of the textile industry at heart.

We do not want lawyers or vakils to come along, collect subscriptions

and get the thing going.

G-3608. The Chairman of the Millowners’ Association in Bombay is

a lawyer and the Secretary of the Association is not a textile worker.
If the Union turned round and said that they were not going to have
.anj'thing with the Association for the same reason for which you refuse

to have anything with the Union what wopld be the result ?—We should
he having a strike. I do not think it is quite fair to put the thing in that
way. I think there is a general idea about Englishmen who come out to
India that they are ajgainst the Indian. There is no such thing in our
minds. Most of us are keenly jjiterested in the Indian and want to

help him. But what is the use of having a body of men led by a politi-

cian who has no intcrcNt in the industiy and whose only interest is to

have a personal position in the town and possibly get a few more votes
for the Legislative Council ?

G-3609. Mr. Cliff : Am I right in saying that you want a trade union
representative of your own people ?—^Of the workers, quite.

G-3610. Sir Victor Sassoon : Would you restrict the membership
to people working in your own mills or to textile workers generally t

—

To textile workers generally. I do not mind workers in other mills.

G-3611 Mr. Cliff : You want a union of work-people ?—Emphatically.

G-3612. Have you any objection to their having such assistance as
will put them on an equal negotiating basis with yourself 1—If we could
get competent men who could mediate we should only be too glad. But
we object to hiving men who have no interest in the trade and who
.are out jPor personal interest. We are perfectly willing to negotiate
ydth any man who is interested in the textile industry and who has brains
to understand the various problems connected with it. For instance,
Mr. i^va Rao was quite helpful to us during the last strike.
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0«3613. Sir Alexamder Mwrra/y : But he dees not conform to your

requirements !—^He does not. But as far as we could .we accepted his

mediation between the men outside and ourselves. We found him a

reasonable man. I should not like to have him as a permanent man.

G-3614. Mr. Cliff : You say that the work-people are not entitled to

select their own representatives ;
is not that your condition ?—We do

Inot say that. We only want that the men should be from the industry

itself.

G-3615. Why should you object to the work-people having such train-

ed assistance from outside as the3»' have f—We have really no
objection to their having any assistance whatever. But we do object to

a certain class of men I have already described.

G-3616. I appreciate it and I think the Commission appreciates it.

The point is whether the employer is not really putting up an unreason-
able condition in asking for something which he knows is difficult to get 1

-—If you thought like that you would be misjudging the attitude of the

employers.

G-3617. Are you then willing that your work-people should elect

their own officers ?—Absolutely, provided they satisfy the conditions I

have mentioned which are entirely in the interests of the industry as a
whole.

G-3618. Would you welcome the co-operation of the work-people in

solving the problems with which you are faced ?—We have ourselves
tried to form works committees for our men. But all our efforts have
been misrepresented and thwarted by men coming from outside having
not the slightest idea of what they are doing. We are perfectly' willing
to have the co-operation of our men in solving the problems. We are
also p*Tfectly willing to allow them to elect their own representatives

provided thej’' are men who have an idea of what they are doing and have
the interests of the industr}’^ at heart. We are not willing to have our
workers formed into a Union by politically minded people for their
own interest and for the purpose of catching votes.

6-3619. AVirh rei;ard to fines who has the power to fine ?— (.Ifr.

Cheshire] : The h *ad <:f the department. The mistri has to report the
matter to me and all fines have to be confirmed by the manager.

6-3620, What is the maximum fine ?—The fines are usually 1 anna,
As. 2 or As. 4. Very rarely it goes to As. 8 or Re. 1. The fines amount
to .3 per cent, of the wages.

0-3621. Do you fine for late attendance ?—^We allow 10 minutes^
grace. We warn them four or five times ; if it has no effect we fine
them.

G-3622. Do you give the men any pay during sickness !—(Mr.
Winter) • We always endeavour to meet his needs by paying up all his
past wages. We lend him some money in cases of need unless the man
happens to be sufferiiig from venereal disease.

(j-3623. Colonel Ruf^Bell : WTiy do you differentiate between venereal
disease and other diseases t—^You ought to knowr.

G-3624. Mr. Cliff : Will you send us a note showipg the amount you
have paid by way of sickness benefit to your workers ?—^Yes, we will
do it.

G-3625. Is there any difficulty in making provision* for sickness In
1917 we started a system by which the men would contribute something
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and the Mill also would contribute an equal amount
;
on the total amount

we liromised to allow them 6i per cent, interest. 'Diis went on for two
years. The men got a nice little sum to their credit. The same men
whom I have mentioned before heard of this, got hold of the workers,

had a meeting over here and told them :
“ You must stop this provident

fund. The management have you under their thumb by having this

provident fund. You withdraw this money and pay it to the Union ”.

In a week all our men withdrew the money and paid it into the union.

Whenever we want to do something good to our workers we have to
cotmt upon the hostility of men of the description I have mentioned.

G-3626. Miss Power : We understood from a woman witness that

during pregnancy the women workers are sent away in the 7th month. Is

there any general rule of dismissing women in this condition after a certain

period ?— (ilfr. Cheshire) : The women generally go home after a certain

period.—^They stay away for 9 to 12 months and come back. They are

taken on and put on the same job.

G-3627. Do you give any maternity benefit ?—^No.

G-3628. Do you give any bonus for child-birth ?—We do not give any

bonus.
• G-3629. Have you any idea if the women returning to the Mill after

child-birth have to bribe the mistris in order to be taken on again T—^No.

Generally the woman sends in a petition to me. I make enquiries and
take her on.

G-3630. Have you got any form of crfeche ?—^No.

G-3631. What do the nursing mothers do : Have you any system of

passes allowing the women to go out for half an hour every half day
to nurse their children ?—No. There are a number of widows.

G-3632. Colonel Bussell : What are the medical arrangements in your
Mill f—We have a doctor, a lady doctor and a compounder. The Doctor

attends the Mill between 3 and 5 every day. All serious cases are sent

to the hospital.

G-3633. You say that the relative efficiency of the Indian and Euro-
pean workers is ] to 3. You have been in England, in Russia and India.

To what do you attribute the low efficiency of the Indian worker ?—I can-

not say. I could run a Mill in Europe with 1,000 men
;
for the same

Mill I would require 3,000 men in India.

G-3634. Sir Alexander Murrwy Could you say anything about the in-

debtedness of the workers either to you or to the money-lenders ?

—

{Mr. Winter) : The workers are not indebted to us to any great extent.

The question of indebtedness of the jobbers is a thing that needs going
into. They borrow from the money-lenders at exorbitant rates of in-

terest. Our jobbers have borrowed Rs. 2,000 at 28 per cent, interest.

G-3635. But you say the jobbers take bribes f—-Yes, they do, in

order to clear off their debts.

G-3636. But very often they take bribes and buy land or build

houses for the workers to live in. How do you sa.y that the jobber takes
bribes and is still indebted to the extent of 2,000 T—-Both are possibkl

G-3637. Could you give us a note about the indebtedness of your
workers ?—Yes.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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MADBAS PSESIDENCY.

Ninety-eighth Meeting.

Valparai.

Wednesday, 12th March 1930.

Present :

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E. {Presiding).

Mr. John Cliff. Ijt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell,
I.M.S. {Medical Assessor),

Miss B. M. LE PoER Power. Miss M. Azariah, Lodi/ Assemr.

Mr. A. Dibdik, tJoint Secretary,

THANOAMANI, a woman coolie, at the Pachamalai Estate (Anamalai
Hills).

G-3638. 1 come from Perumanur which is in Coimbatore district. I

am married. My husband is working in a plantation in Tattapallain near
Coonc*oi*. I am working on this garden since 5 years. The last time I

saw* my husband was 2 years ago. Due to domestic differences my husband
and myself are not wwking on the same garden. I did not go liome for

the last 2 years. 1 came to this garden of my owm accord. I came alone

from Perumanur. 1 have no children.

6-3639. I get 3 pies for a Ib. of leaf. I work 6 days a week. I earn
as. 5 a day. I do not get any bonus.

O 3640. I live here in one room with my sister. I do not pay any
rent.

G-3641. When I came here 5 years ago I signed an agreement and put
my thumb mark on it

;
I got an advance of Rs. 15. After 10 months’ work

I had 10 my credit Rs. 30 of which I paid the misfri Rs. 15 being the
advance taken. I again took another advance of Rs. 15 and signed another
agreement before I went home. I have not signed any agi'cement or
j>romissory note this year.

G-3642. I took Rs. 6 from the mistri for sending it to my father, but I
did not sign any note for that. After settling my account 1 can leave
the garden if 1 want. T get a cmnhU once a year. 1 have kept my
enmhli on the iield. When a ciimbli is given Rs. 4-8-0 is debited to my
account, and if 1 work for 10 months 1 get a refund of Rs. 2-4-0.

G-3643. I know that I have Rs. 10 to my credit now. Every month
the mistri is given an account by the manage^ showing the earnings of
each wmrker, the rice advance given and the balance left. This account
is read out to us by the mistri, I cannot discover if there is any mistake
in the account.

0-8644, I come to work at 7 in the morning and leave at 5 in the
evening. I neither take any food nor drink water between this period.
If we want water we have to go long way to get it. I get 5 seers of
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riee a week and am paid as. 4 for other expenses. They say that the

5 seers of rice is worth as. 12.

G'3(}45. 1 think in the club we can get 8 seers of rice for a rupee. I

do not save anything from the food allowance I get
; on the other hand,

I sometimes taken an advance from the mistri for buying provisions, if

we owe some nioney to the mistri and leave the estate without any idea

of returning back to work, a warrant is sent and the police catch hold of

us. We have, in that case, either to repay the advance or to return back

to work.

G-3646. I am not aware of any change made in this respect. I can

go away now if I want, and no policeman can come after me because I

have not signed any agreement this year. If I sign any agreement then

the police could come after me. I saw a policeman coming and taking

a person 3 years ago.

G-3647. I never saw any other, case since then. I do not know that

there is a change now and the policeman cannot come any longer whether

there is an agreement or no agreement. I never heard any one talking

in the bazaar about the change, nor did I hear the sahibs telling us about

the change. I guess that you are putting these questions to me because

you are officers of Government.

(The witness withdrew.)

OHINNAMMAL, a woman coolie, at the Pachamalai Estate (Anamalai
Hills.)

G-3648. I come from Karur which is in Trichinopoly district. I

came to this garden 10 months ago and people who came with me have
left the place after settling their accounts. Before I came to this garden
I was working in Nallathanni plantation which is on the other side of
the club. I left that garden because I was alone there

; my mother and
other relatives were here and .so I also came here. I had no balance left

to my credit when I left the other garden. I am a widow and have to

sui)port a child.

G-3649. Before coming to this garden I took an advance of Rs. 15
from the mistri and signed an agreement. I have cleared up that account
and have taken another advance of Rs. 20 for which I have given a fresh
document. It took me 10 months to repay the first advance. I have left

my child in my village and am staying here alone. I worked regularly
during the last 10 months, except when I was sick for a week.

G-3650. During my sickness I went to the doctor and took medicine.
I started my new work with Rs. 20 advance in January. According to
the account which was read out last month I have Rs. 4 to my credit.

The age of my child is 6 or 7 years. I do not get one anna a day for the
child.

G-3651. If the child were here on the estate he would have been
gettiug free food from the estate at 12 o’clock every day. I have not sent
my ‘child to the whool. I cannot leave the estate without pasdng hadir

vthe Rs. 20 advance.

G-3652. If the mistri ^ves me permission I can leave the garden, but
he wo]iild not give permission even if my mother dies or the child dies;

I ^ pot aware of any change having taken place in this respect.
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G-3653. I£ any one runs away without returning back the advancse

taken a warrant will be sent and the police will catch hold of that person.

They were doing that before and they can do that even now, 1 have Hot

seen any policeman coming, but I have heard that such things have
occurred.

G-3654. I never heard any one talking in the bazaar about the change
that the policeman cannot come any longer whether therte is an agreement
or no agreement, nor did I hear the sahibs telling us about the change.

1 do not know who you are, nor do I know why you are asking these

questions. I do not bring any food with me, and I do not even drink
water during the period I am on the garden.

(The witness withdrew.)

OHINNATHAMBI, mistri, at the Pachamalai Estate (Anamalai Hills).

G-3655. There are 1,000 coolies working on this estate and there are

30 head 7ni,^1ns oi‘ whom I am one. Each head misiri has 2 or 3 cole mistrin

under him ; I have 3 cole 7nistris under me and have 80 w^orkers whom I

brought here.

G-365G. I did not work on this garden as an ordinary labourer before

1 became a misiri in 1918. I was attending a school in Perunthury near
Erode liefore 1 came to the hills in my 15th year. I worked as an ordinary
coolie for two j'ears in the Waterfall estate. I was brought by a big
mniri who gave me an advance of Rs. 15.

G-3657. During the two years I was in the Waterfall estate I signed
only (»iie agreement. After working for two years 1 drew my balance and
went away to Tayamiidi estate as a cole misiri, I was getting as. 7 a
day as cole misiri^ but no bonus or commission. 1 worked lor two years
in Tayamudi, i.e., in 1916 and 1917 and came to this garden in 1918. I

went direct to the Manager, Mr. Sampson, and asked for an advance of
Rs. 200 for bringing coolies. Mr. Sampson wrote to the Labour Depart-
ment who recommended me as a suitable person for a misiri,

G-3658. I was given Rs. 200, and I brought 20 coolies in 1918 when
the garden was opened. I have now 80 coolies under me, and I give
them every year Rs. 15 or 20 advance as the case may be. Every one
of the coolies working under me has taken an advance.

0-3659. All the coolies belong to my place, which is Coimbatore, or
round about villages. My coolies consist of men, women and children.
When I give my coolies an advance I take a promissory note from them.

G-3660. When I took the advance of Rs. 200 from the manager for
the first time I had to sign an agreement. I have now taken an advance
of Rs. 1,800 from the garden, and have distributed it among my coolies.

I have signed a promissory note for this sum as the practice of signing
agreements is no longer in force.

G-3661. It is over 2 years since we have stopped talcing agreements.
All my coolies only sign pro-notes now

; formerly they were signing
agreements and there was the warrant which was being executed throngh
the labour department. I never brought the police here.

^
G-8662. The labour department used to send the warrant to the

police and the police used to arrest the person concerned. There wa« t
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^ourt hare at Valparai to enquire into these cases. That cpurt hm been

jstoppod two years ago. I was never summoned as a witness in these

cases. The coolie who took the advance and ran away had either to repay

the advance or to return to work.

Q-3663. li* a coolie goes away now without squaring up his advance

I will file a suit against him in the munsif ’s court, as I have a pro-note now.

1 go to the manager who pays my expenses and sends me down for filing

a suit. I never had any occasion to go to the munsif’s court for the

purpose of filing a suit.

G-3664. I said that the manager pays the expenses because I saw
him doing so in the case of 2 or 3 other nmiris. I never had any case

of a coolie in my gang running away, because most of my coolies are my
relatives. When the law was changed the manager told me ; I also knew
about the change because the court which used to sit here did not sit.

After the la^v was changed I tore up all the agreements and took promissory

notes from those w^ho owed me money.

G-3665. 1 told them that as the agreements are no longer in force I

.am taking promissory notes from them
;
I also told them that the warrant

has been stopped and the agreement could not be enforced. If you bring

down all my 80 coolies and ask them whether they know that there is no
warrant now, they will say ‘ yes I can get coolies to come here \v ithout

giving an advance' i3rovided they are men of means.

G-3666. All my coolies who came here took an advance. Wiien a coolie

under mo Avorks for 10 months 1 give him an advance for the next year ;

he Avill not come back unless the advance is given. After the end of 10
luonlhs’ period some of my coolies have a balance of about Rs. oO to their

credit. 1 cannot say why those who have Rs. 50 to their credit still take
ail advance of Rs. 15.

G-3667. I give them the advance because I want them to Avork on the
same garden, and unless i give them the advance I will have no hold on
them. If I do not give an advance some other mintri may give it and ask
thcai to work under him.

G-3668. One of the reasons why I give an advance is that the coolie
should cv)me ba(5k to my gang instead of going to another mistri\s gang.
Though the customary rate of advance is Rs. 15, 1 will offer a good coolie

more limn Rs. 15, because if the coolie Avorks well it pays me well too. My
advance to my coolies Aaries from Rs. 15 to 50. I will be inci'easing the
number of coolies gradually. If the misiri is a good mislri it is but natural
that more coolies Avill come to him.

G-3669. The Labour Department pays both ways food expenses to the
coolies who come up here

;
this is given free. All my 80 coolies are Avorking

this niorning. On some days 2 or 3 may stop coming, but otherwise all

of them come pretty regularly. If a coolie is a lazy man and does not
w^ant to come to work for more than 2 or 3 days in a week ] keep quiet

;

I do not force him to come regularly.

G-3670. I do not bring my coolies out on Sundays
; they never come on

Sundays. 1 get 7 seers of rice every week, which is worth one rupee. In
the shandy we may sometimes get 7 or 7i seers. The price of rice in the
bwaar varies throughout the year

; sometimes they may sell only 6 seers
pf nee in the market

;
sometimes it goes up to 8 seers.
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G-3671. A man coolie gets 7 seers rice a week and 4 as. in cash white

a woman coolie gets 5 seers rice a week and 4 as. in cash. 1 am satisfied

with the quality of rice that I get on the estate ; I have never tried the

bazaar rice. I write a promissory note for every new advance that I take

from the manager.

G-3672. I take an advance every year. I have now given a promissory

note for Rs. 1,800. The manager does not charge any interest on the

advance given, and I too do not charge any interest to my coolies. No
money-lender is allowed to come to the bazaar. I am a member of a co-

operative society in my village.

(The witness withdrew.)
]

8AVABI MUTTHTJ, a coolie, at the Pachamalai Estate (Anamalai ]E81l8)«

0*3673. I have been working on this garden for the last 6 years. My
parents are also working on this garden. I do not know wliat my age is.

In the beginning I got 6 as. wages, but now I get as. 7. T came to this

garden with my parents.

Ci-3674. I took an advance of Rs. 20 last month after the accounts were
settled. The sahib gave me the money. If I want any money 1 go to the
sahib who gives it to me. 1 get 7 seers of rice every week and as. 4 in

cash. 'When I took an advance last month I signed an agreement similar

to the one 1 used to sign before.

G-3675. I do not know vdiether any change has taken place. I can
go to another garden if I want to after settling my account and paying
back tljc advance. If I do not settle my account and go to another garden,
I will get a warrant. The misiri reports to the sahib and the sahib sends
a chit to the other garden ; and I must pay back the advance or come back
to work. I come from Moganur which is in Trichinopoly district.

(The witness withdrew.)

mARANNET. a coolie, at the Pachamalai Estate (Anamalai Hills).

G-3676. I come from Gopichetty Palayam, which is in Coimbatore
district. I was brought uj) here by Chinnathambi mistri two years ago.

Before T came to this garden I w^as doing garden work in my village. My-
self and my wife came together, and we took an advance of Rs. 4o from the
mistri,

G-3677. The agent paid us our railway fare. It took us 10 months to
repay that advance. I had to sign a bond when I took Rs. 45. I have hOt
taken back that bond frojtn the mistri though I have repaid the amount.
When I fell ill some months ago I went home

; my wife also accompanied ipe.

Eaclj of us took an advance of Rs. 10 from the mistri, vhich we have to
pay.

G‘3G78. If the Sahib gives me permission I can leave the garden ;

other^i^sa not. If I run away without paying back the advance I will get
a warrant, that is to say, the mistri will inform the agent and the agent
will send policemen to bring me back. I have not seen a policeman coming
and taking anybody, hut I have heard that such things have happened,
and I am therefore afraid.

,
0-5679. I do not know whether any change in the law has taken plafia.

Aeithei* myself nor my wife know how much money is dtie to us by tila
tURCL .
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gnrden. The wages sheet is not shown to us- I cannot read. The mistri

sometimes tells us what our dues are.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. J. E. SAMPSON, Manager, Paohamalai Estate (Anamalai Hills),

Valparai.

G-5J(i80. Sir Alexander Murray : Will you tell us how long you have

been connected with tea f—For the last 18| years.

0-3681. Has that all been here ?—^Yes, except for 0 months in the

High Bange and for a short period during the war.

Q-3682. How many assistants have you got ?—1 have two European
assistauts, of whom one is here for the last 9 months and tlie other for 3
months. Each of these is running a division. They have come here fresh

from Home.

G-3683. What staff have these assistants got ?—-Each has what we call

,a writer or a conductor, and each writer has an assistant-writer.

G-3684. What is the experience of the writer or the conductor ?—One
of the writers has been with us since 1922 ;

prior to that he had experience

in the High Bange from about 1905. The other writer is a lad and has

not more than 6 years’ experience.

G-3685. Do you talk the language of your coolies ?

—

Tamil is the
principal language and I have learnt sufficient to carry on the estate.

G-3686. What is the total acreage of this estate ?—316 acres represent

the cultivated area and 257 acres the uncultivated area.

G-3687. Mr. Cliff : You said that your two assLstauts are fresh from
Home. Will you tell us what experience their predecessors had ?—^The

senior of the two succeeded a youth who had been out for nearly two years
and was sent Home with consumption. The other one came to an exist-

ing vacancy ;
previously there was only one assistant, and the estate requir-

ed two.

G-068S. Sir Alexander Murray : I think yon told us that 816 aci’es

were opened between 1917 and 19M f—Yes.

G-3689. Who are your managing agents T—James Finlay & Co., Ltd.,

of Calcutta.

0-3090. Do they send any representatives to inspect the estate f—^Yes.

Mr. Pinches and Ms. Wallace come for inspection.

G 3601. What is the working strength of the estate t—940 is the
average working strength, of which approximately one-third will be men
and the lemaining two-thirds will be women and children including male
children.

G 3692. Will you give us figures showing the number of men, women
and children working on your estate ?—Yes

; I will give the figures later on.

G-3698. At what age do children start working -Nine years ana
later.

G-3694. When do they get an adult’s pay f—It depends largely on the
opmioa of the manager or his assistant if he is the senior assistant. They
ww eome themselves and ask you : May I not be put on a f^l man’s
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imy instead of a child's pay t ” It is a question of their own capabiliiiUM

m the field. Of course, in the case of female children they work in the

plucking field where they are paid the same rate per pound of leaf plucked

as is paid to a woman.

0-3G95. Who decides whether a child is of sufficient age to work or

not ?—The Manager.

G-3696. You said that you have 940 labourers. Where did they come
from 1—About 50 per cent, have come from the Coimbatore district, about
20 per cent, from the Trichinopoly district and the remaining from the
Tinnevelh district.

G-3697. How many recruiters have you altogether ?—35 approximately.

G-3698. How many of these are classed as head mistris 1—All these 35
are classed as head mistris.

G-3699. What do you pay these head mistris ?—A mistri having 100
coolies or more is paid Rs. 25 a month in addition to his commission which
varies from 10 to 15 per cent., while a mistri having a lesser number of coolies

is paifl his ordinary daily wages when he chooses to go to w'ork—and, as far
as possible, we encourage him to go to work—^and gets 10 to 15 per cent,

commission.

* G-3700. We interviewed a mistri to-day and he told us that he had 80
workers imder him. On what basis will he be paid ?—He gets his wages
when he goes to work, and he will draw 15 per cent, as commission on the

gross pay of his coolies.

Q-3701. What do you mean when you say that the mistri will get his

wages if he goes to work ?—By ‘ work ’ we mean superintending the coolies’

work.

G-3702. He does not do physical work ?—^No.

Q-37t)3. Do you take any agreements from your labour suppliers ?

—

No. We Take only a i>ro-note now. We stopped taking agreements as soot
as the Act was repealed.

G-3704. The United Planters’ Association of Southern India in their

memorandum have given copies of the forms of agreements t—These agree*
ment forms are not used at all except in the case of TinneveUy labour w'bich
may be fdvanced by the Labour Department’s owm agents in*the Tinnevellj
district.

G-3705. You seem to have more women than men in your labour
force t—Yes

; it is to our advantage to have more women than Tn<>n
,

We want more labour for plucking.

G-3706. Mr. Cliff : Are there a good number of women who are
widows f—A certain proportion of them are widows, but I have no actual
figures to give you.

0*3707. Mis$ Power : Do you know if there are women with husbands
working in another garden 1—The widows wotild be the mothers of work*
ing men or women here now. They continue to stop as a family.

• 0*3708. Sir Alexander Murray : I see that all the promissory notes
bear interest. In your experience, has interest been oolleeted f— ; it

has never been considered.
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G*3709. Can you show us the promissory note you have taken from
Ohinnatambi mhtri t

—^Yes.

(The promissory note was shown.)

G-3710. How is it it has As. 4 stamps afSxed on it ?—^Because the
amount is over Bs. 250.

G-3711. How many such pronotes have you taken ?—One from each
mistri,

G-3712. And there are 35 mistris ?—^Yes.

G-3713. From the pro-note given by Chinnatambi I see that he has
taken only Ks. 1,500 from you whereas he told us that he had taken
Rs. 1,800 ?—He has also drawn Bs. 300 as expenses for the journey^

which is not included in the pro-note.

G-3714. How much of the amount that you advance to the mistri

will go to the coolies ?—^Practically the whole amount.

G-3715. Do you attempt to follow the amount as given to the mistri

and the advance by the mistri to his coolies ?—Undoubtedly. When the

gang returns to the estate one of the most important things is to get from
each individual coolie the amount of advance he happens to admit having
received from the mistri, and according to those admissions we try t#

balance the total given by the mistri with the total given to the mistri.

G-3716. Do you find many cases of disagreement t—In the case of

a large majority of mistiHs we find that they generally have given out

more money than they have actually received, because invariably these

mistris take away credit balances with them at the end of the year which
they utilize for getting more coolies.

6-3717. Roughly, what commission does this mistri get ?—He has
got Bs. 50 and 90 as commission in recent months.

G-3718. When you settled his accounts last time ho\v much balance
had this man to his credit ?—This particular man was due to me Rs. 32
and odd annas at the end of last season which w^as May of last year.

G-371l\ How much money did he take from you ?—Rs. 1,500.

6-3720. When he began the season ?—The same figure.

0-3721. You say that he has money of his own to make advances to
the coolies ?—I said in a large majority of cases. This particular man
was in debt.

0-3722. OiAT us the instance of a man who has a surplus ?—Yes ;

here is a man whose new" advance was Rs. 500, but he actually took away
Rs 815-14-6 on a gang of approximately 40 coolies.

G-3723. He utilizes his own money to recruit labour ?—Yes, in eertaiw

instances.

^
0-3724. He does not charge any interest ?—I do ifot think so. In

tia old days of warrants, before the Act was repealed, I cah ^member the
mistrig claiming interest on the money advanced, but I do not think t^y
take any interest at the present day.

#•8725. Taiffi the mistri who used Rs. 500 of your money and Ra, 8^
ex hia own mofncy to recruit roughly 40 coolies, y/hiy should that ihtwi
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ii8e Bs. 300 t)f his own money instead of taking aU the Bs» 800 from yoTit—Prom my own experience of him I wonld^ not have advanced him Rs. 8W.
He knows that.

Gi3726. Why have you that experience of a man who saves Rs. 300 ;

you do not suggest that you have a bad impression of him f—^No. I
know that he is capable of recruiting 40 coolies and no more.

G-3727. Can you tell us the total advance you gave to your 35
mistris when they settled the accounts with you and started afresh, and
how they stand at the present moment?-- It will be rather difficult because
they are all paid at different times of the year. B\it I can tell you that the
total amount outstanding at present is Rs. 23,368.

0-3728. Leaving aside the supervising establishment, what is the pay
roll of thi.s estate '!— In the month of danuarv the total earnings were
Es. 6,109-12-8.

G-3729. You have advanced to the extent of nearly 4 months’ earn-
ings ;—Thai must vary because 1 have probably about 200 coolies less

at the present moment than I had early in elanuary.

G-3730. Mr. Cliff : Will Rs. 6.000 be the average for the whole year T

—In the month of November when we had the largest number of coolies

on the estate the earnings were Rs. 8,60;!.

G-3731. Tan we take Rs. 7,000 as the average ?—About that.

G-3732. Sir Alexavder Mvrraif : That means that the advance given

is equivalent to 3 months’ wages. Is that customary ?—To my know-
ledge, it is ensloinary.

G-3733. Mr. Cliff : There is nothing exceptional about your system of

advances ?— No. 1 here is nothing exceptional as far as this district is

concerned, and I think 1 may .say as far as the High Range is concerned.

I know of no other district.

G-3734. Sir Ahxandcr Murrajj : What prompts you to give advances t

—I must have labour.

G-373;‘3. You think you could not get labour without advances ?—^If

I individually do not give advances while my neighbours do, I must cer-

tainly say not.

G-3736. Do you think it is neces.sary to give advances to the extent

of 3 months’ wages ?—It has become the custom to give Rs. 15 a head.

G-3737. How much do you write-off every year as loss on advances t—
In the 12 months ending November 1939 we had to write-off Rs. 2,735.

G-3738. Mr. Cliff : Was that exceptional ?—No.

G-3739. Sir Alexander Murray : How many mistris default in a year

out of the 35 ?~These mistris will not have defaulted in the year that thf

money M^as written-off. The outstanding money is kept on the books^ lUI

far as this company is concerned, for, say, two years in the hope of getting

it back. It is not written-off till it is definitely known that it is irrecover-

able.

G-S740. How often do you change your mistris t—As the estate'

becomes older the number of mistris you will lose will be less and less.
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G-8741. How many misftris did you lose last year t—In two years

I lost 8 misMa of varying capabilities. My present amount of bad debt

is considerably smaller.

6-3742. Mr. Cliff : You said that you had to write off Es. 2,700 as bad
debts 7—Yes ; we do not write off till we learn either from our own ex-

perience or through our labour department that there is no prospect of
recovering the amount.

6-3743, How many suits have been actually filed by you yourself or
on your behalf during the last three years 7— have filed only one civil

suit which is pending at the moment.

6-3744. With regard to commission, can you tell us for a year the

amount of commission you have paid to the mistris 7—I have the figure

which shows the amount of commission per coolie, and it is only a ques-

tion of multiplying it by 940. The average per coolie is Rs. 11-14-0. To
get the average per miairi you have to divide the total amount by 35 as

we have 35 mistris.

6-3745. Can j^ou tell us what is the maximum and the minimum com*
mission that a niistri got ?—The biggest commission in the month of Nov-
ember was Rs. 130-3-4 for one mistri, and Rs. 5-14-7 was the minimum.

6-3746. With regard to the rate of commission that you give to your
mistris, how many people are on the 15 per cent. 7—^All but three.

6-3747. What is the rate for the other three 7—It would be 10 per
cent.

6-3748. What is the reason for making this difference ?—10 per cent,

was the original figure. 15 per cent, was promised to men with a certain

out-turn of coolies per day or per month in order to induce the coolies

to gel out. In many circumstances I find that it is not worth taking the

trouble of working out the actual outturn of coolies. A large majoriy
of my mistris at the moment are worth their 15 per cent. There are only

a few petty men with a poor type of labour who are not worth that.

6-3749. Sir Alexander Murray : We were told in one garden that the

differentiation between 10 and 15 per cent, was made on the basis that

if a man was out of debt he was paid at the rate of 15 per cent, but if

he had taken advances he was paid at the rate of 10 per cent. ?—That
is net the case here.

G-3750. How is it in 2 years you hart 8 mistris absconding 7-^

Simply because the coolies decamped. In the majority of cases the coolies

default to the mistri, and if the defaulters are sufficient in number the

mistri is absolutely at a loss to know how to recover the money
;
add

therefore he also decamps. The coolie perhaps for one reason or other may
not like the mistri or the estate or the writer or the manager, for instance,

and he goes away.

6-3751. When you say that 8 mistris decamped in two years, does
that mean that about 100 coolies have also left the estate 7—Yes, about that
number. «

6-3752. Mr. Cliff : You said that mistris if they wanted might go out
and work. Did you mean to supervise 7—^Yes.

6^3753. Are there mistris who do not go and supervise 7—I have one
4M h*ai» here who practically never goes to the field.
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G-3764. Is he a labour supplier t—They are all labour suppliers.
He docs not go because he is too old ; he used to go up a couple of years ago.
He is an old man, and it is a matter of indifference to me whether he goes
or not.

G-3755. Have you any younger men who do not go and supervise f—
Their attendance in certain cases might be irregular, but in the majority
of cases they go to work. You get an average of a day in six days when the
mistri will not go to work.

G-3756. Have you got the census of your population including non-
worker^* ?- -There is no aetual census including non-workers.

0-3757. Sir Alexander Murray : Did you not get it for the return
given by the I'nited Planters* Association of Southern India ?—^Not
including the non-workers.

G-3758. Mr, Cliff : Can you tell us the number of (juarters you have !—247 are in existence and 10 are being built newly at the moment.

G-3759. I understand that you have prepared a statement giving
particulars about wages, etc., of 50 coolies ?—Yes,

G-3760. Is that the whole of the number that were paid off on a
gi\en date ?—No. They belong to various gangs, and they were picked out
at random. They were paid between the end of December and now.

G-3761. A\hat value can we attach to this statement
;
can it be re-

garded as representative V—The work was done by myself on Sunday. I
took out 50 coolies at random, 2 to 3 from each gang.

G-3762 Was it prepared with a view to proving any point ?—No. It

was prepared merely for the information of the Commission
;

it gives all

particulars up to the settling day.

Q-3763. Ill point of fact, can a worker on the estate draw his pay
monthly if he so desires —A coolie can always get a certain amount of

money on his account and once he has sufficient at his credit to cover the

advance originally given he is almost entitled to draw out when ha
likes.

G-3764. For instance, a man gets Rs. 15 advance. Assuming that he

keeps on the credit side, can he draw the whole of the money standing

to his credit ?—T see no reason against it, but in a large majority of cases

you find that they never wish to draw it.

G-3765. I am just wondering, in point of fact, whether a man can

draw the amount ?—I should say he could.

G-3766. Will you tell us w^hether in fact it is done ?—It is done in

a very few cases, but you may take it that 95 per cent, of the coolies

will not ask for their balance till payment day ;
they are content to leave

it tWe.

G-3767. 1 Avant to know whether, in fact, the coolie has the right to

draw thu amount, or whether the manager considers it right to withhold

the whole of the amount standing to the credit of the coolie ?—The coolies

in credit are given such credit as they require, but it is very dfficult te

answer your question for the simple reason that so few coolies come aiiA

s«k for credit.
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Q-3768. Sir Alexander Murray : When they do come you give it to

them f—^Yea.

01.3769* Supposing a man inspired all your coolies to come and ask
you each month as it came along for the full amount that was due to

them^ would you go on paying them their full amount every month ?

—

It is extremely difiScult to answer, because it has never occurred. But
I take it that no single manager would probably be paying out the full

balance without reference to his neighbours. The occasion has never
arisen, and I cannot at the moment see it arising.

GK8770. JIfr. Cliff : May I take the month of November t Is your
cash balance sufficient to pay all liabilities due as wages, supposing every

worker requires to be paid f—In the safe ?

ti-3771. Yes ?—^Not necessarily in my safe or in the bank. I have
been allotted a certain amount of^money per month by the managing agents.

G-3772. Base^ on averages ?—Based on how much of the current ex-

penditure is going to be incurred in a particular month.

6-3773. Miss Power : You said just now that after two years money
was written off as irrecoverable. Does that mean that you completely
lose sight of the defaulting mistri or that you know where he is but re-

gard it as useless to try and recover the money 1—In a few cases we do
know where he is. He probably is a mere coolie on some neighbouring
estate.

G-3774. Is there any system through the Labour Department of

black-balling that man so that he cannot behave tovrards another tea estate

in a similar way ?—He cannot get an advance from any estate belonging

to the United rianiers^ Association of Southern India until he settles his

debt,

G-3775. Does he continue under the same name, or does he take

another name ?—In some cases he changes his name.

6-3776. On the question of women pluckers, are they plucking all the
year round, or do you give the woman a chance to change to other work ?

—

They are i)lucking all the year round.

G-3777. If a woman is once a plucker she is always a plucker ?—It is

to her own benefil.

6-3778. If you averaged out the earnings of a woman plucker in a
good season, could you say what they came to a day ?—I have not got the

figures, but I could get them for you.

6-3779. Will it be more than As. 5 ?—It is undoubtedly more than
As. 5.

6-3780, Mr, Cliff : Taking 255 days as the possible number of days
on which they do plucking, would you say that the average earning would
be over As. 5 a day ?—^Yes, for a good plucker,

G-3781. Miss Power ; On the subject of child-birth, do the majority
of your women go back to their villages or do they stay on the estate ?

—

The number of women who stay on the estate for confinement is Increasing

distinctly.
'

0*3782. Why is that so T—Have you altered your medical arrange-
'liiaim for them f—No, not in recent years. For the last 5 or 6 yeaw I
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jaoiay say the custom here is to give free food for approximately a mouth
before eonfinemont and one month after confinement. She goes to the
hospital and interviews the ^ctor who gives me a note to the effect that
the woman is perhaps in the eighth month of pregnancy.

G-3783. What makes her go to the doctor ?—Is it an understood
thing that when she is 8 months pregnant she should go to the doctor t

—

Yes. As 1 said, we give free food one month before and one mouth after
confinement.

G-3784. Does she get any bonus for the child ?—After the child-birth

the husbaLd gets a note from the doctor who may or may not have attended
the case to the eilect that the child is a male or female child and that it is

alive J then pay them Rs. 5.

0-3785. irrespective of whether the child lives or not ?—Rs. 5 ia

debited to tlieir account at the moment. If the child is alive and well at
the settlement time—and the settlement may vary from 10 days to 9 months
later—Rs 5 is given back as bonus.

G*378(>. Rut stipposing through no fault of the woman the child is not
alive at sittleiiMO)! time, does she forfeit that bonus ?—Undoubtedly.

G-3787. Altlu*ugli slie was still off-work on that account for some
time ?— Yes

;
that is the practice here. There are a certain number of

cases when* chddien die from malnutrition. I had such a case only 10
days ago. My opinion is that certain coolie parents do not worry them-
selves about their children.

G-3788. Is any person present at the time of the birth of the child ?

—

III the Diajority of cases no employee of the estate is present at the time.

G-3789 Is there no midwife ?—I understand from the Chief Medical
Officer in charge of the estate thatTrom next season we are going to have
a midwife or a nurse on this estate. There is none at the moment. They
do not call in the Indian doctor or the compounder, and they do not go
to the liospital for their confinement.

(i-3790. W hat is the value of the food that you allow the ^voman during
th(. month b(»fore and after child-birth ?—5 measures of rice per week, which
is the normal <(uantity issued to w^omen.

G-3791. Ill the case of non-working children do they get any rice

money or other allowance or any free meal ?—I have three creches on the

estate situated at convenient spots to which non-working children are

brouglit. They are not compelled to come. There is always a certain

percentage of jieopli! who decline to send their children in spite of the

fact that there is a free meal there in the middle of the day. Each creche

is in charge of an elderly coolie woman, and there is a boy to do the

cooking. '

G-3792. Are there any bathing arrangements there ?—There are no
special bathing arrangements.

G-3793. Is it an open shed ?—In all the three cases they are closed

sheds with a door. In the fine weather the sheds are not used much, hnjA

in the wet weather they are used.
'

' G-3794. On the subject of education, could you tell us what arrange-

i&ents you have made ?—I have no "school.
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0*3795. Is there any school accessible to the children T—^No.

0-3796. You have made no attempt to provide educational facilities f

—

There has been an attempt which proved a failure. The failure is, in my
opinion, partly due to the coolie himself and perhaps partly due to the

difficulty of getting^ a suitable school master.

0-3797. What is the difficulty about getting a school master here

where there is only one language to be taught f Is it that they do not

like the isolation, or is it that the pay is not good ?—I only had one man
here, and in due course I discovered that he wanted to get away.

0-3798. What was he being paid ?—^Rs. 30.

0-3799. Have you not tried any other educational experiment ?—No,

not since then.

0-3800. Mr. Cliff : When was your first attempt made ?—Some 4 years

ago.

0-3801. Miss Power : I take it there is no school for the adult coolie t

->No.

0-3802. (^ould you tell us about drink
;
can the coolies get drink ?—

I

think there are places in the district where perhaps there is illicit drink

available.

G-3803. When you say that illicit drink is available in the district,

do you mean on the estate ?—My bazaar contractor may have some, but not

to my knowledge. It is against my orders.

G-3804. Would you say that there is excessive drinking going on t—
No

;
there is comparatively little drinking, or perhaps I might say none

at all, except during Pongal which is in the middle of January and on
X^mas eve when they might get some drink.

Q-3805. On the question of the shandy used by your coolies, is it an
estate shandy ?—It is in an estate building which is hired to the contrac-

tor. The rates are not controlled by me. The rates are controlled by the
surrounding public bazaars which are within three miles from here.

G-3806. Are the prices in the public bazaars slightly lower than those

in the estate bazaars ?—I think it is quite likely
;
otherwise a large number

of coolies will not think of walking *3 miles every Sunday morning.

G-3807. You think that practice is a question of price f—Up to a
point it is a question of price. The coolie also likes to see his neighbour
and he utilizes this opportunity for that. Moreover, the coolie loves to
haggle over the price, but the estate bazaar contractor has not got the time
for haggling.

Q-3808. Can you tell us how much higher the cost of living tor a coolie

is up here than down in the plains in his own village f—I cannot give
figures.

G-3R09. Is it appreciably higher, in your opinion 1—It must be so for
the sinjple reason that transport charges are to be borne here.

0*3910. Could you tell us how often you are visited by the Government
health officer for inspection of the estate ?—Never.
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Q-3811. How often are you visited by the Factory Inspector for inspec-

tion of the factory t—^Approximately twice a year.

G-3812. On the subject of the sick coolie, have you a fixed rule for

payment during days of sickness t—There is no payment for sickness.

There is free feeding for in-patients in the hospital.

G-3813. But for a man who is sick in the lines t—There is no pay-

ment.

G-3814. It does not matter how long he may have been working with

you, he gets no payment unless he is an in-patient in the hospital 1—That
is so.

G-3815. Who determines whether he should go to the hospital or not t

Does it lie with him to decide whether to go or not to go ?—It lies with

the do<!tor.

' G-3816. It has been suggested in some of the memoranda submitted to

us that one cu»nhli is not sufficient and that during the wet weather a man
or woman has to go to bed covered by a soaking garment. What is your
view about that ?—If a second cumili is given, I thinlc in a large majority
of cases they will probably sell the second cumbli. Almost every coolie

on our estate has his old cumbli before he draws a new one. I think the

old cumbli would suit him very well for a blanket at night, and the new
cumbli (jould be used for day work.

G-3817. I take it that when there is any rush of work you work on
Sundays f—^Yes.

G-3818. How can you ensure that a w’orker is tiot working on a Sunday
against his or her wish and that the mistri in fact has not turned the worker
out for the benefit of his commission 1—There is no commission for Sunday
work. The coolie is paid in cash by one of the European j^aff of the
estate.

G-3819. So that you are pretty sure that the workers come out of their

own free will ?—Yes.

G-3820, Can you say what percentage of the labour force is readily
available for Sunday w^ork ?—In the case of men x^erhaps half of them
would turn out, but in the case of women all w’ould probably turn out.

That again varies from estate to estate.

G-3821. Supposing a worker decides that he or she only wants 2 or 3
days' work in a w’eek, what makes it worth your while to retain that coolie
and give him or her wages for the amount of labour done, since there is

no contract compelling a worker to w^ork so many hours a day or so many
days a w^eek ?—The coolies w'ork more or less as they choose up to a
point.

Q'3822. You have a muster, have you not ?—Yes.

G-3823, What happens if the coolie is not at the muster ?—Practically
Jiothing. The average number of days on which the coolies work is a trifle
under 5.

.C1*3824.^ Does it vary very much with the gardens
; is the amount of

discipline different from garden to garden f—I do not think the amount of
discipline varies, but there is a difference both in output and in efficiency.
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6-3825. Sir Alexander Murray : A mistri gets an anna a day roughly

if one of his men turn out to work 1—^Yes, approximately. •

6-3826. Is not that an inducement for him to get his men out for work !

“Yes.

Q-3827. Uow does he exercise that inducement 1—I do not go to the

Khes to see how they are turned out, but I do not think they dislike to turn

out reasonably frequently.

6-3828. Miss Power : If the coolie regarded himself as being under
eorapulsion, he would be turned out for so many days, if not by the manage-
ment, by the mistri, no matter what the mistrPs motive for doing that might
be ?—The agreement in force before. I think, stated 6 days a week.

6-3829. Do you still consider a coolie bound by that agreement ?—No ;

but it has become the custom. He does not work 6 days a week, but he

works fairly near it.

6-3830. Sir Alexander Murray : In another garden they have found
it necessary to give bonus for regular attendance as a sort of encourage-

ment to the men to turn out. apart from the inducement on the part of the

mistri. You have not found it necessary to give any bonus as a sort of

encouragement ?—^No.

6-3831. Colonel Russell : During the last few years you have been re-

building practically all your lines. I talce it f—We had 30 rt)oms built in

1917 and 40 rooms built in 1918, which have all been dismantled.

6-3832. You said that 10 quarters are now under construction. Is it

your policy to further improve the type ?—Yes. The lines built in 1919
or perhaps in 1920 will in due course be dismantled. But, as you know, it

does not rest \vith me.

6-3833. Have you received any complaints from your coolies with
regard to ventilation ?—There has been no complaint at all.

6-3834. You have moved a number of your lines from low sites to

higher up ?—^Yes, in a few cases.

6-3835. Have you found that it has improved the health of the coolies

1m any extent ?—Health lias undoubtedly improved in recent years, but it

is probably due to a multitude of reasons.

6-3836. What are the reasons ?—The thorough clearing up of the
STvamps

;
spraying them with anti-malarial mixture from February on-

wards ,* and the issue of anti-malarial quinine to coolies as far as this Com-
pany is concerned roughly from the middle of March to the break of the
monsoon.

6-3837. You register births and deaths, J suppo.se t—^Yes.

6-3838. Has your death rate been falling as a result of anti-malarial
measures ? —Yes, it has undoubtedly fallen.

6-3830. And your sickness rate too ?—^Yes.

6-3840. You attribute that as much to the issue of quinine as to other
measures t—Yes to a combination of raea.sures.

0-3841. You said that the District Health Officer has never visiteA

these estates. Have yon ever a.sked him to visit the estates ?—^No.
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G-3842. Are you aware whether his services will be available if you
r^uire them ?—I believe he has visited this district, but not my estate.

G-3843. Mr. Cliff : Do I understand that these anti-malarial measures
are taken by you yourself ?—Yes.

Q-3844. How do you get informed with regard to anti-malarial work t

—These measures are taken by me at the direction of the Chief Medicid
Officer in charge of this Company’s estates.

G-3845. Alexander Murray : Take a pruner who is paid As. 7.

Will you tell us how much w'ork is expected of him ?—It varies, but
ordinarily he is required to prune 150 to 160 bushes. Our estate is a youn^
estate.

Q-3846. We have had it stated that in some of the gardens at the
present moment they are not given opportunities for extra work to be
done over and above the fixed task. How long does your task take a man T—On pruning you will find that certain coolies finish their work by 12-30
or 1, while some others will finish by 3 or 4.

G-3847. Do you give them opportunities to w^ork more ?—It has been
done, but it is not eagerly accepted.

G-3848. Did you offer it ?—It has been offered, in fact, on pruning,
less than 9 months ago and was refused.

G-3849. What do you pay w’hen they do extra work ?—At the same
rate as the original task.

G-38r)0. We found in certain gardens that where they pay As. 6 for
the first task they pay at the rate of As. 8 for the subsequent task as a
sort of encouragement. You do not offer more rate than the rate for the
original task ?—No.

(Chinnatambi, mistriy produced his advance book showing the advances
made to 60 labourei-s recruited by him. Tn the advance book was shown^
first of all, a column w ith original advances which varied from Rs. 3 and
5 to Rs. 50, 60, 65 and 73, amounting in all to Rs. 1,576-8-0, or an average
of Rs. 26 a coolie. In the next column w'as shown the amount of railway
fares wdiich varied from As. 9 p, 6 to Rs. 5-7-0. In another column was
show’n the bus fare from Pollachi to Valparai varying from Rs. 1-4-0 to
Rs. 2-8-0. He also produced another book w*ith 16 names showing the
^ount of advances paid on 24th May 1929, varying from Rs, 5 to
Rs. 37-0-0, amounting in all to Rs. 269-9-0 or an average of Rs. 17 a coolie.
He produced pro-notes which are usually taken from the father or the
mother representing the famuy.)

Q-3851. Miss Power : Is there any land given to the coolies t—There
IS land for vegetable gardens.

6-3852. How much do you give to each coolie ?—It is difficult to iMiy.
wughly speaking, they get as much as they w^ant for growing vegetables.
Ihe vegetable seeds are supplied free from the estate.

G-3853. Do you have to induce them to make use of the land or are
anxious to have vegetable gardens ?—Some of them seem to be anxioila

perhaps because they can make money out of it.

Q«3854. Mostly they consume their own vegetables t—I should thmik90.
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Q-3855. Is there any arrangement made for them to have their own
cattle ? Is grazing ground available f—^All these swamps have been plant*

ed with grass ; and there are cattle in varying numbers belonging to the

mistris and the coolies.

G-3856. Do they look after their own cattle ?—This particular estate

has given one man and one boy to look after the cattle, which may be about

30 in number.

G-3857. Has any attempt been made at any time to organize your

people into a union ?—^No.

G-3858. Sir Alexander Murray : Is there any public right-of-way to

your estate t—There is a Government bridle path passing through this

estate which can never be closed.

G-3859. Miss Power : If your workers wanted to hold meetings or

festivities of their own, have they got any meeting place f—They hold their

festivities on their own estate. At certain times of the year we give them
entertainments in the way of cinema, drama or jugglery.

G-3860. Supposing a trade union organizer wanted to come along to

talk to them, would you raise any objection ? Would you, for instance,

preclude him from coming to your estate on the ground that it was your
private property f—I think we should.

G-3861. But so far such a thing has not arisen ?—^No
; but I think we

should stop him.

G-3862. Why do you think you should stop him from coming to a
public meeting place where your workers were assembled ?—There can be
no objection to a union consisting of the labourers provided the labourers
themselves run the union, but there is every objection to a union composed
of outsiders who are most undoubtedly political agitators.

G-3863. You would raise no objection to a union of coolies and mistris
on the plantations ?—I can see no great objection to it personally, but it

must be a union not controlled by outside influence.

G-3864. Why ?—^Because outsiders have no experience whatsoever of
the conditions on the garden, and they might create unnecessary trouble.

The coolie is presumably happy if he returns year after year.

G-3865. Sir Alexander Murray : We interviewed two of your plucking
coolies. One of them was Tangamani who* said that she had a credit
balance of Rs. 10 in your books. Will you please tell us whether this is

so anil how she knew that it was so ?—That is so as at the end of Januarj'.
She knows it because every coolie has access to a Tamil statement handed
to the mistri month by month

; that statement is an exact copy of his or her
check roll.

G-3866. The other one was Chinnammal. Will you tell us what her
credit balance was f—At the end of January she was in debt to the extent
of Rs. 4 being- the -value of the cumlU and rice issued to her when she
began work on the estate.

G-3867. I suppose if she works for 10 months she gets the cumhU free »

Tes.
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Q-3868. Suppose she works only for 6 months do you credit her account
with at least half the price of the cuvnbli f—In the majority of cases full

credit is j^iven.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. J. H. lEELAND JONES (Ohairman), Mr. W. H. MABTIN, Mr. J. E.
SAMPSON, Mr. E. JOHNSON, Mr. A. W. F. MILLS, Dr. J. B.
MEA8ELAM, and Mr. O. B. READE (Hony. Secretary), representa-
tives of the Anamalai Planters’ Association.

G“3869. Sir Alexander Murray : When we were in Madras we had
before us the representatives of the United Planters’ Association of
Southern India. Will you please tell us whether the tea gardens up here
are members of that Association ?

—

(Mr. Jones) : Yes.

G-3870. In addition to that, are you also members of another Associa-
tion called the Anamalai Planters’ Association ?—^Yes.

G-3871. Is the Anamalai Planters’ Association a branch of, or is it

affiliated to, the United Planters’ Association of Southern India ?—It is

affiliated to the United Planters’ Association of Southern India.

G-3872. The tea garden people here are members of both the Associa-
tions V--Yes.

0-3873. Is your Association also a member of the United Planters’
Association of Southern India ?—We are members of the United Planters’

Association of Southern India through our local Association which is

affiliated to the United Planters’ Association of Southern India.

G-3874. Do you subscribe to the labour branch of the United Planters’

Association of Southern India ?—Not as an Association. Some estates do
and some do not.

G-3875. It is purely optional ?—^Yes.

G-3876. You are members of the Anamalai Planters’ Association and
as such are members of the United Planters’ Association of Southern
India, but your Association as an Association has nothing to do with the
labour agreement of the United Planters’ Association of Southern India t

—

That is so.

G-3877. I understand that you are the Chairman of the Association t

—

Yes.

G-3878. Have you a committee —Yes, we have a committee of manage-
ment, numbering 7, the Chairman and the Honorary Secretary of the

Association being ex-officio members of the committee.

G-3879. Will you tell us what your experience of tea has been f

—

1 have 20 years’ experience in these parts and 2 years in Ceylon. (Mr.

Sampson) ; I have 18^ years’ experience of which half a year was in the

High liange. (Mr, Martin) : 104 years here and in Malabar. *(Mf
Ueade) : 10 years. (Mr. Johnson) : 19 years. (Mr. Mills) : 19 years.

G-3880. What is the total acreage held by the estates belonging to

your Association 1 We find from the statement furnished by the United
Planters’ Association of Southern India that in the Coimbatore district

the total acreage under plantation is 27,936 of 'which the members of the

United Planters’ Association of Southern India hold 27,255 acres t—
(Mr. Jones) : The Association represents 37 estates which comprise an
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acreage of 28J.06 acres of which 23,080 are under tea, 2,088 are under
coifee, 2,751 are under cardamoms and 187 are under cinchona. The totid

labour force on these 37 estates amounts to 33,282 ;
and there are 7$

Suroi^ean members of the Association. There are no Indian-owned estates

in the Association, or for that matter in the Anamalai hills.

G-3881. Are there any estates which are not members of your Associa**

tion f—The Government cinchona estates are not members and the Waverijr
estate on the o^he^ side of the Ghat, which is a privately-owned coffee estate,

is not a member either.

Q-3882. So that you, gentlemen, amongst you are voicing the opinion

held by the planting industry in the Anamalai hills ?—^Yes.

Q-3883, From Appendix C to the memorandum submitted by the

United Planters’ Association of Southern India we find that, roughly
speaking, 33,000 men, women and children are engaged in the planting

industry in the Anamalais, of whom 32,000 have been recruited in Brilish

India and 14,000 of that from the district in which the gardens are situated,

namely, Coimbatore ?—^Yes.

G-3884. How often does the committee of your Association meet for

transacting business ?—It varies according to the business on hand. I

think, on an average, it meets once a month, but during the last year the
average would be twice a month.

G-3885. Do you attempt to regulate in any way the wages ?—Vie do
by mutual agreement.

G-3886. Supposing one of you want to increase or decrease the wages,

what do you do 1—He has to give the Association three months’ notice of
his intention to make a change in the rates.

G-3887. Subject to tJiat any member can change his rates as he
chooses ?—Yes.

G-3888. I understand that you gave an increase in wages some years
ago. Which year was that ?—The increase came into force from the official

year of 1921.

G-3889. When does your official year begin f—It begins from April.

G-3890. You pay, I think, roughly As. 7 to a man, As. 5 to a woman
and As. 2 to 3 to a child. That is based on a task to a certain extent, is it

not ?—^Yes.

G-3891. What do you expect a man to do as far as pruning is con-

cerned ?—That varies entirely on the type of tea to be dealt with and the

type of pruning to be done. I have recently fixed 75 to 85 trees per man
for As. 8.

G-3892. Do you pay As. 8 ?—^Yes. We give an extra anna for prun-

ing.

G-3893. Is that the custom ?—^Yes. Pruning is hard work, and W
give one anna extra.

‘ G-3894. Poir instance, for hoeing or weeding, what do you pay
As. 7. ^

Q4895. How much do you pay the women T—^When they are on daOjr
task we pay As. 5 ;

and for plucking 3 pies per lb. of leaf.
4
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Q>3896. And for children f—3 pies per lb. if they are on pinching. Is
luany cases 6 pies per lb. for picking cardamoms.

^

If they are on daily
task it varies from As. 2 to 5 according to age.

G-3897. Will you tell us when a child begins working on an estate
and how long does it remain a child before it becomes an adult and entitled
to adult wages ?—It is very difficult to say definitely because none of them
know their ages. I think it is between 8 and 10, and the period when they
become entitled to more pay is due really to the physical growth of the
child. Well-grown children will probably get the higher rate of pay
quicker.

G-3898. You do not call a child *a child till it is, say, 15 or 17 years ;

you base it entirely on physical development ?—^Yes.

6-3899. Miss Power : Generally speaking, would you be able to say
that there is no child under 8 working on these hills ?—I should not say
definitely no.

Q-3900. You think that on some gardens they may be working much
earlier than that ?—Possibly so.

Q-3901. Your branch of the Association has no policy in the matter.
It is left to the discretion of the individual manager ?—It is left really

to the manager who inspects coolies -when he goes to judge the abilities of
the children when they arrive to work. Very often persuasion is brought
to bear by the rnistri in que.stion to take on children at an earlier age than
one i: leally agreeable to do so. Actually Ave would prefer to keep children
under 10 off from work.

G-3902. Sir Alexander Murray : What is your average working day ?

—The coolies start their work actually between 7-30 and 8 and knock off

at 4-30 which is the official time of work.

6-3903. Do they not come before 7-30 ?—They go to the muster at

quarter to 7, but they do not actually commence work before 7-30.

G-3904. Do they get any break in between ?—^We do not actually
kh6ck off, but opportunity is given to coolies in the middle of the day te.

take their meals, etc. It is an unwritten law.

G-3905. We found no uniformity in practice. In some cases peopl»?

bring their food, in other cases food is brought to them, but in the majoritv
of eases, as far as I know, food is not brought at all ?—Quite a lot of cooli^
come back to their lines for taking food.

6-3906. Mr, Cliff : When we were in Assam certain estates had a
number of boys taking out tea at midday to the coolies working on the
garden. Is there any such provision on the estates in this area ?—Speaking
for my own estate, for pruning, trenching work in new clearings and in
all fairly heavy manual work, we supply tea on estate account at mid-
day.

6-3907. With regard to hours of labour, when we were coming along
the road yesterday, passing a tea factory, we saw a certain number of
women outside the factory with their baskets and their tek leaf on the
ground. It avbs 5-30 p.m. then. Is that normal ?—^Yes, I think it is. It

varies on different estates
; it varies on different days and the distance the’

coolies have to coioe to the factory. In many cases the leaf is weighed hat

the field and sent into the factor;'.

LlOtOL
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G-3908. Will you tell us what is the length of the working day here ?—
I have already given the average length, which is from 7-30 to 4-30, The
practice varies. In some cases the workers on contract may finish pro-

bably at 1 or 2 o’clock.

G-3909. Taking the garden labour, does your Association say that the

Jfeal working day would be from 7-30 till 4-30 ?—^No. The knocking-off

beU is at 4-30. I should think it is fair to say that on an average 5 p.m.

would be the time by which coolies would have weighed up the tea under
varying conditions.

Q-3910. When you say that on «an average it will be 5, on certain

estates it may be more and on certain estates it may be less ?—I think you
can take 5 p.m, to be the fair standard.

G-3911. Sir Alexander Murray : That is for women. When do men
stop work ?—According to the task. In many cases the men finish at 1
or 2 o’clock or even earlier.

G-3912. We have been told that men have opportunities on some
estates of earning more by working 7 or 8 hours, as the case may be. Will
you tell us when the average 'svorking man finishes his task and what is hLs

opportunity for earning over and above the allotted task ?

—

{Mr, Jokn&on) ;

I should say that most of them can finish their task by 2-30 and have op-

portunities to make more money afterw’ards.

G-3913. How do you pay them for extra w^ork ?—They are paid in

cash.

0-391 4. Is it on the same basis ?—They are generally given more
;

it is 1^ times the usual rates. {Mr. Mills) : I should say very much the
same, but the extra pay for over-time work would not amount to more than
li tijjjes the ordinary rates. {Mr. Sampson) : Opportunity Avas gh'en to

them some 9 months ago, but they appeared not to like it
;
and we have

stopped it now. Certainly the payment would not be more than li times
the payment for the ordinary task.

Q-3915. Mr. Cliff i When we Avere in the last district, we were told

that the rate aa^es As. 6 for the task and that if one Avere to do extra work
he would get an additional rate. Have you got a scale of additional rate for

overtime work ? Is the task lighier or is the pay increased ?

—

{Mr. Jams) :

The pay is increased.

Q-3916. Sir Alexander Murray : Mr. Mills said that the practice is to

gwe li times the ordinary rate. Is that the universal practice in this

district ? Has the Association as an Association got any policy in regard
to this matter ?—No, not in regard to over-time work. The Factory Act
does cover it.

Q-3917. What do you do in your own estate ?—^We do very little over-

time Avork. We have done a lot of clearing work, but it is all given on
contract rate.

G-3918. We have seen that about half of your labour comes from
Coimbatore or near about Coimbatore and the rest comes as far down from
Tininsvdly. is your recruiting all done by mistris t—^Minc is entirely done
by the mistris.
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G>3dl9. Is that the practice in all the gardens represented here J

—

think it is done with the assistance of the Labour Department sometimes,
but the actual work is done by the rmstris.

G-3920. What is the actual qualification for a ndstri ?—It,is really
governed by his ability to bring coolies.

G-3921. What is the qualification yon demand of a mistri ? Must he
have been a coolie working on your estate or on some other estate ? Are
you prepared to take any educated or half educated person as a mistri ?

—

Generally speaking, we promote men from amongst the coolies who have
proved to be good coolies and possibly have family connections and who
we thittk may be able to bring coolies. Very‘seldom new mistris have been
taken in recent years.

G-3922. Before a mistri goes down to recruit labour you have to give
him a lump sum. We have seen that the amount of advance given varies
from Rs. 750 to Rs. 1,500. How do you decide what amount is to be given
to a mntri ?—It really depends on the standing of the individual. We
generally start a man off Avith quite a small advance, say, Rs. 200.

0-3923. Hoav manv coolies would you expect him to bring ?—12 to
15.

G-3924. What is the highest advance you have given on your estate ?

—

I think 1 am right in saying that the highest amount given is about 1,200.

0-3925. And how many would you expect him to bring ?—About SO
or 90.

G-3926. For how long do the coolies sign on ?—Generally for 10
months.

G-3927. Do you get them to sign agreements ?—No, only pro-notes.

G-3928. We have a form of agreement that has been given to us by the
United Planters’ Association of Southern India ; it is a contract with the
mistri. Do any of you get such a contract signed by the labour supplier t

—I (hink the general jjractice is to take pro-notes. None of them have
agreements.

G-3929. Do any of the ndstns working under you have agreements,

such as we have here, with the individual coolis ?—There is a tamU agree-

ment from which the Labour Department supplies to the estates, if re-

quired.

0-3930. Which of the estates have agreements between the mistri and
the coolie ’!--(Mr. Martin) : I think occasionally they get hold of these

contract forms and use them
;
I should not say it would be more than 20.

G-3931. Do practically all the labour sign pro-notes ?

—

{Mr. Jones) :

Yes, in varying degrees. You may have a man signing for his fam%.
G-3932. But the advances are given in respect of every coolie practic-

ally ?—I think, generally, if a man has a large family he gets a bigger
advance to cover his wife and possibly children going with him.

G-3933. Mr. Cliff : When we were in Madras the United Planters*

Association of Southern India told us that the practice of signing agree-

ments was abandoned, but they said that there was a verbal agreement.
Can you explain to us what is meant by a verbal agreement f—I have
never had anything to do with it, but I have heard that a verbal agreem^it
^fore a magistrate is binding.
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Q-3934* So the Secretary of the Association toW us f—‘I have never

Iiad it in practice,

G-8935. I want you or any of your colleagues to tell me whether apart

from the pro-note on the estates there is such a thing as a verbal agreement

actually obtaining ?—No, nothing in the definite form of a verbal agree-

ment. But as they are accustomed to work 10 months they come up on

the understanding that they are to work for 10 months under that pro-

missory note,

G-3936. Is there any understanding between them and the nUstri ?

—

10 months is the usual period after long years’ practice.

G-3937. Is that settled between them and the tnistri f—Yes.

G-3938. May I take it what you mean by a verbal agreement is really

a continuance of the old practice wherein there was a signed agreemetit

that the coolie should work for a certain period ?—I should say with this

difference that the present coolie does realize that he is not bound by a

criminal proceeding,

G-3939. Sir Alexander Murray : Have none of you experience of what

is called verbal agreements ?—No.

G-3940. The law has been changed and there is no longer the agree-

ment with the penal clause in it. The employers know that
;J gather that

the mistris know that
;
but I pei’sonally am not satisfied that the workers

know that. Will yoix f)lease tell xis whether the workers are aware of the

change ?—I think the average worker does not differentiate between a

criminal case and a civil case, A court is a court to him whether it is one

or the other.

G-3941. Has your Association or any of the members represented here

done any active propaganda to convey to the laboxir that the law^ has been
changed ?—I cannot say in my own case that I have done any active pro-

paganda.

G-3942. Have you done any propaganda as an Association ?—No.*

G-3943. May we therefore take it that if the labourers know that the

law" has been changed, it is not due to any propaganda done by the em-
ployers, but it is due to their having heard it from somebody ?—I think
they knoxv the difference, beeaxLse formerly they were signing an agreement
which was on As. 12 stamped Government i)aper whereas now they sign

only on a promissory note.

G-3944. Would you be prepared to suggest that a labourer who merely
puts his thxunb mark on a piece of paper knows the difference between an
agreement with a penal clause in it and a promissory note ?—I think the
majority of the coolies whp have been on the estate for some time realize

that there is a complete difference between old days and now.

0-3945. You are suggesting that they do realize the difference. Have
you as an Association or any of the employers done anything actively to
convey to the workers that there has been a change in the law ?—I do not
think we hi^ye.

ifr. Cliff : You make a statement which seems to me to
<>oiBeide with what I feel. You say . that the labourer does not actually
realise diflerenee between criminal and civil proceedings. Do you say’
that few practical experience ?—I think the labourers realize that there
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is very seldom anything to be gained by civil proceedings whereas pre-

viously they realized that they could be caught hold of by means of criming
proce^ings.

G-u947. In pursuance of that answer what I was wondering wai
whether you would say. having practical knowledge of the work-people,

that they were sufficiently educated or had sufficient knowledge to know
the difference between civil and criminal proceedings ?—To the extent of
the active results of one case or another. Speaking for my labour, whi<^
is probably an older established labour force than the majority in the

district, I should say that the majority of them do realize the difference

between the two to the extent of the active results.

G-3948. ()ne of the mistris told us about a court that used to be held

here. Will you explain that ?—Under the old Act, the Sub-Magistrate
from Pollachi used to come up here once a month to hear cases coming up
under the Labour Act, and he also used to issue warrants to claimant
where they were required. He was coming regularly once a month and
w^as holding his court in the travellers’ bungalow here, and the mistris or

the Europeans, as the case may be, w’ere up there to attend to w’arrants.

From the time the Act ceased, and the period that was given after the

Act—J think it Avas a year—to cover cases that were actually pending, the

court in this district has never been held.

<i-3949. Now you must go to another court for a civil suit ?—^Yes,

we have to go to Udumalpet.

G-395Q. Will you tell us by whom are the rates of wages fixed ?

—

When I first came to this district the rates for men were As. 5 and for

women As. 3* 1 think I am right in saying that in about 1912 or 1918
they raised the rates to As. 6 and 4, and in 1921 to As. 7 and 5.

G-3951, Miss Power : Could you say whether the wages in tea, coffee

and rubber are the same, or whether there is any variation ?—In thia

district the rates are the same. We have no rubber but we have cardamoms.

G-3932. Mr. Cliff : Are they fixed by the manager or by the managing
agents ?—Such changes of rates as there have been, have been arranged by
mutual agreement between the various interests in the district through the

Association.

G-3953. That is to say, the managers of different estates in this die*

trict have agreed to what in their judgment is a proper rate ?—It has
been put up to the managing agents. The matter is discussed and a deci*

sion arrived at, but time is allowed to put this up to the managing agentSi

G-3954. Can you tell us on what basis the Avages AA^ere raised to As. 7
and 5 As. in 1921 ?—1 cannot giA^e any definite reason. It was dua
partly to the high cost of living.

G-3955. Does your preAuous ansAver mean that there is freedom to
either increase or decrease wages subject to confirmation by the manag-
ing agents f—^Definitely so. Anybody can alter their rates up here with
3 months* notice to the Association.

G-3956. Has it ever been done ?—^Yes, in the ease of plucking it

Was done.

. G-3957. Sir Alexander Murray : How were the wages put up Wit
^ame up for discussion, and the Association agreed generally that wagat
should be increased from a certain date.
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G-3958. After having received an application from a particular

firm or an individual f—B'rom an individual
; of course, if his firm had

disagreed he could not have put it before the Association.

G-3959. Was the action taken by the Association after one or two
particular companies had indicated that there should be an increase in

wages ?—Yes, that was so.

G-3960. So, that is a typical instance of the working of the system
in practice ?—Yes. The Hindis group, as far as T remember, were the

moving spirit in putting up rates in 1921. That was put to the Asso-
ciation and the matter uas threshed out and the whole of the estates

agreed to it.

G-3961. J/r. Clifl : You nere saving about the special rate for prun-

ing on your own estate. Is that settled by cooperation and consultation ?—

•

No ;
that is done entirely ,by individual managers who decide what is a fair

task for a coolie. B'’or instance, two fields in the same estate may vary.

Light pruning or heavy pruning governs tlie task that is given.

G-3962. When you are dealing with the question of wages as an Asso-

ciation, do you hav(‘ in front of you the average earnings on the different

estates ?—No
; T think each individual deals with the earnings on his

estate. We do not have access to the average earnings on other estates

for comparison.

G-3963, When we vere in Assam they gave us figures of the average
earnings of men, women and cliildren ])er annum. Taking your period

as 10 mo7itlis, could you give us the average earnings of men, women and
children, covering the wliole of your estates ?—T think it could be worked
out and submitted.

G-3964 Siir A}( ratuhr Murray : You have })een good enough to give

Ub a statement for the Stanmore group. Mr. Sampson was also good
enough to give us a statement which shows the actual earnings for the last

month of men. women and eliildren, taken at random. Are these tj’^pical

cases ?—I think those cases can be taken as typical (*ases.

G-396r). Mr, Cliff : What I would like to know is whether it would
be possible to give, taking the actual wage registers, the average earnings
of the three grades of labour covering the whole district ?

Sir Alexander Murray : We have already been supplied with state-

ments M’itli regard to Monica, Pachmalai, Karamalai and Vellamallai
estates. May these be taken as representative of the wages earned by men,
women and children over the whole area ?—T think it can be.

G-3966 M)\ Cliff : We went to a garden this morning and we saw
a mistri there who had, T think, about 77 coolies whose period of service
expires in May. I should very much like if yon could take that particular
instance and send us a statement showing that particular squad and the
position in which they stood month by month, whether on credit or on
debit. In order that it may not be regarded as exceptional, it would help
us if you would be able to send half a dozen similar statements for periods
that have been completed or maturing ?—^Yes, we will try to send you
the information required.

G-3967. TIow arc mistris paid ?—In my ow'n case the mistri receives

the ordinary wage of a coolie which is 7 As. a day. Over and above that
he draws 15 per cent, commission on the gross earnings of his gang.

i,
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G-3969. May that be taken as pretty uniform ?—I think that is general
throughout the district.

G-3970. With regard to hours of labour, what is a week ?—^Is it a
6-day week, or is it a 7-day week or is it a 13-day fortnight ?—Generally
speaking, it is a 6-day weA ;

the estate works ofiScially for 6 days a week.
During certain heavy cropping seasons it is open to the coolies to turn out
on Sunday for cash.

G-3971. With regard to factories, do the factories work on Sundays ?

—

They work on Sundays and not on Mondays.

G-3972. The rest day follows the day of work ?—The leaf which is

brought on Saturday is dealt with on Sunday, and there is no work on
Monday.

6-3973. Is that pretty uniform too ?—I think that is general.

6-3974. Sir Alexander Murray : In Coonoor we fo-und the practice to

differ
;

they close their factory on Sunday ?—I think the sha/ndy in

CoQnoor is definitely on Sunday, and probably they arrange mamiffac-

turing to suit their conditions.

6-3975. The United Planters^ Association of Southern India tell us
in their statement that although it is a 6-day week, the actual average
number of days worked per week in connection with field work, works
out at about 5 ?—I think that can be taken as a fair statement.

6-3976. Do you suggest that your labour force could increase their

earnings by 20 per cent, if they worked 6 days instead of 5 days
Yes.

G-3977. Mr. Cliff : Does that mean that for the present staff there

is work available on the sixth day, or you have to reduce your staff by
that amount ?—There are certain months of the year when we could al-

ways do witli more coolies, and there are certain other months in which
we are finding work for coolies and it is not therefore remunerative.

6-3978. Taking your busy season, do you get the labour that you
want ? Do they work 6 days during that period and in the slack season
do they take more relief ? What is your diflSculty ? Do they actually

turn out for busy season ?—^My experience is that they generally turn
out and make better pay too,

6-3979. What would you consider as being the average amount of
advance in this district ?—Taking the figures generally, I would say that
it is between Rs. 15 and 20.

6-3980. Has your Association tried to keep it to a maximum of
Rs. 20 ?—We tried to keep it for many years to a maximum of Rs. 10,

^but for one reason or other it did not work well.

6-3981. Is there competition between managers ?—^Not at the pre*
sent day. That was in the earlier days when labour was not plentiful
in the district.

6-8982. Will you tell us as a manager what are the practical diffl-

colties in the way of the abolition of the advance system t I refer tC
the system that obtains of a man taking a further advance on hbs«a6t&
Itog day. What are the practical difficulties in the way of abolk^ing
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glad to see the end of it f—We should be glad too, as it would simplify

matters to a very great extent ; but there should be action in all the dis-

tricts.

Q-3983* At the same time f—^Yes. For instance, if this district

almie were to decide that they would stop givii^ advance, it would affect

cur hibour very seriously, because the coolies would go to the mistris

from whom they could take advances.

G-3984. I believe we were told that there is no real shortage of labour.

May I take it that if this system is to be broken, it must be broken by col-

lective action on the part of all tea estates f—I think so. Moreover, the

fact that labour is being recruited to Ceylon has to be taken into considera-

tion.

G-3985. Assume for the moment that it was decided that the advance
system must be broken and that it must be broken by the tea planters acting

eollectively. Would there be any practical difSculties as far as the managers
are concerned ?—I do not think so. (Mr. Martin) : But the labour is

indebted in the villages.

G-3986. We find that men are, on settling day, receiving a balance of

I)ay and having received the balance of pay at the same time they obtain
an advance on the understanding that they will come back and work for

a succeeding period
;
people are, on settling day, going away with Es. 40

and even more and they are also obtaining an advance at the same time.

With regard to the labour that actually worked on an estate, would there
be any diflSculty in breaking down the system of giving advance for a fur-

ther period of service ?—If they do not get an advance they w^ill not come
up again. (Mr. Mills) : A tremendous lot of advance is carried on.

For instance, a coolie has taken Rs. 15 and he gets Es. 40 or Es. 45 as

balance of pay. Instead of paying back that Es. 15 he wants it to be car-

ried on for the next year. (Mr. Johnson) : Our coolies take advances at

ihe settlement time and then they go home. (Mr. Sampson) : Our coolies

receive advances on the same day of settlement. They prefer to take
advances that day and give a pro-note for which the manager is taken as a
witness, Ibecause they consider that they get a square de^il if the accounts
are settled in the presence of the manager. (Mr. Martin) : In our case

a good deal of the amount is advanced by the misfri in his own village when
he gets down, but to a certain proportion of labour who live at a distance

from the mistri he invariably advances them on the spot at settlement time
presumably with the idea to save the journey,

G-3987, You think that if the system were to be broken it must be
broken by agreement amongst the planters themselves and that recruit-

ment to Ceylon and other places should be taken into donsideration t

—

(Jtfr. Jones) : Yes.

G-3988. Take the last two years. In your district how many suites

^.ve been actually launched on your behalf for recoveries ?—Speaking
of my own group, none.

, G-3989.' You have 37 estates. Will there be 100 suits in two years ?

—

I doubt it.

—

(Mr. Martin) : As far as I remember, we had only one case

wiiioSi could have been taken to the court, but the mistri said that ha
wmld father }6ae the money than incur the expense of going to court (Jfr^
iJmiei) : Speaking of my own group, I cannot remember anjr civil oaio
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during th^ last 4 years. {Mr. Sampson) : There is only one civil case
pending, since the Act was repealed, {Mr. Mills) : There was no cane
ndween the coolies and the mistris for the last 3 years, But there is only
one case which is still being carried on between myself and the mistri.

—

(Mr. Johnson) : We have two cases between the estate and the mistm
end none between the coolies and the mistris.

G-3990. The United Planters^ Association of Southern India told
us that tlie average amount of bad advances outstanding would be one rupee
per acre. Is that a fair statement as far as your district is concerned ?

—

(ilfr. Jones) : Speaking for myself, it is excessive
; it is considerably

less than that.

Q-3991. Is there any monetary provision for workers who are sick f

—

The sick coolie, if certified sick by the estate doctor, is fed.

G-3992. Does that mean that all the estates have got doctors ?—The
majority of estates in this district have got doctors.

G-3993, If you get persons who have been taken ill for a long time
and who have actually been rendered unfit, wha,t happens in their case t

Do tliCy get anything beyond the free food allowance ,—I have had cases

which I have sent down to hospitals in Coimbatore and Madras. A case

occurred the other day where a coolie had tubercular trouble. It was too

tig a case to deal with in the local hospital and so I made all arrangements
for sending him to the Coimbatore hospital. But at the last moment he
refused to go and he was taken down by his relations to his village. As
long as coolies are on the estate they are given free treatment. If they
leave the estate, the matter closes. We transport them to their destina*

tion, but we give them no allowance.

6-3994. Miss Power ; Could you tell us the method by which the

Labour Department supervises recruiting in the plains ? Apparently
there are 98 |^encies working under the Labour Department. How do
these agencies keep a hold on the mistris ?—Each agencj' has an agent

and these agents have lists of the mistris in their area. They receive

intimation when the mistris go down after payment and when they are

due back. They visit the mistris periodically and try to keep an eye

on the doings of the mistris. When the time comes for the mistris to

return to the estate the agents endeavour to keep them up-to-date in re-

turning.

6-3995. Do they make any adA'ances ?—^They pay the coolies the rail-

way fares.

6-3996. Supposing there has been a wrongful inducement made by
the mistri, is it the duty of the agent to discover that and, if it is so. expose

it to the coolie 1— do not know whether it is so in practice.

6-8997. Sir Alexander Murray : Have you had many mistris prose-

cuted under the penal law for forced inducement ?—I have no experience

of it.

G-3998i. Miss Power : Do you ever have cases of coolies who are <!»•

satisfied after coming up here because they were induced to come by false

hopes held out by the misiri 1— should say it is very very seldom. It

BUQT possibly occur in the ease of Malayalees and Mopldhs (on ocrtalii

SMtates) oomhag from tike A^nest coast, but among the Tamils it is

tnmsual.
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Q-3999. Sir Alexander Murray : The htilk of yoar jreeruitmg is dooe
in Coimbatore. But is there any understandiz^ amongst the members of

the United Planters’ Association of Southern India, that each district

should confine its recruiting to certain areas ?—^Where there is local labour
round the estates the general agreement is that other districts shall not
recruit from that local recruiting area.

G-4000. Miss Power : Have you got any rules about enticement of

labour from one estate to another, or is the practice non-existent up here f

—

There are rules governing that.

6-4001. Are they largely theoretical ? Is it something that never
actually happens in practice ?—There are eases of coolies occasionally going

over to another estate for some reason or another. Generally they are purely
local reasons. A coolie may have trouble with the mistri or may have
trouble with some other coolie, and he goes over to another estate. He, can

then be claimed under certain rules.

6^W02. We are frequently told that one of the difficulties about the

Indian worker is that the more money he gets the less work he does, because
his standard of living does not adjust itself sufficiently quickly to his stand-

ard of remuneration. Would you say that there has been an appreciable

alteration in the standard of living within the last, for instance, 16 years f

—

My experience is that the improvement has been tremendous.

G-4003. Taking the war period and after, would you say that there is a
great difference in the standard of living among the tea garden workers
compared with the pre-war period ?—It has improved more than 100 per
cent.

G-4004. So. in your opinion, he does respond to an increased wage t

—

Generally speaking, I think the coolie is more self-respecting.

6-4005. Could you say that, within your experience up here, for
instance, the luxuries of yesterday have become the necessities of to-day
with the coolie ?—I should say, yes.

G-4006. You give a coolie so much rice money apd then an additional

As. 4 a week. Do you think that As. 4 is a reasonalble amount to enable
the coolie to continue gradually to increase his standard of living which,
I take it, you consider desirable ?—Tt has been increased. I do not know
the actual date when it was increased, but the old rate was one rupee for
a man and As. 12 for a woman ; it was then raised to Rs. 1-4-0 for a man
and Re. 1 for a woman, including the issue of ricC.

G-4007. Is the amount of money over and above the rice money
adequate to enable the coolie to live up to a gradually increasing standard
of living f—Are you not putting a brake on this gradual improvement in
his standard of living ?—I know that several estates offered to give more,
but it was refused.

G-4008. Sometimes we find them refusing things because .of their in-

ability to understand what lies behind the offer ?—It would mean shorter

pay at settlement time.

G-4009. You fipd that on the whole they do not want more than As. 4
A weak in casb f—

i

do not think they want more than that. In certiun
aaam wharc there are families I have had occasionally been asked for mom
which was alwajni given.
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G4010. The United Planters^ Association of Southern India say iiKf

their memorandum that wages are usually standardized according to dfe^

tricts, and on your own showing they are standardized here both as
gards time-rates and piece-rates, because piece-rates are based on an'

hourly yield, are they not ?—^Yes.

G-4011. Would you have any objection to the creation of minimum
wage machinery for this district ?—The machinery would be used for
fixing time or piece-rates based on the work that a diligent man, woman or

child c'ould do per day t—In the case of a minimum wage, who is the
judge as to what the task shall be ?

G-4012. It would depend upon the type of machinery. In England
the machiiierj% the Board for a particular industry is set up by the

Government and is composed of employers and workers with a certain nunF
ber of outside persons. But apart from the question of the particular

type of machinery, take your present system of standardizing the wages
in a district and the basis on which you fix both your piece and your time-

rates ; do you feel that you could say that you would object to a system
of minimum wage regulation which had a legal backing ?—It is very diffi-

cult to answer without having experience of it.

6-4013. You are practically doing it already, only with a minimum
wage board, as it were, consisting entirely of employers. Supposing y<m
had to use the same machinery that you have got now, only with this

difference, that instead of a board of employers you had a board of em-
ployers and workers’ representatives and some kuowledgable outside

])ersons, would yon raise any objection to that ?—I do not think there

would be objection with a fair representation on both sides ; but it is diffi-

cult to get a ncu-biassed outsider.

G-4014. That would have to be done presumably" by the Government,
as it is done in England. But what I want to know is whether you, as

an organised body of men, would raise any abjection to the creation of

minimum wage machinery on the ground that it would alter somewhat
the present system of wage fixing ?—^With sufficient safeguards I do not
think we will have any objection,

G-4015. On the question of education, could you tell us \vhether your
branch here has a definite educational T>olicy as regards the tea garden
coolie^?—Nothing so far has been done by the Association in that direc*^

tion.

G-4016, Do you feel that the time is ripe for something to be done ?

—

We have applied to the Government to form a taluk board, and educatioiv

would definitely come to the fore if we form an official taluk board. As^

a taluk board w^e would have official standing which -would enable us to

insist on education wherever it was required throughout the district.

, G-4017. Would that mean that you could also determine the type of
education, or would the Government have to do that ?—If the Government
pay a grant towards the school they will have some right to say -v^hat type
of education should be given.

G-401S. Would it be possible for you to give us a return showing the
number of schools in your Association and the npmber of children of sehoot^

going age who attend those schools on the estates, taking the maximum age it
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fbe 11 S01EM9 to show us what percentage of children between 5 and 11 are aetti*

ally receiving any sort of elementary education in this district ?---Can we
take the average, because it varies tremendously in different areaa f

Q-4019. Take the average for the year ?—^Yes.

Q-4020. If you had a system of that sort, would you be prepared, in

^rder to include not only the child that is admittedly not of working age
but also the child that is not regarded as a working child from the tea
<garden point of view, to allow the latter a certain payment for half-time

.attendance at school to make up for its failure to earn during that time

J think the best thing is to give a free meal.

Q-4021. We came across one garden in the other district where the
child was paid half time^for school and half time for work f—Speaking
for my own interest, I think I would agree.

G-4022, Because otherwise it seems to me that even if you set up
machinery for general education you would be unlikely to get any child

to attend w^ho was of earning age ?—T think we would insist upon half

day’s work alone in return for half a day^s pay.

G-4023. It has to be remembered that you are dealing with a com-
pletely illiterate population. If you set up your machinery are you not

.going to make it compulsory on the part of parents to see that their

children receive education ?—As an Association what inducement do you
feel you would be prepared to give to enable your educational machinery,
when set up, to be used to its full extent ?—It is a matter that must be
settled by individual estates. The Association cannot give a ruling on
that point.

G-4024. You would take that into consideration ?—I think if we form
•into a taluk board, then some system of comj)ulsory education would come
in.

G-4025. I suppose you would agree that at the moment you are behind
hand as regards education in this district ?— It has been started now.

G-4026. Mr. Cliff : What was the date of your application ?—^We
sent it last September.

G-4027. Have you had a reply ?—We understand that "it has gone
up to Government. It had to wait for the approval of the local district

board in Coimbatore and of the Pollachi Taluk Board. That approval
has been given and the application has gone to Government.

G-4028. Are you hopeful ?—^Yes
;
I think it is only a matter of a

few months*

G-4029. Miss Power : You are employing women here of child

1)earing age. "V^'ould you be prepared to agree as an Association to

.compuisiory payment of maternity benefit for a certain number of weeks
before end after child-birth, based on the average earnings of that

woman t At present you have got a variation in your systems of

remuneration. Most of you here, so I understand, give a rice money
allowanee. We have found that sometimes that is given free to the

woman
;
at other times it is debited against her credit account ; then

we have found that on occasions a bonus of Ri 5 is given for the child

WMeh sometimes is paid, irrespective of whether the child lives or no^
M tl^'tiniie of birth, sometimes is not paid till^the woman returns tb
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workj and at other times is cancelled altogether if the woman does not

succeed in rearing the child. Would you have any objection to a uniform

system whereby a woman was paid for a certain number of weeks, as in

the case of the Bombay Maternity Act, before and after child-birth,

the amount being based^on her own earning capacity ?—There again, it

is governed by individual interests. Speaking for my own group, I

think they would consider the matter favourably.

G-4030. You cannot vspeak for the Association ?—No.

G-4031. I would like to know the Views of the individual managers*

present ?— (Mr. Martin) : Maj’^ we know what the Bombay Act is ?

G-4032. The Bombay Act makes provision for pajunent of As. 8 a

dav for 8 weeks, that is, 4 weeks before and 4 weeks after child-birth.

That amount is based on a woman mill-worker's eaimings ?

—

(Mr, Jones) •

Is there any other bonus given ?

G-4033. No. The only restriction is that the ux)inan should have
been in the ein])loy of the individual millowner for at least 12 months'
prior to child-birth before '^he is entitled to the benefit. Payment of any
additional bonus is not iiu*ori)oratcd in the Bombay Act. That is a
matter for you to consider ?

—

(Mr, Martin) : At present we give Rs. 5
and free maintenance until the woman is fit enough to return to work.

G-4034. Who decides the length of the time !—The medical officer.

(Mr, Jones) : A few years ago, as it w’as customary for w’Oim*n to go to

their villages for dedivery it was almost unknown to have children born
here on the estates. But they now’ stay on the estates, and the local

birth rate has been increasing to an enormous extent.

G-4035. I would like to know’ what your attitude towards a measure
of that kind w ould be ?—Suppose a w’oman has a child on the estate and
leaves the estate wdlhin 10 days after deliveiy and does not’ come back
at all ?

G-4036. You can have a rule as in the Bombay Act that unless she
has been in your ser^iee for such and such a time, she will not be given
any benefit — f think it will be considered favourably.

G-4037. Wou are accustomed to the inspection of factories “by a
Factory Inspector. I w’ant to know’' w’hat you would feel about a
similar form of regular insiiection of your ejstates by an officer of the
health department who would be fully qualified for such work ? Would
you have any objection to that ?—Is it not sufficient if the 3 existing
European doct<»rs inspect the gardens ?

G-4038. They are in your employ. With the exception of the
Factory Inspector, there is nobody who represents the public conscience,
who can come here from time to time to see whether you are a band
of rascals or whether you, are a band of respectable people I There ia
no particular reason why there should be a distinction between inspection
of a factory and of an estate since both touch equalb' the worker
welfare. Would you have any objection to a system of periodic^
Government inspection of tea estates which would be primarily from a
health point of view ?—Personally I do not think so, but I would like
to know what sort of inspection that would be.

G-4039. It would be effected from the pmnt of view of the safeguard
to the worker of an efficient form of inspection of the conditions under
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wJhdch he lives by an outside person who must presumably be impartial

md therefore a Government employee ?—I do not think we will have
any objection to an official form of inspection

;
but it is very difficult

to obtain a competent person.

G-4040. Colonel Bussell : You know that in every district in Madras
there is a district health officer. There will be a health officer for the

planting district. Supposing he did health propaganda among your
coolies in regard to the use of latrines and the prevention of hookworm,
would you object to that ?—We will have no objection to that at all.

G-4041. He will be a district health officer for your new taluk

board ?—I think we will agree
;
but he should work in consultation

with our medical officers.

G-4042. Miss Power : He will be a trained and efficient health

officer specialized in inspection of tea estates and will safeguard the tea

estate worker in the same way as the factory inspector does ?—We have

no objection.

G-4043. ('Ould you tell us whether your Association has any policy

in regard to regularizing prices in shandys that are on private estates,

in order to make sure that the worker is not paying more than the market
rate ?—Originally there were no public bazaars at all. All the estates

were running their own bazaars under contract, that is to say, the

supplier had to supply goods at certain rates which were changed
periodically according to the conditions of the market. The opinion

arrived at by the Association was that by the opening up of public

bazaars in different parts of the district and getting outside competition

like that, the rates as a general rule would be cheaper. As a result of

the opening up of public bazaars the majority of the estate bazaars have
almost ceased to exist. Where they do exist they do very little business,

and the raters in those bazaars are governed by the prevailing rates in

the public bazaars.

G-4044. In (.'oonoor we were told that the prices charged were alvrays

thte same as the Coonoor market* rates. Does that apply here also ?

—

I think it can be said that that would apply here also, because if a man
charges higher than the prevailing rate he will do no business, and the

coolie will go to the public shandy,

G-4045. Have you any system. of ensuring that people selling at the

private bazaars are not selling adulterated goods ?—Not now. Previously
when the bazaars wero under our control w(» used to see that they were
up to the standard.

G-4046. For instance, what truth is there in the assertion made in

a recent pamphlet that there is a growing inclination to take meat among
thte workers in this area and that the meat supplied is of a dangerous
quality ?—lu the case of ray estates, I do not think any of the meat is

brought from the public shandy. Individual coolies go dowm and bring
up cows for slaughter for part of the gang or for the wffiole of the gang.
l%ey have their own beef in the low country. In some cases butchers
on the estate supply meat under contract to coolies.

G*4047. As far as you know, diseased meat is not coming in for the
consumption of the tea estate coolies ?—I should not say diseased mcatt
Jmt I Idiould say it is of a poor quality.
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G-4048. Is it dangerotLs from the health point of view ?—(Dr.
Ueasham) : On the estates to which I am the medical officer, there is a
weekly inspection of the shandy by the medical officer, and the cattle are
slaughtered after inspection by the estate doctor. I may say that the

quality of the meat is poor and it is lacking in fat, but during these

two years I know of only one case where a carcass was condemned.

G-4049. On the question of drink, could you tell us whether your
Associatidn has a policy in respect of the granting of licences on tea
estates ?

—

{Mr. Jones) : We strongly resist any introduction of liquor

into this district, and there is no licence in this district at the present
moment.

G-4050. Is there any illicit brewing by the workers, as far as you
are aware ?—Not that I am aware of.

G-4051. Tn fact, they are ]jractically teetotalers ?—Yes ; if a man
wants a drink he has to go down to the plains.

G-4052, ^ir Alexavdcr Murray : Why should you object to your
people having drink ?—We havt' not encouraged the introduction of it.

I think on one or two occasions it was suggested that the coolif^s had been
against it too.

6-4053. Mm AzariaJi : YV find it slated in a pamphlet that “ a
practice has grown up for the jfianters to get some arracks once a year
from the plains and to supply it free to the coolies at Christmas and at

seasons —That is given once a year on their own account
;

it is not supplied free by the estate. Formerly they were being supplied
during the Pongal festival, but now they are supplied during Xmas.
We get special licenses from the (.'ollector to import a certain amount
of liquor, which is issued to eoolies on their own aecount.

G-4054. Do Christians drink during Xmas ?—The local clergyman
does his best to persuade them not to take liquor.

G-4055. Every w'oek you give a woman eoolic rice worth As. 12 and
As. 4 in cash. Will they not be satisfied if you giv^* them As. 10 rice

and As. 6 in cash ?—No, not in my experience. {Mr. Martin) : If it

is given to a family probably they do get too much rice, but if it is given
to an individual it is not too much.

G-4056. The same pamphlet says : There is a practice which is

growing up to run chits’’, I do not know^ whether you are aware of
that, but I know that such a practice is ])revalent among the Tinnevelly
people t

—

{Mr. Jones) : I do not think you can find that practice

generally amongst the ordinary Tamil people, but it is almost a universal

praoticie among the Malaycdees who come from the west coast.

G-4057. Do you in any way encourage your people to save money ?

—

I think we encourage them to save money by holding their pay until they
want to go.

G-4058. Colonel Bussell ; One of the memoranda sent to us says :

‘‘ The conditions of housing have improved a little now, but further
improvement is still desirable Do you agree with that ?—In my
opinion, ttie modern standard of housing is excellent.

G-40S9. But the older lines require ' improvement ?—They require

improvement definitely.
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G-4060. 1 suppose the policy of the Association is to carry on
definitely a programme of improvementis in regard to housing t—^1 think

we can generally state that throughout the district, buildings are improv*

ing steadily.

G-4061. And to provide decent houses for all your workers ?

—

Speaking for my own estate, I may say that the buildings we have now
put up are of an excellent standard.

G-4062. Can you let' us know what is the average population per

room ?—It varies on different estates. (Dr. Measham) : Accommodation
is estimated on the beisis of 2.50 c. ft. for each person or 10 feet by 10

feet for 4 coolies.

G-4063. I was thinking of over-crowding. Is there any tendency

to over-crowding in the lines ?—I am afraid that is the natural tendency

of the coolies.

6-4064. Is it the general policy in ))roviding new lines of houses

for your coolies to allow' them small areas of ground for the cultivation

of vegetables ?

—

(Mr. Jones) : On the new lines, I am giving ground
for that purpose.

G-4065. Are they keen on cultivating vegetables round about their

quarters ?—Spasmodically certain coolies are, while certain coolies are

not. I think a certain amount pf cultivation is undertaken.

G-4066. You will agree tluxt it w’ould be a good thing to encourage

^e cultivation of vegetables ?—Yes, that is the reason whj' we supply

the seeds free of charge.

G-4067. Is that an individual ease, or is it general ?—It is general.

G-4068. In the same memorandum it says :

“ most estate labour has

to depend upon running streams or shallow pits for drinking water
supply”. What have you got to say about that?— (Dr. Measham) :

On most of the estates there is a piped water supply.

6-4069. So it is not true that labour has to depend upon shallow

pits for drinking water ?—No.

6-4070. The United Planters’ Association of Southern India in their

memorandum say that as the streams which flow through estates supply
all the water that is necessary, it is not generally necessary to provide
other supplies ?—^We are gradually introducing piped water supply.

G-4071. In order to prevent' diseases like dysentery and other watCT
diseases, would it not be definitely to the advantage of the estates to

provide a piped water supply ?— Yes.

6-4072. Is, it an accepted policy to do so ?—(Mr. Jones) : I think

in certein areas the cost would be absolutely prohibitive.

6-4073, But in places where it would not be prohibitive ?—I thiuk •

it Is being introduced more and more.

6-4074. On the question of bathing and washing places the United
Planters’ Association of Southern India say that they ame not necessary as
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the streams which flow through the estates supply air the watJer that is

necessary for bathing and washing. But if bathing and washing tafeS

place in the streams and that is the water which they are using for

drijiking, there mu^ be pollution ?—(Dr. Measham) : There are two
estates which I work where there is no piped supply provided. Wells
have been constructed and so water is not taken direct from the stream.

G-4075. Your wells are properly protected wells, but in other cases

the water supply is taken from the stream which is polluted by bathing
and washing t—^No, although our wells are constructed by the side of the

main supply, they are w^ell protected.

G-4076. ilfr. Cliff : With regard to cases where a piped supply is

prohibitive, is it possible to sink wells ?—(Mr. Jones) : In almost all

cases it is.

G-4G77. Sir Alexander Murray : Have you sunk tube wells ?—I do
not think we ever attempted it up here, because there is no trouble in

getting water.

G-4078. Colonel Russell : I understand that there are three chief

medical officers for the whole of this area. Do they control the whole of
the gardens in this district ?— (Dr. Measham) : Yes, with the exception

of the Waverley group.

G-4079. How many gardens are under your control ?—13.

G-4080. What is the subordinate staff you have got for assisting

you in the control of these 13 gardens ? Perhaps you could send in a
short statement showing the subordinate staff that you employ ?—^Yes.

G-4081. I think in this district you have got 7 central hospitals f

—

As far as our estates are concerned wc have one big hospital besides each
scattered estate having its own small hospital.*

G-4082. Where you have a central hospital you have also outlying
dispensaries ?—Yes.

G-4083. In charge of whom ?—Compounders.

G-4084. Have they medical qualifications ?—They have Government
diplomas in dispensing.

G-4085. Where you have, a central hospital how do you manage to

get your patients into that hospital from an outlying garden ?—They
are carried into the hospital if they cannot walk.

G-4086. Is there any motor ambulance or anything of that kind t

—

We have stretchers.

Q-4087. In your central hospitals how many beds have you got t

—

36 to 40.

G-4088. How many female beds have you ?—^Approximately half and -

half.

G-4089. Have you got nui'ses ?—Yes, we have 3.

G-4090. In the central hospital f—One in each of the big hospitals.

^Witness subsequently pointed out tiiat this answer was incomplete

—

vide list

of hospitals handed in by him to Itt.-Col. Russell.

L14BQL
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0-4091. Since jtvhen you have these nurses T—Two of '&ese nurses we
have since two years and one since five years.

G-4092. Have you found that, as soon as the appointment of these

nurses is made that the females have been more willing to go into the

hospitals as in-patients t—I think there has been a slight increase.

G-4093. You think there is a tendency to increase 1—^Yes.

G-4094. Are there any maternity wards or beds ?—There are

separate rooms for delivery cases.

G-4095. Are your nurses trained in midwifery work f—Yes.

G-4096. Are they ever used in maternity eases ?—Occasionally.

G-4097. Have you got any health visitors attached to your medical

staff ?—I inspect all the estates personally once a week.

G-4098. Is there any woman health visitor for attending to sick

women in the lines ?—The estate doctor visits the lines every day. If

he is engaged in any other work, say, in anti-malarial work, then we
send out the compounder. In the case of a woman, we send a nurse who
is also accompanied by the doctor or the compounder.

G-4099. Would it be possible to make good use of a trained health

visitor if you could get one ?—I think that the present staff is adequate.

G-4100. You know just as well as I do the value of health visiting.

Would it* not be better for a group of gardens such as you have under
your control to have a lady health visitor t—I have no doubt it would
be better.

G-4101. Are there trained dais on the gardens t—All these three

nurses are trained nurses.
,

G-4102. They presumably cannot attend to all maternity cases.

Would it not be possible to have 1 or 2 dms living on the estate ?—I d®
not know whether they will get work or not. In the majority of eases

these women prefer to be attended by their own relations.

G-4103. Do you anticipate any improvement in that connection 1—
It is bound to be very slow.

G-4104. You do not think it is worth trying having trained midwife
in a couple of estates where you have got a large number of women. I
think you will agree that one or two dais might be of advantage to the
women ?—Yes.

G-4105. I think Mr. Sampson has got three creches on his garden.
Are there any creches on other gardens in this district ?—^Yes.

• G-4106. Would it not be advisable to extend the system of cr^hes
definitely to every garden and do a certain amount of child welfare
TFork f—Yes.

,

G4107. This could be one of the duties of the health visitor ?—Ye®.
In most of Sie estate® the creches are under tiie supervision of the estate
aoetbr. It is part of his routine duty to inspect them.
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Q-4108. You know just as well as I do that Indian women do not
like the attention of men doctors or compounders and would prefer women
attendance. Prom that point of view, you would have no objection to
etHches being under the health visitor and trained dais ?—I have no
objection.

G-4109. In regard to anti-malarial work, have you got any separate
officer doing anti-malarial work for the whole of this district ?—^No, not
for the whole district. Each Chief Medical Officer does it for his own
group.

G-4110. Supposing the whole of this district, as has been suggested,
is brought under a separate taluk board or a board of health, would it

not be advisable in a district where there is so much malaria and where
there is a good deal of hookworm, to have a public health officer doing
public health work, including anti-malarial work in the whole area and
advising each garden as to what could be done ?—Such a public health
officer would be a Government official ?

G-4111. No. lie would be appointed by the board of health or by
the taluk board responsible for the health of the district. I do not want
ho suggest that yotr do not do it, but I take it that the Chief* Medical
Officer who is in charge of a group of gardens spends most of his time
on Avhat might be called general jiractitioner’s w'ork, that is. attending
to the sick. You do not have perhaps as much time as you would like

to have to attend to public health work ?— greater part of my time in the

administrative control of this small medical department is directed towards
anti-malarial and public health work.

G-4112. You prefer to keep it in your own hands ?—^Yes, unless we
can get anybody to show better results.

G-4113. Sir Alexander Murray : The United Planters’ Association

of Southern India in their memorandum say that on tw’o estates in the

Anamalais a bonus is given on outturn. I understand there is no regular

attendance bonus on any of the estates ?

—

{Mr. Jones) : No.

G-4114. They say that bonus is given on outturn. What does it

mean '!— (Mr. Sampson) : Bonus is given to the mistris presumably.

G-4115. The mistris get 15 per cent. ?—There was a suggestion

some years ago that instead of increasing the commission to 15 per cent,

we should continue to gh-e 10 per cent, and a bonus on the regular outturn

of coolies at work.

G-4116. Can any of you speak with personal knowledge ?

—

(Mr.
Martin) : In Wyanad we w’ere paying the mistri 10 per cent, on the

earnings of his coolies, and if he had 82 per cent, of his possible outturn
for the whole period of 10 months he w'as given 15 per cent.

G-4117. The United Planters’ Association of Southern India also say
that in the Anamalais expenses are paid one way in, the case of labouz;

living close to the estates, and both ways in the case of labour living

a distance. Speaking generally, we have gathered the impression thah
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travelling allowances are debited to the individual labourer and adjusted

in his accounts. Some of you have indicated that you do pay one way
while some others pay both ways. Will you tell us what is the actual

practice 1—I pay way expenses one way. (Mr. Jones) : All way ex-

penses are debited to the mistri. When the coolie goes to the Labour

Department he is paid by that department one way expenses at the time.

(Jlfr. Sampson) : All way expenses are debited to the mistri who
collects afterwards from his coolies. In the case of coolies who come

from a distance they are given credit at the end of the period of their

service for two journeys plus bhatta at As. 8 per day of travelling, the

bhatta being given one way. The railway fare is given both ways
provided the coolie has put in 10 months

;
in some cases he is given even

if he were to put in full 7 months. (Jlfr. Mills) : Same as Mr. Sampson.

(Jlfr. Johnson) : We give to coolies who live in Triehinopoly 'or south of

it, way expenses both ways
;
to coolies who live north of Triehinopoly one

way. All the way expenses are paid to them at the time they are paid

off.

G-4118. It has been suggested to us that instead of your own recruit-

ing agency, there should be a public recruiting agency maintained by the

Government. Have you any opinions to express on that ?— (Jlfr. Jones) :

That will introduce the professional recruiter who will have no interest

in his coolies whatsoever. We have always been strongly against a

professional recruiter, and we think that Government control would

bring in professional recruiters.

G-4119. We have been given to us a memorandum by the Labour
Union down at Coimbatore. Attached to that memorandum is an order

under section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code that prohibits for a

period of two months the holding of any meeting by a particular gentle-

man, and a notice which that gentleman issued to the labourers in the

Auamalai estates. Can you tell us to what extent you directly or

indirectly interested yourselves in the order being issued by the District

Magistrate prohibiting the holding of any meeting within 16 miles of

Valparai by this particular gentleman for a period of two months from
21st of last month. Can you tell us to what extent you have been drawn
into this matter between the District Magistrate and the gentleman in

question ?—I do not think that any action that we took had any effect

on the order at all, or resulted in the order being issued. We did take

certain action more by way of inquiry. The first intimation we received

in regard to this gentleman’s visit was on the evening of 20th of last

month, on which day we had a general meeting of the Association.

After the close of the meeting I was told by some members of the Asso-

ciation that the police were outside and they wished to see me. On
coming out I found the Inspector of Police from Pollachi and the local

Sub-Inspector of Police who produced this tanul printed notice. He
asked me whether I jknew anything about it to which I replied in the
negative. He said that the gentleman who had issued the notice was
celling a meetipg on the following Sunday. We asked the police who
the man was and they told us all that they knew about liie man. They
dsked us what^ action we would be taking, and we said that we could not
take any special action. But we actu^y arranged to send down two
members of the Association

; Mr. Martin who is the local honorary
justice of the peace was asked by the police to go down and interview
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the District Superintendent of Police about the matter and to find out
more particulars about the mam

G*'4120. Is Pollachi his headquarters t—^No
;

his headquarters is

Coimbatore. But he was in camp in Udamalpet. They proceeded to

Udamalpet and found that he had moved on to Darapuram. When they
went to Darapuram they were told that he had left it for Coimbatore.
They went to Coimbatore and saw the District Superintendent of Police

who said that he could not do anything and suggested seeing the District

Magistrate who was in Bhavani. They then proceeded to Bhavani and
saw the District Magistrate there. The District Magistrate said definitely

that he could do nothing without a report from the police. And so our
people had to return back.

G-4121. That was on Friday !—^Yes. At 3 o’clock on Friday after-

noon I received a telegram from Mr. Ramaswami Ayj’^angar reading :

Holding plantation employees meeting 23rd noon Valparai. Sent
notices. Wishing interview On the following day I replied :

Reference your telegram. In view of recent visit and report by
Venkataramana Aiyangar and in view of visit of Whitley Commission,
consider your ]iroposed visit unnecessary Mr. Venkataramana
Aiyangar had recently been up here, and at the time I understood that

he was giving evidence before the Commission with regard to plantation

labour. The visit was arranged by Mr. James, and it was thought that

Mr. Aiyangar having just been up the Anamalais would be in a position

to give evidence in regard to the conditions of labour in this district.

G-4122. There is nothing mentioned in the telegram about the

collection of material for the Labour Commission ?—No. On Saturday
evening, that is, on 22nd, I received a letter from Mr. Rfimaswami
Ay^^angar, dated the 21st confirming his telegram and adding : “I
regret shortness of notice. T request you to give facilities for employees

—

labourers and staff—to attend the meeting at Valparai on 23rd noon. I

have sent my messenger with notice for circulation. I shall call on you
when I reach the place ”.

G-4123. Mr. Cliff : Was the honorary magistrate who was here

approached by the local police officer Y—^11 e was here at the time and was
approached by the local police sub-inspector and the inspector from
Pollachi who had come up for that purpose.

G-4124. Has the local honorary magistrate power to issue an order

under section 144 ?—No one under the rank of a District Magistrate can
issue an order under section 144,

G-4125. Mm Power : Has your branch of the Association a policy

in regard to the growth of trade unionism among the tea estate coolies ?

Are you prepared to allow a union organizer to come to this district and
organize your workers if he wished to do so ?—It is a position on which

we have no experience so far.

G-4126. You have not discussed it as an Association ?—No.

G-4187. Have your workers themselves made any effort at organiza-

tion apart from the activities of outsiders ?—^I have never heard of any
previous suggestion either from outsiders or from labour^

(The witnesses withdraw.)
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KADEU PXlSDaNOT.

Minety-iunth UMting.

VaU'ABAI.

Thursday, l^th March, 1930.

Pkesekt :

Sir Alexander Mukrav, Kt., C.B.E., {Presiding).

Mr. John Cljfe,
[

Lt.-Col. A. J. H, RusssUi,
I.M.S. {Medical Assessor).

Miss B. M. LB PoER Power. -
-j Miss M. Azabuh {Lady Assessor).

Mr. A. Dibdin, Joint Secretary.

Statement by OHINNAMAIAL, a woman worker.

At the Thaymudi Estate, Mudis Post OfiSce, The Anamalais.

G-4128. “ I come from Tricliinopoly. It is 8 mouths since I came
here. I am married. I have two childroi. My husband and two child-

ren are here. One child is 2 years and anotiier is 10 years old. The
older child works on the garden and gel.s As. 3 a day.

64129. This is the first garden I came to. I was brought here by
the mistri. The mistri brought my whole family at one time. I had a
lot of debt in the village, so I came here. I have lands in my village.

My husband’s brother looks after the land. The Kangani gave an ad-

vance of Rs. 60 for all four of us. We had a debt of Rs. 60 and we
cleared it off before we came here.

G4130. My husband .signed an agreement. He had not been on a
tea garden before this. He signed only one agreement for all four of

us. We understood that the agreement w’a.s that we should stay and
work on the garden for 10 months without running away in the middle.
I do not know to read and write. My husband can read.

G-4131. If I ran away before the completion of my term of agree-

ment a warrant would be issued and the Police would come and collect

the money. Many people have come to the tea garden from mj* village

and they all say so. I have seen the Police come to the village and take
back people. That was one or two years ago. There are still 3 months
more to settle our accounts.

6-4132. I do no know how mueli of the advance of Rs. 60 I still

owe the mislti. My husband m.ay or may not know it. I get paid
according to the amount of leaf I pluck. 1 gel 5 measures of,, rice and
As. 4 a week. I do not know what rate is paid to me now. My hus-

band goes and takes the rice every week on Priday.s. Every month a
statement is read out by the Kangani as to what wuge.s we have earned

how ‘much* wo owe. The manager is also there. I have not

len sick since I came. here. I work every day except, on $unday8, 1|
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lie work here. When I finish the 10 months I will go iome with
my family. We may or may not like to come back.

G>4133. I have many friends here. In addition to the rice Ifet
4, my husband gets As. 4 and my child gets As. 2 every week. I «>t

rae rice on Fridays and the cash on Sundays. I buy salt, oil, vegetablMr
betel and so on with the cash.

CK4134. I have not saved anything out of the cash. As. 10 is stifi*

cieut for buying the other necessaries of life. My husband has Htft
drawn any advance from the mauagei after coming over to the garden.
If he wants he can take an advance. I do not know how much I can
save at the end of 10 months. We hope to be out of debt by that time.
My husband knew the Kangani before we came to the estate. No other
Kangani came and asked us to go to the estate.”

Statement by PALAMI AMBCAL, a woman wmrker.

G-4135. “ I have been here for 8 months. I have not been on a tea
garden before this. I came iere in order to earn my livelihood. I
came here with my husband and three children. I am making a good
living here. I like the work. 1 will remain here for another 2 or 3
months. I have to stay here for a certain number of months. 10 months
is the rule.

,

G-4136. The mistri told us that we should remain here for 10
months. He told my husband to come here for 10 months. My hus-
band did not get any mouej'^ from the mistri in the village

; I do not
know whether he got anything after coming over here. I have a debt
of Bs. 100. I borrowed Rs. 100 because we had nothing to live on.

G-4137. My husband .and myself were working in the village be-
fore we came here to the garden. Kach of us earned As. 4 a day in the
village. I do not know how much I earn here every day. I go on work-
ing without knowing how much I earn every day.

G-4138. I go out in the morning at dawn. I take ray food in th4

morning before I come here. I do not take any rest during the day^

When the manager or some .sahib a.sks us to stop work we stop work.
They come every day. W’e do not get anything to drink in the course

of the day. We are not allowed to go anywhere to drink. When the

basket is full w’e go to the factory and have it weighed. I cannot

drink water even in the factory.

G-4139. Even if I get very thirsty I cannot go to any spring and
drink water. The mistri or the assistant manager will scold us if we
go. If we get very thirsty in spite of scolding we go and drink Water.

G-4140. I get As. 3 to As. 4 for a basket of leaf during the dry sea-

son. During the rains the leaf is very wet. Then wc are not paid the same’

rate as now. "We can pick more loaves during the rains than now.'

When I came here the mistri taught ns to pluck leaf. We can pluck

leaf now without anybody scolding us. AVhen I go home in the

ning I take another meal. I myself cook it.

'G4141. Two of my children are working and one is not work^
Tke wife is looking after my third child. If I get an^^ wo

1 go to' the hospital. If I do not go to the hospital I will not get
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.,lly husband, myself or my children have not been unwell since we eaine

to the garden. I had a wound in my leg some time back. 1 saw the
doctor in the hospital last week. He did not wash it. He put some
medicine on it. We work during

.
the rains. Even if it rains very

hhavily we have to go out to work. Even the children will have to go
• out and work. They will not be allowed to remain at home. When the
blankets get very wet we dry them at home. We do not use them in

,’fte night. We get blankets only when we come here. I do not know
whether people get blankets every year. If my husband or I wish to

go away now we cannot do so. The mi^tri will come in search of us
and take us back. He will say that the manager wants us and we will

have to come back. We cannot stay back
;

they will insist on our
ooming to the garden and staying there for 10 months.”

Statement by OHENGAMALAN, a man worker.

Gl-4142. ” I know that you are all the sahibs of the Company.
.Yesterday the niistri told us that the sahibs would i)e coming and that

we should work properly. I work properly every day. I have been
here for 3 years. I came from Triehinopoly. I came with the mistri

under whom I am working.

Q<4143. I came here just to earn a living. I knew about the kind
of life in the garden. The work is good but. the rice is not sufficient

and good. I got an advance of Rs. 40 when I came here. I came here
with my wife and children. I was here for 10 months for the first time.

I did not go to the village at the end of 10 months.

G*4144. I settled the accounts and remained here. I have not been to

the village since I came here. 1 had no balance at the end of 10 months.

J borrowed Bs. 40 and the balance at the end of 10 months was suffi-

cient to pay the debt. Afterwards I took an advance of Rs. 10. I spent

it on food because the rice given to me was not .sufficient.

G-4145. I signed a document when I took Rs. 10. I did not know
what was in the document. I put m.v thumb impression on the docu-

ment. There is no interest for the sum I borrowed. I did not spend
the fis. 10 all at once. I kept it in my house and spent it whenever I

wanted. If I pay back the Rs. 10 I can go back to my village whenever
I want. There is some balance due to me from the estate. It is now 13
months since the last settlement was made.

G4146. The estate owes me Rs. 40 on account of my wages. It is

for myself alone. The accounts should have been settled in January
last but it has not been settled till now. I do not know the reason,

still I have been working regularly.

G-4147. Every month a list is shown to me of the wages due to me
and so on and from that I know that Rs. 40 is still due to me. We can-

not ask the manager to settle the accoimts ; he will settle it whenever
he ideases. I did not go and see the manager because 1 have to go-

through the Kemgani. I am thinking of going back to the village. I

have' been here three years.

04148. This year I want to go back to the village. The village is ,

llffee days* journey from here by rail and road. The mistri pdd my
Ihxf for e«mia| here and I have to pay it back to the •mistri. I
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mm As. 7 a day and my wife earns As* 5 a day* Last year I was sick

I went to the hospital.

G-4149. I did not like the water, so I got fever, I did not go tp
the big hospital, I only Avent to the dispensary, took medicine and went
back to work. I was cured after some days. My wife and I get rice
every w’eek but it is not sufficient for us. The child does not get any-
thing.

G-4150. Besides the rice we gel As. 4 each every week. If I do not
go to work for a day they will deduct one measure of rice and As. 2.

I buy salt, chillies, oil and so on for the cash. The cash is not sufficient

for buying the sundries. The mintri will not give any more money if

I vant it. I do some miscellaneous work in the bazaar on Sundays and
spend the wages I get there on food.

G-4151. Sometimes I cut firewood and sell it in the bazaar and take
the money for food. If I ask for some money out of the balance of Rs. 40
that is due to me, it will not be given to me. The Kangani says that
if I ask the manager for this money he would not give me. I work
under Ariimuga mistri. Nobody told me in particular that the sahibs
were coming. I only heard them talking about the visit of the sahibs
to-day. I have sometimes got less than 7 measures of rice. For four
weeks I got less this year because I Avas sick and could not go to work
all the days in the week. I always work 6 days in the Aveek unless I

am unAvell on any day.’^

Statement by CHINNASWAMI, a man worker.

G-4152. It is just 2^ months since I came here. I have Avorked
in a tea garden in Travancore before this for one year. I come from
Erode near Coimbatore. 1 Avanted to go back to Palghat to the same
garden, I had no money Avith me to pay my fare,

6-4153. When I Avas at Pollachi on my Avay to Palghat I met the

mistri here. He said he Avould make me a cole fnistri, paid my fare and
brought me over here. But after coming here I Avas not given the cole

miitrVs job. In Tra\’'ancore I got Rs. 50 to Rs. 60 at the end of the

year. I got As. 7 a day in Travancore and T get the same here also. I

do not knoAV the mistri whom I met at the Pollachi station. I got R»*

27 from the mistri at Pollachi. I did not sign any agreement.

G-4154. I haA"e not signed any agreement till now. I was taken be-

fore the Agent at Pollachi and my name written on a register. My wife

is here on the garden. She did not get anything for herself. We werd
given a blanket each at Pollachi costing Rs. 3-8-0 each. The mistri did

not go with me. He sent me up and told me to inform the manager
that I had taken an advance of Rs. 37 and that he would pay me Rs. 10 when
he reached the garden. I told the manager I had taken Rs. 37 from the

mistri. But the mistri has not till now paid me the balance of Rs. 10.

The mistri said that unless I said I got Rs. 37 my name would not be
enrolled on the garden register ; so I told the manager I had taken an
advance of Rs. 37, I trusted that the mistri would give me Rs. 10 more*
But now he says that if I want to go back I may pay the Rs. 27 and go
Where I like* My account has been debited with the cost of the
blankets* I have to pay Rs* 27 plus Rs. 7 the cost of the blankets. But
the laisfri would ask me to pay Rs. 37 plus the cost of the blankets* X
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did not get my food allowance on iny way. When I got Bs. 27 ttmx
the misiri I did not go straight to the garden. 1 went back to my vU«
lage. The mistri said he had just come down from the garden and could
not take me to the garden at once.

0-4155. I lived in my village for some time and spent Rs. 22. I

then sent for the mistri and went to the estate as I had no work to do
in my village. When I left my village for the second time I had about
Bs. 5 which I paid for my bus fare from Pollachi to the garden. The
bus fare came to Bs. 5 for both of us. I asked the mistri why he did
not make me a cole mistri. He refused to make me a cole mistri and
told me to go where I liked after paying back my dues. I get As. 7 a
day. I work every day. My wife works every day. For the past few
days she has not been working because she has a wound in her leg. I

do not know how much she gels every day. She goes to the hospital

and gets medicine. This week she got 3 measures of rice and As. 4
instead of the usual five measures of rice.

6-4156. If I work regularly 6 days in the week I get 7 measures
of rice and As. 4. If I absent myself one day I get 6 measures of rice

and As. 2. I have been absent on some days during this month because
my child has been unwell. I got less rice all these weeks. My wife
also has not been working regularly on account of the illness of my
child. She has not been getting full rice.

6-4157. She got only t)ir( e measures of rice and As. 2 for some weeks.
We got 9 measures of rice for the last week. To-day the rice supply
has run out. We have come to work on the garden without having
taken any food in the morning. To-night I will go and ask some people

to lend me some rice. If I do not get any I will have to starve and
wait till to-morrow aftenioon wlien I will get my weekly rice. No
one reads out the accounts every month.

6-4158. I am given a piece of paper on which something is written.

I have kept it at home. I do not know what is written on it. I pro-

pose to stay here till the end of 10 months and then go away. For how
many days can I starve ?

6-4159. I cannot leave without paying back the money I have bor-
rowed. The mistri will take hold of me t»n my way and beat me. With the
help of the police he will bring me back to the estate, I do not like this

place better than Travancore. I took Rs. 60 with me when X left Tra-
yancore at the end of one year. That was for me alone. I was cutting
rubber there. My mistri's name is Pattukaran. lie promised to make
me a cole mistri but I did 3iot promise to go home and bring more
coolies.’’

Statement by PATTAELARAN, a mistri.

G-4160. “ I have been 10 years on this garden. I was a mistri at
Kallar for 5 years, at Mangulam for one year and at Chokkanad for 8
years. I eame to this garden as a coolie. My wife and son died there.

-end I had seone losses, so I came over here as a coolie. I thonght this place
WM a better place, so I came here. I came here with V^a Mvtri. I
werh^ m a coolie for siane time. Then I became a charcoal eontraetov.
I wiis never a eo2e

\

I hs'w been a mistri here for 4 mr 5 yeami' last time I'
trout down reeraitkig was at the end of December. I took with me Bs. 400



tike Mttager had given me. I had uy ovm money to the extent ^
Ba> 100. I took on the whole Ba. 500 with me when I wen^ doWB
neruitang.

04162. I met Chinnaswami (coolie) at the Pollachi Railway station.

wife was there. I was counting the money
; Chinnaswami and his

wife saw me counting the money and thought that I was a kangmi. He
asked me to what garden I belonged. I said I belonged to Thaymudi. He
said he was going to Travancore and had no money with him to go there.

He wanted me to take him to Thaymudi. I never asked them to go
with me ; 1 told them that the manager would seoldme if I got hold of men
on the way. I never asked him of my own accord to go with me to the
estate. I told him I was going to my village to collect 10 or more people
and that I would send them ^ong with them and that I could not take
them at once to th® garden because I had just come down from the
garden. I promised to pay them their train fare and feed them. 1
belong to Karnangulam near Tenkasi. I took them to Kamangulam
where we lived for 7 or 10 days. I bought some vessels and rice for
them. Just then some people from my village were going to Thaymudi.
Chinnaswami wanted to go along with them. I asked lum to wait for
some time till I got some 10 men. But he wanted to go soon. I took them
as far as Pollachi. got a sain for the woman, a cloth for the man and also

got two evmilis from the agent at Pollachi. I took their utensils tied

them to the bus and went back to the village to collect more men. I took
10 more men with me and then came back to the garden.

G4163. I spent the following .stuns on behalf of Chinnaswami and
his wife.

Fare from Pollachi to Tenkasi

Pare from Tenkasi to village

Vessels and rice

Saris, jacket, cloths

Bus fare, etc., about .

.

Rs, A. p.

..600

..600

..400

..630

..600
The total expenses came to Rs. 30. It told him about it and he agreed
that the total expenses came to Rs. 30. I paid him Rs. 5 for the bus fare

for him and his wife and Re. 1 for his expenses. I gave him only Rs. 6 in

his hand
; all the rest I spent myself on his behalf. I told him to in-

fom the manager on the garden that he had taken Rs. 30 from me.

G4164. I have not redeived a promissory note from him. I was in a
hurry and there was no time to take a promissory note. I have got 6
])i()missory notes for the other 19 coolies under me. I gave advance to

families of 3 and 4. It is 30 days since I came here. The coolie is doing
good work regularly, so I have not taken a promissory note yet. I to«^

promissory notes from all the other people in the village. I did not atSk

the manager to make him a cole mistri, I asked him to go down as a
langani but he refused to go. He did not ask me to ,

make him a . eote

mistri. Even though I have taken no promissory note from him there ^
God above and he w’ill not make me a loser. .

" ,

,

G4165. If the man runs away I will have to pay back his adyaiHgtlff

the Hstnte. What can I do if the man runs away f I have gpt thngi

gistered hi the presence of the Managed and will the Manager leave thdift
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? I bave taken a total advance of Bs. 400 from the Company, I have
bxwght coolies to the extent of Bs, 225, I have advanced another Bs,

to some more coolies and they have not yet come, I have got a record of

the advances given to the coolies.

(The Mistri produced a number of post cards in which the amounts
advanced hy him to the coolies were entered and the post cards signed by
the coolies.) I have a register at home in my village ih which stamped pro-

notes are entered. I have not given the promissory notes of the coolies to

the oflSce.^*

Another statement by Ooolie OHINNASWAMI after hearing the
Mistri '8 statement.

0-4166. I have got nothing more to say. Now the Mistri denies
everything he said to me. He promised to make me a cole mistri but
now he says he did not promise anything like that. He gave me Bs. 27
but now he says he gave me Bs. 30.’^

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. F. L. 8CHWINDE, Manager, Thaymudi Estate, Mr. EBIO
JOHNSON, Oroup Manager, Mudis Group of Estates.

6-4167. Sir Alexander Murray : To what Company does this Estate

belong ? (Mr. Schwinde)
;

It belongs to the Bombay Burma Trading
Corporation. Messrs. Wallace and Company are the managing agents.

G-416S. What is the total acreage of this estate ? We have a thousand
acres out of which 947 are under tea.

6-4169. What is the strength of your labour force ? The full labour

force was 1,250 last year
;

it has been increased to 1,350 this year.

6-4170. What is the total population living on the estate ? The total

number of people living on the estate including artisans, such as carpenters

and so on, varies very much from time to time. We have no definite

idea of the total population.

G-4171 How many coolies per acre have you got ?—We have to

coolies an acre.

6-4172. Do you recruit your workers on a 10 months’ agreement ?

—

Yes, they come and go at different parts of the year after staying for 10

months on the garden.

6-4173. If they come in under a 10 months’ agreement how do you
have a full eora])lement at one time and a short complement at other

tiipes t—^By paying off at different times.

*6-4174. Have you any register showing the labour force month by
month on the estate ?—I shall send you a list afterwards.

6-4175. How do you recruit your labour f—I advance money to

the mistris and send them down to recruit men. I have about 25 mis-

tris on my estate. The lowest has about 15 coolies and the highest has

about 200 coolies.

6-4176, What is the total advance you have given to your mistris f—
The total advaube is Bs. 33,900 of which about Bs, 4,000 to 5,000 is

irrecoverable because the mistris have run away*,

*The witness has since expressed a desire to supplement his answer as

i
** The estate had a Bad Debt Beserve Account amounting to Bs*
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G-4177. What is the total wages bill lor the labourers every
mouth f—The total wages vary from month to month. We may take
it roughly as Bs. 8,300 per month.

G-4178. Does your advance account bear any relation to the wages
hill ?—(Mr. Johnson) ; That is the ordinary relation. The total

advance amounts to 3 months’ wages.

G4179. What are the qualifications of the mistri. Must he have
been a coolie himselt on the garden ?— [Mr. Schw'inde]. Not neces-

sarily. 50 per cent, or more of our mistris have worked as ordinary
coolies before they have been promoted as mistris. They know the condi-

tions on the garden very well.

G-4180. What is the greatest amount of money that you give to a
miktri who is going down to recruit ?—We give him on the basis of so

much per head per coolie.

G-4181. How do you know when he goes down that he would bring
a particular number of coolies t—Old mistris bring in almost the same
number of coolies every year. Take the case of a man who has got an
advance of Rs. 3,000 ;

when the labour force is full he will have 250
coolies.

G-4182. You have an average labour force of 900 or 1,000 distributed

among 35 mistris. How can one mistri have 250 coolies ?—Old and
long established mistris have got the most coolies. Take the ease of

Kalimuthu
;

he has got 150 coolies now. At the rush season he will have
about 250 coolies. He has a total advance of Es. 3,200. He has already

advanced many coolies who have not yet come to the garden.

G-4183. Have you got his promissory notes ?-*-Yes, I have them in

my office.

G-4184. We came across a case this morning. One of your mistris,

went down to recruit labour. On his way he met a coolie with his wife

at Poilaehi Railway station, gave him an advance of Rs. 27 and asked

him to go to the garden and tell the Manager that he had taken an adA'auce

of Rs. 37. The man accordingly came and told the Manager that he had
taken an advance of Rs. 37. Have you reason to believe that this is a
coumon thing happening between the mistri and the coolie ?—It is pos-

able that it happens sometimes. But at the time of paying off I pay
every coolie personally myself. His advance is read out to him as he gave
it in the office when he was registered. If he disputes that advance I

tod out who is right and who is wroi'g. If I find that the mistri is wrong
I punish him.

G-4185. Does it make any difference to you whether the man who has
got Ite. 27 says he has got Rs. 27 or Rs. 57 ?—I cannot imagine a fellow

saying he got Rs. 57 while he got only Rs. 27.

G-4186. I have got a fellow who has said like that. Wkat profit or
loss does it make to you ? You simply debit his account and recover the

amount afterwards ?—^Yes. .

G-4187. Mr. Cliff : Suppose there is a dispute between a nUstri and
a coblie on the question of the payment of Rs. 10. How can you satisfy ,

yourself which of them is right f—The coolie would have given some sort,

of receipt for the amount he took. Take this particular case. The coolie
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Va received only Rs. 27 and told the Manager that he received Bs. 87.

JLt the time of paying off I will read out to him that he has received Bs. .87.

If he has not received Rs. 37 he w-ill dispute my statement.

Q--41J88. But he himself has told you at the beginning that he has

received Rs. 37 ?—Whatever they might have done at the beginning they

dispute the amount if they have not recived it already. These coolies

seldom put their thumb mark on anything unless they have had it trans-

lated to them by somebody.

G-4189. But this particular man has not put his thumb mark <m
anything ?—(Mr. Johnson) ; It is only for the first time when a coolie

comts u]) there is any chance of his being deceived like this. But when
he comes here next time he knows the system prevailing on the gardm
and cannot be easily deceived. If a mistri cheats a coolie once or twice

he will lose his labour very shortly. It will react on him.

G-4190. Sir Alexa)nder Murray : What is the actual practice as re-

gards giving rice and cash every week ?— [Mr. Schwinde] : Rice is iasued

from the rice store every Friday by the European Assistant in charge.

The cash of As. 4 is paid on Friday or Saturday.

G4191. Not on Sunday ?—Either on Saturday or Sunday.

Gr4192. A man gets 7 measures of rice and a woman gets 5 measures
of rice for 6 days’ work. What do you give a coolie if he works five

days ?—It depends on what his character is. If he is a lazy fellow and
never turns out to work he gets 2 measures cut off. If he has been a
steady worker he gets his full quantity. Women are allowed a day off

every month. If a coolie staj's in the lines and refuses to turn out for

work he will have to be punished.

G-4193. Who decides whether the coolie has to get less than 7 measures
or 5 measures ?—The European Assistant.

G-4194. How often do you cut the rice like this ?—We avoid cutting
rice as far as possible. But many coolies take the advance and come
here with no intention of doing work. They are absolute slackers. Theref

must be some means of impressing upon them that they should go and
do work.

G-4195. If a coolie does not work all the six days do you give him
the cash of As. 4 ?—^Usually we give the As. 4, but there are occasions
when even that As. 4 also is cut.

G-4196. If a coolie makes it a habit of absenting himself for one or two
days in the week you cut his rice advance everj' time ?—^Yes. They
often stay away to cut firewood and sell it in the bazaar or do some odd
jobs elsewhere.

G-4197. You have not thought of instituting a system of fines instead
of cutting the rice ?— (Mr. Johnson) : If the coolie is sick and goes to
the apothecary and gets a chit to show that he has attended a dispensary
we issue him the full rice. Unless we have some such system it is very
difficult to make the coolies turn out for work.

'' G-4198. 'Take the case of Chinnaswami. His child has been ill and
he and his wife have not been working regularly. He got 6 measures of

and As. 2 and his wife got only 3 measures of rice. Instead of getting
II measures of rice, and 8 annas they have between them got 'only 9
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they to live !—If the man or woman attends the hospital we give them
the full rice advance.

G-4199. In cases like this are you prepared to allow the two people
to live in the lines hnd not earn enough money and not get enough to eat t

— If they need any money the European assistant in charge will give them
money.*

6-4200. But the coolie says he cannot go to the European assistant

direct
; he has to go through the mistri ?—He can go to him and ask him

what he wants.

6-4201. Do you give the workers any card in which the wages earned
by them month by month are entered ?—(Mr. Schwinde) : We gave
them ]Such cards but the workers refused to return them every month.
They used them to light the fire in their houses. We now read out the

wages earned by them every month when the check roll is closed. February
pay will be read out to them in another three or four days. If there is

a family of workers the man listens to the wages earned by his wife and
children while the women go home to cook their meals.

G4202. Mr. Cliff : One of the workers said that he had a card in
his house in which his wages were entered but he could not read it.

.

When did you stop the card system ?—Two or three months ago.

6-4203. Mr. CHff : With regard to the advances given to the
misiris are they ever cleared of all advances ?—(Mr. Schwinde) : For
the last four or five years they have taken Rs. 30,000.

6-4204. Here is a mistri who has gone up to Bs. 800. Does it mean
that the men are always in state of liability to you ?—They have to pay
off the debts.

G-4205. Do they get new advances when they pay off the old ones ?

—

Yes, they take new advances when they go down recruiting.

G-4206. Take a mistri who has 150 to 200 coolies. Does a great
majority of the 200 coolies work with him regularly every year ?—^Nearly

all do it.

6-4207. You give advances to people for coming over here for the

first time. What in your view is the necessity of giving advances to
people who have worked here for 10 months and settled their accounts ?

—

We do not do that.

6-4208. You have mistris with advances of Rs. 2,500 to 4,500. They
have 150 to 200 coolies regularly working under them. What is the pur-
pose of the advance ?—When the coolies are paid off they go back to the
village. The mistri comes to me and says that he has to go to the village

and bring 150 coolies and that he wants an advance of so many rupees. I

have to give him the advance in order that he may bring back the coolies.

The mistri settles the accounts Avith me at the end of 10 months.

*The witness has since expressed a desire to supplement his answer as
follows : "In this particular case I did not know at the time but have siaee

discovered that the woman had been getting free food daily, while attending

at Goup Hospital with her child and that before she went there the European
Assistant had personally let her have free milk for her child on his. own-
account ”.
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0-4209. I can understand the mistri giving an advance 4o a n^
coolie. But what is the necessity for giving an advance to a coolie who ia

coming up again and again f—I think they take the advance possibly to

get a little bit of land in the villages so that in years to come they may
own a decent plot of land. They borrow money from the mistru for
this purpose.

0-4210. I personally see no need for you to advance money to the
coolies if your object is to make them come every year, for they are com-
ing every year. You say that their object is to buy land with the advance
they get from the mistris. If it was so would it not amount to a money*
lending business as between the mistri and the labourer, the real. security
being the fact that the labourer considers himself bound to serve for nine
or ten months on the estate t—This advance system has been going on for
so many years now that it is not possible to say exactly for what purpose
they t^e the advances.

G-4211. Sir Alexander Murray : The old warrant system has been in
existence for many years and now it has been stopped. Is there any
objection to stopping the system of giving advances ?— (ilfr. Johnson) :

1 do not think it i.s possible. The coolies will not come up without taking
advances.

0-421 2. Does the advance system obtain in Assam and elsewhere on
other tea gardens "—In Assam they pay the coolie’s debts in the village

0-421.3. Once they bring them up there is no question of advance or

repayment ? —The labourer gets an advance from somewhere or other.

0-4214. Here is the statement of advances for the 9th month of the

season. Kalimuthu Mistri has taken an advance of Rs 3,187 from the

Company. Another book shows that he has advanced to labour a sum of

Rs. 3,473-7-0. He has got undei; his control about 250 coolies. The led-

ger shows that Kalimuthu has received the following commissions :

—

Rs. As. P.

October 1929 . . . . . . .. 249 11 0

November 1929 . . . . . . . . 252 6 3

December 1929 . . . . . . . . 168 2 0

January 1929 . . . . . . . . 196 0 0

February 1929 . . . . . . . . 175 7 0

The mistri gets As. 8 a day. In addition to that he gets Rs.

for 100 coolies so that he can engage a clerk to keep his accounts.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

25

Sir FAIBLESS BABBEB, General Manager, Mr. J. 0. BLAOKHAM,
Group Manager, and Mr. A. FOOTE, Manager, at the Lower Paralai

Estate, The Anamalais.

0-4215. Sir Alexander Murray : In how many districts have you got

your estates ?

—

(Sir Fairless Barher) : We have two groups in the Wyan^
and two groups in the Anamalais. We are now on one of the groups in

the,Anamalais.

(5-4216. What is your organization as regards management of these

estates am the General Manager residi^ at Calicut. I have a groujp

TwdUfrgftf for each group. Mr. Blackham is the group manager of this

group, tinder the group managers we have got estate superintendents.
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G-4217. What is the total acreage of this estate \

The- total acreage is 444 acres of which 367 acres have been brought undw
tea ; the remaining 77 acres have been planted but not yet pruned.

G-4218. What is the total strength of your labour force 1—In the*
busy season we will have about 700 ; at present we have about 220 coolies
working.

G-4219. Have you any census of the total population residing on the
land for which >*ou are responsible ?—The Medical Officer does that ani
sends his report monthly. I can send that to you afterwards.

6-4220. Would you send in a statement showing the total population
and the number of houses to hold that population ?—^Yes.

G-4221. IJow do you regulate the rise and fall of labour between the
hut>y s(jason and the slack season ? Do you take labourers on a ten months’
agreement ?—Yes, we take them for 10 months.

6-4222 Do you bring any workers for 10 months and say at th^
end of 7 or 8 months that you do not want them as you’ have no work. for
them ?—There ha^c been occasions to send them away like this.

G-4223, How many coolies do you want ?—At the rate of 1^ coolies

an acre for 367 ricres 1 want about 550 coolies. At present we can do with
220 coolies. Our busiest season is from April to June. We have two
big misiris and two separate gangs called the cold weather gang and the
hot weather gang. I have 13 ordinary mistris. One of them has 82
coolies. Some mistris have only 9 coolies.

G-4224. What is the total advance you have given to the mistris at
the present moment ?—I have to look into the accounts.

G-4225. IIow' many men, women and children are there out of your
total labour force ?—The men and women are about half and half, [t

dei^ends on what the mistn brings.

G-4226. Do you include young lads as women 1—^No, they are counted
as children.

G-4227. When do you begin working children ?—It depends on the
parents. We do not >vant young children to work. We do not allow
children le.^s than 8 years. We count them as children till they are 16
years. For children 14 years old we pay As. 6 a day. When they reach

16 years we pay them full man’s wages, As. 7.

6-4228. ilfr. Cliff : Am I right that you do not want to take children

before eight ?—Not, if we can help it.

G-4229. Are you taking them under pressure from the mistri or the

parents ?-«We have to take them occasionally.

G-4230. Can you get free from the pressure t—It is very doubtful.

The children come up with their parents.

G-4231. Do you gii’^e advances to the tnistris and the mistris give

advances to the parents in respect of children of 8 and 9 years 1—^No, we
do not give advances in respect of these children.

G-4232. Do you keep any account of the advances which the misfm
make to their workmen ?—^No, not until the settlement time.

Gr4233. Does the mistri obtain a^pro-notte from the workers for the

advances he gives to them ?—He is supposed to do it because it is his

money that is advanced. He is responsible,

6-4234. Doe.s any condition attach to the pronote t—The coolie who*
takes the money knows that he has to pay it back.
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Gh4239. Have you any knowledge as to whether interest is to be paid t

~Interest is not paid. We settle the aceounts ourselves. The coolie haa
to agree whether he has actually received the advance put down against
his name by the mistri. This advance is deducted from his wages.

CK4236. With regard to disciplining the labour force I am told that
on one estate they fine them and on another when a man is not regular
in his attendance they deduct one or two measures of his weekly rice.

Where there is a labour force there has to be some form of discipline How
do you discipline your labour force f—If a coolie absents himself from
work for one or two days he is not paid for those days. If he is not «iek

we will deduct a certain portion of his rice allowance—As. 2 for one day
and As. 4 for 2 days and so on. It is never more than As. 4. All cases

are looked into before any deduction is made.

Q-4237. Who decides whether the rice allowance is to be deducted and
how much ?

—

(Sir Fairies Barber) : If a man does not work I have re-

quested the medical people to look into the reason for it. If he is really

unfit and if he has not been malingering he will be fed at the hospital.

There is no question of making a sick man more sick by cutting his food.

You get back into a circle.

G-423S. If a man has absented himself is the fact intimated to the

doctor ?—The compounder visits the lines every day.

6-4239. If the coolie does not want to work ?—I think he might not

get rice.

6-4240. Sir Alexander Murray ; Is that the principle that you adopt

in all the estates ?—Yes.

6-4241. Is there any fining in addition to that 1—There is no i^stem

of fining. I cannot recall of any cases of fining. I know some estates

have got fines and they utilize it for helping other people.

6-4242. What are your rates of wages ?

—

(Mr. Foote) : As. 3 to 4
for children, As. 5 for women and As. 7 for men.

6-4243. Do you go down to As. 2 for children ?—No.

6-4244. Do you pay monthly ?—Every week we pay for weekly ex-

penses. The accounts are settled at the end of the period. We give a

rice allowance of 7 measures for a man, 5 measures for a woman. In addi-

tion to this we give a cash allowance of As. 4 every week.

6-4245. The monetary value of the rice you give eve:^ week is Re. 1

in the case of a man ?—^Yes, it is Re. 1 in the case of man and i of Re. 1

in the case of a woman.

6-4246. Is it not possible to increase the rice allowance t—(Sir Fair-

less Barber) ; We have offered to do it, but it has been refused.
.

6-4247. How have you offered to do it ?—The Doctor suggested that

we should give an extra cash bonus for 6 days’ work if a man attended all

the week. We are in partial agreement with the proposal and have offered

to let any coolie who works 6 days have an extra advance for weekly ex-

‘penditure. This offer has not been accepted.

G-4248. If you gave a regular attendance bonus of As. 4 every week

flie iuaai would draw As. 8 instead of the As. 4 that he now draws as cash
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allowance. Have you any objection to the introduction of a isystem like

that ?— do not think there is any real objection to it.

G-4249. There is a difference between encouraging a man to attend

six days by offering him extra money and punishing him by cutting his

food for short attendance. Which would you prefer ?—From the business

point of view paying extra money for regular attendance is very sound.

But in dealing with sick people it does not help at all. It is an advantage
given to the people who can work 6 days If we did anything we should

rather help the people who cannot work 6 days on account of illness.

G-4250. Mr, Cliff ; We have asked the Association to give us a state-

ment showing the monthly wages of certain gangs and how far the men are

in credit or debit. Is your method of settling the accounts the same as on
other estates ?

—

{Mr. Foote) : At the end of the period the check roll is

made up. The misiri is called in with the coolies. We deduct the amounts
advanced to the coolie and the cost of the blanket from his net pay aud
hand over the balance to him. If the coolie disputes the advance shown
against his name by the mistri the mistri must produce his pro-note.

G-4251. Do you deduct the cost of the blanket ?—If he had done 1C
months^ work or it he has been ill for some time and could not work
regularly we give him the blanket free.

0-4252. Do yon insist on 10 months’ full work ?—No.

G-4253. Do you give any w^ay .expenses ?—Coolies who have been regu-
lar w'orken; on the garden when they go out after completing 10 months’
arc allowed the way expenses.

G-4254. Do you get a new labour force year by year ?—I am quite

new to this estate
;
I cannot say. I understand that 90 per cent, of the

labour force returns every year to the estate.

G-4255. Does that labour force come under the same mistris ?

—

Every year, yes.

0*4256. Do your mistri give advances year by year f—I think they
do.

G-4257. With regard to recruits that are not new recruits and are
coming a second year, third year or a fourth year what is the need for
giving advances to that class of labour ?—I think it is because one coolie

has to support two or three of his relations in the village. Some coolies

borrow money from the mistris for cultivation expenses and pay it

back at settlement time.

G-4258. Would it help them if you paid their wages in full every
month ? Could they not make monthly remittances to cover their culti-

vation expenses ?—The amount would be so small that it w^ould be hardly
w^orthvvhile.

G-4259. I can understand your advancing money to new coolies. But
in the case of persons who have worked here for 10 months and go home
with a balance to stay there for 2 or 3 months and then return to the
estate, what is the necessity for advancing money ? Could not that posi-
tion be met by enabling them to make monthly remittances as they do in
other parts of India t—I have not asked them why they want to take
advances.

14BOL
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6*4260, With regard to the mistris are they always in a state df
liability to you V—We can recover the amount at any time.

G-4261. Take the case of a misiri who takes an advance of Bs. 1,000
from you and goe* down to recruit. When do you recover the money
from him ?—He certainly takes that money away for 2 or 3 months. He
advances the money to the coolies and we settle the mistri^s accounts at
settlement time.

G-4262. He tlieii takes a new advance ?—Yes.

G-4263. So that he is always in debt to you to the extent of his ad-
vance ?—^Not to tl]e full extent of his advance. Every month we make
a check roll reco^'ery on his commission account. We pay him a com-
mission at the rate of 10 to 15 per cent, of the earnings of the coolies under
him,

G-4264. Is that commission paid for supervisory work or for supply-
ing labour ?—He is paid both as a supervisor and a supplier of labour.

He gets As. 7 a day for his work.

G-4265. If he was not a supplier of labour how much would he get as

a misiri. for sup(‘i‘visory work ?—^As. 7 a day.

G-4266. Are you then paying a large commission to him as a labour
supplier ?—Yes. {Sir Fairless Barber) : If we had misiris who were
mere supervisors of other coolies’ work we would have to pay them more
than As. 7 a day. At present the mistris arc suppliers of their own
labour and they are paid for both.

0-4267. Is it a practical proposition to divert the 10 or 15 per cent,

commission to increase the rates of pay of the coolies ?—It is an ideal.

We all like that. We have not made a start as yet

G-4268. If you have an estate, say three years old, is it not possible

to begin to work an arrangement with your staff with a view to breaking

down the system of commission to labour suppliers ?—We have got an
Estate gang. We have tried it in a way. It is very diflScult for a Euro-

pean to get to know these people in the villages. The Kangani or the

Misiri system at its best is probably the best system evolved in the way of

labour. It is strictly patriarchal. The men brought only their relations

from the village and were responsible for looking after the members of

their family. Things have changed .now and we find a Tamil misiri

recruiting a Kanarese coolie or a Telegu coolie in whom he can have no

interest. Under the Kangani system as originally understood you would^

have a head kangani who is practically the father of the estate

G-4269. Now you are unable to go back f—We cannot go back
;
can

we go forward t

G-4270. That is the question to which we have to address ourselves.

39’ould it be feasible by collective action on the part of all the estates 1o

break this jsystem of giving advances to labourers who have been working

on the estate ?—-Fery gradually and perhaps only partially. It is worth

doing if it can be done. We have got one case which is worth noting,

fhe Bishop of Dornakal sent us some 60 coolies for whom he wanted work.

We took those coolies and gave them work. They are now working on the

Mango Range. I give half the commission to the coolies themselves and

credit the other half to a common welfare fund. Now they have banking
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accounts to the extent of Ks. 200. Miss Azariah knows this case. There
was a catechist. He felt greedy and wanted to take them away and
bring them back so that he may become a mistri and get the commission
on the earnings of these labourers, (Mr. Blackham) : I told some coolies
that if they did not take advance from the mistris and if they came
alone for employment I would give them 10 per cent, of their own earnings
as commission and form them into an Estate gang. Some coolies came
and I had well over 60 coolies in that gang. But every year some were
coming and some were going back to the mistris even though they had
a commission ot 10 per cent, on their earnings. The difficulty is we
cannot advance any money to the coolies because we have no guarantee.
The coolies go to the mistri from whom they get advances of Rs. 20 and
Es. 30. Even the coolies who take Rs. 100, with them at the time of set-

tlement take a loan of Es. 20 on top of that.

Q-4271. How is the labourer made aware of his financial position
month by month ?—We keep a check roll account and the mistris keep
a copy of it. If anj’ coolie wants to know his .account he can either go to

the manager or the mistri-

G-4272. Do yon find most of them doing it ?—No, only very few.
Only the mistris go to us. The coolies make up with the mistris once
in four months particularly round about settlement time.

G-4273. With regard to allowing opportunities for civilising influ-

ences to percolate through to the tea garden workers have you any sug-

gestion to make as regards the standard of life and outlook of the tea

garden labourer ?

—

(Sir Fairless Barber) : There has been a tremendous
change in the time 1 have been out here. It is almost unbelievable how
much the conditions of life have changed,

G-4274. What in your experience is the most noteworthy advance that

has been made '.'—Undoubtedly medical attention. There were no doctors

here some time back. 1 lived 30 miles off from the nearest doctor. I

was the doctor myself to the coolies. There has been a great improve-

ment in housing.

G-4275. What about the outlook of the worker himself ?—I cannot

say that the coolicKS are any better in their outlook or any happier now
than the}" were before.

G-4276. IIo^v would you proceed to try and make them happier now T

—By fair treatment and bringing about general contentment. Anything
we could do to better their lot we are quite willing to do. I am not keen

on giving them aspirations because it would mean disappointment.

G-4277. Is there anything lacking in their everyday equipment for

life ?—l-ndoubtedly education. I think it is natural that medical atten-

tion was given first. We must first try and give them sound bodies before

w'e proceeded to teach them anything. We have still a lot to do to im-

prove their bodies. After all a great many things known to Medical

Science now were unknown 20 years ago.

Q-4278. What are you doing in the way of education ?—I am afraid

we are doing very little Whenever a Mission comes along we have

always been '^rilling to support them to open *^"*hools. We have had be««

results from Roman Catholic schools. The Wesleyans and the Chinccii



Missionary Society are now coming along. The Basel Mission have applied
£or a piece of land ahd they are going to have a school.

Q-4279. Miss Power : From your experience of the tea estate coolie

can you say what is the sort of .education that best fits his circumstances t

—It is a difficult question to answer. First of all he wants education as

a protection against the man who is immediately above him. In order to

do that he must know a little of reading, writing and arithmetic.

0-4280. Have you any practical suggestions to make to encourage the

coolie to send his son to the school ?—^Very often the illiterate people
like their children to be educated. That tendency is becoming very
general.

G-4281, That applies only up to the earning age ?—^Yes, when they

are of earning age they want to earn money.

Q-4282. Education from 5 to 8 will ultimately be lost if you stop

all further education at that early age. What inducement do you think

can be held out to the parent to retain his children at school even when
they reach earning years ?—I think the system we follow now is to give

them a little work in the morning and let them go to the school in the

afternoon. We give them a meal
;
in fact we pay them for going to

school.

6-4283 Do you think that is right ?
—

^Yes, I think that is right. I

think it is much better that these children of 4 and 5 go to the school in

the morning and to the garden in the evening and do what they call

work rather than run about the lines with nobody to care for them.

G-4284. If they attend school fo^ half a day do you think they
would do as much work in the half day as they now do in a full day
working desultorily ?—^We get very little out of these children.

G-4285. Financially the loss to the estate will not be serious ?

—

No. The estates feed all the children who do not go to work.

G-4286. Is there any difficulty in getting teachers ?—I should say
it is difficult to get teachers. Government pays Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 for a
teacher. We should probably have to pay Rs. 25. If we paid Rs. 40
to a schoolmaater and put 40 children under him the Government will turn
round and say that we must have two classes and two schoolmasters. Our
.expenses will run up. As far as my Company is concerned we are quite

willing to do anything on economic lines to help these people.

G-4287. What is your policy as regards women workers during child-

birth ,• w^hat allow^ances do you give and what maternity arrangements
have you made for them ?

—

{Mr, Foote) : When the child is born the

woman is given Rs. 5. She is also given a woman coolie to look after

her for 5 to 7 days. Before child-birth the mistri or the compounder re-

ports that the woman is unfit for work and she is given a maintenance
allow^ance.

G-4288. As far as you are aware every woman gets the benefit ?

—

TTnless she goes down to the country. (Sir Fairless Barber) : In regai*rl

to that, going back to old days the women used to work right up to the

very last day and turn up for work about a week later. They seemed
to be taking it as an ordinary course of events.

G-4289. You would not be able to compare the level of health now
with what it was when there w^ere no doctors t—^No.



Do you g^vo uny sllowsiioos fof cliildroii who sre succossfully
mrcd f—No.

I

Q-4291. CoL Bussell : In Assam we came across estates where a woman
after the birth of a child got Re. 1 a month for 8 or 9 months so Ion*
as the woman brought the child to the hospital. Do you have any system
like that ^—(8ir Fairless Barher) : We have nothing like that. I under-
stand that the babies have got to be washed and cleaned and reared
well.

6-4292 Miss Power : Do you agree with the statement made by two
estate managers that on the whole the workers showed very little care
of their children and that if their families were above a certain number
there was a tendency towards deliberate neglect ?—I cannot think of
instances like that.

6-4293. Do make any extra allowance for coolies rearing big
families ?—All children below the working age are fed by the estate.

The cost, is not debited to the coolie’s account.

Q-4294. Have you got public or private shandys on the estates ?

—

We have an estate bazaar but the coolies mostly go to the public shandy
4 or 5 miles from here because they get a variety of things there.

G-429o. Are the prices in the estate bazaar higher than those in

the public shandys ?—No
;
we get the Sholiyar prices here and check

the prices on the estate bazaar. The bazaar does not belong to the estate

but we control the prices.

6-4296. Do you control the quality as well ?—So far as possible.

There are so many bazaars that they do keep the quality up. It is no
trouble to the coolie to walk on a Sunday four miles to the bazaar. He
does not care where he goes so long as he gets things good and cheap.

6-4297. What is the average amount of money that a coolie takes

away with him at the time of settlement ?—It varies very much. A
coolie who has worked regularly will take with him about Rs. 40.

6-4298. You say that the amount varies. But you get the same
workers returning to your estate season after season. Has your group of

estates done anything to persuade the coolies to have a banking account

with you, so that little by little they may acquire a decent sum of money f

—It has not b(?en done on this estate. (Sir Fairless Barber) : We have

done that in another group of estates and found it quite successful. Perio-

dically the coolies want their money and immediately it is handed over

to them.

6-4299. Do you not think that it is something which should be ex-

tended If—I think it would be an excellent thing.

6-4300. Do you not think such an arrangement would teach the ordi-

naiy uneducated coolie the meaning of saving and the accumulation of

interest, in fact the elementary principles of a banking account ?—I do
not know that even if we did it for them they would grasp the idea. It

is a good thing no doubt.

Mr. Cliff : They know the meaning of interest in one way
; it is the

other way of which they do not have any experience.

6-4801. Miss Power : These coolies come again and again to^tlie

estate. Have they ever been known to come up without the inteHmIlm
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^ ,the mitiri 1 sHas ,»ny ooolie arrived on an estate independeptly mthoat

fairing an advance from a mistri t— (ilfr. Foote) : The coolie takes .hi*

advance from thd mistri. It is not essential that the mistri shotild bring

him up personally. The coolies go home, find no work to do there and come

up here.

0-4302. Do they ever come without advances ?—No, I do not think

BO, except a few coolies belonging to the estate gang.

04303. Have you ever tried to persuade coolies to join an estate gang

^80 that they may go back home and return to the garden without the inter-

yention of the mistri and thereby get the percentage of commission that at

present goes to the mistri ?

—

(Sir Fairless Barber) : It has been tried very

often. The coolies often want advances from Es. 30, 50 to 100 and wo
cannot give it to them individually, but the mistri will give it. He knows
them well. They go miles away right to the other end of the Presidency and
we cannot trace them.

G4304. I was considering the possibility of the worker himself

coming up without the intervention of any mistri ?—I have asked two
co-operative officers whether they would try and form societies of labourers

in the recruiting districts and nothing has come out of it.

G4305. You have in fact no co-operative society now ?—We had
one here but it had to be wound up with great difficulty.

64306. Was it because it was looked upon merely as a loan society ?

—

It was a stores society
;

it went bankrupt as the transactions were not
entirely in cash.

G-4307. Have the workers on your estates any vegetable plots ?—Not
very much. We have about 8 acres of swamp in which they grow vegetables.

It is not so much the coolies as the mistris. The coolie grows something
when he comes out for the first time. He brings some seeds, plants them
and takes the vegetables.

6-4308. Are they encouraged to keep cattle ?—We allow grazing free.

G-4309. Are the cattle increasing ?—I do not think so.

G-4310. Col. Bussell : I see you have been doing a considerable amount
of work in connection with re-housing ?—We had a special grant of £10,000
to improve housing conditions about 3 years ago. We are still spending
that money. We could not spend it all at once. We starred with the
worse estates

;
we have been demolishing old houses and building new ones

a little higher up. The Medical OflScer is supposed to select the sites for
these houses.

G4311. Have you standard types with provision for decent ventilation,
lighting and so on f—^Yes. We have some houses with ridge ventilation
tand some with open tiles. We have the kitchen at the back .and a verandah
in front.

G4312. When you build your houses a little higher up will you not
hpe any diflSculty of water supply ?—We are putting up water supply
pipes

; we lift water by pumps.

6-4313. Will that cost a -good 'deal of money f—Yes, we ane a
angino a^iwprking a pump. It costs Rs. 35 to 45 a month to nm a
angwe. We ^ovide taps ip the lines.



Q-4914. I suppose the site from which you draw water is more or less

protected 1—Yes ; and the water is filtered.

G-4315. Have you any provision for bathing places in addition to the

taps you provide in the lines 1—^No.

G-4316. I take it that part of this £10,000 grant was meant for im-

proving the health particularly with regard to anti-malarial work. How
do you do it ?—We have a scheme of lowering the bed of the river here

so as to drain the swamps. We spray the swamps. We do a certain

amount of oiling.

G-4317. Do you maintain a permanent staff ?—^We have no special

staff. The medical staff does it with the aid of coolies. Spraying doea

not begin till February.

G-4318. How long have you been doing it ?—^For the last four years.

G-4319. Is there any improvement in the health of the population ?

—

Undoubtedly. The hospital register shows that. But that may be partly

due to improved housing. We have been doing it at the same time.

G-4320. Generally the expenditure of this money has improved health

conditions on the estate ?—It^ has improved undoubtedly. The improve-
ment is very notable in the Wyanad.

G-4321. I understand that you are likely to got through this scheme
of making the whole area into a taluk board. Would it be possible in

yonr opinion for the board to have a special officer who is an expert in

anti-malarial work and public health work generally to advise individual

managers and supervise public health work on the estates ?—The Companies
at present have their own technical men and we should leave it to them.

G-4322. I do not w’ant to criticize your medical officers in any way.
Sly point is : if there is to be a general improvement in the health of the
people it has to be in connection with malaria for which you require an
officer who is an expert in that branch of the work. Would you have any
objection from your point of view to have a whole-time officer for the whole
district in that connection ?—Taking malaria as an instance I think
it may be dangerous because two doctors might disagree as to the best

way it should be done. I have been reading in the papers lately that there
is a vehement controversy going on in England between eminent doctors on
this question. If they could do that on a large scale in England it would
be a horrible thing in a small district like the Anamalais. There would be
no co-operation among the various medical officers.

. 0-4323. With regard to the treatment of women, do you not think that

women will take more advantage of the medical facilities if you appoint a
lady doctor f—It is difficult to say. The Tamil women go to the hospital

fairly alright. The Kanarese women may go to the hospital if there is a
lady doctor or call her in to see them in the lines. In the case of these
Kanarese women you do not hear of even bad cases ; they are concealed
almost to the point of death.

G-4324, The Commission is very much interested to see that you have
a trained dai in your hospital

;
this is the first case we have come across

in this district. Would it not be an advantage if you could get a large
number of trained dais 1— think so, possibly some with better
tions.



0*4325. I understand that she herself was trained in a Government
hospital in Madras. I see you have had various changes in the personnel.

What is the difficulty f—The woman comings up alone does not like to stay

long.

0*4326. I have a suggestion to make to you. You haVe said there is

difficulty in getting teachers for your schools. Supposing you got, as I

know it obtains in other places, a man teacher whose wife’ is a li^j^ trained

in health work, midwife^ and so on, would it not get rid of the difficulty ?

—

It is rather an attractive idea. I could run my school, creche and the

hospital quite easily.

Q-4337 . Mr, Cliff : How many hospitals have you got ?—Each group
has a group hospital under a qualified doctor. There are also small dis-

pensaries in the estates.

0-4328. Col. Russell : You agree that a group hospital is the best kind

of institution that you can have ?—^Yes.

G-4329. Mn Cliff : Do you 'work on Sundays t— (ifcfr. Foote) : Not
often. We work only during the busy season. We make a special cash

payment of the wages on the same day.

G-4330. What percentage of the workers turn out for 'work on a
Sunday ?—All the men and women turn out.

G-4331. Is there any provision for drinking water or refreshment during
the working hours ?—We give the pluckers and all men doing hard work
tea "with jaggery. It is taken round by one of the coolies themselves.

We allow one coolie for each group of workers.

G-4332. Is it very much appreciated ?—The jaggery is but not the tea.

They do not want to drink anything hot during the day. Some take tea,

some coffee, but others take the jaggery.

"G-4333. Do you supply tea with milk ?—^No, we only supply jaggery,

not milk. ^

G-4334. CoL Russell : Do they not stop work from 7 in the morning
till 4-30 in the afternoon on other estates 1—If they are late in the
morning they sometimes bring their meal with them and take it at midday.
They are allowed to stop work for that but the mistris do not allow them
to stop away too long. (JIfr. Blackham) : If you go to the garden any
time between 12 and 1 you will find them stopping for food.

G-4335. Sir Alexander* Murra't^ : I s^e from the register that

Karuppan Mistri has earned the following amounts :

—

Rs.

November . . . . . . . . 99

December . . . . . . . . 96

January . . . . . . . . 59

The biggest amount that he has ever earned for any month is Rs. T36 How
many coolies has he got ?

—

(Mr. Foote) : He has 131 coolies. He has mly
one gang this year. He had two gangs before.

6-4336. Would you give us a statement of the check roll earnings, cash
for overtime on Sunday, and cash for plucking ?—^We can only furnish the
figures for the year pre'vious to this.
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Q>4337. Tes. There has been a good deal of discussion in Simla and
elsewhere as to when wages are to be paid, whether they should be paW
weekly, fortnightly on. monthly. Was your Association consulted in this

connection f

—

{Sir Fairless Barber) : No, I do not think we were con-

sulted.

G-4338. Could you let us have the views of your Association on this

question ?—I do not think we could pay wages weekly or fortnightly or

monthly. It would amount to changing our system entirely.

G4339. Suppose the Government of India passed a law that wages
should be paid fortnightly or monthly

;
how are you going to conform to

that law ?—^We shall have to pay it on the l&th of the following month,
deduct a certain amount for the advance given and hand over the rest.

6-4340. Is it possible ?—It is possible.

G-4341. There is the Truck Act in England under which wages have
to be paid in cash and the workers cannot be compelled to take payment of

their wages in kind especially of those articles which they do not require.

Supi:>ose the Government of India said that the Truck Act should be copied

here and that there ought not to be any payment in kind, what would be
your attitude ?—We do not really make any payment in kind. We only
give them a chit for Re. 1 or As. 12. We do not compel them to buy our
rice. We give them rice cheaper than in the bazaar.

G-4342. In all the estates has the worker the option of taking Re. 1 or

As. 12 instead of the riee ?—He has the option.

G4343. Sir Alexander Murray : This is the first time that we hear
that the worker has the option of taking either the 12 annas or the Rc. 1
instead of the rice ?—^We will give them Re. 1 rather than riee. We are
losing Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 an acre. The estates near the ropeway make a little

profit on the rice
;
but estates right at the other end are losing.

G-4344. Coh Russell : Are any coolies actually taking the money
instead of the rice ?—The Malayalee coolies do not take the money

;
they

prefer polished rice. The Kanarese coolies take the money.
«>

G-4345. Miss Power : Suppose there is a grievance among any parti-

cular group of coolies
;
have they any method of talkiig it over with the

management ?—They come up whenever there is any trouble. They see

the Superintendent in the field or in the oftiee If it is a family quarrel
the usual thing is to get the mistris and the coolie-s themselves form a
panchayat and settle the matter.

G-4346. Does every coolie know that there is such a system ?—Every
coolie knows that. It is practically imported from the village.

G-4347. In one estate in Assam the manager set apart certain times
when he was at home to any coolie who had a grievance to represent. I
wondered whether there was any system like that up here ?—They come
and see the manager at any time of the day. The managers are at home
all the 24 hours of the day.

G-4348. Sir Alexander Murray : Mr. Foote, how long have you been
here f—I have been here six months. Before that I • was on the Nilgiri
Wyanad side in the Mango Range group.
LURCL
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G-4349. Are you sure that your labour force knows that there is no

mminal Act in force 1—They must have understood it clearly because they
have no ap'eement to sign now. They only sign a pro-note for the advance
taken. Wc have also spoken to the coolies and the mistris about the aboli-

tion of the Criminal Act. In addition to that*during the last settlement

when the agreement had just expired we took particulars of every coolie’s

advance in order to square up the coolies’ and the mistris’ debts.

Q4350. Are you sure that if 1 go to a tea garden just now and inter-

view a dozen coolies they would be able to say that there is no longer any
{Criminal Act in force ?—^Yes.

G-4351. Mr. Blackham, what is your experience ?— was in Ceylon for

21 years. I have been in Southern India since 1912.

G-4352. Sir Fairless, what is your experience ?—I have been five years
in Ceylon and 33 years in Southern India.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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MADBAS PBESIDSMOY.

Hundredth Utoeting.

COIUBATOBB.

Friday, 14th March 1930.

Present :

Sir J^IJ:xANDE^ Murray, Kt., C.B.E. (Presiding).

Mr. John Cliff. Lt.-Colonel A. J. H. Russell,
C.B.E., (Medical

Miss B. M. LE PoER Power. Assessor).

Mr. A. Dibdin, Joint Secretary. Miss M. Azariaii, Lady
Assessor.

Mr. N. S. BAMASWAMT ATYANOAB, President, Labour Union,
COIMBATORE.

G-4353. Sir Alfxandcr Murray : You are an Advocate by profe-ssion

and at the same time the President of the Labour Union of Coimbatore 7

—

Yes.

Ct-4354. Will you tell us what your experience has been in connection
with labour mattprs 7—I have been the President of this Union for the last

10 years. I started it and I have been working ever since. There have
been many vicissitudes through which the Labour Union has passed. I
have taken up a large number of workmen’s compensation cases on behalf
of tlie workers and have taken interest in labour matters in various ways.
I have on more than one occasion been prevented by section 144 of the Crimi-
nal Procedure Code from carrying on my activities, and I had the pleasure of
being in jail for some time for my alleged connection with a strike in this

place.

G-4355. Coming to the union itself, you say that the union was here
in 1920 but for some time there was no union 7—The union continued but
its activity was not continuous owing to certain strikes and owing to inter-
ference with its activity.

G-4356. When did you revive it actively 7—In 1927. When we wanted
toRegister it under the Trade Unions Act a strike took place. That was in
my absence, and as soon as I returned I wanted to terminate the strike. But
1 was prevented and they started proceedings against me for good behaviour,
and one night I was arrested in my house and put in a lock-up which Was
almost a urinal. That has shattered my health. I was in jail for 7 days.
I offered to give bail, but it was refused though I was prepared to give any
bond which was the highest the Government could require of me. My
imprisonment broke the union for a time, and I have been attempting to
revive it for the last one year. But the effect of the strike was that a
large number of labourers were dismissed from service. It has struck
terror amongst the labourers and they are afraid of the hostility of the
employer and the interference of the mistri. But inspite of all this, and
particularly after we heard of the visit of the Whitley Commission, wo
passed a resolution for the registration of the union under the Trade Unions
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Act and also a resolution that we ought to co-operate with the Commission,

When there was a movement that there should be a boycott of the Commission,

we were against it and we wanted co-operation. So we issued 3,000 or 4,000

questionnaires to the labourers. One of the questions was what the mini-

mum subscription to the union should be.

G-4357. Has the,, union been registered now ?—^No, it has not been

registered, but a resolution has been passed that it ought to be registered.

G-4358. Why have you not registered it ?—We w^anted to wait till the

Whitley Commission finished its labours in these parts, as ^ve thought it

might be, said that we were registering the union because the Commission

•was coming.

G-4359. In that connection you say in your memorandum : There

must be legislative provision for the recognition of the union by the em-
ployer and the Government and some liaison must be created between the

trade union, the Labour Commissioner and the Co-operative Department/’
1 want you to explain to us what your attitude will be supposing there were

2 or 3 unions formed, say, in Coimbatore ?—I would like to have one
union for any particular kind of workmen.

G-4360. Supposing there was to be legislative provision, could you
expect Government to make provision against more than one union re-

presenting textile workers ?—I do not want that Government should inter-

fere with the number of unions, but I want that Government must give

some position to a registered union and the employer must be compelled to

recognize the union. As it is, the employer can say :
^ I do not care for

your union ’ as they are doing in Madras and in other places.

G-4361. You think there should be a legislative enactment. Supposing
there is a mill called the Coimbatore mill and it has already one union and
a section of the workers propose to form another union and yet another
section propose to form another union, would you still insist that the em-
ployer must recognize as many unions as might be formed ?—Yes, as
many unions as are registered. I am sure in the long run all these unions
will become one union.

G-4362. Your suggestion is that whatever unions may be formed dealing
with a particular body of workmen the employers of these workmen should
recognize the unions ?—Provided they are registered under the Trade
Unions Act.

G-4363. Assume again that there is a union dealing with tex^le
workers only. I think it will be a reasonable thing, provided the employers
were satisfied in their minds, that that union should be recognized. But
supposing there is a union representing both textile and non-textile workers,
would you still expect the employer to recognize such a union f—As I said,
I would not like to have a union which represents different professions. I
want textile unions for textile workers, tannery unions for tanners and
so on. ^

, G-4364. Have you been recognized at all by any of the employers t

—

We have b^n recognized only in that they have been uniformly hostile to
as. Hostility is one of the methods of recognition.

0-4365. Have you got any constitution for your union ?—We have
got a p^rinted constitution.
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G-4366. May we have a copy of it f—It is in Tamil. I can translate

it and send it on to you later.

Q-4367. Have you got accounts of any description ?—We have been
keeping accounts for periods that we have been active. At one time
Mr. Ernest Kirk was our Secretary and he was in charge of the accounts.

G4368. If you register yourself into a union you would have to keep
accounts in accordance with the Act ?—^Yes, we are bound to.

G-4369. Have you such accounts now ?—Our accounts are not regular ;

wc have regular accounts only for periods when we have been active.

G-4370. Would you care to send to the Commission a copy of your
accounts ?—It will take a long time to copy them out

; if you want, I cam
send a summary. ‘

Q-4371. Will you tell us how many members you have in your union t—800 to 1.000 have expressed their willingness to become members of the
union.

G-4372. They are not paying members ?—300 to 400 are paying
members.

Q-4373. Are you affiliated to any union or federation ?—We are
affiliated to the Indian Trade Union Congress. There is a federation only
for raihvay workers.

G-4374. Did you send any of your representatives to Nagpur where
the last meeting of the Congress was held ?—No

;
we were asked to seud^

but we could not send any. Mr. Kirk has represented us on some occasions

and I have represented the union several times.

G-4375. Who represent the Committee of your union ?—What is the
number of the Committee ?—Originally the number was about 4 to 5 for
each mill, but now we have got 20 to 22 members in all.

G-4376. You have not been registered and therefore you are not bound
to have a certain number of actual workers on your Committee. But will

you tell me how many of the 20 members are actual workers and how many
are non-workers ?—Excepting myself and the present acting Secretary

—

we propose to get a permanent Secretary soon—all the members of the
Committee are actual workers.

Q-4377. Those members represent how many different interests ?

—

The textile interest especially.

0-4378. What has the Secretary's experience been ?—The Secretary
is a temporary Secretary. The workmen have not recovered from the shock
of the strike and the consequent dismissal. Till we get a workman from
the textile workers we will be having him for work. He was a railway
labourer and has worked in various workshops. Due to retrenchment he
had to resign his job 2 years ago,

0-4379. Is he a permanent resident of Coimbatore V—^Yes, he lives very
near the mills, and he therefore enjoys no' peace.

G-4380. You have given us a memorandum dealing with tea. May
I ask if you have any experience of tea yourself 1—'The tea memorandum
has been prepared in my personal capacity as Bamaswamy Ayyangar. I
have had the benefit of the experience of two retired employees of the tea
estates and I have also examined a few coolies who have been discharged
from the tea plantations* 1 wanted to go personally to study the oonditians
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on the spot, but I was prevented by an order under section 144 issued by
the local authority of the Oovemment. You would have noticed that along

with my memorandum I have sent a copy of this order and also a copy of

the notice issued by me to the labourers at the Anamalais.

0-4381. You have been good enough to send us these copies which we
haa^ seen. When did yon publish this notice ?— published this about the
20th or so.

0-4382. That you would have a meeting on Sunday the 23rd. It was
a ver>- short notice ?—It is, but in this country, unlike England, even 5

minutes’ notice is enough to collect 20,000 people.

G-4363. Previous to sending up the notice calling for a public meeting,

did you communicate with any of the employers or anybody else %—Simul-

taneously with the issue of the notice I sent a wire to the President of the

Anamalais Planters’ Association saying that I was calling a meeting and
requesting him to give me an interview.

6-4384. We have a.sked him about that on the spot ?—I have pei’sonal

experience of tea estates because for some time I was a mortgagee of a

large number of properties on the Nilgiris. but my acquaintance with the

conditions in the Anamalais is based only upon enquiry and investigation.

G-4385. Were you invited by any people in the tea area to go up there 1

—There was no specific invitation ; it was purely voluntary. I wanted to

help the people who are not able to speak for themselves.

6-4386. You say in the Union memorandum :
“ Labour problem-s are

occasionally taken up for the purpose of securing support for non-labour

actmties ”. We have heard that as we have' gone round, but have you
anything more to say in that connection ?—It is very clear. What I

meant to say was that labour problems are not very serioasly dealt with

in this country, and politicians take up labour problems to get the vote.

6-4387. Would I be rude if I were to ask you whether you would say

that about the politicians generally ?—^Yes, it is universal in this country.

6-4388. May I ask you whether you are a politician ?—I wanted to be

a politician but I am more anxious for labour work, and if I get into

politics it will bo more for bettering the labour than for anythii^; else.

I have never stood for any councils or local bodies.

6-4389. You say in your memorandum :
“ We do not believe in educa-

tional facilities by employers”. Do you suggest that no obligation lies on
an employer to provide education for his workers ?—The State must take

charge of education. The employer must not be taxed with any portion

of the cost of education.

6-4390. In your memorandum you speak also of the indebtedness in>

the village and of the indebtedness in industrial areas, and you finish by
saying :

” If the labourer is disliked in the village he is smashed more
summarily than in the factory'”. What do you really mean by that ?—If

a landlord gets displeased with a labourer he can ruin him, can take hold
of his cattle, attach bis property and ^mash him completely.

" G-4391. We* have been told that if a labourer is treated as a daily-

rated worker, although he may be paid weekly or monthly, his wagea are
not liable to attachment. What is your opinion on that f-^There is no
legal provision against attachment

;
any man’s wages are liable to attach-

ment.'* ;^t ihe judges do not attach more than a certain portion. It is

entirely^ the judge’s discretion as to the amotmt that should be attached.
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G-4392. Will you please give us your opinion on pro-notes that ara
given by the workers on the gardens ?—These pro-notes must be abolished.

They are for merchants and traders.

G-4393. In these promotes there is an interest clause. Sometimes the
interest is 12 per cent, and sometimes it is 24 per cent. We have been
told that no interest is really collected and that they are mentioning some
figure because a pro-note is not legal unless it contains an interest clause ?

—

That is wrong
;
it is bad law.

G-4394. In your memorandum you speak of a fund collected by the
Kaleeswarai mills. Do you know what is done with that fund 1—I learn it

is used for the benefit of the workmen in a way
;
that is, by lending to them

and helping them with cash. I cannot make an authoritative statement
on that matter, but that is what I heard from the labourers.

G4395. Have you found any case of hardship ?—The mere fact that
the employers have formed a union and are collecting subscriptions is itself

a hardship.

G-4396. We are always told by work-people that there should be pro-
vident fiinds and funds of that description. This is, as I understand it,

an imitation of a provident fund. Why should there be hardship about
that ?—In a provident fund there is always a certain contribution from the
employer. In this case the only contribution to the fund is from the
workers. I object to the employers collecting this contribution because it

is compulsory, and the workman has no option at all.

G-4397. Miss Power ; You say it is a “ compulsory union ”. Why
do you call it a union ?—Decause there are a number of men in it.

G-4398. You do not mean a trade union ?—^No, certainly not. The
Kaleeswarai Mills started a union so that our union may not function.

Q-4399. Sir Alexander Murray ; How do you know that ?—^When
there is an employers’ union it always kills the workmen’s union.

G-4400. Dealing with industrial disputes you say :
“ The Trade Dis-

putes Act must be modified so as to provide for compulsory arbitration

Do you suggest that if there is a dispute between a mill and your union,

for instance, there must be compulsory arbitration ?—Yes. There should

be legislative provision for compulsory arbitration.

G-4401. Do you suggest then that the workers would accept the arbit-

ration even though it goes against them ?—Certainly they are bound to.

In this country arbitration is always respected provided the arbitratitai

committee is satisfactory. I would suggest that the arbitration committee

should consist of representatives of the employers and the employees and
one senior civil judge of the district.

G-4402. Supposing a mill and its labour have a dispute and they know
that there will be compulsory arbitration, will the tendency not be for them
not to come to an agreement amongst themselves f If there is no com-

pulsory arbitration, the employer will say “ This is what I can give you ”

and the labourers will say “ This is the minimum we ^all accept ”. Th^
can then come to a common understanding ?—They will come to a common
understanding only if there is compulsory arbitration, because they will

Lc14RCL
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idolize that if they have to submit their dispute to arbitration people will

seoff at them for not being able to arrive at an amicable settlement among
then.selves. If there is compulsory arbitration, I think it will lead to lejsis

conllicts between capital and labour than otherwise.

Q-4403. You said that there should be representatives of capital and
representatives of labour on the arbitration committee. I can understand
capital puttin;!: up representatives capable of stating their case. When
you say representatives of labour, do you mean representatives of 1abo>ur

unions ?—^Yes, if labour is represented by a union. The employer will say
I suggest these two persons as arbitrators ’’ and the laboui'ers will say

We suggest these two persons us arbitrators There will be four re-

presenting the employers and the labourers.

0-4404. You said there should be a senior civil judge. Do you not

think that there should be only people who have knowledge of the trade t

—

They can easily learn it. Do not judges of the Privy Council decide cases

many times without having any knowledge of the points raised in those

cases.

G-4405. They do not decide facts
;
they only decide law ?—There will

be advocates for both sides—one for the employers and one for the labourers.

It wdll be some sort of a panchayat.

6-4406. Workers are not very fond of having recourse to arbitration t

—They are
;
they have every desire for arbitration, or what lliey call

panchayats, Panchayafs are most common and popular in this country.

6-4407. When you are having a panchayat it is comprised of one type
of men belonging to the same locality ?—Not necessarily. There are poor
panchayats and rich panchayats,

G-4'108. Whether they are poor or rich they are of the same type of
men, whereas the general impression in this country is that capital is one
thing and labour is another thing ?—^Yes that is so at present.

6-4409. You cannot have a panchayat in the proper sense of the word
between capital and labour, can you ?—This arbitration will work out the
idea of the panchayat,

6-4410. Miss Power : You say in your memorandum : In the
plantation areas like the Anamalais and Nilgiris the whole outlook is the
estate itself. They have no local interests, no houses, no property and
they are in a state of semi-slavery Without going into the question as

to wlielher w^e should agree as to their being in a state of semi-slavery or
not, w^ould you tell us what you think are the first essentials for enlai*ging

the horizon of the tea estate coolie ?—He must own his house. He must
have a public place to Avhich he can invite any person whom he chooses. As
at present, no man can enter into the plantations in the Anamalaisi without

a permit from the estate manager. Thirdly, he must have his own place of

worship. Foui’thly, he must have his own place of recreation. And,
fifthly, he must have his owm religious facilities. He does not possess

anything now. Beyond Valparai I cannot go to-morrow morning even

though my cousin is a plantation labourer. If there is a death in his house

1 must have a' permit from the manager before I can enter his house. There

was a case, vhich came up before the court, of a father who was unable to

take his daughter for his father-in-law’s funeral, that is, the girl’s grand^

fatherV funeral, because the estate manager refused permission, Tht
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learned judge delivered a judgment which was not in favour of the appli*
cant. Beyond Valparai post office there is not a single place in the whole
of that area where you can go without the permission of the estate manager.

G-4411. Sir Alexcmder Murray : Can you send us a copy of the
judgment in that case ?—Yes.

G-4411-a. Miss Power : On the question of owning houses, do you
think it is feasible for the estate coolies to own their own houses* when they
do not necessarily come back to the same garden season after season ?

—

We can provide for their becoming owners after they serve the estate for
a certain number of years.

G-4412. That is only a proportion of them. Do yon suggest that
every tea estate coolie should be obliged to buy his own house even though,
in the first instance, he comes up, for 10 months only ?—Yes. If he does
not want to return back lie will transfer his house to some other coolie in
the same way as Government servants do under co-operative schemes. For
instance, if a man is transferred from Coimbatore to Salem his house is

taken by the man who gets into his place. As you suggest, there may be
some practical difficulty.

( 1-4413. Would it not involve paying rent ?—He will pay rent, which
W’ill become part of the value of the house.

G-‘4414. Do you think that the tea estate eoolie will be ready to pay

rent ?—Yes. lie, would be perfect'y willing to pay for his (nvn house,

because the land on which it is built would not be the property of the tea
estate owuiers but of the Government. The Government give land free on
darkhasi to the tea planters. Formerly when they gave lands* they did
it without knowing that coolies may require houses. They gave the whole
area "with the result that the house and the site on w’hich it is built belong

to the iilanters. There must be a scheme by which these lands must be
acquired and given to the coolies.

0-4415, You mentioned just now' 5 things as being of the 1st import-
ance, but you did not mention education. Does that mean that you con-

sider education as only sixth in importance ?—1 do not w^ant that the tea

manager should have anything to do with education. 1 want Government
to take up education.

G-441G. Do 3’^on consider education as one of the essentials to remove
the labourer from what you call a state of semi-slavery ?—Certainly. With-
out education nothing can be done. I have dealt with education in my
memorandum.

G-4417. You say :
“ It is easy to de\ise some recognized employment

bureau with headquarters in the district with subordinate agencies* in each

taluk to look after the recruitment Are you referring there to the

recruitment for mills or recruitment for tea estates ?—‘For all industrial

labour including tea estates,

G-4418. Will you tell us w’hat sort of machinery you think would be

successful for that purpose t You regard it as an easy Ihing, while most
people have regarded it as a very difficult thing ?—During the w^ar Govern-
ment required a number of men, and each talul^ was made a unit of recruit-

ing agency. Every district is divided into a number of taluks, and eyiry
taluk has got a tahsildar, an officer who works very much with the pp6^^
He and certain non-officials may work as a recruiting body by ha^i^
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printed applications issued in all villages through the village headmen. If
there is any demand for labour, say in Coimbatore or in Anamalais, they
simply will have to write to the district headquarters who will make en-
quiries from their agents in the taluks. They will ask them ;

“ Wo want
1,000 men for such and such occupation

;
how many will you be able to

provide They could maintain registers.

C-4419. But that would be no use for the day-to-day requirements of a
mill, would it ?—^Not for the day-to-day requirements. It may Wp us, for
instance, when a new mill is started, or when the mill works at a greater
pressure during certain times of the year. During the War they were
working all the 24 hours, and even now during certain times they work
at a pressure

;
in the plantations also during some seasons they require

more labour. The idea behind the suggestion is that we want to get rid

of the jobbers, mitstris and other recruiting agents.

6-4420. What about the difficulty that we are frequently told about
that the wqrker will not leave his village without an advancement of money ?

—Because he is so poor. This advance can be made by the recruiting

agency.

G-4421. By the Government recruiting agency ?—The Government will

not take an active interest
;

it will take onl.v a partial interest.

6-4422. You say “ some recognized employment bureau ”. I take it

you mean a Government employment bureau 1—For example, 1 am the

head of a taluk. Some planter on the Anamalais wants 500 coolies. I

write to the plantation manager and say “ I am prepared to send 500

coolies. Please send Rs. 2,500 ”. Now they give it in the hands of the

mistri. Instead of giving it in his hands it may be given to the eraploj'^-

ment agency at the taluk which will make the advance to the workers.

G-4423. Do you think that the absence of the personal touch which the

worker at present has through his mistri will make him readily \ise an em-

ployment bureau of that kind ?—Yes, because he will have more confidence

in his tahsildar.

G-4424. How are you going to compel the employer to use that

machinery ?—By legislation. The planter will have to use this machinery
because he will have no other option. After all, these planters will be

more glad to get their labour through a taluk employment agency than

through the mistri.

G-4425. Sir Alexander Murray : Supposing a tea planter wants 100

men and he sends down Rs. 1,000 to the tahsildar, what will the tahsildar

do next ?—The tahsildar will be assisted by 4 non-officials who will be re-

presentatives of landlord and other classes. The tahsildar will send notices

to the village headmen who will inform the villagers by tom-tom the num-
ber of men required.

6-4426. Supposing only 100 men are wanted and there are 500 men
anxious to go, who wiU make the selection ?—The village headman.

* G-4427. Supposing I am very anxious to go and he does not select me,

will there not be discontent ?
—
"^ere the supply is greater than the de-

mand there is tound to be discontent. You can rest assured that the

village headman has got a status and he can be trusted to make the selection

pret1y,;fiBrly.
,
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0>^28. Colonel Bussell : Do you think that the tahsildar and the re-

venue inspector would have time to do that ? The revenue inspectors are
collecting officers, are they not ?—^Where there is a will there is a way.
Did they not collect men. for the War ? There is some machinery, for
example, in Mettur works. Prom various places local revenue officers have
been helping Government by getting necessary coolies.

0-4429. Most of the labourers employed in Mettur were brought by
contractors ?—With the help of local village headmen.

G-4430. They have contractors or misfris ?—They have t-ontractors

but not for getting labourers.

G-4431. Miss Power : You say :
“ The touch between the bosses and

the labourers is slender. . . .There must be in every factory some organiza-
tion by which the^ labourers, the supervising staff and directorate are kept
in touch You do not sij)eeify any particular organization. What have
you in mind ?—Provided the trade union is recognized by the employer,
there will be no need for this because the trade union will be the link

between the employer and the employee. If recognition of a trade union
is not enforced by legislation, then every mill or factory must have, by
legislation, a factory or workmen’s council, consisting of 5, 10 or 20 men,
and the employer must deal with his Avorkmen not through the mistrh or

the jobbers but through thcwSe councils.

G“4432. You want a sort of works committee in every factory ?—^Yes,

that is my idea.

G*4433. Most of the evidence we have had shows that these Committees
have not been successful w^here they have been in operation ?—Because the

employer was not very serious in, his treatment of labour.

G-4434. Referring to the provision for inspection of sanitary arrange-

ments you talk about a labour council elected by the labourers. You already

have inspection of sanitarj- arrangements in ifactories both by the factory

inspector and by the health officer acting as ex-officio inspector. Do you
think it is a wuse thing to suggest yet a third body of people ?—The factory

inspectors have got too much work to do as they have to visit a very large

number of factories.

G-4435. Looking at it from the practical point of view, do you think

that it is reasonable that there should be a health officer, a factory inspector

and a certain number of untrained labourers sitting as a labour council all

with authority to inspect sanitary arrangements ? Do you seriously sug-

gest that as a feasible proposition ?—I seriously suggest that a few
labourers chosen from among them should act as helpers to these factory

inspectors and health officers and with their help the supervision, I think,

will bo perfect.

G-4436. Do you think that the education of the ordinary factory

labourer in this country in sanitary matters is sufficiently high to entitle

him to be put in authority in a thing of this kind ?—^Yes. If you go to his

house you will find that it is kept quite clean.

Q4437. Many of these labourers are still being taught to us(j latrines*

Do you think these are the people who should advise on sanitary matters f—
PersonaUy I think the labourer can be made to take interest in sanitary

matters.
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G-4438. You deal also with the highly technical question of safety in

factories, and you say :
“ Over and above the factory inspectorate, there

must be provision for the labour council to have their say in the matter ^ ^

Heie again do you think that the ordinary labourer if elected to such a

council, is competent to advise on safety measures in factories ?—Yes. If

you give him an opportunity he wdll show that he is competent enough to

advise.

G.«4439. Then you deal with the question of insurance ;
would you

tell us exactly what type of insurance you want ? You refer in one

place to sickness linsurance while in another you refer to old-age and

premature retirement insurance. Do yon want some form of compre-

hensive social insurance ?—Quite so.

Gn-4440. On what basis ?—You mean with regard to collections t

64441. What is it to cover and who is to contribute towards it ?—
It is to cover sickness connected with employment

;
it is to cover the age

of 50, and it is to cover premature death.

6-4442. Not unemployment ?—No
;

it is long way before we can

have that.

G-4443 Take insurance for old age. How would you propose contri-

butions should be paid ?—I would suggest that the worker, the employer

as well as the State should contribute.

G-4444. In equal shares ?—Yes.

6-4445. Do you think that the worker would have any objection ?—
Absolutely none, provided he gets a wage which will leave him an
anna to spare for this purpose.

6-4446. You say one anna ?—I quoted merely as an example.

G-4447. You do not mean literally one anna ?—No
; it must be some*

thing more. He will be quite happy to contribute and there will be no
difficulty in getting his contribution.

6-4448. Colonel Russell : Supposing a man gets sick and he goes back
to his village, where is he going to get treatment ?—His going to his

village may sometimes cure him.

6-4449. But there are diseases which require taking of medicines ?

—

There «are thousand and one hospitals to which he can go.

G-4450. How many villages there are in the Coimbatore district ?

—

About 700.

6-4451. How many dispensaries are there ?—Quite a few.

6-4452. About 50 ?—May be. But those are English dispensaries.
You have a large number of Indian doctors in these villages and the
villagers trust them.

6-4453. You would extend the sickness insurance to hakims and voids
and people of that kind ?—I will not enter into details

; I will put it in
the-hands of specialists like you.

6-4454. We are taking evidence from you and we want to get your
ideas. I want to ask you whether you can see no difficulties in providing
medical facilities in the villages ?—I do not find any difficulty.
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G-M55. Miss Power : On the subject of hours of work, you say : To
start with 54 hours a week or 9 hours a day may be provided for and in

the course of 2 years it should be reduced to 48 hours a week Have
you gone into the question of output

;
is it your view that the worker

would maintain his present output on substantially reduced hours t

—

1

have made this suggestion after getting replies to my question from
over 1,200 people. They say they will be able to give immediately the
game output in 9 hours as they give in 10, and it is also possible for them
to give the same output after 2 years by working only 48 hours a week

;

of course, it all depends upon very many other considerations
;
everything

will turn upon the question of wages.

G-4456. At any rate, I take it you want the ratification of the
Washington Convention within the quickest possible time ?—Yes, we
want an immediate reduction to 9 hours. As it is, they do not get a
single hour of tne sunlight

;
they leave their home at 5 in the morning

and return back at about 7.

G-4457. Sir ^Alexander Murray : Supposing that the men at Horae
who are working shorter hours are able to produce more than your men
are able to produce here, will that not affect the cotton textile industry
here ?—They will be more efficient with less hours of work.

G-4458. They will not need to work longer ?—No. It is impossible to

give the worker any education or to do any welfare work unless you
give him at least one hour of the sunlight to which he is entitled from
his very birth.

G-4459. Mm Power : Turning to the question of holidays, you say :

Casual leave of 7 days ])er year with full pay and 15 days per year
privilege leave on full pay and 15 days on half pay should be provided
for by legislative enactment ? —There is a mistake there. Instead of

15 days’ privilege leave on full pay it must be one month’s privilege

leave on full pay. and 15 days on half pay ” should be cut out,

G-4460. Would you tell us for what class of worker you suggest this

and after what length of employment with one firm ?—After 2 or 3
years’ employment. It is a matter that can be settled with the employer.

Any worker' must have a right for 7 days’ casual leave for attending

to sickness, funeral, etc., and should have one month’s privilege leave

for attending to marriages, pilgrimage's, festivities and so on. Every
Government servant who draws from Rs. 8 gets this privilege.

G-4461. You are practically asking for Government conditions of

service as applied to prefessional workers to be applied to industry

generally ?—Yes.

G-4462. Colonel Bussell : You said that every Government servant who
draws from Rs. 8 gets all these privileges. Are you quite sure about
that t—I am sure about the peons, but I am not quite sure about the

lowest class of servants.

G-4463. Miss Power : You are asking here for something to be eflFected

by legislative enactment in a comparatively newly industrialized country
which has not yet been achieved in the highly industrialized countries
of the West ?— want the latest European conditions to be applied here.

Gb4464. But this is not “ the latest ;
” it has not yet been achieved

even in Great Britain ?—Then you had better give us what you have ill
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England
;
we will have no objection. Even the holidays which are

granted under the Negotiable Instruments Act arc not given io these

workers.

G-4465. Your memorandum also deals with the conditions in tan-

neries. I take it that what you really want is the extension of the Pae-

tories Act to cover factories at present unregulated ?—Quite so.

G-4466. With regard to the standardization of wages and minimum
wages, you say :

“ It is desirable to have a regular standardization

of wages do you mean as regards the remuneration in mills under

one company or as regards all the mills in one town or area ?—All oyer

the province I would do it with slight changes for particular localities.

G-4467. What you want is that all employers in one industry should

get together and standardize their wages ?—^Yes.

G-4468. With regard to fixing a minimum wage, do you want to fix

a minimum rate for a working class- familj" in respect of a whole pro-

vince, or do you want to have different minimum rates fixed which
should suit different industries ?—I want different minimum ratea

suited to different industries.

Q-4469. You say that fines should be regulated. I take it that what
you want is some sort of machinery similar to the Truck Act in England f

—Yes.

G-4470. You say that the fines collected should be paid to the union.

Supposing there is no union ?—^You may dispose of it in any way you
like. I was anxious to get money for the union.

G-4471. What you really want is that the fines should be utilized for
the benefit of the workers ?—Yes.

G-4472. That is quite different from paying it over to the workers
union ?—You are right.

G-4473. You say It is desirable that wages should he paid at least

every fortnight. ’’ Have you asked tlie members of your Union whether
they prefer fortnightly to monthly payment ?—Yes, almost all our mem-
bers are in J^avour of fortnightly payment. In the railway workshops
wages are paid fortnightly, and that prevents the workers from getting
into debt. They are not in favour of weekly payment, because they
think that they may spend the money.

G-4474. The employers told us that the workers did not want fort-

nightly payments ?—The planters might have told you that, but, as I
said, about 700 to 800 of the 1,200 workers who answered my question-
naire are in favour of fortnightly payments.

G-4475. Colonel Russell : In your memorandum you make some re-

marks about absenteeism in the factories, and you say : There is a
certain amount of avoidable absenteeism Can you tell us what per-

centage would that be ?—I cannot tell you what percentage it will be.

G-4476. Could you give us rough figures of absenteeism ?

—

have
no actual figures of absenteeism, but that is what T am told by the
managers.
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G-4477. In j^our memorandum you give various reasons for the

absenteeism. Do you think that generally speaking a considerable pro-

portion of absenteeism is due to bad health ?—^Yes, I think so.

Q-4478. Have 3’^ou any statistics to show that the men cannot get
sufficient food with the wages they get ?—The food eaten by the South
Indians is the poorest and even that food the labourer is not able to buy.
He gets such low wages that lie cannot buv enough food to keep himself
fit.

G-4479. I hope you will admit that an industrial labourer gets more
than an agricultural labourer ?—Yes.

G-4480. With regard to housing, do you think that the sole respon-

sibility rests with the em])loyers ?—No, the State and the workers should
bear a portion of the burden.

Q-4481. In England and other western countries housing schemes
are carried out by local bodies and municipalities. Would you prefer

that municipalities and local bodies in India should be entrusted with the

responsibility of housing the workers ?—England is a highly industria-

lized country. For instance, in a town like Newcastle all the inhabitants

have something to do with the industries of the town, but all the inhabi-

tants of Coimbatore, for instance, are not connected with the industries

of the town. I would not like to put the responsibility on the local

bodies as in England. The State must contribute from the general funds.

G-4482. What do you mean by Co-operative housing ?—The State,

the employer and the workpeojde must all contribute something. There
should be some scheme by which the worker should go on pacing in instal-

ments for 20 years and at the end of 20 years or any fixed period the
house ‘•houkl belong to the worker himself.

G-448;l. You say that medical attention is “ only nominal both in

personnel and stocking of dispensarie.s What do you exactly mean
by nominal ?—We get only a few L. M. P.^s look after thousands
of workers. We \vant more qualified men. Moreover there is only one
doctor for 2,000 operatives. There should be more than one doctor
to look after such a large number of work-people.

G-4484. Even in England you hardly get one doctor for a population

of 2,000 ;
do you expect to get more in this country ?—If you say we

have the same facilities hero as in England it is all right. But I do not
think so.

G-4485. What do you mean by nominal stocking of dispensaries ?—
The equipment of medicine is not complete and up-to-date. There are

no sick beds at all.

G-4486. Are you perfectly sure about it ?—That is what the labourers

complain about." I have had no opportunity of going into these mills

and seeing things for myself.

G-4487. Are you in favour of the appointment of a woman medical
officer in any industry in which a large number of women are employed !

—Yes, it would be very useful.

G-4488. Are you in favour of the employment of health visitor!^ aild

trained dais to look after the women in industries where a large number
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of women are employed f—Do you think that the women will make
use of them ?—^Yes, certainly.

Q-4489. What maternity benefit do you suggest should be given to

the women workers ?— shall be glad if full wages are given six weeks
before and six weeks after confinement. I understand that in Russia
it is given for 8 weeks before and 8 weeks after. I do not insist on any
additional bonus being given to the women for child-birth.

G-4480. With regard to sanitary arrangements in the mills you said

that the Health Officer rarely ever visited the mill areas ?—^Yes, he has
got much to do. Moreover all the mills are not inside the municipality

;

some are outside the municipality.

G-4491. Take the mills inside the municipality. Do you think it

would be useful if an Assistant Health Officer is appointed specially to

look after the mill areas ?—Yes, there should be a special health officer

to look after the mill areas such as in Coimbatore and Madura where
there are 8,000 to 10,000 workers. He should work under the munici-
pality as the employers will not bear the cost of his appointment.

G-4492. Would you agree to have those Health Officers as Factory
Inspectors under the Factories Act ?—Yes, in all cases they should be
assisted by representatives of labour.

G-4493. What arrangements would you recommend with regard to

bathing and >vashing places ?—There. should be 20 to 30 taps for 200
people.

G-4494. Sh* Alexander Murray : So that if there are 2,000 people there
should be 200 taps ?—Yes. It only means that you should have a little

more supply of water.

G-4495. Colonel Russell : In your memorandum you refer to lung
diseases and anjemia as industrial diseases. Have you any figures to

show that they are caused by the employment of the operatives ?—At
each and every meeting of the work-people I ask them to remove their

shirts and examine their body, T find that most of them have not got
hcaltliy bodies and they are suffering from lung diseases.

G-4496. Are :vou a doctor ?—I am not a doctor but I can find out a
healthy man and an unhealthy man.

G-4497. What is the price of rice to-day ?—7 to 8 measures a rupees.

G-4498. Do you think that the employers who are supplying rice in

payment of a portion of the wages of the work-people are not giving them
rice at market rates 1 In the Anamalais they only give 7 measures
a rupee. Do you think it is a fair price ?—How can it be a fair price

when they get 7J measures even at Valparai market ?

G-4499. Mr. Cliff : It is true they supply rice at 7 measures a rupee

but they say they sometimes get only 6^ measures and sometimes get

7^ measures. The price at which they supply comes between the two.

There is also a difference between the estates near the ropeway and
estates farther ofl* t—I would like that the system of supplying rice by
the employers is abandoned. The workers should not be beholden to the

employers for the supply of rice. Wherever possible co-operative stores

should be opened for the supply of the articles necessary for the

workbts. .



G-4500. Sir Alexander Murray : Would you abolish the feeding

of children by the employers ?—If it is part of the wages of the workers
I would not have the employers do it.

0-4501. Colonel Russell : Would you be satisfied if the ifianters .gave

money instead of the rice that they now supply ?—Yes
;
and they should

increase the money wages also.

G-4502. Are there no tiffin sheds in the factories of Coimbatore ^

—

There are a few but they are only apologies for tiffin sheds. I work
in the court just opj)osde to one of the Mills. Every noon 1 see a lot of

workers going out into the rood and taking their food in the dust.

0-4503. Miss Azariah : Dealing with co-operative banks and stores you
say in youi memorandum that ‘‘ Government is afraid of facing this and
co-operative banks and stores are not started even when labourers apply

for them How many applications have been made to Gcvernment
to start labour co-operative banks and stores ?—I myself made two writ-

ten applications in 1920 and had no reply. I spoke to some officers of

the co-operative Department and they say that Government is afraid that

labour (*o-o])arative banks may be used for helpinsr strikes. Govern-
ment, as at j)resent constituted, does not do anything to help the labour-

ers in this direction.

G-4504. Sir Alexander Murray : Did any such officer say to you that

Government would not encourage co-operative banks because they
feared they might be used to help strikes ?—They did say so to me
but I canot gi^•e their names.

0-4505. When did they last say this to you ?—They said so in 1920

and again in 1927. T myself started a bank and although T was able to

collect Rs. ft0,000 to 90,000, T was deceived and T sustained a great loss

because 1 was not accustomed to business. T mean starting another
again.

G-4506. Miss Azariah : You say that a number of workmen live in the

slums inside tlie city of Coimbatore. What will be the percentage of

men living in such slums ?—About 40 per cent, of the workers live in

the slums next door to the mills. Some of the workers come from
villages 2 or 3 miles off.

G-4507. You say that working at night affects the eye and the gene-
ral health of the operative. Have you any figures to show the incidence
of eye diseases among the mill operatives '!—I have no acjtual figures.

Working under glaring electric lights in the night surely causes a great
strain on the eye. Moreover the worker starts at 7 in the evening,
works till 12 ai night and then valks home 3 miles off. He has again
to come back at 7 next morning for work. He cannot have sufficient

rest at night. At least for the sake of the efficiency of the worker night
work must be abolished. If for any reasons night work is considered
hecessary arrangements should be made to give him enough rest. Sup-
pose I did five hours' night w<»rk to-night, I must be let off till to-morrow
night as they are doing on the Railways.

G-4508. Miss Power : You said that you would not allow night work
at all ?-~We would like to avoid it but if the exigencies of the industry
require it, we would only have it subject to the conditions I have men^
tioned.



0-4509. Mr, Cliff : Did you get a copy of the questionnaire of the Royal
Commission ?—I wrote to the Secretary to the Local Government and got a
copy.

04510. Was your questionnaire sent to the factory people ?—I printed

5,000 copies and sent them to all the workmen.

G4513 . In your questionnaire did you consult the work-people with re-

gard to the system of working 3 shifts ?—No, I did not ask them.

G-4512. Do you know whether the employers consulted the work-people

before putting the shift system into operation ?—They might or might not

have consulted.

6-4513. You referred to the Secretary of your union receiving com-

plaints from the work-people. Did he ever get complaints frcua them
regarding the working of the shifis ?— (3fr. Sunderarajf Secreianj of

the Union) : They have complained to me about the shifts. They live 3

or 4 miles from the Mill. They have to start at 5 a.m. in order to be at

the Mill at 7 a.m. They work from 7 to 12 and again in the evening they

work from 7 till 12 midnight. Then it takes nearlj" 2 hours to go home.

Then thej" have to get up at 5 a.m. and be at the mill at 7 o’clock the next

morning. They do not get more than 2 to 3 hours sleep in the night.

G-4514. Did they tell you that they complained about it to the

employers ?—Yes, thej^ said they complained about it to the employers.

We also passed resolutions at our meetings and sent them to the em-

ployers.

0-4515. Did the work-people tell you what the employers had told

them t—^Yes. The employers told them that they had to work night shifts

because they were given double looms. If the night shift was abolished

some of them would have to go out of work.

G-4516. In your memorandum you deal with the strike in one of the

mills here. I think you told the Chairman that you were absent when

the strike commenced ?

—

{Mr, Ramaswamy Ayya7igar) : Yes, I was

absent on the Nilgiris.

6-4517. How soon after the strike commenced were you here ?

Immediately the strike began my Secretary wired to me. I came to under-

stand, that the men refused to go out of the mills owing to a wrong under-

standing of the principle of satyagraha, I came down and went to one of

the Mills and told the Police Superintendent there that I would ask the

woricers to come (iul of the Mill. The Police refused to allow me to go into

the Mill. Afterwards the workers came out of the Mill of their own accord

at 10 PM. Next morning none of the workers went to work. They were

all very excited. I held a meeting of the workers at which the minimum

demands were formulated and sent to the employers. I told the workers

that they should be absolutely non-violent. When I returned from the

meeting I was arrested by the police and taken to a lock-np which was

worse than a urinal. The next morning I was brought before the Ma^^
trate. I am an advocate of the High Court and I told the Magistrate fta

be might take a bond for good behaviour from me and leave me off. Ine

* application was opposed on behalf of Government and I was then in jai

for 7 days. As soon as I came out of the jail they pa^ed an order

sectiou in that I must not speak to the labourers or do anything else to

further their cause. I appointed my wife as president and she carried

I thought that at least her sex would secure for her chivalrous treatment.
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Mr. rSniva Rao came Here. The whole thing was mismanaged. The strik-

ers lost lieavily. It was in August or September 1927. Many of the work-
ers who were mem))crs of the labour union were dismissed.

G-4518. You say that the immediate cause of the strike was petty perse-

cution of a few labourers ?—There was some bad treatment and heavy
tines.

G-4519. When was the cut in wages effected ?—I do not remember
the actual date

;
it was effected in 1926 long before the strike. When the

cut was effected the workmen said that they would not receive their wages
and would rather die of starvation. The District Magistrate sent for me
and the workmen decided to abide by the decision of the District Magistrate
and myself. The employers wanted a reduction of 20 per cent, and finally

it was agreed to make a reduction of 15 per cent. only. In 1929 again
there was a small strike which was not managed by the labour union. The
Labour Commissioner came to Coimbatore and settled the matter.

G-4520. In what capacity did the District Magistrate send for you
when the employers proposed a reductioh of wages ?—As President of the
Labour Union here.

G-4521. The proposal was for a reduction of 20 per cent. Was it

through the intervention of the District Magistrate that it was reduced to

15 per cent ?—Yes.

G-4522. Was the reduction accepted by the Union ?—I told the Union
to accept it because there was a promise to reconsider the matter after three

months. But the reconsideration led to a further reduction of wages in

1929.

G-4523. You say there was a small strike. What do you mean by a
small strike ?—About 400 w^eavers in two mills here under the same agency
went on strike because they would not agree to a reduction of 5 per cent,

of their wages.

G-4524. What was the result of the strike ?—As usual a failure. The
men went back to work on still reduced salary.

G-4525. With regard to this order under section 144 have you appealed
against it ?—I did not appeal because I thought it was not worth while
doing it. As the Commission was coming I was more anxious to collect

materials for the Commission than appeal against an order in which I may
or may not succeed.

0-4526. With regard to this note you say : Amongst other things
to ascertain the grievances and remedy the same.” What do you do to
remedy the grievances t—The note was, circulated in Tamil. The correct

rendering of the phrase will be ‘‘ to take steps to remedy the same.”

G-4527. What steps will you take to remedy the grievances 1—^Pass

resolutions and send deputations to Government and cariy on propaganda
among the workers and so on.

G-4528. Was there any other person in Coimbatore district who had
thought of going to the tea gardens in order to collect information to put
before the Commission f—One gentleman from Coimbatore went up to the
Anamalais at the invitation of the planters. He has submitted his observa-
tions in a memorandum which I have read. His object seems to be to
the workmen better workmen in order that they might bring more pn^tS
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•to the planters. My idea was not merely to make them better workmen but
also make them better citizens. I thought of holding a meeting at Valparai'
and at the end of the meeting issue a questionnaire to the workers iii order
to collect information to be placed before the Commission.

G-4529, When was the order served on you ?—The order was served
on the 22nd instant while the meeting was announced for the 23rd,

6-4530. Did you try to send anybody else in place of yourself ?—

I

did not for the simple reason that nobody else had the courage to go when
I an advocate of this place was prevented by the order.

6-4531. Sir Alexander Murray : You have answered certain ques^

tions of Mr. Cliff about the causes of the strike which took place in 1927.

But the Madras Covernment Memorandum, which is written wi.h the help

of the Commissioner of Labour, gives an entirely different statement of

the causes of the^strike. What is the difference due to ?—1 am glad you
have asked the question, I have seen the Commissioner of Labour only

on paper. He always goes by the police reports of such cases. In this

country nobody believes in police report-'.

6-4532. Mi\ Cliff : The magistrate does sometimes.—The ])olice and
the magistrate go together.

6-4533. Sir Alexander Murray : I understand that the C'ommissioner

of Police was ])resent dtiring the last strike and had a talk with the manage-
ment and settled the strike. Dealing with the strike in 1927 the Govern-
ment Memorandum says that it arose out of the suspension of three weavers

who were charged by the police for assaulting a member of the company’s
ytaff ?—It may have been one of the contributory causes.

6-4534. Dealing with the strike in 1*929 the Government say that ‘‘ the

cause of the strike was the dissatisfaction on the part of the labourers with

the remuneration offered to them for working two looms instead of one as

previously.”—It amounted to a cut in wages.

(The witness withdrew.)

BIr. E. F. THOMAS, Collector and District Magistrate, Coimbatore.

6-4535. Sir Alexander Murray : Mr. Thomas, how long have you been

in the Civil Service ?—I have been 25 years in the Indian Civil Service.

6-4536. How long have you been in industrial centres ?—I have

been in Calicut and Palghat which are places of some industrial import-

ance. I have been Director of Industries, Madras, in which capacity I

have had something to do with major industries also.

6-4537. Coimbatore is a big district. How many sub-divisional

ofScers have you to help you in the administration of the district f

—

Coimbatore is 7,500 square miles. There are five sub-divisional officers,

one at each of the following places—Pollachi, Coimbatore, Erode, 6opi-

chettipalaiyam and Kollegal.

6-4538. How many superior Police Officers are there f—There is one
.Superintendent of Police and three Deputy Superintendents of Police.

6-4539. Who is there at Pollachi ?—Pollachi is in charge of the

I^iatrict Superintendent of Police of Coimbatore.

6^4540. Where were you in 1929 when the Madras Planters’ Act
Whs repealed I was in this district.
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Q-4541. Did you do anything to inform the tea garden workers
generally that the old penal Act was no longer in force 1— I have no
knowledge that anything like that was done. I do not think there was
any publicity.

G-4542. Just before you came here was there not a court sitting at
Valparai in connection with the administration of the Criminal Act t

—

I cannot say anything about that
;
there was no court in my time. I came

here in June 1928.

(j|-4r)43. When the Madras Planters’ Act was in existence I understood
that a special magistrate went up to Valparai to dispose of cases under the
Act ?—It is quite possible. I have no knowledge of it. A sjiecial magis-
trate might have gone there to serve the convenience of both the parties
because there is a long distance between Pollachi and Valparai.

G-4544. If it was advisable to have a court of that description when
the old Act was in force is it not still advisable to have a court now also T—
There is nothing to try now.

G-4545. If the workers in the Aiiamalais want to make any complaint
what do the}' do ?—I think most f)robably they go down to the court at
Pollachi. Pollachi is the nearest place they can come to or they can write

to me direct.

(l-4r)4G. How arc* the workers recruited to the Anamalais ? Is it under
an agreement or under a promissory note ?—I am afraid 1 have no
knowledge of that.

G4547. There seems to be some agreement still in existence chiefly

through the help of the promissory notes. Do you know anything a'bout

the system of j)romissory notes ?—I do not know in w^hat way the Labour
Department of the Planters’ Association got over the transfer from the old

penal Act to tiic j)resent stage. When T was a sub-divisional magistrate I

can remember trying cases under the old Act.

6-4548. Under the old Act they used to put a thumb mark on the agree-

ment form but now' they })ut their thumb mark on the promissory note.

Do you think that the coolie now know\s the difference between an agree-

ment and a promissory note ?—No.

G-4549. What is the difference between the old agreement and a pro-

missory note with an undertaking to wwk for 11 months ?—I am not quite

sure about it because I am not a civil lawyer. I take it that it is easier to

sue on a promissory note.

G 4550. WJien a mistri in the Anamalais wmnts to sue a coolie on his

promissory note, where can he sue him f—I think he can be sued in the

place he resides. I am not sure. (Mr, Rammwami Ayyangai') : He can

be sued in any place having jurisdiction over the man. For instance, he

can be sued in Pollachi.

G-4551. Have there been many such cases in the Pollachi court' f

—

(Mk Thomas) : I have no inf)rmation about the volume of civil litiga-

tion.

0-4552. When a decree is obtained against a man what wdll be the next

V—^The next step is to apply for execution. You may proceed agaSeokt

Kia property and in the last resort you can obtain a warrant of arrest frooia

the civil court against the defaulter.
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0-4553. We ^ve asked the tea garden coolies what the position is as
they understand it to be. They said that if they ran away a warrant of
arrest would be issued and they would be put in jail or brought back. It
appears to me t^t a warrant of arrest is in some way connected with the
signing of promissory note and the impression in the minds of the coolies.
-rl have had much to do with litigation in this district and the sums
advanced to the coolies are so small that if I were a private citizen I would
not consider it worth while to take out a warrant of arrest.

Q-4554. Let us assume that a tea garden labourer is arrested for not
implementing his promissory note, how long will he be put in jail T—I think
six months.

G-4555. Suppose some money is advanced to a coolie to pay his railway'
fare and go to the garden but the coolie does not go to the garden or return
the money, what action will lie against him ?—I think a charge of criminal
misappropriation may be brought against him. If he is found guilty he will

be sentenced to imprisonment.

G-4556. Mr. CUff : Would he be given the option of paying back the
money ?—^No. I am not quite sure.

G-4557. Sir Alexander Murray : The mistris sometimes take labour
up under false pi'erences. Have you had instance.s of mistris being prose-

cuted for such matters t—I have come across cases in connection with
recruitment to Ceylon and Straits Settlements but not in connection with
recruitment to plantations in India itself.

G"4558. If a coolie in the Anamalais has a complaint to make against

somebody under the law do you think he has got sufficient facilities to do
it ? Do you think he has sufficient freedom to do it 1—I should say he has

more freedom in the plantations than in the plains where there is more
or less a great deal of intimidation by wealthy landlords.

G-4559. Have you got anything like the Vetti or the Goti system which
prevails in the northern districts of this Presidency under which the

labourers are more or less in lifelong servitude to their masters ?—There

is nothing in the law but it exists in practice in one place. I know of one

ease in the plains where the labourers are expected to do a day’s labour in

the year for nothing.

G-4560. So far as the tea garden workers are concerned if they have

got to complain against somebody or something they have either to write

a letter to you or go down to Pollachi ?—^Yes. If the case is cognizable by

the police they can make a complaint at the police station at the Anamalais.

G4561. About 30,000 coolies go up to the Anamalais and 30,000 return

from the Anamalaia every year so that about 50 to 60 thousand pass

through Pollachi every year. Is there any depot or any place where these

coolies may rest on their way 1—There is one on the hills half way up.

6-4562. Is there nothing at Pollachi or Coimbatore before they begin

to cUmb up and as soon as they arrive at the railway station ?—I do not

t^ink so.

G-4563. There is nothing of that description although 50 to 60 thousand

coidies go np and down every year J—I do not think the number is so

large as that , A large percentage of them stay there permanently on the

ms.
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1(3^4664. Even if you took half the number it comes to 30,IH30. Should
w6y^ not have a rest hoi^se or a dep6t where they can stay before they Make
the journey up the hill f— do not think there is any difl3.culty now.

'

G-4565. Do you in any way directly or indirectly when you visit the
garden or other areas, hear complaints of any description about the
gardei^ t—If any complaint came along which I thought ought to be
investigated I would certainly go myself or send somebody else. But I
have not till now received any complaints.

G-4566. Has your sub-divisional ofiScer at Pollachi got any com-
plaints ?—I do not know.

G-4567. Could you let us have a statement showing the number and
’

nature of the complaints received by the Police officers at Valparai and
Pollachi and by the district officers from the tea garden coolies or against
the tea garden coolies ?—Certainly.

G-4568. The Royal Commission on j;lLgriculture recommended that the
ideal should be free movement of labour from one part of India to another.
Keeping that in view do you think that it is necessary to appoint on officer

to look after the large mass of labour that goes up and down on the
Anamalais in order to see that on their way up they get sufficient water,
conservancy and so on and after they have reached the garden they have a
man to whom they can make their complaints if any ?—I do not tUnk any
officer is necessary. A great number of labourers go up in buses now-a-
days.

G4569. But even now we get a lot of complaints from the coolies.

What is the bus fare now ?—^About Rs. 2-8-0 or life. 2-4-0.

G-4570. Who controls the buses ?—I control them. ’!

G-4571. Who fixes the rates ?—The rates are fixed by me.

G-4572. What are the rates f— do not know. ^

G-4573. We were told that for adults they charge Rs. 2-8-0 and for
ehildren Rs. 1-4-0. Up at the other end when there is a crowd of, say, 100
eoolies and there is only one bus which can accommodate 20 persons, we
have reasons to believe that people auction the seats and that instead of
charging Rs. 2-8-0 they charge very much more than the usual rate. Have
you ever had complaintsi f—I have no doubt that the practice exists, but
I have had no complaints.

G-4574. Have you ever done anything to put a stop to the practice T

—

No
; it is impossible I think. If I get a complaint that a man has over

charged, and if that coUiplaint is substantiated, I would cancel his permit

at once.

G-4575. Will you please enquire whether there are any complaints qf
that description t—^I certainly will.

Q-4576. Ur, Cliff : If there are more people waiting for a bus tl^
the bus can carry, would the police regard as part of their duty to repc^
to you that the bus was not giving adequate service t—-Yes.

G-4677. Would a policeman stationed up there take any note of this

beeurrenoe f—^Yes, he would.

G-4578. Have you hea^ any reports with regard to the adequ^
the inadequacy of the service t—^No. As a matter of fact, the serviee aop
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the ghat is limited by me from the point of view of safeguarding the public.
If you have too many buses you have racing, and if you have too few, of
course, the prices go up. I have got the whole question of bus reguiatioii
in this district under consideration with my Superintendent of Police. I
might say it is an extremely difficult problem and it will take a lot of
working out.

G-4579. Sir Alexander Murray : May I say that in Shillong they have
one way traffic, and the control is at the centre ?—I found that, when I
first came here and discussed this matter with the people up there, there
Were very few buses, and I said that I was prepared to increase the number
if it were necessary. But you know it is a very difficult ghat road.

G-4580. Will one way traffic solve that problem ?—Except when
drivers get a little bit drunk there has been no cause for complaint.

G-45S1. Mr, Cliff : As r^ards the repeal of the Madras Planters'
Act, how does the administrative machinery operate ?—The machine stops

functioning.

G>4582. How are the work-people made aware of that ?—I presume
they discover that the Act does not work as far as they are concerned.

G-4583. If it confers any specific benefit on them are they not made
aware of the provisions of it ?—These Acts are published in the district

gazettes which probably do not reach the labouring classes as they are

very largely illii(^rate. Everything possible is done to publish the repeal

of these Acts in the villages where the villagers are concerned.

G-4584. Can it be taken that notices have been issued in the villages

from which these people have been recruited ?—I cannot answer definitely,

but I can say in all probability, yes.

0-4585. Would the Collector for the district be the officer respon-

sible foi’ doing that ?—Yes ;
these things are published in the village

sheet.

G-4586. Would it be possible for you to look from your records and
send us a copy of the notice that was issued in connection with this

particular thing ?—T shall look through the records certainly.

G-4387. Will you tell us how many orders you have issued under

section 344 of the Criminal Procedure Code ?—When I was the Collector

and District Magistrate in Malabar, I issued quite a fair number at the

time of the non-co-operation and khilafat movements.

64588. Ilovr many have you issued in this district ?—Since I have

been here there have been three that I could recollect. One was issued

during the railway strike by the Sub-Magistrate of Erode to certain per-

sons who were going to hold a meeting to recommend illegal acts ; one

was issued comparatively recently in respect of the construction of a

temple which was disputed between two parties and there seemed to be

considerable probability that the two parties would fight it out ; and the

third one was issued to Mr. Ramaswami Ayyangar in connection wiA
Ilia visit to Anamalais.

G4589. T w^ant to ask you if you saw the notice which is referred

to was apparently issued in the Anamalais ?— saw that ;
to be more

eorrect, I saw a translation of it.
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G4590. In the first paragraph of your order it says ;
“ The notice

ftirther states that the misdeeds generally done by the mistriH and clex^
will be discussed/' Is there any mention of that statement in the notice ?—I think the translated statement is slightly ambiguous. The more cor-
rect translation would be ** the misdeeds done to them or the things they
have to complain of I was misled by the translation.

G-4591. If you are quoting a notice and the notice is incorrectly
quoted, thfe order is bad in form I am not sure, but I think it is pro-
bably, not, ^because the true translation gives even more support to the
order that I passed.

Q-4592. In the same paragraph it says “ calling a monster meeting
Is there either in tamil or in English any reference to a monster meeting f—The meeting was intended to be addressed to the planting labour gen-
erally, was it not I

G-4593. 1 see that it is a notice to the labourers. But my question
is is there anything in the notice which says that he was calling a monster
meeting ? It is the language and the form of the order that I am con-
cerned with ?—No doubt you are entitled to criticize it, but it seems to

me that ii is a reasonably accurate description of a notice addressed to

the laI)ourers on the Anamalai estates.

G-4594. Let lue take the second paragraph where it says :
“ The

notice is obviously provocative Gan you tell me wherein the notice

is ob>iously provocative i—It comes from a gentleman who has never,

as far as I know, taken any interest in planting labour. He announces
that the meeting is to be held at 4 p-m. and says that “ from morning
9 he may be interviewed and spoken to by those who wish to do so."

G-4595. What I want to know’ is w^hether the gentleman referre<l to

is obviously provocative or the notice is obviously provocative ?—I am
not at all sure that I am prepared to discuss this order of mine piece-

meal at any rate in public.

0-4596. Kindly turn to the second page of the order where it says *

** The report further represents that a considerable proportion of the
employees on the jilateau are definitely opposed to agitation of this kind."

Is there any evidence that you could give to the Commission in regard

to that agitation ?—I have a police report to that effect.

G-4597. In tho subsequent paragraph it says ;
" Prom the police re-

port the substance of which 'is summarized above " Have we got a

summary of the substance of the police report above ?—^Yes,

G-4598. I see a statement, but what I was wondering was whether a

considerable body of the employees on the tea gardens had objected to a

meeting in order to discuss their grievances ?—I was so informed by the

local police.

G-4599. Can you tell me whether the police officer concerned has hem
moving about among the tea garden labourers on the estates f—^Yes, it

is his duty.

0-4600. Can it be said that the tea garden labourers are opposed to

taking any steps to ventilate any grievances they may have before the

Beyal Commission on Labour ? Is that a police report t—I do not fol-

low you,

G-4601. Take the second paragraph of the notice to the lalK>urera

it wyB :
**

Steps will he taken for ventilating grievanoea before the Boyfal
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Commission and secure redress/’ It appears to me that this paragraph
which I have just referred tq includes that in the agitatiou, and I was
wondering whether a body of work-people in this country had really put
to any person that they did not want their grievances ventilated before
the Royal Commission. Do you think that is possible 1—^No

; nor do I
imply it.

G-4602. Sir Alexander Murray : I take it that this order was written
by you in Bhavani in Camp immediately on receipt of a reimrt by the
police which iiicliided a copy of this notice issued to the labourers ?

—

Yes,

G-460,‘}. You proceeded then to draft and write immediately this
particular order under section 144 ?— es.

G-4604 May 1 further say that at the time you wrote it you did not
expect that it woiihi be submitted to an examination like this ? In yo\ir

mind there were good grounds for issuing an order under Section 144 and
as the District Magistrate of this district you felt it your duty to issue

it ?—Yes.
G-4605. Mi\ Cliff : Is an order issued in this "way subject to appeal

Not appeal .exactly, but revision.

G-4606. Th(‘]’efore, the form of the notice would be open to challenge 1

—Certainly it can be challenged.

G-4607. I want to ask you whether the police or the District Magistrate

has taken any steps to assist the tea garden labourers to bring any of

their grievances or any matters affecting their conditions of employment
before the Royal Commission ?—No.

G-4608. Colonel Bussell : Mr. Ramaswami Ayyangar said that, in

order to put a stop to the recruitment of labour through the mistris^ he

was in favour of Government recruiting agencies being established, and
he suggested that, for instance, in the Coimbatore district the tahsildar and
the village officers might be employed for the purpose of recruiting labour

required for the i)lanta.tions. As the Collector of Coimbatore, do you
thinly that your tahsildars and the village officers have got the time and
the opportunity foi' doing that work ?—Certainly not.

G-4609. For what reason ?—They have got too much to do already.

G-4610. Miss Power : At present the conditions in tea factories are

subject to supervision by factory inspectors, but conditions on tea estates

are not so subject. Do you think that it would be a good thing if an
officer with health qualifications—let us call him for the moment a

health officer—were appointed by the Government for^ the

purpose of inspection of tea .estates as opposed to factories, to inspect,

for instance, the lines, water-supply, sanitary conditions and the health

and general, every day conditions of living of the workers employed on

the estaioH ?—^Not under present conditions, as regards the Anamalais ;

the estates up there have a really well-organized medical branch, which

is entirely independent of the managing branch of the industry, to look

after the welfare of the coolies. They have three European doctors and a

number pf civil hospitals maintained for the benefit of the population on

the estates.
‘

G-4611. My point is this ; Experience has shown all over the world the

necessity for inspection by a disinterested authority of the safety and

heaRh conditions inside factories. Do you think it is a wise thii^ that

wojfers who are Kring on private estates should not be subject to any
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form of inspection as regards their conditions of living other than that
made by the persons who themselves imposed those conditions ? Are those
people the best judges of whether the provisions they are supplying in
respect of medical facilities and other amenities are adequate ? Should
there not be somebody to represent the community at large to see whether
those conditions come up to a certain recognized standard ?—I have no
objection whatever to the introduction of* an outside agency.

G-4612. dolonel Russell : Do you not think that apart from not being
qibjectionablo it would be of advantage ?—It might be of advantage.

G-4613. Sir Alexander Murray : If you have anything to add, in
camera, to what you have said, you can say so ?—Let me say this in public.
I do not think it is really fair to take sentences out of the order in the
way that JMr. Clift* has done and deal with the order piece-meal. I would
like to put before the Commission my point of view. I am the District
Magistrate of this district and am responsible to the Government for the
public trunqiulity of the district. Subordinate to me there are sab-divi-
sional magistrates and there are other magistrates w^ho are subordinate
to them. All the sub-divisional magistrates are empow^ered to issue
orders under 144, and some second-class magistrates are also empow'ered
to issue orders in the same way. If a magistrate issues an order which
I consider to be a bad order I would certainly have it cancelled, or direct

the magistrate to cancel the order. But his responsibility is the same as

mine, only over a smaller area. But my responsibility is greater, and as

District i\Iagistrat(» 1 am responsible to the Government for the public
tranquility of this district In this case, I received the police report
through the District Superintendent of Police and came to the conclusion
partly on that rep(u*t and partly on my knowledge of the district which
I have been acquiring during the last 21 months that it was necessary

in the interests of public tranquility and to prevent a breach of the

peace—the consequence of w^hich I could not foresee—to pass this order

prohibiting Mr. Ramasw’ami Ayyangar from going to that place and
taking the action that he proposed in the notice. I need hardly say that

I was not thinking of the Commission at the time, and I should be the

last person I hope in this district or in India to try to interfere in any
way with the activities of this Commission. This order has been passed

by me as a judicial order for w^hich I am responsible. The aggrieved

person—and there must be an aggrieved person in such an order in every

case—has got remedy in two ways : He can question the legality of the

order in the High Court which has wide powers of revision
;
he can also

petition the Government and say that this order should not have been

applied to him in w^hich case the Government would enquire into the

matter and w'ouid tell me to cancel the order if they thought that I w*a8

wrong
; they would also probably pass a censure on me. As I said, there is

a remedy for the aggrieved ])erson. After I entered the room I heard the

last witness saving that he has not taken any steps to apply that remedy.

The law should be entirely impersonal, and so far as my administration of

the law^ goes I can say with complete confidence that my administration of

the law is entirelv impersonal and has no consideration for any other thing

than the criminal law requires me to consider and that is laid down in

Section 144. I might say that these orders are not popular things with

magistrates who have to issue them ;
nobody wants to issue an order utidor

144 if he can help it.

(The witness withdrew.)
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OOOSO.

One hundred and first Meeting.

Msrcaba.

Wednesday, 12th March 1930.

Peesent :

The Rt. Hon. V. S. SRINIVASA SASTRI, C.H., P.O. (J^edd-
mg).

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A.

Mr. N. M. JosHi, M.L.A.

Mr. Nicolls.

Mr. Tjiimmayya Punja
1ssisian t Comrdisyione rs.

Mrs. Timmaya, Lady Assessor.

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S., Joint Secretary.

AT THE HALLERI COFFEE ESTATE.

Katti Ohattu, a male coolie.

G-4614. 1 get As. 6 a day. I took Rs. 3.5 advance when I came here

and 1 gave my thumb impression : that was last March. My mistri

brotight me here , he is a man of my village. I come from Wallavanwad
in Malabar.

G-4615. I spend Rs. 1-4-0 on food every w'eek ; I work 6 days a
week. I have no land. I have not sent any money to my village yet.

I shall go home and come back again ; there also I shall work on transplan-

tation and ploughing.

0-4616. My accounts are not .settled yet. If I pay off the money I

have received in advance they will let me go home. I have been working
on this estate for the last 7 years. I went home last March, stayed in my
country for three weeks and came back to the estate.

G-4617. When 1 got the advance I gave the money to my mother w’ho

is in my country. I am indebted to the extent of Rs. 5 or Rs. 10. I

am 2.!> years old and am a bachelor. I have had no facilities for educa-
tion here.

6-4618. Four of us live together. I have not worked in any oilier

f
irden. I do not get any leave with pay. If I am ill and go to hospital

do not get any pay. I have never been in hospital and I have not been
ilL Some coolies have fever

; I do not know whether they are paid
when they are ill or not.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Ohikka Mataliga^ and his wife, coolies.

G-461i). We iiro husband and wife
;
we come from ilindupur iu

Anantpur district* We have no land. I go to my village
; I went to my

country last new year which is about the end of March, and stayed there
for three months. There also 1 was doing coolie work.

G-462(). I have no debts. I took an advance of Rs. 40 ; that was both
for myself and my wife. The manager of the estate gave me the money
in my village

; 1 do not pay any interest for it. 1 have no other debts.

G-4621. I live in the linos here
; I and my wife and my

child live in one room. No one else lives in the room. J get As. 6 a day
and my wife gets As. 4 a day. Our child is a boy

; he does not come out
to A.orlv

;
he is three years old. I do not repay anything weekly for the

advance
;
my accounts are looked into once every year. My master keeps

the accounts
; 1 do not keep accounts

;
I do not know how much money I

shall take back when I go home
;
last year 1 took Hs. 46 home. That was

my pay,

G-4622 The medical man comes here and attends to us. I eat both
rice and twice a day. I take my first meal at 6 a.m. and turn out for
w^ork at 6 a m. I go home for food in the evening at 5 o’clock. I take
no rest in the meantime. I work from 6 in the morning to 5 in the even-
ing. I take my second meal at 8 o’clock in the evening. I do not bring
any food with me here to the garden.

G-4623. My wile has a si.ster who looks after our child. My wife's

sister lives in another room. She does not come to w’ork. I feed her.

She is a young girl. 1 know^ the time for coming to work and going home
because the sun will be at a certain height when I go out to work. If

I do not work alJ day on any day nothing happens
;
no mistri comes after

me. IMy mistri has engaged an old woman to look after the babies of

mothers who have nobody to look after their babies.

G-4624. I w^as married 6 or 7 years ago. I took a loan in my village

for my marriage expenses but I have discharged that debt. It was Rs. 60,

T was not working here at that time. I wwked for some years before I

was married : then I went to my country and took service in a house in

my village. I stayed there for some time and contracted debts for my
marriage wdien I w^as w^orking in that house. I have discharged those

debts.

6-4623. I am paid daily w^ages T pick one bushel of seeds a day*

If I pick one bushel T get As. 6 ; if I pick anything extra I am paid at the

rate of As. 8 a bushel. If I pick 2 bushels I get As. 6 plus As. 8, w'hich

is As. 14. If I pick fths of a bushel I am paid a proportionate amount.

1 and my wife pick together. My wife came here after marriage. I have

been wt irking here in this estate for the last three years.

G-4626. I do not work all the 6 days of the week ; I sometimes tato

a rest. Our child was bom in my village. My master gives medical aidi

when a woman gives birth to a child. When I work in my village I get

As 3 or As. 4 a day. I go home because I like to see my country and

my people. I have a house there. I do not worship any God. My caate

is Madigah, the shoe-maker caste. My father made shoes and my eldest

brother ifc in the village doing that work. He gets very little money
for it.
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6-4627. I have no complaints to make
; I am very satisfied. If I

do not work I am not beaten. I do not pay any money to the mistri nor do
I give him drink. I myself drink once a week

;
I drink one seer of toddy

for which 1 pay As. 2. My wife drinks one anna w^orth of toddy. i

do not make any wine at home
; other people do not make wine at home.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mnddathappa, a male coolie.

6-4628. 1 come from Mundli village, Panatindul taluk, Anantpur
district- I have three-fourths of an acre of land at home which my father
cultivates

;
the land belongs to my father. It is his own land. I have no

brothers.

6-4629, My fathei* has a debt of Rs. 100 on the land on which he pays
12 per cent, interest. I took an advance of Rs. 25 when I came here.
The misir f gave mo the advance in my country and I gave it to my father.
I do not pay anything for that advance from the estate.

6-4630. 1 am not married. I made an agreement for one year for
my Rs. 25. I could go home now before the end of the year. If I went
away I would come back but if I did not come back I would have to repay
the money.

6-4631. I have never been to jail for not fulfilling the agreement.
This is th(; first year 1 have taken an advance

;
I am new here this year.

I do not know anybody who has gone to jail for not fulfilling the agree-
ment.

(Tlie witness withdrew.)

Oirria, a mistri.

6-4632. I come from Mandya in Mysore State. I was a coolie before
I was a mistri

; I Avorked as a coolie for 5 or 6 years. Last year I brought
15 coolies from my village

;
it took me about 15 to 20 days to get these

15 coolies

6-4633. I stay in my country 15 days, a month, and sometimes two
months. I got two coolies from ray own village and the rest T got from
Hindupur which is 110 miles from my village

;
I paid advances to those

coolies and brought them ; I paid .off their debts
; I paid Rs. 100 for one

coolie. 1 tell the coolie the exact conditions that prevail here. I did not
give them drink

;
why should I spend money on drinks ? For each coolie

the estate pays me 10 pies pei' day. I do not take anything from the
coolies.

6-4634. My wife and children are here. My wife does not come out
to work. When I recruit the coolies I do not tell them to go in familie.s,

or couples or singly. It is left to their choice.

6-4635. EA^ery morning I tell the coolies to come along for work. If
they do not turn out I cannot do anything. Every day I shout out “come
out for work About 15 or 20 coolies are working under me now.

6-4636. Any mistri who attempted to beat a coolie for not going to
work would have to be careful because he would get hit back by the coolie*

No coolie has beaten a mistri here.

6-4637. 1 haA^e earned about Rs. 3,000 or Rs. 4,000 on this estate. 1

have eeiebrated two marriages here of my family.
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G-4638. TJie <ibildren start work here at about 10 years of age. In
iny line a hi^band and wife and family live in one room. Three or four
single men live in one room and cook together. I have been 35 years on
^is estate

; 1 have bought about 5 acres of land and I built a house in
Mandya on which 1 spent Bs. 600.

(i'he witness withdrew.)

Mr. J. H. BPBOTT^ Manager of the Halleri and Santaghurry Goffee
Estate, Santaghurry.

Q-4639. Mr. Sastri : How long have you been manager ‘/—Two years.

G-4640. Are you the only European on the staff ?—No, there is a
European at Santaghurry.

G-4641. What other establishment have you besides labour and the
mistris !—Writers and there is a fitter.

G-4642. Are there any medical people ?—No.
G-4643. What medical assistance do you give ?—We dispense medicines

ourselves. I dispense medicines for minor cases that can be treated on
the estate

;
otherwise they are taken to Jlercara or a doctor from Mercara

comes here to visit the estate periodically whenever necessary. If it is a
very bad case, on his recommendation they are sent to the Civil Hospital
at Mercara.

G-4644. Mr, Joshi : Do you pay the doctor any monthly remunera-
tion ?—No, he is paid per visit.

6*4645. How’ long were you here before you became manager ?—About
three years.

G-4646. How many people are there w^orking here on the estate t

—

There are 240 coolies on the check roll, 2 writers, a fitter and a mason.

G-4647. That includes the people who are working in the factory ?

—

Yes.

G-4648. What w^ork do you give your labour throughout the year ?

—

There is a certain amount of shade lopping of the little green shade trees

when they first come in in May. Weeding generally commences about June
and goes on practically through the year all the time until September or

October. Pitting starts in about June, taking out the dead trees or border

trees and making a pit preparatory to putting in of new supply. Then
these pits have to be filled afterw^ards, sometimes in June or August, there

being very heavy rain in July. We generally do nothing else but weed in

July. Then there is handling to do in September. That is light pruning,

breaking off any dead sticks there may be or other handling that is neces-

sary. Then comes planting which may take place before the heavy rain

in June, or it may take place after the heavy rain in August and Septem-
ber. Picking starts about the end of November or the beginning of De-
cember and the picking goes on till now. Then there is the application

manures which are applied in September and October ;
in some places

manure is applied twice in a year and in other places only once. Harvest-
itig begins about the end of November or the beginning of December.
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G-4649. Month by month how does your labour strength vary t—After
their pay has been given them in settlement they go away j at the end of
April or May our strength is generally about 50* At the end of May the
coolies that have been paid up start coming in again after having been to

their own country. They go on coming in until about the middle or end
of June when we have most of our coolies in

; we have probably 200 here
then. Th^n more come in August or September. The reduction in the

number at certain seasons suits me to a certain extent because we have not
sufficient work for them at that time of the year. If they were here we
should give them work.

G-4650. What are your recruiting expenses ?—Last year I went myself
to the coolies’ village to recruit and I also went in 1925. My own expen-
diture last year came to about Rs. 140. The mistri gets way expenses for

his coolies when he brings them in.

6-4651. You do not charge any interest on the advances given 1—
No:

G-4652. How do you deduct the advances ?—^At the end of the year
wlien they get their pay the}^ are at liberty to p«,y back a portion or the

whole or none of their advance. If they like to pay back the whole lot

they can do so.

G-4653. How much do you pay them a week ?—Every week we pay
them just their maintenance money, Rs. 1-4-0 or Rs. 1-8-0. Some coolies

er;t rice more than rar/i and when they ask for it they get Rs. 1-8-0 instead

of Rs. 1-4-0. Sometimes they want extra money to buy clothes and things

like that.

G-4654. Do you keep a separate passbook for each coolie ?—I have a
big check roll which contains the name of every coolie and an entry as to
every day’s work.

G-4655. Mr, Glow : May we see that book ?—Certainly. (Same
handed to Mr. Clow).

G-4656. Mr. Joshi : How do you pay for the work other than pluck-

ing f—Each day they have so many trees to* weed on contract and when
they have finished that number they can go to their line^. Priming is

chiefly done by outside coolies who (Jo it for so many rupees per acre. They
are chiefly contractor’s coolies. Manuring and pruning is done by the

day.

G-4657. You pay the women As. 4 per bushel, the men As. 6 per
bushel, and the children As. 2i for a half bushel ?—^Yes.

G-4658. Whom do you call a child ?—^Anyone who cannot do a
woman’s w^ork during the non-plucking season. It is not according to

age but according to* size and capability. On an average I should say

women pick as much as men and sometimes more.
A i.

6-4659. How many rooms have you here in the lines T—I should

think nearly 100 rooms.

6-4660. How many days in a week do the people generally work
Generally between 150 and 200 days in a yean. Sometimes •we idudt
half a day on Sundays.



G-4661. Are these estates inspected by anybody The Managii^
Director comes out from England periodically to inspect.

G-4662. Does anybody inspect on behalf of Government J—No j during
my time the plantation has never been inspected.

G-4663. How many prosecutions did you launch under the Coorg
Labour Act last year ?—Very few

; this "estate has always had very few
defaulters ,* perhaps there were a dozen prosecutions.

G-4664. What are the penalties ?—The magistrate generally tells them
to return to the estate and work off their debts. They do not often get
jailed.

G-4665. You have no system by which a man receives wages while he
is sick ?—No.

G-4666. Do you give any bonus at the end of the year apart from the
As. 4 you give every week ?—At the end of the year all the coolies make
a feast and they are given from the estate so much per head towards that
feast.

G-4667. Have you any sj'stetn of fining people ?—No. Tf tliey do
very bad work or make some big mistake they a,re put down as absent
for that day and they lose a day’s pay

; for instance, if they steal

another man’s crop they are punished in that way.

G-4668. Mr, Clow : This check roll indicates that practically all the
labourers have money due to them f—^Yes.

G-4669 There are practically none now wdth any debt outstanding ?—

•

Yes
;
tlw only ones who owe any money to the estate are the few* who

bolted and ran fiway.

G-4670, I see one man has Rs. 2,700 due to him ?—That is money due
to a nmtri and his coolies.

64671. Do you pay the mistri or the coolie ?—I pay the coolies them-
selves. This year the settlement will probably be made at the end of
April. I have not settled with any coolies yet. Some went away without
leave, so to speak, or decamped. When coolies leave like that they often

come back for their money. If they do not return the money is paid to

their relations sometimes.

G-4672, Have you any substantial amount in the way of unclaimed
wages ?—No, none. When coolies decamp they usually do so owing me
money.

G-4673. You have a number of men entered as occasionally doing
half a day’s work ?—That probably means they have only picked half

a bushel instead of a full bushel or have had fever and gone back without
finishing the day’s work.

0-4674. Will you send us a statement as to the amount of money
earned by mistris ?—^Yes.

6-4675. You pay wages on a piece-rate system ?—^Tes. ^

G-4676. But you do not pay the same rates to a woman for the same
amount of work as you do to a man ?—^Some estates do. It has not been
done on this estate this year and it is not as a rule done on this estate^

iFhe women have never objected to that because 1 probably pay mp^re for
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extra work. In some cases a man and a woman for their first bushel got

As. (> and both get As. 6 for their extra bushel ; 'but my system is to pay
As. 8 for the second bushel to both man and woman. That is a method
of encouraging them to pick more than a single bushel.

G-4677. What does the bonus come to ?—Every one who work.s 6 days
in a week gets As. 4 for the week. Roughly we pay out about Rs. 200 a
mouth by way of bonus.

(3-4678. That is an average of nearly a rupee a head ?—^Yes.

G-4679. When are most of the advances given ?—In March or April.

Q-4680. Are the advances given before they go away ?—In some cases.

New coolie.-, genei-ally take money from their mistris or the writer in their

own country
;
the agreement is made out there. The coolies who are on the

estate nearly always take an advance from the estate.

G-4681. They sign a fresh agreement for the next year before they
leave ?—Ye^, in some cases.

G-4682. When do you expect them to return ?—^Roughly in about a
month

;
some only stay for a fortnight.

G-4683. How long does it take to work off an advance ?—For a mar-
riago or something like that they will demand Rs. 100 and it takes them
sometime to pay that off. If they have taken a moderate amount and have
worked w^ell and regularly they are nearly always in credit at the end of

the season.

G-4684. You keep a woman to look after the non-working children

Yes.

G-4685. At what age do the children begin to work ?—In picking time
at about 7 or 8 years of age hut for ordinary work they do not come till

10 or 11 years
; it depends more on their size and capabilities. In picking

time the parents get their children out to help them.

G-4686. You do not give any payments in grain ?—No, not here
;
we

used to give them their bonus in grain but they asked for it in cash and
I assented. We grow grain here which they can buy. There is no shop.

There are paddy fields owned by the estate which my writer cultivates, pays
the expenses, gives the straw to the estate and then sells the paddy to the

coolies at a rate less than the bazaar rate. It is only a limited supply.

G-4697. You dw'o not allow leave with pay for any worker ?—^No. They
can have it : it is available, but they do not seem to want I do not know
why that is .so

;
probably it is too much trouble to work it. They have lots

of time to work it. They have all Sundays and evenings. Some coolies

are finished by 2 o 'clock.

6-4688, Are you troubled by them drinking here ?—To a certain extent.

I have just lodged a complaint albout it. The toddy shop down the road

sells toddy to them during working hours and I objected to it.

6-4689. What do you think will be the result of the abolition of the

eystem of penal contracts ?—I do not think it will make much difference.

G-4690. You do not anticipate difficulty in getting the labour out t—
No ;

we shall have to work on a system of advances ; otherwise they will

not come : the first thing they ask for is an advance.
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G‘^91. Are you troubled much -with malaria f—^Not a great deaL
The majority of the children appear to have enlarged spleens but they seem
to be quite healthy in spite of that. Sickness is bad during the east tnndl
and this year we had almost an epidemic of pneumonia when the east wind
started, there being three deaths.

G-4692. Have any of the estates round here any permanent medical
arrangements at all ?—^Yes, some of them have

; they have either resident
doctors or nurses. 1 have not attempted to introduce such a system here
because up to now I have not found it necessaiy.

. G-4693. What is the population of this estate ?—I do not know exactly.
Of my total labour force of 240, about 60 are women and children working.
I draw my labour mainly from Hindupur in Anantpur district and Walla-
vanwad taluk

; a few come from Timkai which is in Mysore State.

0-4694. How many of your 240 coolies would be new ones ?—Nearly
200 Averc here in the previous year and 40 are new ones.

G-4695. Mr. Ahmed : Do you give any maternity benefit to the
coolies ?—^I'es. I only had 8 births on the estate this year and I paid the
equivalent of about Ks. .300 to tho.'*e eight. I give them .something more
when the children are a year old ; the total is about Es. 10 each. Shortly
befo're the birth of a child the women are given light work and do any
work they like to do.

G-4696. You do not allow any leave with pay t—^No.

G-4697. You do not allow leave with pay for any worker ?—No. They
are giA’en leave with pay for one day. for one festival in the year.

G-4698. There are no educational facilities in the garden ?—^No, not
on this garden.

G-4699. All the labour comes from outside ?—About half a dozen live

W’ithin a mile or two of the estate.

G-4700. You do not get the local labour because they are agriculturists

and have land ?—That is partly the reason.

G-4701. I take it that the wages they get in agriculture are much higher

than the remuneration you give in the garden and that is the reason they

are npt available ?—They have their own homes and they generally work
on whatever is going on nearest their homes.

G-4702. They could live in their own homes and work as well here f

—

It is probably 5 or 6 miles to Avalk.

G-4703. There is no sickness insurance here ?—^No.

G-4704. There is no doctor in the garden ?—No.

G-4705. We found on your estate a man whose name was Vilthakau,

who lost his leg about a year ago in consequence of a etit which he sustained

while working on your estate. He did not get any money or compensation.

While he w-as in the hospital did he pt anything t—No.

G-4706. I am not now speaking of your estate, but is not the large ntun-

her of prosectitions for offences under the Coorg Labour Act due to th#

fact that the managers are very hard and there are many false proiMna*

tkms f— do not think so.
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0-4707. ^ftve jwm any recreation ground ?—^Yes, they used to play
football there but they are not playing football at present

; we have sports
Auoe a year.

0-4708. Is it .true to say that the chief cause of migration from the
villages to the plantations is the poverty and indebtedness of the labourer

and also the activities of the labour recruiter t—^Yes, I should say that is

oorreot.

Q-4709. Are you in favour of the establishment of employment
agencies ?—I would not like to express an opinion upon that.

G-4710. You pay your men As. 6 per day. If a man is supporting a
wife and two children, will not his food and clothing cost more than Aa 6
p^r day ?—^No, I should not say so.

G-4711. Is it not true to say that the labourers do not receive a living

wage and that is why their women and children work f—^Not at all
; I

think their women are very happy working.

6-4712. If the labourer could earn a fair living wage I suppose he
would maintain his wife and send his children to school f—I am sure

the labourers on this estate would not.

G-4713. The infantile mortality is very high here, is it not ?—I sup-

I>ose it is.

G-4714. The children do not get good food, and there would be less

infantile mortality if the children h^ milk and good food ?—When I

started giving maternity benefits I suggested to my coolies that they should

have Mellins Food, but they said they wanted something else. One cannot

get milk ; it is not obtainable.

G-4715. What commission does the mistri receive ?—Aibout 12 to 15
per cent, on the coolies ’ wages

; it is not deducted from the earnings of the

coolie.

G-4716, Mr. Clow In this book there is a gang under a man called

Balloo ?—He is my writer.

G-4717. There are 53 men here ?—^Yes.

G-4718. Some are shown in your book as earning As. 6 and some As. 7.

Which of them get As. 7 f—Those working in the pulp house and at odd
jobs who have no opportunity of earning extr i money, and for that reason

they get a higher daily wage.

G-4719. Those 53 men began the month with a total balance due to them
of Es. 1,581-12-6 t—Yes.

6-4720. And a balance against them of Rs. 11-11-0 due to you t

—

Yes.

6-4721. They earned during the month Rs. 491-5-6 Yes.

6-4722. This was for February, 28 days ;
they worked a total number

of 10291 days ; they were given advances during the month amountiiig to

Ra. 223-14-0
;
so at the end of the nqionth the estate owed them Rs. 1,847,

and Ikey owed the estate Rs. 9-7-0 t—^That is right.

6-4723. Would that be a typical month f—^It is a typical month during
phddng time. In the other months they are not earning all this extra

fCMmef. They may earn a certain amount of money which is not put en
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tte loheck toU at all but m paid to them direct. When a cooly has finished
liis daily work he is at liberty to earn more money on the estate.

Q-4724. Are they given a slip at the end of each week to indicate to
them how much they have earned ?—N<^. I think all my coolies under-
stand that at any time they can come and have this explained to them.

G-4725. JIfr. Sastri ; How are advances made to these men f

—

Under the Coorg Labour Act when money is advanced and an agreement
is m^e it has to be witnessed by certain people recommended and
sanctioned by Government. If the agreements are not witnessed by those
people they are not valid.

G-4726. At the time when the accounts are cleared up, is it all

done in your presence ?—Yes, it is done by me.

G-4727. The account is settled direct between you and the coolies

and the mistris do not come into it f—It is done between me and the
coolies. I settle with the mistris separately.

G-‘4728. Mr. Joshi : How many mistris have you ?—Fourteen.

G-4729. Mr. Sastri : Do you know of any quarrel between the
mistris and the coolies ?—No. I had cases of that kind but I got rid
of the writer or recruiter about whom the complaint w^as m^ide. The
mistris atul coolien %vho are here now^ are v’^ery friendly. The coolies

know^ that if they make any complaint it will be looked into.

0-4730. I think you talk Canarese and Telugu ?—Yes.

G-4731. Is that so in the case of most of the managers ?—I do not
think most of the managers have Telugu coolies.

G-4732. Do you frequently visit the lines ?—Yes, very frequently.

G-4733. Do quarrels occur in the lines owing to drink or arising

from sexual matters ?—There is a certain amount of quarrels due to

drink, but they are veiy soon cleared up. We have not had any quarrels

about women,

G-4734. Mr. Clow : Are the people of w^hom you speak as writers

merely clerks ?—They are overseers to look after the work on the estate.

They are really a sort of mistri ; they speak English. If T am away I

leave them in charge. One of my writers recruits the coolies.

G-4735. Does a coolie ever ask you during the season how his account

stands ?—No.

(The witness withdrew.)

Ur. J. S, H, MORGAN, Mr. P. J. TIPPING, Colonel H. MUBLAND,
and Mr. J. H. SPROTT, representing the Coorg Planters' Association,

Mercara.

G-4736. JIfr. Sastri ; Have you always been aflSliated to the United

Planters’ Association of Southern India t

—

(Mr. Morgan) : Yes. We
were the original body ;

they are a later body. Our views in general

agree with theirs.

G-4737, What is your opinion about the abolition of the Coorg
liabour Act f—Those areas which have lost their Act have suffered no

disadvantage from it and I do not think we shalL
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G-4738. Are there any Indian planters who are members of your
Association i—We have one Indian member

;
we had a good many Indian

members before the subscription rates were raised but now they are not
members because they are not prepared to pay the subscription.

G-4739. Is it due to political reasons ?—^No, we do not interfere in

politics at all.

G4740. Has it anything to do with racial feeling ?—I do not think
so

G-4741. You say the average contract is from June 1st to March
31st, which means ten months. You say the average wage for a man is

As. 6 a day, which is Rs. 2-4-0 a week. Therefore at the termination of

the contract period each man should get a good deal more than Rs. 100,

whereas in fact the average total earning is Rs. 75 for men
;
that suggests

there are some heavy deductions ?—The man does not work all the days
of the 10 months. Then his weekly advance is deducted. Some of them
go away for a couple of months in the middle of that period. Some
coolies are on the estate 5 months out of the 10 months. (Colonel

Murland) .* They are settled up with twice a year and after each settle-

ment they go away for a month or two. (Mr, Tipping) : Those who
want it can get their pay weekly but al! the Coorg people take it twice

a year. The Mysorians only take it once a year
;
they will not take it

more than once a year if you offer it to them because they say they will

waste it if they take it.

G-4742. What period does the maternity benefit cover ?

—

(Mr.

Morgan) : Some estates give a cash payment to the women of Rs. 3 or

something equivalent to that
;
other estates put the women on the check

roll as being present before and after the birth, even though they are not

working.

G-4743. Do you send them away towards the end of their preg-

nancy ?

—

(Colonel Mnrland) ; It depends greatly on the individual ;

some take a long time while others take a short time.

G-4744. But do you allow them to go to work ?

—

(Mr. Morgan) :

No force is used
;
they come to work if they wish to ; they are probably

given light work to do. (Mr. Tipping) : On our estate they are paid

Re. 1 a week for three or four weeks and that is quite sufficient to keep

them for four weeks. I do not pay it in one lump sum because if I did

so the husband might take it and spend it on drink
;
we dole it out week

by week and pay it on condition that the women do not work.

6-4745. Mr. Ahmed : Do the women workers return to their villages

before the child is born ?—^My experience is the other way. They come
to us.

G-4746. What provision is there for medical assistance ?—^We have

three dispensaries and three sub-assistant surgeons. (Colonel Murland) :

They are treated in their own houses ;
I put another woman to look after

the woman who is pregnant.

G4747. Do you mean a qualified nurse ?—^No, she is not qualified

m any way except by experience.

0^4748. Is she a woman in your pay ?—^No.



G-4749- Are these women specially kept for that purpose 1—No^
(JIfr. Morgan) : It is not the usual thing on estates to keep women at
midwives.

6-4750. Are you in favour of starting maternity homes op every

plantation ?—Most estates now subscribe to the Government dispensary

for medical benefit. Many of the estates in Coorg are small estates and
it would be very difficult for such estates to organize their own maternity
homes.

6-4751, Could not the plantations join together to make provision
for maternity homes ?

—

{Mr. Tipping) : I do not think the women
would leave one plantation and go to another. {Mr. Morgan) : When
this matter was discussed by our Association it was agreed that every-

body should give certain benefits for maternity cases. Most plantations

give Re. 1 per week for three or four weeks.

G-4752. In some cases I suppose they give* nothing ?—^Possibly in

one or two cases.

G-4753. You say that the average cost of living per person per
month is Rs. 4. That comes to about As. 2 per day ?

—

{Mr. Tipping) :

The average cost of food is Re. 1 per week. If they have more money
they spend it not on food but on other things

;
most of it goes to the

toddy shop.

G-4754. Do they not spend Rs. 7 a month on necessities ?—^No.

G-4755. How much rice do they eat ?—On the average they eat a
seer of rice per day.

G-4756. What is the price of rice ?—Paddy is about 16 seers to the

rupee while rice is about 8 seers to the rupee.

G-4757. Then the cost of a seer of rice wnll be As. 2. That being
so, how can they pay for vegetables, a little meat, dal, oil and spices

required for cooking ?—I should think that would cost As. 4 a week.
{Colonel Murland) : They grow a certain amount of their vegetables.

(Mr. Sprott) : They buy rice raw, but they do not eat a seer of raw rice

a day
;
by the time they eat the rice its weight is doubled.

G-4758. Are the workers indebted to people in their villages t

—

{Mr. Tipping) : I could not say ;
they are generally indebted to us.

The original idea to give them advances was to enable them to leave

money with their people in the villages and go away to work.

6-4759. If you paid the wages every week they could send money
to their people in the village f—No, the money would go astray if it was
sent to the villages.

6-4760. I would suggest to you that the people take ttiese ady^c<^
because they are in difficulties and in debt, that under those circpi|]t-

stanoes they make the agreement under the Coorg Labour Act a^d tj|i^t

after that they cannot get out of your clutches until the year has ex-

pired ?—They can walk away at any time they like and unfortiiijate^

they do so.

6-4761. There are a large number of prosecutions under this Aot
because these people attempt to escape from the contract. They either
have to pay back the money or go to jail t

—

{Mr. Morgan) : Or go to
L14RCL
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a coolie has received an advance he sometimes goes tg the

Beirt; estate and takes an advance from them.

G-4762. Does the majority of your labour come from outside t—

•

Yes.

G-4763. And the majority of them get advances ?—Yes, they come
through a labour supplier.

G-4764. The mistri makes a profit out of it ?—His account is credited

with commission at a certain percentage on the total coolies’ earnings,

but it is not deducted from the coolies’ earnings.

G.-4765. Payments are made through mistris f— {Colonel Murland) :

S^me of the weekly advances are paid through mistris,

G-4766. Therefore you do not know what the mistris pay the

coolies ?—The majority of the coolies are paid out individually. {Mr.

Morgan) : The payments are different from advances. Payments are

made to the mistri and he hands the money over to the coolie, but the coolie

has access to the manager.

G-4767. Mr, Nicolls : Do you desire compulsory maternity benefits ?

—

At the present moment I think every estate gives maternity benefits of

some sort, but it is not organized on a definite scale. I rather doubt
whether compulsory maternity benefit would be welcome. {Mr, Spratt) :

If maternity benefit were made compulsory by law those estates which
are now giving more than the law would compel them to give would
probably decrease their payment and give what the law prescribed.

G-4768. Advances of Re. 1 or Rs. 1-4-0 are given per week
; is it a

fact that in many cases the coolie will not take more than Rs. 1-4-0 because

he does not require more t— (^fr. Morgan) : I think the coolie requires

at least As. 12 a week. {Colonel Murland) : I have had cases of coolies

aaying that they only wanted As. 8 a week ;
they take as little as they

can in order to increase the balance when settlement time comes,

{Mr. Morgan) : Sometimes they will take as much as you will give them ;

they vary.

G-4769. If coolies required more for their food per week, do you not

think they would ask for it ?—Yes, of course and they would get it.

G-4770. How are advances made to the coolies ?—The advance is

generally handed to the coolie before an agent of the Labour Department.

It is paid out in the presence of an attesting officer. {Colonel Murland) :

Every cc^jlie on the plantation has free access to the manager so that if

he has any complaint to make he can get a hearing at once and there will

be an enquiry.

G-4771. Mr, Sastri : I suppose every manager knows one or two
vernaculars spoken by the coolies 1—Yes ; in many cases increments of

salary of the managers are dependent upon their understanding the

language and being able to talk to the individual coolies.

G-4772. M,r, Thimmayya Punja : Are the coolies taking more advances

than they used to ?

—

{Mr, Tipping) : They certainly demand more and
th^ get more. Some years ago they received about Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 in

advance ;
at present they will ask as much as Rs. 50, but I hope nobody

gives them as much as that. No interest is charged on these advances

and tfae coolie gives no security for them. If the coolie is tired of work
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he just walks away. We have no hold over the coolies. This system of

giving advances is a most pernicious system. {Mr. Morgan) ; We should

like to abolish this system of giving advances.

G-4773. Mr, Sasiri : If the Act goes I suppose the advances will

cease f—No, we shall still have to advance without any security
;
we

cannot get rid of this system of advances. {Mr. Tipping) : I have
instructed, my managers to reduce advances as much as they can. We
lose thousands of lupees every year in that way.

6-4773a. Mr. Thimmayya Punja : The amount of advance which is

paid is left to the discretion of the manager ?—^Yes, if the manager has

the interest of his labour at heart he will see that they are taken care of

and are comfortable. It is in our interests to look after our labour.

G-4774. Are the coolies willing to go to hospital for treatment t

—

No, they do not like to go into hospitals.

G-4775. Mr. Clow : Why are the coolies unwilling to stay on tea

gardens ?—It may be that the work is harder. Coolies who have returned
have told me that the tea estates are exposed to the sun while our cotfee is

all under shade. The coolies prefer to work in the shade.

G-4776. In coffee there is not the heavy hoeing that is necessary with
tea ?—There is a certain amount of it, but we generally get contractors

to do that.

G-4777. Where do the contractors get the labour ?—They bring the
labour up from the west coast

;
the labour comes for a month or so and

then goes away ; the contract is to do so many acres, and the contractor
takes his labour away as soon as he has finished his contract. The
contractors’ labourers are generally Moplahs.

G-4778. You say you give a free cumbli. What is a cumbli t—
blanket.

G-4779. Do you generally pay the travelling expenses of the labourer
both ways ?—I think that is pretty general in those days.

G-4780. How many dispensaries are there on the estates in Coorg,
not including Government dispensaries ?—I think there are four or five,

G-4781. Have the anti-malarial measures which you have adopted
given any results ?

—

{Mr. Morgan) : Very good results
;

the planters
spray water streams with an anti-malarial mixture, Pesterine

; we spray
all running water once a fortnight. That has certainly stopped a good
deal of malaria.

G-4782. Has your hookworm work had any result t— (ilfr. Tipping) :

It has had most beneficial effects as far as I am concerned. Once a year
we give all our people a day’s holiday with pay and treat them for hook-
worm. They do not mind the treatment

;
they have a whole day’s

holiday and they like it
;
the men, women and children all come up for

the treatment. I cannot say how general that is, but all my estates do it.

6-4783. Do you regard it as an advantage to have liquor shops near
the estates ?—^No, distinctly otherwise. {Colonel Mtirland) : If there is

no liquor shop near by it only means that a man walks miles to get to a
liquor shop,

G-4784. Are you troubled at all by enticement of labour from on«
estate to another t

—

{Mr. Morgan) : That is really controlled by the
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Btiles of the Coorg Planters’ Associatioxu A certain number of coolies

are constantly going off.

6-4785. Have any cases been brought under Section 19 of the Coorg
Labour Act in respect of enticement ?

—

{Mr. Tipping) : We. have never
enforced it. We are reluctant to enforce it because it would create such
a lot of bad feeling. It has been threatened but never put into force to

my knowledge.

6-4786. What is the expense of recruitment ?—^We subscribe to the

United Planters’ Association of Southern India on an acreage basis. Tt

works out at Rs. 1-3-0 an acre.

6-4787. How many labourers do you regard as necessary for an
acre ?—^We really want one coolie per acre now. Outside the Labour
department there is practically no expense of recruitment

;
we do not

actually recruit
;
the mistris bring the men in from their own villages

;

the mistris get commission and travelling allowance.

6-4788. Are many labourers brought in at the present time without
agreement ?—^Yes, many.

6-4789. And they are not put under agreement when they come to

the estates ?—No. {Colonel Murland) : I should say about 75 per cent,

of our labourers have agreements. A number of old coolies who are con-

tinually on the estate have no advances.

6-1790. Do you recruit any labour directly, not through mistris ?

—

Very rarely. We have a system by which any coolie who likes to work
on an estate without an advance, at the end of the season gets 3 pies

extra a day for every day the man, woman or child works.

6-4791. Is it at all a common practice for the manager himself to go
to the recruiting areas and familiarize himself with the conditions there ?

—

Occasionally they go, but it is not general.

6-4792. Mrs. Timmaya : Do you think there should be visiting

nurses for maternity work ?

—

{Mr. Morgan) : That might be organized

by the 6overnment dispensaries.

6-4793. By the time they get to the hospital they are dead ?— (Mr.
Sprott) : To make it really effective a very large personnel of district

nurses would have to be available. {Mr. Tipping) : I believe there is

great difficulty in getting nurses.

6-4794. Do you not think it would be advisable to abolish toddy
ahops because the ivorkers in some weeks spend all their money on toddy
and then have to starve ?—If the toddy shops were closed in the neigh-
bourhood of the coffee plantations it is said that it would be a hardship
on other people who are not working on the coffee plantations. {Mr.
Morgan) : It would not hurt an estate to have no toddy i^op.
{Mr. Sprott) : As long as they do not drink to excess I do not see why
they should not drink. {Mr. Morgan) : As long as they drink pure toddy
I do not think it does any harm.

. 6-4795. But the toddy which is supplied in the toddy shop is not
pure ?—That is so.

6-4796. Do yon not think some control might be exercised over toddy
shops ?—I think it would be a very good thing.

^ (The witness withdrew.)
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G-4797. Mr. Sastri : Have you coffee on your estate ?—Coffee, pepper

and paddy.

6-4798. Is there any association to which you belong ?—^Yes, there ii

an association, called the Kodagu Sabha and the Landholders’ Association^

which IS an association of landholders.

G-4799. They have not deputed you to speak for them ?—^No, they

have not been asked to depute any.

6-4800. Are you in favour of the repeal of the Coorg Labour Act 1—
No, not until Government arranges for labour to be imported in some other

way into the Province. All of us are entirely dependent on labour im-

ported from outside into Coorg. Unless they are attracted by an advance

they will not come here. But as the whole of India appears to be in favour

of the repeal of this Act as far as labour is concerned, what I would sug-

gest is that Government should help us in encouraging people to settle in

the country by importing them.

G-4801. What is the position with regard to hospitals t—If a coolie

comes from an estate which does not subscribe to the hospital, the hospital

assistant refuses to give him medicine, unless the coolie brings a letter from
his employer offering to pay for the coolie being attended to.

6-4802. Have you ever complained to Government of this practice ?

—

No, because I am a subscriber myself.

6-4803. You say that contractors are guilty of breach of faith with
their workers ?—^Labourers receive better treatment from the mistrifi who
are bound over to the estate by advance

;
when the labourer is in contact

^uth the employer and is paid direct by the employer this difficulty does
not arise, but there is this trouble when contractors employ the labour and
payment is made to the contractor by the employer and the contractor pays
the labourer.

G-4804. On the estates are labourers summoned to work by means of
a signal ?—^Yes, a bell is rung on some estates every day at about 6 o’clock

and about 7-30. A similar bell is rung at closing time unless the coolies

arc all on task work in which case they come and go as they like, finishing

the task work.

G-4805. You say that wages are paid weekly as a rule ?—^Tjocal coolies

are paid weekly. Those who get advances from the mistris are not paid
weekly.

6-4806. Mr. Clow : Do you offer land to the labourers on your estate t

—Yes, I have given them some paddy fields free for their cultivation.

0-4807. Do you find them ready to take it up t—^Yes, they have practi-
cally become settlers on the land. We give them half an acre or an acre
free and they do not go away so often as they otherwise would to their
country. They are eager to tice up pad^y cultivation. We can only give
them a little land free ; it is only to give them an inducement.

6-4808, Have you any facts in support of your statement that* the
labourer is becoming lazier t—^Yes. We can see the work they are d<K
ing. They are deteriorating. Before the wares were increased from An.
to As. 6 they were working 5 to 6 days a week, but now that the pay hli
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been increased they do not work more than three or four days in the week

and they are content with what they can get in three days.

G-4809, Do you find that it is now necessary to keep three times the

quantity of labour to produce the same amount of coffee as was necessary

20 years ago ?—^We have to maintain more labour now than what we had
some years ago. They used to come out at 7 o’clock in the morning but

now they will not start work till 9 o’clock.

G-1810. Do you think this laziness is due to ill-health 1—^No ;
it is

the local labour who are lazy and they maintain the best of health being

quite acclimatized to the country ;
there is very little absence among the

imported labour
;
they are regular in their work simply because they

are only here two or three months at a time. They are seasonal people

who come now and then and that means they are very healthy
;
on the first

appearance of fever they go back to their own country.

G-4811. When does the imported labour arrive on your estate ?—The
first batch of imported labour comes about the 20th June and they return

to their country about the 8th or 10th September. The next set will come
iji about the middle of November and remain till the end of February, or

if the crop is heavy till the 15th March. They come from Malabar, South
Canara, and all these places on the West Coast, and we get some coolies

from Coimbatore.

G-4812. What do they do when they are in their own country ?—They
are all attached to the jemmies and they are all cultivators on the land.

Jammies are people who have a large amount of land
;
the coolies take small

pieces of land from them to cultivate for which they pay rent in kind.

G-4813. They are bound to work for the jammies, are they ?—^Tes,

they are attached to the land of the jammies itself, and they cannot go
away without permission from the masters.

G-4814. Then do the jammies give them permission to come to your
estate ?—^Yes, in the slack season, but when the coolies get a letter from
the jammies they will not stay another day

;
they are very particular and

faithful in that respect. Their fear is great with these labourers, chiefly

those of South and North Canara.

G-4815. Is that system legal 1—^It is not legal, but the attachment
they have to their land and master is more important than the legal aspect
of the question.

6-4816. Mrs, Timmaya : Is one of the reasons why women do not go
to the hospital because there are no women doctors ?—^Yes, that is certainly
one of the reasons.

6-4817. Are you in favour of some form of legislation with regard to
maternity benefits ?—^Yes. Coorg cannot boast of a single woman doctor,
and I do not think we have enough women trained in midwifery. In child-
birth these women attend to themselves.

Q-4818. Mr, Joshi : What amount of encouragement do you want
Government to give labourers in order to induce them to settle in this
eoumtry 1—There are a lot of forest lands and wet lands and if Govern-
ment^ could manage to induce settlers to come and take up that land and
reimiin permanently in the country, it would be a great help as far as
the labour problem is concerned. If the settlers are engaged in paddy
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16th August
;
after that date there will be very little worsen the paddy

fields till December as the paddy crop will not be ready till the end^ of

December
;
that means that these people can work on the neighbouring

estates during the slack season.

G-4819. Does not the Government at present offer paddy land to any
people who want to settle in the district ?—^Yes, but there should be pro-

paganda work outside the country where there are lot of emigrant labour

without work and land and who prefer to go to places and settle down ;

this propaganda work alone will bring in settlers.

G-4820. You want Government to advertise that there is cultivable

land available in Coorg ?—That is not enough
;
there must be propaganda

work in centres where people are suffering from want of employment.

G-4821. Government are at present prepared to give land to people f

—

Yes.

G‘4822. Do they also say that they will not charge assessment for

some years ?—Yes
; 7 years is very common, and in special cases it is 10

years.

G-4823. When you give paddy land to your labourers do they have to

pay any tax to Government ?—No, I pay the tax.

G-4824. I suppose the planters would have no objection to the Govern-
ment appointing inspectors on these plantations to inspect the conditions

of work ?—Speaking for myself, I should have no objection if officers of

good standing were appointed.

G-4825. I suppose you also would have no objection to regulatums
being enforced by Government as to hours of work and conditions in the
plantations ?—Provided Government helps us in supplying labour because
we are entirely at the mercy of the labourers who come from outside

Coorg, and unless we treat them properly they will not come.

Gr-4826, You yourself give your workers one hour^s rest at midday,
and therefore you would have no objection to a regulation making an
hour's rest at midday compulsory ?—I shall have no objection to legislation

if it helps both the employer and the employee, but if it is one-sided legisla-

tion I think the planters as a whole will object.

G-4827. I understand the current wages are As. 6 for a man, As. 4 for
a woman and As. 4 for a boy ?—^Yes.

G-4828. What tasks are performed by boys and women ?—^Boys are
generally engaged in manuring, protecting supplies and work of that light
kind.

G-4829. Are they paid so much per bushel ?—^Yes. If it is task work ^

it is generally paid according to the crop we have on the eatate. At times
wc pay As. 8 or even Be. 1 a bushel. This year I think some people have
paid as much as Rs. 1-4-0 per bushel ; that is what is paid when they
are short of labour. I myself am paying different wages on different
estates. This year I have paid As, 10 to men, women and boys ; I do not
inake any distinction between men, women and boys. If a man picks Im
than a bushel he is paid his daily rate of As, 6,



G-4830. Are there women labourers t—Women labourers come very

fately ;
generally the men do not bring their wives with them

;
they gb

back in 2 or 3 months.

G-4831. The imported coolie takes an advance ?—Yes.

G-4832. And until the advance is repaid he does not get his full

#l®es ?—If he does not take any advance on the estate, he can send back

Its. 5 or Rs. 6 every month. Some of these people come without advances.

G-4833. How many people are there working on your estate ?—I had

about 500 coolies, but I have now only 150. All those 150 have taken

advances.

G-4834. And they are not paid .their full wages every month ?—^No^

they are not.

6-4835. Therefore they cannot send Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 a month home *

They have their families with them and they are not sending money
home.

6-4836. Mr. Ahmed : The workmen get better pay in their own
villages and therefore there is not much attraction in Coorg ?—^Yes, that is

lately so.

6-4837. Also the labourers are afraid of malaria ?—Yes.

G-4838. You speak in your memorandum of the conditions on the

I^addy fields ?—They are the permanent labourers of the country in

€oorg.

G-4839. I suppose if educational facilities are provided that will

attract labour ?—They do not as a rule bring their children, and I do not

think night schools would be of any use for adults.

G-4840. Educational facilities would be a very good thing for the

children who are here t-rYes.

6-4841. I suppose maternity benefits and the employment of lady
doctors would attract labourers to Coorg ?—^Yes.

6-4842. Old age pensions and pensions after long service on the

^ates would attract coolies, would it not ?—^Unfortunately no estate can
boast of a coolie who has been working on that estate for more than lO
years.

G-4843. If wages were higher they would be attracted 1—^Yes. but I
have my own doubts.

6-4844. Sanitary conditions would attract them ?—^Practically every
planter has sanitary accommodation.

6-4845. If these things were given it would attract the coolies to Coorg,
vrould it not ?—^No, because they are bound to their jemmies in the other
Provinces and it is only in the slack season that they come to thii
country.

6-4846. I suppose the planters have taken advantage of the Coorg
hsibour Act of 1928 T—Everybody has taken advantage of it.

^

6-4847. They compel the coolies to work for "a year by making an
iihrance to them f—^Tes, but only honest coolies stSck to it,

Illi4648. Are you in favour of giving more medical &cilities to tlrf

vrorkers 7—-Yes.
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G-4849. Mr. Nicolls : You say you are in favour of the provision ol

medical, facilities. At whose expense ?—^Naturally the Government should

take it up, but if any help from the planters is required it will be given.

G-4850. Can you prove that coolies who come to the hospital from
estates which are not subscribing to the hospital are sent back ?—^Yes.

G-4851. If that is the case, do you think the reason for refusing to

treat the coolie is because the owner of the estate can well afford to pay the

subscription to the hospital ?—Yes, that is the reason.

Q-4852. You suggest that land should be given to coolies to induce

them to settle in the country, but do you think there is sufficient paddy
land available for the number of coolies that are required in Coorg 1—
Not for t^e whole estate, but something can be done in that direc-

tion.

G-4853. If sufficient paddy land is not available, do you think the

labour, most of which comes from South Canara, would be content to take

up dry land ?—Yes
;
they can plant oranges and ragi. On the coasts there

is kufnri cultivation
;
they fell some blocks of land, set fire to it in the hot

weather and grow ragi. There is also a kind of paddy which grows in dry
cultivation.

G-4854. Mr. Thimmayya Punjo : You say one hour’s rest is provided

at midday ?—Yes, that is generally so.

G-4855. What percentage of your coolies are cultivating land and
settling down ?—1 have about 10 coolies to whom I have given small blocks

of paddy fields.

G-4856. Is any maternity benefit given ?—There is no occasion for
maternity benefit because they do not bring their families with them, but
if there is necessity I send for the doctor.

0-48'57- Do you give them special pay during the time of child-birth f

—The occasion ha.s not arisen.

G-4858. Mr. Sasfri : But you have 150 permanent labourers ?

—

But
they live on their own land

;
they have their own huts. I give them all

facilities that are necessary and they are fed when they are siclC Persons
who come for two or three months, go back to their own country on the first

appearance of illness.

G-4859. How much do you pay your coolies ?—Men are paid As. 6
a day.

G-4860. If he works for 6 days he gets Bs. 2-4-0 ?—^Yes.

G-4861. Of that he takes Rs. 1-8-0 f—Yes.

0-4862. So that there will be a balance to his credit of As. 12 every
week. If he is only saving As. 12 how is he able to send to his village

5 or Rs. 6 a month 1—^Because if he is wise he will keep a little of wha4
he takes per week. But imported labourers are not generally extravi^ant

;

they come here just to earn some money and take it back to their wnntry.

COm mtoess .
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Sao Bahadur K. SUBBAYYA.
l

G-4863. Mr, Sastri : Are you a planter ?—^Yes. I was Public Prose-

<jutor and Government Pleader in this place for about 17 years,

G-4864. When the Labour Act ceases to operate do you suppose that

you will not have to make advances to the workers who come from outside f

—It depends upon the treatment the coolie receives at the hands of his

master.

G-4865. Do you expect people to demand advances when the Act is no
longer in force ?—Yes.

G-4866. And the employers will have to pay them ?—^Yes, if the

mistri is expected to supply labour he will have to take large advances

because he will have to go to his native place and advance money to the

coolies, but if each coolie is left to himself he may or may hot take an
advance.

G-4867. Do you think that Coorg is sufficiently well supplied with
schools for the labouring population ?—I believe so.

G-4868. Mr. Joshi : We believe there is scarcity of labour in Coorg ?

—

There is.

G-4869. When the Act ceases to operate will it be necessary to make
labour conditions in Coorg more attractive in order to induce labour to

come here ?—That is what I wish.

G-4870. Are there any medical facilities f—Yes, the planters send the

coolies to the hospital.

G-4871. What sort of cases are taken to the hospital T—Serious cases,

G-4872. If a man is suffering from malaria for about a month and
cannot go to work he loses his wages. He would be sent to hospital and
given free food ?—Yes

;
planters contribute something towards the main-

tenance of the coolies in the hospital.

G-4873. Do you think labour would be attracted if there were a con-

tributory sicknes>s insurance scheme to which labourers, employers and
Government contributed ?—At present on the plantations the ladies take

great trouble in attending to sickness among the coolies
;
of course it is

to the planters^ interest that the coolies should be well. I do not think
sickness prevails to such an extent as to necessitate a scheme such as you
suggest

; the coolies only stop here for a few months and then return to

their native places.

G-4874. Would you be in favour of legislation providing for the
inspection of plantations and regulating conditions of labour on planta-

tions ?—If a case is made out for it then of course it is necessary, but as

matters now stand I do not think any case is made out on a large scale. In
the absence of provision everything is going on all right. I do Hot think
any planter would take objection to such legislation.

G-4875. Do you think they would object to regulations as to the condi-

tions of labour, for instance, providing for one hour^s rest at midday t—^As

a rule the workers have it. I do not think the planters would raise any
objection to such a regulation.

.

G-4876. You say there is n,o necessity for workmen's compensation t—
Because accidents only take place in big factories.
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Q-4877. If the accidents on plantations are few, then the burden of

providing compensation will be small ?—^No doubt it appeals to reason that

if a coolie meets with an accident while doing his work he should be helped

to a certain extent by the employer.

G.-4878. On plantations are there any deductions from wages in the

form of fines t—^Not on my estate.

G-4879. Do you make advances to your workers t—^Yes.

G-4880. And the men must work ?—^Yes.

G-4881. What do you do if a labourer does not turn out for work in

the morning ?—If a planter fines people he will have no coolies on his

estate at all.

G-4882. itfr Ahracd : When labourers take advances they feel they
have got to worlc or they will be prosecuted ?—Yes.

G-4883. If the Coorg Labour Act of 1926 is repealed the advance
system will not be very effective because the labourers will then feel that
they are not bound to work ?—Yes.

G-4884. Do you not think night schools would be of advantage for the
education of adult workers ?—After working 9 hours in the day I do not
think they will want to go to night schools. An experiment might be made
and might be successful.

G-4885. Do you think educational facilities would be of advantage to

the children ?—Yes.

G-4886. How^ many of the labourers come here under the advance
S}’'Kteni under the Coorg rjal)our Act ?—Most of them.

G'4887. There appear to be a great many prosecutions under the Act t

—That is because coolies after taking advances from one estate go away
and take advances from another estate.

G-4888. Is that because there is competition for labour among the

employers ?—No, there is no competition
;
the Act provides that if a

planter employs a coolie knowing that he has taken an advance from another
estate, he is liable to be prosecuted. Coolies take advances from a estate,

spend the money, and being in need of money take an advance from
another estate. The wants of the coolie are very few, but there is a certain

amount of drunkenness amongst them.

G-4889. Are v(ui therefore in favour of the abolition of toddy shops t

—Yes.

G-4890. You .say that there are happy relations between employers
and employees ?—Yes.

G4891. But the fact that coolies leave a plantation to go to another

plantation shows that relations are not good ?—What I meant was that

there have been no strikes'.

G4892. The large number of prosecutions under the Coorg Labour
Act indicates that there is great dissatisfaction ?—That is not due to
strained relations between employers and employees.

G-4893. ilfr. Nicolls : If schools for children were started on tile

estates, do you think when the children went to work they would forget all
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be wasted ?—The parents will be anxious to make money out of the boar

as soon as he is old enough to earn something. I do not think full' ad-
vantage will be taken of the schools.

G-4894. Mr. Thimmayya Punja : Is it not a fact that little children
are left in the lines to look after babies when the mothers go to work ?

—

Yes.

Q-4895. At what stage are children expected to earn their living T

—

10 years.

0-4896. You say the advance system will cease
; do you mean that the

necessity of borrowing will cease ?—If the Act is abolished it will be left

to the option of the employer to give an advance or not. If the employer
finds that his employee is keeping his promise there will be a tendency for

him to make an advance. When the coolie knows that there is an Act under
which he can take an advance he more or less insists on the master giving

an advance.

G-4897. ilfr. Clow : How many acres have you under cultivation T—
I have 300 acres under coffee and nearly 800 acres under cardamom.
Cardamom plantations depend more upon imported labour from South
Canara

; the coffee estates are in a better position in regard to labour than

the cardamom estates. It is very difficult to get labour for the cardamom
plantations. This year a certain portion of my crop was not picked at all

for want of lalmur in spite of my attempts to get labour from the Ghats.

That was a great loss to me.

G-4898. Do you pay higher wages for cardamom work ?—Yes, I pay
Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 a month besides food. The cardamom plantations are situ-

ated in oui-of-the-way places here away from the markets. Therefore I

collect food in the hot weather and during the working season I give the

labourers one seer of rice a day and As. 4 a week to buy provisions such as

chillies, salt, betel nut, tobacco and so on. Even then I cannot get coolies.

G-4899. Is the cardamom land very unhealthy ?—No, it is healthy.

Those who work on the cardamom plantations are better in health when
they return home. They eat more food on the cardamom plantations.

The workers want to go to the shandy almost every week and they cannot

do that on the cardamom plantations, which are perhaps 12 or 15 miles

from the nearest village.

G-4900. What is the season for the cardamom work ?—^From June till

October or November

(The witness withdrew.)
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HONEE JEN KUBUMBA, a woman worker, at the Pollibetta Coffee
Plantations.

G-4901. I have worked here for two years ; my husband also is work-
iiifr here

;
he is digging on the field. I get As. 4 a day and As. 4 bonus if

I work 6 days a week. My husband gets As. 6 a day and As. 4 bonus.

G-4902. I have four children
;
they do not work

;
they are all small.

We live in our own huts about a mile away. We work here all the year ;

we have no cultivation. We made the hut ourselves. It took us two weeks
to build the hut.

G-4903. We come from Kampta village where we were working on the

headman’s paddy fields. We like this work ; we only want to fill our
stomachs. My husband received an advance of Bs. 10 from the mistri.

If we do only paddy field work that will not give us enough to eat
;
it is

on’y by coming to the coffee estate that we can fill our stomachs.

Q-4904. My eldest girl looks after the other children. If the master
says we should do so, we shall send our children to school. The women who
were here ran away when you came because thejsr were afraid you had emne
here to inoculate them. The pain of inoculation will make us go to bed
and then we shall have nothing to eat. If the plague comes to this place

we can run away or die.

G 4905. We Kurumbas do not want to go and stay in the lines ; wf
want to live in our own huts. We want a house thatched with straw. My
leg W’as hurt by a stick

;
the manager told me to go to the hospital, but

1 did not go to the hospital. I made my own medicine. Only men drink

toddy
; we women do not.

G-4906. We received an advance of Rs. 10 but we had a debt in.another

estate and we used the Rs. 10 to pay off that debt. We have made a bond
for the Rs. 10 on the estate and we have to re-pay this amount in instal-

ments. r •
I
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G-4907. I come to work at 7-30 in tlie morning and stop work at 4

o’clock. I do not do any more than the ordinary daily task for which I

am paid As. 4. I take a loan from the bazaar. Our wages are not sufficient

for US to live on. Every week on Sunday morning we get our advance of

Rs. 1-4-0 or Rs. 1-8-0,

fThe witness withdrew.)

BHIMLA, (Lambani caste)^ a male coolie, at the Pollibetta Coffee Planta^

tions.

G-4908. I come from Poppargodal in the north of Mysore State. I

have never had any land. T came here 7 j^ears ago. Every year I go 1o

my village at the end of March at the time of the Vgadi feast. At the

new year I stayed at m}^ home for throe months.

0*4909. I get As. 2 a day in my village. Here I get As. 6 a day, and

if I work extra I get another As. 6. If I work for 6 days continuously

they give me As. 2^ a week.

0-4910. I took Rs. 20 advance before I came ;
I took the advance in

my village. I had no debt. I used the money for family purpases. I

have a wife but she stays in my village where she works and gets As. 2 a

day. We have one chi'd. We have to work to fill our bellies. I do not

know anything
;
do not ask me questions. Our child is three years old.

My wife earns her livelihood in the village. That is why I do not bring

her here. There are 6 people in the room in which I live.

(The witness withdrew.)

RAMDUy (Lambani caste), a mistri, at the Pollibetta Coffee Plantations.

0-4911. I have been 43 years in this garden. I have 50 men under
me. 1 get 12^ per cent, commission on their wages

; they all come from
my village or the immediate neighbourhood. The workers on the estate

change from time to time
;
sometimes fresh men come.

Q-4912. I got Rs. 200 advance from the manager and I advanced about
Rs. 1,500 out of my own pocket to the coolies. I am not sure hoAV much
is owing to me at the moment from the estate. Rs. 60 is the biggest advance
I have given.

0-4913. The plantation gives a bonus of As. 4 a week to those who
work a full week ; Bhimla made a mistake when he said he only got As.
bonus. All my workers work very well

;
I have no lazy men in my gong.

I have never had any trouble with the accounts or with the coolies while
I have been here.

G-4914. I pay Rs. 54 land revenue for the land I have. I have one
sou on this plantation and 6 sons working on my land. Of my 50 men
not one has a wife or child with him. This month we shall get our accounts
settled, we shall go off and come back after two or three months. Only two
or three of my men have any cultivation of their own. When the accounts
are settled up at the end of the year 1 take all that is owing to me. I do
not leave any money with the manager.

04915. Last year I got Rs. 400 commission and I lost Rs. 100 through
people running away. That Rs. 100 comes out of the Rs. 400. The best
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men will get Rs. 40 to Rs. 60 after working off the advance received when
they come here and the advance received every week.

G-4916. Before the present manager came I used to have serious losses,

but with the present manager I do not. The people used to run away.
Two or three men ran away when the rains were very heavy.

G4917. Being old I drink for the benefit of my health. Some of the
workers occasionally drink a little. It would be to the benefit of all if

the toddy shops were abolished. We should be glad if the toddy shops
were all abolished, because some people drink and ruin themselves. People
would get reconciled to it if there were no shops.

0-4918. Some of the men do not turn up for work, but at the time of
coming to work 1 get hold of them and bring them. New men are recruited

and some of the old ones come again. Some of the men run away of their

own accord and some of them go home with permission.

G-4919. If I do not take an advance from the estate I get commission
at the rate of 15 per cent., but if I take an advance I get commission at the
rate of 12J per cent. The more recruits I get, the more advances are

given, and the more profit I can make.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. H. B. M. BABINGTON, Manager, Pollibetta Coffee Estate.

G-4920. Mr, Sastri : How long have you been manager ?—I Save been
here nearly three years and I have been manager nearly three years.

0-4921. Have you any European assistants ?—No.

G-4922. How many work-people do you deal with ?—There are 315
men, w^omen and children on the check roll at the present moment.

G-4923. Does that include those who come and go ?—Yes
;

it does

not include contractor’s labour. There are 315 permanent coolies about
h^lf of whom are w^omen

;
there are very few children.

G-4924. Mr. Clow : IIow many are local and how many are imported f

—The majority are imported and there are about 50 locals.

G-4925. They stay with j^ou all the time ?—^Yes.

G-4926. Most of the others go away for two or three months in the

year ?—Yes.
•

0-4927. They are mostly from Mysore ?—^Yes.

G-4928. What are the rates of pay ?—As. 6 for a man, as. 4 for a
woman

;
if they do 6 days work in the week there is as. 4 bonus

j
grown up

children get as. 3.

G-4929. Are thCvSe rates given for doing fixed tasks f—Yes.

G-4930. Is it possible to do extra work after the task is finished ?

—

Yes
; some of the men finish their work at 10-30, do extra work and get

so much an acre.

G-4931. A substantial number do extra work beyond the daily task ?

—

Yes, most of them do.

G-4932. IIow much of your work is coffee ?—The majority is coffee.

There is hardly anything else except pepper. Coffee is the principal crop ;

pepper is a subsidiary crop
;
there is very little cardamom.
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G>4933. Do both,the local and imported.labour work under mintris t—

i

Yes.

G-4U34. Do you find that the misirit bring the same peoifie every
year ?—^They sometimes bring new coolies and some of the old cooli^
oome back.

0-4935. You have no difficulty in getting an adequate supply of labour t

- 1-No.

6-4936. Do you house all the labour on the estate ?—Yes, except the
locals whom we pay to build their own houses. They cut all the material
from our jungles and we pay them the ordinary rates while they are con-
structing the houses.

G-4937. Do they have to construct the houses every year ?—^Not as a
rule.

G-4938. Then all your imported labour lives in lines constructed by
the estate !—Yes.

G-4939. You said that you had as many women as men t—^Yes.

G-4940. This morning we interrogated a mistri who had a gang of
50 men but no women ?—That is only Lambaui men.

(1-4941. Where do the women come from ?—Some of the men have
two wives and some three

;
some of the husbands are dead and the women

remain on the estate.

0-4942. In the last 12 months have you instituted any prosecutions
under the Coorg Labour Act ?—Yes, I think about 20 ; they are men who
took their advances from the mistri and failed to turn up.

G-4943. Were they brought from Mysore ?—Yes.

G-4944. Did they agree to work ?—^We have not caught most of them
yet.

G-4945. Do you anticipate much difficulty when the Act ceases to be
in operation ?—A certain amount.

6-4946. Do you think the mistris are likely to give similar advances
then ?—I cannot say.

G-4947. Have you ever heard of cases being instituted for enticement
under the Act ?-^Yes.

G-4948. Have you instituted a ease against another manner for entice-

ment 1—^No.

G.-4949. What are the medical arrangements on the estate f—The
local dresser visits the estate once a week and reports all sick coolies to

me. If the case is bad I send it to the hospital. The coolies arc treated
for hookworm twice a- year. (Medicine—carbon tetrachloride and Epsom
salts).

G-4950. Have you your own hospital T—^No.

G-4951. You say that a number of estates have a sub-assistant surgeon
and two compounders ?—^Yes,

G4952. What are the dressers f—The sub-assistant surgeon is the
dresser.
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G-4953. What happens if a man is ill ?—The dresser visits him. If
he is very ill 1 send a note for the dresser and he comes over.

G-4954. Do you find they are ready to accept his administrations 1—
The Coorgis and Yarwahs are, but most of the imported coolies are not.

G-4955. Do you have much illness ?—No.

G-4956. Is there a lot of malaria t—No malaria.

G-4957. Have you been troubled with pneumonia in the cold weather 7—This time we got a few cases of pneumonia.

G-4958. Any deaths ?—^No.

G-4959. How many coolies died on the estate last year ?—One. «

G 49(50. Do you give any maternity benefits ?—Re. 1 a week for a

month.

G-4961. Do you give any clothes or anything of that kind f—Children

up to the age of 15 years are given a shirt each once a year plus bread and
sw^eets.

G-4962. Are the rates of wages which you have stated general through-

out the estates in this part !—Yes.

G-4963. Mrs. Timmaya : Do you give any bonus or commission to the

mistris ?—Vcs, vvc* give 15 i>er cent, for unadvanced coolies and 12^ per

cent, for advanced coolies. A further remission of 12^ per cent, from his

original advance is given to a mistri to compensate for any losses cansea

by deaths and absconding coolies.

G-1964. Mr. Ahnird : Why are coolies enticed away ?—I could not

tell you.

(1-49(55. If coolies are enticed away, the plantation to which they go
pays you back the advance which you have made to the coolie Yes. If

they Jire short of labour they will do anything to get it.

G-4966. Then there is competition among the planters to get coolies t-

Yes, but enticement does not happen in many cases.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. A. B. MADAPA, owner, the Heroor Coffee Plantations, Sidapnr,

(1-4967. Mr, Sasfri : What is the extent of your estate ?—220 acres ;

it is chiefly coffee, but tliere are pepper, oranges, and cocoanuts.

G-4968. How many labourers do you employ 1—From 70 to 150.

G 4969. Do you pay the usual rates of as. 6 ]ier bushel to men and
as*. 4 to women Hornet ini es we have to pay more. This year I paid as

much as as. 8 per bushel,

G-4970. Have you many children employed here ?—There may be
about a dozen.

0-4971. What is the ])ro]iortion as between men, and women ?—About
the same number T should say.

G-4972. Do you get your labour from Mysore ?—We have no Mysore
labour at present

;
we have some from Mangalore and we have Yarwata

find Kurwahs, who are local.

L14RGL
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Q-4973. What medical assistance do you give to your labourers 1—
When there is necessity I get the doctor at Sidapur to come round and
have a look at them

;
otherwise I send them round for medicine. I get

medicines myself and dispense them in ordinary cases. I think that is

sufficient as far as my estate is concerned.

Q-4974. What educational facilities are there for children ?—^None

besides those that are provided by the Government
;
the nearest school is at

Sidapur wiimh is 2i miles away.

G-4975. Are you satisfied that that is sufficient for your labourers ?

—

res.

G-4976. Do you give any maternity benefits ?—I have no occasion to

give any
;
they are all dependent on themselves.

G-4977. Surely you have had some cases of child-birth ?—Yes, but

there has been no occasion to give any maternity benefit. They have never

come across to ask for it. Any help that is needed is always given.

There is no special recognition in that way that if there is a child-birth

special help should be given.

6-4978. When a woman gets from as. 4 to as. 7 or as. 8 a day and is

deprived of that for several weeks it must go hard with her '?—A fort-

night is the most they are out of work, they are at work practically till a

^day before the birth of the child.

G-4979. Do you not think it is rather hard on the women ?—Well,

they find it easier as far as confinement is concerned.

0-4980. Mr. Clow : What percentage of your labour is local and
imported ?—About 40 per cent, is local at present, but at the height of

the season about 50 per cent, is local.

G-4981. Does the imported labour return every year ?—Yes, once a
year

;
some go away for a month, some for a fortnight, and some for four,

five or SIX weeks, just as they please
;
some go away in April and do not

come back till the beginning of June.

G-4982. Did you institute any prosecutions under the Coorg Labour
Act last year ?—Yes, through my manager. It may be three or four.

G-4983. Do you anticipate any difficulty when the Labour Act ceases

to be operative ?—It is very difficult for me to answer that question because
I have not had any experience

;
I have only been here for the last three

or four years.

G-4984. Do you find that many of your labourers take advances and
then fail to appear for work ?—Yes, especially the new labourers. Some
of the old labourers are more honest.

G-4985. Are the new labourers given advances on your estate or in
Mangalore ?—On the estate

;
they come here and then disappear after

taking the advance. Sometimes they go to other estates.

6-4986. Do you find difficulty in getting all the labour you require f—
Great difficulty. I cannot tell why it is so.

6-4987. You say this is an unhealthy garden ?—It has been known as
unhealthy years ago, but I myself do not consider it to be as unhealthy
as it was before

;
the jungle has been cleared to a great extent and so it

has improved conditions.
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G-4988. Mr. Ahmed : Do the local labourers prefer to work in the

paddy fields because they are given clothing, food and other amenities on
the paddy field ?—I do not think so.

G-4989. Mr. Clow : You have some paddy cultivation of your own,
ha\e you not ?—Yes.

G-4990. Who cultivates that for you ?—^Both local and outside labour ;

some of them have been given little plots to cultivate for themselves.

G-4991. ilfr. Ahmed : You pay higher wages in the picking season,

do you not ?—Yes, because we want the work done quickly and they work
longer hours.

G-4992. So that if you pay them a little more wages you can get the
work done quickly ?—^No, not always ;

if we pay more we get less work.

G-4993. If you provided educational facilities for these people it

would be a great help to them, would it not ?—I do not think the coolies

I have on my estate would take any notice of educational facilities.

G4994. Do you not think education would be of help to the children

on the coffee estates ?—^No, I do not think education will help them at all.

G'4995. If a night school is provided for the adult workers will it not
make them more intelligent and efficient ?—^After working hours they like

to go and rest
;

if the men here had been desirous of education for their

children they would have come to me and said they wanted to send their

chiJdren to school at Sidapur which is only 2J miles away. But there

seems to be no inclination of that kind.

G-4996. I mean adult education for the workers themselves ?—I do not
think they will thank you for it.

G-4997. You have not made an experiment ?—^No. When they have
finished their work they like to go and enjoy themselves.

G-4998. You mean they are a lazy lot ?—I would not call them lazy,

but if education were started it would not be popular among the workers,
and }>robably I should not have any coolies here at all because they would
all go away

;
they do not want to be bothered with any of those new fangled

ideas.

G4999. As an experienced engineer how do you look at the matter ?—

*

The point of view of the engineer is that if there is more education then
the engineer does not get any labour.

G-oOOO. If you paid them rather higher wages they would be able to
save something and spend the money on education ?—If you pay them
more you get less work. A bonus of as. 4 for a full week’s work does not
tempt them at all. They are quite contented with four days’ work.

G-5001. Would it not be a good thing to pay them more and put
the increase into the savings bank for the benefit of them and their
children ?—No. If I got better work from them I should have no objection
to paying more. They used to be paid as. 4 or as. 5 and now that we
are paying as. 6 we get le.ss work from them. If we pay them still more
we shall get still less work, and there will be more to pay, with the result
that the owners will go into the bankruptcy court.

G-5002. Mr. Nicolls : If it is a fact that workers in the paddy fields
are given food, clothes, and other amenities, do you not think that is
because the employers have found it necessary to give them these things ia
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ofder to get them to work in the paddy fields ?—There is a place near her#

udiere they give food in the morning, at midday and perhaps in the btitpr

season at 4 o’clock also. They get work turned out for it, but on thw
estate the coolies work for a certain number of hours and then clear out.

G-5003. Do you think they could get coolies to do the hard work on

the paddy fields unless they gave them these extra benefits ?—^No, they

would not work otherwise.

G-5004.. Is the work on the paddy fields hard ?—It is not hard, but

there are longer hours of work and they get extra nourishment.

G-5005. Do you think without that extra nourishment they would be

able to persuade the people to work ?—They would not do the same number
of hours of work.

G'5006. In a small plantation where the coolies cannot pick a bushel

they are given anything from as. 10 to as. 14 a bushel, are they not ?—Yes ;

in the beginning of the picking season when the coffee is not all ripe, they

bring in half or three-quarters of a bushel, and in order to make up a
daily wage we have to pay a rate which is sufficient.

G-OOOT. If you proposed to your labourers that you have put their

surplus cash in the savings bank, do you think they would agree to that t—
I am afraid not.

(The witness withdrew.)
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OOOBO.
One Hundred and third Meeting.

Mercaba.

Friday, 14th March, 1930.

l^BESENT :

The Right Ilon’ble Mr. Srinivasa Sastri, C.IL, P.C. (Presiding).

Mr. A, G. Clow, C.I.E., I.(’.S.

Mr. N. M. JoBHi, M.L.A.

Mr. Kaiiiimtd-Din Ahmld, M.L.A.

Mr. XicoLLS.
^
> A.^sisfant Commissioners.

AFr. Tiiimmayya Punja. J
Mrs. Timmaya (Lady Assessor).

Mr. S. Lall, Joini Secretary.

8UBU> Konkani, a woman worker at the Kasbur Coffee Estate.

G-r)00(S. 1 was born here and I live here. I have not left this estate

?incc I \^as born. I am married but have no children. My husband
is a misiri on this estate. 1 work here every day and 1 get annas 4 a day,

(The Avitness Avithdrew.)

SIBI, Konkani, a woman worker at the Kasbur Coffee Estate.

0-5009. T Avas Ixnn in Mangalore. I do not go to my country ; I

came h(M*(‘ (» years ago and 1 liave not gone to my country since. I am
married but liave no children. My husband Avorks here on the estate. He
gets annas 6 a day ; and get annas 4 a day ; in addition I get a bonus
of annas 4, and I get ^ vtra Avages still, depending on the amount of work
turned out by me after doing my task Avork.

0-5010. I live in the upj)er lines. I saAV the mistri this morning ; I

did not see Uie big mistri, but I saAv the cole mistri. (Cole means a stick).

This Avoman here is the wife of the cole mistri. The cole mistri makes us
W0 '"k. lie is always with us. If Ave do not Avork he does not strike us.

Every morning the mistri eomes to the lines and gets us to AA^ork. If any
of us do tiot wish to AVork he does not bring us here. We AA^ork every day
but no force is used.

G-501L We work from 7-30 to 12. Then Ave have one hour’s leisure

and then work from 2 to 5. There is a school about 4 furlongs from
here, but there is no school in the plantation. What is the use of learning

W'hen A\*e must make some money ? I had a mind to learn whei\ I was
young, but my father and mother died and I have been Avorking since I

w^as six years because there was nobody to maintain me.

G-5012. I Avas married tAvo years ago. Before I was married my bus-

band was AC(»rking here.

G-5013. My clothes cost me about Rs. 14 a year. Every week we spend
Rs. 1-8-0 on rice and Re. 1 on sundries of every kind. That is for

persons. The Government hospital is near by and we get medical attention

from that hospital.

(The witness withdrew.)
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JAORI (Balgai), a woman worker at the Kasbur Coffee Estate.

G-5014. We are paid annas 8 a week, or Rs. 2 a month, when we are
confined. It is paid after the confinement. That is all we get. This rule

has been in existence for two years. We have the assistance of nurses from
the hospital at the time of confinement ; all the women get that assistance.

I have been here 8 years.

G-5015. Mr. Ahmed : Who was the woman who caught hold of your
hand just now ?—She is,the mistrVs wife.

G-5016. Who is that woman who gave you a jerk on your hand just

now ?—She is the wife of a mistri. J put my hand to my face and she

told me not to put my hand to my face.

The wiiness : The mistri^s wife was here before you came. She did
not tell me that I was to be examined and I had to give evidence. I have
another set of clothes besides these 1 am now wearing.

G-5017. I have one son who is 20 years old. I could not afford to send
him to school. Even if J could save money out of m3" wages I would not
send him to school. 1 do not want m3' son to be educated. The bo3' could

have gone to school if he had wished
;
we do not want to force him to do so.

G-5018. When I came here 1 received no advance. 1 go to my country
and come back every year. If we take an advance we enter into a bond

;

otherwise we do not enter into a bond. When m\' husband and 1 came here

we received Rs. 4 between us for expenses. The niisfri has not taken any
advance on our behalf from the estate. I did not encpiire whether the

mistri had taken any advance on our behalf from the estate before we
came.

G-5019. Mv son lives with me. M3" husband is dead. We spend
Rs. 2-8-0 per week on food altogether. The last time 1 went home to my
village was last March. I sta3''ed there two months then. I have got some
land and a house there and I worked there. M3’' husbaiurs relations are

there. M3’' son went home with me. M3' son is married. His wife lives

with her mother.

(The witness w"ithdrew.)

Mr. N. K. OANAPAIAH, Manager of Kasbur Coffee Estate.

G-5020. Mr. Sasfri : IIow long have you been manager ?—Three 3"ears,

Before that I was a wndter here for about 6 years.

G-t5021. What is the size of this estate ?—860 acres, all under coffee.

0-5022. What provision do 3’ou make for the coolies when the3' are

sick ?—W^e give them assistance for two or three weeks, and we send for

the sub-assistant surgeon from Somwar})et, which is near. While a coolie

is sick we give him another coolie to look after him.

G-5023. While a man is sick does he get his usual w"age ?—No, but we
give him his maintenance charge for food. We feed him all the time he is

sick.

6-5024. What maternity provision do you make ?—We give the women
Rs, 4 for one month

;
we send for the nurse and the doctor from the Govern-

ment hospital
;
we give her a coolie to look after her every day for two

weeks, to w-ash her clothes, and so on.

G-5025. Mr. Ahmed : What commission do you pay the midris t—If

a mistri is advanced we pa3’ him 12^ per cent, commission
;
but if he is

unadvanced he is given 18 per cent, commission.
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G-5026. You have no provision in your plantation for the education
the children of the workers ?—No.

Q-5027. If you had such a provision it would be to the benefit of the
worker ?—^Yes.

G-5028. There is no night school for the workers ?—^No.

G-5029. If you had a night school it would be of advantage to the
worker ?—About 90 per cent, of the coolies do not like to send their
children to school at all.

G-.5030. But a night school for the benefit of the adult workers would
be an advantage ?—Yes, it would.

0-5031. If instead of paying 18 per cent, commission to the mistriSf
you paid it to the workers, it would be to their advantage ?—Yes, but who
would bring the coolies then ?

G-5032. If you had the cooiies supplied from outside by a Government
agenc3^ would you have any objection t—No objection at all. I should be
verj^ glad to have it.

G-5033. What wages do you pay ?—Annas 6 for male coolies and
annas 4 for female coolies.

G-5034. Is annas 6 enough ?—If they use it properly I think it is

enough.

G-5()35. I suppose you have no iiersoual objection to a fair and living

wage being given to the workers ?—No objection at all. In my opinion
annus six is a fair and living wage.

G-5036. When the workers receive an advance they have to enter into

a bond ; they cannot go until they have worked for that period ?—Yes,

they cannot go.

G-5037. Have you any objection to the Coorg Labour Act of 1926 being

abolished ?—For another five years that Act should remain until the

advances already given are recovered.

G-503H. But you only give advances for 8 or 10 months ?—Yes, that

is the contract, but the old balances are not recovered.

G-5039. You mean that some coolies run away without doing the

work ? —Yes.

G-5040. How many of them would there be f—About a hundred.

G-5041. Do you not think you could recover that in a year ?—The
Vv^arrants will not be served on "them in a year.

G .5042. That is because you do not know their whereabouts ?—Yes.

G-5043. Do they run away because they are indebted ?—That may be
one reason.

G-5044. Is fear of malaria another reason—That may be another
reason.

Q-5045. I suppose another reason is that they discover that they will

be better off in some other coffee plantation ?—If that is so, it is a false

notion.

G-5046. Then why do they run away ?—I have given two reasons s a
third reason is that they want to defraud us of the money.
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G-5047. What maternity benefit do you pay ?—^Annas 8 per week for

two months or a rupee per week for one month.

G-5048. One of the female coolies told us in your presence that it has

been the rule for the last two years on this plantation to give a maternity

benefit of annas 8 per week for one month after the child-birth ?—Yes,

but that is not correct.

G-5049. Are you prepared to show that from your books of account ?

—

Yes (producing account books). It is in Kanarese.

G-5050. Mr. Clow : In this check roll book there is a page dealing

with 40 workers including the mistri ?—Yes, regular workers.

G-5051. They have i)ut in during the year 8,265 days of work, and
they have earned Rs. 3,167-5-8 f—Yes.

6-5052. You paid out during the year for maintenance Rs. 2,498 ;

you handed them when they left Rs. 699-3-0, and they were still owing to

you on the other side Rs. 29-13-4 ?—Yes.

G-5053. The mistri put in 276 days’ work and earned Rs. 181-8-8 f—

'

Yes, at the rate of Rs. 20 per month.

6-5054. You paid him during the year Rs. 206-2-0 ?—Yes.

6-5055. So of the amount owing to you Rs. 24-9-4 represents sums
due to you from the mistri 1—Yes.

6-5056. Did he get a commission as well ?—-Yes.

6-5057. During March you only w’orked 2 days altogether ?—Yes.

6-5058. Then did all the labour leave after that i—Not all
;
about

three-fourths left the place.

6-5059. What do the others do during March ?—They work here on
the estate ; we closed the accounts here then and afterwards deal with it

in another book.

6-5060. Do you not give any annual advances 1—Yen, we give

advances to the misiris, but not to the coolies direct,

6-5061. If the mistri advances a man Rs. 20 you do not deduct that
from the coolies’ pay and hand it over to the ynistri ?—The mistri gets

it from us
;
we deduct it on behalf of the mistri from what is due to the

man.

6-5062. The first man here during the year earned Rs. 96-6-0, and you
paid him for maintenance during the year Rs. 82-8-0 ?—Yes.

6-5063. That will leave Rs. 13-14-0 due to him ?—^Yes.

6-5064. How did the mistri get his advance out of that ?—If he
gives Rs. 10 advance he deducts Rs. 10 and gives him Bs. 3-14-0.

6-5065. So that you pay the sums due at the end of the year to the
mistris and not to the coolies 1—^Yes.

6-5066. The mistri takes his advance and gives the remainder to the
coolie ?—Yes.

G-5067. Mr. Ahmed : Since you have been here the plantation has been
a prosperous one ?—Yes.

6-5068. The income of the plantation has increased ?—Certainly.
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G-5069. What percentage of profit did you make last year —I cannot
«ay.

G-5070. Mr, NicoUs : At this time of the year and during crop time
is it a fact that the coolies actually do earn very much more than annas 6
and annas 4 a day ?—Certainly

; they earn very much more.

G-r507]. Do you consider that the health of the coolies on this estate

is on the wiiole satisfactory ?—Yes, it is satisfactory this year.

G-5072. Do 3"ou think they are satisfied and happy ?—Yes.

0-5073. Do you think that the annas 6 and annas 4, pJua what they
can make during the busy months is a living wage ?—It may not be enough.

G-5074. Mr. Clow : Does this book include tlie extra payments if a
man earns more than his daily annas 6 ?—No

;
that is shown in the weekly

rei)orts.

0-5075. 8o that the figures you gave us before do not show the full

amounts paid during the year ? They only showed the daily annas 6 ?

—

His wages are annas 6, If he earns extra that will be paid at the end of

the week.

G-5076. Mr. Nicolls : Do you think that when the coolie has finished

his day’s work he will be willing to go to a night school 1—lie would not.

0-5077. Do you consider that for an estate of this size with enough
hosj)i1al facilities and nurses as close as Somwarpet. it is necessary to have

a hospital here 1—It is not necessary to have a hospital, a patients^ ward
and one nurse, when there are hospital facilities so close as Somwarpet.

0-5078. Mrs. Timmaya : I understand two nurses were sent for

training. Have tliey come back and what are they doing ?—They have
been paid and sent for training to Bangalore. They have not come back.

When tlnw return they will remain on the estate here and look after

the women in confinement and the sick coolies.

0-5070. Is there a lot of hookworm disease here ?—Not much.

0-5080. Do you take any action for the treatment of hookworm ?

—

Yes, al)out four months ago we gave anti-hookw^orm treatment to the whole
coolie force. There are three more estates under the same ownership.

G-5081. Mr. Clow : The bonus is paid in cash at the end of the week t

--•Yes.

G-5082. And it is not shown in the figures you gave at all ?—^No.

G-5083. Supposing a man does two days’ task in one day ?—That
would not be shown in this book ;

it is shown in this other account.

6-5084. Apart from the bonus for doing 6 full days’ work in a week,
do they get extra for doing extra work ?—^Yes.

G-6085. Is that a substantial sum ?—^Yes. It may be from annas 12
to Re. 1 per week during the crop season and at other seasons of the
year they work extra by contract.

G-5086, Mrs, Timmaya : Do you pay the misfris commission for the
extra work the coolies do 1—^Yes.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. a. W. PEIESTLY, 1,0.8., Oommissioner, Major P. E. THOENTON,
Civil Surgeon, Eao Bahadur K. OHENOAPPA, District

Magistrate^ representing the Coorg Administration.

G-5087. Mr. Sastri : You are the three officers empowered under the

Coorg Labour Act to inspect plantations and make enquiries ?

—

(Mr.
Priestly) : Yes.

G-5088. Who is going to do this duty when the Labour Act ceases to

be in force ?—No arrangement has been made at all. The Act ceases at

the end of March 1931. The Government of India cut down the period of

the Act to five years, and being a temporary Act I do not think it has been

taken very seriously.

G-5089. Under Section 10 of that Act you have the duty imposed upon
you of inspecting and making enquiries as to the conditions of labour ?

—

(Mr. Chengappa) : During the course of my tours I have inspected several

lines, but have not found anything serious to report on. (Major
Thornton) : Where there has been any reason to inspect an estate because

of sickness or infectious disease I have done so. (Mr. Chengappa) : In
several instances where I have pointed out defects to the managers and
emploj^'ers thej^ have put things right. There has been no regular pro-

gramme of inspection.

G-5090. Have you taken action under Section 11 ?

—

(Mr. Priestly) :

No such case has been brought to my notice since I have been here, and no
action has been taken under that section. (Mr. Chengappa) : Action

could have been taken in some cases, but we found it would work extremely

hard on the employer if we had suddenly taken action as soon as the

Labour Act was passed
;
we therefore gave the employers time in which

to put the lines right, and in the majority of instances we have found on
subsequent inspection that our instructions have been carried out ; so that

we did not think it necessary to take action under Section 11.

G-5091. How many cases have been filed against workmen ?—About
3,300 on the average for the last four years. I have made out a state-

ment of the operation of the Act since it came into force in 1926 (same
handed in). In most cases the workmen obey the order. During last year
within my knowledge there were 8 cases of actual imprisonment.

G-5092. Have any employers to your knowledge asked that the period
during which the Act is to be in force should be extended ?

—

(Mr.
Priestly) : Yes, I had an application onlv last week from the Kodava
Sabha.

G-5093. Have you had to take action under Section 15 against any
cbmplainants for frivolous or vexatious prosecutions 1— (Mr. Chengappa) :

I have not taken action, but in three instances I have pointed out to sub-

ordinate magistrates that they should have taken action
;
the explanation

they gave me was that as they dismissed the complaints of the employers
the}' thought that would be sufficient and further action was not necessary.

G-5094. From the figures you have supplied it would appear that the

Act is used considerably ?

—

(Mr. Priestly) : It is used very largely in*

.deed, but imprisonment is not very common, (ilfr. Chengappa) : Th
power of punishing these offenders rests only with the District Magistrate
it is only in very exceptional cases that I send a man to prison. The ma?
is either sent back to work or is given time in which to pay back th

advance.
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G-5095. Do you think the workers are well-looked after in respect of

medical facilities f—{Major Thornton) : I think on the whole they are.

G-5096. Do the planters do much that the Government does not do ?

—

111 certain eases they do
;
there are private dispensaries on some of the

estates. Of course planters provide ordinary medicines in their ow'n

bungalows, but apart from that certain estates which are isolated have their

own dispensaries
;
there are qualified sub-assistant surgeons in four places.

We have 7 Government dispensaries. The dispensaries are financed by the

District Board and the only charge made to the estate is for maintenance.
The charge is apportioned on the acreage

;
it is paid by some estates, but

not all. It is not compulsory. The estate has to pay for the medicines
that are supplied at the price we charge the general public. There are

rules dealing with this matter. {Mr, Priestly) : It is voluntary in a way,
but if a coolie is sent in from an estate which does not subscribe a bill

is sent to the proprietor for the medicine. The estates can compound at

annas 6 an acre. There are not many private jiractitioners in Coorg, and
tlierefore both rich and ])oor ])eople get their medicines from the hospital.

G-5097. Do you say to a man : You come from an estate which does

not subscribe ; therefore we cannot treat you
;
go back ” ?—No, nobody

is refused. T have not heard of such a case occurring.

ri-r)()ps. If it did occur it would be improper ?—Yes. Coorg is a small

Province and I think it not possible that Ave should not hear complaints
if patients were turned away without medicines.

0-5099. Mr. Clow : It apfiears that though wages on the plantations

are normally annas 6 a day, annas 12 is given for work outside the planta-

tions on roads and paddy fields ?—Tin* Public Works Department have to

pay annas 12 for coolies who do a hard day’s work on the roads
;
sometimes

they have to pay more than that. Our exj)erience last season was that the

coolies left the roads a)ul Avent to the plantations. During the last season

AV(' had great labour trouble and avc imported a large gang of coolies from
Mysore

; but almost at once they seemed to be fading aAvay and going to

the plantations, to our great annoyance. I think they find the work on
the roads too hard or else the AAwk on the ])lantations is much lighter

and they prefer it.’

G-5100. T understand there has neAW been a case under Section 19 of

the Coorg Labour Act ?

—

{3fr. Chengappa) : There is one case pending
;

that is all.

G-5101. Is the contract of employment of the coolies always signed
within the Province 1— It is .signed outside the Province as well ; the bond
has to be signed before an attesting officer ; there are attesting officers

appointed outside the Province. In a large number of cases the accused is

out.side the Province Avheii a case is brought and we send a warrant address-
ed to the police of that district. It is very difficult to secure these men

;

the employer has to send a man to identify the accused. Sending a man
doAvn to point out the accused is very expensive ; to effect the arrest of a
single coolie 1 think it costs the em])loyer as much as Rs. 10, Avhile in
some cases it costs as much as Rs. 30. In my .statement, Col. 3 Brought
to trial ” includes cases pending from the preAuous year. I should think
^out 20 per cent, of the cases failed through failure to secure the accused.
Yon will find a heading “ acquitted or discharged That includes cases
where the accused cannot be traced. I should say 50 per cent, agree to
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work while 50 per cent, say they will pay oflf the advance. They go to
another employer and get the money to pay off the advance.

G-51 02. I think you are a planter yourself f—I am a small planter.

Ct-5103. Other magistrates of the administration are also planters f—
Not all of them

;
very few have their own land, although most have an

interest in family property.

G-5104. When the Act ceases to be operative do you propose to take
any ste])s to ensure that the workmen are aware of the change ?

—

(Mr,
Pnestly)

: I think they will find out quickly enough.

G-5105. Prior to the coming into force of this Act was the Workmen's
Breach of Contract Act extensively used ?

—

(Mr, Chengappa) : Not to the
same extent.

G-5106. Do you say the Province is very malarious ?

—

(Major
Thornton) : Yes, it has a reputation for malaria.

G olC7. Is hookworm a serious evil ?—The coolies bring it up with
them.

G-5108. Do you think that conditions on the plantations are sUch as to

cause the si)read of hookworm ?—I think they infect the ground on the
plantations and naturally they get re-infected. There are two malarial
ofifi(?ers now, malarial sub-assistant surgeons, in (^oorg who visit various
parts of Coorg. The estate owners are recommended to introduce oiling

and take certain measures of that nature and some of them have done so.

(Mr, Priestly) : A definite report goes up every quarter to the Kasauli Insti-

tute as to w’hat is being done. (Major Thornton) : Those anti-malarial

measures were started 18 months ago.

0-5109. Do you think any of the j)lanters do much in the way of w'ork

against hookworm ?—Yes
;
mass treatment against hookworm is carried

out by some of the planters, but not by all. The sub-assistant surgeon
supervises when the treatment is carried out.

G-5110. What is the extent of the Government medical staff of the

Province under you ?—There are two provincial hospitals, in each of which
there are three sub-assistant surgeons ; these ]>rovincial hospitals are at

Mercara auil Virajpet. There are 7 dispensaries, in eafch of which there is

one sub-assistant surgeon in charge. In addition, there are those two sub-

assistant surgeons at the present time who are engaged in anti-malarial

work, one in South Coorg and one in North Coorg. Apart from that there

arc sub-assistant surgeons at four estates. In Pollibetta a group of estates

run a South Coorg Medical fund, consisting of one sub-assistant surgeon
and two compounders.

G-5111. Taking the official and non-official staff together, do you think

the staff is adequate I think it is. We have in view opening two more
disx)ensaries.

G-5112. Taking the Province as a whole, it is rather advanced in the

matter of education, is it ?

—

(Mr. Priestly) : It is very much so.

G-5118. There is a high percentage of literacy ?—^Yes.

G-5114. It seems to have been virtually confined to the upper classes t

—I think tliat is true on the whole. The Coorgs are very keen on going to

school
;
it takes a lot to stop them—I mean during heavy rain or floods in

the monsoon season. All the existing schools are open to the labouring
classes and we have opened one or two special schools which have failed.
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We had two schools opened exclusively for the benefit of the depressed
classes ; but as soon as we stopped feeding them they stopped coming to
school.

Q-5115. That would show that the reason for non-attendance is

economic ?—That is so
; I do not think it is anything else.

Q-5116. Is there any way of overcoming that difficulty ?—It is not
obvious to me.

G-5117. Would it be possible to prevent work on plantations below a
certain ago ?—That means fining the family. Then they might find work
outudc the plantations, because there is a great demand in the paddy
fields also, though perhaps there is no i)articular demand for small children

for work in the paddy fields.

Q-5118. Mrs, Timma\)a : As very much drink is taken by the labouring
classes, do you not think it advisable that some propaganda work against

drink among labourers should be undertaken by Government ?—It would
be a good thing, but I think that is more a matter for non-official agencieSy

such as temperance societies to deal with.

6-5119. Do you not think it desirable that toddy shops should be
located by local option, as enticement of labour takes place in toddy
shops ?—I am not aware that enticement of labour takes j)lace in toddy
shops.

G-512(). In order to prevent this drunkenness, do you not think it

desirable not to locate toddy shops within five miles of an estate ?—That
would not prevent them from drinking as far as my knowledge goes. They
would make their own drink on the estates

; it is very easy to make
drink and the four or five excise officials of the Province cannot prevent
them brewing their own liquor in a country like this, if law ful supply is

made too difficult. The members of the Gommission will have seen the
nature of the country.

0-5121. Many women are iinwrilling to be treated by men doctors

but I would come to a hospital when there is a lady doctor. Do you not
think it W’ould be a good thing to have a lady doctor appointed in (-oorg ®

—

In the last Council an undertaking was given to try the experiment of a
part-time lady doctor, who would be paid some sort of retaining fee by
Government and allowed to carry on private work as well.

G-5122. Is there any provision made for the collection of statistics of
births and deaths on the estates ?—There is no compulsory Act, but I
get certain returns w'hich 1 do not believe are accurate. I have at present
no reliable vital statistics.

G-5123. Are you aw^are that there is a large infantile mortality on
the estates f

—

(Major Thornton) : Yes, there is a large infantile mortality,

bqt I am inclined to consider that that is mainly due to malaria. The
Patels are expected to visit the estates and every house in the village,

and how far their reports are accurate is a point to be considered. (Mr^
Priestly)

: I am certain they are not accurate.

Q'5124. Do you not think it would be a good thing to start a child
welfare society, and if you had a lady doctor she could pay special atten-
timi to child welfare ?

—

i^Major Thornton) r I should think that might be
done locally

; the wives of the owners of the estates could do a lot by local
effort*
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6-5125. How many trained midwives are there in the Coorg hospitals ?

—There are two, both in Mercara and Virajpet
; there are others at other

places and .there are four in the dispensaries at present. There are two
vacancies owing to the fact that we cannot get any one to come up to
Coorg. I advertised last month for nurses, but did not get a single reply.
In addition to that there are municipal nurses in the municipalities. There
is now a scheme for training nurses which has been started on a small
scale and will probably be extended. The people from Madras will not
coc^e here and the only way to overcome the difficulty is to give scholar-
ships.

G-5126. Do women come to the hospitals freely in labour cases ?—

I

think they do.

6-5127. Are there any calls from estates in maternity cases, and if

there are regular calls will the present staff be able to cope with the require-

ments ?—There are a few calls
;
in normal cases they do not call on us. I

have had no complaints that the staff has not been able to cope with the

number of cases.

0-5128. Do you know that the by-law that the sub-assistant surgeons
should recover money before issuing medicines has affected the attendance
at hospitals ?—I do not know of any by-laws to that effect.

6-5129. Do you not think there should be some sort of legislation for

maternity benefits ?— (Mr. Priestly) : I am sorry, but I cannot give an
opinion on this point without notice.

6-5130. Mr. Thimmayya Punja : The five schools for the depressed

classes which are referred to in the memorandum are outside the planting

areas, are they not ?—I do not knoAv. (Mr. Chengappa) : There is one at

Somwarpet which is a planting area.

6-5131. They do not much affect the ed,ucation of the labourers in

the plantations ?—No.

0-5132. Do you think education of the children of the labourers would
work satisfactorily if it were left to the parents ot the employers ?—I take

it the existing state of things would continue.

6-5133. In future will parents, if they wish to, be able to send their

children to school freely ?—If children can get annas 3 a day when they

are 6 years old they are not likely to go to school.

G-5134. If the employer provides schools, unless there is compulsion,

will the children take to education freely ?—I do not know these people.

Q-5135. The co-operative societies referred to in the memorandum, I

believe, also exist outside plantations ?—(Mr. Chengappa) ' Yes.

G-5136. Have any cases arisen under the Workmen’s Compensation

Act ?—^No.

6-5137. Is there a Factory Inspector appointed ?—I am the Factory

Inspector, ex-officio,

6-5138. Do you get reports about accidents ?—^Yes
; there was a caiw

ot an accident the year before last, but it was a minor case. The coolie

could not go out to work for three weeks.

6-5139. Labourers in the plantations have to handle engines and

pulpers. Do you think some Compensation Act should be introduced for

the benefit of thfi plantation labourer ?—It is difficult to answer that ques-'

,

tion offhand. I think this has been considered by other people in other
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places and it has been found unwise to apply it to plantations. The reasons

are not clear to me but I take it there must be some reason. The only

machinery that exists on a coffee plantation is the coffee pulping machinery.

There haVe been no cases of accidents in the coffee pulping places during

the last 20 years ;
I have not heard of any. All accidental deaths are

reported to me.

G-5140. Do you think it is necessary to provide for the possibility of

accidents happening ?— (Mr. Priestly) : Things have gone on for many
years and there is no present necessity.

G-5141. Do you think drunkenness among labourers is increasing or

decreasing ?— (Mr. Chengappa) : I think it is neither increasing nor

decreasing.

G-5142. But the excise revenue is increasing ?—That is due more to

competition on the part of bidders. The excise revenue usually goes up
when there is a big coffee crop and the coolies are earning more money.

For instance, this year we got about Rs. 10,000 more for toddy than last

year. When the toddy licensee knows there is a demand for his toddy he

puis up the price. He can sell for annas 2 a seer or for one anna a seer.

0-5143. Mr. Nicolls : Was not clause 10 of the Labour Act put in so •

that if there wiis any special cause of complaint either on the part of the

labourers or the employer there were officers available to settle the matter ?

— (Mr, Chengappa) : Yes, it was in order to enable officers to inspect

when complaints were sent.

G-5144. You have no officers appointed wuth a specific charge to look

after the plantations regularly and systematically
;
the Section is merely

to empower you whenever there is a case ?—Yes.

G-5145. When you have visited estates have the managers ever put
difficulties in your way ?—No. they have given me every possible help and
shouu me everything.

G-5146. Mr. Ahmed : I suppose you appreciate your duties with
regard to the inspections that you have to make under the Act ?—(Mr.
Priestly) : It says may make ”

;
it is permissive

;
it does not say we

have to make inspections.

G-5147. ‘‘ May means must ?—^No, I disagree entirely.

G-5148, I suggest you have neglected your duties of inspection under
the Act ?—No. I disagree.

G-5149. Will you supply us with statistics as to the number of
acquittals and discharges of persons prosecuted under the Act in the year
1928-29 ?—Yes.

G-5150. The figures of prosecutions under the Act indicate, do they
not, that the feeling between workers and employers is very strained ?

—

(Mr, Chengappa) : I certainly do not admit that the feelings between the
employers and employees are not cordial. (Mr. Priestly) : If a man
takes money and runs away with it, naturally the man whose money has
been taken is annoyed about it.
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0-5151. And therefore you will agree with me that there is some
strained feeling between the labourers and the employers !—^No. That ig

not what is meant. The statement in the memorandum means exactly
what it says—no more and no less. {Mr, Chengappa) : Under the Act a
complaint should be brought within 6 months so that often the employer is

compelled to present a complaint immediately to the court.

0-5152. I suggest that there is a strained feeling between the workers
and the employers with regard to these prosecutions ?

—

(Mr, Prienthj) :

No.

G-5153. Why not ?—I only state the fact
;
I cannot explain it.

6-5154. The majority of these people run away taking an advance
without completing the contract ?

—

{Mr, Chengappa) : No
;
they do not

run away from the estate. The fact is that they do not return from their

country. There are very few ca.ses where the coolies come to the estate

and then run aw’ay
;
I do not think that in more than 5 per cent, of these

eases the coolies have run aw’ay from the estates.

0-5155. Do they get better Avages elsew’here and therefore run awray f

—I cannot answer that question.

G-5156. You cannot assign any reason for their running away ?

—

I cannot give reasons.

6-5157. If this system of giving commission on advances to mistris

were abolished and the money were paid to the labourer, I suppose the

labourers would be greatly bemdited ?—Of course the labourer will be
benefited by any extra money given to him

;
that is clear enough.

6-5158. If this system were abolished and a public employment
bureau were started that w’oiild be a benefit ?

—

{Mr, Pricaily) : If you
cease to pay the nmiris you lose them and the estate cannot be worked

;

we are not paid to make pro])0.sals to upset w^ork like that. It is not to

the beneiit of the workers to abolish the e.state. If the misiris are not paid

my opinion is they wdll not work.

6-5159. The w'orkers are compelled to work, are they not ?—1 do not

agree ;
the w^orkers are not compelled to work, but if they take money they

are compelled to give value for the money received.

G-5160. Mr, Joshi : You tell us that bills are sent to the estates from
the hospitals in respect of treatment given to coolies from the estate. Are
there any r»ases in wdiich such managers refuse to pay those bills ?

—

{Major
Thornton) : No, they generally pay in the end but they sometimes take a

long time {Mr, Priestly) : The estates that do not pay are very few

and the dues are very small amounts. ^

G-5161. Have you any power to compel managers to i)ay ;
is it volun-

tary ?

—

{Major Thornton) : It is done under this regulation of the Chief

Commissioner which has been published in the Gazette, (ilfr. Priestly) :

I do not think w^e can compel them to pay, but the trouble has never

arisen ;
if it does arise I suppose we shall find a way to deal with it.

6-5102. You were telling us of an accident which prevented a coolie

from working for three weeks. In that case was any claim for compen*

nation made ?

—

{Mr, Chengappa) : No. I went to the factory and asked

about him. He had a bad cut on one of his fingers. The manager told

me that the coolie was paid about Rs. 15. I saw the coolie
;
he was all

right and was working there after a month of the accident.
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G-5163. Did you suggest to the man that he was entitled to get work
men's compensation V—1 did not.

G'51{)4. Was that the only accident reported ?—Yes.

G-51G5. Have you any census oi‘ thes<! pulping engines on the estates ?

G-51()6. Js there any legislalion in the province under which a man
who keeps an engin(‘ of this land has to take a license ^—No.

0-r)l()7. So tliat a man can run an engine and employ 10 or 15 men ;

linin' is no inspection --Th(‘r(‘ is a limit ol‘ 20 coolies under the Factory
Act.

G-51(>8. But if he empioytsl 10 or 15 lueu no liccMise would be necessary
under any Act ?—No.

G-51(i9. What is tlie jxisitiou with regard to boilers I—There is regis-

tration of boilers
;
the Madras Boiler Inspector comes here to inspect them.

G-3170. Has this administration any register of boiler or engines ?

—

fes, we have.

G>5171. {So that you would be able to give us the number of engines
on the estates ?—Yes.

G-5172. These small engines have no boilers ?--No, they are Diesel

engines. {Mr. PrieHtly

)

: Practieally all th(* boilers hei’e belong to Govern-
ment.

(1-5173. J saw a factory with a number of people working inside the

budding i—They were cleaning the ('offee
;
they were not working on the

engine at all. If wdiat you say is corre(*t, we shall have to ask these x>eople

to rail off their engines and make (‘ertain they are not factories.

G-5174. We are told that there is a scarcity of labour on these plan-

tations, If there were a Governimnit Inspector to protect the interests

of the workers, do you think the workers woidd come more freely to

Coorg ?—I think it is much more a matter of the individual owner of ihe

estate ; I do not know that a man bothering about will do any good. At
iVlahut on tbe Malabar sid(' there is a rubber estate whicli has had trouble

ill getting labour. In order to attract labour they are doing all sorts of

things, putting up new lines, giving and quinine in the morning and
so on. If that sort of thing is slarted it grows and grows. In order to

g(*t labour they have got to improve conditions and make things attractive.

0-5175. So that if legislation is passed regulating the conditions of

labour on plantations, providing for housing accommodation, midday rest

and so on, the employers will not lose but will gain f But can the estates

afford it ?—I cannot answer that question.

Q-5176. If the financial burden is not too heavy, the estates may gain ?

—It is possible.

Q-5177. Do contractors sometimes withhold the pay of their employees

«

•—I have not heard of that in connection with plantation labour.

G-5178. Do you think there would be any difficulty in legislation pro-

viding for the prompt payment of wages ?—If wages are not paid the

coolie goes ; that is the remedy.
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G-5179. What happens when a man is sick ?

—

{Mr, Chengappa) : He
has to draw on his reserve if there is anything left. Of course if there is

anything standing to his credit the estate will pay him.

G-5180. Is there any practice by which the manager can deduct money
every week and then tell the coolie he is malingering and he will not be
paid anyrhmg although he may have worked during the week ?

Mr. Nuolls : C^.nlainly, if he kiiow’s he is malingering it is the only
way of dealing with the man. If the man is perfectly fit and well and
has no temperature, the manager will say “ If you do not come out to

work to-morrow you will get ncv advance.
’

’ In a case like that the man
goes out to work, but the manager would never do that to a sick man.

G-5181. If you give a coolie an advance of Rs. 2*1, have you power to

refuse to pay that man until you get back your Rs. 25 f

Mr. Nicolls : I should say we have the power to refuse to pay a man
until he has paid up his dues.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Freedom of, the ideal, and possible steps towards, Austin, II. 60-2.
from Ganjam, Steele, I, pp. 77-81 ; II, 244-50 ; Naidu, pp. 255-6 ;

Raju,
I, p. 296.

of Goti workers. Bracken, I, p. 82, II, 430.
Illegalities, safeguards against. Bracken, II, 416.
Inducement by help of intoxicants, denial, Steele, II, 320.
from Jeypore Agency. Staecker, I, pp. 273-4.
Journey, Steele, II, 313.
no Khambari coolies, Steele, II, 303-6, 319.
Kidnapping :

Complaints, three, only in 1926 to 1929, Bracken, I, p. 81.
Occasional cases, Austin, II, 153.
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Amm :

—

conHntted.

Recruitment for I’-^ccrniinued.

from Koraput, Driver, 11, 288-^0.
Local Agents

:

no Conflict of interest experienced, Steele, II, 282.
greater Freedom to, proposal, Steele, I, p. 80.
Position, Austin, II, 31, 32.
System and functions of, Steele, I, p. 79.
System good if right kind of officer, employed, etc., Austin, I, p. 75.

Loss of land in ovm village possible. Bracken, II, 508-14.
Medical examination of recruits and percentage of rejections, Steele, II,

268-9.
Misrepresentation :

Raju, I, p, 296 ; Vikrama Deo Varma Mahasaya, II, 170, 175-9, 199,
207-16, 223, 227, 231-2.

no Case known, Steele, II, 338, 342.
Conditions fully explained by local agents. Bracken, II, 414.
no Great amount of, and punishment for, Austin, II, 105, 109, 114, 143.
Possible, but would be put right by local agents, Steele, II, 255-7.
Safeguard against, at local agencies. Driver, II, 288.

from New districts, proposed method, Austin, II, 16-7.
Opposition of higher castes to, Steele, I, p. 78, II. 367-9.
(Mgin of labour, Paddxson, I, p. 6.

no Panchayats in recruiting districts. Steele, II, 348.
Persons d3dng on gardens, uze of bones and flesh as manure, Vikrama Deo

Varma Mahasaya, II, 173, 205-6.
Preference for, rather than for Dooars, Steele, II, 297-^.
Professional recruits, no experience of, Steele, II, 251.
Public employment agencies

;

Advocate, Suryanarayana, I, p. 309.
not Advocated, Steele, I, p. 80 ; Naidu, I, p. 256, II, 332-4, 339,

341 ; Driver, II, 333 ; Bracken, II, 497-9.
too Impersonal, Austin, II, 45, 101-2.
no Objection personally, Steele, II, 335.
would be Preferable method, Vikrama Deo Varma Mahasaya, II, 224.

Recruiters, licensing of, by District Magistrates, proposal, Austin, II, 50-6,
155.

Registering officers under Central Government, Mr. King’s scheme not
approved, Austin, II. 32-3.

Registration of recruits by magistrate instead of by local agents advocated,
Naidu, 1, p. 256.

Repatriation :

in case of Misrepresentation and false promises, Austin, II, 125.

Provision for, advocated, Staecker, I, p. 274.
Return tickets, supply to labourers, not desirable or necessary, Austin,

11,88-93, 156.
after Three years :

g
robable Eflect, Steele, II, 309 ; Driver, II, 309.
nforcement means, Austin, 11, 63.

Right of, after certain peiiod, advocated, Austin, II, 32-4, 1 17-8.

Right would not be exercised in all cases, Austin, II, 64-5 ; Driver,

II, 309.
Return, freedom, Steele, II, 310, 325-6, 355-6.

Sardari system ; Steele, I, p. 79-^, P. A, Naidu, I, p. 256.

Abuse of, Anderson, 1, p. 272.

Approval of, and change not advocated, Austin, 1, p. 75, II, 14,15,

40, 103-10, 114-6 ; Steele, 1, p. 80.

Assistance and propaganda, greater elasticity advocated, Steele, I,

p. 80 ; II, 282-3, 311-2, 335 ; Austin, II, 22-3, 49.

Advances to Sardars :

Civil suit for recovery of, possible but very rare. Driver, Steele,

II, 290 ;
Bracken, II, 502-3.

Systems of, Steele, I, p. 79, II, 258, 331.

Bonus per recruit, Steele, II, 343-4.

Control of, need for. Bracken, II, 418.

Cost per recruit, Steele, 1. p. 80.

Evils of, and abolition advocated, Suryanarayana, 1, p. 309.
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Amhi :

—

continued.

Recruitment for

:

—conHntted,

Sardari system :
—continued.

Evils of, in some cases, Staecher, I, p. 273.
greater Freedom to sardars, proposal, Steele, I, p. 80.
Illegal assistance. A, Anderson, I, p. 272.
Illegal practices, safeguards against. Bracken, I, p. 82.
Period of work on garden before being sent as sardars, Austin, II,

37-9, 144-5.
Reporting to local agents, Steele, II, 314 ; Driver, II, 315.
non-Return of number of sardars, Steele, I, p. 79, II, 244-50, 252-4,

312, 314, 337 356, ; Bracken, II, 501.
better Supervision advocated, Staecker, I, p. 273.
among Savaras, proposal re, Naidu, I, p. 256.
Wives accompan3dng sardars in many cases, Austin II, 94 ; Steele,

II, 328 ; Driver, II, 329.
Wives and families of sardars left in Assam in some cases, Steele, II,

326, 329, 330 ; Driver, 327 ; Bracken, II, 496.
Women sardars, II, 146.

Satisfactory working of. Bracken I, pp. 81-2.
Saving of money by labourers, Austin, II, 119-20.
Short term :

Abolition of control not advocated, Austin, II, 62.
Proportion of women smaller, Steele, II, 345-6.

Single males, discouragement, Steele, II, 259.
Single women and minors :

Accommodation at agencies, Steele, II, 347.
Cases of return to villages and prosecution of sardars, Steele, II, 267.
Safe^arding of, Steele, I, p. 80, II, 261-7, 349 ; Bracken, II, 487-8.

Sowra migration, efEect of forest protection policy. Bracken, II, 378-8.
Special system necessary owing to abuses in the past, Austin, II. 67-8.
Statistics, Paddison, I, p. 6 ; Paul, I, p. 297.
Stopping of, desirable from point of view of development of agency tracts,

Raju, I, p. 296.
System, Government, I. p. 8 ; Paddison, I, p. 6 ; Paid, I, p. 304.
Tracing of recruits, Austin, II, 126—8, 148-9 ;

Steele, II, 279-80, 350-1.
Unauthorised trade in labourers, no experience of, Steele, II, 307-8.
from Vizagapatam agency tract. Bracken, I, pp. 81-2, II, 3^-517.
Voluntary emigration :

should be Allowed, Austin, II, 24 ; Steele, II, 283-5, 316-7.
Increase in numbers presenting themselves voluntarily, Steele, II, 316.

Wages increase, question of effect, Austin, II, 87.
Widows and’children, provision for, a matter for manager, Austin, II, 140-2.
Women, women official for interviewing, before leaving India, not necessary,

Austin, II, 147.
Wages

:

Adequacy, question of, Austin, II, 122-4.
Remissions home, less than from Burma, Austin, II, 133.
in Tea gardens and district, women and children, Steele, I, p. 77, II, 32L

Attendanoe registers and time-keeping :

no Definite system, tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 132,
Irregular keeping of registers, Mukhtar, I, p. 113.
Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 290.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, 1, p. 274.
Plantations, A. B. Ckengappa, I. p. 344 ; Tkimmayya, I, p, 347.
Public Works Department, meth<^ and grievance re, P.W.D, Workers* Union,

I, p. 330.
Systems, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 61 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 135 ; Employers* Fedn.

of 5./., I, p. 205 ; Buckingkam ana Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I,

p. 213 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279.

AURIH^ LOA., District Magistrate, Ganjam ; I, pp. 75-6, II, 1-156.
Agricultural labourers, wages, II, 6-8.Amm ;

Housing, medical needs and education, I, p. 76, II, 129-82.
Infection of gardens, II, 95-9.

vi.
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Atnsnrai* T., 1.CJSL» District Magistrate, Ganjam : I, pp. 75~6, JI, 1-156— continued.

Assam :

—

continued.

Labour Board, I, p. 76, II, 28-33, 100, 152.
Recruitment for

;

Act VI, I, p. 76.
Assistance and propaganda, II, 22-3, 49.
Benefits to coolies, I, p. 76, II, 4, 138.
Causes of, II, 5, 11-12, 111-4.
Competition between gardens, II, 34.
Control, I, p. 75, II, 60-2.
Culprits and people of bad character, II, 113, 126-8, 148-9.
Defects, I, p. 76.
Employment agencies, II, 45, 101-2.
Expenses, reduction, II, 36.
Family life, disturbance, II, 134-9.
Kidnapping, II, 153.
Local agents, I, p. 75, II, 31, 32.
from New districts, IT, 16-7.
Recruiters, licensing of, by district magistrate, II, 50-6, 155.
Registering ofiicers, II, 32—3.
Repatriation, II, 32-4, 63-5, 88-9, 117-8, 125, 156.
Sardart system. I. p. 75, II, 14-15, 37-40, 94, 103-10, 114-6, 143 5.

Short term, II, 62.
Special system, need for, II, 67-8.
Voluntary emigration, II, 24.
Widows and children, II, 140-2.
Women, II, 147.
Wages, II. 87, 119-24, 133.

Burma, recruitment, II, 11-12, 46-8.
Dooars, recruitment, II, 57-9.
Indian Tea Districts Association, II, 25-7.
Vetti system. IT. 8, 10, 70-86, 150-1.

AYYANGAR, N. K. SESHA* Chairman, Madras Panel of Lawyers : I, pp. 97-101,
II. 1166-1231.

Workmen's Compensation Act

:

Amendments, proposals, I. pp. 98-101, II, 1178-1231.
Work of Madras Panel of Lawyers. I, pp. 97-8, II. 1166-77, 1228-31.

AYYANGAR, N. 8. Ramaswamy, President, Coimbatore Labour Union : I, pp. 239-55
II, 4353-4534.

Absenteeism, I, p. 241, II, 4475-7.
Advances, promissory notes, II, 4550.
Agricultural labourers, I, pp. 239-40.
Bathing and wasliing places, II, 4493-4.
Coimbatore Labour Union, I, pp. 245-6, II, 4353-8, 4364-79.
Co-operative banks and stores, I, pp. 240, 245, 254, II, 4503-5.
Co operative Department, I, p. 242.
Cotton mills, I, p. 242.
Criminal Procedure Code, section 144, I. p. 246.
Diseases, I, pp. 242, 249, 252, II, 4495-6.
Drinking, I, p. 240.
Education, I, pp. 242, 253-4, II, 4389, 4415.
Factories Act, II, 4465.
Factory inspection, I. p. 247, II, 4492.
Factory laws, I, p. 247.
Franchise, I, pp. 239, 247.
Handloom weavers, I, p. 247.
Health

:

Feeding of children, II, 4500.
]!ifotemity benefit, I, p. 242, II, 4489.
Medical mcilities, I, p, 241, II, 4483-91.
Plantations and medical facilities, I, pp. 252, 252-3.

Hours

:

Industry, I. pp. 242, 243, II, 2255-8, 4507-8, 4513-5.
Plantations, I, p. 254.
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AYYANQABf V. S* Bamsswamyt President Coimbatore labour Union ; I, pp. 239~55«
11 . 4363-4S34>^onfinued,

Housing

;

Industrial workers, I. p. 241, II, 4480-2, 4506.
Plantations, I, pp. 249, 250, 252 ; II, 4410, 441 la-4.

Indebtedness, I. pp. 239, 240, 245, II, 4391, 4473.
Industrial disputes, I, pp. 245, 246, II, 4356, 4400-9, 4516-24, 4531-4.
Intelligence, I, p. 247.
Labour, Government attitude, I, p. 244.
Labour Commissioner, I, pp. 246, 247.
Labour Department, I, p. 247.
Labour questions, neglect of, I, p. 239, II, 4386-8.
Land and cattle, I, p. 254.

Industry, I, p. 243, II, 4459-85.
Plantations, I. p. 254.

Legislative Councils, I, p. 246.
Loan fund, I, p. 246, II, 4394-9.
proposed Meeting, Valparai :

and Action re, Jones, II, 4119-24.
Notice issued re, Ayyangar, I, p. 248, II, 4380-5,4526-8 1 Thomas,

4589-607.
Order under section 144 of Criminal Procedure Code, Ayyangar, I, pp. 247,

248, II, 4380, 4525, 4529-30.
Wording of, and circumstances of issue, Thomas, II, 4588-607, 4613.

Old age and premature retirement, insurance, I, pp. 242, 243, 11, 4439-47.
Plantations, conditions on, and proposals for improvement, I, pp. 247, 249-55,

II, 4410-6.
Recruiting :

Industries, 1, pp. 240 -1, II, 4417 -9.

Plantations, I. pp. 241, 249-51, II, 4393, 4417-30.
Rice supply, I, p. 24, II, 4497-9, 4501.
Safety, I, p. 242, II, 4438.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply :

Industries, I, pp. 241-2, II, 4434-7.
Plantations, I, 252, 253.

Sickness and accident insurance, I, p. 242, II, 4439-41, 4448-54.
Staff :

Organization, plantations, I, p. 252.
Relations with rank and file, I, p. 241.

Tanneries, I, pp. 243, 247, II, 4^5.
Trade Unions, I, pp. 246, 254, II, 4359-63, 4431.
Wages. I, pp. 243, 244, 245, 246, 250, 251. 253-4, II, 4466-74, 4478-9, 4519-22.
Welfare, 1, pp. 242, 247, II. 4502.
Works Committee, I, p. 241, II, 4431-8.
Workmen's compensation, I, pp. 242-3.

AYYAR AVABOAL» M.R. Ry. VL Ktishnagwami, Acting Chief Inspector of Factories :

I, pp, 60-8.

Absenteeism, I, p. 61.
Attendance registers, I, p. 61.
Contract work, I, p. 62.
Co-operative societies, I, p. 63.
Factories :

Inspection, I, p. 68.
Temperature, etc., I, p. 62.

Factory Laws, breaches of, I, p. 67.
Health :

General conditions, I, p. 62.
Maternity benefits, I, p. 62.
Medical facilities, I, p. 62.

Hours, I, p. 63.
Indebtedness, I, pp. 64, 65.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 66.
Industrial relations, I, p. 66.
Indnstrial efficiency of workers, I, p. 65.
Intel^ence, I, p. 67.
International Labour Organization, I, p. 67.

viii.
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ATiAM AVABOAL,MJt. By. II. Kriahiiaswaml* Acting Chief Inspector of Factories

:

1, pp. 60-8

—

continued*

Managing and supervising staff, I, p. 61.
Old age and premature retirement, provision for, I, pp. 62-3.
Kecruitment, I, pp. 60-1.
Seasonal factories, 1, p. 68.
Unemplo3rment, 1, p, 61.
Wages. I. pp. 61-2. 64. 65.
Women and children. 1, pp. 63-4.

AZABIAH, mm VL* District Secretary, Young Women’s Christian Association.
Dornakal. Singa-reni Collieries. Deccan : I. pp. 121—4. II. 1548-1591.

Beri beri, I. pp. 123. 124. II. 1563-4.
Contract work, I. p. 122.
Education. I. p. 123.
Factory inspection, seasonal factories. I, p. 124, II, 1559-60.
Factory inspectors, women, II, 1561.
Health and medical facilities. I. p. 123.
Housing, seasonal factory workers, I, pp. 122, 123, 124, II, 1553—4.
Labour, pledging of service, I, p. 124.
Recruitment, seasonal factories, I, p. 122. II, 1551-2.
Seasonal factories, conditions created by. I, p. 124, II, 1565.
Wages, seasonal factory workers, I, p. 124, II. 1558.
Welfare, seasonal factory workers, I, p. 123.
Women, employment, I, p. 124.

BABINQTON, H. B. M., Manager. PoUibetta Coffee Estate : II, 4920-66.

Coorg Labour Act. II, 4942-5.
Health and medical facilities, II. 4949-62.
Housing. II, 4936-8.
Recruitment, II. 4922-7. 4935, 4947. 4965-6, 4973.
Wages. II, 4928-31, 4962-3.
Women, employment of, II, 4939-41.

BARBER, Sir Fairless ; PINCHES, BL L. ; CONGREVE, C. R. T ; BROCB; Lt.-CoL

;

C« H., and JAMES, F. E., representing the United Planters* Association of Soutliem
India : I, pp. 154-164 ; II, 2149-2437.

Absenteeism. I, p. 156, II, 2234-7.
Boards of Health. II, 2353-7, 2421-2.
Children, employment of, II, 2247-50, 2274-6.
Contract work, I, p. 157.
Co-operative credit societies, I, p, 158, II, 2296-8.
Cost of living, II, 2244-5.
Diseases, I, p. 158, II, 2358-65.
Education, I. p. 158, II, 2153-8, 2251-8.
Health :

I, 157 ; II. 2306.
Births and deaths. I, p. 157, II, 2265-6.
Maternity benefits, I, p. 158, II, 2259-64.
Medical facilities, I, pp. 157, 158, II. 2266-8. 2339 47.

Hours, 1. pp. 158-9. II. 2230-1, 2269-73, 2282-7.
Housing, I, p. 157, II. 2330-1, 2336-8.
Indebtedness, I, p. 160. II, 2217-20.
Inspection of plantations, I, p. 160.
Land, provision, H, 2223-4.
Labour Department, Government, I, p. 160.
Markets on gardens, II. 2242.
Master and servant, law of, I, p. 160, II, 2159-60, 2164, 2225-9.

Public Health Department, II, 2333.
Public Health and Welfare Board. II. 2385-6.

,

Recruitment, I, pp. 155-6. 157, 160-4, II. 2151-2, 2161. 2165-90. 2195-214,

2210. 2232, 2246, 2293-5, 2299, 2307-11, 2372-3, 2400-7, 2414- 7, 2424-35.

Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, pp. 157, 158 ; II, 2348-52, 2437.

Sickness insurance, II, 2238-40, 2300-1, 2321-9.
Staff:

I, pp. 166-7, 11. 2312-4, 2315-7.
Illations with rank and file, II, 2162-3, 2303.

ix«
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BABBBB. Sir Fftizim ; mCOBOSS, H. L. ; OONGBXVB, C. E. V. ; BROOK. Li-0ol.
and JAlEEiS,F. E*. representing the United Planters* Association of Southern

India: I. pp. 154-164 ; II. 2149-2437

—

continued.

Standard of living, II, 2243.
Trade Unions, II, 2302, 2304. 2418-20.
United Planters' Association of Southern India, I, pp. 154, 155, 160, II, 2374-81,

2384.
Wages ;

I, pp. 157, 159, 160, II, 2219, 2288-92, 2318-20, 2366-71, 2392-9.
Advances, system, I, pp. 155, 159-50, II. 2175-6, 2190-2, 2195-7, 2213-6,

2221-2, 2233, 2387-91, 2411-2.
Minimum, I, p. 159, II, 2241, 2300-1.

Welfare. I, p. 158, II. 2331-2, 2376.
Work, getting of labourers out to, II, 2274-9.

BARBER, Sir Fairless, General Manager ; BLACKHAM. J. C., Group Manager ;

and FOOTE, A., Manager, Lower Paralai Estate : II, 4215—4352.

Bazaars, II, 4294-6.
Children, employment, II, 4227-31, 4242-3.
Co-operative Society, II, 4205-6.
Education, II. 4278-85, 4326.
Health, II, 4285-93, 4323-8.
Hours. II, 4329-30, 4334-5.
Housing, II, 4210-2.
Land and cattle, II, 4307-8.
anti-Malarial work, II, 4316-22.
Managers, access to, II. 4345-7.
Panchayats, II, 4345-6.
Recruitment, II. 4217-23, 4253-62, 4268-70, 4301-4, 4349-50.
Standard of living, II, 4273-7.
Tea and jaggery for workers, II. 4331-3.
Wages :

II, 4271-2, 4297-300.
Advances system, II, 4232-5, 4250.
Bonus for regular attendance, II, 4246-9.
Maistric'S, II, 4263-7.
Period of payment. II, 4244, 4337-40.
Rates. II. 4242-6.
Rice and cash allowance, II, 4237 -41, 4244-5, 4341-4.
Settlement of accounts, II, 4250-2.

Water supply, II, 4312-5.
Women, employment, II, 4225.

BASUDEV, C., B.A^ B.L^ President ot the Madras Government Press Labour Union :

,

I. pp. 288-95.

Attendance and time keeping, I, p. 290.
Co-operative Societies, I, p. 292.
Dismissals and removals, I, pp. 289, 293, 294.
Government Press, conditions in, I, pp. 289-95.
Government Press Labour Union, I, p. 294.
Health. I, pp. 290. 291.
Holidays, I, p. 289,
Hours, I, p. 289.
Housing, I, p. 290.
Indebtedness, I, p. 292.
Leave, I, p. 292.
Madras Government Press Employees Association, I, p. 293-4.
Madras Government Press Labour Union, I, p. 290.
Recruitment, I, p. 289.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, pp. 290-1.
Stafi organization, I, pp. 289-90.
Staff, relations with rank and file, I, p. 290.
Strikes, I, pp. 294-5.
Trade combinations, I, p. 293.
Wages, I. pp. 289, 290, 291-2.
Welfare, I, p. 29L

X
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Coorg Planters* Association, I, p. 342.
Estate, Sampson, II, 3805-7 ; Jones, II, 4043-5,
Estate and public. Barber, II, 4294-6.
Government control essential at certain times, Coorg Planters* Association,

I. p. 342.

Beedy* see Bidi«

BBMTXiEYf W. B.* Manager of Buckingham Mill, see HAROREAVESt J., etc., I,

p. 132-54, II, 1820-2137.

Beii beri, see under Diseases.

BHIMXiA, worker Pollibetta Coffee Plantations, II. 4908-10.

Bidi ibotories :

Classes of, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 95.
attempted Competition by Imperial Tobacco Co., Ramaseshan, II, 1245.
Conditions in, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, pp. 95-6, (Arasu), II, 1085-

1165 : Madras Representative Christian Council, I, pp. 101-2, (Ramaseshan)',
II, 1238-51.

Conditions in, and proposals for improvement, Isaac, I, pp. 338-9.
Employment, statistics, 1929 Madras League of Youth, 1, p. 97 ; Ramaseshan,

II, 1240.
Hours, no regular hours, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 96.
Owners and employees practically all Moslems, Arasu, II, 1118.
Premises, conditions, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 95.
Profits, Arasu, II, 1121—5 ; Ramaseshan, II, 1243-5.
Recommendations rc, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I. pp. 96-7.
Sanitary conditions, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, pp. 95-6.
Tightening up of regulations, industry would not go out of existence, and

abolition not desirable, Arasu, II, 1102-05.
Unsatisfactory working conditions, Madras Representative Christian Council,

I, pp. 101-2, (Ramaseshan) II, 1238-51.
Wages i

Regulation proposal, P, J. Thomas, II, 1065-7, 1082.
Standardisation, impossibility, Cartledge, II, 3024—5,

Bidi ina]iufaotlire» by Mussulman women at home, 1229 Madras League of Youth,
I. p. 95, (Arasu), II, 1086-7, 1126, 1140-2.

Bidis, demand for, and price, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, pp. 94-5, (Arasu),
II. 1120-1.

BIKNY AND CO. (MADRAS). Ltd.* Messrs.

:

Evidence on Ijehalf of. see HARGREAVES, etc., II, 1820-2137.
Memorandum. I, pp. 132-54.
Workshop department, workers, grievances and claims, I, p. 130,

BLACKHAM» C., Group Manager, Lower Paralai Estate, see BARBER, Sir

PairlesB, etc,, II, 4215-4352.

Boards of Health :

Advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 170.
None, Ubhaya, I, p. 71.
Plantations :

Extension into Indian States, no difficulty anticipated and no objection

to. Pinches, II, 2421-3.
would be Useful and proposed constitution. Pinches, Congreve, Barber, II,

2353-7.
Proposal, N.S,R, Ayyangar, I, p. 253.

S^OKEH. O. T. BL, District Magistrate and Agent to the Governor,
Vizagapatam : I, pp, 81-2 ; II. 382-517.

Assam, recruitment for

:

Benefits to labourers, I, p. 82 II, 514.
Causes of. H, 386, 390, 412-3, 504-5.
Control. I, p. 82 II, 417, 418, 500.

XI.
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BRACKEN, O* T, LO.S*, District Magistrate and Agent to the Governor,
Vizagapatam; I, pp. 81~2; II, 382-517

—

continued.

Assam, recruitment for :

—

continued.

Culprits. II. 419, 489-92.
Effect on labour supply, I, p. 82 II, 514.
Loss of land. II. 508-14.
Misrepresentation and illegalities, extent and safeguards, I, pp. 81, 82 ;

II, 414, 416, 487-«.
Public employment agencies, II, 497-9.
Sardars. II. 496, 501-3.
Satisfactory working of, I, pp. 81-2.
Transfer of land on, position, II, 435-6.

Burma, emigration to, II, 383-5, 413, 427-8, 443-6.
Criminal tribes, II, 419-22.
Education, II, 484-6.
Emigration, effect on agricultural wages. II, 431—4.
Goti system, I. p. 82 II, 402-10, 423-60, 456-63. 482-3, 504, 506, 516.

Je3rpore, shortage of cultivators, II, 389, 436-55, 514.
Khambari system, II. 411, 429, 482-3.
Vettt system. II, 391-401, 447, 464-80, 507.
Vizagapatam Agency, recruitment from, I, pp. 81-2 II, 382-517.

Bribery, see under Promotions and Recruitment, industrial workers.

BROCK, Lt..Col. C. H., U.PJIL.S.L, BARBER, Sir Fairless, I, p. 154-64, II,

2149-2437.

BROWNING, W. M., Burmah Shell Oil Storage and Distributing Co . of India. Ltd ;

WOOD, C. B., M.It.C., Messrs. Parry and Co., Ltd. ; and LUKER, F. G., Messrs.
Addison and Co., Ltd. ;

representatives of the Employers' Federation of Southern
India : II, 3088-3222.

Absenteeism, I, p. 205; II, 3204-6.
Attendance, checking, I, p. 205.
Children, employment of, I, p. 208.
Diseases, II, 3206-11.
Education, technical, I, p. 207 ;

II, 3176, 3189-90.
Emigration, I, p. 204 ;

II, 3172-3.
Employers' Federation of Southern India, I, pp. 203-4 II, 3089, 3159, 3168-9,

3213-4.
Health, medical facilities, I, p. 206.
Hours, I. p. 208 ;

II, 3121-3, 3193-6.
Housing, I, p. 206 ;

II. 3091-7.
Indebtedness, II, 209 II; 3171.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 210; II, 3108-10.
Industrial efficiency, I, p. 210.
Inspection of plantations, I, p. 206.
Leave, I, pp. 208, 209.
Maternity benefits, I, p 207 ; II, 3167.
Pensions and gratuities, I, p. 207.
Recruitment, I, pp. 204-5 ; H, 3172-3.
Sanitary arrangements, I, p. 206.
Sickness allowances, II, 3215.
Sickness insurance, I, pp. 206-7 ; II, 3090, 3160-1.
Staff, I, p. 205 ; II, 3183-91.
Standard of living, II, 3165-6.
Trade Unions, I, pp. 210-11 : II, 3100-7, 3148-58, 3197-203.
Unemployment, I, pp. 204-5; II, 3174-^.
Unemployment insurance, I, p. 205 ; II, 3090.
Unregulated factories, II, 3124.
Wages. I, pp. 205, 208-9; II, 3098-9, 3111-20, 3162-6, 3170, 3216-20.
Welfare. I, pp. 207. 211.
Workmen's Compensation Act, I, p. 207; II, 3125-41.

BUCKINGHAM AND CARNATIC MUJiS, conditions in, Binny and Co., I, 132—
54 ; Shiva Rao, B., etc,., 1, p. 187*203, II, 2438-2639 ; Buckingham and Carnatic
Mills Employees* Union, 1, p. 211-24, 11,3223-304; HargreaveSt etc., II, 1820-
2137.
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Bnalrtnghant and Oamatle WUs Xmplorees’ Unioii

:

Advisory Board, Hargreaves, II, 1837-41.
Outsides on, UbaidtUlah, Prakasan, II, 3242-4.

Amalgamation with other Unions, attempts made and might be possible now,
Prahasan, II, 3392-4.

Communal representation, UhaiduUah, II, 3231.
Election of officers by ballot, Ubaidullah, II, 3248.
Executive, no outsiders can be elected on, Ubaidullah, II, 3276.
History, membership, etc.. Government, I, p. 20 : Gray, I, p. 37 ; Binny and

Co., I* pp. 152, 153 ; I, pp. 221, 223.
Interference in conduct of, by management, denial, Ubaidullah, II, 3241.
Membership, etc., Hargreaves, II, 1834-6 ; Pentley, II, 1982.
Memorandum, I, pp. 211-24.
Paying members, number and amount of contribution, Ubaidullah, II, 3238-9.
Relations with, Binny and Co,, I, pp. 151, 153, 154.
Relations with employers, I, p. 222.
Representations to management, no difficulties, Prakasan, II, 3244-7.
Representative, see UBAIDULLAH, Mlffiamniad, II, 3223-3304.

Burma :

Conditions in, advantages over those in Assam, Driver, II, 376-9 ; Steele, II,

377, 379.
Conditions not comparable with Assam, Austin, II, 47-8.
Recruitment for :

from Agency tracts, small amount of, from Jeypore, Vikrama Deo Varma
Mahasaya, II, 180-1.

Attractions of. Bracken, II, 383, 443-6.
Castes emigrating from Ganjam, Steele, I, p. 77.

Causes, Steele, I, p. 78 ; Austin, II, 11-12.
not Comparable with Assam, Vikrama Deo Varma Mahasaya, II, 226.
Contact with villages, Ranga, I, p. 322.
no Control, Paul, I, p. 304 ; Austin, II, 46.
from Ganjam, Steele, I, p. 77, 78.

would Increase if organization existed. Bracken, II, 413.
through Kanganies, Steele, II, 373-4.
Nature of work, Steele, I, p. 78.
Origin of labour, Paddison, I, p. 6.

Popularity over Assam, reasons, Steele, I, p, 79.

Scope, decrease, Steele, I, p. 79.
Statistics, Paddison, I, p. 6 ; Bracken, II, 385 ; Gray, II, 2901.
from Vizagapatam, Bracken, II, 382-5, 437-8, 443-6.
Voluntary, Bracken, II, 384.
Voluntary, and an established family business. Bracken, II, 327-8.

Wages and remissions home, Steele, I, p. 78.

Calioat» conditions in, Janaki, I, pp. 306-7.

Cardamon plantaUonSy Coorg, conditions on, Suhbayya, II, 4897-900.

Carpet factoiies* unsatisfactory conditions in, Mukhtar, I. p. 121.

CABTLBDOB* 8* A.. Chief Inspector of Factories : I, pp. 56-60 ; II. 2650-3070.

Children, employment, I, pp. 58-9 ; II, 2884-6, 3016-9.
Factories Act, 1. p. 59 ;

II, 2810, 2859, 2890-4, 2906. 3021-2.
Factories inspection, I. pp. 57, 58, 60 ; II. 2849-57. 2943-4, 2950, 2955-8.
Factories, temperature, etc., P. 56.
Factory legislation, I, p. 60 ; II, 2862-3.
Health :

Maternity benefits, I, p. 12 ; II, 2860-1.
Record keeping, II, 2^7-9.
Sickness insurance, I, p. 12 ; II, 2865-6.

Hours, I. p. 58 ; II, 2847, 2893-4. 2909-16.
Recruitment, 11, 3028.
Rural areas, H. 3036-7.
Safety, accidents

:

Prevention. I, pp. 14. 57 ; II, 2808.
Statistics and causes, I, pp. 56-7 ; II, 2867-8.
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CAlRTLIiDGIi, S, a.. Chief Inspector of Factories : I, pp. 56-60 ; II, 2650-^70-^
continued.

*

Causes, II, 2917, 2925-7.
Proceedings and prosecutions, 11, 2918-20.

Wages :

Fines, I, p. 59.
Periods of payment. I, p. 59-
Standardization, I, p. 19 ; II, 3023-5.

Water supplies, I, p. 56.
Women, employment in factories, I, p. 59.
Workshops inspection, II, 2799-800, 2810, 2953-4.
Young adults, employment, II, 3020.

Cattle, ownendiip of, by estate workers :

Sampson, II, 3855-6.
Encouragement advocated, N,S.R, Ayyangar, I, p. 254.
Free grazing, Coorg Planters* Assn,, I, p. 342 ; Barber, II, 4308,
not Possible at present, N,S.R. Ayyangar, I. p. 254.

Ceded districts, recruitment for Assam from, Steele, II, 291.

Central Labour Board, history of. Gray, I, p. 52.

Ceylon :

Recruitment :

Contact with villages, Ranga, I, p. 322.
family life, effect on, Paul, I, pp. 305-6.
Misrepresentation, prosecution for, E. F. Thomas, II, 4557,
Origin of labour, Paddtson, I, p. 6.

Recruiters, qualifications and licensing. Gray, II, 2903-4.
Statistics and numbers returning, Paddtson, I, p. 6 ;

Ayyar Avargal, I, p,
60 ; Paul, I, pp. 298, 303.

System and possible improvement, Paul, I, pp. 304-6.
Wages on rubber and tea estates, Paul, I. p. 302.

CHATTU, Katti, worker, Haller! cofiee estate ; II, 4614-8.

CHENGAMALAN, worker, Thaymudi Estate, II. 4142-51.

CHENGAPPA, A, B., 1II.L.C., Planter. Coorg : I, pp. 343-5 ; II, 4797-4862.

Absenteeism, I. p. 343.
Attendance registers, I, p. 344.
Contractors, I, pp. 344, 345 ; II, 4803.
Coorg Labour Act, II, 4800.
Diseases, I, p. 344.
Drinking, I, pp. 344, 355.
Education, I, p. 344.
Efficiency, I, p. 345.
Health •

Conditions, I, p. 344.
Medical facilities. I, p. 344 ; II, 4801-2, 4817, 4848-51.

Hours, I, p. 345 ; II. 4825-6, 4854.
Housing, I, p. 344.
Indebtedness, 1, p. 345.
Inspection of plantations, I, p. 344 ; II, 4824.
Jammies, II, 4812-5, 4845.
Kodagu Sabha. II. 4798.
Labour department, I. p. 345.
Laild, provision for labourers, II, 4806-7, 4855.
Landholders’ Association, II, 4798-9.
Recruitment, I. pp. 343-4, 345 ; II, 4836-7, 4839-45.
Settlers, encouragement of, I, pp. 343, 344, 345 ; II, 4800, 4818-23. 4852-3.
Wages :

I, pp. 344, 345 ; II, 4805. 4808-10, 4827, 4829, 4832, 4859-62.
Advances, system, I, p. 343 ; II, 4831-5, 4846-7.

Work, method of getting labourers out to, II, 4804.
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CBQBHISAPPAv Bao Bahadur District Magistrate, Coorg, see PBIESTLY, 0. W.»
{•CoS** etc., II, 5087—5181.

CHWSHIBE, J. F., Mill Manager, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mills, see
WINTER. W. B., etc., II, 3585-3637.

OHBTTY* R« B^tari Mathn, see MUDAZiIAR, V« M. Ramsawamy, etc., representing
the Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, pp. 124-8 ; II, 1592-1726.

0HETTY» Selvapaihy» Madras Labour Union, see SHIVA RAO, B., etc. p. 164-203
; II,

2438-2649.

CBDKKA HATALIQA (and wife), workers, Haller! cofiee estate, II, 4619-27.

Children, employment of

:

Agricultural casual work, Ranga, I, p. 326.
in Bidi factories :

Conditions, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 96, (Arasu), II, 1099-101,
1128, 1145-53, 1157-9; Madras Representative Christian Council, I,

pp. 101-2, (Ramaseshan)

,

II, 1238, 1246 ; Isaac, I, pp. 338-9.
Cruelty to, 1929 League of Youth, I, p. 96, (Arasu), II, 1099-101, 1147-53 ;

Ramaseshan, II, 1246.
Number, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 97, (Arasu), II, 1110.
Pledging of labour by parents. 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 96,

(Arasu), II, 1091, 1106-8, 1127, 1143-4; Ramaseshan, II, 1241-2, 1251.
Wages, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 97.

Carpet factories and sport works, and unsatisfactory conditions, Mukhtar, I,

* A p. 121, H. 1507. •

Casual employment, Ranga, I, p. 326.
Coffee garbling, under 12, Government, I, pp. 17-8 ; S,I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 111.
Coir yam industry. Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, p. 273.
Factories :

Act of 1922 :

Effect of, Government, I, p. 17 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.
no Effect, Binny and Co., I, p. 145 : Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, I, p. 218.
Age suitable, Cartledge, II, 3019.
no Blind alley employment, Btnny and Co., I, p. 145.
Certification, grading of employments, propobal, Mukhtar, I, p. 119.
Conditions, Cartledge, I, pp. 58-9; Mukhtar, I, p. 119, Binny and Co.,

I, p. 145.
Dismissal at 15, no cases known, Cartledge, I, p. 59.
Double employment

:

no Case detected, Government, I, p. 17 ; Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; II, 2884-6.
not Ended, Mukhtar, I, p. 119.
None known, Binny and Co., I, p. 145, (Sage), II, 2034 ; Buckingham
and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 218.

Prevention advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 173,

under 11, spread of compulsory education should lead to decrease of,

W. E. Smith, II, 3071-3.
Five hours should be maximum, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*

Union, I, p. 218.
Madura, Rodriguez, II, 677.
a Matter of policy. Ash, II, 525
Non-employment, Kaleeswar Mills, Holden, II, 3519, 3521.
Regulations, suitable, Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees Union, I, p. 218.
Statistics, Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; Ayyar Avangal, I p. 60.

Home work and need for regulations, P. J. Thomas, I, pp. 93-4.
no further Legislation necessary. Employers* Federation of Southern India,

I. p. 208.
Mines

:

Certification provision suitable. Government, I, p. 33.

Nature of work. Government, I. p. 34.
Mundi ^ops, conditions, Isaac, I, pp. 338-9.
in Papanasam Mill, S. R. V. Naidu, 1, p. 93 ; II, 788-91.

XV.
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Ohildrai, emi^oymeiit of :

—

continued.

on Plantations :

Age of, worker, II, 2246 ; Pinches, Brock, II, 2248-50 ; Porter, II, 2274-6 ;

Hawke, I, 3486-93 ; Sampson, II, 3693-5 ; Jones, II, 3897-901 ; Foote,
II, 4227-31 ; misiH, II, 4638 ; Sprott, II, 4685 ; Subhayya, II, 4895.

12 for boy and 10 for girl advocated. Saldanha, I. p. 322.
Earnings, worker, II, 4128.
Payment separately on piece rates. Pinches, II. 2247.
according to Size and capability, SproU, II, 4658, 4685.
Wages, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I. pp, 250, 251 ; Hawke, II, 3489-94 ; Foote,

II. 4227, 4242-3.
Work even during rains, worker, II. 4141.

on Hoads, only with parents, Austin, II, 151.
Sweated industries and need for regulation, P. J, Thomas, I, pp. 93-4.
in Tanneries from age of 8, A, Pillai, I, p. 132 ; S. Pillai, II, 1790-2, 1807-9,

1812.
Textile mills. Government, I, p. 17 ; Gray, II, 2848.
Prohibition advocated. Southern India Chamber oj Commerce, I, p. Ill, {Menon)

II. 1444-6, 1451-3.
in Unregistered factories, conditions. Government, I, p. 17 ; Ayyar Avargal, I,

p, 64 ;
Mukhtar, 1, p. 119.

Vizagapatam Harbour works, workers, II, 517g ; Ash, II, 524-6, 585, 611-6.
in Workshops

;

Age, medical opinion should be consulted, Cartledge, II, 3016-8.
need for Restriction and regulation, P. J. Thomas, II, 1018, 1035-8.
Sleeping in. P. /. Thomas, II, 1083.

Chinglepnt District Labour Guild, Kodambakam :

Date of formation, etc., 5. Pxllai, II, 1796-8, 1813-4.
Evidence on behalf of, see PILLAI, A. IK. AR0KIA8A1D ; and PILLAI,
Sivashanmogam, II, 1775-1819 ; I, pp. 131-2.

OHINNAMMAL. woman worker, Pachamalai Estate, II, 3648-54.

CBINHAMMAL, woman worker, Thaymudi Estate, II, 4128-34.

CHIN1IA8WABII, worker, Thaymudi Estate, II, 4152-9, 4166.

CHINNATHAMBI, Maistry, Pachamalai Estate, II, 3655-72.

Chittiyalsa Labour Union, history of Gray, I, pp. 53-4.

Cholera, see under Diseases.

Choolai Mills :

Conditions at, Aiyar, II, 2138-48.
Evidence fe, see Shiva Rao, B., etc., I, p. 187-203, II, 2438-2649.

Clerical classes, comparison of position with labouring classes, Wadia, I, p. 335.

COBBALD, £• B., I.C.S., District Magistrate of Madura : II. 943-1005.

Industrial disputes. Intervention by District magistrate, II, 950-7.
Naid, Mr. V., prohibition pf attending meetings, II, 947-9, 975-1005.
Royal Commission on Labour, questionnaire, II, 71-4, 997-9.
Workmen's Compensation Act, II. 956-70.

COCHIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE : I, pp. 272-3.

Coir yarn industry, conditions in, I, p. 272-3.

Coffee plantatioiis, preference of labourers for, rather than tea. Tipping, II, 4775.

CcHinbatore Labour Union :

A£61iation to Indian Trade Union Congress, N, S, P. Ayyangar, II, 4373-4.
Attitude of employers towards, I, p. 245 ; N, 5. P. Ayyangar, II, 4364.
Committee and Secretary, N. S, P. Ayyangar, II, 437^9.
Evidence on l)ehaLf of, see ATTANGA^ N. 8. Ramaswamyt I, pp. 239-55 ;

II»

4355-4534.
History of, membership, etc.. Gray, I, p. 54 ; N. S. P. Ayyangar, II, 4353-8,

4365-79.
Memorandum, I, pp. 239-48.
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Ooimbatore Ctoinnitlg And Weaving Hills, conditions in, workers, II, 3579-34, Porter,
Cheshire, Howard, II, 3585-637.

Coir yam indnsiry, conditions. Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, pp. 272-3.

Commonwealth Trust, Ltd., Calicut, conditions of labour, Janaki, I, pp. 306-7.

Condliatioa, see under Industrial disputes.

COHdREVE, C. R. T., U.P.A.S.I.. see BARBER, Sir Fairless, etc., I, pp. 154-64 ;

II, 2149-2437.

Contract work :

Decision as to doing work by, or not, Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, II, 568.
Employrnent of labour through Contractors :

Co hin Chamber of Comm ^rce, I, p. 272.
no Control over conditions :

Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 275.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, II, 522-6, 614.

Madras port aiid harbour, unfairness re. wages and abolition of system
advocated, KoiUwavan, I, p 129, II, 1748, 1768-9

in Mills, unsatisfactory results, Mukhtar, I, p. 113.
None, Binny and Co., I, p. 136.
Public Works Department, system and grievances re., P.W.D. Workers'

Union, I, pp. 330-1, 333.
Seasonal factories, proposed amendment of Factories Act, Wadia, I, p. 337.
Subject to regulations under Factories Act, Government, I, p. 10 ; Ayyar

Avargat, I, p. 62.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works, I, pp. 83, 85 ;

II, 521-7, 607-9, 614.
Fair wages to workmen, influence desirable, P.W.D. Workers' Union, I, p. 333.
Forms of, Government, I, p. 10 ; Ayyar Avargat, I, p. 62.
Improper payment of labourers, A. B Chengappa, 1, p. 345; II, 4803

Thimmayya, I, p. 347.
Labour Co operative societies, Hood, I, pp.2 82-3.
None, Madras Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279.
Plantations :

U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347 ;

Tipping, II, 4776-7.
Defrauding of workers, Suryanarayana, I, p* 310.

Public W'orks Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 329.
Salem district, quarrying, system. Government, I. p, 31.

Seasonal factories. Government, I, p. 10 ; Azarxah, I, p. 122.
Sub-contracting, usual and need for control over working conditions,

Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.

Co-operative Department* criticism of, and need for change in view, Coimbatore
Labour Union, I, p, 242.

Co-operative movement

:

Progress, Gray, II, 3037-9,
Spread of, advocated, 5.7, Ch. of Comm,, I, p. 108.

Co-operative Societies

:

V for Acquisition on behalf of farm labourers of land covered by houses. Hood, I,

pp. 281-2.
Advances to persons leaving villages for work in cities, question of. Gray, II,

3059-62.
Advocated, Ayyar Avargat, I, p. 65 ; Wadia, I, p. 335,
Banks and stores :

Advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 116.
Discouragement of, by Government, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 240,

(N. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4503-5.
Need for, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 240, (N. S. R. Ayyangar).

Benefit of, to workers, Ayyar Avargat, I, p, 63.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 216.
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CkMpeiative Societies—continued.
Building, Govcvnmeni, J, p. 14 ; Hood, I, p. 282 ; Leach, II, 2660-1 ; Gray,

II, 3006-7.
Advocated, S,I, Ch, of Comm,, I, p. 109, (C. G, Menon), II, 1381 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213.
Formation of, but non-success. Hood, I, p. 282.
not sufficient Remedy for conditions, Madras Aluminium Labour Union,

I, p. 284.
Coorg, attempts to start, •but little success. Commissioner, I, p. 341.
Credit, Hood, I, p. 282.

Binny and Co., I, pp. 139-40.
Need for, TuHcortn Labour Union, I, p. 90 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 316 ;

P.W.D. Workers* Unton, I, p. 331.
Printing trade. Green, I, p. 265.
Railway companies. Hood, I, p. 282.

Formation advocated, Ubhaya, I, p. 73.
Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 292.
in Industrial concerns. Government, I, p. 14 ; Ayyar Avargcd, I, p. 63.
Labour contract societies. Hood, I, p. 282-3.
None, kerosene oil workers, V. M, R. Mudaliar, II, 1655.
Plantations :

Banks and stores advocated, N. S, R. Ayyangar, I, p. 254.
Credit, attempts to start and failure, U.P.A.S.I., I p. 158; (Brock) II,

2296-8.
Need for, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.

Public Works Department, to be organised by workers, P.W.D. Workers Union,
I, p. 331.

Stores, failure of, Barber, II, 4305-6.
Weavers, bonus system, Suryanarayana, I, p. 316.

Co-operative Societies Act, administration by Registrar of Co-operative Societies,
Leach, II, 2662.

Coorg :

Administration, representatives, see COORO, COmMISSIONEB OF, I, pp. 340-1
and PRIESTLY, G. W., I.C.S. ; THORNTON, Blajor F. R., I.M.S. ; and
CHENGAPPA, Rao Bahadur K., II, 5087-5181.

General conditions in. Commissioner, I, p. 340 ; Subbayya, I, p. 351.
Government encouragement of settlers advocated, A. B. Chengappa, I, pp.

343, 344, 345 ; II, 4800, 4818 -23, 4852-3.
Labour Act

:

Advances system, see under Wages, plantations.
Cases against workmen under, K, Chengappa, II, 5091.
Continuance for five years advocated until old balances recovered,Gana^a»«A,

II, 5037-42.
Demoralizing effect on labourers, Thimmaya, I, pp. 350-1.
Extension of period, application received from Kodava Sabha for. Priestly,

II, 5092.
Frivolous or vexatious prosecutions, cases of, K. Chengappa, II, 5093.
Imprisonment under, few cases of. Priestly, K. Chengappa, II, 5094.
Inspection of plantations under, see that title.

Prosecutions under :

Sprott II, 4663-4, 4706 ; Babington, II, 4942-4 ; Madapa, II, 4982.
Difficulty of securing defaulters, K. Chengappa, II, 5101.
Large number not due to false prosecutions, Sprott, II, 4706.
Results, K. Chengappa, II, 5101.
Statistics, Thimmayya, I, p. 350.

Recruitment system under. Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 340.
Repeal

:

in 1931, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 160.
Continuance of advance system after, question of, Subbayya, I, p. 352 ;

II, 4864-6, 4882-3, 4896.
not Desirable until other arrangements made by Government, A . B.

Chengappa, II, 4800.
DesirabiUty of, Subbayya, I. p. 353.
some Difficulty anticipated after, Babington, II, 4945.
no Difficulty anticipated as result, Morgan, II, 4737.
Labour conditions will have to be made more attractive, Subbayya,

I, p. 353 ; II, 4869.
Workers will be aware of. Priestly, II, 5104.
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€kH>rg:—continued.

Labour Act

—

continued.

Section 11, action under, time given to employers to put lines right and no
action taken, K. Chengappa. II, 5090.

Section 19, one case pending under, K. Chengappa, II, 5100.
Use, extent of. Priestly, II, 5094.

Plantations :

Conditions on. Pinches, II, 2201-6.
General particulars, Thimmayya, I, p. 346.

OOORG, COMBnSSIONER OF : I, pp. 340-1.

Co-operative societies, I, p. 341.
Depressed classes, I, p. 341.
Education, I, p. 341.
Employers, relations with labourers, I, p. 34 Ij

O^eneral conditions, I, p. 340i
Health, I, p. 341.
Housing, I, pp. 340-1.
Malaria, I, p. 340.
Recruitment, I, p. 340.
Wages, I, pp. 340, 341.

Coorg Planters’- Association :

Affiliation to United Planters* Association of Southern India, I, p. 341,
{Morgan), II, 4736.

Evidence on behalf of, 5^^ MORGAN. J. S. H. ; TIPPING, P. J. ; MURLAND,
Colonel H. ; and SPROTT, J. H., II. 4736-96.

Memorandum, I, pp, 341-3.
Particulars, membership, and value of. I. p. 341, {Morgan), II, 4736, 4738-40.

Cordite Factory, staff, Powell, I, p. 257.

Cordite Factory Labour Union, Aruvankadu :

Activities of, Powell, I, p. 259^
Evidence on behalf of. See POWELL, E. G., I, pp. 256-60.
Relations with management, Powell, I, p. 259.

Cost of living :

Average :

Coimbatore, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244.
Increase since 1914, and comparison with increase in wages, Buckingham
and Carnatic Mtlls Employees* Union, I, p. 219, {Ubaidullah)

,

II, 328^7.
Decrease, Ranga, I, p. 326.
Investigations, extent of. Government, I, p. 25.
Madras City, family budgets, Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 104.
Madras University inquiry, P. /. Thomas, II, 1047-52, 1075-6.
Plantations :

Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342, (Tipping, etc.), II, 4753-7 ; workers,
II. 5013, 5019.

Comparison with villages. Brock, II, 2244-5.
probably Higher than in plains and in own villages, Sampson, II, 3808-9.
Increase, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345.

Cottage industries, development, importance of, Shiva Raa, I, p. 203.

COUSINS, Mrs., social worker : II, 1548-1591.

Creches. II, 1572-3.
Education, compulsory, II, 1568-9.
Factories Act, II, 1556.
Factory inspectors, women, II, 1571.
Health visitors, II, 1588-90.
Maternity benefit, II, 1575-80.
Welfare, II, 1573.
Women, employment under men mistries, II, 159L.
Young Women Christian Association, investigations. II, 1587.
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Creches* see under Welfare.

Criminal Procedure Code, section 144 :

Misuse of, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246.
Order re Meeting proposed to be held by N, S. R. Ayyangar, I, pp. 247, 248,

II. 4380, 4525. 4529-30; E, F. Thomas, 4588-607. 4613.
Orders under, issue of. Gray, II, 2961—4.
Policy of Government re, question of, Leach, II, 2665-72.

Criminal Tribes :

Employment in Cherala tobacco factory. Gray, II, 2993-6.
Recruitment for Assam, Driver, II. 370-2 ; Steele, II, 370 ;

Bracken, II, 419-22.
Settlements, Gray, II, 2764, 2765.

Criminal Tribes Act* inducement to emigration. Bracken, II, 514-6.

Depressed Classes :

Agency to look after, under consideration, Coorg Commissioner, I, p. 341.
Emigration, Steele, 1, p. 78.

Housing of, Leach, II, 2652-3 ; Gray, II, 2653, 3065-8.
Schools for, Coorg Commissioner, I, p. 341 ; II, 5130; K. Chengappa, II,

5130-1.
Special officer for dealing with, advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 177.
Tannery workers, Chingleput, conditions, A. Pillai, I, pp. 131-2 ; S. Pillai, II,

1775-1819.
Work of Labour Commissioner re. Gray, II, 2764, 2765, 2112-4.

Diocesan Printers’ Union* history of. Gray, I. p. 52.

Discipline :

Absence or late attendance, black mark system proposed instead of fining,

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244.
Plantations, very bad work, etc., loss of day's pay, Sprott, H, 4667
Punishments :

S’*c' alsy Deductions u ider Wage^.
Nature of, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation

Employees* Union, I, p. 107.
Recommendations re. Kerosene Oil Workers’ Union, I, p. 126.
Right of appeal, proposal. Kerosene 0%l Workers’ Union, I, p. 126, (K. M. R.

Mudaltar), II, 1682-3.
Suspension for spoilt work, or less production if ill, workers, II, 638.
Tramways, Madras, Voegeh-Arya, II, 1355-65.

Diseases :

among Agricultural labour, Paddison, I, p. 5.

Beri ben :

Legislation re over-polishing of rice suggested, Azariah, I, p. 124, II, 1564.
Polished rice diet as factor, Azariah, I, p. 123 ; McCarrison, II, 3327,

3399-41.
Seasonal factory areas, Azariah, I, p. 123, II, 1563.

Cholera :

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union, I, p. 214.
Rare :

Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, I, pp. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 348.
Nellore, Woodhouse, I, p. 26’.

Seasonal epidemic, Binny and Co., 1, p. 138.

Spread of, cause, Azariah, I, p. 123.
Dysentery, common, Coorg, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.
Dysentery and relapsing fever, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158.

Enlarged spleens and livers, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310 ; A, B. Chengappa, I,

p. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347, 348 ; Sprott, II. 4691.
Epidemics, measures against spread of, Binny and Co., I, p. 138.
Fever, mines. Government, I, p. 32.
Heart disease, prevalence of, Janaki, I, p. 307.
Hookworm :

Ankylostomiasis campaign, Coorg Planters’ Assn., I, p. 342.
Annual treatment, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342, {Tipping), II, 4782;

Bdbington, II, 4949.
Mass treatment against, Thornton, II, 5109.
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Hiiaases :

—

covitinued.

Hookworm :

—

continued.

Difficulty of dealing with, owing to habits of bare footed labourers, Paddison,
I, p. 5.

Prevalence of, Paddison, I, p. 5 ; Bi4ckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p. 214 ; Woodhouse, I. p. 261 ; Basudev, I, p. 291 ; Suryanar-
ayana, I, 311 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344; Thimmayya, I. p. 348;
Subbayya, p. 352 ; Wood, II, 3206 ; Thornton, II, 5108.

Remedial measures, benefit of, Shiva Boa, I, p. 189.
Treatment for :

Ganapaiah, II, 5080.
Decrease since, Binny and Co,, I, p. 138.
Government measures and small charge for drugs to planters, Uhhaya,

II, 2805-6, 2928.
Nellore mica mines, Woodhouse, I, p. 261.

Widespread but decreasing owing to measures taken, U.P,A.S,I., I, p. 158.
Industrial :

Lead poisoning, printing trade, Basudev, I, p. 291.
no Case known. Green, I, p. 264.

Preventive measures advocated, Basudev, I, p. 291.
Lung diseases and anaemia, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242, {N, S. R.

Ayyangar), II, 4495-6.
None, Binny and Co,, I, p. 138.
in Oil industry : V, M. R. Mudaliar, II, 1625-32.

a few Cases of eye trouble through paint splashes. Browning, II, 3210-1.
Soldering, irritating hands and use stopped. Browning, II, 3207-8.

Prevalence, no statistics available, Uhhaya, I, p. 71.
Tanneries, itch and fever, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
Tuberculosis, in printing trade, largely due to housing conditions, Green,

I, p. 264.
Influenza :

Coorg, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.
Effect of epidemic, Shiva Rao, I, p. 190.

Kala azar, connection with malnutrition. McCarrison, I, p. 231.
Leprosy, connection with malnutrition, McCarrison, I, p. 231.
Madras City, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 158-9.
Malaria :

Coorg, Thornton, II, 5106 ; A, B, Chengappa, I, p. 344.
Malnutrition, connection with, McCarrison, I, p. 231.
Mines and preventive measures. Government, I, p. 32.
Mortality statistics, Shiva Rao, I, p. 190.
Plantations, widespread but decreasing owing to measures taken

U.P.A.S.T., I, p. 158, (Pinches, Barber), II, 2358-65.
Prevalence of, Binny and Co,, I, p. 138 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, I, p. 214 ; Basudev, I, p. 219 ; aV. S. R. Ayyangar, I

pp. 249, 252 ; Woodhouse, I, p. 261 ; Janaki, I, p. 307 ; Suryanarayana,
I, p. 311 ; Thimmayya, I, pp. 347, 348 ; Sprott, II, 4691 ; Babtngton,
II, 4956.

Seasonal factory areas, prevalent, Azariah, I, p. 123.
Statistics, Ash, I. p. 88 ; Satyanarayana, II, 610.

Malarial officers, Coorg, Thornton, II, 5108.
anti-Malarial work :

Plantations, Shiva Rao, I, p. 200 ; Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342,
(Morgan). II, 4781 ; Uhhaya, II, 2803 ; Sampson, II, 3836-40, 3843-4 ;

Measham, II, 4109—12 ; Barber, II, 431^20 ; Thornton, Priestly, II 5108.
Vizagatapam Harbour works, Ash, I, pp. 84, 87 ; II, 537, 617 ; A, Anderson,

II, 618-24.
Whole time officer for group of gardens. Barber, II. 2362-5.
Whole time officer for district doubt as to successful working of. Barber,

II. 4321-2.
Malnutrition as cause of, McCarrison, I, pp. 231-3 ; II, 3315.
Malnutritional, investigation and control, proposals, McCarrison, II, 3326-7.
Nature of, Ubhaya, I, p. 71 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 115; Coimbatore Labour Union,

I, p. 242 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co,, I, p. 279.
Plague, rare, Coorg, A, B. Chengappa, I, p. 344.
Plantations :

Contagious, rare, Subbayya, I, p. 352.
during East winds, Sprott, 11, 4691.
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Diseases

:

—continued.

Plantations

—

continued.
Nature of, Uhhaya, I, p. 71 ; N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 252 ; Janaki, I, p.

307 ;
Suryanarayana, I, pp. 310, 311 ; Thimmayya^ I, pp. 347, 348;

Subhayyat I, p. 352 ; Sproit, II, 4691 ; Babington, II, 4956 ; Ganapaiah,
II, 5079.

Pneumonia :

Common, Coorg, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.
Few cases on plantations, Babington, II, 4957-^.

Relapsing fever :

Coorg, Thimmayya, I. p. 348.
Planting areas, common formerly and stamping out of, Ubhaya, I, p. 71 ;

II, 2802.
Rheumatism, prevalence of, Janaki, I, p. 307.
Small pox, Azariah, I, p. 123 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees,

JJmon, I, p. 214 ; Woodhouse, I, p. 261.
Tuberculosis :

Carding and spinning departments, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees' Union, I, p. 214.

Prevalence of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169 ; Shiva Rao I, p. 188 ;

Janaki, I, p. 307.
Ulcers, increase, Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344.
Venereal, prevalence. Wood, II, 3206.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, I, p. 88.

Dismiss^ :

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, 1929, Bentley, II, 1848-50.
Grievance re :

Madras Labour Union I, p. 165, (Shiva Rao) II, 2480.
Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I, pp. 128, 129.

Method, S. R. V. Naidu, I, p. 92, II, 785-7.
Responsibility for, kerosene oil industry, V. M. R. Mudaliar, II, 1708.
proposed Safeguards against. Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, 1, p. 126, (V. M. R,

Mudaliar), II, 1662-3.
Dooars, recruitment for, Steele, II, 292-8.

no Restriction and few complaints only of abuses, Austin, II, 57-9.

Dxinkiiig :

Brewing of liquor by workers, difficulty of preventing, Priestly, II, 5120.
Encouragement by excise policy and problem of, Coimbatore Labour Union,

I, p. 240.
Excessive* Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169.
Excise revenue, increase due to increased prices, K. Chengappa, II, 5142.
Extent of, Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 104 ; Binny Co.,

I, p. 150 ; Shiva Rao, 1, p. 192 ; Ranga, I, p. 327.
Plantations :

Amount of, A. B. Chengappa, I, pp. 344, 345.
Liquor shops under Government licence near to most estates, Coorg

Planters* Assn., I, p. 342.
no Making of wine at home, worker, II, 4627.
Opposition to introduction of liquor into district, but special licences

during Christmas, Jones, II, 4049-54.
Quarrels owing to, Sprott, II, 4733,
Sale of toddy to workers during work hours, complaint lodged, Sprott,

II. 4688.
Small amount, of, but illicit drink possibly available, Sampson, II, 3802-4.
Toddy Shops :

Abolition :

Desirable, Subbayya, II, 4889 ; maistry, II, 4917.
Question of, near plantations. Tipping, Morgan, Sprott, II, 4794.

Control, would be advantageous, Morgan, II, 4794-6.
near Estates, Tipping, Murland, II, 4783,
Removal from neighbourhood of estates, drinking would not be

prevented. Priestly, II, 5120.
Prohibition :

Advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 240.
Gradual, active Government policy in industrial areas advocated, S. I. Ch.

of Comm., I, pp. 108, 110.
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Propaganda work against, desirable but non>o£&cial agencies should deal with.
Priestly, II, 5118.

Removal of toddy shops from vicinity of residential areas of working classes

necessary, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169 ; Shiva Rao, 1, p. 192, II, 2613-6.
Supply by toddy shops on credit, Shiva Rao, II, 2615-6.

DRIVER, L. 8., Local agent of Tea Districts* Labour Association : II, 241-381.

Assam Labour Board, II, 363-4.
Assam, recruitment for :

from Koraput, II, 288-90.
Misrepresentation, II. 388.
Repatriation, II, 309.
Sardars,ll, 290, 315. 327, 329.

Burma, recruitment, II, 376-9.
Public employment agencies, II, 333.
Southern Indian tea gardens, recruitment, II, 380-1.

Drags :

Excessive use of. not general, Binny and Co., I, p. 150.

Shops, removal from neighbourhood of mills and residential areas advocated,
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169.

Dysentery* under Diseases.

Economic Inquiries, see under Intelligence.

Education :

Adult

:

Aims and work of Adult and Mass Education Society, Isaac, I, p. 338.
Facilities ;

Government, I, p. 11 ;
Grieve, I, p. 75 ; W. E. Smith, II, 3082.

Employers should provide, V. M. R. Mudaliar, II, 1654.
Provided by employers, Btnny and Co., 1, pp. 140, 142 ; Buckingham
and Carnatic Mills Employees* Unton, I, p. 216.

Inadequacy of, Azartah, I, p. 123.
Need for, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, pp. 108, 109 ; Madras Labour Union,

I, p. 171.
Attendance, small percentage, Commissioner of Cootg, I, p. 341.
non-Attendance, economic reasons and questions of overcoming difficulty,

Priestly, II. 5114-7 ; K. Chengappa, II, 5132-3.
Beneficial results, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 216.
Boarding schools advocated, Thimmaya, I, p. 349.
Compulsory :

Employment of cliildren in factories under 11 will decrease, W, E. Smith,
II. 3071-3.

Enforcement of attendance :

Difficulty of proving age, Ramaseshan, II, 1248-9 1252—4.
Inadequate, in some cases. Cousins, II, p. 1568.
Means of. Cousins, II, 1569.
Measures for, but difficulty, W. E. Smith, II, 3074-8.

Extent of, W. E. Smith, II. 3071.
Need for, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 108.
Object of, W. E. Smith, II, 3084.
Parents' financial difficulty and provision of food and clothing by munici-

pality suggested, Arasu, II, 1091-8, 1114.
School supply not sufficient in all parts, Sri Ram, II, 1570.

Compulsory primary, and greater facilities for secondary and vocational, benefits
anticipated from, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 332.

Cordite Factory School, Aravankadu, Grieve, I, p. 75.
Cordite factory, Aruvankadu, night school only and need for day school and

facilities for adults, Powell, I, p. 258.
Corporation and mission schools, Binny and Co., I, p. 143.
Depressed classes, schools for, Coerg Commissioner, I, p. 341 ; II, 5130 ; K,

Chengappa, II, 5130-1.
Discouragement of reading, by employers, Naidu, 1, p, 93.

’

Effect on industrial efficiency, P.W.D, Workers* Union, I, p. 332.
Elementary Education Act, Gevemmeni, 1, p. 14.
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Ifdiioation

—

continued^

Employers should contribute voluntarily, C. G. Menon^ II, 1383.
Expenditure of Government on, Shiva Rao, I, p. 184.
Expenditure of workers on, Mukhtar, I, p. 116.
Facilities, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285 ; Coorg, Commissioner,

I, p. 341 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ; Bracken, II, 484-6.
Inadequacy, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 171.
Free and compulsory, advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 1 16.

Government Trades School, printing training. Green, I, p. 265.
of Half timers, Sage, II, 2032-6.

Facilities necessary, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 ; S. R. V, Naidu, I,

pp. 91, 93.
Hygiene, domestic economy and practical citizenship advocated, 5./. Ch, of
Comm., I, p. 108.

Hygiene instruction, Sage, II, 1869-73.
Hygiene and physiology as part of curriculum, XV. E. Smith, II, 3079-80.
Hygiene, sanitation, etc., by magic lantern and cinema advocated, Madras Labour

Union, I, p. 171.
Illiteracy, extent of, Isaac, I, p. 338.
Importance of, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation

Employees* Unxon, I, p. 105.
Increase, standard of living and efficiency will improve, Ptllai Avargal, I, p. 271.
Industrial, technical and vocational :

Advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 164, 171 ; Coimbatore Labour
Union, I, p. 242 ; Shiva Rao, II, 2543-4.

Advocated in mill. Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I,

p. 216.
Engineering and automobile, scope for. Employers* Fedn. of S. I., I, p. 207,
Facilities, Government, I, p. 9 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 109 ;

Binny and
Co., I, pp. 134, 140, 142, 143 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, 1, p, 212 ; Avargal, I, pp. 270-1 ; W. E. Smith, II, 3084-6.

increased Facilities advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285 ;

Wood, II, 3176, 3189-90.
Government workshops advocated, Ranga, I, p. 328.
Institution in connection with Cordite factory, Aruvankadu, advocated,

Powell, I, p. 258.
Motor mechanics, schools for. Employers* Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 207.
Organised scheme advocated, Shiva Rao, 1, pp. 193-5.
Statistics, 1926-27, Shiva Rao, I, p. 194.

Industrial schools, proposal, Mukhtar, I, p. 1 16.

Industrial schools and workshops, increase advocated, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I,

p. 109.
Literacy, percentage :

Coorg, Priestly, II, 5112-3.
among Hill tribes. Bracken, II, 485.

Local cess, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158, [Brock), II, 2251-2.
Maintenance of children by State during, advocated, Thimmayya, I, p. 349.
Malabar, facilities, V. K. Menon, I, p. 288.
Mass, aims and work of Adult and Mass Education Society, Isaac, I, p. 338.
Mines, non-supply of schools at most. Government, I, p. 33.
Mission schools, printing training. Green, I, p. 265.
Night club for children, Sage, II, 2032.
Night schools :

Grieve, I, pp. 74, 75.
Advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p, 90.
Mines, Government, I, p. 33.
Nandyal, Azariah, I, p. 123.
Sunday, half timers, advocated, Mukhtwr, I, p. 116.

Plantations :

Adult

:

Advantage not likely to be taken of, Madapa, II, 4995-9.
no Facilities, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253.

Anamalai Planters* Association, no action re, Jones, II, 4015.
Attendance :

Economic question, Thimmaya, I, p. 349.
Means of encouraging. Barber, II, 4280-5.

Attitude of labourers, Hawke, II, 3500 ; Sproit, II, 4712 ; Ganapaiah, II,

5029.
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Bdaoatioil \--continued.

Plantations :

—

contintied.

not Desired, worker, II, 5017.
Facilities :

little Advantage taken of, or likely to be, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ;

Suhbayya, II, 4893 ; Madapa, II, 4993~5.
would be Advantageous, Suhbayya, II, 4885 ;

Ganapaiah, II, 5027, 5030.
Extent of. Pinches, II, 2253--6.

Estate schools, U.P.A,S.I., I, p. 158, {Pinches, Congreve), II, 2155-8.
Failure of experiment, Sampson, II, 3796-800.
Inadequacy of, Shiva Rao, I, p. 200.
None i i garden, Thimmayya, I, p, 349 ; Sproti, II, 4698 ; worker, II,

5011 ;
Ganapaiah, II, 5026-30.

None and little purpose would be served by, Subbayya, I, p. 352.
Provision of, by employers. Grieve, I p, 75.

Government school only, Madapa, II, 4974-5.
Higher education for children of labourers, scheme for, U.P.A,S,I,,

p. 158, {Pinches, Congreve), II, 2153-4.
Mission schools, Saldanha, I, p. 322 ; Barber, II, 4278.
Night schools, U.P.A.S,!., I, p. 158, {Pinches), 2257.

Doubt as to use of. Ganapatah, II, 5076.
Part time schools, criticism of, N, S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253.
no Policy advocated to members by United Planters' Association of

Southern India, Pinches, II, 2258.
no School accessible, Sampson, II, 3794-801.
School in village and fees paid by employer, Hawke, II. 3499-500.
Schools, Government management advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I,

pp. 253-4.
Taluk Board, formation of, and some system of compulsory education

desirable, Jones, II, 4016-28.
Teachers :

Man, with wife trained in health work, midwifery etc., would be
advantageous. Barber, II, 4326.

Supply, Barber, 11, 4286.
Type required. Barber, II, 4279.

Printing trade workers. Green, I, p. 265.

Provision of facilities by employers :

Advocated. Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 335 ;

Voegeli-Arya, II, 1304.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills school, particulars of. Grieve, I. p. 74 ;

Btnny and Co,, I, pp. 140—2; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p. 216 ;

{Sage), 11, 1869-74.
Employers not approached by Department re, W, E. Smith, II, 3081-2.
Examples of. Grieve, I, pp. 74-5.
Few cases of. Grieve, I, p. 74.
Objection to, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242 ; {N. S. R. Ayyangar),

4389, 4415.
Particulars, Government, I, pp. 13-4.
Village schools, Binny and Co., I, p. 142.

no Provision by employers, tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
Provision of facilities by local boards and private agencies. Grieve, I, p. 75.

no Provision for, printing trade, R, S, Mudalatr, 1, p. 339.
Provision in factories and provision of mid-day me£ll advocated, Madras Labour

Union, I, p. 173.
Public Works Department, night school for workers and school for children
near workplace desired, P.W.D, Workers* Union, 1, p. 331.

Railway workers children, facilities. Government, I, pp 13-4 ; Grieve, I, p. 75.

Reading room and adult night school to be opened, Madras Electric Tramway
and Electricity Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 105,

Responsibility of municipality, V. M, R, Mudaliar, II, 1723.

Scholarships, provision by employers for labourers' children advocated, Madras
Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 285.

Schools :

Control of, by various authorities. Grieve, I, p. 74.

Maintained by local boards and private agencies. Government, I, p. 14.

Seasonal factories, no facilities, Axariah, I, p. 123.

Standard of living raised by, Thimmayya, I, p. 349.
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Bdnoaticm i~oontinusd.

State provision advocated^ Coimbatore Labour Union, 1, p. 242, (N, S, JR,

Ayyangar), 11, 4389, 4415.
State Technical Scholarship scheme, Pillai Avargal, I, p. 270.
Type required, Mukhtar, I, p. 116.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, a matter for municipality. Ash, II, 605-6.
Wastage, Isaac, I, pp. 338, 339.

ELBllIGTON, Lieat.<-Cominaiider L. Q., Manager, Ibex Lodge Estate, Coonoor,
seePOBTBE, Iiieut.-Colonel L. L.» O.BJS.» V.D. and ELKINGT01I» lieut. Commander,

L. I., II, 3360-3444.

Emigratioii :

see also Asiam, Burma, Ceylon, etc.

Advantage to labourers, Paddison, I, pp. 6-7.
more Beneficial than otherwise, V, K. Menon, I, p. 288.
Causes, Employers* Fedn. of S.I., 1, p. 204, (Wood), II, 3172-3 ; V, K, Menon,

I, p. 287 ; Paul, I, pp. 298-302.
Certificate from headman of village, proposal, V, K, Menon, I, p. 288.
Classes of emigrants, V. K, Menon, I. p. 287.
Contact with village, extent, S,I, Ch, of Comm., I, p. 109 ; V. K, Menon, I,

p. 287 ; Paul, I, p. 303.
Effect on rate of agricultural wages in recruiting districts. Bracken, II, 431-4.
Extent of scope for, Shiva Rao, I. p. 193.
Family life, disturbance of, extent, V. K. Menon, I. p. 288 ; Paid, I, pp. 305-6.
Numbers resident in certain parts outside India, Shiva Rao, I, p. 192.
Origin of labour, Paul, I, pp. 297, 298.
Recruitment systems :

V, K. Menon, I, p. 287 ; Paul, I, pp. 304-6.
Improvement, proposals, Paul, I, p. 305.

Statistics, Paddtson, I, p. 6 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 60 ; Paul, I, pp. 297,298.

Employers’ Federation of Southern India :

Aims and objects of, I, p. 203, (Wood), II, 3159, 3168-9, 3213-4.
Membership, I, pp. 203-4.
Memorandum, I, pp. 203-211.
Relations with labour, Wood, II, 3089.
Representatives, see BROWlHNGy W. M. ; WOOD, C. E. ; and LXJKER, F. G.,

II, 3038-3222.

Employers’ and Workmen’s Dispute Act, no use known of. Government, I, p. 23 ;

Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66 ; U.P.A.S,!,, I, p. 160.

Factories Act

:

Administration, rigidity of. Government, I, p. 24.
Amendment, proposals for, Ubhaya, I, pp. 73-4 ; Madras Aluminium Labour

Union, I, p. 283 ; Wadia, I, p. 337.*

Breaches of .

Natdu, I, p. 92.

Common and proposed measures for prevention, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 67.
Penalties :

Imprisonment should be included, S. R. V, Naidu, I, p. 92.
Inadequacy of, Cartledge, I, p. 60, II, 2857 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 320.
Increase advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 171-2.
Maximum should be imposed, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*

Union, I, p. 222.
Dredger, question of inclusion under. Ash, II, 576-82.
Enforcement, need for improvement and proposals, Mukhtar, I, pp. 117, 121 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p. 320.
Evasion of, Cartledge, I, p. 60 ; Ranga, I, pp. 325-6.
Exemptions, conditions and procedure. Gray, II, 2887-9 ; Cartledge, II, 2890-4,

2905, 2906.
Extension :

to A U factories using power irrespective of number of employees, advocated,
Government, I, p. 17 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64.

to All places with or without power where ten people employed, advocated,
Kr^shnaswamy, II, 1258-6U
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Faeteviet Aot :

—

continued.
Extension :

—

contin%ud.
to Bidi factories advocated, 1929 League of Youth, I, p. 97, {Arasu), II,

1109, 1113-7, 1129, 1134 ; Ramaseshan, II, 1250.
to Mundi shops and bidi factories advocated, Isaac, I, p. 339 ;

to Small factories :

Enquiry advocated. Cousins, II, 1556.
Proposal, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172.

to all Tanneries advocated, 5. Pillai, II, 1789, 1800-3.
to Unregulated factories advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4465.
to Workshops where more than 10 persons employed continuously for a

year, proposal, Ranga, I, p. 328.
Position re small factories, Coorg, K. Chengappa, Priestly, II, 5165-73.
Prosecutions :

Government, I, p. 14 ; Cartledge, I, p. 60.
Increase in, Suryanarayana, I, p. 320.
Institution of, CarUedge, II, 2^5.
Policy re, Cartledge, II, 2856.
Statistics, 1920 to 1928, Government, I, p. 24.

Section 2 (3) (b) :

Extension desirable and number of persons employed should not be specified
in Act, Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; II, 2810.

Free use of, additional staff required, Cartledge, II, 2859.
Increased use should be made ot,Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*

Union, I, p. 218.
Notification of btdi factories under, proposal, 1929 Madras League of

Youth, I, p. 97.

Notifications under, Cartledge, I, p. 59.
Sections 26 and 35, working of, CarUedge, II, 3021-2.
Uniformity of administration in various provinces, means of. Government,

I, p. 24.
Unregistered factories, competition with registered, possibility of. Government,

I, p. 17 ; Gray, I, II. 2883.

Factories and Mills :

Certifying surgeons, powers of, Cartledge, II, 2854.
Conditions, supervision by local authorities and labour council advocated,

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242.
Free access to officers of Factories and Health Departments advocated, Madras
Labour Union, I, p. 170.

Inspection :

Government, I, p. 12.

1924 to 1928, average number, Cartledge, I, p. 60.
Administration, Cartledge, I, 57.
All'India Inspector, proposal, Mukhtar, I, p. 121.
Assistance by Labour Council advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I,

I, p. 247.
Assistant Inspectors, appointment advocated, Wadia, I, p. 337.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, Binny and Co., 1, p. 144.
as Central subject, not considered but improvement doubted, Cartledge,

II, 2957-8.
by Chief Inspector, Cartledge, I, p. 60.
Enforcement of regulations, Janaki, I, p. 307.
Extension to smaller establishments advocated. Green, 1, p, 269.
more Frequent, advocated, Wadta, I, p. 337.
by Health Officers, seasonal factories, Azariah, I, p. 124, II, 1559.
by Health Officers, would be approved if assisted by labour representatives,
N. 5. R. Ayyangar, II, 4492.

Health visitors as additional inspectors, question of. Gray, II, 2942 ;

Cartledge, II. 2943-4.
Inspectors, Cartledge, I, p. 58 ; K. Chengappa, II, 5137.

CoUection of statistics by, desirable, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 67.

ex-officio, Cartledge, II, 2852-3.
Indians with sufficient practical experience of workshops, difficulty of

obtaining, CarUedge, II, 2850.
Medical qualifications advocated for some, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222.
Qualifications required, Cartledge, II, 2849.
Recruitment memod, CarUedge, II, 2851.
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Factories and HiUs :

—

continued.
Inspection :

—

continued.
Inspectors :

—

continued^

Women :

Advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I,

p. 222 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 320.
Need for. in large industrial centres, Cousins, II, 1561.
Supply, possibiUty, Cousins, II, 1571.

Printing trade, fairly thorough and complete. Green, I, p. 269.
Reports sent to Commissioner of Labour, Gray, II, 2847.
Seasonal factories, inadequacy, Azariah, I, p. 124 ; II, 1560.
Staff :

Inadequacy of, Cartledge, I, p. 60 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 222 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 320 ; Ranga, I,

p. 325.
Increase advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172 ; Ranga, I, p. 328.

Staff and districts, factories and employees in respective circles. Govern-
ment, I, p. 23.

Staff and functions, Government, I, p. 23.
Study of methods in other provinces and abroad, proposal, Ayyar Avargal,

I, p. 68.
Surprise visits, increased staff necessary for, Cartledge, II, 2955-6.

Rules working fairly satisfactory, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.
Temperature, humidification, and ventilation :

Control of, Cartledge, I, p. 56 ; Btnny and Co., I, pp. 137, 138.
Control and further control of temperature needed, Buckingham and

Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 214.
Control :

Legislation, difficulty, Binny and Co., I, p. 138.
no Provision for, and difficulty, Cartledge, I, p. 56.

Measures re. Government, I, p. 12 ; Cartledge, 1. p. 56 ; Ayyar Avargal, I,

p. 62.
Rules suitable and measures, Binny and Co., I, p: 138.
Spinning shed, Holden, II, 35, 61-3.

Unregulated, control desirable, BrowrAng, II, 3124.

Factory legislatioxi

:

Ignorance of workers, Cartledge, I, p. 60 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 222.

Information to workers, methods, Binny Co, I, p. 154 ; Suryanarayana, I,

p. 319 ; Cartledge, II, 2862-3.
Knowledge of, by workers, extent, Government, I, p. 23.
on Level of English law advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.
Pamphlet in vernacular with photographs, distribution to workers desired,

Cartledge, II, 2862.

Fair Wages Clause iu public contracts :

Advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 119; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p. 220 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 286 ; Suryan-
arayana, I. p, 316 ; Ranga, I-, p, 328.

Difficulties in connection with. Ash, II, 527-9.

Famine relief, Paddison, I, p. 5«

FAZUL RAHMAN, oilman, Vizagapatam Harbour works, 517f.

FOOTE, A., Manager, Lower Paralai Estate, see BARBER, Sir Fairless, etc., IT,

4215-4352.

Franchise

:

Adult, advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 ; Coimbatore Labour Union,
I, ppu 239, 247 ; Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union, I, p, 335.

Extension advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 178 ; Shiva Rao, 1, p. 198,

OamUing; plantations, Coorg, prevalence of, Thimmaya, I, p. 349*
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GAHAPAIAH, 9« K.t Manager, Kasbur Coffee Estate: II, 5020-S6.

Coorg Labour Act, II, 5037-42.
Education, II, 5026-30, 5076.
Health and medical facilities, II, 5022-4, 5047-S, 5071, 5077-80.
Recruitment, II, 5032, 5036, 5039-46.
Wages, II, 5025, 5033-5, 5050-3, 5061-6, 5073-5, 5081-6.

Ganiftm# recruitment from :

for Assam, Steele, I, p. 77-81, II. 244-50; P.A. Naidu, I, p. 255-6; Raju,
p. 296.

for Burma, ports of, and statistics, Steele, I, p. 78. ^

GIBRIAy maistry, Halleri coffee estate, II, 4632-8.

GNANAPBAKASAM, worker, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mill, II, 3584.

Goti system of labour, see under Labour.

CK)VERNMEIIT» Memorandum: I, p. 3-36.

Absenteeism, I, p. 19.

Apprenticeship, I, p. 8-9.
Assam, reciuitment for, I, p. 8.

Children, employment of, 1, pp. 17-18, 33, 34.
Contract work, 1, pp. 10, 31.

Co-operative societies, I, p. 14.

Education, 1, pp. 13-4, 33.

Factories Act, I, pp. 17, 24.

Factories inspection, I. pp. 12, 23.
Factories and mills, temperature, ventilation and humidification, I, p. 12.

F'actory legislation, I, p. 23.
Health :

General condition, I, pp. 11, 32.
Maternity benefits, 1, p, 12.

Medical faciUties, 1, pp. 11, 32.
Sickness insurance, 1, p, 12.

Hours, I, pp. 16-7, 33, 35-6.
Housing :

Accommodation, nature of, I, pp, 10, 11.

Government chcries in Madras City, 1, p. 11.

Legislation, I, pp. 10-11.
Mmes, 1, pp. 31, 32.
Municipal surveys, I, p. 11.

Provision by employers, I, p. 10, 11.

Provision by Government, 1, p. 10.

Indebtedness, 1, pp. 19, 34.
Industrial disputes, I, pp. 21-2, 23, 25-30.
Industrial efficiency, I, p. 19.

Inspection of mines, II, p. 33.

Intelligence, I, pp. 24-5.
Labour Commissioner, 1, p. 23.

Labour questions, administration, I, p, 23.

Leave, 1, p. 19.

Master and servant, law of, I, pp, 22-3.
Mines, conditions in, I, p. 30-4.
Ports, wages and hours, I, pp. 35-6.

Recruitment

:

no conspicuous Changes, 1, p. 7.

Contact with villages, I, pp. 7, 31.

Duration of employment, I, pp. 8, 31.

Methods, I, pp. 7, 31.

Numbers of labourers, I, p. 7.

Origin of labour, I, pp. 7, 31.

Permanent force, I, pp, 7, 31.

Public employment agencies, I, pp. 7-8.

Seamen, I, p. 9.

Safety, I, p. 14.

Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, pp. 11, 32.
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CK>VERNMENT, Memonoidam : I, pp. 3-36

—

continmd.

Staff :

Managing, I, pp. 9, 31.

Relations with rank and file, Go, I, pp. 10, 22, 31.
Subordinate supervising staff, I, pp, ^10, 31.

Trade Combinations ;

Employed, I, pp. 20-21.
Employers, I, p. 20.

Trade Disputes Act, I, p. 22.
Trade Unions Act, 1926, I, p. 21.
Unepaployment, I, p. 8.

Wages :

I, pp. 18-19, 34-6.
Deductions, I, p. 19.

Fixing, I, p. 19.

Minimum, I, p. 19.

Periods of payment, I, p. 19.

Profit sharing, 1, p. 19.

Rates, I, p. 18.

Rice, etc., cheap rates, I, p. 19.

Standardisation, I, p. 19.

Unclaimed, 1, p. 19.

Welfare. I. pp. 10, 13, 22.
Women, employment of, I, pp. 17, 33, 34.

Workmen's Compensation Act, I, pp. 15-16.

Goveniment Press :

President of Labour Union, see BASUDEV, C., B.A.« L.I., I, pp. 288-95.
Strength of establishment, expenditure and value of plant and machinery, etc.,

Basudev, I, p. 289.
Superintendent, see GREEN, A* G., I, pp. 262-9.

Gratuity system :

Advocated, Madras Electric Tramways and Electric Supply Corporatton Em-
ployees’ Unton, I, p. 107 ; Kerosene Oil Workers’ Union, I, p. 126.

Compulsory establishment advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 312.
Fund :

Particulars of, Btnny and Co., I. pp. 142-3 ; Buckingham and Carnatic
Mtlls Employees’ Umon, I, p. 220.

Responsibihty for dismissals, Madras Labour Umon, I, p. 165, (Shiva Rao),
II, 2480.

Denial, Buckingham and Carnatic Mtlls Employees’ Union,
(Ubaidullah), 11, 3283-4.

to Members of deceased workers, delay in payment and proposal re, Madras
port and harbour, Koiiswaran, I, p. 128.

Retiring :

Advocated, Madras Corporatton Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 335.
Present position, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p. 312.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, none. Ash, II, 553—4.

no System of, kerosene oil workers, given occasionally, V, M, R, Mudediar,
11,1649, 1660,

Systems, Government, I, p. 13,

GRAY* J., O.B.£.t LC.S., Commissioner of Labour : I, pp. 37-56 ; II, 2650-3070.

Burma, recruitment. II, 2901.
Ceylon, recruitment, II, 2903-4.
Children, employment in factories, I, p. 17 II, 2848.
Co-operative movement, II, 3037-9.
Co-operative societies, II, 3006-7, 3059-62.
Criminal Procedure Code, Orders under, H, 2961-4.
Criminal tribes, II, 2993-6.
Factories Act. II. 2883, 2887-9. 2904.
Factori^ inspection, II, 2847, 2942.
Hours, II, 2847, 2900.
Housing, II, 2653-4, 3004-8, 3065-8.
Indebtedness, II, 2897-8, 3033-6.
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LC*S*, Cominissioner of Labour: I, pp. 37-56; II, 2650-3070
—continued.

Industrial disputes

:

Lock-outs, Madras textile workers, I, pp. 39, 40-1.
Reporting of, II, 2714-26.
Stnkes

:

Achur Tea Estate, Malabar, I. p. 55 ; II, 2839-40.
Chittivalsa Jute Mill, I. p. 54.
Choolai MiUs, I, pp. 55-6 ; II, 2984.
Coimbatore cotton mills. I. p. 54 ; II, 2841.
Definition, II, 3041-5.
Diocesan printers, I, p. 52.
Indian Aluminium Company, I, p. 48.
Madras Corporation scavengers, I, p. 51.

Madras Electric Tramways and Supply Corporation, I, pp. 48, 49.
Madras Port Trust, scavengers, I, p. 53.
Madras textile workers, I, pp. 40, 42.
Oil workers, II, p. 50.
Public Works department, Madras, I, p. 43.
Railway, I, p. 44.
Ranipet, Messrs. Parry and Co., I, p. 48.

Labour Advisory Board, II, 2895.
Labour Commissioner :

Attendance at meetings and means of obtaining information, II, 2815-28,
2842-3.

Intervention in labour disputes, II, 2829-38, 2967-7 1 , 2978-85, 2997-3003,
3055-8.

Madura, possible strike, II, 2715, 2722-6, 2813-4.
Malay, recruitment, II, 2904.
Migration, II. 3009.
Papanasam dispute, II, 2685-7.
Ranipet Labour Union, I, pp. 37, 48 ; 'II, 2988-92.
Recruitment, planting areas, TI, 2902.
Royal Commission, II, 2965-6.
Trades Disputes Act, II, 2977.
Trade unionism, progress, II, 3029-32.
Trades Unions Act, II, 3048.
Trade Unions :

Government servants, prohibition of membership, I, p. 21 ; II, 2877-81.
Registered, list, and history of, I, pp. 37-50.
Registration, II, 3049, 3053-4.
Returns, II, 3051-2.
Unregistered, particulars of, I, pp. 50-4.

Unemployment, 1, p. 8 ; II, 2864, 3009-11.
Wages

:

II, 2871-5, 2921-4, 2972-3.
in Agricultural districts, II, 2735-6.
Welfare Committee, II, 2951.
Workmen's Compensation Act, II, 2970, 3012-4.

GREEN, A. 0«f Superintendent, Government Press, Madras ; I, pp. 262-9.

Absenteeism, 1, p. 264.
Co-operative Credit societies, I, p. 265.
Education, I, p. 265.
Health and medical facilities, I, p. 264.
Hours, I, p. 266.
Housing, I, p. 264.
Indebtedness, I, p. 268.
Industrial diseases, I, p. 264.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 269.
Industrial efficiency, I» pp. 268-9.
Leave and holidays, I, pp. 266, 268.
Recruitment, I, p. 263.
Safety, 1, p. 265.
Sickness insurance, I, p. 264.
Staff organization, I, p. 264.
Trade combinations, I, p. 269.
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GRSBN, A. Cm Superintendent, Government Press, Madras : I, pp. 262-^—cofitinued.

Training, I, pp, 263, 266-7.
Unemployment, I, p, 263.
Wages, I, p. 267.
Welfare, I, p. 265.
Workmen's Compensation, I, pp. 265-6.
Works Committees, I, p. 264.

GRIEVE* R. Gm M.Am F.R.G.Sm Director of Public Instruction, Madras, I, p, 74--5.

Halleri Coffee Estate* Coorg, conditions on, workers, II, 4614-38 ; Sprott, II,
4639-735.

Handloom weavers :

Coimbatore, conditions of, and need for special inquiry, Coimbatore Labour
Union, I, p. 247.

Telugu Districts, reforms desired by, Ranga, I, p. 328,

HARGREAVES* J., Manager of Carnatic Mill ; BENTLEV* W. E.* Manager of
Buckingham Mill; RAGHAVIAH* Dr. G. Pm Medical Officer, Carnatic Mill ;

SAGE* Miss M., M.A.* Joint Principal, Buckingham and Carnatic School ;

ANTHONl, K. O., Secretary, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Work-people Welfare
Committee : I, p. 132-54, II, 1820-2137.

Absenteeism, I, pp, 134, 149 ; II, 1954-5, 1997-2000, 2021-3, 2090-4.
Apprenticeslup, I, pp. 134, 145.
Attendance registers and time-keeping, I, p. 135.
Bribery, II. 1934-40.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I, pp. 151, 153, 154 ; II,

1834-41, 1982.
Children, employment of, I, p. 145 ; II, 2034.
Diseases, I, p. 138.
Dismissals, II, 1848-50.
Education, I, pp. 134, 140-3 ; II, 1869-74, 2032-5.
Factory inspection, I, p. 144.

Factory legislation, I, p. 154.
Gratuity and Provident Fund, I, pp. 142—3.
Health :

Baby welfare centres and dispensaries, I, p. 137 ; II, 1866.
General conditions, I, p. 137 ; II, 1853-5, 1865, 1900.
Hygiene instruction, II, 1869-73.
Maternity benefits, 1, pp. 137, 138 \ II» 1945-8.
Medical facilities, I, p. 137.
Medical leave, I, p. 136 ; II, 1867-8, 1901, 1904-5.
Sickness insurance, 1, p. 138 ; II. 2125.

Health weeks, I, p. 138.
Hours, 1, pp. 144-5, 146, 150; II. 1860, 1949-51, 1961-2, 2006-8,2036-7,

2070-2, 2095-7, 2105-9, 2116.
Housing, I, p. 136 ; II, 1851-2, 1861, 1864, 1887, 1889-90.
Indebtedness, I, p. 149 ; II, 2038-45,
Industrial Councils, I, p. 154.
Industrial disputes, I, pp, 151-2, 154 ; II, 2019-20.
Industrial efficiency, I, pp. 143, 149—51.
International Labour Conventions, I, pp. 133, 138.
Leave. 1, pp. 134, 149 ; II, 1954.
Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 151-2 ; II, 1925-33, 1956-60, 1969, 1976-81,

1983-95, 1989-95, 2117-22, 2136-7, 2051-60.
Managers, selection, I, p. 134.
Mills, temperature and humidification, I, p. 137.
Peaceful picketing, I, pp. 153-4.
Recruitment, I, pp. 132-3, 136 ; II, 1842-5, 1876-81, 1891-2, 1996, 2003-5,

2009-18, 2103, 2124-31.
Safety, I, pp. 143-4 ; II, 2100-2.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, p. 135.
Stafi organisation :

Administration system, I, p. 134.
Relations with rank and file, 1, pp. 134, 154 ; II, 1824-41, 1893, 1941-2.
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HABGBSAVBS, J., Manager of Carnatic Mill; BSNTIAY, W. E.* Manager of
Buckingham Mill; BAGHAVIAH, Dr. G. P., Medical Officer, Carnatic Mill;
SAGE, Mifs M., M.A., Joint I^incial, Buckingham and Carnatic School;
AEIHONI, K. O., Secretary, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Wcrk-people Welfare
Committee: I. p. 132-^4, II, 1820-2137

—

continued.

Standard of living, I, p. 143.
Supervising staff, I, p. 134.
Trade Unions, I, pp. 151, 153, 154 ; II, 1966-8, 1970-5, 1984, 2051-6, 2073-6.
Trades Disputes Act, I, p. 154.
Unemployment, p. 133 ; II, 1882-4, 2, 23.
Unemployment insurance, I, p. 133 ; II, 2124.
Wages

:

I, pp. 146-9; II, 1856-9, 1943-4, 2001-2, 2064-9, 2078-9, 2082-9,
2110-3, 2114-5.

Payment method, I, p. 136 ; II, 1885-6, 1899.
Piece work, II, 2132-5.

Welfare Committee, I, pp, 134, 135 ; II, 1895-8, 1911-24, 2047-50.
Welfare work, I, pp. 139-40 ; II, 1902-3, 1906-10, 1963, 2061.
Women, employment, I, p. 145.
Workmen's Compensation, I, p. 144 ; II, 2104.
Works Committees, II, 1846-7.

HAWKE, L. A., Manager, Singara Tea Estate, Coonoor : II, 3445-3515.

Children, employment of, II, 3486-94.
Education, II, 3499-500.
Health, II, 3486-7, 3496, 3498, 3506-7.
Hours, II, 3454, 3458-9, 3509.
Housing, II, 3478, 3501-3.
Recruitment, II, 3448-51, 3475.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, II, 3502-5.
Wages

;

II, 3452-3, 3455-7, 3470, 3479-85.
Advances, II, 3455, 3467-8, 3460-5, 3469-77, 3495, 3510-13.

Women, employment of, II, 3455, 3476.

Health, general, and miscellaneous :

Agricultural labourers :

in Interior and migrating to towns, V. K. Menon, I, p. 288.
Maternity benefit, impossibility. Paddison, I, p. 5.

Midwives, untrained, danger from, and reluctance of women to employ
trained inidwives, Paddison, I, p. 5.

Ambulance Corps advocated, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply
Corporation Employees*^ Union, I, p. 107.

Ayurvedic, Unanic and Siddha treatment, proposals re, Mukhtar, p. 115;
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union,
I, p. 331.

Birth control clinics, establishment and propaganda advocated, Shiva Rao,
I, p. 193.

Births and deaths

:

Kates, Madras city, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 168, 169 ; Ubhaya, II, 2807.
Registration. Ubhaya, I, p. 69 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 284.
no Registration, Janaki, I, p. 307.

Statistics, not reliable, Coorg. Priestly, 11, 5122, 5123.

Comparative mortality among industrial and non-industrial population,
investigation in progress, Ubbaya, I, p. 73 ; II, 2938-9.

Conditions, Ranga, I, p. 328.
Connection with housing, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 284 ; Basudev,

I, 290 ; Janaki, I, p. 307.
Cordite factory, Aruvankadu :

Injurious sections of work, provision for workers whose health impaired,
advocated, Powell, I, p. 258.

Medical facilities and proposals, Powell, I, pp. 257-8.
Dependance on food, McCarrison, I, p. 225.
Dietary

:

Examples of dietaries of various classes of workers, McCarrison, I, pp. 234^7.
Inadequacy of, McCarrison, I, p. 225 ; II, 3332.
Nature of, Ubhaya, I, p, 70 ; Janaki, I, p. 307.
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Health, general, and mleoellaneong :

—

continiied.

Dietary :

—

continued .

Nutrition values, propaganda re, proposal, McCarrison, II, 3335-7.
Nutritional research, particulars of, and results, McCarrison, I, p. 225-^1,

II, 3310-4, 3319-25.
Sufficienty of, doubted, Ubhaya, I, p. 70, II, 2929-30.

Diseases, see that title.

Dispensaries :

Equipment not complete or up-to-date and no sick beds, N. S, R, Ayyangar,
II, 4485-6.

Staff etc., Vizagapatam, Ash, I, p. 84.

Full-time doctor advocated for Madras Port Trust and harbour workers,
Koiiswaran, I, p. 128.

Government medical staff, Coorg, Thornton, II, 5110.

Government Press health centre. Green, I, p. 264.

Government Press workers. Green, I, p. 264 ; Basudev, I, p. 290.

Health campaign, value of, Shiva Rao, I, pp. 189-90.

Health officers, number appointed during last five years, Ubhaya, II, 2760.

Hospitals and dispensaries :

Coorg :

no By-law re recovery of money before issuing medicines known of,

Thornton, II, 5128.
Improved equipment, etc., need for, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.
Reluctance to go, and reasons for, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.

Government and local bodies. Government, I, p. 11 ;
Ayyar Avargal, I,

p. 62 ;
Ubhaya, I, p. 70.

Mission, Government, I, p. 11 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; Employers* Fedn.
of S.I„ I, p. 206.

Special, for Public Works Department, proposal, P.W.D, Workers* Union,
I, p. 331.

Indigenous system of medicine, proposals, Mukhtar 1, p. 115; Madras Labour
Union, I, pp. 169-70; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285;
P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 331.

Infant mortality :

1928-29 for municipal areas, Azariah, I, p. 123.
High rate :

Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344.
Madras and reasons, Shiva Rao, II, 2620-2.

Inspection, Nellore mica mines, Woodhouse, I, p. 261.

Lady doctors :

Coorg, experiment of part-time lady doctor to be tried. Priestly, II, 5121.
Desirable, Government, I, p. 11 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; Mukhtar, I,

p. 115 ; Ubhaya, II, 2931 ; Wood, II. 3191 ; N.S.R. Ayyangar, II, 4487.
Increase advocated, S.l. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.

no Lady doctors or trained midwives. Coorg, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.

Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, 1, p. 275.

Malnutrition :

as Cause of disease, McCarrison, I, p. 231-3.
general Effects of, McCarrison, I, pp. 231-2.

Medical facilities :

see also Dispensaries, Hospitals, Lady Doctors above and Midwives below.
Government Press, non-provision, Basudev, I, p. 290.
Government Servants, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241.
Madras I’ort Trust, free medical service under contemplation, Armstrong,

1, p. 275.
Mica mines, Nellore, Woodhouse, 1, p. 261.
Railway servants, Ayyar AvargeU, I, p. 62; Coimbatore Labour Union, I,

p. 241.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, I, p. 84 ; II, 607-8.

Midwives and dais :

Trained, supply, Coorg, Thornton, II, 5125.
Training :

Facilities, and supply, Ubhaya, II, 2932-3.
Need for, Mukhtar, I, p. 115.
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Health* general* and iniaoeUaneoiia :

—

continued.

Mines :

General condition, Government, I, p. 32.
Medical facilities :

Provision, extent of. Government, I, p. 32.

Rating accommodation. Government, I, p. 32.
Utilisation, extent of. Government, I, p. 32.

Mortality, high rate in Madras, no action taken by Corporation on Report in
1926, Shiva Rao, II, 2591.

Nutrition, need for extension of research on, and proposal re, McCarrison, I

p. 233; 1,3316^,3329-31.
• Physical efficiency of different Indian races relative to their food, McCarrison,

I, pp. 227-8.
Provincial medical service, proposal, Shiva Rao, I, p. 192.

Public health expenditure of various provinces. 1926-27, Shtva Rao, I, p. 191

.

Railway workshops, dispensaries, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.

Sick leave with pay advocated, Madras Port trust and harbour workers,
KoUswaran, I, p. 128.

State medical service to be contributed to by employers, scheme, Madras
Labour Union, I, p. 169.

Visitors, training facilities, Cousins, II, 1588-90.

Vital statistics :

Impossibility of obtaining, for judging of health conditions, Ubhaya, I,

pp. 69-70.
Lack of. S.I. Chm. of Comm., I, p. 110.

Working conditions. Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 290.

Health, industrial workers :

Ayurvedic dispensary, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union,
1, p. 214.

Baby welfare centres and dispensaries. Corporation, Btnny and Co., I. p. 137,
{Bentley), II, 1866.

Bidi factories, Isaac, I, p. 339.

Comparison with prisoners, Mukhtar, I, p. 120.

Confinements :

Maternity benefits, sec that title below.

Dismissal in 6th or 7th month and difficulty of obtaining re-employment,
Choolai Mills in 1926, unless bribe given to mistri, Sn Ram, II. 1581,
1586.

Practice re working before, Rodriguez, II, 749-51.
Prohibition of work for eight weeks before and eight weeks after, advocated,

Ubhaya, I, p. 72.

Stopping of women from working at discretion of maistry, worker, II, 638.
Women generally go home and return after, no system of bribery known,

Cheshire, II, 3626-9.
Women sent away and reinstated at maistries’ discretion, mostly after

bribing, 5. R. V. Naidu, I, p. 91, II, 873-4.
Death rates :

Binney and Co., I, p. 137 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees'
Union, I, p. 213 ; Filial, II, 1786.

Higher in houses of private landlords than in employers' and workers* own
houses, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union, 1, p. 214.

Dietary, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 88 ;
Natdu, I, p. 93 ; Binny and Co.,

I, p, 141 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees’ Union, I, p. 214 ; United Madras Spinning and Weaving Mills
Co., I, p. 279 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 284.

Diseases, see that title.

Effect of inadequate lighting arrangements. Government, I, p. 14.

General condition. Government, I, p. 11 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; Ubhaya,
I, p. 70 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 137 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169 ; Janaki,
I, p. 307 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p, 279.

special Health Officer for mill areas desirable, N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4491.

Health visitors and trained dais desirable where large number ofwomen employed
N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4488.

Health weeks, organised by Welfare Committee, Binny and Co., I, p. 138.
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Health, industrial workers :

—

continued.

Hos|>itals :

in City, Binny and Co., I, p. 137.

Government and Corporation hospitals and dispensaries. Employers* Fedn,
of S.I., I, p. 206 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,
I, p. 214.

In-j>atient and lying-in hospital in mill area, need for, Btickingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 214.

Infantile mortality, high rate, cause of, Tuftcorin Labour Union, I, p. 89.
Maternity benefits : Government, I, p. 12 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; Binny and

Co., I, pp. 137, 138, {Bentley), II, 1945-6 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 215 ; Madras Ut ited Spinning and Weaving Mills Co ,

I, p. 279 ; Sri Ram, II, 1578.
Advocated and benefits proposed, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89 ;

Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation Employees*
Union, I. p. 106 ; Kotiswaran, I. p. 131 ; Janaki, I, p. 307 ; Sri Ram,
II, 1582.

Aluminium industry, no provision of, Madras Aluminium Labour Union,
I, p. 285.

by Amendment of Factories Act

:

Lady inspector would have to be appointed. Gray, Cartledge, II, 2861 .

Legislation suggestion. Government, I, p. 12.

if Asked for, Holden, TI, 3545-8.
Buckingliam and Carnatic and Choolai mills, Madras Labour Union, I,

pp. 170-1, {Shiva Rao), II. 2525-7.
Choolai mills, Aiyar, II, 2145.
Commonwealth Trust, Ltd., Janaki, I, p. 307.
Compulsory, should apply to all industries employing women. Cousins, II

1576.
Cost should be borne by Government and employers, Janaki, I, p. 307 ;

Cousins, II, 1577.
Inadequacy of schemes, Suryanarayana, I, p. 311.
no Leave granted, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241.
Legislation :

Advocated, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; Ubhaya, I, p. 72 ; Mukhtar, I,

p. 115, II. 1515-9 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 138, {Bentley), II. 1947-8 ;

Madras Labour Union, I, p. 171, {Shtua Rao), II. 2525-8

;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 215

;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242, {N. S. R, Ayyangar), II, 4489 ;

Powell, I, p. 258 ;
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285 ;

Suryanarayana, I, pp. 311-2 ; Krishnaswamy

,

II, 1263 ; Cousins,
II. 1575.

not Desirable, Employers* Fedn. of S. I., I, p. 207.
Difficulty, Government, I, p. 12.

possible Effect on employment. Government, I, p. 12, {Cartledge), II,

2860 ; Wood, II, 3167.
Undesirability at present, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.

Non-provision, A. Pillai, I, p. 132 ; workers, II, 328, 3582 ; Cheshire, II,

3627-8.
Payment in cash advocated. Cousins, II, 1579-80.
Provision by some firms,. Employers* Fedn, of S.I,, I, p. 207.
no Scheme known, Ubhaya'. I, p. 71.

Maternity home in mill area, attempt by Union to establish, Madras Labour
Union, I, p. 170, {Shiva Rao), II, 2471.

Maternity and infant welfare, scheme, Mukhtar, I, p, 115.
Medical examination :

before Admission to mill or factory and periodical inspections advocated,
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 176.

Operatives in carding department, Bentley, II, 1900.
Medical facilities

:

Government, I, p. 11; Ubhaya, I, p. 70; 5.J. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110;
Binny and Co., I. p. 137 ; U.P.A.S.J., I, p. 157, {Pinches), II, 2266-8;
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Millji

Employees* Union, I, p. 214 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving
Mills Co., I, p. 279

;
Janaki, I, p. 307 ; workers, II. 638, 642

;

Ridriguez, II, 715-20; Aiyar, II, 2144; Holden, II, 3564; Cheshire,
II. 3632.

&ee also Hospitals above. Midwives below, etc.
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Healthf indastrial workers :

—

continued.

Medical facilities

:

—continued.

Aluminium industry, non-provision, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I,

p. 284.
Compulsory p^rovision advocated, Ubkaya, I, p. 72.
Extent to which advocated, Mukhtar, I, pp. 115, 116.
Free provision of, or allowance for treatment provided, Tuttcorin Labour

Union, I, p. 89.
Inadequacy of, generally, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241, (Ayyangar),

II, 4483—6.
Inadequacy of, and particulars in Madura Mills, 5. R. V. Natdu, I, pp. 91,

93. II, 817-8, 863-4, 872, 887-9.
Non-provision in most cases. Government, I, p. 11 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ;

Ubhaya, I, p. 70 ; Jandki, I, p. 307.
None, tanneries, Chingleput, with one exception, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
One doctor for 50 to 200 workers advocated. Mukhtar, I, p. 115; II, 1540-7.
for Printing trade workers. Green, I. p. 264.
Printing trade workers, none, R. S. MudaXiar, I, p. 339.
Provision by practically all European employers. Employers* Fedn. of S.I.,

1. p. 206.
Seasonal factories, Azariah, I, p. 123.
Utilisation, extent of. Government, I, p. 11 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62;

Ubhaya, I, p. 70 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 137 ; Employers* Fedn. of S.I.
I, p. 206 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, 1, p. 214 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241 ; Madras Spinning and Weaving
Mills Co., I, p. 279.

Medical inspection of factories advocated, Shiva Rao, I, p. 192.

Medical leave, Btnny and Co., 1,-g. 137, (Bentley), II, 1867-8, 1904-5, (Raghaviah)

,

II, 1901.
Medical officer in every lactory should be compulsory, Madras Aluminium

Labour Union, I, pp. 284-5.
Medical treatment, deduction of cost from wages, Tuttcorin Labour Union, I,

p. 89.
Mid-day meals, compulsory provision by factories advocated, Madras Aluminium

Labour Union, I, p. 284.
Midwifery, and nurseries, provision advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I,

p. 242.

Midwives or dais :

Desirability of employment. Wood, II, 3191.
Employment, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 214.

Mortahty, tanneries, S. Pillai, II, 1786.

Municipal dispensaries, women doctors and midwives, Madras Aluminium
Labour Union, I, p. 284.

Payment during sickness :

Extent of. Winter, II, 3622-4.
for Injuries only, worker, II, 642.
None, workers, II, 641, 642.
None, Tramways, Madras, Voegeli-Arya, II, 1350.

Vizagapatain Harbour works, for injury not due to carelessness. Ash,
II, 565, 609; Anderson, II, 565-6.

Physique, Ubhaya, I, p. 70 ;
Binny and Co., I, p. 137 ; Buckingham and

Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 214 ; Green, I, p. 264 ; Madras United
Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279 ; Madras Aluminium Labour
Union, I, p. 284 ; Basudev, 1, j). 290.

Printing trade workers. Green, I, p. 264.

Record keeping system :

Advocated, Ubhaya, I, pp. 73, 74.

no Power at present to prescribe, and doubt as to possibility of carrying

out, Cartledge, II, 2947-9.

Sex ratios, Ubhaya, I, p. 70.

Sick and endowment fund. Commonwealth Trust Ltd., Janaki, I, p. 307.

Sick or incapacitated persons, prohibition of employment if discovered by factory
ingiector

;

Power advocated, Ubhaya, I, p. 74.

no Power at present, Cartledge, II, 2950.
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Health) indostrial woxhen :

—

continued.

Sick Leave :

CertMcate by registered medical practitioner should be accepted, Madras
Labour Union, I, p. 170.

Certificates, buying of. Green, I, p. 264 ; Krishnaswamy, II, 1270-2.
no Facilities, Naidu, I, p. 91.
Interference by managers with discretion of doctors, Madras Labour Union,

I, p. 169.
Proposal, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89.

Sickness average, Bentley, II, 1853-5.
Sickness allowances. Wood, II, 3215.
Sickness incidence, Vizagapatam Harbour Works, .4 sA, I, p. 88; Major F.J.

Anderson, II, 573-5 ; Satyanarayana, II, 626.
Sickness insurance :

Advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242, (N. S. R. Ayyangar) II,
4439-41, 4448-54 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285

;

Basudev, I, p. 291 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 311 ; Ubhaya, II, 2769-70.
Advocated, with contributions by Government and employers, P.W.D.

Workers* Union, I, p. 331.
Advocated, with contributions from workers, employers and the State,
Krishnaswamy

,

II, 1270-4-
Attitude of employers and labour. Government, I, p. 12, (Cartledge) II,

2865—6.
Compulsory scheme in organized industries advocated rather national
scheme, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees, Union, I, p. 214
(Ubatdullah) II, 3232-3.

Compulsory for workers in industries under Factories Act proposed,
Mukhtar, X, p, 115 ; II, 149^-504.

Contribution by employees, wages too low in most cases, S.I. Ck. ofComm.,
I, p. 110.

not Desirable at present. Employers* Eedn. of S.I., I, pp. 206-7, (Woods,
II, 3090.

General system, not feasible at present. Green, I, p. 264.
Government must bear main cost of, S.T. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.
Impracticable and unnecessary. Government, I, p, 12.

International Labour Convention, not suitable for India, Binny and Co.,
I, p. 138.

on Lines of recommendation of International Labour Conference advocated,
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 170.

would not be Oppo.sed if workers agreed to contribute, Bentley, II, 2125.
Trying of, in selected establishments, proposal, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.
Workers would contribute, Ubaidullah, II, 3259.
Workers would not be willing to contribute. Employers* Eedn. of S.I.,

I, pp. 206-7, (Browning) II, 3160-1.
Trained nurses in school and village dispensaries, Binny and Co., I, p. 137.
Western medicine, acceptability of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 170 ; Employers*

Eedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 207.
Working conditions :

Mukhtar, I, p. 114; Binny and Co., I, p. 137, (Bentley), II, 1865; Madras
Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 284.

Mundi shops, Isaac, I, pp, 338-9.
Satisfactory generally, except in carding and spinning departments,
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 214.

Working conditions and need for improvement, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 65.

Health) plantations :

Births and deaths :

Death statistics, not reliable. Priestly, II, 5122-3.
Deaths, many unreported, Thimmayya, I, p, 347.
Infantile mortality, Shiva Rao, 1, p. 200 ; Sprott, II, 4713-4 ; Thornton^

II, 5123.
Registration :

A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347 ; Thornton, II, 5123.
Ihroposal re, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 252 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347.
Statistics, variation in system, U.P.A.S.I., 1, p. 157.

no System of. Barber, II, 4290-3.
“in own Villages usually, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157.
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J^laatatioiis :

—

continued.

Bonus for births on estates, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157.
Bonus for children, worker, II, 3346 ; Porter, II, 3424-5 : Sampson II,

3784-7.

Child welfare work, local effort desirable, Thornton, II, 5124.
Children up to 15, supply of shirt once a year and bread and sweets, Babington,

II. 4962.

Conffnemenfs :

Few take place on estate, Hawke, II, 3496, 3498.
Majority of women remain on estates for, U,P,A.S.I., I, p. 157, (Pinches),

II, 2265-6.
Maternity benefits, see that Htle below.
Maternity homes, not considered necessary, Morgan, Tipping, II, 4749-51.
Medical assistance, worker, II, 5014 ; Ganapaiah, II, 5024 ;

Thornton,
II, 5127.

Number of women remaining on estate for, increasing, Sampson, II, 3781—2 ;

Jones, II, 4034.
Sending of all, to hospital, cidvocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.
Visiting nurses S5^tem, question of, Morgan, Sproit, Tipping, II, 4792-3.
Women come to estates for. Tipping, II, 4745.

Diet, special, for sick labourers, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p 342.
Dietary: N. S. JR. Ayyangar, I, p. 253; worker, II, 4622; Murland, Sprott,

II, 4757.
Meat, source of supply, and quality of, Jones, Measkam, II, 4046-8.
Milk unobtainable, Sprott, II, 4714.

Diseases, see that title.

no Doctor on estate, payment per visit, Sprott, II, 4642-4, 4704.

Feeding of children, abolition desirable if part of worker’s wages, N. S. R.
Ayyangar, II, 4500.

Feeding of non-working children, N.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158 ; worker, II, 3651 ;

Barber, II. 4285, 4293.
Food supplied during illness, debiting to account, N. S R. Ayyangar, I, p. 250.

General condition, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; N. 5. R. Ayyangar

,

I, p. 252 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p 310 ; A. B. Chengappa, 1, p. 344 ;
Subbayya, I, p. 352 ;

Porter, II, 3436 ; Babington, II, 4955-8
;
Ganapaiah, II, 5071.

Government hospitals and dispensaries, system of subscription to, by proprietors,

A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344, II, 4801—2, 4850—1 ;
Thimmaya, I, p. 348 ;

Subbayya, I, p. 352 ; Thornton, Priestly, II, 5096 8, 5160-1.

Health work, plantations where earned out, Ubhaya, II, 2928.
Hospitals :

Central

:

System of, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310 ;
Measham, II, 4082-90.

and Possibility of extension, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158, (Pinches, Barber,

Congreve)

,

II, 2339-47.
Group, system approved. Barber, II, 4328.
Maternity wards, Measham, II, 4094-6.
Reluctance of labourers to go into. Tipping, II, 4774.

Hospitals and dispensaries

:

Establishment by State, with contributions from estates advocated, Shiva
Rao, I, p. 201.

Provision by employers, Employers* Fedn. of S.T., I, p. 206.

Improvement

:

Sampson, II, 3835-40 ;
Barber, II, 4319-20.

proposed Measures for, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253.

Independent medical service advocated, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.

Inspection :

by Boards of health, none, but would be beneficial, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.

by Civil surgeon, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344.

by Health officer, no objection to, and might be advantageous, E. F. Thomas,
II, 4610-2.

Medical inspection of lines, Measham, It, 4097-100.
Inspection of labourers once a year advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253.

I-ady doctors :

Advocated, Janaki, I, p. 307 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.

None, Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ; II, 4817.

Question as to desirability. Barber, II, 4323.
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Bealth,p?antatioiui :

—

continued.

Maternity benefits : Government, I, p. 12 ; Ubkaya, I, p. 71 ; U.P.A.S,!., I,

p. 158, (Pinches, Brock), II, 2259-64 ; Coorg Planters* Assn., 1, p. 342,
(Morgan, Murland, Tipping), II. 4033-4, 4742-5, 4751-2, 4767 ; workers,
II, 3346, 5014 ; Porter, II. 3419-23 ; Hawke, II, 3496-7 ; Sampson, II.
3782-3, 3790 ; Foote, Barber, II, 4287-8 ; Sprott, II, 4695 ; Babington, II,

4960 ; Ganapaiah, II, 5024, 5047-8.
not Asked for, Madapa, II, 4976-9.
Compulsory :

Doubt as to popularity of, Morgan, II, 4767.
Estates now giving more, would probably decrease, Sprott, II, 4768.

Legislation :

Advocated and nature of, Suryanarayana, I, pp. 311-2 ; Thimmayya,
I. p. 348.

Opinions re, Jones, Martin, II, 4029-36.
None, Suryanarayana, I, p. 311.
no Occasion for, Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, II, 4856-7.

Maternity cases, see Confinements above.

Medical facilities : Shiva Rao, I, p. 200 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 310 ; Coorg
Planters" Assn., 1, p. 342, (Tipping, Murland, Morgan), II, 4746-51, 4780;
A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ;

Thtmmayya, I, p. 348; Suhbayya, I, p. 352 ;

II. 4870-3 ; Hawke, II. 3496, 3506-7 ; Jones, II, 3991-3
; Measham, II.

4078-96
; Barber, II, 4327-8 ; E. F. Thomas, II. 4610 ; workers, II. 4622,

4626 5013 ;
Sprott, IT, 4642-4, 4704 ; Babington, II, 4949-54 ; Ganapaiah,

II, 5022, 5077-8 ; Thornton, II. 5110-1.
see also Confinements and Hospitals above and Midwives below, etc.

Ayurvedic system, introduction would be welcomed by labourers,
Thtmmayya, I, p. 348.

Expenditure on. Pinches, II, 2437.
Good, Government, I, p. 11 ;

Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.
Improvement, Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 341.

Need for, Shiva Rao, I, p. 200 ; A. B. Chengappa, II, 4848-9.
Proposals for, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.

Local dispensaries, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342, (Morgan), 4750.
Medicines should be prescribed by qualified doctors, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.
Permanent arrangements on some estates, Sprott, II, 4692.
Provision by employers, extent of, Thornton, II, 5196.
Satisfactory on the whole, Thornton, II, 5095.
Utilisation :

Extent of, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158; Shiva Rao, I, p. 200; A. B.
Chengappa, I, p. 344.

Means of inducing, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.

Medical inspection of lines, Measham, II, 4097-100.

Medical treatment received, workers, II, 4141, 4149.

Medicine, free supply, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 250.

Midwife or nurse to be provided, Sampson, II, 3789.

Midwives or trained dais :

Advocated, Janaki, I, p. 307 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.
Employment in some cases, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.
Extension of system desirable. Barber, II, 4324.
None, Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344, II, 4817.
None provided, but not necessary. Porter, Elkington, II, 3426.
Trained dai, case of. Barber, II, 4324-5.
Trained, on estates, possibly desirable, Measham, II, 4101-4.

Mortality rate, asking of workmen reaching advanced stage of disease to leave
place in order to keep down, denial. Pinches, II, 2306.

Non-working children, woman kept to look after, worker, II, 4623 ; Sprott,
II. 4684.

Nurses, in big hospitals and increased willingness of women to use owing to,
Measham, II, 4089-93.

Official supervison, A.B. Chengappa, I. p. 344.
Need for, Suryanarayana, I, pp. 310-L

Physique, U.P.S.S.I., I, p. 157 ; N.S.R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253 ; A.B. Chengappa,
I, p. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347.

Public Health Department, no advice received from. Pinches. II, 2333.

Rural Health Officer, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158.
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Health* plantatUmf :

—

continusd.

Sex problem and morality, N,S,R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253.
Sickness :

Assistance during, Jones, II, 3991 ; Johnson, II, 4198-9 ; Ganapaiak,
II, 5022-3.

Maintenance of worker and family during, advocated, Suryanarayana,
I, p. 310.

Payment during :

on Doctor's certificate. Porter, II, 3416-8.
None, Thimmayya, I, p. 347.
None, but free feeding for hospital in-patients, Sampson, II, 3812-5.
System advocated, Thimmayya, I, p. 347.
no System of, SproU, II, 4665, 4703, 4705.

Sickness insurance :

Advocated and proposals re, Suryanarayana, I, p. 311.
International Labour Convention unworkable in rural communities,

U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158.
Legislation not necessary, owing to provision made. Brock, Ptnches,

Congreve, II, 2238-40, 2300-1, 2321-9.
not Necessary, Subbayya, II, 4873.
None, Thimmayya, I, p. 348.

Special health officer supplied to planting areas and work of, Ubhaya, I, p. 71 ;

II, 2801.
Supervision of plantations, Subbayya, I, p. 352.
Women health visitors might be desirable, Measham, II, 4099-100.
Work eve 1 during rains, worker, II, 4141.

Health, Ministry of, establishment advocated, Shtva Rao, I, p. 191-2.

Heroor Coffee Plantations, conditions on, Madapa, II, 4967-5007.

HOLDEN, E., Manager, Kaleeswar Mills, Coimbatore : II. 3516-78.

Children, non-employment, II, 3519, 3521.
Health. II. 3561-4
Hours, II, 3520-5, 3531-2, 3569-70, 3572-8.
Housing. II. 3530-1, 3557-8.
Loan Fund, II, v3552-5. 3566-8.
Maternity benefit, II, 3545-8.
Recruitment, II, 3536-8.
Strike. II. 3572-3.
Wages, II, 3534, 3539-44. 3565, 3571.
Water supply, H, 3559-60.
Women, employment, II, 3550-1.

Holidays, see Leave and holidays.

Home work :

Nature of, Ubhaya, I, p. 70.
Regulation needed, and possible means of, P. /. Thomas, I, pp. 93-94, II,

1014-8, 1031-4.
Unsatisfactory conditions, Ubhaya, I, p. 70.

HONBE JEN KHRTJMBAf woman worker, Pollibetta Coffee plantations, II, 4901—7.

HOOD, H. M., I.O.E,, Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras, I, pp. 281-3.

Hookworm, see under Diseases.

Hospitals, see under Health.

Hours :

Agricultural labourers, Paddison, I, p. 5 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 243 ;

Ranga, I, p. 325.
Customary, labourers and farm servants, Ranga, I, p. 325.

8jr hour day advocated, Madras port and harbour workers, Kotiswaran, II, 1756.

Mines :

Gmternmeni, I, p. 33 ; Woodhouse, I, p. 282.
Legislation, Nellore mica mines, unnecessary, Woodhouse, I, p. 262.

Oil, recommendations re. Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, pp. 126-7, (F. M, R.
Mudaliar), II, 1638-40.
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Homs :

—

continued.
Ports, statement of, at various ports. Government, I, pp. 35-6.

Railways ;

Coirnbatore Labour Union, I, p. 243.
Lower paid and menial service, 8 hours' day advocated, Coimbatore Labour

Union, I, p. 243.

Hours, industrial workers :

Government, I, p. 16 ; Cartledge, I, p. 58 ; Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 ;

S.J. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110, {C. G, Menon), II, 1440; Binny and Co., I,

p. 144, (Hargreaves), II, 1949-51 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172 ;

Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 208; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Em-
ployees* Union, I, p. 217 ; Cochin Chamber of Commerce 1, p. 272 ; Madras
United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279 ; Madras Corporation
Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 334; Aiyar, II, 2139; worker, II, 3579;
Winter, II, 3592-5.

Absence on Friday, prohibition of work on Saturday, abolition of rule advocated,
Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128 ; II, 1730.

Aluminium companies, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285.
no Application from Union, Bentley, II, 1860.
Bidi factories, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 96 ; Madras Representative

Christian Council, I, p. 102, (Ramaseshan), II, 1238.
Cordite Factory, Aruvankadu, and legislation advocated, Powell, I, p. 258.
Counting of, from moment worker leaves home advocated, Madras Electric

Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 106,
(Voegeh-Arya) II, 1310.

Commonwealth Trust Ltd., Janaki, I, p. 307.
Day of rest. Government, I, p. 16 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63 ;

Binny and Co.,

I, p. 145 ; Green, I, p. 266 ; Cochin Chamber of Commerce, 1, p. 272 ;

Armstrong, I, p. 276 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p.
280 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, pp. 285, 286 ; Hargreaves, II, 2116.
no Alteration advisable at present, S.I Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.

Recommendations re, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 243.
Double shifts involving night work undesirable, Binny and Co., I, p. 146.
Dry docks, Government, I, p. 16-7.
Duty schedules, posting of, proposal, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric

Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 106.
Eight hour day :

Advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 ; Naidu, I, p. 91 ; Madras
Labour Union, I, p. 172 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242.
Production need not be decreased, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172.

Eight hour day and forty-six hour week. Public Works Department, P.W.D.
Workers* Union, I, p. 332.

Eleven hours, continuous, undesirable, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.

Eleven hours work and half hour interval advocated, seasonal factories, Wadia,
I, p. 337.

Eleven hour day and sixty hour week, evils of, Suryanarayana, I, pp. 312-3.
Eleven and twelve hours, and reduction advocated, Madras port and harbour,

Kotiswaran, I, p. 129, II, 1749-50, 1756, 1770-4.
F^xcessive in small factories, Mukhtar, I, p. 118.
should not Exceed limits prescribed under English Acts, Ubhaya, I, p. 73.

Exemptions ;

Government, I, p. 16, (Cartledge) II, 58 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 145.

Abuse of, in small factories, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p. 218, (Ubaidullah) II, 3269-70.

Curtailment not desirable, Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 208.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 276.

Fifty-hour week

:

Advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p, 218,
{Ubaidullah), II, 3234-7, 3257.

too Great a reduction, Bentley, II, 2095-6.
Fifty-four hour week :

Advocated, Avyar Avargal, I, p. 63 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 119; Cartledge II,

2907-16,
Proposed, Government, I, p. 16.

Question of. Wood, II, 3193-6.
Wages should not be same unless production kept up, Cartledge II, 2909^16.
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Homs, industrial wmkers :

—

continued.
Fifty-five hour week advocated, Krishnaswamy, II, 1264-6 ; BentleyMargreaves^

II, 1962, 2070-2, 2097.
5 >

Fixing of, for mundi shops and bidi factories advocated, Isaac, I, p. 339.
Forty-eight and fifty advocated as minimum and maximum, Madras Electric
Tramway Electric Supply Corporation Employees* Unton, I, pp. 105-6,

Forty-two hours week advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, pp. 285-6.
International Labour Conventions, Madras Port Trust railway, Armstrong,

I, p. 276.
^ ®

Intervals : Government, I, p. 16 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63 ; Tuticorin Labour
Union, I, p. 90 ; Binny and Co,, I, p. 145, (Bentley, Hargreaves) II, 2006-8,
2036—7, 2105—9 ; Employers* Fedn, of S.I., I, p. 208 ; Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 218 ; Madras United Spinning and
Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280 ; Janaki, I, p. 307.
Advocated, Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 334.
no Altemtion advisable at present, S.I, Ch, of Comm., I, p. 110.
Aluminium companies, and increase advt^cat^, Madras Aluminium Labour

Union, I, pp. 285-6.
Coir yarn industry. Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, p. 272.
Government Press, Green, I, p. 266 ; Basudev, I, p. 289.
Increase to one and half hours advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172,

(Shiva Rao), II, 2618-9.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 276.
None, formerly, Meenakshi mill, S. R. V. Naidu, 1, p. 91, II, 902.
Printing trade. Green, I, p. 266.
Public Works Department and increase advocated, P.W.D. Workers*

Union, I, p. 332.
not Satisfactory and proposal re, Suryanarayana, I, p. 313.
Tanneries, no regular time, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
Tramways, none, Voegeli-Arya, II. 1348.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, worker, 517a, 51 7f.

Madras Port Trust, in various establishments, Armstrong, I, pp. 275-6.
Maximum :

Different for men and women not possible, Cartledge, II, 2847.
Effect of, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.
Reduction not desirable at present. Green, I, p. 266.

Night work :

Abolition or counting five hours as equal to ten hours by day advocated,
Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 243, (N. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4507-8.

Five hours should be limit, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244.
Six hours should be regarded as equivalent to full working day, Madras
Labour Union, I, p. 172.

Nine hour day :

Advocated, Government, I, p. 16 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.

Immediately and reduction to eight in two years time advocated, Coimbatore
Labour Union, I, p. 243, (N. S. R. Ayyangar) 4455-8.

Nine hour day and fifty hours week advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, I, p. 218, (Ubaidullah) II, 3234 -7. 3257.
Nine hour day and fifty-four hours week advocated, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.

Overtime :

no Limit to, Janaki, I, p. 307.
^ Proposal re, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation

Employees* Union, I, p. 106.
Overtime and Sunday work and recommendation re. Public Works Department,

P.W.D, Workers* Union, I, pp. 332, 333.
Printing trade. Green, I, p. 266; Basudev, I, p. 289 ; R, S, Mudaliar, I, p. 339.

Reduction :

Effect on production, Mukhtar, I, p. 119; Binny and Co., I, p. 150;
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 221 ; Madras
United Spinning and Weaving Mills, I, p. 280 ; N. S. R. Ayyangar, II,

4455.
not Necessary or practicable at present, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.

Need for, Suryanarayana, I, pp. 312-3.
Question, Binny and Co., I, p. 145, (Hargreaves, Bentley), II, 1961-2.

Rice and ground-nut shelling, 10 and 12 hours, Ranga, 1, p. 325.

Messrs. Richardson, Cruddas and Company, and reduction advocated, Kotis^

waran, I, p. 130.
7.30 advocated as commencing hour, Kotiswaran, 1, pp. 128, 130.
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Hoars, industrial workers :

—

continued.

Shift system : Winter, II, 3592-4, 3599 ; Cheshire, II, 3598-600.
Coimbatore, complaints received from workers, Sunderaraj, II, 4513-5.
Kaleeswar Mills, Coimbatore, Holden, II, 3520, 3523. 3531-2, 3568-70.

3572-8.
Six-day week : Government, I, p. 16 ; Binny and Co., I, pp. 144, 145 ;

Buckings
ham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 217 ; Cochin Chamber of
Commerce, I, p. 272.
Advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 119.

from 6.30 a.m., Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89.
Sixty hours* restriction, advantageous and out-turn not affected, Government,

I, p. 16 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.
Sixty-hour week, Janaki, I, p. 307 ; Krishnaswamy, II, 1264, 1265.
no Sunday work, Holden, II, 3524-5 ; Winter, II, 3595.
Tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 132 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.
Tanneries and carpet factories, inquiry advocated before alteration made.

Employers* Fedn. of S. I., I, p. 208, (Browning, 3121-3.)
Ten hours daily limit, advantageous and out-turn not affected. Government,

I, p. 16 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.
Ten hours* day and 54 hours* week :

Advocated, Cariledge, II, 2907—16.
Wages should not be same unless production kept up, and question of,

Cariledge, II, 2909-16.
Tramways, Madras, Voegeli-Araya, II, 1335-42, K. Mudaliar, II, 1340-1.
Twelve hours* day for tally clerks and other menials, Madras Port and Harbour,

Kotiswaran, I, p. 128.
Twelve to 14 hours* day, mundi workers, Isaac, I, pp. 338, 339.
Vizagapatam harbour works. Ash, I, pp. 84, 85 ; workers, 517a, 5l7c, 517f.

Women : Winter, II, 3593.
Eight-hour day and 48-hour week

:

Unobjectionable, S.I. Ch. ofComm , I, p. 110, (C. G. Menon), II, 1440-3.

and no Work before 2 hours after sunri e, proposal, Governm nit, I, p. 17 ;

Ayyar Avargal, II, p 63-4.
Kaleeswar Mills, Coimbatore, Holden, II, 3522.
Vizagapatam harbour works, Ash, II, 558.

Working periods, women, young adults and children, Government, I, p. 17 ;

Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64.

Hours, plantations :

Paddison, I, p. 6 ; Government, I, p. 16; U.P.A.S.I., I, pp. 158-9, (Pinches,

Barber), II, 2282-7 ;
N.S.JR. Ayyangar, I, p. 254 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p. 313 ;

Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345 ;
Thimmayya,

I, p. 350; Subbayya, I, p. 353; workers, II, 3345, 3351, 3354, 3644, 4622,
4623, 4907, 5011 ; Porter, II, 3383-4 ; Hawke, II, 3458 ; Jones, II. 3902-11 ;

Foote, II, 4334.
Days worked per week : U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 159, (Pinches), II, 2282 ;

Suryana
rayana, I, p. 313 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 350 ; Subbayya, I, p. 353 ;

workers,

II, 3344, 3359, 4151, 4615, 4626; Hawke, II, 3454; Jones, II, 3970-5;
Foote, II, 4329 ; Sprott, II, 4660.
Freedom to workers, Sampson, II, 3821-4.
certain Inducement to mr^t^^i to get men out, Sampson, II, 3825-9.

Eight-hour day, compulsory, advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 254.
Eight-hours* day and 48-hours' week advocated, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110,

(C. G. Menon), II, 1404-7.
Exemptions under Factories Act should not be allowed, Suryanarayana, I, p. 313.
Factories, 60 hours* restriction, and unpopularity of, with workers, U.P.A.S.I.,

I, p. 159, (Pinches), II, 2230-1.
Holidays, festivals and feasts, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342.
Intervals : Coorg Planters* Assn., 1. p. 342 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345 ; II»

4854; PorUr, II, 3383; Hawke, II. 3458; Foote, Blackham, II. 4334;
worker, II, 5011.
Compulsory, advocated, Thimmayya, I, p. 350.
Half-hour for meals advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 254.
Legislation, no objection to, if beneficial to employer and employee, A. B.

Chengappa, II, 4826.
None, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p, 254.

Meal, opportunity for, Jones, II, 3904-5.
Nine-hours’ day and 54-hours* week advocated, Suryanarayana, 1, p. 313.
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Bonrtt PlaniAtioiii :

—

continued.

Regulations

:

no Objection to, Subbayya, II, 4874-5.
no Objection to, with Government assistance in supplying labour,

A, B, Chengappa, II, 4825.
no Rest, worker, II, 4138.
Rest day ‘of, Government, I, p. 16.

Rest period, compulsory, advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 313.
Sixty-hour week, exemption seldom used, Cartledge, II, 2893-4.
Sunday work ;

Cash payment for, worker, II, 3345 ; misiri, II, 3352 ; Sampson, II, 3818;
Jones, II, 3970 ; Hawke, II, 3509 ; Foote, II, 4329.

Factory workers, every second Sunday, Porter, II, 3377.
Force available for, Sampson, II, 3820 ; Foote, II, 4329-30.
Inducement to, by maistrtes, Suryanarayana, I, p. 313,
no Inducement to maistries to use compulsion, Sampson, II, 3817-9.
None, misiri, II, 3670.
Voluntary, Pinches, II, 2269-73 ; worker, II, 3345 ; misiri, II, 3352 ;

Porter, Elkington, II, 3378-9 ; Hawke, II, 3509 ; Jones, II, 3970.
Tasks, prescribing of tables advocated. Suryanarayana, I, p. 313.

Housing, general and miscellaneous :

Accommodation, nature of. Government, I, p. 10.
Acquisition of land for, Government position re, Leach, II, 2653, 2660 ; Gray,

2653.
Agricultural workers, Paddison, I, pp. 4-5.
Depressed Classes, work of Labour Department re, Leach, II, 2652-3

; Gray,
II. 2653, 3065-8.

Financing by governments, proposal. Mukhtar, I, p. 114.
Garden villages advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 284.
General conditions, Panga, 1, p. 328.
Government Press, non-provision, Basudev, I, p. 290.
Government, provision by :

Extent of. Government, I, p. 10 ; Bmny and Co., I, p. 136, (Hargreaves)

,

II, 1889 ; Employers* Fedn. o/ 5 7 , I, p. 206.
for Labourers whose houses burnt down, Madras City, Gray, II, 2654.
Mettur Project colony, particulars re, and satisfactory results. Government,

I. p. 10 ; Ubhaya, I. p. 69 ; II, 2781-7.

Government no statutory authority re, Ubhaya, II, 2762-3.

Improvement, Panga, I, p. 328.

Land, acquisition of, for housing of the depressed classes, Gray, II, 3065-8.

Legislation, nature of, Government, I, p. 10-1.

Madras city :

Cheap sanitary houses for work people, need for, Madras Representative
Christian Council, I, p. 102, (Krxsknaswamy)

,

II, 1261.
Cheries :

Conditions, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 168, (Shiva Rao), II, 2450.
Difficulty of dealing with, Shtva Pao, II, 2463-8.
Particulars of tenements. Government, I, p. 11.

Conditions, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corpotation
Employees* Union, I, p. 107, (Voegeli-Arya), II, 1325-6; Madras
Labour Union, I, pp. 168—9 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, 1, p. 213 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, pp. 283-4 ;

Basudev, I, p. 290 ; Panga, I, pp. 324-5 ; Wood, II, 3094-7.
by Corporation, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 167 ; Shiva Rao, II, 2576-8.
Factories, moving of, outside city advocated, Krishnaswamy, II, 1261—2.

Lack of acconunodation for casual coolie labourers from the mofussil and
Corporation should deal with, 5.7. Ch, of Comm., I, p. 109, (C. G,

Menon), II, 1373-80, 1399-403.
Overcrowding, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 165, 167.

Port and harbour workers, Armstrong, I, p. 275 ; Kotiswaran, II, pp. 1752—3.

Private owners, failure to realise responsibility, Madras Labour Union,
I, p. 168, (Shiva Pao), II, 2464-5.

Profiteering by landlords. Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 206.

Purchase of military land by Binny and Co., Madras Labour Union, 1,

pp. 168, 169 ;
(Shiva Rao), II, 2471-2.
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Housing, general and miscellaneous :

—

continued,

Madras City :

—

continued.

Scheme, need for, and Government assistance of Municipality advocated,
Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 167, 168, 169, (Shiva Rao), II, 2449,
2455-^2.

Slum clearance advocated, Shiva Rao, II, 2624.
State housing schemes in suburbs, proposal, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169.
Town planning scheme, Shiva Rao, II, 2469-70.

Mines, Government, I, pp. 31, 32 ; Woodhouse, I, p. 261.
Municipal schemes, dealt with by Local Self Government Department, Leacht

II, 2652.
Municipal surveys. Government, I, p. 11.

Municipalities, extent of attention paid by, S.J. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 109.

Oil workers, recommendations. Kerosene Oil Workers* Unton, I, p. 127.
Overcrowding due to sub-letting and accommodation of relatives, Employers*

Fedn. of S. I., I. p. 206.
Paracheries," Binny and Co., I, p. 136.

Printing trade operatives. Green, I, p. 264.
Railway workers. Government, I, p. 10.

Rural areas, conditions, Ranga, I, p. 325.
Statutory obligation to be shared between employer, local body and Government

proposal, Ubhaya, I, p. 72, II, 2789-94.
Town planning with view to industrialisation of areas, question of. Gray, II,

3004-8.
Vizagapatam harbour works. Ash, I, pp. 83, 84, 85, II, 532-9, 583-4, 603—4.

Housing, industrial workers :

Accommodation, nature of. Government, I, p. 11 ; Ubhaya, I, p. 69 ; S. R, V,
Natdu I, p. 91 ; A. Ptllat, 1, p. 132 ; 5. Ptllai, II, 1783—4 ;

Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213.

Acquisition of land for :

Difficulty, Employers* Federation of S.I,, I. p. 206, (Wood) H. 3091-2.
Facilities, Ubhaya, II, 2787.

Advocated, P.W,D. Workers* Union, I, p. 331

.

no Facilities, A. Pillai, I, p 132 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 136 ; Buckingham
and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213 ; Janaki, I, p. 306.

Calicut, conditions, Janaki, 1, pp 306-7.
Building by employees, extent, Ubhaya, I, p. 69 ; Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 213.
Coimbatore, unsatisfactory conditions, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241,

(N. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4506.
Conditions, 6' 1. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 109.

Adverse influence on morals and need for prescribing minimum standard,
Ubhaya, I, p 69.

Co-operative building societies, see that title.

Co-operative housing with contribution by employers and Government and
workers advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241, (N. S. R. Ayyangar],
li, 4480-2.

Cordite factory, Aruvankadu, conditions and proposals, Powell, I, p. 257.
by Corporation preferable to provision by employers, Shiva Rao, 11, 2473-4.
Employers' villages, conditions in, and improvement in moral life as result,

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213.
Eviction :

Causes of, Binny and Co, I, p, 136 ; Janaki, I, p. 306.
Notice periods, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213.
in Strike, and prohibition advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 114.
Tanneries, A. Ptllai, I, p. 132 ; S. Ptllai, II, 1785.

Government responsibility primarily, but duty on employers if industries
prosperous, C. G. Menon, II, 1389-98.

Government subsidy, need for, and provision advocated, Madras Labour Union,
I, p. 169, (Shiva Roa), II, 2449-62.

Madura Mill, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89, (Rodriguez), II, 678.
Match factory workers, Kotiswaran, 1, p. 131.
National scheme with contributions from Provincial Government, municipalities
and employers advocated, Shiva Rao, I, p. 193.

Owning of houses by workers :

Desirability, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 168.
Popularity, Shiva Rao, II, 2578.
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Hoiliiligt ittAOBtrial woxicers :
—continued.

Provision by employers :

Accommodation, nature of, Binny and Co., I, p. 136.
Admission of cattle in villages prohibited, Bentley, II, 1864.
Advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89.
Allotment to work-people, Hargreaves, II, 1851-2.
Commonwealth Trust, Ltd., Janaki, I, p. 306.
Cost of houses, Hargreaves, II, 1887.
Dislike of worl^rs to, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 168.
Extent of. Government, I, p. 10 ; Uhhaya, I, p. 69 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm.,

I, p. 109 ; A. Pillai, 1, p. 132 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 136, (Bentley) II,

1861 ; Madras Labour Union I, p. 167 ; Buckingham Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 213 ; Holden, II, 3530, 3557-8.

Good moral effect, Binny and Co., I, p. 136.
Light, etc., Binny and Co., I, p. 136.
Madras, difficulty of acquiring land for. Employers* Fedn. of S I., I. p. 206,

(Wood), 11, 3091-2.
Nature of, 5. E. V. Naidu, I, p. 91 ; II, 865-6
None, with exception of Bibby and Co.. Ranga, I, p. 324.
no Objection by workers, Ubaidullah, II, 3262-3.
Occupation by tenants in other employ :

not Allowed, Binny and Co , 1, p. 136.
practically None, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

I, p. 213.
not Part of duties. Wood, II, 3093.
no Rent or only nominal. Government, I, p. 11.

Rents, Binny and Co., I, p. 136 ; Shiva Rao, II, 2451-2
Sub-letting not allowed, Binny and Co., I. p. 136.
Unpopularity of houses at one time but demand now increasing, Binny and

Co., I. p. 136, (Bentley), II, 1890.
Utilisation, extent, Ubhaya, I, p. 69.

Provision by employers and municipalities advocated, Ranga, I, p. 328.
Provision by employers or rent allowance in lieu advocated, Madras Corporation

Workshop La^tour Union, I, p. 335.
I’rovision by Government, confined practically to depressed classes, Ubhaya,

I, p. 69.
Provision by Government or employers, rents, Ubhaya, I, p. 69
Provision by municipality preferable, Rodriguez

,

II, 664-8 ;
Shiva Rao, I,

2689-90.
Provision by municipality, employers and Government contributions advocated,
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 284.

Provision by private landlords, and nature of accommodation, Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213.

Public Works Department, and proposal re provision by Government, P.W.D.
Workers* Union, I, p. 331.

Rent-free provision of, advocated owing to inadequacy of wages, I'oegeh-Arya,
II. 1311-3.

Rented houses, great majority live in, Ubhaya, I, p 69.
Rents : workers, II, 638.

Excessive, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89.

Madras, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 213.

Seasonal factories :

Conditions, Azariah, I, pp. 122, 123.
Public sheds, proposal for, Azariah, I, p. 124.

Snly-letting, Aladras Labour Union, I, p. 167, (Shiva Rao), II. 2453-4
;

Bucking-
ham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213.

Tanneries. Azariah, I. p. 122 ; II. 1553-4 ; A. Pillai, I, p. 132 ; 5. Pillai, II.

^ 1783-4.
Unsatisfactory conditions, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89, (Rodriguez), II,

708-14
; Mukhtar, I. p. 114 ; S. R. V. Naidu, II. 899-900.

in Villages, Kaleeswar Mills, Coimbatore, Holden, II, 3529-31, 3558.

Hoiifilig. plantatioiui

:

Accommodation, nature of, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157, (Pinches), II. 2338 ; N. S. R,
Ayyangar, I, p. 252 ; Saldanha, 1, p. 321 ; Coorg Planters* Assn., I. p. 342;
A, B, Chengappa, I, p. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347 ; Subbayya, I, p. 352 ;

Hawke, II, 3501-3 ; Barber, II, 4311 ; workers, II, 4621, 4638.
no Complaints received, Sampson, II, 3833.
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Hottsilig, plantations :

—

continued.

Conditions, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, pp. 249, 250, 252.
Construction of houses by local lal^urers for themselves, Bahington, II, 4936~7.
Fairly good, GoifernmefU, I, p. 11.

Groups preferred by labourers to scattered lines, U.P.A,S.I., I, p. 157.
Hut built by workers themselves, worker, II, 4902.
Improvement, Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 340—1.

Needed, Shtva Rao, I, p. 200 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347.
Policy, Barber, Pinches, II, 2336—7 ,* Jones, II, 4060-1.
Proposed, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 252.

Improvement of standard through Welfare Committees proposed, Pinches,
II, 2330-1,

Number of houses, Hawke, II, 3478.
Number of ro<5ms in lines, Sprott, II, 4659.
Overcrowding, difficulty of preventing, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157.
Ownership of, by workers, advocated, and scheme for, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I,p.

252, II, 4410, 441 la-4
Population per room, and overcrowding tendency, Jones, Measham, 11,4062-3.
Provision by employers. Government, I, p. 10 ; Ubhaya, I, p. 69; U .P.A.S.I

I, p. 157 ;
A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 344 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347 ; Subbayya,

1, p 352 ; Sampson, II, 3758 ; Bahxngton, II, 4936-8
Rebuilding of lines, Sampson, II, 3831-2

; Barber, II, 4310-2.
no Rent charged for, Elkington, II, 3414.
Separate cottages for families, proposal, Janakt, I, p. 307.
Sites, improvement, Sampson, II, 3834 ; Barber, 11, 4310-2.
Standard, Jones, II. 4058-9.

HOWARD, P., Weaving Manager, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mills, see

WINTER, W. E., etc., 11. 3585 3637.

Ibex Lodge Estate, Coonoor, conditions on. Porter, Elktngton, II, 3364-3444.

Immigration, st^itistics, Ayyar Avargal, 1, p. 60.

Indebtedness :

Attachment arrests, refusal to accept, Binny and Co., I, p 00, {liargreaves,
Bentley), II, 2038-45.

Attachment of wages for, in discretion of judge, N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4391.
Borrowing from moneylenders, etc., Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.
Bribery system as cause of, Madras Labour Union, 1, p, 165, {Shtva Rao),

II, 2478-9.
Calling on employer to recover workmen's debts, abolition of provision, question

of desirability, Gray, II, 3034 -5.

Causes of, Binny and Co., I, p. 149 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 171 ;
Employ-

ers' Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 209 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 245 ; Green,

1, p. 268 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280.
Co-operative saving and lending scheme advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union,

1. p. 245.
Cordite factory workers, A’ruvankadu, Powell, I, p. 259.
Extent of, Government, I, p. 19 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64 ; 5. R. V. Naidu, I,

pp. 91, 93 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. Ill ; Mukhtar, 1, p. 120 ; Binny and Co.,

1, p. 149 ; U.P.A.S.J., I, p. 160 ; Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 174, 175, 186 :

Employers* Fedn. of S.I., 1, p. 209 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 220, (Uhaidullah),ll,3288~90 ; Coimbatore Labour
Union, I, pp. 239, 240, 245 ;

Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co.,

I, p. 280 ;
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 286 ; V. K. Menon, 1,

p. 288 ; Suryanarayana, I, pp. 315-6 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, 1, p. 333 ;

A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 350; Sri Ram, II, 1584 ;

Pinches, II, 2217-20 ; worker, II, 4617.
Government press workers, Basudev, I, p. 292.
F^^rm servants, Paddison, I, p. 4.

Fortnightly payment of wages would help to prevent, Coimbatore Labour Union,
I. p. 245, (N. S. R. Ayyangar), 4473.

Greater among better paid workers. Gray, II, 3033.
Greater among lower paid workers, Shiva Rao, II, 2512—4.
Habit of, whether necessary or not, Shiva Rao, II, 2510-1.
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IndetltsdllOBf :

—

continued.

Interest

;

Exorbitant owing to ignorance of workers, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 171.
Extorted by Sondis and C^ti system as result, and evils of, Bracken, I,

p. 82 ; II, 408-10.
Kates of, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 ; S, R. V. Naidu, 1. p. 91 ;

Madras Representative Christian Council, 1, p. 104 , Mukhtar, I, p. 120 ;

Madras Labour Union I, pp. 165, 174 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, pp.
240, 245 ; P. A. Natdu, 1, p. 256 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union,
I, p. 286 ; Sri Ram, II, 1584 ; Winter, IT, 3634.

Government regulation desirable, Mukhtar, I, p. 120.
of Jobbers, Winter, II, 3634-7.
Kerosene oil workers, V. M. R. Mudahar, II, 1656-8.
Loans from employers :

Proposal, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 286.
worth Trying, Shiva Rao, 11, 2510.

Loan from bazaar, worker, II, 4907.
Loans, purposes. Gray, II, 3035 -6.

Mine labourers. Government, 1, p. 34.
None, personally, worker, II, 4620.
Periodical inquiries with view to checking, advocated, S.I. Ch. oj Comm.,

1, p. 108
Plantations :

Impossibility of obtaining precise information. Gray. 11. 2897 ~8.

Moneylenders not allowed in bazaar, mistri, II, 3672.
Piinting trade. Green, I, p. 268.
Reduction, means of, Ayyar Avargal, 1, jj. 65
Removal of, by co-oiicrative method advocated, Madras Labour Union,!, pp.

171, 174.
among Savaras in Ganjani distnet, P. A. Naidu, I, p. 256.
in Villages, position re, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 160 ; Coi^atore Labour Union, I, p. 245,

(AT. 5, R. Ayyangar) II, 4390.
Weavers in villages and pledging of labour, Madras Representative Christian

Council, I, p. 103.

Indiaa States :

Factory Act, introduction on lines of Bnti^ India advocated, Wadia, I, p. 337.*
Labour conditions in, Shiva Rao, I, p. 199.
Labour legislation, need for uniformity with British India, Suryanarayana, I,

p. 319.

Indian Tea Distiicts Association, monopoly of, Austin, II, 25-7.

Industrial Commission, 1916, quotations from report, I, pp. 188-9.

Industrial Councils, application to Indian conditions, possibility, Binn and Co., I,

p. 154.

Industrial Disputes :

Conciliation and arbitration machine^ : Binny and Co., I, p. 154 ; Buckingham
and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222.
Boards or Committees, proposals, Ubhaya, I, p. 72 ; Buckingham and

Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, 1, p. 222 ; Ranga, 1, p. 328 ; N. S. R,
Ayyangar, II, 4401, 4403-9.

Compulsory arbitration advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246
{Ayyangar), II, 4400-9.

Consideration by Labour Advisory Board and recommendations, Govern-
ment, I, pp. 21-2.

Court of Inquiry, appointment before strike or lock-out, need for, C. G,
Menon, 11, 1386-7, 1432-5.

Indiistrial courts and joint industrial councils, would be beneficial and
practicable, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 334.

Joint Council of Employees and Employers, need for. Madras Electric

Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 105,

(Voegeli-Arya), II. 1305.
Joint Industrial Councils advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, I, p. 222.
Joint standing committees desirable, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 111.
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Indiutrial Disputes ;

—

continued.

Conciliation and arbitration machinery :

—

continued.

Joint machinery, absence of, Ayyat Avafgai, I, p. 66.
Need for, S.I. Ch, of Comm,, I, p. 108.
None, Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers’ Union, I, p. 334.
Standing committees of employers and representatives of employees,
encouragement of formation advocated, Ubhaya, I, p. 73.

Coorg plantations, none, Suhbayya, I, p. 353 ; II, 4890~2.
Extent, information available in Reports of Labour Department and Com-

missioner, Government, I, p. 21.
Functions of Labour Commissioner, see under Labour Commissioner.
Government attitude, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 177, 178, {Shiva Rao), II,

2601-5 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union, I, p. 222 ; Coim^
batore Labour Union, I, pp. 244, 246 ; Powell, I, p. 260 ; Madras United
Spinning and Weavit^ Mills Co,, I, p. 281 ; P.W.D. Workers’ Union, I, p. 334.

Government intervention at early stage, need for, S,J. Ch, of Comm,, I, p. 108.

Incipient, machinery for dealing with, and satisfactory on the whole, Leach,
II, 2720 ; Gray, II, 2749-54.

Intervention in, attitude re. Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 210, {Wood), II,

3108-10.
Intervention by District Magistrate, not part of official duties and action in

event of request for, Cohbald, IT, 950-7.
Lock-outs :

Buckingham and Carnatic mills. Gray, I, pp. 38, 40-1
;
Madras Labour

Union, I, pp 179, 180, 184-5 ; Employees* Union, I, p. 224.
Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, pp. 331, 334.

in Mofussil, information to Labour Commissioner, means of. Gray, II, 2842-3.
Particulars of. since 1920, Government, I, pp. 25-30.
Peaceful picketing, evils of, and need lor measures re, Binny and Co., I,

pp. 153-4.
Police, attitude of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 177, (Shiva Rao), I, p. 202 ;

II, 2491-3 ;
Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 281.

Reporting of, and of possibility of, to Commissioner of Labour, position re,

Leach, II, 2710-8 ; Gray, 2714-26.
Strikes :

Achur Tea Estate, 1929, Gray, I. p. 55, 11, 2839-40
Aluminium industry. Gray, I, p. 48; Madras Aluminium Labour Union,

1, p. 286.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, Gray, I, pp. 40, 42 ; Binny and Co., I,

pp. 151-2, 154; {Bentley), II, 2019-20; Madras Labour Union, I,

pp. 174-5 ; 175-6, 184 ; Employees* Union, I, pp. 211, 223, 224.
Causes of, Ayyar Avargal, 1, p. 66 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 154 ; Shiva Rao,

I, p. 202 ; Ptllai Avargal, I. p. 271 ; Cartledge, II, 2917, 2925-7.
Chittivalsa Jute Mills, 1.929, Gray, I, pp. 53-4.
Choolai mill. Gray, I, pp. 55-6 ; Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 167, 176 ;

Aiyar, II, 2147 ; Shiva Rao, II, 2595. 2v597-601 ; Gray, II. 2984.
Coimbatore cotton mills. Gray, I, p. 54, II, 2841 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union,
1, p. 246, {N. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4356, 4516-24, 4531-4 ; worker, II, 3584.

Combination of employers to break, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 245.
Definition. Gray, II, 3041-5.
Diocesan printers, 1927, Gray, I, p. 52.
Duration and character, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66.
Electric Tramways and Supply Corporation, Gray, 1, pp. 48, 49 ; Shiva

Rao, II. 2602.
Government Press, Green, I, p. 269 ; Basudev, I, pp. 294-5.
Kaleeswar Mills, Coimbatore, Holden, II, 3572-3.
Loss to industry and workers, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66.
Madras Corporation scavengers, ^dupet, 1928, Gray, I, p. 51.
Madras Port Trust, scavengers. Gray, I, p. 53, 1926 ; Armstrong, I, p. 277.
Madras textile workers, 1920, Gray, I. p. 39.
Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway, Gray, I, p. 44.
Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 281.
Madura, possibility of

:

no Intimation received by Commissioner of Labour, ^715
2722-6, 2813-4,

Prohibition of Mr. V. Naidu attending meeting5^ ' c^aiau, II, 940-2

;

Cohhald, II, 947-9, 975-1005.
Question as to Government action re, Leach *

I
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ladnitfial Disputes :

—

continued.

Strikes :

—

continued.

Malabar tea estate, settlement by Sub-Inspector of Police, I, p. 55 :

Gray, II, 2839-40.
Massey and Co., I, p. 52.
previous Notice should be given, V. M. i?. Mudaliar, II, 1685.
Oil workers. Gray, I, p. 50 ; Kerosene Oil Worhers* Union, I, pp. 124-5,

(V. M. R. Mudaliar), II, 1673~5.
Papanasam, 5. R. V. Natdu, II, 799-802, 819-24 ; Leach, 11, 2673-9 ;

Gray, II, 2685-7, 2829-38, 2967-71, 2981-3, 3000-3.
Printing trade. Green, I, p 269.
Proceedings and prosecutions. Gray, II, 2918-20.
I^blic Works Department, Gray, I, p. 43 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, I,

pp. 331, 334.
Ranipet, Gray, I, p. 48 ; Shiva Rao, 1, p. 202 ;

II, 2493 ;
Pillai Avargal, I,

p. 271.
Settlement methods, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66 ; Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union. I, p. 222 ; Pillai Avargal, I, p. 271 , Madras
United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p 281.

Tannery workers, Pillai Avargal, I, p. 271 ; 5. Pillai, II, 1804-6.
Tramway men, 1919, Madras Labour Union, ], pp. 181-2.
Tuticorin, not for over twenty years, Rodriguez, II, 747-8
Western India Match Factory, Kottswaran, 1, p. 130 ; II, 1758.

Trade Disputes Act, see that title.

Industrial efficiency ol workers :

C*,hmatic conditions and, McCarrison, II, 3307-9.
Comparison with foreign workers, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 65 ;

Binny and Co., I,

pp. 149-50 ; Employers* Federation of S.I., I, p. 210 ; Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, pp. 220-1

;
Messrs. Stanes and Co.,

1, p. 238, (Cheshire), 11, 3633 ; Green, 1, p. 268 ; P.W D. Workers* Union,
1. p. 333.

Comparison with other districts, Madras Untied Spinning and Weaving Mills
Co., I, p 280.

Dietary, effect on, I, pp. 237-8.
Effect of yearly migration to villages for festivities, Madras United Spinning and

Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 281.
Factors contributing to, Binny and Co , 1, pp. 150-1.
Improvement: Binny and Co., 1, pp 143, 149 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, I, p. 220 ; Stanes and Co., I, p. 238 ;
Menon I, p. 288.

Anticipated with improved conditions, Madras Labour Union, 1, p 174.

not Great, Government, I, p, 19.

Improvement m working conditions necessary, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 65 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, 1, p 221.

Means of, Muk'htar, I, p. 120 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees.
Union, I, p. 221,

Means for, and connection with general health, Shiva Rao, T, pp. 188-9,
190-1.

Measures taken for, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I,

p 281.
Scope for, Ubaidullah, II, 3225.

Plantations, decrease, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345.

Printing trade. Green, I, pp. 268-9.
Unskilled, no marked increase, but greater knowledge of machinery and

engineering among skilled. Employers* Fedn. of S.l ,
I, p, 210.

IndUSilial Hygiene* Bureau of* attached to office of Director of Public Health,

advocated, Ubhaya, I, pp. 71-2, 73.

^udustrial legialation ;

Government attitude, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

I. p. 222.
Government attitude, and proposals for expediting, Shiva Rao, I, pp. 196-7 ;

II, 2494-504.
' Ignorance of illiterate workers MwMfar, I, p. 121 ; 11,1508-10.

^
Information to workers, proposed means of, N. 5. R. Ayyangar, II, 1212-5,

1218 ; Muhhiar, II. 1508-9.
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Industrial relations ;

see also Relations with rank and file und*^r Staff Organization.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222.
Combination of employers against workers* Mukhiar, 1, p. 120.
Improvement* means of* Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I,

p. 281.
and Need for improvement, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66.

Promotion of, proposals for, Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, pp. 125~6* (F.
M, R. Mudaliar), 11, 1665-81.

Representations from employees to Chairman, Madras Port Trust* Armstrong,
I, p. 278.

Staff committees, undesirable if trade union already registered unless constituted
of representatives of union and employers, F. M, R. Mudaliar, II* 1677-81.

Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, 1, p. 84.

Industries, general conditions and factors, 5.7. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 108.

Influenza, see under Diseases.

Inspection of factories, see under Factories.

Inspection of mines. Government, I, p, 33 ;
Woodho}Lse, I, p. 262.

Inspection of plantations :

under Coorg Labour Act, K. Chengappa, Thornton, IT, 5089, 5143-8.
by Factory inspector, Sampson, IT* 381 1

.

more Frequent and extensive* advocated* Suryanarayana

,

I* p. 321.
by Government health officer* none, Sampson, 11* 38i0, 3841 2.

Government inspector :

Doubt as to value of. Priestly, 1 1, 5174.
no Objection to, if officers of good standing* A. B. Chengappa, II, 4824.

by Health Department Officer, no objection probable to inspection by competent
person, Jones, IT, 4037-42.

separate Inspector for plantations* proposal, Suryanarayana, I, p. 321.
by Managing Director from England only* Sprott, IT, 4661-2.
by Medical and factory officers, U.P.A .S.I., I* p. 160.

no Objection to, Subhayya, II, 4874.
by Officers of Health and Factories' Department advocated, Shiva Rao, I* p. 201.
after Repeal of Coorg Labour Act, no arrangement made* Priestly, II, 5088.
by Special Health Officer, Employers* Fedn, of S, I., I* p. 206.

Intelligence :

Advisory Boards, proposal should be considered, Shiva Rao, I* p. 198.

Cost of living inquiries and results, Ranga, I, pp. 327-8.
Economic inquiries :

Checking of students’ statistics by responsible officers necessary, Mukhtar,
II* 1475.

Co-operation of work 6f different agencies :

Desirable* Thomas, II, 1084.
would be Welcomed, Arasu, II, 1139.

Financial difficulty, P. J. Thomas, II, 1077-^.
Punjab :

Official attitude towards, Mukhtar, II, 1464-6, 1478-80.
Scope of, Mukhtar, II, 1463. '

by Universities, desirability of, Mukhtar, II, 1468-72.
Workers’ attitude towards, Mukhtar, II, 1473-4.

Economic Enquiry Boards, proposal, Ranga, I, p. 328.
labour Gazette advocated* Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

I* p. 222.
Proposal, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 108.
Special investigations* nature of. Government, I, p. 25.
Statistical Bureaus, establishment, proposal and functions, Shiva Rao, I, p. 198.

Statistics :

Absence of, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.
Accuracy, degree of* Government, I, p. 25 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 67.
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InMligenee :

—

continued.

Statistics -.—continued.

Collection :

by Factory inspectors desirable, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 67.
by Labour Commissioner, proposal, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.
Method, Government, I, pp. 24-5 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 67.
Trained social workers proposed for, Banga, I, p. 327.

Nature of, Government, I, pp. 24-5 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 111.
Wage census and cost of living inquiries, need for. Mukhtar, I, p. 121.
Wages, information supplied by managers to Government, and doubt as to

accuracy, Ranga, I, p. 327.

Intematioiial Labour Conventioiui :

non-Applicability of all, to Indian conditions, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, pp, 108,
109, {Menon), II. 1411, 1431.

Difficulty of applying, in India, Binny and Co., I, p. 133.
Value of, Suryanarayana, I, p. 318.

Intematioiial Labour Organization, value of, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 67.

ISAAC, George S., B.A., L.T., English Assistant, Voorghees College, Vellore, and
Secretary and Treasurer, Adult and Mass Education Society, Vellore : I, pp. 337-9.

Bidi factories, conditions in, and proposals for improvement, I, pp. 338-9.
Education, I, pp. 338, 339.
Mundt shops, conditions in, and proposals for improvement, I, pp. 338-9.

JAMES, P- E., U.P.A.S.I., BARBER, Sir Pairlegs, I, pp. 154-64 ; II. 2149-2437.

Jammies, system of compulsory work for, Thimmayya, 1, p. 346 ; A. B.
Chengappa, II, 4812-5, 4845.

JANAB^I, Miss Muliyil, representing the Women's Educational League, Calicut :

I, pp. 306-7.

Apprenticeship, 1, p. 307.
Diseases, I, p. 307.
Factory inspection. I, p. 307.
Health, I, p. 307.
Hours, I, p. 307.
Housing, I, pp. 306-7.
Pension or sick funds, I, p. 307.
Recruitment, I, p. 306.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, p. 307.
Welfare, I, p. 307.

JAORl, woman worker, Kasbur Coffee Estate, II, 5014-9.

JSBAKANTI. woman worker. Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor, II, 3347.

Jeypore Agency ;

Recruitment for Assam from, Staecker, I, pp. 273-4.
Shortage of cultivators. Bracken, II, 389, 436-55, 514.

Jobbers :

RecTuitm<'nt thvougli, s^e under Reoruitmeilt.
Supervision of work by, system, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills

Co., I, p. 279.

JOBSISON, B.» Anamalai Planters* Association, scb JONSS. fit. li^iftiid. II,

3869-4127.

70HNS0N, B.. Group Manager, Mudis Group of Estates, see SCfitWHTOB. F. L. ;

and JOHM80N.-B.. II, 4167-4214.

liii.
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JONBS, J. H. IreUnd ; MARTIK, W, H. ; SAMPSON, h E. ; JOHNSON, B.

;

BIIliLS, A. W. F. ; MEASHABl, Dr. J. E. ; and RBADE, O. B., representatives
of the Anamaiai Planters’ Association : II, 3869-4127.

Ananxalai Planters’ Association, II, 3869-76, 3878, 3880-4.
Ayyangar, N. S. Ramaswami, proposed holding of meeting by, and prohibition,

II, 4119-24.
Children, employment of, II, 3897-901

•

Creches, II, 4105-8.
Drink, II, 4049-54.
Education, II, 4015-28
Health :

Births. II, 4034.
Dietary. II. 4046-8.
Maternity benefit, II, 4029-36.
Medical facilities, II, 3991 -3, 4078-96.
Medical inspection of lines, II, 4097-100.
Midwives or dats, II, 4101-4.
Women health visitors, II, 4099-100.

Hours, II, 3902-11, 3970-5.
Housing, 11, 4058-67.
Inspection of plantations, II, 4037 42.
anti-Malarial work, II, 4109-12.
Public Health Officer, II, 4110-2.
Recruiting, II. 3883, 3918-25, 3928 47. 3977-8, 3981, 3994-4001, 4117-8.
Standard of living, II, 4002-5.
Trade Unions, II. 4125-7.
Wages, II, 3885-96. 3912-7, 3950-62, 3967-9, 3979-80, 3982-90. 4006-14,

4055 -7, 4113-6.
Water supplies, II, 4068-77.
Welfare. II, 3906. 4043-5.

Jomma coolies, set' Jammies.

ElAKI GT7BRAPPA, worker, Vizagapatam Harbour works, etc , 5\7cL

Kala azar, see under Diseases.

Eialeeswar Mills, Coimbatore, conditions in, Holden. IT, 3516-78.

KALIAMMAL, woman worker, Madura Mills, II, 637-41.

E^allars reclamation, staff for, Gray, II, 2764, 2766.

KANDALLAMMAL, woman worker, Madura Mills, II, 637-41.

Kasbur Coffee Estate, conditions on, workers, II, 5008-19 ; Ganapaiah, II, 5020-86.

Kerosene oil industry, Madras, employees, statistics, Kerosene Oil Workers* Union,
I, p. 125, (V. M. R. Mudaliar), II. 1686-9.

Khambaii system of labour, see ,under Labour.

Kodagu Sabha, A. B. Chengappa, IT, 4798.

Koraput, recruitment for Assam from. Driver, II, 288-90.

KOTISWARAN, M. S., B.A., representative of the Madras Port Trust and
Harbour Workers’ Union, Messrs. Richardson, Cruddas and Company’s Workers’
Union and the Western India Match Factory Workers’ Union : I, pp. 128-31,
II. 1727-74.

Binny and Co., workshop department grievances and claims, I, p. 130.
Contractors. I, p. 129 ; 11, 1748, 1768-9.
Dismissals, I, pp. 128, 129.
Employers, opportunity of making representations to, II, 1755, 1765-8.
Gratuities, I, p. 128.
Health and medical facilities, I, pp, 128, 131.
Hours, I, pp. 128, 129, 130 ; 11, 1730, 1749-50, 1756, 1770-4.
Housing, I. p. 131 ; II, 1752-3.



INDEX.

XOnSWABAK* M. S., B«A.« X4.T., representative of the Madras Port trust and
Harbour Workers' Union, Messrs. Richardson, Cruddas and Companys’ Workers'
Union and the Western India Match Factory Workers' Union: I, pp. 128-31,
II, 1727-74—
Madras Port Trust and Harbour workers, grievances and claims, I, pp, 128-9.
Madras Port and Harbour Trust Workers' Union, II, 1732-7, 1754.
Leave. I, pp. 128, 130, 131.
Pensions, I, p. 128.
Provident Fund, I, pp. 129, 130, 131 ; II, 1774.
Recruitment, I, pp. 128, 129 ; II, 1731.
Richardson, Cruddas and Co., workers' grievances and claims, I, pp. 129-30.
Richardson, Cruddas and Co. Workers’ Union, II, 1732, 1754.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, pp. 128, 129, 130, 131.
Strike, I, p 130 ; 11. 1758.
Tiffin sheds. I, pp 128, 130, 131 ; IT. 1762.
Trade Unions, Police attitude, 1, p. 130 ; II, 1758.
Wages. I, p. 128, 129, 130, 131 ; II, 1741-4, 1756, 1759.
Western Indian Match factory workers, grievances and claims, I, pp 130-1.
Western India Match Factory Workers' Union, II, 1732, 1754.
Women, employment of, 1, p 131 ; II. 1738-40, 1746-7, 1751.
Workmen’s compensation, I, pp. 128-9 ; II, 1757.

KRISHKA6WAMY, P. A., and RAMASESHAH, Rev. Paul, representing the Madras
Representative Christian Council : I. pp. 101-4, II, 1232-1289

Bidt factories, I, pp. 101-2 ; II, 1238-51.
Cost of living, I, p. 104
Drinking, I, j). 104
Factories Act, II. 1258-61.
Hours. I, p. 102 ; II, 1238, 1264-6
Housing. I, p. 102 ; II. 1261-2.
Indebtedness, I, pp. 103, 104.
Labour Department, I, p 103 ; 11, 1262.
Madras city, population, etc , I, pp. 102 3,

Maternity benefit, II, 1263.
Migration of labour, 1, p 103.
National Christian Council and provisional Councils, investigations by, II,

1233-6, 1275.
Public Employment Agency, 1, p. 103 , II, 1279-82.
Sickness insurance, II, 1270-4.
Standard of living, I, p. 104.

Uniform. I. p. 102 ;
II, 1261.

Wages, minimum, 1, I, p. 102 ; II. 1261, 1284-9.
Welfare. I, p. 102 ;

II, 1261, 1267-9. 1276-8.
Workshop Act, I, p. 101 ; II, 1258-

Labour :

Compulsory system owing to advances, Paddtson, I, p. 4 ; Anderson, I, pp. 271,

272
Goti system : Bracken, 1, p. 82, II, 402—10, 423-30, 456—63, 482-3, 504, 516 ;

Vikrama Deo Varma Mahasaya, II, 163-6, 169, 185-6, 227-30.

Attitude of civil courts. Bracken, II, 456-62.

Case for recovery of debt in coiirt, no known, Bracken, II, 506.

Evils of. Bracken, I, p. 82.

Recruitment for Assam tending to abolish. Bracken, I, p. 82.

Khambari system, Sieek, I, p. 78 ;
II, 303-6 ;

Vikrama Deo Varma Mahasaya,
II, 167, 169 ;

Bracken, II, 411, 429, 482-3.

Mortgaging of, carpet factories, Mukhtar, I, p. 120, II, 1507.

Pledging of service and that of children in return for loans, Azariah, I, p
Servitude, work for head men of villages in nature of, Aushn, II, 10.

System of day's labour in year for nothing, Thomas, II, 4559.

Vetti system, Steele, I, p. 78, II, 322—4 ;
Aiistin, II, 8, 10, 70—86, 150—1 ;

Vimrama Deo Varma Mahasaya, II, 160-2, 169; Bracken, IT, 391—401, 447,

464-80, 505, 507.

124.

* Labour Ckuitiiiissioiiiar :

Advisory Board, Leach, II, 2663 ; Gray, II, 2895.

Attendance at trade union meetings and meetings of employers. Gray, II,

2815-28.
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Lftbour Commissioner :

—

continued.

Attitude of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 177.
Attitude of Government, Madras Labour Union, I, p, 177, (Shiva Rao, II,

2610-2.
Collection of statistics by, proposal, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.
no Direct Relations with trade unions, Shiva Rao, I, p. 197.
Functions of, Government, I. p. 23 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 319 ; Gray, II, 2764
Indian as, advocated, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 177, (Shiva Rao), II, 2608-9.
Intervention in industrial disputes :

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222 ; Madras
United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co,, I, p. 281.

Initiation of, Leach, II, 2680-4 ; Gray, II, 2833.
Papanasam strike, refusal of application, Leach, II, 2673-9 ; Gray, II,

2685-7, 2829-38, 2967-71, 2981-3, 3000-3.
Position re, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 177, (Shiva Rao), II, 2603-5,
2607 : Gray, IT, 2978-85.

Railway disputes, position re. Gray, II, 3055-8.
Stage of. Gray, 2997-3000.
Value of work, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66.

Legal status in industrial disputes advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246.
Means of obtaining information of conditions in districts, Gray, II, 2820-2.
Position of, criticism, Coimbatore Labour Union, 1, p. 247.
Separation of function of Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation from,

proposal, N. K, S. Ayyangar, II, 1179, 1220.
Special officer, preferably Indian, advocated as, Coimbatore Labour Union, I,

p. 247.
Staff. Gray, II. 2765-6
Unable to devote sufficient time to labour questions, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222
Work should be confined to labour questions, Suryanarayana, I, p. 319.

Work re depressed classes, Gray, II, 2764, 2765, 2772-4.

Labour Department :

under Control of Minister advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.

Coorg, need for, A. B, Chengappa, 1, p. 345
Development of work, proposals for, Madras Representative Christian Council,

I, p. 103, (Krishnaswamy)

,

II, 1262
Functions advocated, etc , Madras Labour Union, 1, pp. 177-8, (Shiva Rao),

II, 2606
Information bureau under special officer advocated, Madras Representative

Christian Council, 1, p. 103 ; Krishnaswamy, II, 1262.

no Value to labour in planting areas, U.P.A,S,I., 1, p. 160.

Labour legislation, see Industrial legislation.

Labour, Ministry of, establishment, advocated in Central Government and provinces,
Shiva Rao, 1, p. 198, II, 2629-33.

Labour questions :

Administration, Government, I, p. 23, (Leach), II, 2658-9.
Government attitude, Suryanarayana, I, pp. 318-9.
Neglect of, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 239 ; N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4386-8.

Labouiing classes. North Coorg, condition, Thimmayya, I. p. 347.

Land :

for Housing, see under Housing*
Insufficiency of, to support number of people dependant on, and proposed
means of remedying, Ubhaya, II, 2934-6.

Number of persons supported by 1,000 acres of arable land in certain districts,

Paul, I, p. 299.
Ownership of holdings by plantation labourers, scheme for, N. S ,R, Ayyangar,

t, p. 252.
Percentage of occupied to available arable land in certain districts, Paul, I,

pp. 299-300.
Pressure of population on, Malabar, Suryanarayana, 1, p. 308.
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lAnd :

—

corttifiued.

Provision for plantation labourers. Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p, 342 ; Barber*
11,2223-4,4307; Sampson. II. 3851-4 ; /o««, II, 4064-7

; A. B, Chengappa*
II. 4806-7, 4855.
Advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, Ik p. 254.
None, Porter, II, 3407.

Tenure, Malabar, Suryanarayana, I, p. 308.

Values, increase in, in certain districts, 1910 to 1920, Paul, I, p. 299.

Landholders* Assooiatton, Ooorg, A, B. Ckengappa, II, 4798-9.

LAZARUS, Mistri, Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor, II, 3348-52.

LEACH, A. Q., Secretary, Public Works and Labour Department : II, 2650-2728.

Agricultural labour, close inter-relation with industrial labour, 1, pp. 3; II,

2691-8.
Co-operative Societies, II, 2660-2.
Criminal Procedure Code, Section 1444. II, 2665-72.
Housing, II, 2652-3, 2660-1.
Industrial disputes, II, 2680-4. 2699-704, 2710-8.
Labour Commissioner, Advisory Board, II. 2663.
Labour legislation, II, 2727-8.
Labour questions, administration, I, p. 23 ; II, 2658-9.
Papana.sam dispute, II. 2673-9.
Royal Commission on Labour, circulation of questionnaire, II, 2705-8.

Leave and holidasrs^ industrial workers :

Cordite Factory, Aruvankadu, recommendation, Powell, I, p. 259.
Government Press, Green, I, p. 266 ; Basudev, I, pp. 289, 292.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, pp 276, 277.
Mica mines, Nellore, Woodhouse, 1, p. 262.
with Pay, none, Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 333.

without Pay, Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 329, 332.

Printing trade, Green, I, pp. 266, 268
Proposals, TtUiconn Labour Union, 1, p. 89 ; Madras Elecirtc Tramway and

Electric Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 106, (Voegeli-Arya) II,

1316-8 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 119 ; Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, I, p. 126, (F. M.
R. Mudaliar) II, 1641-3, 1646-8; Kotiswaran, I, pp. 130, 131. II. 1756;
Madras Labour Union, I,p. 173 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, 1, p. 243, {N. S. R.
Ayyangar) II, 4459-64

;
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 283

;

Ranga, I, pp 326, 328.
non-Provision of, Suryanarayana, 1, p, 316.
Rules should be framed and enforced, Suryanarayana, I, p. 316.
System advocated, Madras Port Trust and harbour workers, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128.

System, Choolai Mills, friction re, and over interpretation of dratt agreement,
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 167.

Systems, Government, I, p, 19 ; 5 I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. Ill
; A. Pillai, I, p. 132 ;

Binny and Co,, I, pp. 134, 145, 149, {Bentley) II, 1954 ;
Madras Labour

Union, I, p. 172—3 ; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I,pp. 208, 209 ;
Buckingham and

Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, pp. 218, 220 ; Madras United Spinning
and Weaving Mills, Co., I, p. 280 ; Janaki, I, p. 317 ; Madras Corporation

Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 334.
Kerosene oil workers, V. M. R. Mudaliar

,

11, 1641-3, 1684, 1691—3.

Tramways, Madras, Voegeli-Arya, K. Mudaliar. II, 1346-7.

Vizagapatam harbour works. Ash, I, pp. 83, 86, II, 630-3, 636; Welchman,
II. 630.

Work on the following Sunday instead, Naidu, I, p. 91.

Leave and holidays, plantations :

L^islation advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, 1, p. 254.

withJPay, no system except one festival in year, Sprf it, II, 4697.

no Provision for N. S. R, Arrangar, I, p. 254 ; Thimmaya I, p, 350 ; worker,

11. 4618.
not Wanted by workers, Sproit, II 4697.

Jvii.
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Xitgiidatiires, labour representatioii on :

Industrial labour, non-representation, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 177 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246.
Increase advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 287.
Labourers, advocated, Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 335.
Ordnance Factories, representation, proposal, Powm, I, p. 260.
Present position and inadequacy of, Shiva Rao, I, pp. 195-6 ; Suryanarayana,

I, p. 318.
Reservation of seats advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 : Madras
Labiur Union, I, p. 178 ; Shiva Rao, I, p. 198.

Trade unions should have right to elect own representatives, Tuticorin Labour
Union, I, p. 90 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 178.

Leprosy, see under Diseases.

Local bodies, representation o! labour on :

Increase advociited, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 287.
Reservation of seats for labour advocated, Tutocorin Labour Union, I, p. 90 ;

Madras Labour Union, I, p 178.

Lock-outs, see under Industrial disputes.

LOUISA, woman worker. Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor, II, 3342-6.

Lower Paralai Estate, conditions on. Barber, Blackham, Foote, IT, 4215-4352.

LUKER, P. G., Messrs. Addison and Co., Ltd., see BROWNING, W. M., etc., repre-
sentatives of the Employers’ Federation of Southern India, II, 3088-3222.

LUTHMARI, woman worker, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mill, II, 3581-3.

McGARRISON, Colonel R., C.I.E., K.H.P., M.D., D.So., LL.D., F.R.G.P., I.M.S.,

Director, Nutritional Research, Pasteur Institute, Coonoor ; I, pp 225 -238 ;

II, 3305-41. -
Nutritional research, particulars of, and result, T, pp. 225 38 ; II, 3305-41

IIADAPA, A. B., owner, Heroor CoHee Plantations : li, 4967-5007.
Children and women, employment, II, 4970-1.
Coorg Labour Act, II, 4982.
Education, II, 4974-5, 4995-9.
Maternity benefits, II, 4976-9.
Paddy fields, II, 5002-5.
Recruitment, II, 4967-8, 4978, 4981, 4972, 4986 8.

Wages, II, 4991, 4992, 5000-1, 5006, 5007.

MADRAS ALUMINIUM LABOUR UNION :

History of, and membership, etc., Government, I, p. 20 ; Gray, I, pp. 37, 48 ;

Union, I, pp. 286-7,
Memorandum : 1, p. 283-7

Absenteeism, I, p. 286.
Co-operative societies, I, p. 284.
Education, I, p. 285.
Employers’ attitude, I, p. 287.
Fair Wages Clause, I, p. 286.
Health and medical facilities, I, pp. 284-5.
Holidays, I. p. 283.
Hours. I, pp. 285-6.
Housing, I, pp. 283-4.
Indebtedness, I, p. 286.
Labour, representation, I, p. 287.
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, pp. 286-7.
Recruitment, I, p. 283.
Sanitary arrangements, I, p. 285.
Sickness insurance, I, p. 285.
Unemployment, I, p. 283,
Victimisation of members and discouragement of membership by employers,

^ I, p. 287.
Wages, I, p. 286.
Welfare, I, p. 285.
Workmen’s Compensation Act, I, p. 285.

Ivlii,
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Madras City :

Factoties and workshops, statistics, Madras Representative Christian Council,
I, p. 103.

Housing, see that title.

Population, number and numbers in different occupations, Madras Repre-
sentative Christian Council, I, pp. 102, 103.

Madrai Oozporatioa Soavengen’ Union, history of. Gray, I, p, 51.

Madrai CorporatUm Workshop, labour conditions. Labour Union, 1, pp. 334~5.

MADRAS CORPORATION WORKSHOP LABOUR UNION :

History of. Gray, I, pp. 51-2.
Memorandum : I, pp. 334-5.

Education. I, p. 335.
Franchise, I, p. 335.
Gratuity, I. p. 335.
Hours. I, p. 334.
Housing, I. p. 335.
Leave, I, p. 334.
Legislative bodies, 1, p. 335.
Provident Fund, I, p. 335.
Recruitment, I, p. 334.
Wages, I. p. 334.
Welfare. I. 335.

MADRAS ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS AND SUPPLY CORPORATION EMPLOYEES’
UNION :

Creed of, T, p. 105.
History, membership, etc., Governnient, I, p 20 ;

Gray, I, pp 48-50 ;
Unton,

1, p. 104, (Voegelt-Arya), fl, 1291-303, 1306-9, 1356-65
,

^fadras Labour
Union, I, p. 181

Memorandum, I, p. 104-7.
Representatives, see Surendranath Voageli-Aiya, S. P. Y. ; Mudaliar, Koppas-
wamy ; and Mudaliar, Kanagasabai, I, pp 104-7 ; ll. 1290-1365

Madras Government Press Employees’ Association :

Government attitude, Basudev, I, p. 293 ;
Suryanarayana, I, p 317.

History and membership. Government, I, p. 20 ; Gray, 1, pp. 37, 43 ;
Basudev

I, pp. 293-4.

Madras Government Press Labour Union :

Attitude of staff to, Basudev, I, p. 290.
History of, Basudev, I, pp. 294.

Madras Harbour and Port Trust Workmen’s Union, history of. Gray, I. p. 53.

MADRAS, KEROSENE OIL WORKERS’ UNION ;

Evidence on behalf of, see MUDALIAR, V. M. Ramaswamy ; MUDALIAR, T.

M. Parthasmatty ; PILLAl, T. Muthuswamy, and CHETTY, R. Ketari Muthu :

I, pp. 124-8 ; II, 1592-1726.
History and membership etc., Gray, I, pp. 50-1 ; I, pp. 124-5, (F. M. R.

Mudaliar), II, 1592-5, 1597-8, 1612-3, 1668-70. 1694-8, 1701-2.

Meetings, V. M. R. Mudaliar, II, 1724-6.
Memorandum, I, p. 124.

Objects, I, p. 125.

madras labour union :

Activities of, Binny and Co., 1, pp 151—2 ;
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 174.

Amalgamation with Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, attempt,
Madras Labour Union, 1, pp. 175, 186, (Shiva Rao), II, 2580

Attitude of Messrs. Binny and Co., Shiva Rao, II, 2579.

Charges by, of assault by European assistants on work-people, question of,

Bentley, Hargreaves, II, 1925-33.
Committee, members, election method, Shiva Rao, II, 2545-7.

Difficulties with employers, desire for settlement, Shiva Rao, II, 2648-9,

DisQouragement of strikes, policy, Shiva Rao, II, 2594.
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MADRAS LABOUR USTION continued.

Evidence on behalf of, see SHIVA RAO« B. ; NAIDU* Rsmaimjaln ; and
CHETTY, Selvapathy : I, pp. 164-87, II, 2438-2649.

History of, and membership, Government, I, p. 20 ; Gray, I, pp. 37-43

;

Buckingham and Carnatic Milts Employees’ Union, I, p. 223 ;
Madras Labour

Union, I, pp. 174-5, 178-81, 183-7.
Membership and number in Buckingham, Carnatic and Choolai mills respectively,

Shiva Rao, II, 2441-8
Memorandum, I, p. 164-87.
Objection to, Binny and Co., I, p. 151.
Policy of, Shiva Rax), II, 2643-6.
Position of witness, Shiva Rao II, 2548-9.
Recognition :

Refusal by Binny and Co., Madras Labour Union, I, p. 175.

Reason, Hargreaves, Bentley, II, 1969, 1876-81, 1983-95, 1989-95,
2051-60, 2117-22, 2136-7.

Struggle for, Madras Labour Union, 1, pp. 185-6.
Relations with, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 281.
Relations with Messrs. Binny and Co., and hostility of, Madras Labour Union,

I, pp. 178-81, 183-7, {Shiva Rao), II, 2581-8.
Relations with Choolai Mill, Madras Labour Union, I, p 175.
Status of, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., 1, p. 281.
Victimisation of members, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 184-5, 187.

Workers free to join, Bentley, Hargreaves, II, 1956-60.

MADRAS PANEL OF LAWYERS :

Evidence on behalf of, see AYYANOAR* K. V. Sesha, H, 1166-1231.
Memorandum, I, pp. 97-101.
Origin of, I, p. 97 ; N. K. S. Ayyangar, II, 1166-9.
Workmen's compensation work of, I, pp. 97-8 ; N K. S. Ayyangar, II, 1166-77,

1228-31 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172, {Shtva Ray) II, 2484-6 ;
V, M. R.

MudaUar IT, 1705.

Madras Planters Labour Act, see under Recruitment, plantations.

Madras Port Trust, see Armstrong, G. G., I, pp. 21A-%.

MADRAS PORT TRUST AND HARBOUR WORKERS UNION :

Claims of, I, pp. 128-9.
Grievances of, I, pp. 128-9.
Membership, etc., Kotiswaran, II, 1732—7.
Registration applied for, Kotiswaran, 11, 1754.
Repre.sentative, KOTISWARAN, M. S., B.A., L.T., 1, pp 128-31 ;

II, 1717-74.

MADRAS PRINTERS’ LABOUR UNION :

Evidence on behalf of, see MUDALIAR* R. Subapathi, I, p. 339.
History of, Gray, I, p. 53.

BIADRAS REPRESENTATIVE CmRSTIAN COUNCIL :

Evidence on behalf of, see KRISHNASWAMYt P* A., and RAMASESHAN, Rev..

Paul, II, 1232-1289.
Statement, I, pp. 101-4.

Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Enu»loyee8* Union, history of, and member*
ship. Government, I, p. 20 ; Gray, I, pp. 37, 44-7 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 182

.

Madras tramways, conditions of work on,, Voegeli Arya, K. Mudaiiar, II, 1316-65.

MADRAS UNITED SPINNINO AND WEAVINO MILLS CO., LTD. : I, pp. 278-81.

Absenteeism, I, p. 281.
Apprenticeship, I, p. 278.
Attendance and time-keeping, 1, p. 279.
Gratuity on retirement, I, p. 279.
Health and medical facilities, I, p. 279.
Hours, I, pp. 279-80.
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HABEAS UNIITBB SPXNNBfG AND WEAVING MILLS 00., LTD.,: I> pp^ 278 81—continued.

Indebtedness, I, p. 280.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 281.
Industrial relations, I, p. 281.
Industrial efficiency. I. pp. 280-1.
Leave and holidays, I. p. 280.
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 281.
Recruitment, I, p. 278.

-Staff organisation, I, pp. 278-9.
Wages, I, pp. 279, 280, 281.
Welfare. I, p. 279.

Madras University :

Diploma and cour.se in Rural and Social Economics, P J. Thomas, I, p. 94, II,
1007-13, 1053-64, 1068-73.

Economic investigations by, opinion te, Arasu, II. 1 138, 1 154-6.

1029 BIADBAS YOUTH LEAGUE :

Evidence on behalf of, see ARASU, V. T., II, 1085-1165.
Investigation of conditions in ltdt factories, 1, p. 94 ; Arasu, II, 1085, 1154,

1160-5.
Memorandum, I, pp. 94-7.

Madnra Mills, conditions at, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, pp. 88-90 ; II, 647-763 ;

Naidu, T. pp. 90-3
; II. 780-942 ; workers, II. 637-646.

Maistiies :

Plantations :

Beating of workers, none, misirx, II, 4636.
Lo.sses through men running away, misirx, 11, 4915, 4916.
no Payments to, worker, II, 4627.
Recruitment through, :>ec under Recruitment.
Wages, sue that title.

Work by, system of, Sampson, II, 3700-2, 3751-7.
Textile industry :

Beating by, Naidu, p. 93.
Class of, and desirability of educated men as, Shiva Rao, II, 2539-42.
Domestic work exacted from workers, Naidu, I, p. 92 ; II, 832-3
Recruitment through, stc through Jobbers or Mat^trx s und ; Recruitment,

industrial workers.
Spying on workers by, Tuitcorin Labour Union, I, p. 89 ;

Naidu, T, p 91 ;

11. 907-8
Supervision by, workers, IX, 642-3.
Supervision of workers by, and need for re.striction of powers, Tuticorin

Labour Union, I, p. 89
Treatment good except when production goes down, women workers, 11,

638 -40.

Wages, see that title,

MAJEED, AbduL B.A., General Secretary, 1929 Madras Youth League. Memorandum,
I, pp. 94-7.

MalabaTt migration of labour from, Menon, I, pp. 287-8

Malaria, see under Diseases.

Malaya :

Recruitment

:

Family life, effect on, Paul, I. pp. 305-6.

Origin of labour, Paddison, I, p. 6.

Recruiter, qualifications. Gray, II, 2904.
Statistics, Paddison, I, p. 6 ;

Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 60.

System and possible improvement, Paul, I, pp. 304-5.

Wages, Paul, I, p. 302.
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Managers, industries :

Access of workers to, Naidu, II, 884-5.
Difficulty of obtaining; Naidu, I, p. 92 ; II, 784, 815-6.
Impossibility, workers, II, 642.

Complaints to, facilitates for, Winter, II, 3602.
Opportunities to workpeople to make representations. Mukhtar, I, p. 120.
Kelatious of proprietors, A Pillai, p. 131.
Selection, Binny and Co,, I, p. 134.

Managing Staff, see under staff.

Maramakkattayam, system of inheritance, Suryanarayana

,

1, p. 308.

MARANNEY, worker, Pachamalai Estate, II, 3676-9.

Market outside gate of estate. Porter, II, 3432-3.

Markets on gardens. Pinches, 11, 2242.

'MARTIN, W. H., Anamalai I^lanters* Association, see JONES, J. H. Ireland, etc..

II. 3869-4127.

Massey and Co., Workshop Employees^ Union, history of, Gray, I, p. 52.

MEASHAM, Dr. J. E., Anamalai Planters* Association, see JONES, J. H. Ireland, etc.,

II, 3869-4127.

Meenakshi Mill, conditions, Naidu, I, pp. 91, 92 ; II, 867-9, 891-902.

MENON, C. Gopal, and NAIR, P. Raghavan, representing the Southern India
Chamber of Commerce : 1, pp. 108-11 ; IT, 1366-1453

Apprenticeship, 1, p. 109.
Children, employment of, 1, p. Ill ; II, 1444-6, 1451-3.
Co-operation, I, p. 108.

Education, 1, pp. 108, 109 ; II, 1383.
Health, J, p, 110.

Maternity benefits, 1, p. 110.
Sickness insurance, I, p. 110.

Hours, 1, p. no ; IJ, 1404 -7, 1440-3.
Housing, X, p 109 ;

II, 1373-81, 1389-403.
Indebtedness, 1, pp. 108, 111,
Industrial disputes, 1, pp, 108, 111 ; II, 1386-7, 1432-5.
Intelligence, J, pp. 108, 111.
International Labour Conventions, I, pp. 108, 109 ; II, 1411, 1431.
Leave, 1, p. 111.
Prohibition, 1, pp. 108, 109.
Provjdent and Gratuity Funds, J, p. 108 ; 11, 1447-50.
Recruitment, 1, pp. 108, 109 ; II, 1367.
Safety, I, p. 110.
Southern Indian Chamber of Commerce, II, 1366, 1451-2.
Subordinate staff, training, I, p, f09.
Trade Unions. 1, pp. 108 ; II, 1382-5, 1420-30, 1434, 1437-9.
Unemployment, 1, pp. 108, 109.
Wages, I, p. in ; II, 1412-9, 1436.
Welfare, 11, 1383.
Women, employment of, I, p. 110 ; II, 1440-3.
Workmen's compensation, 1, p. 110.

MEN0N» Rao Sahib V. Krishnat B.A., Secretary, Malabar District Co-operative-
Bank, Ltd., Calicut : I, p. 287- 8.

Education, I, p. 288.
Emigration of labour, 1, pp. 287-8.
Health, 1, p. 288.
Indebtedness, I, p. 288.
Industrial efficiency, I, p. 288,
Sanitary arrangements, I, p. 288.
Trade combinations, 1, p. 288.
Unemployment, I, p. 288.
Wages, 1, p. 288.
Welfare, I, p. 288,
Workmen's Compensation Act, I, p, 288.
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mUUB. A. W. F.. Anamalai Planters' Association, see JONES, J. H. Ireland, etc.
11, 3869-4127.

Minee :

s§e also sulked headings.

Average daily numbers employed, Government, I, p. 34.
Employees, number, Government, I, p. 30.
Number and nature of. Government, I. p 31.

Rules, suitable. Government, I, p. 33.

M0B0AN» J. S. fi. ; TIPPINa, P. J. ; MURLANI), Colonel H. ; and SPROTT,
J, H. ; representing the Coorg Planters* Association :* I, pp. 341-3

; II, 4736-96.
Bazaars, I, p. 342.
Cattle and land, I, p. 342.
Contract work, II, 4776-7.
Coorg Labour Act, II, 4737.
Coorg Planters’ Association, I, p. 341 ; II, 4736, 4738-40.
Cost of living, I, p. 342

;
II, 4753-7.

Hookworm. I. p. 342 ; II, 4782.
anti-Malanal measures, I, p. 342 ; II, 4781.

Drink, liquor shops, I, p. 342 ; II, 4783, 4794-6.
Health :

Dietary. I, p. 342 ; II. 4757.
Maternity benefits. I, p. 342 ; II. 4742-5, 4751-2, 4767-9.
Maternity cases, II, 4745, 4749-51, 4792-3
Medical facilitie.s, I, p. 342 : II, 4746-51, 4774.

Hours, I, p. 342.
Housing, I, p. 342,
Managers, access of labourers to, II, 4766, 4770-1.
Recruiting. I, pp. 341-2, 343 ;

II. 4760-4, 4770. 4772, 4779, 4784- 91.

Wages, 1, pp. 342, 343 ; II. 4741. 4759, 4765-45, 4768 9, 4779, 4790.
Advances system, I, p. 342 ; II, 4770, 4772-3a.

MUDALIAR, Kanagasabai, SURENDRANATH VOEaEU-ARYA, S. P. Y.,
etc . , representing the Madras Electric Tramway and Supply Corporation Employees
Union, I, pp. 104-7 ; II, 1290-1365.

MUDALIAR, Koppaswamy, SURENDRANATH VOEGEU-ARYA, S. P. Y.,
etc., representing theMadras ElectricTramway and Supply Corporation Employees'
Union, I. pp. 104-7 ; II. 1290-1365.

MUDAIJARt R. Sabapathi, President, Madras Printers’ Labour Union . I, p. 339.

Printing trade, labour conditions, I, p. 339.

MUDALIAR, T. M. Parthasmatty, see MUDAUARt V. N. Ramaswamy, etc., repre-
senting the Kerosene Oil Workers’ Union, 1, pp. 124-8 ; II, 1592-1726.

MUDALIAR» V. M. Ramaswamy ; MUDAUAR, T. M. Parthasmatty ; PILLAI,
T, Muthuswamy ; and CHETYY, R* Ketari Muthu ; representing the Kerosene
Oil Workers' Union ; I, pp. 124-8 ; II, 1592-1726.

Co operative societies, II, 1655.
Discipline, I, p. 126 ; II, 1682-3.
Dismissals, I, p. 126 ; II, 1662-3, 1708,
Education, II. 1654, 1723,
Hours, I, pp. 126-7 ; II, 1638-40.
Housing, I, p. 127.
Indebtedness, II. 1656-8.
Industrial relations, I, pp. 125-6 ; II. 1662-81.
Kerosene oil industry, II, 1686-9.
Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, p. 124 ; II, 1592—5, 1597—8, 1612-3, 1668-70,

1694-8, 1701-2, 1724-6.
Leave and holidays, I, p. 126 ;

II, 1641—3, 1684, 1646—8, 1691—3.

Provident l^nnd and gratuity, I, p. 126 ; II, 1649-50, 1660, 1690, 1699-700.
Retirement, compulsory, II, 1711-4.
Safety, I, p. 127.
Strikes, I. pp. 124-5 ; II. 1673-5, 1685.
Tiffin shed. II. 1644-5.
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MUDALIAR, V. M. Raxnaswamy ; HUDALIAR, T. M. Parthasmatty ; PILLAI.
T. Muthuswamy; and CSHETTP, R. Ketari Muthu; representing the Kerosene
Oil Workers* Union: I, pp. 124-8; 11, 1592-1726

—

coniinxied.

Trade Unions, I, p. 125; II, 1592, 1596-7. 1604-11. 1661-5, 1672, 1676, 1696-7.
Wages, I, p. 126; II. 1614-21. 1633-7, 1659, 1706-7. 1715, 1717-21.
Welfare. I, p. 127 ; II. 1722-3.
Women, employment, II, 1709—10.
Workmen's Compensation, I. p. 127 ; II. 1624-32, 1703-4.

MUDDATHAPPA, worker, Halleri Coffee Estate, II. 4628-31.

MUKHTAR, Professor Ahmad, M.A^ Ph.D.Eoon. (London), Annamalai University,
Chidambaram: I. pp. 111-121 ; II. 1454-1547.

Apprenticeship, 1, pp. 113, 116.
Breach of Contract Act, II, 1533-9.
Carpet factories and sport works, I, p. 121.
Children, employment of, I, pp. 119, 121 ; II, 1507.
Co-operation, I, p. 1 16.

Economic inquiries, II, 1463-80.
Education, I, p 116
Factories Act, I, p 121.
Health and medical facilities, I, pp. 114, 115, 116 ; II, 1540-7.
Hours, J, pp. 118-9,
Housing, I, p. 114.
Indebtedness, I, p. 120.
Industrial efficiency, 1, p. 120.
Industrial legislation, II, 1508-10.
Industrial relations, 1, p. 120
Intelligence, 1, p. 121.
Leave, I, p 119.
Maternity beneiits, I, p. 115 ; 11, 1515-9.
Mortgaging of labour, 1, p. 120 ; II, 1507.
Pooling system in cotton ginning factories, I, pj) 118-9 ; II, 1505-(i.

Recruitment, I, pp. 111-3; IT, 1485-90, 1493 -8

Safety, 1, pp, 6-7
Sickness insurance, I, p. 115 ; II, 1499-1504.
Staff, I. p. 113.
Standard of living, II, 1482.
Trade Boards, 1, p. 119 ; II, 1511-4,
Trade unions, I, p. 120.
Unemployment, 1, p. 112.

Wages, I, pp. 113, 119.

Welfare, I, p, 116 ; II, 1520-7.
Women, emiiloyment of, I, p. 119.

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1, pp. 117-8 ; 1491-2, 1529- 32.

W'orks Committees, 1, p. 113.

Mundi shops, conditions in, and proposals for improvement, Isaac, I, pp. 338-9.

MUNIANDI, worker, Madura Mills, II, 642-6.

MURLANDy Colonel H., Coorg Planters' Association, see MORGAN, J. S. H., etc.,

I, pp. 341-3 ; II, 4736-96,

MUTHAMMAL, woman worker, Madura Mills, II, 637-41.

NAIDU, P. Audiah, late Tahsildar of Parlakimedi, I, pp. 255-6.

Assam, recruitment for, 1, pp. 255-6.
Assam Labour Board, I, p. 256.

NAlDIJt Ramanujulu, Madras Labour Union, see SHIVA RAO, B., etc. ; I,

p. 164-203, II, 2438-2649.

NAU>U».S. R. Varadarajnlu, representing the Papanasam Union :

Evidence of, I, pp. 90-3, 11,764-942.

Appointments, dismissals and promotions, I, p. 90, 92 ; II, 785-7, 808-11,
* 836-46.
Children, I, p. 93 ; II, 788-91.
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NAXDII» S* R. VftnidArftJllla» representing the Papanasam Union :

—

continued.

Evidence of :

—

continued.

Creche, I, p. 91 ; 11. 878-9.
Dietary, I, p. 93.
Education, 1. pp. 91, 93,
I^'actories Act, I, p. 92.
Hours, I, p. 91 ; II, 902,
Housing, 1, p. 91 ; II, 865-6, 899-900.
Indebtedness, I, pp. 91, 93.

no Intention of causing strike in Madura, II, 849-50.
Maistiies, 1, i)p. 91, 92, 93 ; II, 907-8, 832-3.
Managers, access of workers, 1, p. 92 ; II, 784, 815-6, 884-5
Maternity benefit, 1, p. 91 ; II, 873-4.
Meals, accommodation, I, pp. 91, 93 ; II, 923-9
Medical faciUties, I, pp. 91 . 93 ; II. 817-8, 863 -4, 872, 887-98.
Nellikuppam Labour Union, 11. 825-32.
Papanasam Union, I. pp. 91-2 ; II, 764-9, 867 9, 882-3, 886, 903 22
l^rovident Fund, 1, p. 92.

l^ublic employment agency, I, p. 90.
Sanitary arrangements, I, p. 93.
Sick leave, I, p. 91. •

Strikes, II, 799-802, 819-24
I'rade Unions, recognition, II, p. 92
Visits to Madura, II, 849-50, 930-42.
Wages, I, pp. 90 1, 92 ; 11. 240-8, 862, 875 7
Women, employment of. I, pp 91. 92 -3

; 11, 880-1.
Workmen's compensation, 1, p. 91 ; II, 852-61.

Prohibition from attending meetings at Madura, Nendu, 11,940-2 ; Cohbald, II,

947 -9, 975-1005.

NAIR, P. Raghavan, see MENON, C. Gopal, representing the Southern India Chamber
of Commerce, I, pp. 108-11 , II, 1366-1453.

Rational Christian Council and provincial Councils, investigation of conditions of

labour, etc., Krishnaswamy, II, 1233-6, 1275.

NeUiknppam Labour Union, membership, etc
,
ami no strike since recognition ot,

S. R. V, Naidu, II, 825-32.

Nellore, conditions in, Woodhouse, I. pp. 260-2.

Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonor, conditions on, workers, II, 3342-59 , Elkington,

Porter, II, 3360-44.

NOOR MintAMMAn
,
khalasi, working at Vizagapatam Harbour Works, II 517b.

Old Age Pensions, State scheme impracticability at present for workmen, Employers,
Fedn, of S. I., I, p. 207.

Old age and premature retirement

:

Pension Funds, see that title.

Provident Funds, see that title.

Provision for, advocated, and proposals, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62 ; Coimbatore

'Labour Union, I, pp. 242, 243, (AT. 5 R. Ayyangar), II. 4439-47 ; Powell,

I, p. 258 ; Thtmmayya, I, p. 349.
no Provision for. Public Works Department, and proposal for, P.W.D, Workers*

Union, I, p. 331.

Puchamalai EstatAi conditions on, workers, II, 3638—79 ; Sampson, II, 3680-3868.

PADDISON, Sir George, ELB.E., C.SJ., I.C.S., Labour and its movement, I, pp. 3-7.

Paddy fields, labour conditions, Madapa, 11, 5002—5.

PALANX AJffMAL, woman worker, Thaymudi Estate, II, 4135-41.

PAXiAlIXAPPAN, pruner. Nonesuch Tea Estate, Coonoor, IT, 3353—6.

Panchayat system, plantations, Barber, II, 4345-6.
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Papasasam KiU

:

Conditions in, Natdu, I, pp. 92~3.
Export of production to Far East, Naidu, I, p. 93 ; II, 792.
Strike, see under ladustrial disinitet.

Papanasam Union :

Formation of, S. R, V. Naidu, I, pp. 91 ; II, 764-9.
History of, and results, membership etc., S. R. V. Naidu, II, 903-22.
Opposition of manager of Madura Mills and attempts to prevent membership,

S. R, V. Naidu, I. pp. 91-2, II, 886, 907-8.
Propaganda against, by officer of Madura mill, 5. R. V. Naidu, I, p. 91 ; II, 882-3.
Recognition by employer of Meenakshi mill, 5. R. F. Naidu, I, p. 92 ;

II, 867-9.
Representative of, Naidu, S. R. Varadarajuln, I, pp. 90-3, II. 764-942.

Pasteur Institute, Coonoor, nutritional work at, see McOARRISON, Colonel B.,
I. pp. 225-38 ; II, 3305-41.

PATTAKARAN, raistri, Thaymudi Estate, II, 4160-5.

PAUL, Rajaiah D., M.A., Deputy Collector on Special Duty as Forest Panchayat
Officer, Madras : I, pp. 297-306.

Emigration and recruitment

:

Causes of, I, pp. 298-302.
Contact with villages, I, p. 303.
Family life, effect on, I, pp. 305-6.
Origin of labour, I, pp. 297, 298.
Statistics, I. pp. 297, 298.
Systems and possible improvement, I, pp. 304-6.

Wages, I, pp. 301-2.

Pension Funds :

Advocated, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p. 216 ; Janakt, 1, p. 307,

Government Press workers. Green, I, p, 265.
System, Government, I, p. 13.

Pension or sick fund bonus. Commonwealth Trust Ltd., Janaki, I, p. 307.

Pensions, none, tanneries, A, Pillai, I, p. 132.

Pensions and gratuities, connection with ffnancial ability of forms. Employers* Fedn,
of S. I., I, p. 207.

PHiLAl, A. M. Arokiasanii, Hon. Secretary, Chingleput District Labour Guild :

I, pp. 131-2.

Tannery workers, conditions, I, pp. 131-2.

PILLAI, Kandaswami, see RODRIGUEZ, J. P., etc., representing the Tuticorin
Labour Union, I, pp. 88-90 ; II, 647-763.

PILLAI, Sankaranaraina, see RODRIGUEZ, P., etc., representing the Tuticorin
Labour Union, I, pp. 88-90 ; JI, 647-763,

PHiLAI, T. Muthuswamy, see MUDALIAR, V. ML Bamaswamy, etc., representing the
Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, I, pp. 124~-8 ; II, 1592-1726.

PILLAI, Sivashanmugan, Patron, Cliingleput District Labour Guild ; II, 1775-1819.

Tannery workers, conditions, II, 1775-1819.

PILLAI AVARGAL, M. R. Ry, Diwan Bahadur A. Appadurai, MLA^ Director of
Industries, Madras : I, pp. 270-1.

Apprenticeship, I, p. 270.
Education, I, p. 271.

Technical and industrial, I, pp 270-1.
Staff, selection and training, I, p. 270. .

Supervision charges, I, p. 271.
Strikes, I, p. 271.

PINCHES, H, L„ U.P.A.S.I., BARBER, Sir Fairless, etc., I, pp.lS4-65; II,

2149-2437.
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Fl»gll6» see under

Plantatloiis

:

see also subject headings.
Amenities for labourers, legislation as to provision of, advocated, Saldanha.
I,pp. 321, 322.

Complaints by workers, facilities, E. F. Thomas, II, 4558, 4560
Conditions of labour, special enquiry into, advocated, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
Conditions on, Shiva Rao, I, p. 199 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 247.
Improvement of conditions on. proposals for, 5. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 255.
Labourers, essentials for enlarging horizon ol, N. S. R. Ayyangar, II. 4410-6.
Non-official visitors, proposal, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
l^rivacy of, and abolition advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4410-11.

Piieamoxiia» see under Diseases.

PoUibetta Coffee Estate, conditions on, workers, II, 4901-19 ; Babington, II, 4920-66.

Pooling system in cotton ginning factories, Mukhtar, I, pp. 118-9, II, 1505-6.

Population, problem, Shiva Rao, I, pp. 192-3.

PORTER, Ideut.-Colonel L. L., O.B.E., V.D., Managing Director. Nonesuch Tea
Estate Co.. Coonoors ; and ELEINCTON, liieut.-Commander L. G., Manager,
Ibex Lodge Estate, Coonoor : II, 3360-3444.

Absenteeism, II, 3371.
Health and medical facilities, II, 3416-25, 3436.
Hours, II. 3377, 3383-4.
Sunday work, II, 3378-9.
Housing, II, 3414.
Market II 3432—3.
Recruitment, II, 3366-73, 3404-6, 3427-8, 3434.
Roads, II, 3431.
Wages :

Advances to maistries and workers, 11, 3385 -93, 3415, 3441-4.
Cloth and firewood. II, 3408-12.
Earnings, II, 3436-40.
Mistris, II, 3394-3403.
Monthly payment, II, 3429-30.
Remissions to villages, 3389.

Women, employment ol, II, 3380 2.

POWELL, E. G., l^esident. Cordite Factory Labour Union, Aruvankadu : I,

pp. 256-60.

Alhindia Trade Union Congress, I, p. 260.
Cordite Factory, Aruvankadu, conditions, 1, pp. 256-60.
Cordite Factory Labour Union, I, p. 259.
Education, I, p. 258.
Health. I, pp. 257-8
Hours, I, p. 258.
Housing, I, p. 257.
Indebtedness, I, p. 259.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 260.
Leave, I, p. 259.
Legislatures, I, p. 260.
Old age and premature retirement, I, p. 258.

^
Recruitment, I, p. 257.
Staff organisation, I, p. 257.
Wages, irpp. 258-9.
Workmen's compensation, I, p. 258.

PRIESTLY* G. I.C.A.* Commissioner ; THORNTON* Major F. R.* I.M.S., Civil

Surgeon
; and CHENGAPPA* Rao Bahadur K.» District Magistrate, representing the

Coorg Ad^nistration : II, 5087-5181.

Child welfare work, II, 5124.
Coorg Labour Act, II, 5090-4, 5100-4, 5143-53.
Diseases, II, 5106-9.
Drink, II, 5116-20, 5142.
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PRIBSTLy, Q. W., I.C.A., Commissioner; THORNTON. Xajer F. E., Civil
Surgeon ; and GHENOAFFA, Rao Baliadav K.. District Magistrate, representing the
Coorg Administration ; II, 5087-5181

—

continiAed,

Education, I, p. 341 ; II, 5112-7, 5130-3.
Factories Act, II, 5165-73.
Factory inspection, II, 5137.
Health and medical facilities, I, p. 341 ; II, 5095-8, 5110-1, 5121, 5127-8,

5160-1.
Infantile mortality, II, 5123.
Inspection of plantations, II, 5089, 5174.
Recruitment, I, p, 340 ; II, 5101, 5154-46, 5174-6.
Vital statistics, II, 5122-3
Wages, I, pp. 340, 341 ; II. 5099, 5158-9, 5177-8.
Workmen's Breach of Contract Act, II, 5105.
Workmen's Compensation Act, II, 5136, 5139-40.

Frinters' Union, establishment of. Madras Labour Union, I, p. 182.

Printing industry :

Conditions in. Green, I, pp. 262-9.
Grievances of workers, R. S. Mudaliar, I, p. 339.

Prohibition, see under Drinking.

Promotions, method and system of bribes, S. R. V . Naidu, I, pp. 90, 92, IT, 813-4 ;

^Madras Labour Union, I, p. 164; Hargreaves, II. 1934-9; Bentley, II, 1940.

Provident Funds :

Advocated, Ubhaya, I, p. 73 ; Tuiicortn Labour Union, I, p. 90 ; 5. R. V. Natdu,
I, p. 92 ; 5.7. Ch, of Comm., I, p. 108, (C G. Menon.ll, 1447-50} ; Kerosene
Oil Workers, I, p. 126 ; Koitswaran, I, pp. 129, 130, 131, II, 1774 ;

Suryanarayana

,

I, p. 312 ; Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Unton,
I, p, 335 ; Shtva Rao, II, 2639-41.

Desired by workers, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 171.

Government press workers. Green, I, p. 265.
Kerosene oil workers, V. M. R. Mudaliar, 11, 1650, 1690, 1699-700.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 277.
Particulars of, Btnny and Co., I, p. 143.
Plantations, proposal, Saldanha, I. p. 322.
Present po.sition, Suryanarayana, I, p. 312.
Started, but opi)o.sed by agitators, Wtnter, II, 3625.
Systems, Government, I, p. 13.

Tramways and electric supply, advocated, Madras Electric Tramway and
Electric Supply Corporation Employees' Union, I, pp. 106-7, {Voegeli~Arya),
II, 1313-4.

Vizagapatam Harbour Works, sui>erior service, Ash, I, p. 83, IT, 548-52,
634-5

,
Welchman, II, 572, 634.

Public Health, percentage of total revenues devoted to. Cousins, I, p. 1565.

Public Health Officer, doubts as to desirability of, Measham, II, 4110-2.

Public Health and Welfare Board, plantations, no objection to, Pinches, II, 2385-6.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT WORKERS’ UNION :

History of, membership, etc.. Government, I, p. 2L ; Gray, I, pp. 37, 43 ; Union,
I, pp. 328-9.

Memorandum : I, pp. 328-34.
Absenteeism, I, p. 329.
Contract work, I, p. 329.
Contractors, employment of labour through, I, pp. 330-1, 333.
Co-operative societies, X, p. 331.
Education, I, pp. 331, 332.
Health. I, p, 331.
Hours, I, p. 332.
Housing, I, p. 331.
Indebtedness, I, p. 333.
Industrial disputes, I, pp. 331, 334.
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VUBSXi WORKS DEPARTMENT WORKERS* UNION :
—continued.

Memorandum: I, pp. 328-34

—

continued.

Industrial efficiency, I, p. 333.
Leave, I, p. 333.
Old age and premature retirement, I, p. 331.
Public Works Department Workers' Union, I, pp. 328-9, 334.
Recruitment, I, p. 329.
Staff organisation, I, p. 329.
Staff, supervisory, I, pp. 329, 330.
Timekeeping, I, p. 330.
Trade Combinations, I, p. 334.
Unemployment. 1, p. 329.
Wages, I, pp. 329. 330, 332-3.
Welfare, 1. p. 331.
Workmen's Compensation Act, 1, p. 332.

Purdah* investigation of working conditions made more difficult in cases of,
Ramaseshan, II, 1256.

RAGHAVIAH* Dr. G. P., Medical Officer, Carnatic Mill, see HARGREAVES* J.*
etc., p. 132-54, II, 1820-2137.

Railway Labourers* Union, Megapatam, Kistoiy- of, Gray, I, p. 54.

Railway passes system, Vizagapatam Harbour Works. Ash, I, p. 84.

Rajpur railway, liayagada section, shortage of local labour, Vikvama l)eo Va)ma
Mahasaya, I, pp. 76-7

; II, 236-^0.

RAJU, C. Sundarsana, Eti Koppaka, Vizagapatam District : I, i>p. 295-6

Assam, recruitment for, I, p. 296.
Vizagapatam district, recruitment from, I, pp. 295-6.

RAMASESHAN, Rev. Paul, 5^^ KRISHNASWAMY, P. A., and RAMASESHAN, Rev.
Paul, representing the Madras Representative Christian C'ouncil, I, pp. 101-4

;

II, 1232-1289.

RAMDU, Maistry, Pollibetta Coffee Plantations, II, 4911-9.

RANGA, Professor If . G., B.Litt.(Oxon), i^achaiyappa ’s College, Madras : I, pp. 322-8.

Children, employment of, I, p, 326,
Conciliation and arbitration machinery, 1, p. 328.
Cost of living, I, p. 326,
Drinking, I, p, 327.
Factories Act, I, pp. 325 6, 328.
Factories Inspection, I, p, 325,
Fair Wages Clause, I, p. 328.
Health. I, p. 328
Hours, I, p. 325.
Hou.sing, I, pp. 324-5, 328.
Intelligence, 1, pp. 327-8.
Leave, I, pp. 326, 328.
Recruitment, 1, pp. 322-3.
Rural labour, representation in International 1-abour Office and next Assembh',

I, p, 328.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, p. 325.

Technical training, I, p. 328.
Trade Boards, 1, p. 328.
Unemployment insurance, I, pp. 324, 328.

Wages, i; pp. 324, 326, 328.
Welfare. I, pp. 325, 328.
Women, employment of, I, p, 326.
Workmen's Compensation Act, I, p. 325.

RANGAMMAL, woman worker, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mill, II, 3580.

Ruigoon, labour conditions in, Raju, I, p. 296.
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Ranipet Labour Union, history of, and membership, Government, I, p. 20 ; Gray,
I, pp. 37, 48 ; II, 2988-92.

RAYAPPAN, maistry, Singara Tea Estate, II, 3514.

READE, 0. B., Anamalai Planters* Association, see JONES, J. H. Ireland, etc.,

II, 3869-4127.

Reomitment, agtioultural labour :

Causes of, S.T. Ch. of Comm., I, p, 108.
Migration :

to Highly irrigated tracts, normal movement, Paddison, I, pp. 5-6.
Nature and streams of, Paddison, I, pp. 5-6.

Statistics of employment, Ubhaya, I, p. 72.

Recruitment, industrial workers :

Admission ticket, payment for, worker, II, 638.
from Agricultural class, Madras Labour Union, II, 2566.
Applicants :

Decision between, procedure, Bentley, II, 2024-31.
Extent of previous training, Bentley, II. 1996.
Register of, Hargreaves, II, 1844-5.

Average daily number of operatives in factories, 1928, 1927 and 1926, Ayyar
Avargal, I, p. 60.

Bribery :

Abolition, Buckingham and Carnatic Mtils Employees* Union (Ubaidullah),
II, 3282.

Attempts to eliminate, Holden, II, 3537.
Existence of, in spite of measures taken, Cheshire, Winter II, 3589-90.
Madras port and harbour, railway men, Kottswaran, I, p. 129 ; II, 1731.
not Necessary, tanneries, S. Pillai, II, 1793.
None, workers, II, 3579, 3580, 3584.
System of. Madras Labour Union, I, p. 164, (Shiva Pao), II, 2475-9,

2515-7, 2550-3 ;
Coimbatore Labour Unton, I. p. 241 ;

Madras United
Spinning and Weaving Mills Co,, I, p. 278.

Casual labour :

small Extent, Binny and Co,, I, p. 133 ; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 205 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mtlls Employees* Union, I, p. 211.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 274.
Printing, Green, I, p. 263.

de-Casualisation, need for, and proposal, Ranga, I, pp. 324, 328.
Causes of. Government, p. 7 ; Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 103 ;

S,I, Ch, of Comm., I, p. 108 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 112 ; Coimbatore Labour Union,
I, p. 240 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 283; Raju, I, p. 295;
Paul, I, pp. 298-302 ; Gray, II, 3009 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 308.

no conspicuous Changes in recent years. Government, I, p 7 ; Ayyar Avargal,
I, p. 60.

from Chittagong, Vizagapatam Harbour works, workers, II, 517a, 517b, 517c.
Circulation of information as to avenues of employment and conditions of service,

organisation for proposal, S,I, Chamber of Comm., I, p. 109, (C. G. Menon),
II, 1367.

Communal troubles in mills, none, Bentley, II, 2017-8.
Contact with villages :

Extent and frequency of return, Government, I, p. 7 ; Ayyar Avargal, I,

p. 60 : S.I, Ch, of Comm., I, p. 109 ; Mukhtar, I, pp. 112-3 ; Binny and
Co., I, p. 133, (Bentley, Hargreaves), II, 2126-61 ; Madras Labour
Union, I, p. 164 ; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 204 ; Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 211 ; Coimbatore Labour Union,
I. pp. 240-1 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 278 ;

Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 283 ; Paul, I, p. 303 ; Ranga,
I, pp. 322-3 ; P.W.V. Workers* Union, I. p. 329 ; Gray, II. 3028.

not Necessary or desirable if factory conditions improved, Mukhtar, II,

1485-90.
Contract system :

Factory in Lahore district, Mukhtar, I, p. 121.
None, as regards industrial labour. Government, I, p. 22.

th**ough Contractor^, see Contract work.
Cordite factory, Aruvankadu, Powell, I, p. 257.
Decrease in number of employees, explanation, Hargreaves, II, 2103.
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EecruitnMDt, induBtrial workers continued.

Direct recruitment :

Attempt to replace jobbers system by, Madras United Spinning and
Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 278.

Match factory, Kotiswaran, I, p. 130, II, 1731.
Dismissals and removals, Government l^ress, Basudev, 1, pp. 289, 293, 294.
Duration of employment. Government, I, p. 8 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 112 ; Binny and

Co., I, p, 133 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, 1, p. 211 ;

Armstrong, 1, p. 274 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I,

p. 278 ; Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 334.
better Educated class beginning to join factories, Madras United Spinning and

Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 278.
Educated men, no reluctance among, Bentley, II, 2003-5.
Employment department in factories, advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 211, (Ubaidullah)

,

II, 3258
Exploitation by Kanganis, recruiting agents, etc. restrictions to control,

advocated, Uhhaya, I, p. 72.

Factory labour, statistics, Paul, I, p. 297.
Family life, disturbance of :

Extent of, slight. Employers* Fcdn of S.l , I, p. 204 ;
Buckingham and

Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union, I, p. 211 ; Madras Aluminium Union,
I, p. 283i

None, Binny and Co ,1, p. 133.
Family system, Vizagapatam Harbour works. Ash, 1, p. 84.

Flow of population from villages to towns, statistics since 1891, Paul, I, p. 297.
at Gate, system, H*Uen, II, 3536-8; Cheshire, Winter, II, 3588-90.
in Gunupur taluk, conditions, Anderson, I, p. 271.
Hereditary basis, Binny and Co.. I, pp. 132, 133, {Bentley), 2016.
Higher wages in agricultural areas owing to, Raju, I, pp. 295, 296.
Industrial population, statistics, AyyarAvargal

.

I, p. 60.

through Jobbers or Maistries :

Discontinuance. Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union
{Ubaidullah), II, 3282.

None and objection to. Hargreaves. II, 1891-2.
Fayment to, by workers, Rodriguez, II, 694-6.
no Payment to, worker, II, 638
System and evils of, S. R. V. Natdu, I, p. 90 II, 808-14, 836-46

;

Mukhtar,l,'!p. \\Z ] Madras Labour Union, I, pp 164, 165, {Shiva Rao)
II, 2475-9, 2515-7, 2550—3 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’
Union, I, p. 212 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, 241 ; Madras United
Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 278.

Local, Binny and Co., I, p. 132, (Hargreaves), II. 1878" 81 ;
Employers’ Fedn^

of S.l.

,

I, p, 204 ; Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, p. 272 ; Janaki, I, p. 3061
Aiyar, II, 2142.

Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 274.
Method of engagement, Employers’ Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 204; 5. R. V. Naidu,

I, p. 92, II, 785 7, 808 il.

Methods, Government, I. p. 7 ;
Ayyar Avargal. I, p. 61 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 112;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union, I. p. 21 1 ; Green, I, p. 263

,

Madras Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 283.

Migration from Ganjam, statistics, 1926 to 1929, Steele, 1, p. 81

Migration among workpeople, decline, Binny and Co., I, p. 133, (Hargreaves),

II, 1876-7.
Number of employees, Binny and Co., Hargreaves, II, 1843.

Number of labourers in establishment with not less than ten persons, Governnumt,
I, p. 7.

Number of workers, S.l. Ch. of. Comm., I, p. 109.

Origin of labour, Government, I, p. 7 ;
S.J . Ch. of Comm., I, p 108 ; Mukhtar,

I. p. 112; Azariah, I, p. 122; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 164; Green,

I, p. 263 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co.. I, p. 278 ; Paul,

I, p. 297 ; P.W.D. Workers’ Union 1, p. 329 ;
Ash, II, 531.

Permanence of force :

Extent of. Government, I. p. 7 ; Ayyar Avargal, 1, p. 61 ; Binny and Co.,

I, p. 133, (Hargreaves), II, 1842 ;
Employers’ Fedn. of S.l.

,

I, p. 204 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees’ Union, 1, p. 211 ; Madras
United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 278 ; Madras Aluminium
Labour Union, I, p. 283 ;

Ranga, I, p. 323.

Factors afiecting, Mukhtar, I, p. 112.
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Reeraitment, industrial workers :

—

continued.

Permanent factory population divorced from villages desirable. Muhhtar. II,
1485-90.

Preference to relatives of workers advocated, Madias port and harbour, Kotis-
waran, I, p. 128.

Printing, Green, I, p. 263 ; Basudev, I, p. 289.
Public employment bureaus :

Advocated. Ubhaya, I, p. 72 ; S. R. V, Naidu, I, p. 90 ; Madras Labour
Union, I, p. 164, (Shtva Rao), II, 2518-20 ; Coimbatore Labour Union,
I, p. 241, (N.S.R. Ayyangar), II, 4417-9; Madras Aluminium Labour
Union, I, p. 283.

Commissioner of Labour should be in charge of Department, Suryanarayana,

Consideration at diflEerent times and no need for. Government, I, pp. 7-8.
not Desirable at present, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

I. p. 211.
not Feasible, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 61.
Madras City, proposal for, Madras Representative Christian Council, I,

p. 103, (Krishnaswany), II, 1279-82.
not Necessary, Binny and Co., I, p. 133 ; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I,

p. 204 ; Winter, 11, 3591.
not Objected to, but children of employees should be given preference,

Ubaidullah, II, 3274-5.
not Practical or desirable until better class of labour obtainable, Madras

United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 278.
Scheme for, Mukhtar, I, pp. 112 -3, II, 1493-8.
Separate Government department with organisation covering whole country

w'ould be involved, Employers* Fedn. of S.I., 1, p. 204.
for Skilled workmen, practicable and might be useful, S.1 . Ch. of Comm.,

I, p. 109.

State, advocated, and scheme for, Ranga, 1, p. 323- 4, 328.
Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, 1, p. 329.
Registers of workers, extent of accuracy and proposals for imi:)rovement, Ayyar
Avargal, I, p. 67.

Seasonal factories :

Causes of, Government, I, p. 7.

Clerk in charge of registers, payment of commission to, by labourers,
Azariah, I, p. 122, II, 1551-2.

Duration of employment. Government, I, p. 8.

Origin of labour, Government, I, p. 7 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm., 1, p. 108 ; Azariah,
I. p. 122.

Sparc men, percentage, system of, Bentley, II, 2009-15.
Statistics of employment, Ubhaya, I, p. 72.
no Systematic method, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241.
Training, printing trade. Green, I, p. 263, 266-7.
Tramways, Madras, recommendation, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric

Supply Corporation Employees] Union, I, p. 107.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, I, pp. 84, 85, II, 531, 594-602.

Recruitment, Mines :

Contact with villages. Government, I, p, 31.
through Contractors, Government, I, p. 31.

Duration of employment, Government, I, p. 31.

Method, Government, I, p. 31.

Mica mining, Nellorc, Woodhouse, I, p. 260.
Origin of labour. Government, 1, p. 31.

Permanent labour force, extent of. Government, 1. p. 31.

Recruitment, plantations :

Advances to workers, see under Wages.
Agencies of Labour Department of U.P.A.S.I., iST, S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 249.

Agents, supervision by, Jones, II, 3994-6.
through Agents, evils of system, Suryanarayana, I, p. 309.

Agreements :

None, unless advance taken, worker, II, 5018.
Imprisonment for not fulfilling, no case known, worker, II, 4631.
Len^h of, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342 ; Brock, II, 2186, 2189—90, 2193.
Signing and attesting of, K. Chengappa, II, 5101.
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Reomitmciitt plantations :—coniuiued.

Agreements :

—

coniinmd.

Signing of fresh agreement before leaving, Spyott, II, 4680-2.
System, Government, I, p. 22 ; U.P.A.S.I I, p. 164 ;

Coorg Planters*
Assn,, I, p. 342.

for 10 months : Jones, II, 3926, 3935-7 ; workers, II. 4130, 4135, 4136,
4141 ; Schwinde, II, 4172-3.

but Workers sometimes sent away before, Foote, II, 4221-2.
for 12 months, worker, II, 4630.
With and without, percentage. Tipping, Murland, II, 4788-9.
must be Witnessed or not valid, Sprott, II, 4725.

in Assam, see Assam.
Benefits to labourers, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 343.
Casual, U.P.A.S.I.s I, p. 156 ; Porter, 11. 3372.
Causes of. Government, I, p. 7 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 60 ; Employers* Fedn, of

S.I., I. p. 204. (Wood), IT. 3172-3 ; N. S. R. Ayyangar, I. pp. 250-1 ; Paul,
I, pp. 298-302 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 308-9 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 346 ; Sprott,

II. 4708 ; worker, II, 4903.
no conspicuous Changes in recent years. Government, I, p. 7.

Coffee estates, low figure of labour force at certain periods, Pinches, II, 2204-6
from Coimbatore, Hawke, II, 3448.
Competition among planters : Babington, II, 4965-6.

None at present, Jones, IT, 3981.
Contact with villages, extent and frequency of return. Government, I, p. 7 ;

Ayyar Avargal I, p. 60; United Planters* Assn, of S.I., I, p. 155, (Brock),

IT. 2246; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I. p. 204 ; Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p.

342 ; workers, II. 3343, 3355, 4615, 4616, 4619. 4626, 4908, 5018, 5019 ;

Madapa, II. 4981,
not Controlled, Gray, II, 2771.
Coorg, possible means of attracting labour, A B, Chengappa, II, 4839-45.
Depot on way to estates, E. F, Thomas, II, 4561-4.
Difficulties, A. B. Chengappa, 1, p. 345, II, 4836-7, 4845 ;

Suhhayya, II, 4868 ;

Madapa, II. 4986-8.
no Difficulty, Bahmgton, II, 4935.
Direct very rare, Murland, I, 4790
Division into areas. Pinches, II, 2431-2.
average Duration of employment, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 156 ;

Suryanarayana, I,

p. 308 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 346 ; Suhhayya, I, p. 351 ,
Porter, II, 3434

Enticement between estates :

Cases under Coorg Labour Act heard of, Bahivgton, II, 4947 ;
Madapa, II,

4973.
not Common, Babington, II, 4966.
Control of, but takes place, Morgan, 'Tipping, II, 4784-5.
Rules governing, Jones, IT, 4000-1.

Enticement of labour between suppliers. Brock, II, 2208-9.
Expenses of. Pinches, II, 2424-9, 2433-5 ; Sprott, II, 4650 ;

Tipping, 11, 4786,

4787.
Family life, disturbance :

Effect of, and migration of families should be encouraged, Suryanarayana,
I, p. 309.

Extent and effects of, Ubhaya, I, p. 68 ;
Thimmayya, I, p. 347 ;

Suhhayya,

I, p. 352.
None, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 343.

Family system, U.P.A.S.I,, I. p.l56.
Food expenses on journey, payment by Labour Department, mistri, 3669.

Freedom to leave garden :

A, B, Chengappa, 1, p. 343 ; Tipping, II, 4760. 4772 ; Morgan, II. 4761.

only if Account settled, workers, II, 3642, 3651, 3675, 4145, 4159, 4616,

4630 ; Ganapaiah, II, 5036.
if Advance not repaid, worker must return or pay, worker, II, 3675.

unless under Agreement, when absence permitted if necessary, Coorg

Planters* Assn., I, pp. 342, 343.
Permission necessary, worker, II, 3678.
Police sent after workers leaving if owing money, workers, II, 364o-7,

3653-4. 3678, 4131, 4159.
Formerly but not now, mistri, II, 3661-5.

by Government agency would be welcomed, Ganapaiah, II, 5032.

Government commissions and depots, proposal, A. B. Chengappa, I, pp. 343, 345.
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ReoruitinentiPlantatioiui

Improvement of conditions would facilitate, Priestly, II, 5174*-6.

full Information should be given to would-be recruits, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 61
Suryanarayana, I, p. 309.

Journey, Ayyangar, I, p. 250,

Labour boards advocated in place of present system, A\ S. J?, Ayyargar, I, p. 251.

Labour department of U.P.A.S.I., U,P,A.S.I,, I, p. 156, (Brock), II, 2400-7,

Labour force, Coorg Commissioners, I, p. 340 ; Coorg Planters* Assn,, I, p. 341.

Labour supply, Jones, II, 3977-8.

Local, Babington, II, 4925.

Local labour, agreement between members of Association re, Jones, II, 3999.

Madras Planters' Act, 1903 ; U,P.A,S.I,, I, p. 156.
Evils of system under, Shiva Rao, I, p. 199.
Repeal, Government, p 23, U.P.A .S I,, p 160.
Publicity, nature and extent, E. F. Thomas, II, 4540-1, 4581-6.

tlirough Matstries or Kanganis :

Advances to matstries :

Defaulters :

Advance from any estate belonging to U.P.A.S. I. not possible
until debt settled. Sampson, II, 3773-5.

Civil cases increasing owing to repeal of criminal law, and
particulars of, U.P.A.S. I., I.p. 160, (Brock), 11, 2117-9 ;

Pinchi,
2182-5,2187.

Discontinuance of, Hawke, I, 3460.
no Interest charged, mistri, II, 3672.
Interest inserted, but never collected, Sampsoit, II, 3708.
Promissory note, U.P.A.S. I., I, p. 1163.
Promissory notes taken, but not agreements now, matstries, II, 3660-1,

3672 Sampson, II, 3703-4.
Suits for recovery of. Mills, Johnson, II, 3989.
System and working of. Pinches, II, 2408-10 ; Porter, Elkxngton,
Hawke, II, 3385-93, 3415, 3441-2, 3467, 3513 ; Sampson, II,

3703-4, 3708-27, 3732-43
;
Jones, II, 3922-5 ; matstries, II, 4161,

4165, 4633, 4912 ; Schwinde, II, 4176, 4203-5 ; Foote, II, 4260-2.
Advances to workers, see under Wages.
Advantages of system at its best. Barber, II, 4268.
no Agreements with matstries now, but pro-notes, Jones, II, 3928.
Cases by supplier against workers, Brock, II, 2180, 2184-5, 2210.
Contracts, forms of, U.P.A.S.! ., I, pp. 162-3, (Brock), II, 2161, 2166-9,

2174.
Difficulty of breaking down system of. Barber, Blackham, II, 4268-70 ;

Foote, 4301—4.
Direct recruitment instead of, not practicable, maistn^s also foremen.

Porter, II, 3404-6.
Effect on maisirtes. Brock, II, 2165.
Evils of, Shiva Rao, I, pp, 199—200 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 61 ; Thimmaya,

I, p. 346.
Misrepresentation :

Prosecution, no Cases kno’wm, E. F. Thomas, II, 4557.
very Rare, Jones, II, 3998.

Number of labourers per maistry, Schwinde, 4181-2.
Number supplying for more than one estate. Brock, II, 2372-3, Pinches.
no Payment from workers, maistry, IT 4633.
Personal ^experiences, matstries, II, 3349, 4161-5, 4632-4.
Promise by maistry to make recruit cole-wais^ry and non carrying out of,

worker, II. 4153, 4155, 4159, 4166.
Denial, maistry, II, 4164,

Qualifications, Schwinde, II, 4179.
Selection of suppliers, U.P.A.S. I., I, p. 157, (Pinches), II, 2430.
System, U.P.A.S. I., I, pp. 155, 156, 162-3, (Brock, Congreve, Pinches), II,

2161, 2166-76, 2294-5 ; N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, pp. 249-50 ; Commissioner
' of Coorg, I, p. 340 ; Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 341, (Morgan, Tipping),

II, 4763-4, 4787 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, pp. 343-4 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 346 ;

Jones, II, 3918-25 ; Schwinde, II. 4175-89, 4203-13 ; Porter, II, 3373.
Workers' experience, II, 3358.

Managers, visit to recruiting areas, occasional, Murland, II, 4791

.
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B«oniitlli«lxt, plantetiotli continued.

Migration betMnreen estates :

no Agreeinent between planters that labour recruited for one garden not to
be employed for another, Pinches, II, 2232.

Mutual agreement between estates necessary. Brock, II, 2170.
Misrepresentation and false promises. Suryanarayana, I, p, 309.
Number of labourers. Government, I, p. 7 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm,, 1. p 109
Number of labourers per acre, Tipping, II, 4787.
Origin of labour. Government, I, p. 7 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 108 : U.P.A.S.J.,

T*
Barber, Brock), II, 2151—2 ; A'. 6’. R. Ayyangar,

I, p. 251 ; Paul, I, p. 297 ; Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 340 , Coorg
Planters’ Assn., I. p. 341, (Morgan), 11,4762; A. B. Chengappa, I,
p. 343 ; Ihtmmayya, I, p. 346; Subbayva, 1, p. 351 ; Sampson, II, 3696;
Jones, II, 3883 ; Sprott, IT, 4693. 4699-702

; Babtngton, II, 4924-7
; Madapa,

IT, 4972.

Penal contracts, abolition :

little Effect anticipated, Sprott, II, 4689-90.
Information to labourers. Pinches, II, 2416-7.
Satisfactory and revival not desired. Pinches, Brock, II, 2159—60 ; Congreve,

II, 2164.
Workers' knowledge of. Brock, II, 2195-7

; Jones, II, 3938-47
; Foote,

IT. 4349-50.
J >

l^enal law in Mysore, Brock, II, 2198-200.
Permanency of force, extent of, U.P.A.S.I., I, pp. 155, 156, (Pinches, Congreve,

Barber, II, 2207, 2307-11
; Ranga, I. p. 323 ; FooU, II. 4254

I^^rmanent force :

Difficulty of obtaining, Commissioner of Coorg, I, p, 340.
None, Suryanarayana, 1, p. 308 ; A B. Chengappa, I, p 343.
practically None. Coorg, Thimmaya, I, p. 346

Plenty of labour, Hawke, II, 3475
Population and acreage of estate and number of workers per acre, Elkington,

Porter, II, 3366-70
; Hawke, II, 3449-51 ; Sampson, II, 3691 ; Schwinde, II,

4168-71
; Foote II, 4217-9, 4223 ; Sproti, II, 4693-4 ;

Babington, 11, 4922 ;

Madapa, II, 4967-8, 4978.
Protectors of plantation labour, proposal, Shiva Rao, 1, p. 201.
Public employment agencies :

Advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p 309 ; Thtmmayya, 1, pp. 346-7.
Advocated and method of working, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241,

(N.S.R., Ayyangar) II, 4417-30.
not Necessary, Pinches, II, 2293 ; Brock, II, 2299.
Objections to :

•
.

Lack of personal relationship. Brock, II, 2299.
Professional recruiters would be brought in, Jones, II, 4118.

Tahsildars and village officers could not undertake work in connection with,
E. F. Thomas, II, 4608-9.

Register in each village advocated, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
Running away :

Cases of, and reasons, Ganapaiah, II, 5039-46.
while still in Debt to maistri. Brock, 1 1, 2211-2.

Shortage of labour, A. B. Chengappa, 1, p. 343.
Special labour boards or co-operative agencies advocated, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
Statutics, Coorg, Subbayya, 1, p. 352.
Statistics and origin of labour in different districts, 1928, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 161.
no Statistics, Gray, II. 2902,
Strength of force, monthly variation, Sprott, II, 4649.
Supply, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 155, (Pinches), II, 2414-6.
System, Paul, p. 304.
System, Coorg, unsatisfactoIy^ A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 343.
Transport, bus service, E. F, Thomas, II, 4568-80.
Travelling allowance, increase advocated to cover bus-joumey, Saldanha, 1,

p. 822.
Travelling expenses :

Payment by agent, worker, II, 3677.
Payment by maistry but to be repaid, worker, II, 4148.
Practice re payment of, U.P.A.S I., I, p. 160 ; Coorg Planters* Assn., I,

p. 342, Tipping, II, 4779 ; Martin, Jones, Sampson, Mills, Johnson, II,

4117 ; Foote, II, 4253 ; Sprott, 11, 4650.
U.P.A.S.I., only established public agency for, Subbayya, I, p. 352.
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Becruiti&ent, plantations \~continued.

Verbal agreements, no experience of, Jones, II, 3933-9. «
Village debts, payment of, with advance from suppliers, Brock, II, 2213-4 ;

worker, II, 4129.
must be Voluntary, Thimmayya, I, p. 347,

Reoroitmeat of Seamen* of no importance. Government, I, p. 9.

Relapsing fever, see under Diseases.

Retirement, compulsory, conditions advocated for. Kerosene Otl Workers' Union,
I, p. 126, (V, M. R. Mudalair), II, 1711-4.

Rheumatism, see under Diseases.

Rice, supply to plantation workers, see under Wages, Plantations.

RICHARDSON, Cniddas and Co., workers, grievances and claims, I, pp. 129-30.

Richardson, Cmddas and Company Workers’ Union :

Representative, see KOTISWARAN, M. S., B.A., L.T., I, pp. 128-31 ; 11, 1727-74.
Membership, Kotiswaran, IT, 1732.
Registration applied for, Kotiswaran, II, 1751.

Rickshawallas’ Union, establishment of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 182.

RODRIOUEZ, J. P. ; PILLAI Sankaranaraina ; and PILLAI, Kan^wami,
representing the Tuticorin Labour Union : I, pp. 88-90 ;

II, 647-763.

Children, employment of, II, 677.
Co-operative credit system, I, p. 90.
Creches, I, p. 89.
Dietary, I, p, 88.
Education, I, p. 90.
Franchise, I, p. 90.
Hours, I, pp. 89, 90.
Housing, I, p. 89 ; II, 664-8, 678, 708-14.
Labour meetings, II, 739-45.
Labour representation on legislatures and loc.al bodies, I, p. 90.
Leave, I, p. 89.
Maistries, I, p. 89 ; II, 694-6.
Maternity benefits,* I, p. 89 ; II, 749-51.
Meals, accommodation, I, p. 90 ; II, 680, 722-5, 737-8.
Medical facilities and treatment, I, p. 89 ; II, 715-20.
Provident fund, I, p. 90.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, II, 7268.
Sick leave, I, p. 89.
Strikes, II, 747-8.
Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p.. 90 ; II, 648-53, 656-60, 681-92, 746, 730-4,

752-63.
Wages, I, pp. 88, 89, 90 ; II, 654-5, 676, 704-7.
Women, employment of, J, p. 89 ; II, 661, 663, 669-71, 697-703.

Roads, plantations :

Government bridle path, Sampson, II, 3858.
Public right-of-way through estate. Porter, II, 3431.

Royal Commission on Labour :

Questionnaire, circulation of, Leach, II, 2705-8,
to Employers or workers, no steps taken, CohbcUd, II, 971-4, 997-9.

“ Sub-Committee visiting plantations, invitation to give evidence, publicity to
Gray, II, 2965-6.

Rund areas, position of villagers in, compared with cities. Gray, II, 3026-7.

Rural labour, representation in International Labour Of5ce and next Assembly*
recommendation, Ranga, I, p. 328.

SADVAN, worker, Madura MUls, 11, 642-6.
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Accidents

:

Causes, Government, I, p. 14 ; CarUedge, I, p. 57 ; S.I. Ch, of Comm., I.

p. JIO; Miikhtar, T, p. 116-7 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 144 ; Buckxngham
and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 217 ; Green, I, p. 265 ;

Armstrong, I, p. 275.
Methods of ascertaining, CarUedge, II, 2867-8.

Coir yarn indus^, no possibility of. Cochin Chamber of Commence, 1, p. 272.
Jointinvestigationsby employers* and employees’ representatives advocated.

S./. Ch. of Comm,, I, p. 1 10.

Mica mines, Nellore, few, Woodhouse, I, p. 261.
Nature of, Coorg, Thtmmaya, I, p. 349.
Prevention measures. Government, I, p. 14 ; Cartledge, I, p. 57 ; II, 2808 ;

Mukhtar, I, p. 117 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 144 ; Madras Labour Union,
I, p. 171—2 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, 1,

p. 217 ; Armstrong, 1, p. 275.
Reporting of, to district magistrate, Cohhald, II, 961.
Statistics, Government, I, p. 14 ; CarUedge, I, pp, 56-7

; Binny and Co.,
I, p. 143 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 216.

Unregistered factories :

no Information, Government, I, p. 14.
Numerous, S.I. Ch of Comm., I, p. 110.

Vizagapatam Harbour Works, statistics, Ash, I, p. 88 ; Anderson, II, 567.
Effect of working conditions, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

I, p. 217.
Factory Act provisions observed, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*

Union, I, p. 216
Fir.st aid and ambulance facilities, etc. :

Binny and Co., II, p. 144, {Bentley) ; II, 2100-2 ;
Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p 217.
Absence of, Nellore mica mines, Woodhouse, I. p. 261.
Extent of provision, Janakt, I, p. 307.
Madras Port, Armstrong, I, p 275.
Printing trade. Green, I, p 275.
Statutory provision, suggested in amendments to J'actories Act, Ubhaya,

I, p. 71.

Improvement, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242.
Labour Council should have power to make recommendations, Coimbatore

Labour Union, 1, p. 242, (N . S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4438.
Oilworkers, dispensary at every tank shed advocated. Kerosene Oil Workers*

Union, l,j) 127.
Posters and instruction of workmen, proposals, S I. Ch, of Comm., I, p. 110.

Preventive stafl, proposal, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 172.

Printing works, adequacy of regulations and enforcement, Green, I, p. 265.
Regulations :

Adequacy and enforcement. Government, I, p. 14.

Satisfactory, Binny and Co., I, pp. 134, 144
Safety Erst proposals, Mukhtar, I, p. 117 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p. 319.

special Uniform for workers in industries using power, advocated, Madras
Representative Christian Council, I, p. 102, {Krishnaswamy)

,

II, 1261.

SAGE» Miss M., M.A.» Joint Principal, Buckingham and Carnatic School, see

HARGREAVES, J., etc., I, p. 132-54; II, 1820-2137.

SALDARHA, J. A., Member, Madras Legislation Council. Belmoral, Kankanadi,
I, pp. 321-2.

Plantations, conditions of labour and proposals for improvement, I, pp. 321-2.

SAMPSON, If. B., Manager, Anamalai Planters’ Association and Pachamalai Estate#

II, 3680-3868.

see also JONES, J. H. Ireland, etc., II, 3869-4127.
Bathing arrangements, II, 3792-3.
Children, employment of, II, 3693-5,
Cost of living, II, 380ft-9.
Cumbli, provision of, II, 3816, 3876-8.
Drinking, II, 3802-4.
Education, II, 3794-801.
Health, II, 3782-91, 3812-5, 3835-40.
Hours, II, 3820-30.
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SAMPSON, J. Managi:r, Aiiamalai Planters' Association and Pachamalai Estate*

II, 3680-3868

—

continued.

Housing, XI, 3758, 3831-4.
Inspection of plantations, II, 3810-11, 3841-2.
Land and cattie, II, 3851-6.
anti-Malarial measures, II, 3836-40, 3843-4.
MaistrieSt work by, H, 3700-2, 3751-7.
Recruitment, II, 3691, 3696.
Roads, II, 3658.
Staff, II, 3682-7.
Trade Union, II, 3860-4,
Wages : II, 3705-7, 3776-80, 3845-50, 3865-6.

Advances to, and by, maistriss, II, 3705-6, 3708-27, 3732-43, 3773-5.
Earnings, II, 3738-32, 3778-80.
Maistnes, II, 3699,702, 3717, 3744-9.
Payment, II, 3763-71.

Welfare, 11, 3805-7, 3859.

Sanitary Arrangements and Water Supply, industrial workers :

Bathing and washing facilities :

Madras, inadequacy, Ranga, I, p. 325.
Madras Port, Armstrong, I, p. 275.
Mills and villages, Btnny and Co., I, p. 137.

None in factories, Janak%, 1, p. 307.
None in tanneries, A. PtUat, I, p. 132 ; S. Ptllai, II, 1788.
Provision in Factory Act, re, advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p.242.
Rare, Ubhaya, I, p. 71.
20 to 30 taps advocated for 200 people, iV. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4493-4.

Bidi factories, Isaac, I, p. 339.
Lack of, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, pp. 95-6

;
(Arasu), II, 1088—90.

Difficulty at first in enforcing proper use of, Employers' Eederahon of S. 1., 1,

p. 206.
Factories, unsatisfactory sanitary conditions, S.i. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110
Good supply essential, N. 5. R. Ayyangar, 1, p 253.
Government I'ress, inadequacy of, Basudev, 1, p. 291.
Grants by Government to local Ixjdies, Ubhaya, II, 2757-8.
Improvement, Menon, I, p. 288.
Inspection, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 214.
Inspection in work places by local authorities assisted by labour council, proposal,

Coimbatore Labour Unton, I, pp. 241-2, (N. S. R. Ayyangar), 11, 4434-7.
Latrines :

Arrangements and need for improvement, Madras Aluminium Labour Union
1, p. 285.

Condition, Ubhaya, I, p. 70.

Extent of provision, Nellore mica mines, but reluctance to use, Woodhouse,
I, p. 261.

Inadequacy of accommodation, Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I,

pp. 128, 129.
Mills, Rodriguez, II, 728.
Provision, regulation. Government, I, p. 11.

Reluctance to use. Government, I. pp. 11-12.
Madras City, conditions and inadequacy of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 170 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213 *, Basudev, I,

p. 290 ; Ranga, I, p. 325.
Madras Port. Armstrong, I, p. 275.
Match factory, proposal, Kotiswaran, I, p. 131.

Mills and villages, nature of, Binny and Co., I, p. 137.

Mines, nature and condition. Government, I, p. 32.
Mundi shops, Isaac, 1, p. 339.
Sanitation :

Education, need for. Employers* Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 206.
Improvement, Ubhaya, II, 2761.

Sanitary Inspectors, number a|mointed during last five years, Ubhaya, II, 2759.

Sanitary staff, Vizagapatam fiarbour Works, under engineering department,
^Anderson, II, 624-5.

Satisfactory, in factories, not in home, Janahi, I, p. 307.
Seasonal factories, conditions, Axariah, I, pp. 122, 123.
Tanneries, none, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
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gsaitofy Amag^meiitf and Water Supply, indmtrial workers continued,

at Tramway termini, advocated, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply
Corporation Empl(^ees* Union, I, p. 107.

Unsatisfactory conditions, Ubhaya, I, p. 69 ; S. R, V. Naidu, I. p. 93 ; Mukhtar,
I, p. 114.

Unsatisfactory in many cases. Government, I, p. 11.
Water supply : Government, I, p. 32 ; Ubhaya, I, p. 71 ; Buckingham and Car-

naiic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 213 ; S. Pillai, II, 726-7
; Jlawke, II,

3502-3 ; Hcdden, II, 3559-60.
Encouragement of introduction by grants to local bodies, Ubhaya, II,

2755-6.
Government Press, inadequacy of, Basudev, I, p. 291.
Improvement, Paddison, 1, p. 5.

Madras City, unsatisfactory supply, Kottswaran, I, p. 130 ; Madras Labour
Union, I, pp. 168, 170 ; Basudev, I, p. 291 ; Ranga, I, p, 325.

Madras Port, Armstrong, I, p. 275.
Match factory, inadequacy, Kottswaran, I, p. 130.
Mills and villages, Binny and Co., I, p. 137.
Nature of, Cartledge, I, p. 56.
Nellore mica mines, Woodhouse, I, p. 261.
Protected, in few oases only. Government, I, p. 11.

Satisfactory in factories, Janaht, I, p. 307.
Tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 132 ;

5. Ptllai, II, 1787-8.
Tramway termini, advocated, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply

Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 107.
at Workplaces and homes, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

I. p. 214.

Sanitary Arrangements and Water Supplies, plantations :

Bathing arrangements, Sampson, II, 3792-3.
Bathing sheds, proposal, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 252.
Bathing and washing places necessary, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.
Improvement, Commissioner of Coorg, 1, p. 340.
Latrines :

Provision necessary, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.
Reluctance to use, but gradual overcoming of, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 158,

{Pinches, Barber), II, 2348-52 ; Shiva Rao, I, p. 200.
no Special arrangements and not necessary, Thimmayya, I, p. 348
Supply and extent of use, Hawke, II, 3504-5,

* proposed Type, JV. 5. R, Avvangar,, I, p. 253.

Nature of. U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157 ; A. B. Chengappa, 1, p. 344.

Water supply :

Drinking water, Measham, Jones, II, 4068-77.
None in course of day, worker, II, 4138-9.
through Pipes, adequate supply necessary, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310,
Nature of, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 157; Thimmayya, I, p. 348; Subbayya, I,

p. 352 ; Barber, II, 4312-5.
Nature of, and need for improvement, Shiva Rao, I, p. 200.

Santaghnrry Coffee Estate* conditions on, Sprott, II, 4639-735.

SATYANARAYAIfA* Dr. K., Medical Officer, Vizagapatam Harbour Works, see

ASH* W. C.* etc.. II, 518-636.

Savaras, recruitment for Assam from Ganjam district, P. A. Naidu, 1, pp. 255-6.

SAVARl MUOTHUt worker, Pachamalai Estate, II. 3673-5.

SCHWINDS. F. Lm Manager, Thaymudi Estate; and JOHNSON* Eric, Group
Manager, Mudis Group of Estates : II, 4167-4214,

Recruitment

:

Agreement, II. 4172-3.
through Maistries and advances system, II, 4175-89, 4203-13.

Population and acreage of estate, II, 4168-71.
Rice supply and food allowance, II, 4190-200.
Wages, II, 4201-2.

(884)
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SeMcmal stories :

see also subject headings.

Amendment of Factory Act as regards* proposal* Wadia, I, p. 337.
Conditions created by, in districts and proposals* Azariaht 1* p. 124.
Methods of working and proposals for improvement* Ayyar Avargalt I* p. 68.
Provision for workers, co-operation of employers and municipalities advocated*

Azartah, I, p. 124 ; II, 1565.

SHIVA RAO, B. ; KAIDU, Bamanujuiu ; and OHBTTY, Selvapathy, representatives
of the Madras Labour Union : I* p. 187-203 ; II, 2438-2649.

Absenteeism, I, p. 165.
Agriculture, predominance of* I, p. 203-3.
Apprenticeship, I* p. 164.
Boards of Health, I, p. 170.
Bonus and gratuity schemes, I* p. 175.
Bribery, I. p. 164 ; II, 2475-9, 2515-7, 2550-3.
Children, employment of, I, p. 173.
Cottage industries, I, p. 203.
Creches, 1, p. 171.
Diseases, I, pp. 169, 188.
Dismissals, 1, p. 165 ; II, 2480.
Drink. 1, pp. 169, 192 ; II, 2613-6.
Education, I, pp. 171, 173, 193-5.

Industrial and technical, I, pp. 164, 171, 173, 193—5 ; II, 2543-4.
Emigration, 1, p. 192.

Factories Act, I, p. 171-2.
Franchise, I, pp, 178, 198
Gratuity system, I, p. 165 ; II, 2480.
Health :

Dietary, I, p. 169.

General conditions, I, pp. 169, 188-92.
Infantile mortality, II, 2620-2
Maternity benehts, I, pp. 170-1 ; II, 2525-8.
Medical facilities, I, pp. 169-70.
Mortality. II, 2591.
Provincial medical service, I, p 192.
Sick leave, I, pp. 169, 170.
Sickness insurance, I, p. 170.

State medical service, 1, p. 169.
Health, Ministry of, 1, pp. 191-2
Hours, 1, p. 172 ; II, 2618-9.
Housing, I, pp. 165-9, 193 ; 11, 2449-74, 2576-8, 2589-90, 2624.
Indebtedness, I, pp. 165, 171, 174, 175, 186 ; II, 2478-9, 2510-4.
Indian States, I, p. 199.
Industrial disputes :

Government attitude, I, pp. 177, 178 ; II, 2601-5.
Police, attitude. I, pp. 177, 202 ; II* 2491-3.
Strikes and lock-outs. I. pp 167, 174-6, 179, 180-2, 184-5, 202 ; II. 2493*

2595, 2597-^02.
Industrial efficiency, I, pp. 174, 188-9, 190.
Information to workpeople, I, p. 167.
Intelligence, I, p. 198.
Labour Commissioners, I, pp. 177, 197 ; II, 2603-12.
Labour Department, 1, p. 177-8 ; 11, 2606.
Labour legislation, I, p. 196-7 ; II, 2494—504.
Labour, Ministry of, I, p. 198 ;

II, 2629-33.
Leave, I, pp. 167, 171-3.
Legislatures, etc., labour representation on, I, pp. 177* 178* 195-6, 198.

Madras Labour Union :

Activities, I, p. 174.

Committee, members, election, II, 2545-7,
History of, I, pp. 174-5. 178-81* 183-7.
Membership, II, 2441-8.
Policy, II, 2594, 2643, 2648-9.
Position of witness, II, 2548-9.
Relations with employers, I, pp. 175, 178-81. 183-7 ; II, 2579-88.

Maistries, II, 2539—42.
Plantations, conditions on, I, pp. 199-201.
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^ikiiVA EAO» B« 9 HAIDUf Bttnuutliijiilii ; and CHSTTY» Salvapathy, representatives
of Madras Labour Union : I. p. 187-203; II, 2438-2649

—

continued.

Population problem, I, pp. 192-3.
Provident Fund, I, p. 171 ; II, 2639-41.
Recruitment, textile industry, I, pp. 164, 165 ; II, 2566.
through Jobbers, I. pp. 164, 165 ; II, 2475-9, 2515-7, 2550-3.

Public employment agencies, I, p. 164 ; II. 2518-20.
Safety in factories, I, pp. 171-2.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply. I, p. 170.
Staff :

Managing, I, p. 165.
Relations with rank and file, I, pp. 165-6, 167.
Supervising, I, pp. 165^.

Ti^de Disputes Act, I, p. 177 ; II, 2643-7.
Trade Union Congress, Glasgow, memorandum .to, I, pp. 182-3.
Trade unionism, popularity among workers, I, p. 174 ; II, 2592.
Trade Unions :

Employers’ attitude, I, pp. 165, 174, 202.
Government attitude, I, p. 197 ; II, 2487-90, 2593.
Recognition, I, p. 175.
Registration, I, p. 175.

Two-loom system, I, pp. 170-1, 176 ; II, 2570, 2597-600.
Unemployment, I, p. 165 ; II, 2568-73.
Unemployment insurance, I. p. 165.
Wages : I, pp. 173—4.

Deductions, I, pp. 173-4.
Increase, I, p. 173.
Minimum and standardisation, I, p. 173 ; II, 2534—8.
Miscalculation, I, p. 166.
Period, II, 2531-2.
Piece work, I, p. 167.

Welfare Committee, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, I, pp. 166, 171 ; II,

Welfare work, I, p". 171 ; II, 2505-9, 2521-4, 2554, 2626-8.
Women, employment of, I, p. 173 ; II, 2529-30.
Working men’s clubs, I, pp. 169, 172 : II, 2618.
Workmen's Compensation Act. I, p. 172 ; II, 2481-6.
Works Councils, I, p. 167.

SIBI, woman worker, Kasbur Coffee Estate, II, 5009-13,

Singara Tea Ii8tate9 Coonoor, conditions on, Hawke, II, 3445-3515 ; Rayappan,
II, 3514.

Small pox, see under Diseases.

SMITH9 C. J., Medical Superintendent, Vizagapatam Harbour works, see ASH, W. C.,

etc., II. 518-636.

SSUTEE, W. E., BI.A.9 I.E.S., Officiating Director of Public Instruction, Madras :

II. 3071-3087.

Children, employment in factories under age of 11, II, 3071-3.
Education :

Adult, II. 3082.
Compulsory, II, 3071-8, 3084.
Facilities, II, 3084-6.
Hygiene and physiology, II, 3079-80.
Provision by employers, II, 3081-2.

Soath Indlaii Railway Employees’ Central Association, history of, and membership.

Government, I, p. 20 ; Gray, I, pp. 37, 47-8.

SOIJTHEBKliro^ CHAMBER OF COMME^ :

Evidence on 1t>ehalf of, see MENON, C. Gopal, and NAXR, P. Raghavan, I, pp.
108-11 ; II, 1366-1453.

Membership, etc., Menon, II, 1366, 1451—2.
Memorandum, I, pp. 108-11.
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Sports work, Sialkot, unsatisfactory conditions, Mukhtar, 1, p. 121.

SPROTT, J. Manager of Halleri and Santagurry Coffee Estate : XI, 4639-4735.

see also MORGAN. J. S. H., etc.. I. pp. 341-3 ; II. 4736-96.
Children, employment of, II. 4658. 4685.
Coorg Labour Act, prosecutions under, II, 4663-4.
Discipline. II. 4667.
Drinking. II. 4688, 4733.
Education, II. 4698, 4712.
Health, II. 4665. 4691-2, 4695, 4703, 4705, 4713-4.

Medical facilities, II, 4642-4. 4692, 4704.
Hours. I, 4660.
Housing. II, 4659.
Inspection of plantations, II. 4661-2.
Leave, II. 4697.
Manager, relations with labourers, II, 4729-32.
Non-working children, II, 4684.
Recruitment, II. 4649-50, 4679-83. 4689-90. 4693-4, 4699-702, 4708.
Wages, II. 4653-4. 4656-8. 4666, 4671. 4675-83, 4686, 4715, 4718-25.

Advances to workers. II, 4651, 4725.
Settlement of accounts, II, 4652, 4671, 4726-7.

Women, employment of, II, 4710-1.

SRI RAM9 Mrs. Bhagirathi, social worker : II, 1548-1590.

Education, compulsory, 11. 1570.
Indebtedness of women, II, 1584.
Maternity benefit. 11. 1578, 1581-2, 1586.
Women workers, feeding of children in streets, II, 1585.
Young Women's Christian Association, investigations, II, 1587.

STAECKER. Rev. H., Jeypore, Vizagapatam : I, pp. 273-4.

Assam, recruitment for, I, pp. 273—4.

Staff organization :

Administration system, Binny and Co., I, p. 134 ; Buckingham and Carnatic
Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 212.

Consultation of workers' method, Holden, II, 3575.
Cordite factory, Aruvankadu :

Relations with union, Powell, I, p. 257.
Selection and training and need for machinery for qualification of workers,

Powell, I, p. 257.
Government Press, Green, I, p. 264 ; Basudev, I. pp. 289-90.
Grievances, system of making, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Union Employees*

Union, II, p. 212.
Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, pp. 278-9.
Managers, see that title.

Managing staff :

Indianisation, obstacles,, but desirability. Employers* Pedn. of S.I., I.

p. 205, (IVood), II. 3183-8.
Qualifications. Mukhtar, I, p. 113.
Selection, Pillai Avargal, I, p, 270 ; Madras United Spinning and Weaving

Mills Co., I. p. 279.
Selection, and racial considerations re, Mukhtar, I, p. 113 ;

Madras Labour
Union, I, p. 165.

Selection satisfactory in larger and more important concerns. Government,
I, p. 9.

Unsuitable appointments, smaller concerns. Government, I. p. 9.

Mica mines, Nellore, Woodhousc, 1, pp. 260-1.
Mines ;

Managing staff, selection and qualifications. Government, I, p. 31.

Relations with labourers. Government, 1, p. 31.
Printing trade, Green, I, p. 264.
Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 329.
Qualifications not always adequate and proposal, Ayyar A vargal, I, p. 61

.

* Relations with rank and file :
*

see also Induitrial Relations*
European assistants, assaults on workers, Buckingham mill, Madras Labour

Union, I, pp. 178, 179, 180.
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StuS orwoltttion :

—

continued,
Hdatioiis with itink and file. :

—

continued.

Foremen, complaints of tyranny made against. Government, I, p. 10.
Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 290.
Grievances, procedure re, Binny and Co., I, p. 134, 154, (Hargreaves), II,

1893.
Improved but room for further improvement, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 212, (Ubaidullah), II, 3226.
Machinery for, Binny and Co., I, p. 134, (Hargreaves), II, 1824-41.
Opportunities to workers or union representatives to make representations.

Government, 1, -p. 22; P.W.D. Workers' Union, I, p. 334; Koiiswaran,
11, 1755, 1765-8.

Satisfactory. Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 205 ; Madras United Spinning
and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279.

not Satisfactory, Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 166, 167 ; Coimbatore Labour
Union, 1, p. 241.

“ Superiority complex ** on part of staff, Mukhtar, I, p. 113.
Tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 131.

. ^ Subordinate Supervising :

Promotion from workers, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I. p. 212, (Ubaidullah), 11, 3256.

Recruitment and training. Government, I, pp. 9, 10, 31 ; S.l. Ch. of Comm.,
I, p. 109 ; Btnny and Co., I, p. 134 ; Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 165—6 ;

Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 205 ; Pillai Avargal, I, p. 270 ;
Madras

United Spinning and Weaving Mills, I, p. 279 ,
P.W.D. Workers' Union,

I. p. 329.
Recommendation re. Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union,

I, pp. 329, 330.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works. Ash, I, pp. 84, 85, 86.
Training, facilities. Government, I, p. 9.

Improvement advocated, Ayyar Avargal, I, p 61.
Supervision charges, burden of, Pillai Avargal, 1, p. 271.

Staff, plantations :

European Assistant, access of workers to, Johnson, II, 4199—200,
Experience of, Sampson, II, 3682-7.
Indians, proposal for opportunities for, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 252.
Managing staff :

Access of workers to, Congreve, II, 2303 ; Barber, II, 4345—7 ,
Morgan,

Murland, II, 4766, 4770-1.
Complaints against, for ill-treatment, very infrequent. Pinches, Brock,

Congreve, II, 2162-3.
Contact with labourers, U.P.A I, p. 157, (Barber, Pinches), 11, 2313-4,

2315-7.
Improvement advocated, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 61.

Selection, U.P.A. S.l.

,

I, p. 157, (Pinches), II, 2315.
Organisation, salaries, etc., Ayyangar, I, p. 251.
Organisation of estates, U.P.A.S.l ., I, p. (Pinches), II, 2312.
Relations with labourers. Commissioners of Coorg, I, p. 341 ; Thimmayya, I,

p. 349; Sprott, II, 4729-32; K. Chengappa, II. 5150, 5151 ; Priestly, II,

5150-8.
Subordinate :

Position of, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
Selection, U.P.A.S.l., I, p. 157.

Standard of Hving :

Improvement, Binny and Co., I, p. 143.

Increase of. with increased wages. Wood, II, 3165-6.

Industrial workers, Punjab, Mukhtar, II, 1482.

Madras City, increase, Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 104.

Plantations :

Higher than in home villages. Brock, II, 2243.

Increase, Jones» II, 4002-5. ^ „
Increase and for further improvement, Barber, II, .

STANfiS* Mem. and 0o», Ltd., Ooimbatem :

Evidence on behalf of, see WINTER, W. B*, etc., II, 3585-3637.

Memorandum, I, pp. 238-9.
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BTJUfiLE* Caplaiii F. B*. Local Agent of the Tea Districts Labour Association*
Berbampore. Ganjam : I, pp. 77-81 ; II, 241-381.

Assam Labour Board, I, p. 81 ; II, 361-2, 365-6.
Assam,, recruitment

:

Agricultural labour, II, 352-4.
Benefits to labourers, I, p. 78 ; II, 357, 386-7.
Castes, I, p. 77.

Causes, 1, p. 78 ; II, 286, 321.
from Ceded districts, II, 291.
Clothing outfit and advances, II, 32 1

.

Contract absence of 11,281.
Control, I, pp. 80-81.
Culprits, II, 277.
Debts of recruits, payment, II, 271-6, 301-2, 304-5, 318.
under False names, II. 278.
Family life, I, p. 80 ; II, 358-60.
Freedom of return, II, 325-^, 335-6.
Intoxicants, II. 320.

Journey, II, 313.
Local agents, I, pp. 79, 80 ; II, 282.
Medical examination, II, 268-9.
Opposition of higher castes to, I, p. 78 ; II, 367-9.
Profes.sional recruits, II, 251.
Public employment agencies, I, p. 80 ; II, 332-5, 339, 341

.

Repatriation, II, 309-10.
Sardari system, I, pp. 79-80

; II, 244-547, 258, 282-3, 290, 311-2, 314,
326, 328, 329, 330, 335, 337-8. 342-4, 356.

Season, I, p. 77.

Short term, II, 345-6.
Single women and minors, I, p. 80 ; TI, 260-7, 347-9.
Statistics, I, p. 77.

Tracing of recruits, I, 279-80, 350-1
Unauthorised trade, II, 307-8.
Voluntary, II, 283-5. 316-7.
Wages. I. p. 77 ; II, 321.

Burma, recruitment for, and conditions in, I, pp. 77, 78, 79 ; II, 373-4, 377.
Depressed classes, emigration, I, p. 78.
Dooars, recruitment for, II, 292-3,
Labour

:

Khambari system, I, p. 78 ; II, 303-6, 319.
Vetti system, I, p. 78 ; II, 322-4.

Migration from Ganjam, statistics, I, p 81.

Sowra migration, I, pp. 7-9.

Siraiti Settlements, emigration to :

Family life, effect on, I, pp. 305-6.
Misrepresentation, prosecution for, Thomas, II, 4557.
Recruitment system, and possible improvement, Paul, I, pp. 304-6.
Statistics, and numbers returning, Paul, 1, pp. 298, 303.

Strikes, see under Industrial disputes.
»

Stuartpuram Criminal tribes settlement, employment in Cherala tobacco factory,
Gray, II, 2993-6.

SUBBABKMAL, women worker, Madura Mills, 1 1, 637-41. •

SUBBAY7A, Bao Bahadur K., Planter, Coorg : I, pp. 351-3 ; II, 4863-900.

Cardamom plantations, II, 4898.
Coorg, general conditions, I, p. 351.
Coorg Labour Act, I, pp. 352, 353 ; II, 4864-6, 4869, 4882-3, 4896.
Education. I. p. 352 ; II, 4885, 4893.
Health and medical facilities, I, p. 352 ; II, 4873.

’ Hours, I, p. 353 ; II, 4870-5.
Housing, I,* p. 352.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 353 ; II, 4890-2,
Inspection of plantations, II, 4874.
Recruiting, I, pp. 351-2 ; II, 4868, 4897-8, 4887-6.
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SDBBATTA. Rao BaluUtar, K., Planter* Coorg; I* pp. 351-3; 11, 4863-900.—continued.

Toddy shops* II, 4889.
Wages, I, p. 853 ; II, 4878-81. 4898.
Water supplies, I, p. 352.
Women and children, employment, II. 4894-5.
Workmen*s Compensation Act, I, p. 352 ; II, 4876-7,

SUBUt woman worker, Kasbur Coffee Estate. 11, 5008.

SiUCar Factories, Madras, formation of union, not desirable at present. Wood, 11,3154-8.

SUXANNA XJKKANKA, worker, Vizagapatam Harbour works, 517e.

SUPPIAH, worker, Madura, II, 642-6.

SUBEMDRANATH VOEOEliI-ARYA, S.P.Y., President; BniDAUAR, Koppas-
waipy» Secretary; and MUDALIAR, Kanagasabai, representing the Madras Electric
Tramway and Supply Corporation Employees' Union, 1, pp. 104-7 ; II, 1290-1365.

Ambulance corps, I, p. 107.
Discipline, I, p, 107 ; II, 1355-65.
Education, I, p. 105 ; II, 1304.
Hours, I, pp. 105-6 ; II, 1310, 1335-42. 1348.
Housing, I, p. 107 ; II. 1311-3, 1325-6.
Joint Council, I, p. 105 ; II, 1305.
Madras Electric Tramways and Electric Supply Corporation Union, I, pp.

104, 105 ;
II, 1291-303, 1306-9, 1356-65.

Madras tramways, conditions of work, II, 1316-65.
Leave. I. pp. 106, II. 1316-8, 1346-7.
Maternity benefits, I, p. 106.
Meal sheds, I, p. 107.
Provident Fund, 1, pp, 106-7 ; II. 1313-4.
Recruitment, 1, p. 107.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, p. 107.

Sicknejss, no payment during, II, 1350.
Wages. I. p. 107 ; II, 1327-34, 1343-4.
Women, employment, II. 1318^22.

SURYANARAYANA, R., Member, Servants of India Society, Cal’cut. I, pp. 308-321.

Commissioner of Labour, I, p. 319.
Contract work, I, p, 310.
Co-operative societies, I, p. 316,
Factory inspection, I, p. 319.
Factory legislation, I, pp. 319, 320.
Fair Wages Clause, I, p. 316.
Health :

Industrial workers, maternity benefits, I pp. 311-2.
Plantations, I, p. 310-2.

Hours :

Industries, I, pp. 312-3.
Plantations. I, p, 313,

Indebtedness, I, pp. 315-6.
Indian States, I, p. 319.
Inspection of plantations, I. p. 321.
International Labour Conventions, I, p. 318.
Labour questions. Government attitude, I, pp. 318-9.
Labour representation, I, p. 318.
Land, pressure of population on, 1, p. 308.
Land tenure, I, p. 308.
Leave, I, p. 316.
Provident funds and gratuity .systems, I, p. 312.

Recruitment

:

for Assam, I, p. 309,
Industries, I, p, 319.
from Malabar, I, p. 308.
Plantations. I, pp. 308-9.

Sanitary arrangements and water supply, plantations, I, p. 310.
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SmtTAHABATAHA, B.. Member, Servants of India Societjr. Calicut, I, pp. 30S-32t

.

—coniintied.

Sickness insurance, I, p. 311.
UnemploynoLent, I, pp. 30^10.
Unemployment insurance, I, p, 310.
Trade combinations, I, pp. 316-7.
Wages

:

Industries, I, p. 314-6.
Plantations, 1, p. 310, 314-5.

Welfare, I, p. 312.
Workmen's Compensation Act, I, p. 321.

Sweated and unorganised industties :

see also particular industries, and Factories Act.
Conditions in, P. J, Thomas, I, p. 93.
Investigation of conditions of labour in, P. J, Thomas, I, p. 94, II, 1009-13,

1019-27, 1053-61. 1068-9.
better Premises, compulsory provision by employers advocated, P. /. Thomas,

II 1039 44 1081—3.
Regulation, need for, P. /. Thomas, I, p. 94, II, 1014-8.

Tanneries

:

Conditions of labour in. A, Pillai, I, p. 131-2; Coimbatore Labour Union, I,

p. 247 ; 5. PUlai, II, 1775-1819.
special Committee of investigation advocated. Coimbatore Labour Union, I,

p. 247.
Inclusion under Factories Act advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, 1, p. 243,

{Ayyangar), II, 4465.

Tea Districts Labour Association, local agents, see STEELE, Capt. F. R., I, pp. 77-81

;

II, 241-381, and DRIVER, L. S., II, 241-381.

THANGAMANI, woman worker, Pachamalai Estate, II, 3638—47.

Thaymudi Estate, conditions on, workers, II, 4128-66 ; Schwtnde, Johnson,
II. 4167-4214i

THIMBSAYYA Funja, F. R^ 1, pp. 346-51.

Accidents, I, p. 349.
Attendance registers, I, p. 347.
Contract work, I, p. 347.
Coorg Labour Act, I, pp. 350-1.
Coorg plantations, general pajticulars, I, p. 346,
Diseases, I, pp. 347, 348.
Education, I, p, 349.
Employers, relations with employed, I, p. 349.

Gambling, I, p. 349.
Health and medical facilities, I, pp. 347-8.
Hours, I, p. 350.
Housing, I, p. 347.
Indebtedness, I, p. 350.
Jumma coolies, I, p. 346.
Leave and holidays, I, p. 350.
Old age and premature retirement, I, p. 349.

Recruitment, I, pp. 346-7.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, I, p. 348.

Trade combinations, I, p. 350.
Wages, I, pp. 346, 350, 351.
Welfare, I, p. 349.
Workmen's Breach of Contract Act, I, p. 350.
Workmen's Compensation Act, I, pp. 349-60.

THOMAS* E. F.* Collector and District Magistrate, Coimbatore : II. 4535-4613.

Criminal Procedure Code, section 144, orders under, II, 4587-607, 4613.
Health, plantations, inspection, II, 4610-2.
Plantations, complaints by workers, facilities, II, 4558, 4560.
Recruitment, plantations, II, 4540—57, 4561-^, 4581-6, 4608-9.
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TBOMABfJf.i.
I. pp. 93-4 ; 11. 1006-84.

PIlD., Professor of Economics. University of Madras

Children, employment of, I. pp. 93-4 ; II. 1018. 1035-8 ; 1083
Cost of living inquiry, II. 1047-52. 1075-6.
Economic inquiries. II, 1077-8. 1084.
Home work, I, pp. 93-4 ; II, 1014-8, 1031-4.
Madras University, diploma and course in Rural and Social Economics. I. p. 94 :

II, 1007-13, 1053-64, 1068-73.
Sweated and unorganised industries :

Conditions in, and proposed regulation, I, pp. 93-4 ; II, 1014-8, 1065-7,

Investigation of conditions in, I. p. 94 ; II, 1019-27, 1053-61, 1068-9.
Premises. II, 1039-44. 1081-3.

THORNTON, Maior P. R., IJff.S., Civil Surgeon. Coorg, PRIESTLY. G. W.,
LC.S., etc. ; II. 5087-5181.

TlPRiNG, P. J., Coorg Planters’ Association, see MORGAN, J. S. H., etc.. I, pp. 341-3 ;

II. 4736-96.
* f ^

Trade Boards :

Advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222 ;

Banja, I,*p. 328.
Advocated in certain industries, mainlj^ sports work and carpet factories in

certain districts, Mukhtar, 1, p. 119 ; II, 1511-4.
Advocated for industries where very low wages paid. Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, 1, p. 219.

Trade oombinations :

Coir yam industry. Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, p. 273.
Employees, see Trade Unions.
Employers : Government, I, p. 20.

Activities, Government, I, p. 20.
Ease of, and Government encouragement. Suryanarayana, 1, p. 316.
Public Works Department, none, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 334.
Unorganised, tanneries, A. Fillax, I, p. 131.

Plantations :

Employees, none, Thimmaya, I. p. 350.
Indian planters, none, Thimmaya, I, p. 350.

Printing trade. Green, I, p, 269 ; Basudev, 1, p. 293.
Trade Unions, see that title.

Trade Disputes Act

:

Amendments, probably necessary, S.I. Ch. of Comm., 1, p. 111.
Application by union or unorganised workers direct to local government under,

possible. Gray, II, 2977.
Delay in passing, Suryanarayana, I, p. 3! 8.

D^y in putting into operation, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 177, (Shiva Rao), II,

Drawbacks, Mukhtar, I, p. 120.
not Necessary, P.W,D. Workers* Union, I, p. 334.
Opinions re, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 222.
no Rules yet framed under. Government, I, p. 22 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p. 319.
not SuitaSle, Ayyar Avargad, I, p. 66.
probable Value of. Binny and Co., I, p. 154.

Trade Union Movement

:

Nature of, in Southern India, Employers* Federation of Southern India, I, p. 210.
Popularity among workers in Southern India, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 174,

(Shiva Boo), II, 2592.
Progress, Gray, II, 3029-32.
Requirements for success of, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246.

Trade Unions

:

Access to records of Arm to investigate alleged grievances ad^^'oeated, Kerosene
Oil Workers* Union, I, p. 125, (V. M. B. Mudaliar), II. 1599-603.

Activities, Government, I, p. 20 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 317.

Political propaganda the bulk of. Employers* Federation of Southern India,

I. p. 210.
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Uhioaf :

—

continued.

Advisory boards composed of outsiders, no objection to, if functions carefully
laid down. Wood, II, 3197-203.

Beneficial to workers on the whole but injury from uncalled-for strikes. Bucking-
ham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 221.

Coimbatore ;

Formerly, Stanes and Co,, I, p. 239.
Resuscitation, would be recognised if representative of the workpeople,

Stanes and Co,, I, p. 239, (Winter), II, ^06-18.
Coir yarn industry. Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, p. 273.
Desire for, but opposition of employers, workers, II, 664-6,
Difficulties and Government attitude re, Suryanarayana, I, p. 316.
Effects, Government, I, p. 20.
Employers' attitude towards, Mukhtar, I, p. 120; P,W.D, Workers* Union,

I, p. 334 ; Btnny and Co., I, p. 151 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 174 ;

Shiva Rao, I, p. 202 ; Suryanarayana, 1, p. 317 ; C. G. Menon, II, 1425-8.
Encouragement of formation of, on proper lines advocated, Uhhaya, I, p. 72.
Executive, outsiders on :

as Advisers advocated rather than. Wood, II, 3148-51.
Decrease, and factors tending to. Employers* Federation of Southern India,

I, p. 210.
50 per cent, excessive, in case of large unions. Wood, II, 3103-7, 3152-3.
Large extent of, and drawback of. Employers* Federation of Southern India,

I, p. 210.
no Objection to a few if not well known political agitators. Employers*

Federation of Southern India, I, p. 210, (Wood), II, 3100-2.
no Objection to, if desired by workers, Uhaidullah, II, 3278-9.
Objections to, Binny and Co,, I, pp. 151, 153, (Hargreaves, Bentley), II,

1966-8. 1970-5, 1984, 2051-6, 2073-6 ; WinUr, II, 3606-18.
Proportion of, and reduction advocated, S.l. Ch, of Comm., I, p. Ill ;

Mukhtar, I. p. 120 ;
(Menon), II, 1382, 1423-4, 1429-30, 1437-9.

Proportion and reduction should be considered, Government, 1, p. 21,
(Leach), II, 2688-9.

Government concerns. Government attitude re, Suryanarayana, I, p. 317.
Government employees should be free to form, Suryanarayana, I, p. 317.
Government servants, prohibition of becoming or continuing members of

registered trade union. Gray, I, p. 21. II, 2877-81.
Ill-organised and ill-controlled, S.l. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 108, (C. G. Menon), II,

1384-5, 1420-2, 1434.
non-Joining of, for fear of dismissal, worker, II, 3584.
Liaison between Labour Commissioner, Co-operative Department and, advocated,

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246,
Membership :

Dissuading of workers from, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 165.
Eviction from houses owned by Binny & Co. for, Madras Labour Union,

I, p, 168.
Fear of joining Unions .owing to victimisation, V. M. R. Mudaliar, II,

1592, 1696-7.

Negotiations with employers, outsiders as intermediaries. Employers* Fedn,
of S.l.

,

I. pp. 210-1,
None, in Coorg, Commissioner, I, p. 340.
for Particular classes of workers desired, N. S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4359, 4363.
Plantations

:

Advocated, N. S. R, Ayyangar, I, p. 255.
not Necessary and objection to establishment of, Pinches, II, 2302, 2304,

2418-20.
Organiser coming on to estate would be objected to but no objection to

union run by labourers themselves, Sampson, II, 3860-4.
Organisation of, not considered, Jones, II, 4125-7.

Police attitude, Kotiswaran, I, p. 130, II, 1758.
Recognition :

Position, Employers* Fedn. of S.l,, I, p. 210.
of Registered unions, compulsory, proposals, Tuticorin Labour Union,

I, p. 90 ; S. R, V. Naidu, I, p. fife ; Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I,

p. 125 ; (V. M, R. Mudaliar), II, 1665 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 175 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246, (N, S, R. Ayyangar), 11, 4359-63,
4431 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 317 ; P.W.D. Workers’ Union, I, p. 334.
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QCimde Uaioiui :

—

continued.

Registered

:

History of individual unions. Gray, I, pp. 37-50.
List of, with membership, Gray, I, pp. 20, 37.
Returns, non receipt of, proceedings re. Gray, II, 3051-2.

Registration

:

Application on, procedure on receipt of. Gray, II, 3049.
Encouragement of. Gray, II, 3053-4.
Registrar should satisfy himself that union applying for, is bona fide, Madras
Labour Union, I, p. 175.

Results of, Employers* Fedn. of S. I., I, p. 210; P.W.D. Workers* Union, I,

p. 334.
Representatives on legislatures, right to elect, advocated, TuHcortn Labour

Union, I, p. 90 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 178.
Rival bodies, practice of firms in institutions, abolition advocated, Kerosene

Oil Workers* Union, I, p. 125 ; F. Af. R. Mudaliar, 11, 1596-7, 1676.
Scope for, and possible extent. Government, I, p. 20.
Spirit of combination gradually developing, Menon, I, p. 288.
Unregistered, particulars of individual unions. Gray, I, pp. 50-4.
Value of, Binny and Co., I, p. 154.
Victimisation of members by employers, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 246 ;

Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, (T. M Mudalmr), II, 1604-11, 1661-4, 1672 ;

Shiva Rao, II, 2493.

Trade Unions Act :

Administration, staff. Gray, II, 2766.
Amendments, proposals, Mukhtar, I, p. 120.
Delay in passing, Suryanarayana, I, p. 318.
Effects of, I, p. 21 ;

Gray, II, 3048 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Em-
ployees* Union, I, p. 222 ;

Suryanarayana, 1, p. 317.
Extension to unregistered unions, not necessary or desirable, Binny and Co.,

I, p. 153.
Utilisation, extent of, Government, I, p 21 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees' Union, 1, p 222 ;
P.W I). Workers' Union, 1, p. 334.

Working" of, Binny and Co , 1, 153.

Trade Union Congress, Government rej^resentation, nature of, (Shtva Rao), 1, p. 197 ,

II, 2487-90.

Trade Union Congress, Glasgow, Memorandum to, on behalf of labour in Madras,
Madras Labour Union, I, pp. 182-3.

Tuberculosis, see under Diseases.

Tuticorin Harbour Meeting, attempt to head workers away from, Rodriguez,

II, 739-45.

TUTICORIN LABOUR UNION :

Attitude of manager of Madura Mills, I, p. 90, (Rodrigut z), II, 681-92, 746.

Evidence on behalf of. see RODRIGUEZ, J. P. ; FILLAl, Sankaranaraina ; and
PILLAL Kandaswami : 11.647-763.

Executive of, Rodriguez, K. Pillai, S. Pillai, II, 755-61.

Members, desire that membership should be confidential, Tuticorin J.ahour

Union, I. p. 89. {Rodrigi^z), 11, 656, 730.

Membership, Rodriguez, II, 648-51, 762-3.
Memorandum, I, pp. 88-90.
Objects of, Rodriguez, II, 652-3
Police attempts to prevent people joining, Rodriguez, II, 682—92, 752—4.

Recognition, desire for, Rodriguez, 11 657-60 731 -4.

UBAIDULLAH, Muhammad, representative of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees^ Union : I. p. 211-24, II, 3223-3304.

Absenteeism, I, pp. 211, 219 ; II, 3240, 3272-3.
Apprenticeship I, p. 218.
Attendance and time keeping, I, p. 213.
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 222 ; II, 3231, 3238—9,

3241-8, 3276, 3292-4,
Children, employment of> I, p. 218.
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UBAIDULLAH, Mnhammad, representative of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union : I, pp. 211-24; II, 3223-3304

—

continiMd*

Cost of Uving, I, p. 219 ; II, 3285-7.
Diseases, I, p. 214.
Education, I, p. 212, 216.
Factories Act, I, p. 218.
Factory inspection, I, p. 222.
Fair wages clause, I, p. 220.
Gratuity system, I, p. 220 ; II, 3283-4.
Health, I, pp. 213-5.

Sickness Insurance. I, pp. 214, 259 ; II, 3232-3.
Hours, I, pp. 217-8, 221 ; II, 3234-7, 3257, 3269-70.
Housing, I, p. 213 ; II. 3262-3.
Indebtedness. I, p. 220 ; II, 3288-90.
Industrial disputes, I. pp. 211, 222, 223, 224.
Industrial efficiency, I, pp. 220-1 ; II, 3225.
Intelligence, I, p. 222.
Labour commissioner, I, p. 222.
Labour legislation, I, p. 222.
Madras Labour Union, I, p. 223.
Mills, temperature and humidffication, I, p. 214.
Pension fund, I, p. 216.
Recruitment, I, pp. 211, 212 ; II, 3258, 3274 5, 3282.
Safety, I, pp. 216-7.
Sanitary arrangements, and water supply, I, pp. 213, 214.
Staff :

Relations with rank and file, I, p. 212 ; II, 3226.
Selection, 1, p. 212 ; II, 3256.

Staff organization, I, p. 212.
Trade Disputes Act, I, p. 222.
Trade Union Act, I, p. 222.
Trade Unions, I, pp. 221-2 ; II, 3278-9.
Unemployment insurance, I, p. 211 ; II, 3259.
Wages, I, pp. 213, 218-20 ; II, 3280-1.
Welfare Committee, I, pp. 212, 215--6 ; II, 3228-31, 3249-55, 3259-61.
Welfare work, I, pp. 215-6

; 11, 3264-8, 3295-304.
Women, employment of, 1, p. 218.
Workmen’s Compensation Act, I, p. 217 ;

II, 3223-4.
Workshops Act, II, 3271.
Works Committees or. Councils, I, p. 213.

UBHAYA, Captain N. R., LM.S., Director of Public Health ; I, pp. 68-74
II, 2650-3070.

Arbitration boards, I, p. 72.

Co-operative banks, etc., I, p. 73.
Diseases, I, p. 71 ; II, 2802-6, 2928.
Factories Act, I, pp. 73-4.
Health :

Births and deaths, I, 69-70.
Comparative mortality among industrial and non-industrial population,

investigation, I, p. 73 ; II, 2938-9.
Death rate, Madras, II, 2807.
Dietary, I, p. 70 ; 11,2929-30,
General conditions, I, p. 70.
Maternity benefits, I, pp. 71, 72.
Medical fadlities, I, p. 70, 72.

Midwives and dais, II, 2932-3.
Physique, I, p. 70.
Planting areas, I, p. 71 ; II, 2801, 2928.
Sex ratios, I, p. 70.
Record keeping, I, pp. 73, 74.
Women doctors, I, p. 70 ; II, 2931.

Home work, I, p. 70.
Hours, I, p. 73.
Housing. I, pp. 69, 72 ; II, 2789-94.
Industrial disputes, I, p. 73.
Industrial Hygiene, Bureau of, I, pp. 71-2, 73.
Insurance Act. I, p. 72.
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UBHAYA, 0«9tAin H, E., Director of Public Health ; I, pp. 68-74;

II, 2850-8070

—

continued.

Labour, supervision of, 1, p. 71.
X,and, insumciancy of, to support number of people dependent on, II, 2934-6.
Provident fund, I, p. 73.
Recruitment, I, pp. 68, 72.
Safety, I, p. 71.
Sanitary arrangements and water supply, 1, pp. 69, 71.
Trade Unions, 1, p. 72.

Wages, I, p. 73,
Welfare, I, pp. 71, 73
Women, employment, I. pp. 71, 72.
Workmen Compensation Act, I. p. 72.

Unemployment

:

Agricultural labour

:

at Certain periods, Menon, I, p. 288.
Extent of, Ayyar AvargcU, I, p. 61.
no Problem except in seasons of scarcity, etc., Paddison, I, p. 5.

Seriousness of, and means of remedying, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 108.
due to Aversion to work, Gunupur, Anderson, I; p. 272.
Causes, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 165 f Employers* Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 204.
Educated student class and causes, and remedy. Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I,

pp. 204, 205, (Wood), II, 3175-6.
Employment of small number of efficient workers and payment of good wages

preferable to employment of greater number at lower wages, Shiva Rao,
II. 2568-73.

Insurance :

Advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 113; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I,

p. 283 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 310 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 329.
Advocated but workers unable to contribute, Madras Labour Union, I,

p. 165.
Agricultural labour, possibility of, and scheme, Ranga, I, p. 324.

Difficulty, but proposal. Ranga, 1, pp. 324, 328.
National scheme advocated, and workers would agree to contribute,

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I. p. 211, (Ubatdullah),

II, 3259.
not Necessary or desirable. Employers* Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 205, (Wood), II,

3090.
not Practicable at present, but would not be opposed if possible, Binny and

Co., I, p. 133, (Hargreaves), 11, 2124.
International Conventions, application of :

Advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 283.
Advocated as far as possible, Suryanarayana, I, p. 310.
Unnecessary, Government, I, p. 8.

Manual workers, agricultural development desirable as remedy, Employers*
Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 205, (Wood), II, 3174, 3177-82.
Measures for remedying, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 61.

Nature and extent of. Government, I, p. 8, (Gray), II, 2864, 3009-11 ; S.I. Ch.

of Comm., I, p. 109 ; Mukhtar, I, p. 112 ; Binny and Co., p. 133, (Hargreaves)

,

II, 1882-4, 2123; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 165; Madras Aluminium
Workers* Union, I, p. 283 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 329.

Mnting trade. Green, I, p. 263.
State measures re, advocated, Suryanarayana, I* pp. 309-10.

UKITED PI.A1ITEES' ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN INDIA :

Evidence on behalf of, see BARBER, Sir Faiileu ; PINCHES, H. L. ; CONGREVE,
C. R. T. : brook; W. Col. C. H. ,• and JAMES, F. B., II. 2149-2437.

Activities, I, p. 154.
Areas under cultivation and chief products, I, p. 155.

Conditions on gardens not belonging to. Pinches, II, 2377-80.

Foundation, object etc., I, p. 154.
Memorandum, I, pp. 154-164.
Policy not laid down by. Pinches, II, 2374-5, 2381 ;

Barber, ll, 2384.

Representation on Legislative Cx)unciLs, I, p. 155.

Value of work, I, p, 160.

VALLIAMMAya^ woman worker, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mill, II, 3579.

xci.
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Venereal dieeaees, see under Dieeasei.

Vetti system of labour, see under Xiabom.

VIKBAMA DEOVARMA MAHASAYA, Sriman Sree. Vizagapatam : I, pp. 76-7 ;

11,157-240.

Assam, recruitment for, from Agency tracts, evils of, and prohibition advocated ;

I, pp. 76-7 ; II, 170-240.
Burma, recruitment for, II, 180-1, 226.
Labour

;

Goii system, II, 163-6, 169, 185-6, 227-30.
Khambari system, II, 167, 169.
Vetti system, II, 160-2, 169.

Rajpur railway, labour, I, pp. 76-7, II, 236-40.
Wages, II, 189-91, 198

Village officers* collection of information by, with organization for checking and
dissemination of information, proposal, Menon, II, 1367—72.

Vizagapatam district, recruitment of labour from. Bracken, I, pp. 81-2 ; II, 382-517 ;

Baju, I, pp 295-6.

Vizagapatam Harbour Works, conditions of work, etc, workers* evidence, 517a-517b,
Ash, etc., I, pp. 82-8, II, 518-636.

VYBAHVAN, worker, Madura Mills, II, 642-6.

WAJDIA, Nadirshaw Cowasjee, Manager, the New" Cotton Gin and Press Factory,
Tiruppur : I, pp. 335-7.

Clerical classes, I, p. 335
Co-operative Societies, I, p. 335.
Factories Act, I, p. 337.
Factory inspection, I, p. 337.
Hours, seasonal factories, I, p. 337,
Indian States, I, p. 337.
Wages, I, pp. 336-7.

Wages, agricultural labour :

Chanamulu system of payment, Ranga, I, p. 324.
Increase, Ranga, I, p. 326
Rates and earnings, Paddison, I, p. 4 ; Azariah, I, p. 124 ; Binnv and Co , I,

p. 147 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 219; Coimbatore
Labour Union, I, p. 243 ;

Ranga, I, p. 326 ; Austin, II, 6-8 ; Gray, 11,

2735-6.

Wages, industrial workers :

Adequacy, question of, Hargreaves, IT, 2078-9 ; Gray, II, 2921-4.
Advances, average amounts, Holden, II, 3565.
Attachment of, by ci editors, cases, of, in clerical staff, Wood, II, 3112
Bidi industry, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 97, (Arasu), II, 1130—2;
Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 102, (Ramaseshan) II, 1238 ;

Isaac II, p. 338.
Bonus

:

during Boom periods, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co ,

I, p. 280.
Madras port trust a*id harbour workers, advocated for, Kotiswaran,

I, p. 128.
None, Tuiicorin Labour Union, I, p. 90.
Payment when ju.stified by profits. Employers* Fedn. of S. I., 1, p. 209.
Production, tentative scheme, printing. Green, I, p. 268.
Regular attendance, worker, II, 3584.
Some factories, Menon, 1, p. 288.
former System of, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 286.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, system. Ash, I, p. 84 ; II, 544—7.

IBonus and profit sharing schemes :

Advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 286.
Advocated wherever possible, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees^

Union, I, p. 220.
None, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 245.
proposed Scheme, Surayanarayana, I, p. 316,
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Wag«i> bidiistfial worlnrs :

—

continued.

Bonus and prodt sharing schemes :

—

continued.

Strikes prevented by, and criticism of, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 175.
System, Binny and Co., I. pp. 147, 149 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, 1, p. 220.

Changes, labour supply not affected by, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244.

Coir yarn industry. Cochin Chamber of Commerce, I, p. 273.

Comparison with agricultural districts, Azariah, I, p, 124 ; II, 1558 ; Employers*
Fedn. of S.I., I, p, 208 ; V. K Menon, I, p. 288 ; Paul, I, pp. 301-2.

Comparison with wages outside factories and in agricultural areas, Suryanarayana,
I, p. 314.

Concession in addition to cash wages and value of, Btnny and Co , I, p. 147 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 219, iUbaidullah)

,

II. 3280-1.
Cordite factory, Aruvankadu, and hill allowance advocated, Powell, I, p. 258-9.

Decrease in weaving mills, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244.

Deductions :

for Absence, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 333 : Holden, II, 3571.
for Absence or lateness, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244 ; worker, II, 641.

Exces.sive and proposal re, Kotiswaran, I, pp. 129, 130.
Carnatic mill, former system, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 173.
not Common, Menon, I, p. 288.
Fines

:

Excessive, system of. and proposal, match factory, Kotiswaran, I,

p. 13; II, 1744.
Extent of. Government, I, p 19; Cartledge, I, p 59; Ayyar Avargal,

1, p. 64; Binnv and Co., I, p. 148, Employers* Fedn of S.I., I,

p. 209, (Wood), II, 3163 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees'
Union, I, p. 219 ;

Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co.,

I, p. 280 ;
P.W.D. Workers* Union, 1, p. 333; Cheshire, 11, 3620 ;

Armstrong, 1, p. 277,
Government Press, Green, 1, pp. 267-8

;
Basudev, I, p. 292.

Indirect methods, Madras Labour Union, I, 173.
for Late attendance, worker, II, 3584.
Proposal, Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128.

I-cgislation .

Advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I,

p. 219.
not Desirable, Employers* Fedn. of S 1., I, p. 209.
neither Desirable or practicable. Government, I, p. 19.

not considered Necessary, Btnny and Co., 1, p. 148
Limit of 0 '6 of wages paid, impracticability of, Wood, II, 3162-4.
Necessary means of punishment, S.I. Ch. of Comm , 1, p. 111.

None, on daily labourers in seasonal factories. Azariah, I, p 124.

Reasons for, Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; Mudkhtar, I, p. 119; Binny and Co.,

I, p. 148; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244; Madras United
Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280 ,

workers, II, 3583-4 ;

Holden, II, 3541-4
;
Cheshire, II, 3621.

Reduction, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 219.

Regulation of :

Advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 174 ;
Coimbatore Labour

Union, I, pp. 244-5, (N. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4469.

Consultation with workers advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 315.

Small and rare, S.I. Ch. of Comm., 1. p. 111.

System of, S. R. V. Natdu, I. p. 92, II, 875 7 ;
Cheshire, 3619-21.

Tanneries, 5. Pillai, II. 1793.
Utilisation :

for Benefft or workers. Government, I, p. 19 ; S.I. Ch. of Comm.,
I, p. Ill, (C. G. Menon), II, 1436; Employers* Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 209.
Advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 245, (N . S. R. Ayyangar),

II, 4470-2 ; Madras Aluminium Workers* Union, I. p. 286 ;

Suryanarayana, I, p. 315 ;
P.W.D. Workers’ Union, I, p. 332.

Charity purposes, generally, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64,

put to Firm's account, Holden, II, 3543.
, ^ ^

to Gratuity fund, usually, Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; Binny and Co., I,

p. 148.
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Wages, indusirial workers v—iiontintied.

Deductions :

—

continued.

Fines ;

—

coniinued.

Utilization :

—

continued.

Gratuity fund, said to be credited to, Buckingham and Carnatic
Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 219.

Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, 1, p. 277.
Treatment as part of revenue, Mukhtar, I, p. 119.

Forms of. Employers' Fedn, of S.I., I, p. 209.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 277.
Nature of, Gk)vemment Press, Basudev, I, p. 292.
None, mica mines, Nellore, Woodkouse, I, p. 262.
Tramway conductors, for shortages, VoegAi^Arya, II, 1355.

Demands, Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I, pp. 128, 129.
Earnings, Binny and Co., 1, p. 147, (Bentley), II, 2082-4 ; 5. Pillat, II, 1816-7 ;

Aiyar, II, 2148 ; workers, II, 3579, 3580, 3581, 3584.
Effect of comparative high wages, Binny and Co., I, p. 148.
Fixing of :

Four weeks a month and thirteen months a year, proposal, Wadia, I,

pp. 336-7.
Method, Binny and Co., I, p. 148 ; Employers* Fedn. of S,I., 1, p. 209 ;

Coimbatore Labour Unton, I, p. 244 ; Madras United Spinning and
Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, 1, p. 333.

no Particular method, Suryanarayana, 1, p. 315.
no Uniform method. Government, I, p. 19.
Vizagapatam Harbour Works, Ash, 1, p. 83.

Fixing of, for mundi and bidi workers advocated, I, p. 339.
Full day's payment for absence due to injury in workshop advocated, Kotiswaran,

I, p. 129.
Goods produced, purchase at cost price. Employers* Fedn. of S. I., I, p. 209.
Government Press, Green, I, p, 267 ; Basudev, I, p. 291,

Grievances, Basudev, I, pp. 291—2.
Grade system advocated :

Madras Port Trust and Harbour workers, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128.

Public Works Department, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 333.
for Tramways, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation

Employees* Union, I, p. 107, (Voegeli-Arya)

,

II, 1332-4.

Highest in India, Hargreaves, II, 1944.
Inadequacy of, Tuticorn Labour Union, I, p. 88, (Rodriguez), II, 654—5, 676 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244, (N. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4478-9 ; Ranga,
I, p. 326 ; workers, II, 638, 641.

Increase : Government, I, p. 18 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64 ; Binny and Co., I,

p. 147 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 173 ;
Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 209 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I. p. 219 ; Madras United
Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280 ;

Ranga, I, p. 326,

Advocated, Kotiswaran, I, pp. 128, 130 ; Basudev, I, pp. 291-2,
Application by union, Bentley, II, 1856-9 ; Hargreaves, II, 1943.

in Excess of increase in cost of living. Employers' Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 209 ;

II, 3098-9.
no Effect on standard of living, Madras United Spinning and Weaving

Mills Co., I, p. 281.
Printing trade. Green, I, p. 267.
but not Proportionate to increase in cost of living, P.W.D. Department,
P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 333.

as Result of introduction of automatic looms, Bentley, II, 2001—2.
by 75 per cent, necessary, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, pp. 88, 90.

Supply of labour in excess of demand owing to, Buckingham and Carnatic
Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 219.

Tanneries, S. Pillai, II, 1818-9.

Increment system, Binny and Co., I, p. 146, (Hargreaves), 11, 2080-1.
Jeypore agency. Vikrama Deo Varma Mahasaya, II, 189-91, 198.
Kind, payment in, Mukhtar, 1, p, 119 ; Green, I, p. 267.

Scheme for, Wadia, I, p. 336.
Loan fund, Kaleeswarai mills, Holden, II, 3552—5, 3565-8; Coimbatore Labour

Union, I, p. 246, (H. S. R. Ayyangar), II, 4394-9.
Madras Cxjrporation Workshop Labour Union, I, p. 334.
Madras Port Trust, Armstrong, I, p. 277.
Madras Port trust and harbour workers, grievances, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128.
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W«CM« indoiliial workers i---^fUinued.

MaistrUs, S, JR. V. Naidu, 1. p. 92.
Minimiim :

Rs. 50 advocated* JMadras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation
Employees* Union, I, p. 107 ; {Voegeli-Arya), II, 1330-1.

Advocated* Madras Labour Union, I* p. 173 ; (Shiva Rao), II, 2534-8 ;

Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244 ; (N, S, R. Ayyangar), 11, 4468;
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 286.

Advocated, with Wages Board on lines of English National Board, P.W.D.
Workers* Union, I, p. 333.

Basis :

Ability of industry to pay advocated, rather than local agricultural
rates* Madras Representative Christian Council, 1, p. 102 ; (Krish-
naswamy), II, 1261, 1287.

^estion of* Gray, II, 2871—4.
Bibi industry :

Advocated* Madras Representative Christian Council, 1, p. 102.
Possible but not necessary if brought under Factories Act, Arasu,

II, 1129, 1133-4.
Desirable, but should be by districts and according to ability of industries
and trade.s, Menon, II, 1412-5.

Desirable at present, V. K. Menon, I. p. 288.
for Different industries advocated and proposed machinery, Suryanarayana,

1, p. 315 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 333.
Difficulty, Binny and Co., I, p. 148.
Dismissal of older and less efficient workers would follow. Employers*

Fedn of S. I., I. p. 209, (Wood), II, 3115-;20.
Dock workers, advocated* Kotiswaran, I, p 128 ; II, 1759
Enquiries by Economic Enquiry Boards advocated with view to, Ranga,

1, p. 326.
Groundnuts* workers with, in Madras harbour, advocated, Madras Repre*

sentative Christian Council, I, p, 102, (Krishnaswamy)

,

II, 1288-9
Impossibility of. Government, I, p. 19 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64.

Inadvisability, Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 209.
Printing trade, not practicable. Green, 1, p. 267.
Scheme, Krishnaswamy, II, 1284-7.
Schemes premature, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 111.

Standard living wages advocated, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric

Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 107, (Voegeli-Arya), II,

1327-9.

Miscalculation :

Choolai mills, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 166 ; Aiyar, II, 2143.
no Complaint of, Buckingham and Carnatic mills, Madras Labour Union,

I, p. 166.
Monthly system advocated in place of piece work unless payment for waiting

time* match factory, Kotiswaran I* p. 131, II, 1741-3.
Mundi shops* Isaac, I. p. 338.
Movements, Suryanarayana, I, p. 314.
Night work, twice ordinary rate advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, 1, p. 244.
Overtime and Sundav work :

Mukhtar, I, p. 119; Binny and Co., I. p. 148, (Bentley), II. 2110-5 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 219 ; Green

,

I, p. 267 ; Basudev, I, p. 292 ;
Madras United Spinning and Weaving

Mills Co., I, p. 2®3 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 286.

no Definite bases* Suryanarayana, I, p. 315.
no Extra pay for overtime, Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union,

I* p. 334.
Government Press* increase advocated, Basudev, I, p. 292.

Payment for Sunday holiday advocated, Ranga, 1, pp. 326, 328 ; Kotis-^

waran, I* pp. 129, 131.
Rates advocated* Kotiswaran, I* p. 128 ; Suryanarayana, 1, p. 315.

no Specific provision for, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 244.

Overtime and work outside normal hours* payment in accordance with Factory
Act, Employers* Fedn. of S.I. , 1, p. 209.

Payment
: . . • . rr

in Cash by employers* Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees Union,

I, p. 219.
in Cash by manager or cashier. Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 205.
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Wasei, indnitrial worlroii :

—

continued-

Payment :

—

continued,

by Clerical stafi in many cases and bribery and corruption owing to, Mukhiar,
1, p. 113.

Day, proposal, Kotiswaran, I, p. 131.

Delay :

no Grievance, Menon, I, p. 288.
Legislation for prevention of

:

Advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 315.
Considered, but volume of opinion against. Government, I. p.

19, {Cs^rtledge), II. 2876.
Measures proposed for preventing, Coimbatore Labour Union,

I, p. 245.
I^evention advocated, Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 174.
Unnecessary, no evidence of, I, p. 209.

Fixed day for, proposal, Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128
Fortnightly ;

Advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 245, (N. S. R. Ayyangar),
II, 4473-4.

Desired by majority of workers, Shiva Rao, II, 2531-2.
Difficulty, Hargreaves, Bentley, II, 2064-9.
Legislation advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*

Union, I, p. 220.
Methods, Binny and Co., I, p. 136, {Hargreaves, Bentley), II, 1885-6, 1899 ;

Madras Labour Union, 1, p. 173 ;
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees' Union, I, p, 213 ;
Armstrong, I, p. 274 ; Madras United

Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 279 ; Metwn, 1., p. 288 ; Basudcv,
I. p. 290 .

P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 330.
Monthly :

Preference of workers for. Employers* Pedn. of S.I., I, p. 209;
Cartledge, IT, 2875.

Suitability of. Green, I, p. 267.
Periods of, Government, I, p. 19 ; Cartledge, I, p. 59 ;

Ayyar Avargal,
I, p. 64 ;

S,J. Ch. of Comm., I, p. Ill ; Mukhtar, I, p 119 , Azanah, I,

p. 124 ;
Binny and Co., I, p, 148 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 174 ;

Employers* Fedn of S.J., I, p. 209 ; Buckingham and Carnatic At ills

Employees' Union, I, p 220 ; Green, I, p. 268 ; Cochin Chamber of
Commerce, I, p. 273 ; Armstrong, 1, p. 277 ; Madras United Spinning
and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280 ; Madras Aluminium Labour Union,
I, p. 286; Menon, I, p. 288; Basudev, I, p. 292; P.W.D. Workers'
Union, I, p. 333 ; Aiyar, II, 2143 ; Wood, II, 3170 ;

Holden, II, 3539-40.
Legislation :

Advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 315.
Considerations re, Binny and Co., I, pp 148-9.
not Necessary, Government, 1, p. 34.

Vizagapatam Harbour Works, worker^ II, 5 1 7a.
Persons paying, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 62.
on Production basis, illegitimate adjustment of indicators, Madras United

Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, p. 280.
by Proprietors or Kumasthas, tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
Weekly, advocated, Suryanarayana, I, p. 315.
Weekly advances afid settlement of pay on first week of next month,

proposal, Wadia, 1, p. 336.
Weekly or fortnightly advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 174.

Piece work rates :

Alteration without knowledge of workers, Choolai mills, Madras Labour
Union, I, p. 167.

Fixing of, Bentley^ Hargreaves, II, 2085-9.
Government Press, objections to, and abolition advocated, Basudev, I,

pp. 289, 290, 291.
Introduction in alldepartments would increase production. Bentley 11,2 132-5.
Kaleeswar Mills, Coimbatore, Holden, II, 3534.
Match factory, Kotiswaran, I, p, 131.
Preparation, etc., Ayyar Avargal, I, pp. 61-2.

Printing trade. Green, I, p. 267 ;
Mudahar, 1, p. 339.

no Profit-sharing schemes. Government, I, p. 19.

no Profit-sharing or co-partnership schemes, might be advantageous but not at

present, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. Ill, (G. C. Menon), II, 1416-9.
Profits, little relation to, Suryanarayana, I. p. 314.
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WAgftf* indiiitrial workeis i—continued.

Quinquennial census, taking of. Gray,‘11, 2764, 2766.

Rates, Government, I, p. 18 ; Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 88 ; 5. R, V. Naidu,
I, pp. 90—1, 92 I 11, 840—8, 862 j Kotiswaran, 1, p. 130 ; Hinny and Co., I,

p. 146 ; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I. p. 208 ; Buckingham and Carnatic
Mills Employees* Union, 1, p. 218 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 243 ;

Madras Aluminium, I, p. 286 ; P.W.D. Workers* Union, I., p. 332: workers,
II, 637, p. 61 ; Aiyar, II, 2141.

Reduction, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 286 ;
Coimbatore Labour

Union, 1, p. 246, (Ayyangar), 4519-22.

Remissions to villages, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I,

p. 219 ; Menon, I, p. 288 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 314 ; worker, II, 517c.
Decreasing, Raju, I, p. 295.
None, Madras Labour Union, 1,, p. 173.

Retention of wages of discharged worker should not be allowed, Madras Labour
Union, I, p. 174.

Rice, etc., supply at cheap rates. Government, I, p. 19.

Rice supply by employers :

Abolition desired, co-operath e stores advocated instead, 5 R Ayyangar,
ri, 4499.

Price compared with bazaar price, Coimbatore Labour Union, T, p. 246,
(Ayyangar), II, 4497-9.

Stabilisation, need for, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric Supply Corporation
Employees* Union, I, p. 107.

Standardisation ; *

Advocated, Ayyar Avargal, 1, p. 65 ; Ubhaya, 1, p 73 ; Madras Labour
Union, I, p 173, (Shtva Rao), IT, 2534-7

; Coimbatore Labour Union,
I. p 244, (N. S. R Ayyangar), II, 4466-7.

Extent of, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p 219.
None, printing trade, Green, I, p. 267.
Schemes premature, S. I. Ch ofComm , I, p 111.

Scope for. Government, I, x>- 19, (Cariledjc), Tl, 3023-5
, Ayyar Avargal, I,

p. 65.

Stores, running of. at cheaj? rates by employers, Government, 1, p 19.

Tanneries, A, Ihllai, 1, p. 132 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 243.

Total amount paid to workpeojde on account of wages, bonus, gratuity fund,
etc., and comparison with net profit, 1922 to 1928, Binny and Co,, I, p. 148.

Tramways, Madras, Voegeh^Arya, K. Mudaliar, il, 1343-4

Two-loom system :

Choolai Mills, Madras Labour Union, I, pp 170 I, 176, (Shiva Rao), II,

2570, 2597-600.
Reduction in production on introduction of, Madras United Spinning and

Weaving Mills Co., 1, p. 280.

Two loom and looms, few on 1 loom, Howard, 3596.

Unclaimed :

Credited to charity funds, Azariah, I, p. 124.

Crediting to fund to be used for benefit of workers advocated, Suryanarayana
I, p. 315 ;

P.W.D. Workers* Union, T, p. 333
Holding back of, for period covering legal liability. Employers* Fedn. of

S.L,l, ^.209, (Wood), XI, 3U\.
should be Paid after any period and il not claitnecl utilised for benefit of

workers, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, 1, p 220.

varying Practice re. Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p 209
Printing trade, reversion to employer, Green, 1, 298-

Rare, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills Co., I, i>-
280.

Treated as charity fund. Government. I, p. 19 ;
Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64.

Treatment of, Binny and Co., I, p. 149. /

Utilisation on social and, educational activities advocated, Mukhtar, I,

p. 119.

Unskilled adult, question of adequacy. Wood, II, 3216-21.

Vizagapatam Harbour, Ash, I, p. 84, II, 540-7, 556-9, 569-71, 591-602 ;

Smith, II, 543, 586-90 ;
workers, II, 517g, 517h.

• t
, Women, lower than men for same work, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89,

(Rodriguez), II, 704-7.
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Wages* mines r

no Complaints heard. Government, I, t>. 34.
Deductions, none. Government, I, p.
Delay in payment, a few complaints. Government, I, p. 34.
Foodstuffs and clothing high and supply by a few owners at moderate prices.

Government, I, p. 33,
Mica mines, Nellore, Woodhouse, I, p. 262.
Non-payment, mica mines, Nellore, complaints rare, and action in cases of,

Woodhouse, I, p. 262.
Periods of payment. Government, I, p. 34 ; Woodhouse, I, p. 262.
Kates, Government, I, p. 34.

Unclaimed, treatment of. Government, I, p. 34.

Wages* Miscdlaneotts :

Agricultural area, manual labourer, near Coimbatore, Coimbatore Labour Union,
I, p, 243.

Labourers, Coorg, payment in kind. Thimmayya, I, p. 346.
Remissions to villages, Coorg, A, B. Chengappa, I, p. 345.
Rice helds, payment in kind and cash. A, B. Chengappa, I, p. 345.

Wages* oil industry :

Allowance, new rules advocated, Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, p. 126.
Fines, two per cent, of salary or wage should be maximum. Kerosene OH Workers*

Union, I, p. 126.
Grading system, proposal. Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, I, p. 126, (F. M. R,

Mudaltar) II. 1718-21.
Rates and increase advocated, V. M, R. Mudaliar, II, 1614-21, 1706-7.
Minimum living wage consistent with nature of work advocated. Kerosene

Oil Workers Unton, I, p. 126, (F. M. R, Mudaliar) II, 1659.
Overtime, recommendations re. Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, I, p. 127.
Payment

:

on Fixed day every month advocated. Kerosene Oil Workers' Union,
I. p. 126.

Fortnightly :

not Agreed to by workers. Browning, II, 3170.
Preferred, F, M. R. Mudaliar, II. 1717.

Piecework system :

F. M. R, Mudaliar, II. 1633-7, 1715.
Conditions advocated. Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, I, p. 126, (F. M. R,

Mudaliar, II, 1633-7, 1715.
periodical Revision by joint committee, proposed provision for, Kerosene

Workers' Union, I, p. 126.

Wages* plantations :

Accounts, position re information to labourers, Sprott, II, 4724, 4735.
Adequacy, question of. Pinches, 2291-2 ; Ganapaiah, II, 5034-5, 5073-5.
Advances

:

Abolition :

Advocated, I, p; 254.
Desirable, Subbayya, I, p. 352.
Desirable but collective action necessary, Jones, II, 3982-5, 3987.
Desired but impossible, Morgan, II, 4772-5.
Recruitment to Ceylon etc., must be taken into consideration, Jones,

II, 3984, 3987.

Agreements :

Abolition of, workers told of, maistry, II, 3664-5.
and Promissory note, doubt if workers know difference, Thomas,

II, 4547-8.
Signed, worker, II, 3649, 3674.
Signed and thumb mark taken, workers, II, 3641, 4145.
in Some cases, but generally only pro-notes, Jones, Martin, II, 3929-32.

no Agreements or pro-notes now, Hawke, II, 3470-5, 3477.
Amount of

:

Average, Jones, II, 3979-80.
Average increase, Thimmayya, I, p. 351.
Discretion of manager. Tipping, II, 4773a.
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Wagi$» plantatiaiis :

—

continued.

Advances :

—

continued.

Average amount of bad advances outstanding, Jones, II, 3990.
Cheating by tnaistry, case of, worker, II, 4153-4 ; Schwinde, 4184-8 :

Johnson, 11, 4189.

Continuance to same coolies, question as to need for, Foote, II, 4254-9.
Defaulters, cases mainly workers not returning, small percentage of cases,

of running away, K, Chengappa, II, 5154-6.
Departure without repayment of, suit filed in munsif's court, maistrv, II,

3663-4. '

Evils of system, Thimmayya, I, p. 351.
Examination of advance book, II, 3850.
Failure to appear for work after taking, Madapa, II, 4984-5.
no Interest charged, maistry, II, 3672 ; workers, II 4145, 4620, 4629,

Fooie, II, 4235 ; Sprott, II, 4651 ; Tipping, II, 4772.
no Interest, but provision for, on promissory note. Pinches, Brock, II,

2393-5.
Interest not always taken, Rayappan, II, 3514.
Losses to estate, Tipping, II, 4773.
through maistrie^, Ganapaiah, II, 5061-6.
Possibility of obtaining, worker, II, 4134.
Promissory notes : U.P.A .S.I

,

I. p. 163.

Abolition advocated, N, S. R. Ayyangar, II, 4392-3.
Insertion of interest clause, criticism, N. S. R Ayvangar, II, 4393.
Interest put in receipt as promissory note not legal without but never

paid, Hawke, II, 3510-12.
Legal procedure against defaulters, Ayyangar, II, 4550 : Thomas, II,

4550-6.
System, Porter, II, 3427-8.
generally Taken, maistry, II, 3659, 4164.

Prosecutions under Coorg Labour Act, Sprott, II, 4663-4.

Receipt of, workers, II, 3343, 3345, 3355, 3358, 3641-3, 3676, 3677, 4143,
4144, 4620, 4629, 4903, 4906, 4910.

non-Receipt of balance due, worker, II, 4154.
Denial by maistry, II, 4163.

non-Receipt of balances in many cases, N. S R. Ayyangar, I, p 250.
Received and agreement signed, worker, II, 4129-30
Received and thumb impression given, worker, II, 4614, 4617.
Recovery, pioposed procedure for, Saldanha, I, p. 321.
Refusal to pay wages until repayment of, power, Ntcholls, II. 5181.
Settlement of, Foote, II, 4232-5, 4250.
after Settlement of accounts, Schwtnde, II, 4207-13.
without Signing agreement, worker, II, 4153.
Stopped now, Hawke, II, 3462-4, 3469 ; Rayappan, II, 3514.
Suits for recovery of, cases of, Martin, Sampson, II, 3889.
System, U P.A.S 1., I, pp. 155, 157, 159-60, (Congreve, Brock, Pinches),

II, 2175-6, 2190-2, 2195-7, 2213-6, 2221-2, 2233, 2387-91, 2411-2;
Shiva Rao, I, p. 201 ; N, S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 250 ;

Coorg Planters'

Assn., 1, p. 342, (Morgan, Tipping), II, 4770, 4772 ; A. B. Chengappa,
I, p. 343 ; II, 4831-5, 4846-7 ; workers, II, 3344, 3356 ; maistry, II.

3349. 3350, 3658-9, 3666-8; Porter, Elkington, II. 3385-93, 3415,

3441-4 ; Rayappan, II, 3514 ;
Sampson, 11, 3714-24 ; Martin, etc.,

II. 3985-6
;

Sprott, II, 4679-83, 4725.
Drawbacks of, Subhayya, I, p. 352 ; II, 4887-8.

Essential from recruiting point of view, Johnson, II, 4211; Sprott, II, 4690.

Advances from maistries for buying provisions, worker, II, 3645.

Agreement between members of Anamalai Planters’ Association, Jones, II,

3885-7, 3952, 3955-60.

Advances for wedding, Hawke, II, 3465.

no Allowance for non-working children, Hawke, II, 3495.

Average amount taken away by worker at time of settlement. Barber, II, 4297.

Balances due to workers, workers, 11, 3643, 3650 ; Sampson, II, 3865-6.

no Knowledge of, worker, II, 4621.

Banking account system, successful where tried, and extension desirable, Barber,

II, 4298-300.
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Wmges, plantations continued.

Bonus : Ganapaiah, II, 5081-2,
Payment in grain formerly, Sproti, II. 4686.
for Regular attendance :

Ofier of, and non-acceptance. Barber, II, 4246-9.
not found Necessary, Sampson, II, 3830.

System, U,P.A,S.I., I, p. 160 ; Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 340 ; A, B,
Chengappa, I. p. 345 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 350 ; Hawke, II, 3495 ; Sprott,
II, 4666, 4677-8 ; workers, II, 4901, 4909, 5009 ; mistri, II, 4913.
no Regular system of, Jones, II, 4113.

Calculation, alleged fraud, Shiva Rao, I. p. 200.

Cardamom, Subbayya, II, 4898.

Cards given to workers with record of, formerly, but discontinuance, Johnson,
II. 4201-2.

Check roll kept, Sprott, II, 4654.

Cloth given to workers, or cash in lieu, Elktngton, Porter, II, 3409—12.

Clothing allowance, proposal, N. S. i?. Ayyangar, I, p. 254.

Clothing provision, proposal, Saldanha, I, p. 322.

Coat once a year or money in lieu, worker, IT, 3354.

Conces.sions in addition to cash wages, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 159, (Pinches, Barber),
II, 2318-20.

Cumblis, supply, N S. R. Ayyangar, I, p 250 ; Coorg Planters' Assn , I, p 342,
(Tipping), II, 4778 ;

Elktngton, If, 3413 ; worker, II, 3642 : Sampson, IT,

3816, 3867-4i.

I’rovision of second essential, Saldanha, I, p. 322.

Deduction, fines :

Amount negligible and legislation not necessary, U P.A,S /., I, p. 159.

very Rare, A . B Chengappa, I, p. 345.
no System of. Barber, II, 4241 ; Suhbaya, II, 4875-81.

Earnings, Paddtson, I, p. 6 ;
U.P.AS,!,, I, p. 159, (Pinches), II, 2288-90

;

Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 342 ; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345 ; workers, II,

3343-5, 3347, 3354, 3359, 3673, 4140, 4148, 4153; Porter, II, 3436-40;
Sampson, II, 3728-32 ; Sprott, II, 4718-24

; Ganapaiah, II, 5050-2, 5070.
no Knowledge of amount, worker, II, 4137.
Expenditure on food, worker, II, 4615.

Extra work, opportunity given, but not eagerly accepted, Sampson, II, 3845-50,
3914.

possibility of, Hawke, II, 3459 ; Johnson, etc., II, 3912-7 ; Sprott, II, 4723 ;

Murland, IT, 4790 ; Babington, II, 4930—1 ; worker, II, 5009 ;
Ganapaiah,

II, 5074, 5084-5.

Financial position of workers, knowledge ot workers, position re, Blackham, II,

4271-2.

Fire-wood given free of charge. Porter, II, 3408.

Fixing of, U.P.A.S.I , I, p 159, (Pinches), II, 2398-9; A. B. Chengappa,
I, p. 345 ;

Subbayya, I, p. 353 ; Jones, II, 3951-62.

Grain, sale of, to workers, Sprott, II, 4686.

Inadequacy of, Shiva Rao, I, p. 200 ; Suryanarayana, I, p. 314 ;
Saldanha,

I, p. 322 ; Worker, II, 4907.

Increase ;

V P.A,S,L. I, p. 159; A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345, Jones, II, 3888-9,
3950, 3957-60.

Absenteeism increased after, U.P.A.S.T I, p. 156, (Pinches Barber),

II, 2234-7.
Advocated, Saldanha, I, p. 322 ; Thimmaya, 1, p. 350.
Effect on production, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345.
Less work done, A. B. Chengappa, I, p. 345, II, 4808-10; Madapa, II,

4992, 5000-1, 5007.
None practically, and no relation to profits, Suryanarayana, I, p. 314.
Tendency, Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 341.

Less than prevailing rates in some districts. Brock, II, 2397.

Maistrics :

Commission to, question of effect of abolition, Priestly, II, 5158-9.
Earnings, Foote, II, 4335 ; maistrie, II, 4637.
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Waseiy plftnUtioni :

—

continued,

Maistries

:

—continued.

Pay and commission, N, S, R. Ayyangar, I, pp. 251-2 ; Thtmmayya,
I, p. 346; Pinches, Barber, II, 2366-71. 2433-4 ; maistries, II, 3350,
3351, 4633, 4911, 4919; Porter, Elkington, Hawke, II. 3394-9, 3401-3,

" 3452-3 ; Sampson, II. 3699-702, 3717. 3744-9
; Jones, II, 3967-9 ;

Sampson, Martin, II, 4114-6; Johnson, II, 4214; Foote, Barber, II,
4263-7 ; Sprott, II, 4715 ; Babington, II, 4963 ; 'Ganapaiah, II, 5025,
5086, 5053-6.

Rate of pay, and no commission, maistry, II, 3657.

Minimum :

Creation of machinery for, would not be objected to, with sufficient safe-
guards, Jones, II, 4011-4.

Fixing of, advocated and proposed machinery, Suryanarayana, I, p. 315.
legislation not advisable or necessary, U.P.A.S /., I, p. 159, (Pinches),

II. 2241. 2300-1.
Proposal, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 64.

Non-payment in case of malingering, Nicolls, II, 5180.
Non-payment for absence on Sunday and on account of illness and proposal re,

Saldanha, I, p. 322.
Overtime and Sunday work, U,P.A .S.I ., I, p. 159.

Payment

:

Delay in, no cases known. Priestly, II, 5177-8.
Fortnightly, advocated. N. S. R. Ayyangar, 1, p. 254
in Kind, Suryanarayana, 1, p. 314.
through Maistries, and drawback of, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
through Maistries, objections to, and direct payment advocated, Suryana-

rayana, I, p. 315.
Method, U.P.A.S.i I, p. 157 ; Shiva Rao, I, !>. 201 ; Coorg Planters'

Assn., 1, p. 342, (Murland, Morgan), II, 4765-6
, A. B. Chengappa,

I, p. 344 ; Suhbayya, I, p. 353 ;
Pinches, II, 2219 ; workers, II, 3344,

3358 ; Hawke, 11, 3470 ;
Sprott, II, 4671 ; Porter.

Monthly :

Change in system would be necessary, but possible. Barber, 11, 4337-40.
Desired by workers, question of, Sampson, II, 3763-72.

Periods, Shiva Rao, 1. p 201 ; Porter, II. 3429-30
;
Hawke, II, 3479-85 ;

Foote, IJ. 4244,
Regular payments, attitude of labour. Pinches, II, 2392.
Weekly, unless under agreement, A. B. Chengappa, 1, p. 345, II, 4805 ; Thim^

mayya, I, p. 350.
Piece work, Coorg Planters' Assn., 1, p. 342 ;

Sprott, II, 4656-7, 4675-6
;
A. B.

Chengappa, II, 4829 ; Madapa, 11, 4969, 5006.
Kates, Government, 1, p. 18; U P.A.S.I., I, p. 159 (Pmches), II, 2396;

Shiva Rao, I, p. 200 ; N. S. R. Ayyangar, 1, pp. 250, 251 ;
Suryanarayana

,

I, 314 ; Commissioner of Coorg, 1, p. 340 ;
Coorg Planters' Assn., I, p. 342 ;

A. B. Chengappa, I. p. 345; II. 4827, 4859-60; Thtmmayya, I. p 350;
Gray, II, 2972-3 ; workers, II. 3343, 3354. 4901, 4909, 5008, 5009 .

Hawke,
II. 3455-7; Jones, II, 3890-6; Foote, II, 4242-3. Babington, II. 4928-9,

4962 ; Madapa, II, 4991 ; Ganapatah, II, 5033-4.
Rates advocated, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 254.
Remissions to villages. Porter, Elkington, II, 3389.

Money would go astray, Tipping, II, 4759.
None, worker, 11, 4615.

Rice supply and food allowances :

N. S. R. Ayyangar, 1, p. 250; Suryanarayana, 1, p. 310, 314; workers,

II. 3344, 3345, 3354, 3358, 3644-5, 3674, 4132, 4133, 4155-7
;

maistry,

II. 3670-1; Jones, II. 4006-9, 4055; Schwinde, II, 4190-1; Martin,

Foote, II, 4244-5.
Abolition of system and increase of wages advocated, A . 6. R. Ayyangar,

I, pp. 253, 254. ^
Abohtion of system and weekly payment of wages advocated, Suryana-

rayana, I, p. 314.
Cash advocated in place of, N. 5. R. Ayyangar, II, 4501.

Cash given in lieu if desired, Barber, II, 4341-4.

Inferior quality of rice, Ayyar Avargal, I,p.63 ;
A.S. ** P

Insufhciency, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253 ;
workers, II, 4143, 4144,

.253.
4149,

Cl.
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Wag6f» plantaiioiis :

—

continued.

Rice supply and food allowances :

—

contintted.

Reduction for absence unless ill, when fed at hospital, Footer Barber, II,
4237^0.

Reduction for absence in some cases, practice re, Schwinde, Johnson, II,
4192-200.

Reduction if away ill, worker, II, 4155-7.
Savings, Coorg Planters* Assn., I, p. 343 ; workers, II, 3345 ; A. B. Chengappa,

II, 4832, 4860-5.
no Savings, workers, II, 3355, 3359.
Settlement of accounts, N. S. JR. Ayyangar, I, p. 250 ; Coorg Planters* Assn.,

I, p. 342, {Murland, Tipping), II, 4741 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 350 ; Foote, II,
4250-2 ; worker, II, 4621 ; Sprott, II, 4652, 4671, 4726-7 ; maistry, II, 4914.

Delay, worker, II, 4156-7, 4151.
Standardisation according to districts, U.P.A.S.I., I, p. 159; Jones, II, 3951,

4010.
Sum received for buying cloth, worker, 11, 3344.
Total wages bill and proportion of advance account for, Schwinde, Johnson, II,

4177-8.
fairly Uniform, Government, I, p. 19.

Unclaimed, treatment of, Thimmayya, 1, p. 350 ; Sprott, II, 4671.
Wages on roads higher but plantation work preferred, Priestly, II, 5099.
Weekly allowances, A. B. Chengappa, I. p. 345 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 347, 350;

workers, II, 4150, 4907, 4614, 4621, 4625 ; Sprott, 4653, 4656-8 ; Morgan,
Murland, II, 4768-9.

see also Rice Supply and food allowances above.

non-Payment for absence, Thimmayya, I, p. 347 ; Morgan, II, 4741.

Wages, ports, statement of, at various ports. Government, I, pp. 35-6,

Water Supply, sec Sanitary Arrangements and Water Supply.

WELCHBIAN, P. A. ML, Office Superintendent, Vizagapatam Harbour Works, see

Ash, W. C., etc., 11, 518-636.

Welfare :

Agricultural workers* recreation, forms of, Paddison, I, p. 5.

All India Industrial Welfare Conference, 1922, resolution. Government, I, p. 13.

Welfare, industrial workers :

Ambulance Corps, Binny and Co., I, p. 139.

Athletic Association, Btnny and Co,, I, p, 139.

Baby welcome centre, worked by union for a time, Madras Labour Union,
I, p. 170.

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Committee, Government, I, p.22.
Activities of, Binny and Co., I, pp. 138-143 ; Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees' Union, 1, pp. 212, 215-6.
Attitude of Madras Labour Union towards, Shiva Rao, II, 2562-5.
Communal representation, abolition desired, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 212, (Ubaidullah)

,

II, 3228-31.
Constitution, and relations with Union, Binny and Co., I, p. 135 ; Buckings
ham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 212, (Bentley, Hargreaves)
II, 1895-8, 2047-9.

Dealing with questions of wages and hours :

Power advocated, Ubaidullah, II, 3259-61.
Union would be unnecessary, Hargreaves, II, 2046 ; Bentley, II, 2050

Election method, and use of vote, Binny and Co., I, p. 135, (Anthoni), II.

1911-2, (Bentley), 1913-24.
Functions and comparison with those of Union, Binny and Co., I, p. 134,

(Hargreaves), II, 1824-33, 1941-2,
Relations with Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,

Ubaidullah, II, 3249-55.
as Rival to trade union, attitude of workers, Madras Labour Union, II, 166.

Rivalry to union, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 171, (Shiva Rao), II, 2523,
2554-8.

Rules for guidance of procedure desired, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 212.

cii.
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Walfare, laiiisirial worken :

—

continued,

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Committee :

—

continued.

Satisfactory, Vbhaya, I, p, 71 ; Gray, II, 2951.
Superintendent, former career of, M^ras Labour Union, I, p. 171 ; Anthoni,

fl, 1906-10.
Working of, Binny and Co., I, p. 134, 135.

Canteens advocated, Muhhiar, I. p. 116.
Cess on bags brought into factories, and use of, Azariah, I, p. 123.
Cess, collection from empiovers of mundi and bidi workers advocated, Isaac,

I. p. 339.
Child welfare centi'e established by Madras Corporation, Madras Labour Union,

I, p. 170.
Cbutrams, Binny and Co., I, pp. 139, 140 : Buckingham and Carnattc Mills

Employees' Union, I, p. 215.
Commonwealth Trust Ltd., Janaki, I, p. 307.
Connection of management with, opinion re, Uhaidullah, II, 3264-8.

* by Co-operation between emplo5''ers and employed, attempts made. Employers*
Fedn S.I., I., 211.

Co-operative organisations, practically none, flood, I, p. 282.
Co-operative principle advocated, Madras Labour Unton, I, p. 171.

Creches

:

Absence of, in some mills, Cousins, II, 1572.
Attitude of women, Cousins, II, 1574.
Commonwealth Trust Ltd., Janaki, I, p 307.
Desire for, workers, II, 638, 641.
Establishment essential, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89.

Importance of establishment, Ubhaya, I, pp. 71, 72.

Meals, poor quality, N. S. R. Ayyangar, I, p. 253.
not Necessary, Binny and Co., I, p. 140.

Need for, S. R. V. Naidu, I, p. 91.

in Neighbourhood of mills and factories advocated, Madras Labour Union,
I, p. 171.

Nurses should be in charge of, Janaki, I, p. 307.
Provision by employers in big industries, by municipality and employer

in small, advocated. Cousins, II, 1573.
Swedish Mission creche, Madura Mills, S. R. V. Naidu, II, 878-9.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, formerly, now closed, Ash, I, p. 84, II, 629 ;

Salyanarayana, II, 627-8.
Difficulty where employees scattered in different districts. Employers* Fedn. of

S.I., I, p. 207.
Dramatic Society, Binny and Co., I, p. 139; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees* Union, I, p. 215,
Employers should contribute voluntarily, Menon, II, 1383.
Employers, provision by :

Extent of, Government, I, p. 13; Employers* Fedn. of S.I., I, p. 207;
V. K. Menon, I, p. 288.

None, in seasonal facfcHes, Azariah, I, p. 123.
little Scope for. Government, I, pp. 12-13.

Extent of work, Mukhtar, I, p. 116.
Facilities, extent of provision, Ubhaya, I, p. 71.
First aid and hygiene classes advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 116.
Government Press recreation club and mutual death benefit fund. Green, I,

p. 265.
Health etc., lectures, need for, V. K. Menon, I, p. 288.
Inadequacy of provision, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242.
Lines on which advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 116.
Literary and Debating Society, Binny and Co., I, p. 139; Buckingham and

Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, pp. 215, 216.
lx>an society, experiment, Madras Labour Union, T, p. 171, (Shiva Rao) II,

2505-9.
Madras Labour Union, hostility to, Binny and Co., I, p. 140.

Meals, accommodation for : Madras Corporation Workshop Labour Union, I,

p. 335.
None, worker, II, 638. ^
None, and ne^ for tiffin shed, S. V. R. Naidu, I, pp. 91, 93, II, 923-9.

Sheds at each temdnus advocated, Madras Electric Tramway and Electric

Supply Corporation Employees* Union, I, p. 107.

Municipal work, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, 1, p. 285.

ciii.
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Welfare, industrial wc^kers i---continued.

Non-provision :

in Some cases, Shiva JRao, II, 2626-^.
Tanneries, A, Pillai, I, p. 132.

Officers, proposal for, Ranga, I, p. 325.
Officers and workers, provision only by Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Company, Ubhaya, I, p. 71.

Oil workers recommendations, Kerosene Oil Workers' Union, I. p. 127.
by Organisations independent of employers advocated^ Madrons Labour Union, I,

p. 171, (Shiva Rao), II, 2521-4, 2554.
Paid workers and visiting board, proposal. Cousins, II, 1573.
Provision stores should be opened by employers, Madras Aluminium Labour

Union, I, p. 286.
Hecommendations, Ranga, I. p. 328.
Recreation, no time for, tanneries, A. Pillai, I, p. 132.
Recreation facilities : Sprott, II, 4707.

Absence of, Ranga, I, p. 325.
Encouragement of provision advocated, Ubhaya, I, p. 73.

Refreshment shelters, need for. Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 291.
Refreshment stall, Binny and Co., I, p. 140 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees’ Union, I, p. 215.
Refreshment stall > and accommodation for food vendors, Madras Port, Armstrong,

I, p. 275.
Refreshments, provision of daily meal as part of earnings, proposal, McCarrison,

I, p. 237 .
II, 3334. *

Responsibility of employers, extent of, V. M. R. Mudahar, II, 1722-3.
Shop on premises for refreshments, Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills

Co., I. p. 279.
Social welfare agencies, proposal, Ubhaya, 1. p. 73.

Staff, Binny and Co., T, p. 140.
Supervisors, training by economics departments of local Universities advocated,
Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 102, (Knshnaswamy)

,

II, 1268.
Tea and tiffin, free provision at mid-day advocated, Ranga, I, p. 328.
Tiffin shed :

present Accommodation, and improvement advocated, kerosene oil workers,
V. M. R. Mudahar, H, 1644-5,

Cost and nature of, Hargreaves, IT, 2061
Erection of, essential, inadequacy of arrangements, Tuticorin Labour Union,

I, p. 90, (Rodriguez), II, 680. 722-5, 737-8.
Madras Port Trust and Harbour, Kotiswaran, I, p. 128 ;

Armstrong, I,

p. 275.
Match factory, need for, Kotiswaran, I, pp. 130, 131 ; 11, 1762
Public Works Department, improvement advocated, P.W.D. Workers’

Union, I, p. 331.
Tiffin and dining rooms, need for provision of, Coimbatore Labour Union,

1, p. 247, (Ayyangar), II, 4502.
Uniform, shoes, etc., provision for workers while at work, advocated, Ranga,

I, p. 328.
Unsatisfactory results and causes of, Suryanarayana, I, p. 312.

Utilisation and value of-, Binny and Co., I, p. 140.

Value of work, Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 102, (Krishna-
swamy), II, 1261.

Village committees or panchayats, Binny and Co., I, p. 139.

Welfare workers :

Employment of paid workers, proposal, Mukhtar, I, p. 116, II, 1520-7.
Inadequate number, Gray, II, 2844-5.
Supply, Knshnaswamy, IT, 1267-9.
Teachers, as, undesirability, Mukhtar, II, 1525-6.
from the West, need for, Krishnaswamy, II, 1276-8.

no Work by aluminium employers, Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285.

no Work by Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 291.

Work and welfare committees advocated. Government Press, Basudev, I, p. 291.

Workers’ attitude towards, Suryanarayana, I, p. 312.
Workpeople's Club, Binny and Co., I, pp. 139, 140.

Working men's clubs, advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 169 ;
(Shiva

Rao, I, p. 192 ; II, 2618.

civ.
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Wtiflure, WLostrifil workeis i--continued.

Workmen's stores, Binny and Co., I, p, 139, {Bentley), II, 1902-3,1963

;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 216.

System of, but desire for co-operative system, Buckingham and Carnatic
Mills Employee's* Union, I, p. 215, 216, (Ubaidullah, Prakasan), II,

2295-304.

Wdfare» plantatioiis :

more Attention paid to, by European than by Indian proprietors, Pinches, II,

2376.
Bazaars, see that title.

Care of children. U.P.A.S.I., I. p. 158.

Committees, with representatives of planters and workers desirable. Pinches,

Barber, II, 2331-2.
Creches. Sampson, II, 3791.

Extension of system desirable, Measham, II, 4105-7.
Health visitor and trained dais in charge of, no objection to, Measham,

11, 4108.
Entertainments, Sampson, II, 3859.
Tea and jaggery supplied to pluckers and men doing hard work, boote, II,

4331-3.
Tea at mid-day, supply of, to certain labourers, Jones, II, 3906.

practically Unknown, Thimmayya, I, p. 349.

WESTEBH INDIA MATCH FACTORY WORKERS’ UNION :

Evidence on behalf of, see KOTISWARAN, M.8., B.A., L.T*, I, pp. 128-31,

II, 1727-74.
Membership, Kotiswaran, II, 1732.

Registration applied for, Kotiswaran, II, 1754.
Workers, grievance and claims, I, pp 130—1.

WINTER, W. E.t Managing Director ; CHESHIRE, J* P., Mill Manager ; and
HOWARD, F., Weaving Manager, Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mills:

II, 3585-3637.

Absenteeism, I, p. 238.
Health, II, 3627-32.
Hours, IT, 3592-5, 3598-600.
Indebtedness, II, 3634-7.
Industrial efficiency, I, p. 238 ; II, 3633.
Manager, complaints to, II, 3602.
Provident Fund, II, 3625.
Recruitment, II, 3588-91.
Sicknes.s, II, 3622-4.
Staff, consultation of workers, II, 3575.
Trade Unions, I, p. 239 ;

II, 360^18.
Wages. II. 3596, 3619-21,
Women, employment, II, 3593, 3630-1.
no Works Cximmittees, II, 3601.

Women* employment of, in indostry :

Act of 1922 :

Effect of Government, I, p. 17 ; Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.
no Effect, Binny and Co., I, p. 145 ;

Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 218.

Bidi factories, Madras, number, 1929 Madras League of Youth, I, p. 97*.

Blow rooms and spinning rooms, prohibition advocated. Government, I, p. 17 ;

Ayyar Avargal, I. p. 64,
in Card room, Madura, abolition advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89,

(Bodrigues), II, 663.
Child labour in homes, problem of, Agariah, I, p. 124
Children, care of, while mothers working, Cheshire, II, 3630-1.
Choolai mills, Aiyar, II, 2138-41,
Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mill, workers, II, 3579-83.
Conditions and nature of work, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89 ;

workers, II,

637-41, 3579-83.
Exclusion from certain dangerous sections advocated, S.l. Ch. of Comm., 1,

p. lie.
Home work, conditions, P. J. Thomas, I, pp. 93-4, II, 1028-30.

cv.
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Women, employment ot, in industry :

—

continued.

Hours, see under fioora..
Infants :

Admission of :

not Allowed, Binny and Co,, I, p. 145 ; Aifar, II, 2146.
Coir yam industry, importance of, Cochin Chamber, of Commerce, I,

p. 273.
Extent, Government, I, p. 17 ; Ayyar A vargal, I, p. 63.
to Mills and outside gate for feeing, prohibition, TuticoHn Labour

Union, I, p. 89, (Rodriguez), II, 697-700.
Prevention, proposal for, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 63.

Feeding of

:

Going out of mill for, worker, II, 3580.
Permit system, worker, II, 638 ; 5. V. R. Naidu, II, 880-1 ; Holden,

II, 3550-1.
in Streets, Sr% Ram, II, 1585.

Joint work on same machine, abolition advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union,
I, p. 89, (Rodriguez), II. 661. 669-71.

Match factory, conditions and proposals for improvement, Kotiswaran, I, p. 131 ;

II, 1738-40, 1746-7.
Numbers, 1924 to 1928, Ayyar AvargaX, I, p. 60.
Regulations, suitability, Cartledge, I, p. 59 ; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills

Employees' Union, I, p. 218.
Spinning and reeling processes onl3', advocated, Tuheorin Labour Union, I, p. 80.

Supervision :

by Men, Kotiswaran, II, 1738; workers, II, 3579, 3580.
Difficulty, Cousins, II, 1591.

by Women, Holden, II. 3551.
Advocated, Tuticorin Labour Union, I, p. 89, (Rodriguez), II, 701-3 ;

5. V. R. Natdu, I, p. 91 ; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 173, (Shiva
Rao), II. 2529-30.

Sweating of, in unregistered factories, Mukhtar, I, p. 119.
Tanneries, A, Pillai, I, p. 132.
in Unregistered factories, conditions. I, p. 17; Ayyar Avargal,
Unsatisfactory conditions, S. P.jR, Naidu, I, pp. 92-3 ; Madras Labour Union,

I, p. 173.

Women, employment of, miscellaneons

:

Agriculture, Paddtson, 1, pp. 3, 4 ; Ranga, I, p. 326.
Domestic work, Ranga, I, p. 326.
Kerosene oil industry, V, M, R. Mudaliar, II, 1709-10.
Madras harbour, Kotiswaran, II, 1751.
in Mines, Government, I, pp. 33, 34 ; Woodhouse, 1, pp. 260, 262.
by Municipalities on road work, latrine cleaning, etc., Ranga, I, p. 326.

Tramways, Voegeli-Arya, II, 1319-22.
Transport work in cities, Ranga, I, p. 326.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, workers, 517g, 517h ; Ash, II, 524-6, 555-9,

613-6.

Women, employment of, on plantations :

Sampson, II. 3705-7, 3776-80 ; Foote, II. 4225 ; Madapa, II, 4971 ; Babingion,
II, 4939-41.

Care of babies by young children, Subbayya, II, 4894.
Evidence of workers. II, 3342-7, 4128-41,' 4901-7, 5008-19.
Number and source of, Elkington, Porter, II. 3380-2.
Rare, Coorg, A. B. Chengappa, II, 4830.
Reason for working, Sproti, II, 4710-1.
Time should be allowed to go to lines to nurse babies, Thimmayya , I, p. 350.

Women’s Educational League, Calicut, Evidence on behalf of, see JANAKI, Miss
MULIVIL, I. p. 306-7.

WOOD, C. S., M.L.C., Messrs. Parry & Co., Ltd., see BROWHD^O, W. etc.,

representatives of the Employers* Federation of Southern India, II, 3088-3222.

WOODHOUSE, A. C,, Collector of Nellore. I. pp. 260-2.
Mica mines, conditions in, I, pp. 260-2.

Work, oonditions of, Vizagapatam Harbour works. Ash, I, pp. 84, 85*

cvi.
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Wittk* 9laati^0fif ; ^

Method of getting labourers out to. Pinches, II, 2274-9
; maisiries, II, 4635,

4918; A. B. Chengappa, II, 4804 ; worker, II, 5010.
Supervision, A, B. Chengappa, I, p. 344.

Workers’ Ooimciis, proposal for, Ayyar Avargal, I, p. 66.

WorUng eonditioiis*;

no Complaints known of, of unkind treatment, Bentley, II, 1894.

Plantations :

no Complaints, worker, II, 4627.
• Ill-treatment by kanganis, Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.
Improvement, proposals for,* Shiva Rao, I, p. 201.

Legislation not considered necessary. Pinches, Barber II, 2225-9.

Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act

:

Enforcement in some parts of India, Mukhtar, II, 1533-9.

not Extensively used, K. Chengappa, II, 5105. *

Repeal

;

Benefit*to labourer, no effect on employer, Thimmayya, I, p. 350.

Efiect in plantations in the Anamalais, Government, I, p. 22.

general Effect beneficial, U.P.A.S.I,, I, p. 160.

Workmen’s Compensation Act

:

Accidents, reporting of ;

to Commissioner advocated, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172.

by Factories Staff, Gray, II, 2739-40, 2747.
Removal of time limit advocated, S. Ptllai, II, 1789.

Administrative machinery :

Representation of union on, advocated, P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 332.

Satisfactory, Binny and Co,, I, p. 144.

Staff, Gray, II, 2766.
Advantages largely understood by workers, Menon, 1, p. 288.
Amendments advocated, Uhhaya, I, p. 72 ;

Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p.

98-101, (N. K. S. Ayyangar), II, 1178-1231.
Appeal by worker under, procedure re, Cobbald, II, 956-60.
not Applied to plantations, Commissioner of Coorg, I, p. 340.
Attachment of property of employer, power advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 117.

Beneficial results, V. K, Menon, I, p, 288.
Benefits of, P,W.D, Workers* Union, I, p. 332.
no Cases under, Coorg, K, Chengappa, II, 5136.
Cases of labourers, should be taken up free of charge by Government Pleaders,
Mukhtar, I, p. 1 18.

Cases under, statistics, 1924 to 1928, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 98,
(N. K. S. Ayyangar), II, 1183-6.

Commissioner :

Combination with post of Commissioner of Labour, Government, I, p. 16.

Functions of, Mukhtar, 1, p. 117.
Compensation :

Conditions governing grant of. Government, I, p. 16.

for Industrial disease, no application known, Government, I, p. 16.

Lump sums v, recurring grants, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 99, (A'. AT. S,

Ayyangar), II, 1188.
Non-payment of, S. R. V, Naidu, I, p. 91, II, 852-61.
Scales :

Inadequacy of, and proposal re increase. Government, I, pp. 15-16.

Increase advocated, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 99 ;
Mukhtar,

I, p. 118; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I,

p, 217 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242 ;
Powell, I, p. 258

Increase for lower paid workmen, advocated, S./. C/t. of Comm.,
I, p. no.

Minimum scale in Schedule IV, increase proposed, Binny and Co., I, p. 144.

should not Vary with extent of dependence, Madras Panel of Lawyers,

L p. 100. . ^ ,

Compulsory medical examination of injured workman by registered medical

practitioner as soon as possible after accident, proposal, Madras Panel of

Lawyers, I, p, 101, (N. K. S. Ayyangar), II, 1180-2.

Conditions, Gray, II, 3012-4.
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WorkmeiiB* Cdripensation Act cofftinued.

Conditions suitable, Binny and Co,, 1, p. 144.

Delay in decision of cases, not excessive but acceleration would be approved,
N. K. S. Ayyangar, II, 1223-4.

Dependants :

Additions to, proposal, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 99.
Registration advocated, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 100 ; Mukkiar,

I, pp. 117-«.
Dependence, furnishing of proof of, proposal, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p.

100, (N. K. S, Ayyangar), II, 1193-6
Deposit of compensation with Commissioner, penal provision advocated for

failure to comply with, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees^ Union,
I, p. 217.

Dismissal, fear of, if application made, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172.

Dredger, inclusion under, would be approved. Ash, II, 581.

little Effect as compensation paid previously, Binny and Co., I, p. 144.

Effect on industry negligible, Employers* Fedn. of S,J., I, p. 207.

Employees should have right of appeal to independent competent medical
opinion, Kerosene Oil Workers' Unton, I, p. 127, (V. M. JR, Mudaliar), II,

1703-4.
many Employees probably unaware of, and means of publicity. Green, I, p. 266.

Evidence :

Difficulty of obtaining, from other workers. Mukhtar, I. p. 118, II, 1529.
Fear of workpeople in giving, in some cases, N. K. S. Ayyangar, II, 1221-2.

Extension :

to All factories employing ten persons or more advocated, Mukhtar, I,

p. 118.

to Apprentices advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 118.

to Defective vision or ailments of occupational character advocated,
Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, p. 127, {V. M. K. Mudaliar); II, 1624-32.

to Handloom weavers, agricultural workers, etc., advocated, Ranga, I, p. 325.
to all Hazardous employment even if number of employees below 20

proposed, Employers* Fedn. of S.2., 1, p. 207.
to Industrial diseases advocated. P.W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 332.
to Industrial diseases caused by metal industries, proposal, Madras
Alumimum I.abour Union, I, p 285

to all Organised labour desirable, Binny and Co., I, p. 144.

Plantations :

Advocated, Madras Labour Unton, T,jp. 172 ; Suryanarayana, I, p 321.
rot Advocated, Government, I, p. 15.

should be Considered, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.

with necessary Modifications advocated, Thtmmayya, I, pp. 349-50.
no Need for, but might be reasonable, Subbayya, I, p. 352, II, 4876-7.
Question of nece.ssily, A’. Chengappa, II, 5139 ; Prvestly, II, 5140.
to Small industrial establishments and plantations and contractors

employees advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p 217

Subordinate supervising staff desirable, P.W.D. Workers' Union, I, p. 332.
Suggestions, Government, I, p. 15.

Vital statistics should be collected for determining, S.I. Ch. of Comm.,
I, p. 110.

Extent of use. Government, T, p. 15 ; Binny and Co., I, p. 144 ; Buckingham and
Carnatic Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 217.

Fatal accidents, direct approach to Commissioner by dependents proposal,
Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 100. .

Fining of employers for not paying compensation, proposal. (Shiva Rao), II,

2481-3.
Grievances, re, Madras port and harbour, Kotiswaran, I, pp. 128-9, II, 1757.

Information to workers re :

proposed Means of, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p, 101, (N. K, S, Ayyangar),
II, 1210-5, 1218 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 350.

‘ I^opaganda work, Shiva Rao, II, 2484.
Initiation of proceedings by Commissioner advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 217, (Ubaidullah), II, 3223-4.
Inquiry into cases by Commissioner, proposal, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I,

p. 100, (N. K. S. Ayyangar), II, 1179, 1197-9.
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WuxiEiiiiai^ CkMnptniatimi Act :—coniinued.

Insurance

:

Absence oi, P»W.D. Workers* Union, I, p. 332.

Advantage to workers. Government, I, p. 15.

Advocated, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242.
Agriculture labour, impossibility, Paddtson, 1, p. 5.

Compubory :

. Advocated, Mukhtar, I. p. 118; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills
Employees* Union, I, p. 217.

possildy Desirable in case of small employers, Binny and Co., I, p. 144.

not Necessary or practicable. Government, I, p. 15.

Scheme for, uoimbatore Labour Unton, I, pp. 242-3.
Universal scheme, premature, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.

not Economically sound for large concerns but desirable for small if rates
reduced. Employers* Fedn. of S.T., I, p. 207.

Extent of. Government, I, p. 15.

Rates excessive, Employers* Fedn of S.I.

,

I, p. 207.
International Labour Convention, ratification, no objection to, N. K. S.

Ayyangar, II, 1227.
Lump sum payments to dependents, squandering of. Employers* Fedn. of S.I.

,

I, p. 207, {Wood), II, 3125-41.
Machinery, investigation of, by legal adviser of workmen, proposal, Madras

Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 101, (N. K. S. Ayyangar), II, 1179, 1229.
Madras Port Trust, not under Act, and system of, Armstrong, I, p. 275.
Medical charges should be borne by employers if facilities not provided by,
Madras Aluminium Labour Union, I, p. 285.

Minor injuries, provision for, advocated, Madras Aluminium Labour Union,
1, p. 285.

no Noticeable effect on industr>^ Government, I, p. 15.

Oil workers* recommendations, Kerosene Oil Workers* Union, I, p. 127.

Palm of the hand as scheduled injury advocated, yiadras Panel of Lawyers,
I, p. 101, (N. K. S. Ayyangar), II. 1205-8.

Panel of Lawyers* memorandum supported, Coimbatore Labour Union, T, p. 242.
Payment in cases of two deaths in mills, Hargreaves, 11, 2104.
Payment of full wages from date of disablement, Buckingham and Carnatic

Mills Employees' Union, I, p. 217.
Permanent partial disablement, definition proposal, Madras Panel of Lawyers,

I, p 101, (A\ K. S. Ayyanger), II, 1200-4.
Printing trade, Green, I, pp. 265-6.

Non-receipt of compensation, R. S Mudaliar, 1, p 339.
Procedure advocated for dealing with claims, Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 242.
Propaganda re, proposal, Mukhtar, I, p. 117.
Returns :

Enforcement, proposal for, Mukhtar, I, p. 118.
Penal provision advocated for failure to comply with requirement,
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union, I, p. 217.

Sanction for enforcing compliance with provision, proposal, Madras Panel
of Lawyers, 1, p. 100, (N. K. S. Ayyanger), II, 1178.

Statutory powers for enforcing, proposed, S.I. Ch. of Comm., I, p. 110.
in Sub-contracting, proposal, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 100.
Summary of, circulation to factories in vernacular with request to post up.

Gray, II, 2741, 2970.
Supplementary deposit, proposal, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 100.
Suspension of payment pending appeal, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 100.
Tanneries, no compensation. A, Pillai, I, p. 132.
Vizagapatam Harbour works, position re. Ash, II, 560-4.
Waiting period :

Abolition advocated, Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees* Union,
I, p. 217.

Payment including, advocated, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 99.
Redaction :

Advocated, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, p. 99, (N. K. S. Ayyangar),
11,1178,1189-92.

to 7 days proposed, without payment for illness not longer than 7 days,
Mukhtar, I. p. 118, II, 1491-2, 1530-2.

Work of Madras Panel of Lawyers, I, pp. 97-8 ; N.K.S. Ayyangar, II, 1166-77,
1228-31

; Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172, {Shiva Rao), II, 2484-6 ;

V. M. R. Mudaliar, II, 1705.
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Workmtn’g Cknnpentatimi Aot

:

—continued,
I

Workers covered by, Employers* Fedn, of S, I,, I, p. 207. s

Workers' knowledge of
: j

Extent, Madras Pand of Lawyers, 1, p. 101 ; SJ. Ch, of Comm., I, p. 110,
j

{N. K. . tyyangar), II, 1209. 1216.
Ignorance, Madras Labour Union, I, p. 172, {Shiva Rao), II, 2484 ; P.W.D.

Workers* Union, I, p. 332 ; Thimmayya, I, p. 350 ; N. K. S. Ay^angar,
j

II,- 2179.
Qnestion as to, and information to, in event of accident, Cobbald, II, 962-^70.

iWoMm rights under, machinery for safeguarding and adequacy of. Gray, II, i

2737-48 ; CaHledge, II, 2742-5.
Working of, and proposals, Mukhtar, I. pp. 117-8.
"Workman," extension of dehnition advocated, Madras Panel of Lawyers, I,

pp. 98-9, (iST. K. S. Ayyangar), II. 1178, 1187.

Work> Committees :

Advocated, Mukhtar, I, p. 113; Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees*
Union, I, p. 213 ; Coimbatore Labour Union, I, p. 241, (AT. S, R. Ayyangar),
II. 4431-3.

Advocated, but organisation must be simple to start with, Madras Labour
Union. I. p. 167.

None, Cheshire. II, 3601. r
None, except welfare committee in Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, Government,

I. p. 10.

Printing trade, doubt as to possibility. Green. I, p. 264.

Workshops Aot

:

Advocated, Madras Representative Christian Council, I, p. 101, (Krishnaswamy),
II, 1258.

would be Approved, Ubaidullah, II, 3271. ^

Workshops Inspectors, proposal for, for small industrial establishments, Cartledge,

II, 2799-800, 2810, 2953-4.

Young Women^s Christifui Association :

Evidence on behalf of. AZABIAH, Miss M., I, pp. 121-5 ; II. 1548-1591.
Investigations by, dismissal of women for giving evidence to, and subsequent

restoration, Cousins. II, 1587.
Investigations by, victimisation of women giving evidence, Sri Ram, II, 1587.
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